Tweet Archive on #sharp17
From 5/3/2017 - 7/1/2017
kamaslak: All you wanted to know and didn't know you wanted to know about
technology of the books #SHARP17 https://t.co/YAolG4OZiw
5/3/2017 8:19:19 AM
DHInstitute: Coming to #dhsi2017, #SHARP17 & interested in the \m/etal music
community? (conf. w concert Friday; ask us for tix!) https://t.co/1pJsVwZI2S
5/3/2017 2:47:40 PM
SHARP2017: RT @DHInstitute: Coming to #dhsi2017, #SHARP17 & interested in the
\m/etal music community? (conf. w concert Friday; ask us for tix!) https…
5/3/2017 3:54:04 PM
PaulaJohanson: @AlyssaA_DHSI Is it okay to #SHARP17 people to attend our two
#dhsiknits workshops on June 4 and June 11?
5/3/2017 5:58:42 PM
bookhistories: Less than one month to go until #SHARP17! @SHARP2017
@sharpicecream
5/11/2017 9:54:30 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: Less than one month to go until #SHARP17!
@SHARP2017 @sharpicecream
5/12/2017 1:53:42 PM
mulcare: Gah! If only it were possible to be in two places at the same time. #SHARP17
will be great, I'm sure, but will it b… https://t.co/ADgRuHB7dD
5/16/2017 7:05:44 PM
SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for #sharp17:
https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 12:42:59 AM
TradeCardCarl: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 1:10:30 AM
amandalastoria: #SHARP17 conference incl 2 presentations on Alice in Wonderland:
@MichaelHancher on Tenniel and me on #LewisCarroll… https://t.co/HTh9eKt4bs
5/18/2017 2:35:10 AM
james_minter: RT @amandalastoria: #SHARP17 conference incl 2 presentations on
Alice in Wonderland: @MichaelHancher on Tenniel and me on #LewisCarroll. #k…
5/18/2017 2:36:43 AM
amandalastoria: #SHARP17 incl @jmaxsfu @agbordini and me on our Aldus Manutius
#DH project: https://t.co/QzQS4G1AEn https://t.co/lckk4BAJMT
5/18/2017 2:51:56 AM
SHARP2017: RT @amandalastoria: #SHARP17 incl @jmaxsfu @agbordini and me on
our Aldus Manutius #DH project: https://t.co/QzQS4G1AEn https://t.co/lckk4B…
5/18/2017 3:52:38 AM
MichaelHancher: RT @amandalastoria: #SHARP17 conference incl 2 presentations on
Alice in Wonderland: @MichaelHancher on Tenniel and me on #LewisCarroll. #k…

5/18/2017 6:51:41 AM
jimmussell: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 7:01:02 AM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 11:18:43 AM
AmySopcakJoseph: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 12:46:23 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 2:18:25 PM
UofTDHN: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for #sharp17:
https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 2:23:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 2:54:22 PM
kathiiberens: @Camilliganaire @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @jmaxsfu @SHARP2017
I’m looking forward to meeting you, too! Meeting… https://t.co/tL4l8gv34I
5/18/2017 4:51:22 PM
rachael_isom: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 6:42:42 PM
CarrollReview: RT @amandalastoria: #SHARP17 conference incl 2 presentations on
Alice in Wonderland: @MichaelHancher on Tenniel and me on #LewisCarroll. #k…
5/18/2017 7:47:45 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/18/2017 8:14:23 PM
ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/ @Beth_driscoll
@Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens… https://t.co/RTRQ2wee5V
5/18/2017 10:49:08 PM
Camilliganaire: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/18/2017 10:50:57 PM
CitizenWald: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/18/2017 11:03:08 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…

5/18/2017 11:45:37 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/19/2017 12:15:13 AM
Beth_driscoll: Our Book Festivalopoly prototype in action! Our analysis of game design
as a method for book culture studies will b… https://t.co/Hw6f0M6Hne
5/19/2017 12:19:52 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARP2017: Ahoy! We have posted the detailed program for
#sharp17: https://t.co/rveaXXn4eF
5/19/2017 12:22:50 AM
DennineD: I'll be at this one! Looking forward to it #SHARP17 https://t.co/0N5drqlN6x
5/19/2017 1:07:52 AM
hchesner: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/19/2017 1:35:20 AM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/19/2017 11:55:49 AM
SHARP2017: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
5/19/2017 2:59:54 PM
SHARP2017: It's a gorgeous day on the island today! Don't forget that if you fly into
Vancouver you need to fly or ferry over… https://t.co/mKL8D84pD4
5/23/2017 3:22:34 PM
SHARP2017: Thx SHARP-ists! Now only need 2 more chairs (Antiquity + Scientific
Writing). Let us know if you would like to chair @ #sharp17!
5/25/2017 3:57:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: So who at #DHSI2017 and/or #sharp17 is attending the Unleash The
Archers metal concert? #usedtodateametalhead https://t.co/5E74ojUQTU
5/25/2017 5:00:07 PM
DHInstitute: RT @Marie_LSJ: So who at #DHSI2017 and/or #sharp17 is attending the
Unleash The Archers metal concert? #usedtodateametalhead https://t.co/5…
5/25/2017 5:24:03 PM
SHARP2017: @willismonroe @DHInstitute Thanks for your interest, Willis! We're looking
for folks who are already registered for… https://t.co/jb7fq60iBC
5/25/2017 5:55:00 PM
Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing wizardry of
BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames!… https://t.co/KqvRo3CE5D
5/26/2017 10:05:54 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/26/2017 10:44:06 AM

sharpicecream: No ? #sharp17 https://t.co/AW5KfcXnvZ
5/26/2017 10:45:30 AM
stirpublishing: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/26/2017 10:46:50 AM
DHInstitute: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/26/2017 3:48:01 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/26/2017 3:57:50 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 comes to the @UVic campus in 2 short weeks!
https://t.co/MwSurlVXUg
5/26/2017 7:53:08 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 comes to the @UVic campus in 2 short
weeks! https://t.co/MwSurlVXUg
5/26/2017 10:16:45 PM
markcmarino: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/26/2017 11:01:37 PM
DennineD: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 comes to the @UVic campus in 2 short weeks!
https://t.co/MwSurlVXUg
5/27/2017 12:16:35 AM
rachellynchase: @Beth_driscoll @susleo @ClaireSquires Any chance you are looking for
volunteers to play it at #sharp17? Pick me! :)
5/27/2017 7:25:40 AM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
5/27/2017 10:34:34 AM
RichardsTeapot: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 comes to the @UVic campus in 2 short
weeks! https://t.co/MwSurlVXUg
5/27/2017 3:35:29 PM
SHARP2017: Traveling from a visa-exempt country to #sharp17? You'll need an
Electronic Travel Authorization https://t.co/3rLKvtuq8R (except for US)
5/29/2017 5:00:55 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Traveling from a visa-exempt country to #sharp17?
You'll need an Electronic Travel Authorization https://t.co/3rLKvtuq8R (ex…
5/29/2017 5:46:54 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Traveling from a visa-exempt country to #sharp17?
You'll need an Electronic Travel Authorization https://t.co/3rLKvtuq8R (ex…
5/29/2017 5:56:24 PM
ClaireSquires: Look at these little wonders! Excited to be presenting #bookishgames at
#sharp17 @SHARP2017 with @Beth_driscoll https://t.co/NWH1DynR6p

5/29/2017 6:30:25 PM
Suzdum: RT @SHARP2017: Traveling from a visa-exempt country to #sharp17? You'll
need an Electronic Travel Authorization https://t.co/3rLKvtuq8R (ex…
5/29/2017 6:42:25 PM
mekonkol: RT @SHARP2017: Traveling from a visa-exempt country to #sharp17? You'll
need an Electronic Travel Authorization https://t.co/3rLKvtuq8R (ex…
5/30/2017 12:47:13 AM
d2verso: #sharp17 Is anyone arriving at Victoria Airport (YYJ) ca. 4-5 pm Friday 9 June
and interested in sharing a taxi to UVic?
5/30/2017 2:11:04 PM
amndw2: TFW you're reviewing the #sharp17 program and you realize you're
presenting in the same time block as at least half your friends.
5/30/2017 3:08:20 PM
SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u
@SHARP2017
5/30/2017 3:46:22 PM
SHARP2017: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
5/30/2017 3:46:54 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
5/30/2017 4:16:52 PM
a_e_lang: @MyLiminality @JonathaNgrams wish I were at #CSDH2017 instead of
marking exams! Only a week till #sharp17 &… https://t.co/dDrp1XH2KC
5/30/2017 10:01:01 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
5/30/2017 10:31:03 PM
jordanreed14: Putting red pen to the most recent draft of my paper for #sharp17.
Looking forward to sharing the final draft with everyone next week!
5/31/2017 12:33:30 AM
SHARP2017: Hello! Are you a vegan and attending #sharp17? Please let us know so we
have options available for you :)
5/31/2017 1:26:43 AM
MichaelHancher: Finished drafting "Technical Tenniel: Reproducing Alice" for #sharp17;
many pictures of pictures. @SHARP2017 https://t.co/bAgP2hJDQg
5/31/2017 2:32:25 AM
SHARP2017: RT @MichaelHancher: Finished drafting "Technical Tenniel: Reproducing
Alice" for #sharp17; many pictures of pictures. @SHARP2017 https://t.…
5/31/2017 2:34:57 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017

5/31/2017 11:20:54 AM
kgbaston: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
5/31/2017 12:08:58 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/KEaOW4Xr6x
5/31/2017 3:48:53 PM
amndw2: Starting to think about packing for #DHSI2017 and #sharp17. Learned my
lesson the last time: will bring sunblock AND sweaters.
5/31/2017 4:26:45 PM
SHARP2017: The weather in June can be unpredictable in Victoria. Layers
recommended! #sharp17
5/31/2017 5:01:22 PM
sharpicecream: A tout de suite! #sharp17 https://t.co/fqhsn9iYgC
5/31/2017 5:07:36 PM
sharpicecream: @SHARP2017 Vegan ? 볼볼 #sharp17
5/31/2017 5:54:46 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
5/31/2017 10:49:07 PM
SHARP2017: Hey, #sharp17 vegetarians/vegans/GF friends: check out Village Greens,
Mystic Market, and Biblio Cafe for suitable on-campus food choices!
5/31/2017 11:00:28 PM
SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want more info? Visit our
abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to @JasonEnsor!)
5/31/2017 11:11:26 PM
helenkbones: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
5/31/2017 11:12:05 PM
KulaJournal: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
5/31/2017 11:13:17 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
5/31/2017 11:21:37 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and
want more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
5/31/2017 11:58:17 PM
kinohin: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want more
info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 1:09:04 AM
UVicSC: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want more
info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…

6/1/2017 4:32:03 AM
UVicSC: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
6/1/2017 4:32:32 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 8:02:04 AM
zanna_vl: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want more
info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 12:54:23 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 1:46:18 PM
CarrollReview: RT @MichaelHancher: Finished drafting "Technical Tenniel: Reproducing
Alice" for #sharp17; many pictures of pictures. @SHARP2017 https://t.…
6/1/2017 3:34:38 PM
UVicLib: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
6/1/2017 4:29:24 PM
ProfTomMole: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 5:34:39 PM
amandalastoria: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and
want more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 5:36:01 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 6:37:05 PM
DH_OU: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want more
info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/1/2017 7:07:42 PM
sharpicecream: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/2/2017 12:14:58 AM
susanirenebrown: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and
want more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/2/2017 12:25:22 AM
CBBAGBCISLANDS: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to #sharp17! Full details at
https://t.co/x57Mo3YJ3u @SHARP2017
6/2/2017 12:44:30 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…

6/2/2017 1:11:16 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/2/2017 2:15:20 AM
JonTophamHPS: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and
want more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/2/2017 5:25:13 AM
AbiLemak: RT @SHARP2017: Hey, #sharp17 vegetarians/vegans/GF friends: check out
Village Greens, Mystic Market, and Biblio Cafe for suitable on-campus…
6/2/2017 10:19:32 AM
AbiLemak: RT @SHARP2017: The weather in June can be unpredictable in Victoria.
Layers recommended! #sharp17
6/2/2017 10:19:33 AM
SHARP2017: Still making travel plans for #sharp17? Check out https://t.co/qaBPojtMLD
6/2/2017 5:01:42 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Still making travel plans for #sharp17? Check out
https://t.co/qaBPojtMLD
6/2/2017 6:11:05 PM
arbuckle_alyssa: Only one more week until we host #sharp17 at @uvic! But first, wk 1
of #dhsi2017... are we crazy? Maybe. But still
6/2/2017 8:46:49 PM
SHARP2017: SHARP/DHSI crossover opportunity! Consider reg'ing for the LGBTTIQ+
workshop on Sun. w/ @jasonaboyd et al! https://t.co/WeetzqGsoc #sharp17
6/2/2017 11:04:16 PM
SHARP2017: RT @d2verso: #sharp17 Is anyone arriving at Victoria Airport (YYJ) ca. 45 pm Friday 9 June and interested in sharing a taxi to UVic?
6/2/2017 11:22:50 PM
lindseyseatter: Few things are lovelier than a sunny day with an iced tea, #sharp17
prep, and The Sound of Music soundtrack #musicalnerd #booknerd
6/2/2017 11:34:49 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARP2017: Still making travel plans for #sharp17? Check out
https://t.co/qaBPojtMLD
6/3/2017 12:09:16 PM
onlinereaders1: Packing for #sharp17 looking forward to catching up with too many
people to mention after spot of watching
6/3/2017 12:34:20 PM
amandalastoria: editing my #sharp17 #lewiscarroll talk. at the slash-and-burn stage.
why did i decide to do a lightening talk? full length would be easier.
6/3/2017 4:14:22 PM
SHARP2017: RT @lindseyseatter: Few things are lovelier than a sunny day with an iced
tea, #sharp17 prep, and The Sound of Music soundtrack #musicalner…
6/3/2017 5:15:50 PM

rak_dr: This is my first time at #sharp17 Looking forward to seeing @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
@Beth_driscoll @hkpmcgregor @ClaireSquires & many more heroes!
6/3/2017 6:47:40 PM
SHARP2017: Hello! We're looking for a chair for session A2, "Artist's Books," 8.45am10.15am on Sat. Any takers? #sharp17
6/3/2017 11:37:43 PM
amndw2: Right: #sharp17 conference paper in workable shape, and almost finished
packing for #DHSI2017. See you soon, Victoria!
6/3/2017 11:39:38 PM
DennineD: Please help out. Crossed wires -> I was booked as chair over session I was
given funding to attend. This one = tot… https://t.co/5EwZfuoBkB
6/4/2017 2:42:08 AM
alisakbeer: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: Only one more week until we host #sharp17 at
@uvic! But first, wk 1 of #dhsi2017... are we crazy? Maybe. But still
6/4/2017 11:00:23 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼볼볼볼 SHARP 볼볼볼볼볼 6볼9볼볼볼 12볼볼볼 볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼. 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼! https://t.co/17T9nlzpR3 I will
tweet in Korean! :) #sharp17
6/4/2017 11:19:06 AM
crimsonyoo: SHARP 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 DHSI볼 볼볼볼볼!
https://t.co/VNB1Gx0I8Z#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/4/2017 11:25:05 AM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARP2017: Checked out our #sharp17 program online and want
more info? Visit our abstract platform: https://t.co/u7T91XLcCf (Thanks to…
6/4/2017 11:26:27 AM
crimsonyoo: RT @Beth_driscoll: The #sharp17 program is out and it looks so good! I'm
especially looking forward to papers on digital book cultures http…
6/4/2017 11:27:37 AM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to #sharp17 Social Media Translators
@Hector_Lopez_17 @crimsonyoo @milenaufpr @Marie_LSJ (-)
6/4/2017 11:27:45 AM
rachael_isom: Lovely few days exploring Vancouver, & now to Victoria for an exciting
week at #DHSI2017 and #sharp17. https://t.co/lqWmC4AJor
6/4/2017 1:12:16 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼 2볼볼 볼볼 weather @ Victoria: https://t.co/pfJguCrxDYlow-tomid 20s ºC, with evenings cooling down to about 10 ºC. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/4/2017 1:40:34 PM
euromachs: #DHNextWeek 9-12 June - #sharp17 / @SHARP2017 - Technologies of the
Book https://t.co/JUJRh0NDUH
6/4/2017 5:12:01 PM
amndw2: I'm giving a talk on quotation at #sharp17. This display greeted me at the
airport this morning. I think I'll put t… https://t.co/BzdYq67s7K
6/4/2017 8:12:42 PM

SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: I'm giving a talk on quotation at #sharp17. This display
greeted me at the airport this morning. I think I'll put this photo on…
6/4/2017 8:26:22 PM
ShammaBoyarin: Also #ISMMS17 hapenning the same weekend as #sharp17!
https://t.co/aLSmVGnFwY
6/4/2017 8:40:36 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼 볼볼볼(볼볼볼볼, 볼볼 볼)볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 6/9 5:30 Felicita’s볼볼.
an informal evening event for early career scholars. beer sounds good :)#sharp17
6/4/2017 10:11:50 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼!! 볼볼 볼볼 lunch gatherings for the undergraduates :) on
June 5 and June 12. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/4/2017 10:26:26 PM
canMedievalists: RT @ShammaBoyarin: Also #ISMMS17 hapenning the same weekend
as #sharp17! https://t.co/aLSmVGnFwY
6/4/2017 10:42:26 PM
lauragrayblair: Well, the @uvic campus is beautiful. Looking forward to the next couple
of weeks at #DHSI2017 & #SHARP17! https://t.co/lccdwTc97Q
6/5/2017 2:19:03 AM
tomabba: all I have to do is arrange travel from Vancouver to Victoria and back again
for #sharp17. I now understand why @neilhimself has a @fablor
6/5/2017 9:23:13 AM
sharpicecream: @DHSI_Bunny Hola hoppity! #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/5/2017 9:59:02 AM
Marie_LSJ: Good to know! Great way to get warmed up for #sharp17 live-tweeting
translation (minus the translation bit)! https://t.co/BDJv3Iwo3H
6/5/2017 3:52:36 PM
jotis13: Super excited to also get #sharp17 out of my #DHSI2017 trip!
6/5/2017 4:12:52 PM
SHARP2017: Looking for some extra-curricular fun at #sharp17? We've listed some
local faves here: https://t.co/0aV87QU0Hd
6/5/2017 5:01:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @amndw2: I'm giving a talk on quotation at #sharp17. This display
greeted me at the airport this morning. I think I'll put this photo on…
6/5/2017 5:28:49 PM
andiesilva: Something we'll be talking about at our databases roundtable at #sharp17
this weekend! https://t.co/r8jWFCbbGK
6/5/2017 5:51:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Looking for some extra-curricular fun at #sharp17?
We've listed some local faves here: https://t.co/0aV87QU0Hd
6/5/2017 6:25:02 PM
HeidiDarroch: RT @ShammaBoyarin: Also #ISMMS17 hapenning the same weekend as
#sharp17! https://t.co/aLSmVGnFwY

6/5/2017 7:12:48 PM
kinohin: RT @SHARP2017: Looking for some extra-curricular fun at #sharp17? We've
listed some local faves here: https://t.co/0aV87QU0Hd
6/5/2017 7:58:42 PM
sharpicecream: Packing/les bagages #sharp17 https://t.co/t6E5ds4B5h
6/5/2017 9:27:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Packing/les bagages #sharp17
https://t.co/t6E5ds4B5h
6/5/2017 9:45:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream SHARP ICE CREAM IS BACK!!!!!!!!! I'M SO EXCITED!!!!!
#sharp17
6/5/2017 9:59:23 PM
sharpicecream: RT @Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream SHARP ICE CREAM IS BACK!!!!!!!!!
I'M SO EXCITED!!!!! #sharp17
6/5/2017 10:03:04 PM
Sarathena192: Same Q, other tags...#dhsi2017 #sharp17 #sharp2017
https://t.co/Kvt501iiVn
6/5/2017 10:05:40 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @Sarathena192: Same Q, other tags...#dhsi2017 #sharp17
#sharp2017 https://t.co/Kvt501iiVn
6/5/2017 10:14:03 PM
kathiiberens: Excited to give this talk Sun. June 11 at 10:30! #sharp2017 #sharp17
@henningsgaard @sprowberry @ClaireSquires… https://t.co/EBER9GBjGS
6/5/2017 11:12:02 PM
SHARP2017: RT @kathiiberens: Excited to give this talk Sun. June 11 at 10:30!
#sharp2017 #sharp17 @henningsgaard @sprowberry @ClaireSquires @Beth_dri…
6/5/2017 11:19:01 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @SHARP2017: Hello! We're looking for a chair for session A2,
"Artist's Books," 8.45am-10.15am on Sat. Any takers? #sharp17
6/6/2017 6:24:42 AM
StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg Fancy joining me in a
hunt for maple flavour? #sharp17
6/6/2017 10:45:22 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
Fancy joining me in a hunt for maple flavour? #sharp17
6/6/2017 10:59:33 AM
sharpicecream: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sharpicecream @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
Fancy joining me in a hunt for maple flavour? #sharp17
6/6/2017 12:00:42 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/ubwNBrFxiR
6/6/2017 2:53:38 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/ubwNBrFxiR

6/6/2017 3:02:51 PM
sharpicecream: Can join in? #sharp17 https://t.co/4A9cjMjvsb
6/6/2017 4:25:08 PM
sharpicecream: Ice cream bombe #sharp17 https://t.co/1MGdCZIcdz
6/6/2017 4:25:56 PM
sharpicecream: What's that? Extra-curricular fun?! #sharp17 https://t.co/3YNB7kuGLp
6/6/2017 4:27:47 PM
sharpicecream: Anyone at #dhsi17 like to tweet me a pic of themselves enjoying a
Victoria ice cream s'il vous plait? #sharp17 @DHSI_Bunny
6/6/2017 4:29:20 PM
JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins our podcast to talk
about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/ry5GM2Jsut
6/6/2017 5:16:33 PM
SHARP2017: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins our
podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/6/2017 5:35:24 PM
prbrian: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins our
podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/6/2017 7:54:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins
our podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/6/2017 8:17:03 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins our
podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/6/2017 9:52:39 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARP2017: Looking for some extra-curricular fun at #sharp17?
We've listed some local faves here: https://t.co/0aV87QU0Hd
6/6/2017 9:53:13 PM
SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/6/2017 10:01:17 PM
onlinereaders1: 2/2 ferry to Victoria and #sharp17 tomorrow
6/6/2017 10:37:17 PM
kathiiberens: Watching @AppStore redesign launch at #WWDC17, editing some of my
#SHARP17 slides "iOS as a Book Distribution Environment." #seismic
6/6/2017 10:48:17 PM
SHARP2017: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/6/2017 11:30:36 PM
wynkenhimself: @ruthbrarian Suffice to say I'm really looking forward to getting on a
nice quiet plane early Thursday to travel all day to #sharp17

6/6/2017 11:39:25 PM
sharpicecream: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins
our podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/6/2017 11:41:46 PM
sharpicecream: 볼 #sharp17 https://t.co/AX41RgEA4A
6/6/2017 11:44:35 PM
kathiiberens: RT @ClaireSquires: Will be talking #bookishgames at #sharp17 w/
@Beth_driscoll @Camilliganaire @AmyHildrethChen chair @kathiiberens https:/…
6/6/2017 11:56:36 PM
UVicSC: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/7/2017 12:58:23 AM
DennineD: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/7/2017 1:55:48 AM
Millicent_Weber: Boarding my plane in Melbourne ... #sharp17 here I come!
6/7/2017 1:58:38 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: 볼 #sharp17 https://t.co/AX41RgEA4A
6/7/2017 2:02:28 AM
BrookeIshe: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/7/2017 2:31:13 AM
zanna_vl: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/7/2017 5:47:14 AM
RasoulAliak: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARP17 is now only a few days away...
https://t.co/WW0SbiswMe@SHARP2017
6/7/2017 6:15:48 AM
bookhistories: Finally on my way to Victoria! #sharp17
6/7/2017 9:23:32 AM
zanna_vl: Op weg naar @SHARP2017 in Victoria, Canada! En route pour @SHARP2017
à Victoria, Canada! #sharp17 #conference #book… https://t.co/s09udFEmev
6/7/2017 9:28:07 AM
bookhistories: De kommande dagarna kommer jag twittra på svenska och danska från
#sharp17 (läs mer här https://t.co/BiYkHWmUEK)! #bokhistoria #boghistorie
6/7/2017 9:41:44 AM
ClaireSquires: On to #sharp17 w/ @sprowberry also on board 볼볼! Looking forward to
@stirpublishing reunion with @StevieLMarsden & @rachellynchase on arrival
6/7/2017 9:42:02 AM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: On to #sharp17 w/ @sprowberry also on board 볼볼!
Looking forward to @stirpublishing reunion with @StevieLMarsden & @rache…

6/7/2017 9:45:26 AM
sprowberry: RT @ClaireSquires: On to #sharp17 w/ @sprowberry also on board 볼볼!
Looking forward to @stirpublishing reunion with @StevieLMarsden & @rache…
6/7/2017 9:49:17 AM
SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011. Follow along on at
#sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/7/2017 10:04:45 AM
SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take a moment to review our
social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/7/2017 10:04:55 AM
SHARPorg: Also every year since 2011 we’ve run an informal Twitter prize for the most
interesting & effective tweeters during the conference #sharp17
6/7/2017 10:05:33 AM
SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using #sharp17.
We will announce the winners at the AGM on Sunday.
6/7/2017 10:05:40 AM
SHARPorg: #sharp17 TOCs: SHARP officers to act as judges & decision will be final. No
member of SHARP council/board/ committees may participate.
6/7/2017 10:05:51 AM
leoba: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011. Follow
along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/7/2017 10:05:59 AM
leoba: RT @SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take a moment to
review our social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/7/2017 10:06:00 AM
iangadd: #sharp17 tweeting… https://t.co/nu6ji6UGFq
6/7/2017 10:06:45 AM
SHARPorg: Oh, and previous winners are not eligible although we expect them to show
us their best form #sharp17
6/7/2017 10:08:06 AM
edrabinski: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011.
Follow along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/7/2017 10:12:37 AM
gregg_sh: RT @iangadd: #sharp17 tweeting… https://t.co/nu6ji6UGFq
6/7/2017 10:23:13 AM
milenaufpr: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to #sharp17 Social Media Translators
@Hector_Lopez_17 @crimsonyoo @milenaufpr @Marie_LSJ (-)
6/7/2017 11:16:54 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: De kommande dagarna kommer jag twittra på
svenska och danska från #sharp17 (läs mer här https://t.co/BiYkHWmUEK)! #bokhi…
6/7/2017 11:56:55 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011.
Follow along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e

6/7/2017 11:59:38 AM
jimmussell: Just about to fly out for @SHARP2017. Looking forward to getting book
historical #sharp17
6/7/2017 12:49:05 PM
bookhistory: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011.
Follow along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/7/2017 1:18:26 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011.
Follow along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/7/2017 1:23:34 PM
mollyhardy: So excited for #sharp17 but darn! these great projects (many on
antiquarians and their wacky ways!) make it hard to… https://t.co/ct9bd0TwpX
6/7/2017 1:38:28 PM
richendabrim: I will be at #sharp17 AND following the tweets because it's always so
hard to choose btw all the great sessions. https://t.co/OZD6QmGbxb
6/7/2017 1:46:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @richendabrim: I will be at #sharp17 AND following the tweets because
it's always so hard to choose btw all the great sessions. https://…
6/7/2017 1:47:50 PM
rak_dr: also #sharp17 is running a contest for most interesting & effective tweets
during their conference. Nerd up, #iabaeu2017!
6/7/2017 2:53:35 PM
SHARP2017: RT @SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take a
moment to review our social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/7/2017 3:04:53 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 attendees: check out the feed at #dhsi2017 or #DHSItips for
even more info about (and pics of!) @uvic
6/7/2017 3:07:02 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: On to #sharp17 w/ @sprowberry also on board
볼볼! Looking forward to @stirpublishing reunion with @StevieLMarsden & @rache…
6/7/2017 3:07:14 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 attendees: check out the feed at #dhsi2017 or
#DHSItips for even more info about (and pics of!) @uvic
6/7/2017 3:24:05 PM
lindseyseatter: Another beautiful #dhsi2017 morning! Looking forward to welcoming
our @SHARPorg colleagues for #sharp17 in 2 days! https://t.co/Lh3C7p4daM
6/7/2017 4:03:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lindseyseatter: Another beautiful #dhsi2017 morning! Looking forward
to welcoming our @SHARPorg colleagues for #sharp17 in 2 days! http…
6/7/2017 4:06:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 attendees: check out the feed at #dhsi2017 or
#DHSItips for even more info about (and pics of!) @uvic

6/7/2017 4:07:48 PM
jotis13: Taking the pressure off... #sharp17 https://t.co/EHPJ61uuDR
6/7/2017 4:54:17 PM
mollyhardy: Getting to the heart of the matter #sharp17 prep https://t.co/RQwosZ020i
6/7/2017 5:03:57 PM
CitizenWald: Found this tweet of mine on way from London to @SHARPorg at Oxford
Brookes. Let the investigation begin. Meanwhile… https://t.co/3XFFdIcqnj
6/7/2017 5:08:26 PM
SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be tweeting in languages
other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.co/cxCJu6Iwm4
6/7/2017 5:55:10 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be
tweeting in languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/7/2017 6:01:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be
tweeting in languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/7/2017 8:10:57 PM
superHH: Anyone would have suggestions for a tool to design your own pins to import
to @ArcGISOnline? #dh #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/7/2017 10:14:57 PM
ClaireSquires: Whoop I have arrived in Canada @sharpicecream in hand! #sharp17
https://t.co/cVX7MBZXlu
6/7/2017 11:58:53 PM
ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream A posse of geese came for you! #sharp17
https://t.co/bw0gnrWgr6
6/7/2017 11:59:34 PM
ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream This one was particularly keen #sharp17
https://t.co/XRCIYH2qGq
6/8/2017 12:00:01 AM
sharpicecream: Thread 볼볼 #sharp17 https://t.co/9deJV8ZXHv
6/8/2017 12:04:39 AM
sharpicecream: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be
tweeting in languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/8/2017 12:05:12 AM
sharpicecream: Ye olden days/les Tweets d'antan #sharp17 https://t.co/rcGY9WvOFg
6/8/2017 12:06:05 AM
wynkenhimself: I am too overwhelmed by the thought of getting up at 4am to travel all
day to #sharp17 so I am going to go to bed instead of packing
6/8/2017 12:29:14 AM
hchesner: Between #sharp17 and #rbms17, I'm gonna have a lot of conference envy in
the next few weeks. But then there's #AJLNYC17, so that's s/t.

6/8/2017 12:49:13 AM
Marie_LSJ: Look what I found on my way home #dhsi2017! Looking forward to
sampling them w/ @bookhistories @KatieMcGettigan… https://t.co/uQv8GhfDo4
6/8/2017 4:52:05 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011.
Follow along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/8/2017 8:11:34 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jimmussell: Just about to fly out for @SHARP2017. Looking
forward to getting book historical #sharp17
6/8/2017 8:11:47 AM
wynkenhimself: The too-complicated trip to Victoria and #sharp17 begins! Step 1:
6/8/2017 8:51:47 AM
CorinnaNoRue: So bummed to be missing out on @SHARP2017 - hoping all
@SHARPorg-ists have safe & uneventful travels. Will follow #sharp17 & #sharpat25
6/8/2017 9:32:13 AM
jordanreed14: On my way to #sharp17. Looking forward to seeing great colleagues and
the rest of the @DrewUniversity crew!
6/8/2017 10:13:32 AM
lesliehowsam: At YYZ enroute to #sharp17 , looking forward to seeing old friends and
new panels.
6/8/2017 11:02:19 AM
mollyhardy: I'm pretty sure Alex P. Keaton is on my flight out of Boston #onmyway
#sharp17
6/8/2017 11:24:26 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @JoGrenier: Très heureuse de faire partie des "Social Media
Translators" au prochain congrès #sharp17, placé sous le thème "Technologies…
6/8/2017 12:25:23 PM
milenaufpr: De 9 a 12/6, serei tradutora via tuiter do congresso da Sharp. A lingua
portuguesa e livros brasileiros tambem esta… https://t.co/Co1dw26lDc
6/8/2017 1:50:37 PM
zanna_vl: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP has been tweeting its conferences since 2011. Follow
along on at #sharp17https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1e
6/8/2017 2:16:06 PM
jameshodges_: I'll be in BC for #sharp17 this weekend, presenting some research on
forensic analysis of software piracy. 1:30p… https://t.co/wnVfznZUuT
6/8/2017 3:26:01 PM
onlinereaders1: Putting the British back in BC. Grey and drizzly #sharp17
https://t.co/GC4X1ek7xg
6/8/2017 3:34:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be tweeting
in languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/8/2017 3:54:22 PM

w758: RT @mollyhardy: Getting to the heart of the matter #sharp17 prep
https://t.co/RQwosZ020i
6/8/2017 3:55:27 PM
SHARPorg: Top tips from #sharp17 team: registration tomorrow 11-1.30 in lobby of
MacLaurin; if you need wifi before registration use DHSI network.
6/8/2017 3:57:26 PM
SHARPorg: Remember too that you’ll need to bring your own device/laptop if you need
it for presentations.#sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/8/2017 4:00:40 PM
khetiwe24: Can't wait to hear #sharp17 rdtable Saturday morning on humanities
databases w/my #rdflod classmates @Marie_LSJ @djohnevans #dhsi2017
6/8/2017 5:05:35 PM
khetiwe24: The road to mapping #c18 novels: my #sharp17 presentation on the
@EnlightenmentDH project Saturday June 10, Session… https://t.co/qhKsdij7E5
6/8/2017 5:10:33 PM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @khetiwe24: The road to mapping #c18 novels: my #sharp17
presentation on the @EnlightenmentDH project Saturday June 10, Session D Panel…
6/8/2017 5:20:24 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg #SHARP17 dmbegins tomorrow-- but your Exec. Committee
was already hard at work last night. You are welco… https://t.co/RMAvuSq3QD
6/8/2017 5:26:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg #SHARP17 dmbegins tomorrow-- but your
Exec. Committee was already hard at work last night. You are welcome http…
6/8/2017 5:26:34 PM
djohnevans: Really looking forward to @khetiwe24 talk about her database work at
#sharp17 https://t.co/ZC44sFs8Ph
6/8/2017 5:27:51 PM
hralperta: Cruzando la frontera a #sharp17 #dhsi2017 Overjoyed to be back in the
Pacific Northwest again!
6/8/2017 5:29:17 PM
SHARP2017: 1. More. Day. #sharp17
6/8/2017 5:55:11 PM
iangadd: In which your hero catches a bus to catch a bus to catch a ferry to catch a
bus. #SHARP17
6/8/2017 6:07:08 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: Top tips from #sharp17 team: registration tomorrow
11-1.30 in lobby of MacLaurin; if you need wifi before registration use DH…
6/8/2017 7:46:01 PM
mollyhardy: Airport whimsy FTW #onmyway #sharp17 https://t.co/escGdd8wbc
6/8/2017 8:08:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: 1. More. Day. #sharp17
6/8/2017 8:42:06 PM

MariaAChappell: Little disappointed I didn't see any deer when I got in last night--I
guess they have a bed time, & it's before midnight. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/8/2017 8:51:16 PM
kinohin: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be tweeting in
languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/8/2017 8:54:37 PM
kinohin: RT @SHARP2017: 1. More. Day. #sharp17
6/8/2017 8:59:10 PM
mollyhardy: My day in emojis 볼볼#onmyway #sharp17
6/8/2017 9:07:15 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @mollyhardy: My day in emojis 볼볼#onmyway #sharp17
6/8/2017 9:08:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @SHARP2017 Apologies if I've missed this chat earlier, but
have the Brits (and others!) nominated an election night venue?
6/8/2017 9:40:07 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼볼! 볼볼볼 MacLaurin볼볼 볼볼 11am-1:30pm. 볼, 볼볼 8:30-9am.
#SHARP17
6/8/2017 9:41:05 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼 wifi볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 DHSI 볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼! #SHARP17
6/8/2017 9:43:18 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 VGA볼볼볼볼 볼 볼볼볼볼볼.
볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼 #SHARP17
6/8/2017 9:47:42 PM
whitneytrettien: o hai, #sharp17 (and #dhsi17)! I'm looking through the program &
am overwhelmed by all the fabulous booknerdery. Can't wait!
6/8/2017 9:52:20 PM
SHARP2017: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @SHARP2017 Apologies if I've missed
this chat earlier, but have the Brits (and others!) nominated an election…
6/8/2017 10:15:44 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/GtJk223ouu
6/8/2017 10:16:00 PM
SHARP2017: RT @SHARPorg: Remember too that you’ll need to bring your own
device/laptop if you need it for presentations.#sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/8/2017 10:16:27 PM
ClaireSquires: On a ferry drinking whisky heading to #sharp17 & the #ExitPoll looks
Life is good 볼 #ge2017
6/8/2017 10:20:46 PM
JasonEnsor: On our way to #sharp17 via ferry! https://t.co/FLParaQ6RF
6/8/2017 10:26:08 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @SHARP2017 Apologies if I've missed
this chat earlier, but have the Brits (and others!) nominated an election…

6/8/2017 11:07:35 PM
MariaAChappell: Attending both #sharp17 & #DHSI2017 this next week, so I apologize
in advance for ALL THE TWEETS. https://t.co/F6dsgyOKYd
6/9/2017 12:07:49 AM
MariaAChappell: RT @SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take a
moment to review our social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/9/2017 12:12:13 AM
PalaverousMonks: RT @SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take
a moment to review our social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/9/2017 12:15:52 AM
rebeccamchung: Librarian's reception, in the new digital scholarship commons @uvic
#dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/Bn85eqJpc0
6/9/2017 1:08:00 AM
iangadd: RT @mollyhardy: My day in emojis 볼볼#onmyway #sharp17
6/9/2017 1:14:47 AM
iangadd: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @SHARP2017 Apologies if I've missed this
chat earlier, but have the Brits (and others!) nominated an election…
6/9/2017 1:14:50 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: On our way to #sharp17 via ferry!
https://t.co/FLParaQ6RF
6/9/2017 1:15:06 AM
belladead: @ClaireSquires @sprowberry @stirpublishing @StevieLMarsden
@rachellynchase #sharp17 looking forward to following al… https://t.co/wtrIEpVmlJ
6/9/2017 1:56:14 AM
wynkenhimself: You guys, the 볼 people left my luggage on the 볼!! So I'm here at
#sharp17 but my suitcase is a couple hours behind me.
6/9/2017 2:07:49 AM
Marie_LSJ: Thrilled @bookhistories is finally here & @KatieMcGettigan arrives shortly!
Off to Smugglers' Cove if y'all want to join! #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 2:11:33 AM
KatieMcGettigan: @tomabba @iangadd @SHARP2017 @alspencer @cryurchin So
@Marie_LSJ has suggested a bar called Smuggler's Cove. Im com…
https://t.co/ntwFlQp5m3
6/9/2017 2:44:48 AM
CitizenWald: Your @SHARPorg Executive Council is once again hard at work in
preparation for #sharp17 tomorrow--while taking a mo… https://t.co/xUHKNAm8cH
6/9/2017 3:47:17 AM
mulcare: Quite a journey from Providence to Victoria for #SHARP17. Happy to be a
guest on W볼SÁNEĆ,
Lkwungen, and Wyomilth land for the first time.
6/9/2017 4:24:08 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: The road to mapping #c18 novels: my #sharp17
presentation on the @EnlightenmentDH project Saturday June 10, Session D Panel…

6/9/2017 6:56:18 AM
CitizenWald: @vivdunstan Meanwhile, greetings from #SHARP17, where the Executive
Committee spent much of the day discussing… https://t.co/rXmNvRWXUB
6/9/2017 7:29:31 AM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARP2017: Don't forget that Social Media Translators will be
tweeting in languages other than English throughout #sharp17! https://t.c…
6/9/2017 10:44:43 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼 볼볼볼볼볼. 볼볼 볼볼볼. 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼!
#sharp17
6/9/2017 10:47:21 AM
mridley: On my way to #SHARP17. Looking forward to an international gathering of
book nerds. Shameless plug for my talk on The book & AI. Sunday am
6/9/2017 12:11:09 PM
traviseross: At the airport and I realize I forgot my sunglasses. So if Victoria is beautiful
and sunny all weekend for #sharp17, you’re welcome.
6/9/2017 12:45:15 PM
AmyHildrethChen: In Victoria for #sharp17 @SHARP2017! I'm short, with slightly crazy
hair, toting #codexconquest around in my backpack if you want a look.
6/9/2017 12:59:26 PM
SHARP2017: RT @AmyHildrethChen: In Victoria for #sharp17 @SHARP2017! I'm short,
with slightly crazy hair, toting #codexconquest around in my backpack…
6/9/2017 1:25:52 PM
readingspaces: RT @mridley: On my way to #SHARP17. Looking forward to an
international gathering of book nerds. Shameless plug for my talk on The book & A…
6/9/2017 1:37:38 PM
jotis13: Once again, I'm tracking tweets for #sharp17 in case anyone wants to
download them after the fact and play! https://t.co/vcrrYQRQZb
6/9/2017 1:46:14 PM
mazarines: #sharp17 folks, look out for Amy and play Codex Conquest if you can!
Maybe over an ice cream, right, @sharpicecream? https://t.co/9JHkp68kQK
6/9/2017 1:49:02 PM
mazarines: After two ace years of @SHARPorg attendance, I'm not able to join
#sharp17 this year. Looking forward to all of your tweets!
6/9/2017 1:50:49 PM
sarahebull: Envious of everyone arriving @ #Sharp17! Too pregnant to fly this week, so
living vicariously through the twitter feed from Cambridge
6/9/2017 1:56:08 PM
adamghooks: I’m sorry to miss #sharp17 but go play #CodexConquest with
@AmyHildrethChen people! https://t.co/oCMsgEWyvK
6/9/2017 2:00:04 PM
hralperta: RT @mulcare: Quite a journey from Providence to Victoria for #SHARP17.
Happy to be a guest on W볼SÁNEĆ,
Lkwungen, and Wyomilth land for the…

6/9/2017 2:09:43 PM
bookhistories: You can't wish for a more beautiful setting for your morning run
#sharp17 https://t.co/t5sVNDkSB3
6/9/2017 2:23:58 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @mazarines: #sharp17 folks, look out for Amy and play Codex
Conquest if you can! Maybe over an ice cream, right, @sharpicecream? https:/…
6/9/2017 2:35:46 PM
wworkandtumble: Really wish I could be at @SHARP2017 in my hometown of Victoria
this weekend! If anyone wants/needs recommendations, get in touch! #sharp17
6/9/2017 3:18:11 PM
henningsgaard: Dual (or dueling?) title pages for my #sharp17 slides. Just trying to
please all constituencies! https://t.co/10tiIKlw3l
6/9/2017 3:26:07 PM
rachellynchase: RT @mridley: On my way to #SHARP17. Looking forward to an
international gathering of book nerds. Shameless plug for my talk on The book & A…
6/9/2017 3:31:06 PM
wynkenhimself: Hi, #sharp17! I had a good night's sleep and now have a cup of coffee
and I'm ready for you!
6/9/2017 3:33:18 PM
wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the History of
Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https://t.co/UPdlCn2dIQ
6/9/2017 3:35:07 PM
BibSoc: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the History
of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 3:35:46 PM
alisakbeer: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 3:36:06 PM
helensonner: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 3:37:12 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Any #sharp17 people want to go downtown? At the student center
trying to get Canadian cash to ride the bus.
6/9/2017 3:46:00 PM
adamghooks: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 3:55:55 PM
maoldomh: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 3:57:21 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 is finally here! Registration is open from 11am-1.30pm in the
MacLaurin lobby

6/9/2017 4:01:55 PM
superHH: At the dentist right now when I'd rather be @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 4:09:25 PM
mulcare: Just doing conference things. #cadborobay #sharp17 https://t.co/LGJyMJAOE7
6/9/2017 4:34:15 PM
kathiiberens: Spring classes completed yesterday, I'm driving 101N to #sharp17. This
is Potlatch park. Onward to Victoria! https://t.co/lQUaxhFh4P
6/9/2017 4:56:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 is finally here! Registration is open from 11am1.30pm in the MacLaurin lobby
6/9/2017 5:01:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Any #sharp17 people want to go downtown? At the
student center trying to get Canadian cash to ride the bus.
6/9/2017 5:01:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bookhistories: You can't wish for a more beautiful setting for your
morning run #sharp17 https://t.co/t5sVNDkSB3
6/9/2017 5:01:28 PM
SHARPorg: A reminder about #sharp17 twitter prize! https://t.co/Ui7RfD1RhB
6/9/2017 5:03:01 PM
SHARPorg: Do you have memories from past SHARP conferences? Or questions about
SHARP’s history? Tweet us ahead of #sharpat25 panel on Monday! #sharp17
6/9/2017 5:03:57 PM
SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 5:04:48 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARPorg: A reminder about #sharp17 twitter prize!
https://t.co/Ui7RfD1RhB
6/9/2017 5:04:54 PM
roaringgirle: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 5:05:01 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 https://t.co/9WeKbTfrj2
6/9/2017 5:05:07 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 5:05:50 PM
sharpicecream: RT @mazarines: #sharp17 folks, look out for Amy and play Codex
Conquest if you can! Maybe over an ice cream, right, @sharpicecream? https:/…
6/9/2017 5:05:50 PM
sharpicecream: Right! #sharp17 #codexconquest https://t.co/IHu1eXaP59
6/9/2017 5:06:32 PM

sharpicecream: Il fait un peu fraiche, n'est-ce pas? #sharp17
6/9/2017 5:07:32 PM
alisakbeer: Thank you! I think I want to keep it on campus tonight because of
proximity&ease of access. #DHSI2017 #sharp17… https://t.co/tz4zMOfGfq
6/9/2017 5:14:55 PM
CitizenWald: Hours away from the start of #SHARP17. Can’t be there?@SHARPorg will
also have tweeters in multiple languages https://t.co/DuL6YhyCYT
6/9/2017 5:21:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 is finally here! Registration is open from
11am-1.30pm in the MacLaurin lobby
6/9/2017 5:22:54 PM
JiveCambridge: RT @sarahebull: Envious of everyone arriving @ #Sharp17! Too
pregnant to fly this week, so living vicariously through the twitter feed from…
6/9/2017 5:24:16 PM
ClaireSquires: 'I would like a conference on a cruise ship' #ohsharp #sharp17
6/9/2017 5:35:23 PM
gbarnhisel: Hey #sharp17 what is the best option for getting from the airport to the
city?
6/9/2017 5:36:17 PM
mazarines: @SHARPorg I will miss you all, too! But I aim to return next year. In the
meantime, I've got #sharp17 to follow.
6/9/2017 5:36:34 PM
mazarines: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 5:37:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Hours away from the start of #SHARP17. Can’t be
there?@SHARPorg will also have tweeters in multiple languages https://t.co…
6/9/2017 5:44:20 PM
CillianOHogan: Attn #SHARP17 attendees https://t.co/oNLSLA5gN3
6/9/2017 5:46:40 PM
barbaraell: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 5:48:11 PM
bookhistories: Den här lilla godbiten, "Tillotsons Utwalda Predikningar" (Göteborg
1765), kommer jag tala om i morgon #sharp17… https://t.co/iNiozDx1Jr
6/9/2017 5:54:00 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 6:03:06 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/9/2017 6:03:11 PM

MariaAChappell: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 is the conference of the Society for
the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publication. Follow along at https…
6/9/2017 6:04:17 PM
lindseyseatter: @PaulaJohanson @jamescosullivan Yes! Always a wonderful afternoon
of collegiality. Excited to be sharing this year's event with #sharp17
6/9/2017 6:15:54 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @ClaireSquires: 'I would like a conference on a cruise ship'
#ohsharp #sharp17
6/9/2017 6:24:45 PM
zanna_vl: Gisteren een dagje #whalewatching, nu klaar om naar @SHARP2017 te
vertrekken! #Conference #History #sharp17 https://t.co/tJbZg23L7B
6/9/2017 6:30:04 PM
SHARP2017: Food options and hours over the #sharp17 weekend:
https://t.co/ZhifXO12ac
6/9/2017 6:30:37 PM
RareBookLibAntw: @SHARPorg Trying not to look at the #sharp17 programme
because it will only make missing the conference worse... Mi… https://t.co/lLfc53aoIw
6/9/2017 6:35:50 PM
UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of our award-winning
publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC… https://t.co/MP95s0Qe5u
6/9/2017 6:51:09 PM
ChristineWalde: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free
copy of our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 6:51:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of
our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 6:54:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: Food options and hours over the #sharp17 weekend:
https://t.co/ZhifXO12ac
6/9/2017 6:54:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @zanna_vl: Gisteren een dagje #whalewatching, nu klaar om naar
@SHARP2017 te vertrekken! #Conference #History #sharp17 https://t.co/tJbZ…
6/9/2017 6:55:05 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: 'I would like a conference on a cruise ship' #ohsharp
#sharp17
6/9/2017 6:55:28 PM
UVicEGSS: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of
our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 6:56:01 PM
richendabrim: One flight delayed & the connecting flight cancelled. I'll most likely miss
the #sharp17 happenings this evening. B… https://t.co/Rk6qJzQUqj
6/9/2017 7:01:50 PM
milenaufpr: @SHARP2017 #sharp17 (corrigindo)

6/9/2017 7:02:13 PM
UVicSC: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of our
award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 7:02:15 PM
KulaJournal: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of
our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 7:03:00 PM
kinohin: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 is finally here! Registration is open from 11am1.30pm in the MacLaurin lobby
6/9/2017 7:15:33 PM
mridley: Logged on to wifi at #SHARP17 thanks to @uvic & @eduroam (which is just the
best).
6/9/2017 7:16:33 PM
superHH: May be relevant to some of you at #sharp17: @dLoCaribbean now has
tutorials in Spanish. Share widely. https://t.co/CbHTbCVD3L #caribbean
6/9/2017 7:19:11 PM
tomhawthorn: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy
of our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 7:31:51 PM
JoGrenier: Moins de 2 heures avant l'ouverture du congrès #sharp17, "Technologies of
the Book"! On a hâte, on a hâte! :) https://t.co/YT3Zzxmlvt
6/9/2017 7:33:25 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @JoGrenier Gorgeous #sharp17 swag! Very jealous of that reusable
bottle!! Enjoy!
6/9/2017 7:36:20 PM
CorinnaNoRue: 4.5h @SHARPorg EC meeting-check. 3m sleeping toddler pick-up next
door-check. 1-week #sharp17 hashtag addiction-check. #parentinginacademia
6/9/2017 7:57:15 PM
UVicUL: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy of our
award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 8:04:55 PM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARP2017: Food options and hours over the #sharp17 weekend:
https://t.co/ZhifXO12ac
6/9/2017 8:15:26 PM
TransArchives: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy
of our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 8:17:08 PM
mollyhardy: Prep for "Machine-Readable Moments" in Session A3: Technologies of the
Catalog tomorrow morning #A3 #sharp17 (thx t… https://t.co/930vdh4i0X
6/9/2017 8:18:58 PM
MichaelHancher: Soon to begin. #sharp17 https://t.co/QmtLyVJPTb
6/9/2017 8:27:18 PM

jotis13: Switching around my Tweetdeck to bring #sharp17 to the center. Let the
#bookhistory at #dhsi2017 begin!
6/9/2017 8:27:28 PM
mlkharrington: Enjoying the overlap between #DHSI2017 week 1 and #sharp17 -great conversations in the hallways! So glad I can stay here through week 2.
6/9/2017 8:28:11 PM
larissaeglasser: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free
copy of our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/9/2017 8:31:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: 4.5h @SHARPorg EC meeting-check. 3m sleeping
toddler pick-up next door-check. 1-week #sharp17 hashtag addiction-check. #p…
6/9/2017 8:31:13 PM
iangadd: GAME ON. #sharp17
6/9/2017 8:44:11 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @iangadd: GAME ON. #sharp17
6/9/2017 8:44:25 PM
alisakbeer: Looking forward to #sharp17 as I say goodbye to #dhsi2017 week one!
6/9/2017 8:47:43 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp17 https://t.co/WU0DalxPKt
6/9/2017 8:53:43 PM
jordanreed14: Great following #AHACareerDiversity institute from a distance!
Wonderful ideas and initiatives shared. Now its time to pivot to #sharp17!
6/9/2017 8:54:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Switching from #DHSI2017 mode to #SHARP17 mode is nearly
seamless: still talking technologies of the book
6/9/2017 8:54:51 PM
MariaAChappell: So very excited to hear Julia Flanders's keynote at #sharp17 /
#dhsi2017 (at 2:45 in MacL. A144) https://t.co/YO4Tr9heiY
6/9/2017 8:55:41 PM
bookhistories: Om några få minuter invigs årets SHARP-konferens här i Kanada. Tema
för konferensen är "Technologies of the book" #bokhistoria #sharp17
6/9/2017 8:56:12 PM
ShawnaRoss: Finally got my hands on a copy! The #DHSI2017 is dead, long live
#sharp17 https://t.co/KLVkAzQwe2
6/9/2017 8:59:34 PM
milenaufpr: Vai comecar a conferencia de abertura da #sharp17, com Julia Flanders
tratando de mulheres escritoras. Interesting!
6/9/2017 8:59:53 PM
helensonner: RT @iangadd: GAME ON. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:00:31 PM
JoGrenier: J'aurai le plaisir d'écrire en français pendant le congrès #sharp17! Suivezmoi! https://t.co/RQTMUvkBWD

6/9/2017 9:01:02 PM
MariaAChappell: #DHSI2017 #dhsi17 #sharp17 #SHARP2017 - I dont know which are
the preferred ones, but I dont think I can put all 4 in 1 Tweet... #DHproblems
6/9/2017 9:01:56 PM
alisakbeer: #DHSI2017 but #sharp17 -- not confusing at all! https://t.co/ak8UTnubSg
6/9/2017 9:02:26 PM
mlkharrington: @MariaAChappell #sharp17 is the one they have printed in the
brochure....
6/9/2017 9:03:11 PM
milenaufpr: Nota prosaica: está calor para alguns aqui na UVic. Vi bermudas e
camisetas ao sol. Para uma brasileira, é um dia de inverno. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:04:09 PM
SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:04:12 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:04:43 PM
mlkharrington: @ShawnaRoss Once and Future #DHSI2017. #sharp17 is a mere
usurper.(written w/love)
6/9/2017 9:05:06 PM
CitizenWald: RT @JoGrenier: J'aurai le plaisir d'écrire en français pendant le congrès
#sharp17! Suivez-moi! https://t.co/RQTMUvkBWD
6/9/2017 9:05:14 PM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17
https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:06:20 PM
CitizenWald: Jonathan Bengston begins #SHARP17 by acknowledging that the
University of Victoria sits on historic lands of indigenous peoples
6/9/2017 9:06:23 PM
Beth_driscoll: The first keynote of #sharp17 in Victoria BC is about to start!
6/9/2017 9:06:52 PM
Marie_LSJ: High five à @JoGrenier avec qui je live-twitterai #sharp17 en français! Y a-til d'autres traducteurs ou traductrices francophones?
6/9/2017 9:07:04 PM
CritRikk: a brief lull in #dhsi2017 to engage the next event: #sharp17 - let the tweetwars begin!
6/9/2017 9:07:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17
https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:07:25 PM
rachellynchase: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17
https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC

6/9/2017 9:07:27 PM
bookhistories: Nu går årets konferens av stapeln! #sharp17 https://t.co/kH4skWSLSn
6/9/2017 9:07:34 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:07:43 PM
MariaAChappell: Just about 300 of us at #sharp17 -- so I nice cozy little crowd.
6/9/2017 9:07:50 PM
milenaufpr: Diferenças culturais, algumas. Uma: brasileiros aplaudiriam o inicio, o
convite para outra pessoa falar... #sharp17.
6/9/2017 9:07:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 begins! The Society for the History of Authorship, Reading
and Publishing Conference https://t.co/CVJgZ8Gpuj
6/9/2017 9:08:10 PM
alisakbeer: @Marie_LSJ @JoGrenier Je ne suis pas une traductrice francophone
officielle, mais peut-être je live-twitterai #sharp17 un peu en français.
6/9/2017 9:08:13 PM
CritRikk: the #dhsi2017 and #sharp17 2,000 participants over 2 weeks
6/9/2017 9:08:29 PM
StevieLMarsden: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/M3t9HbyX3z
6/9/2017 9:08:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 begins! The Society for the History of
Authorship, Reading and Publishing Conference https://t.co/CVJgZ8Gpuj
6/9/2017 9:08:41 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: the #dhsi2017 and #sharp17 2,000 participants over 2 weeks
6/9/2017 9:09:02 PM
helensonner: RT @JoGrenier: J'aurai le plaisir d'écrire en français pendant le congrès
#sharp17! Suivez-moi! https://t.co/RQTMUvkBWD
6/9/2017 9:09:03 PM
MariaAChappell: ~1200 #DHSI2017 #sharp17 participants total :)
6/9/2017 9:09:11 PM
CritRikk: There are supposed to be 300 of us, but...the sun is out, the breezes good, the
campus lovely... #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:09:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 UVic, our hosts, has a new electronic scholarship lab that
is very much worth checking out
6/9/2017 9:09:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 UVic, our hosts, has a new electronic
scholarship lab that is very much worth checking out
6/9/2017 9:09:44 PM
jotis13: Mostly tweeting from the iDohicky so expect a slower rate of original tweets &
more retweeting power tweeters i.e. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17

6/9/2017 9:10:02 PM
earlymodernpost: Week one on #DHSIDrupal is now over (sob!), #sharp17 begins
now, bridging to week two of #DHSI2017 ... busy but fantastic!
6/9/2017 9:10:58 PM
milenaufpr: Mais de 2 mil associados à Sharp. Cerca de 300 pessoas neste congresso.
#sharp17 Será algo semelhante à Associação de Leitura do Brasil?
6/9/2017 9:11:03 PM
hralperta: I am loving the multilingual tweeting at #sharp17 https://t.co/TfXbv8O4Vx
6/9/2017 9:11:03 PM
SHARP2017: RT @JoGrenier: J'aurai le plaisir d'écrire en français pendant le congrès
#sharp17! Suivez-moi! https://t.co/RQTMUvkBWD
6/9/2017 9:11:05 PM
loradeets: @SHARP2017 is underway - Technologies of the Book #sharp17
https://t.co/ueiLM6r42A
6/9/2017 9:11:34 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @loradeets: @SHARP2017 is underway - Technologies of the Book
#sharp17 https://t.co/ueiLM6r42A
6/9/2017 9:11:56 PM
rachellynchase: 5th time SHARP has been held in Canada and what a lovely place
Victoria is! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:12:21 PM
PopFicDoctors: Over the next few days @Beth_driscoll and @Millicent_Weber from the
#popfic team will be tweeting from the #sharp17 congress (1/2)
6/9/2017 9:12:24 PM
milenaufpr: Não tentarei digitar os nomes de quem não está no programa - pessoas
importantes! Mas o risco de eu errar é enorme. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:12:30 PM
CritRikk: UVic University Librarian Jonathan Bengtson: 5th time Canada has hosted
SHARP in its 25 year history #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:12:41 PM
alisakbeer: 25 years of @SHARPorg shows us the impact of technology on book history
& our research #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:12:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 personal histories include the technology of presentations.
Jonathan Bengtson reminisces about slidedecks and his switch to PPT
6/9/2017 9:12:46 PM
zanna_vl: Et la conférence @SHARP2017 "Technologies of the Book" est commenceé!
#sharp17 #History #research https://t.co/3M2NKjvcTM
6/9/2017 9:12:52 PM
helensonner: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:13:06 PM
CitizenWald: RT @zanna_vl: Et la conférence @SHARP2017 "Technologies of the Book"
est commenceé! #sharp17 #History #research https://t.co/3M2NKjvcTM

6/9/2017 9:13:17 PM
lindseyseatter: SHARP opening! @UVicUL welcomes folks to @UVic for #sharp17
https://t.co/rJbNrmgyQy
6/9/2017 9:13:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: 5e fois que @SHARPorg tient son congrès annuel au Canada, qui en est à sa
25e année! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:13:33 PM
bookhistories: Årets konferens har lockat i runda svängar tre hundra deltagare;
#bokhistoria engagerar och erbjuder ett ytterst varierat program! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:13:34 PM
jotis13: Officially welcome to sunny(ish) Victoria. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:13:39 PM
jameshodges_: After only 8 hours of airline delays, I've arrived at #sharp17. Hopefully
my next trip to Victoria will be aboard the @dhsihovercraft
6/9/2017 9:13:47 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 libraries cohosting with the ETCL Electronic Textual Cultures Lab
(right around the corner from their Digital Scholarship Commons
6/9/2017 9:13:54 PM
PopFicDoctors: ... #sharp17 is themed 'Technologies of the Book', and hosted by UVic
in (surprisingly sunny) British Columbia (2/2)
6/9/2017 9:14:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 on the convergence of #SHARP17 and #DHSI2017: a
natural overlap in this scholarly venn diagram
6/9/2017 9:15:08 PM
CritRikk: Third welcome from Ray Siemens, Canada Research Chair in Humanities
Computing, to all here at #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:15:21 PM
alisakbeer: Nous allons partager UVic avec #DHSI2017 qui est en sa 17e année.
@RayS6 nous donne une introduction à DHSI #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:15:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: New record for spam on the #SHARP17 hashtag. Congrats folks!
6/9/2017 9:15:36 PM
JoGrenier: Une introduction appropriée: "Les nouvelles technologies ne remplacent pas
les anciennes; elles les modifient, les complètent." #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:15:56 PM
SHARP2017: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 on the convergence of #SHARP17 and
#DHSI2017: a natural overlap in this scholarly venn diagram
6/9/2017 9:15:59 PM
MariaAChappell: I do still love our #dhsi2017 <3 logo - but the #sharp17 logo is pretty
fetching too. https://t.co/tR6nDC5KPn
6/9/2017 9:16:07 PM
WeddelLOW: Burlington SkywayNATO I assure you, the beauty of this nature will rest
on you.. https://t.co/5iMdaFwwwN #sharp17Shayne Gostisbehere

6/9/2017 9:16:19 PM
CritRikk: Ian Gadd: "You're going to hear a lot from me I'm afraid over the next four
days" #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:16:30 PM
hralperta: No hay nadie que tuitee #sharp17 en español?
6/9/2017 9:16:42 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Over the next few days @Beth_driscoll and
@Millicent_Weber from the #popfic team will be tweeting from the #sharp17 cong…
6/9/2017 9:16:42 PM
Millicent_Weber: I'm tweeting about #sharp17 from @PopFicDoctors. Follow our virtual
conversation about "technologies of the book"! https://t.co/fSZ08czMt3
6/9/2017 9:16:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @iangadd in a reflective mood during his final conference
as SHARP president; end of an era.
6/9/2017 9:16:51 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown I am not a spambot! I think... #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:16:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: C'est le dernier congrès de @iangadd comme président de @SHARPorg =(
J'ai découvert l'organisation avec lui à @sharp2015_ca #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:17:02 PM
sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been with you #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:17:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: ... #sharp17 is themed 'Technologies of the Book',
and hosted by UVic in (surprisingly sunny) British Columbia (2/2)
6/9/2017 9:17:15 PM
alisakbeer: A round of applause for first-time attendees at #sharp17 and first-time
academic conference attendees.
6/9/2017 9:17:23 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been with
you #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:17:54 PM
olidhar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 on the convergence of #SHARP17 and
#DHSI2017: a natural overlap in this scholarly venn diagram
6/9/2017 9:17:57 PM
bookhistories: Välkomstord från de ytterst karismatiska Ray Siemens och Ian
@iangadd Årets konferens sker i samarbete med #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:18:07 PM
sharpicecream: Hands up if this is your first academic ice cream?! 볼#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:18:23 PM
MyOwnVelouria: If you're interested in #QueerDH & you're here at #DHSI2017 or
#SHARP17, come join us for an afternoon of queer dig… https://t.co/pT5aH7oo1Q

6/9/2017 9:18:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Millicent_Weber: I'm tweeting about #sharp17 from
@PopFicDoctors. Follow our virtual conversation about "technologies of the book"! htt…
6/9/2017 9:18:46 PM
a_e_lang: At #DHSI2017 & #sharp17: the sun is out, the deer are on campus & my
people are here. Mute if you're not up for a *lot* of tweety enthusiasm
6/9/2017 9:18:50 PM
jmjafrx: RT @MyOwnVelouria: If you're interested in #QueerDH & you're here at
#DHSI2017 or #SHARP17, come join us for an afternoon of queer digital…
6/9/2017 9:19:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: About half of the 300 attendees are first-time SHARPers - welcome to
#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:19:08 PM
sharpicecream: Two scoops #sharp17 https://t.co/xeo7HjbvkT
6/9/2017 9:19:21 PM
milenaufpr: Esta é minha 2a vez num congresso da Sharp. A primeira foi em 2013, no
Rio de Janeiro, organizada por Nelson Schapochnik e outros. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:19:42 PM
SHARP2017: RT @MyOwnVelouria: If you're interested in #QueerDH & you're here at
#DHSI2017 or #SHARP17, come join us for an afternoon of queer digital…
6/9/2017 9:19:43 PM
mlkharrington: Is @sharpicecream like @DHSI_Deer? #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 9:20:06 PM
jotis13: Annual general meetings don't fill people with excitement and enthusiasm but
@iangadd encourages us to come, be informed & involved #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:20:14 PM
SHARP2017: RT @PopFicDoctors: About half of the 300 attendees are first-time
SHARPers - welcome to #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:20:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: Toujours aussi drôle, @iangadd souligne que le CA de @SHARPorg sort
d'une réunion de 5 heures, plus courte qu'à l'habitude! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:20:35 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Just remembered that #sharp17 is my 4th twitterversary: my first ever
tweet was from SHARP 2013 in Philly!
6/9/2017 9:20:36 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: 'I would like a conference on a cruise ship'
#ohsharp #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:21:02 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: About half of the 300 attendees are first-time SHARPers
- welcome to #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:21:04 PM
MariaAChappell: #sharp17 Twitter prize--the #DHSI2017 people are more than ready
to join in.

6/9/2017 9:21:14 PM
sharpicecream: If you come to the AGM there will be ice cream* #sharp17 (*not yet
cleared with the Treasurer) @CitizenWald @iangadd
6/9/2017 9:21:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @iangadd SHARP prizes: best new book, best graduate
essay, twitter prize! #ImIneligible
6/9/2017 9:21:20 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @iangadd SHARP prizes: best new book,
best graduate essay, twitter prize! #ImIneligible
6/9/2017 9:21:29 PM
jotis13: We're in the fifth(?) year of Twitter prizes - so most power tweeters have
already won/are ineligible and the prize is attainable! #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:21:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: Encore une fois des prix pour les gens qui live-tweetent le congrès (je ne
serai pas admissible parce que j'ai gagné l'an dernier) #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:21:42 PM
CritRikk: it is a shame that #SHARP17 sessions overlap with the beginning of
#DHSI2017 week 2! clones to the rescue?
6/9/2017 9:22:16 PM
jotis13: Only tastier! #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/MrR3wCfsHt
6/9/2017 9:22:27 PM
SHARP2017: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @iangadd SHARP prizes: best new
book, best graduate essay, twitter prize! #ImIneligible
6/9/2017 9:22:28 PM
Marie_LSJ: C'est vrai! Il y a aussi @sharpicecream qui tweet en français! #sharp17
https://t.co/uiBongLbg9
6/9/2017 9:22:29 PM
PopFicDoctors: The Delong book history prize, graduate essay prize and most
importantly the Twitter prize to be announced on Sunday ... game on, #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:22:34 PM
sharpicecream: A peu pres, but you can eat me if you are vegetarian #sharp17
https://t.co/VBcLg8Xb0p
6/9/2017 9:22:34 PM
MariaAChappell: #sharpat25 tag for #sharp17 - have memories of SHARPs past?
6/9/2017 9:22:46 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 empieza con saludos de @RayS6 y @iangadd, representantes de
@SHARPorg y #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 9:22:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Nice to already see such multilingual tweeting already at #sharp17!
25 years of multidisciplinary and transnational conversation
6/9/2017 9:23:01 PM
CitizenWald: & he’s right: excellent way 4 everyone—esp. new members—2 get 2 know
the organisation. Oh: & claim UR #sharp17… https://t.co/3lI9II60qo

6/9/2017 9:23:17 PM
jotis13: RT @MariaAChappell: #sharpat25 tag for #sharp17 - have memories of SHARPs
past?
6/9/2017 9:23:26 PM
rachellynchase: Thank you to all those who have worked together to put on #sharp17
@SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:23:42 PM
milenaufpr: Como será a Sharp daqui a 25 anos? Pergunta o presidente da sharp.
#sharp17 Espero que haja mais sul-americanos nas próximas. Serei a única?
6/9/2017 9:23:58 PM
bookhistories: Dette år fejrer @SHARPorg 25-årsjubilæum! #Boghistorie er ved at nå
en ret respektabel alder.. #sharp17 #bokhistoria #sharpat25
6/9/2017 9:24:09 PM
MariaAChappell: So many people to thank for their hard work on #sharp17 Thank you!
6/9/2017 9:24:09 PM
CritRikk: lots of people to thank -- local program committee (5) and organizational
committee (10) #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:24:17 PM
StevieLMarsden: Round of applause for this year's organising committee Thank you!
@SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:24:53 PM
CritRikk: more thanks to proposal review committee, volunteers, UVic AV crew, and
even Degrees Catering and others #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:25:25 PM
alisakbeer: Use #SHARPat25 for memories of @SHARPorg conferences past. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:25:29 PM
CitizenWald: another great thing about @SHARPorg: a non-hierarchical, truly
welcoming organisation, values everyone #sharp17 https://t.co/8sMgoK47nL
6/9/2017 9:25:38 PM
Marie_LSJ: On nous promet de la crème glacée si on se pointe à l'assemblée générale
annuelle de @SHARPorg =P #sharp17 https://t.co/afwqnNOle2
6/9/2017 9:25:47 PM
loradeets: @RayS6 thanking the local, organising & scientific committees + volunteers what a great way to begin #sharp17 https://t.co/6BPAtoavCE
6/9/2017 9:25:58 PM
CritRikk: "Many people are here. Others are outside looking at totem poles in the sun."
.@RayS6 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:25:59 PM
JoGrenier: @RayS6 Félicite toutes les personnes qui ont contribué à l'organisation du
congrès, notamment @arbuckle_alyssa. Bravo! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:26:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Keynote by Julia Flanders to begin in fifteen minutes

6/9/2017 9:26:21 PM
alisakbeer: Welcome slides included one that was virtually unreadable even for the fully
sighted. Thanks #DHSIa11y for making me notice. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:26:51 PM
MariaAChappell: Short break, then time for Julia Flanders at #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:27:08 PM
jotis13: .@RayS6 enjoins us to have a "productible" conference - I think that means
both productive AND enjoyable! #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:27:18 PM
zanna_vl: Daar valt niets aan toe te voegen! #sharp17 https://t.co/WrPLhQ19fq
6/9/2017 9:27:20 PM
Laura_Estill: Excited for @julia_flanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017 “Cultures of Reception:
Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women’s Writing”
6/9/2017 9:27:25 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @Laura_Estill: Excited for @julia_flanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
“Cultures of Reception: Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Wom…
6/9/2017 9:27:42 PM
StevieLMarsden: There is such a great vibe here at UVic for the 25th SHARP! It's so
lovely to be part of this community. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:27:49 PM
CritRikk: So many faces I recognize from Montreal and SHARP 2015; while #SHARP17 is
not officially bilingual, seeing tweets in FR, SP, EN so far
6/9/2017 9:27:52 PM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream Like @DHSI_Deer @DHSI_Bunny @DHSI_fern BUT
BETTER!!! Pour son humour et pour son bilinguisme, =P #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:28:43 PM
alisakbeer: C'est un sujet qui est proche de mon coeur et mes recherches! #sharp17
(And yes, I will be flipping between French… https://t.co/zk9cZbSBUf
6/9/2017 9:28:45 PM
CritRikk: oops - and NL and DE! #SHARP17 - not quite *all the LANG* but more than
EN!
6/9/2017 9:29:42 PM
milenaufpr: Lembranças: na sharp regional em 2013, conheci pessoalmente o Martin
Lyons e uma prof. holandesa (nome?). Tomara que estejam aqui! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:29:55 PM
helensonner: RT @CitizenWald: another great thing about @SHARPorg: a nonhierarchical, truly welcoming organisation, values everyone #sharp17 https://t.…
6/9/2017 9:30:21 PM
bookhistories: Årets #sharp17 konferens äger rum på @uvic Det är ett mycket vackert
campus, med respektingivande träd och en och annan #totempåle #totempæl
6/9/2017 9:30:25 PM
jasonaboyd: RT @MyOwnVelouria: If you're interested in #QueerDH & you're here at
#DHSI2017 or #SHARP17, come join us for an afternoon of queer digital…

6/9/2017 9:30:56 PM
leoba: RT @alisakbeer: C'est un sujet qui est proche de mon coeur et mes recherches!
#sharp17 (And yes, I will be flipping between French and Engl…
6/9/2017 9:31:07 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #sharpknits #dhsiknits #dhsi2017 https://t.co/kDWG1xy2Fx
6/9/2017 9:31:11 PM
Marie_LSJ: @CritRikk And @bookhistories is tweeting in Swedish and Danish #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:31:20 PM
helensonner: RT @rachellynchase: Thank you to all those who have worked together to
put on #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:31:31 PM
KulaJournal: Joint #DHSI2017 #sharp17 keynote by @julia_flanders on readership +
discontinuity in history of women's writing soon to start! @SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:31:40 PM
Laura_Estill: I love that #sharp17 is very clear about their hashtag & has abstracts
online https://t.co/KaazVN3Eyj
6/9/2017 9:34:07 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 UVic, our hosts, has a new electronic
scholarship lab that is very much worth checking out
6/9/2017 9:34:26 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 on the convergence of #SHARP17 and
#DHSI2017: a natural overlap in this scholarly venn diagram
6/9/2017 9:35:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Keynote by Julia Flanders to begin in fifteen
minutes
6/9/2017 9:36:17 PM
KulaJournal: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/9/2017 9:36:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: Excited for @julia_flanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017 “Cultures
of Reception: Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Wom…
6/9/2017 9:36:30 PM
marylearner: Looking forward to hearing @julia_flanders on readership and women's
writing! Great start to #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:37:12 PM
rachael_isom: Feeling very welcome at #sharp17 (my 1st SHARP!) & ready for keynote
on women's writing & reception history from @julia_flanders
6/9/2017 9:38:41 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Bisher keine Tweets auf Deutsch also springe ich mal ein...
@SHARP2017 beginnt fulminant mit einer gemeinsamen #DHSI2017 & #sharp17
Keynote
6/9/2017 9:38:58 PM
ashleycmorford: RT @MyOwnVelouria: If you're interested in #QueerDH & you're here
at #DHSI2017 or #SHARP17, come join us for an afternoon of queer digital…

6/9/2017 9:39:14 PM
robzker: @a_e_lang 볼볼볼볼 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:40:10 PM
SHARP2017: RT @KulaJournal: Joint #DHSI2017 #sharp17 keynote by @julia_flanders
on readership + discontinuity in history of women's writing soon to st…
6/9/2017 9:40:18 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: There is such a great vibe here at UVic for the
25th SHARP! It's so lovely to be part of this community. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:41:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been
with you #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:41:36 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Millicent_Weber: I'm tweeting about #sharp17 from
@PopFicDoctors. Follow our virtual conversation about "technologies of the book"! htt…
6/9/2017 9:41:46 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @a_e_lang: At #DHSI2017 & #sharp17: the sun is out, the deer are
on campus & my people are here. Mute if you're not up for a *lot* of tw…
6/9/2017 9:42:35 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp17 dieses Jahr leider nur 2 TeilnehmerInnen aus Deutschland...
Aber @bookhistorynetw folgt dem Geschehen aktiv über Twitter!
6/9/2017 9:42:49 PM
alisakbeer: Un peu fatiguée après une semaine de #DHSI2017 mais je suis certaine que
#sharp17 va m'interesser beaucoup! @julia_flanders' keynote est 1e!
6/9/2017 9:43:07 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @jotis13: Once again, I'm tracking tweets for #sharp17 in case
anyone wants to download them after the fact and play! https://t.co/vcrrY…
6/9/2017 9:44:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: another great thing about @SHARPorg: a nonhierarchical, truly welcoming organisation, values everyone #sharp17 https://t.…
6/9/2017 9:46:33 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 & #DHSI2017 ne sont pas des groupes differentes: elles sont en
traine de s'approcher en etudiant l'histoire du livre.
6/9/2017 9:47:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Sydney Shep @nzsydney on the 'bubbling
interdisciplinary intersections' of SHARP and DHSI, the complexities of book history
6/9/2017 9:47:23 PM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ @DHSI_Deer @DHSI_Bunny @DHSI_fern Je suis d'accord
#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:47:32 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: And if you’re tweeting during #sharp17 please take a moment
to review our social media guidelines https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
6/9/2017 9:47:35 PM

SHARPorg: RT @hralperta: #sharp17 empieza con saludos de @RayS6 y @iangadd,
representantes de @SHARPorg y #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 9:47:37 PM
thelovingdumbo: #CustomerPartnerDigitization #InsiderTrading #MAGA #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:48:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp17 dieses Jahr leider nur 2 TeilnehmerInnen aus
Deutschland... Aber @bookhistorynetw folgt dem Geschehen aktiv über…
6/9/2017 9:48:20 PM
mlkharrington: Another packed house for @julia_flanders and "Readership and
Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing"!… https://t.co/d5cElpqDQT
6/9/2017 9:48:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @StevieLMarsden: Round of applause for this year's organising
committee Thank you! @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:48:39 PM
MariaAChappell: People always seem surprised that digital enthusiasts love physical
books&vis versa--in my experience, the 2 nearly always overlap. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:48:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @nzsydney: All research is now at some stage, large and
small, an engagement with the digital
6/9/2017 9:49:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: Use #SHARPat25 for memories of @SHARPorg conferences
past. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:49:07 PM
JoGrenier: "Le congrès #sharp17 démontre que l'histoire du livre et les humanités
numériques se rapprochent de plus en plus." @nzsydney
6/9/2017 9:49:13 PM
tomabba: Things they don’t tell you about #SHARP17 1. It’s like being in Bambi. 2. The
weather forecast lies. 3. There are b… https://t.co/zeADSe7w3E
6/9/2017 9:49:21 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @mlkharrington: Another packed house for @julia_flanders and
"Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing"! #sharp17…
6/9/2017 9:49:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mlkharrington: Another packed house for @julia_flanders and
"Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing"! #sharp17…
6/9/2017 9:49:34 PM
alisakbeer: .@nzsidney reminds us of the C21 focus on digital
convergences&technologies; focuses on @julia_flanders' work on DH/C21 scholarship
#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:49:42 PM
milenaufpr: História do livro é uma área profundamente interdisciplinar. (E viva as
interconexões) #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:49:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Laura_Estill: I love that #sharp17 is very clear about their hashtag &
has abstracts online https://t.co/KaazVN3Eyj

6/9/2017 9:49:50 PM
olidhar: RT @alisakbeer: Use #SHARPat25 for memories of @SHARPorg conferences
past. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:49:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: @CritRikk And @bookhistories is tweeting in Swedish and
Danish #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:49:57 PM
loradeets: Sydney Shep @nzsydney on the 'bubbling intersection' of Digital Humanities
and Book History - lovely intro for @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:50:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: "Many of our colleagues operate at the bubbling intersection of book
history and digital humanities": a lovely image from @nzsydney #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:50:09 PM
StevieLMarsden: SUPER excited for this #sharp17 https://t.co/Zr9g1Jh739
6/9/2017 9:50:09 PM
bookhistories: Fint inledande anförande av @nzsydney för @julia_flanders, som
kommer prata om kvinnliga förf. #kvinnohistoria #digitalhumaniora #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:50:10 PM
JJMcEvilla: "Squarely in the middle of a rapprochement between book history & digital
humanities" #OK #digitalconversions #Sharp17 Intro Julie Flanders.
6/9/2017 9:50:19 PM
rachellynchase: Opening speaker Julia Flanders has a cryptic job title: professor of
practice in English #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:50:50 PM
Beth_driscoll: Julia Flanders will be talking about "Cultures of Reception: Readership
and Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing" #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:51:03 PM
hralperta: Las humanidades digitales siempre comienzan con catálogos de dudas y
preocupaciones: tecnología, privacidad, computación #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:51:09 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @jotis13: Once again, I'm tracking tweets for #sharp17 in case
anyone wants to download them after the fact and play! https://t.co/vcrrY…
6/9/2017 9:51:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: Merci! @nzsydney commence avec quelques mots en français & reconnaît
les terres autochtones sur lesquelles nous nous trouvons #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:51:32 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 signalboost #dhsi2017 https://t.co/YPfbsbmKLB
6/9/2017 9:51:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "Cultures of Reception: Readership and
Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing"
6/9/2017 9:51:39 PM
MariaAChappell: Mood waiting for @julia_flanders: <3 8D *!*!*! #sharp17

6/9/2017 9:51:45 PM
Laura_Estill: .@nzsydney introducing @julia_flanders: talking about importance of
@NUwwp & digital to book history #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:51:57 PM
milenaufpr: Projeto de Julia Flanders (Northeastern University) está on-line, com mais
de 300 trabalhos publicados. Impressive! Quero acessar! #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:52:03 PM
amndw2: At the meeting point for #DHSI2017 and #sharp17.
6/9/2017 9:52:17 PM
jotis13: Now up, @julia_flanders on Cultures of Reception:Readership and Discontinuity
in the History of Women's Writing #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:52:25 PM
SHARPorg: If #sharp17 is your first SHARP conference or you're an early career scholar,
please do come along to @UVSSFelicitas at 5.30 today!
6/9/2017 9:52:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders speaking on the loss and recovery of the
history of women's writing in in English, and the role of digital projects
6/9/2017 9:52:50 PM
PopFicDoctors: Excited for our first keynote at #sharp17 - @julia_flanders on "Cultures
of Reception" https://t.co/QGfY6JtBUT
6/9/2017 9:52:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @milenaufpr: História do livro é uma área profundamente
interdisciplinar. (E viva as interconexões) #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:53:01 PM
olidhar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders speaking on the loss and
recovery of the history of women's writing in in English, and the ro…
6/9/2017 9:53:27 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders va décrire le Women Writers Project, et l'histoire de la
perte et la récuperation de l'écriture feminine. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:53:29 PM
hralperta: Digital humanities always begin with catalogues of doubts and
preoccupations: technology, privacy, computation… https://t.co/gGlrRVm3D1
6/9/2017 9:53:36 PM
JenProf: Julia Flanders kicks off #sharp17 with a talk on The Women Writers project.
#DHSI2017 joint talk. https://t.co/NSCtWFBiFi
6/9/2017 9:54:22 PM
alisakbeer: WWP 1995 NEH Proposal situates its work in a long context of readership
and knowledge of women's writing. #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:54:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders speaking on the loss
and recovery of the history of women's writing in in English, and the ro…
6/9/2017 9:54:40 PM

Marie_LSJ: Maintenant @julia_flanders "Cultures de réception: lectorat et discontinuité
dans l'histoire des écrits des femmes" #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:54:50 PM
HeatherVHill: @SHARP2017 We just got the sound working! Thank you! #DHSI2017
#SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:54:52 PM
jotis13: @NUwwp meant to help correct inaccessibility of women's writing, skewed view
of literature formed by bias towards male writers #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:54:53 PM
AaronOttinger: RT @mlkharrington: Another packed house for @julia_flanders and
"Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing"! #sharp17…
6/9/2017 9:54:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The Women Writers Project attempts to
resituate women's writing, reconstituting networks of circulation
6/9/2017 9:55:19 PM
loradeets: RT @Laura_Estill: .@nzsydney introducing @julia_flanders: talking about
importance of @NUwwp & digital to book history #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:55:23 PM
MariaAChappell: For those following along at home: @julia_flanders #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/TWGcs6Zy13
6/9/2017 9:55:36 PM
rachael_isom: .@julia_flanders: @NUwwp seeks to remedy the misrepresentation of
women's roles in our literary & cultural histories #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:55:43 PM
lindseyseatter: We are LIVE in Hickman 105! Streaming @julia_flanders #dhsi2017 /
#sharp17 keynote address. Join us!
6/9/2017 9:55:50 PM
earlymodernpost: .@julia_flanders talks about how @NUwwp has recovered women's
writing, but also recovering audience #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:55:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders begins w/ reminder that accessing material
is central to kinds of knowledge we produce. Need to establish audiences
6/9/2017 9:55:55 PM
JJMcEvilla: cultures of #reception, #recovery, & changes in #methods of reading... I
am intrigued. #JuliaFlanders #Sharp17 #HoneyILostTheTexts
6/9/2017 9:55:55 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders: when texts by women are missing, this has effects on
audiences, institutions #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:56:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter of 'Honey, I lost the
texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring institutional structure
6/9/2017 9:56:04 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Methods of storage and filing women's texts can make
them invisible AS women's texts #sharp17 #dhsi2017

6/9/2017 9:56:06 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter of
'Honey, I lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/9/2017 9:56:16 PM
JenProf: No caption needed. #DHSI2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/bOzdm0Ow2n
6/9/2017 9:56:18 PM
roaringgirle: your #biblionerd hashtag of the weekend is: #sharp17tune in!
6/9/2017 9:56:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: Women Writers Project aimed to make texts by early modern women
discoverable, and also to build them an audience: @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:56:24 PM
alisakbeer: Status of private circulation vs professional publication; archival/cataloging
lacunae make women's writing invisible as female #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:56:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @JJMcEvilla: cultures of #reception, #recovery, & changes in
#methods of reading... I am intrigued. #JuliaFlanders #Sharp17 #HoneyILostT…
6/9/2017 9:56:28 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Methods of storage and filing
women's texts can make them invisible AS women's texts #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:56:30 PM
olidhar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The Women Writers Project
attempts to resituate women's writing, reconstituting networks of c…
6/9/2017 9:56:46 PM
Laura_Estill: Hearing about start of @NUwwp from @julia_flanders. Shows importance
of @NEHgov @NEH_ODH #savetheNEH #sharp17 #DHSI2017 #womenswriting
6/9/2017 9:56:52 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter of
'Honey, I lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/9/2017 9:56:53 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders "if I could go back in time and smack myself ... but you
have to travel the whole road" #sharp17 #tootrue
6/9/2017 9:57:06 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Women Writers Project goal to "establish an audience" in addition to
recovering texts @julia_flanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:57:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders We need to develop methods of
circulation that avoid patterns of invisibility that have plagued women's writing
6/9/2017 9:57:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders: not just reading, but the conditions in which people read
#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:57:19 PM
jotis13: "If you could go back in time and smack yourself on the head..."@julia_flanders
on biases she had as a student b/c of experiences #SHARP17

6/9/2017 9:57:19 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Argh... The 9h time difference poses a challenge to remote
@SHARP2017 attendance. Blöde Zeitverschiebung... #sharp17 #needmorecoffee
6/9/2017 9:57:28 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter of 'Honey, I
lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/9/2017 9:57:28 PM
loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter of
'Honey, I lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/9/2017 9:57:28 PM
SHARP2017: RT @lindseyseatter: We are LIVE in Hickman 105! Streaming
@julia_flanders #dhsi2017 / #sharp17 keynote address. Join us!
6/9/2017 9:57:32 PM
MariaAChappell: "If you could go back and smack yourself on the head..." We've all
had those moments...At @julia_flanders keynote at #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 9:57:42 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @Laura_Estill: Hearing about start of @NUwwp from
@julia_flanders. Shows importance of @NEHgov @NEH_ODH #savetheNEH #sharp17
#DHSI2017 #…
6/9/2017 9:57:52 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders: moving outwards from texts to a "connected field of
information" #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:57:54 PM
lizlosh: @julia_flanders gets beyond "honey, I lost the text" at #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 9:57:55 PM
andiesilva: Julia Flanders looking back at time when she saw women's writing as a
response to male writers. #prefeminist #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:58:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders First step of the WWP was creating TEI
texts, but the project has expanded to a diverse landscape offering access
6/9/2017 9:58:02 PM
earlymodernpost: Complex cultural history here, not accidental loss, institutional
practice makes women's writing invisible (eg no gender markers) #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:58:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Women Writers in Context: exhibits and
scholarly writing that offers access/starting points to women's writing
6/9/2017 9:58:41 PM
hralperta: El proyecto de escritoras (women writers project) empezó en 1995 con el
deseo de corregir la ausencia de escritoras en la historia #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:58:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: @EpistolaryBrown @julia_flanders Women Writers Project (WWP) veut
repositionner les écrits des femmes et reconstitu… https://t.co/Ko7PI88aPD

6/9/2017 9:58:45 PM
SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you know, just in
case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/9/2017 9:58:59 PM
Irizaurus: RT @sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been with you
#sharp17
6/9/2017 9:59:23 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: the "Women Writers in Review" feature gives reception
history information both at publication & onwards #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:59:23 PM
jotis13: @NUwwp is at https://t.co/8wNpXliGf3 if you want to play along while
@julia_flanders talks! #SHARP17
6/9/2017 9:59:38 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 WWP = https://t.co/qW4ZXJdW2V @julia_flandersGrowing TEI
collection at Women Writes in Review w/detailed metadata.
6/9/2017 9:59:41 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: Flanders: not just reading, but the conditions in
which people read #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:59:48 PM
Irizaurus: RT @jotis13: Once again, I'm tracking tweets for #sharp17 in case anyone
wants to download them after the fact and play! https://t.co/vcrrY…
6/9/2017 9:59:51 PM
milenaufpr: É preciso criar mecanismos de circulação q não repitam erros do passado,
por ex. pressuposição de q mulheres não escreviam.Flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:59:54 PM
JenProf: WWP seeks "to develop conditions of circulation that do not reproduce this
invisibility " [of "lost"] texts.- J Flanders #sharp17 dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:00:07 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders Women Writers in Context allows for unfamiliar readers
to access women writers #DHSI2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/fmKvExOapY
6/9/2017 10:00:18 PM
JJMcEvilla: Discovery of texts on EEBO by author-gender; Developing mechanisms of
circulation & conditions & preconditions of reading #Sharp17 #Flanders
6/9/2017 10:00:22 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Next stage for Women Writer's Project is to find what
these women writers were themselves reading. #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:00:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: @earlymodernpost La "perte" des écrits féminins n'a pas été accidentelle
(oups!): résultat de pratiques institution… https://t.co/eaoXZgp6oc
6/9/2017 10:00:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Intertextual Networks allow users to
explore the textual watershed of the Women Writers Online

6/9/2017 10:01:00 PM
bookhistories: @julia_flanders arbetar med WWR (Women Writers in Review), en klart
fascinerande resurs. Komparativ resurs: https://t.co/5SRTdaPUtl #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:01:00 PM
PopFicDoctors: Women Writers in Review studies contemporary reviews of early
modern women & the long tail of subsequent reception @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:01:01 PM
JoGrenier: La conférence d'ouverture, par @julia_flanders, porte sur les cultures de la
réception dans l'histoire des écrits des femmes. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:01:18 PM
HeatherVHill: More sound difficulties in Hickman! :( #DHSI2017 #sharp17
@SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:01:29 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 l'universe des écrits féminins est explorable avec le
WWP/WWR/les éditions TEI et le open data.
6/9/2017 10:01:36 PM
rachael_isom: See also Women Writers in Context (https://t.co/wjKgcxEX3G) & Women
Writers in Review (https://t.co/j2iQ38jVEk) #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:01:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders current project coding intertextual
networks within women's writers project, connected to https://t.co/9Xvz1RRT0U
6/9/2017 10:01:54 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Flanders: moving outwards from texts to a "connected
field of information" #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:02:07 PM
JenProf: Next step: intertextual networks of women writers.#sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/uzOCU3lxAf
6/9/2017 10:02:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Women Writers in Review: metadata
about the text reviewed, the location of review, date and place of pub of both
6/9/2017 10:02:09 PM
milenaufpr: Quando lemos participamos de uma rede de relacoes históricas. Seu
projeto se pergunta sobre o que liam as mulheres escritoras. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:02:11 PM
bookhistories: Många har rest långt för att vara med på årets konferens. Att döma av
snarkningarna här och där börjar #jetlag göra sig påmind #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:02:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: What were women authors reading? Amplifying the frame of reference for
multiple ways of reading #TEI #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders #metadata
6/9/2017 10:02:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: La lecture s'inscrit toujours dans une histoire des idées, mais aussi de la
pratique et du contexte social @julia_flanders #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:02:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: There is such a great vibe here at UVic for the
25th SHARP! It's so lovely to be part of this community. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:02:33 PM
alisakbeer: RT @JJMcEvilla: What were women authors reading? Amplifying the frame
of reference for multiple ways of reading #TEI #Sharp17 #JuliaFlander…
6/9/2017 10:02:37 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you know,
just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/9/2017 10:02:51 PM
MariaAChappell: New at WWP: intertextuality! #sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/gCHbVaNIfx
6/9/2017 10:02:57 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter
of 'Honey, I lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/9/2017 10:03:05 PM
marylearner: Wow, @NUwwp & @julia_flanders developing Intertextual Networks,
which will map what texts em women writers read, cited, parodied #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:03:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Reviewers were operating in "service to
readers who had too much to read"; show a more public idea of readerships
6/9/2017 10:03:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: Women Writers in Review makes visible networks of texts, reviews,
reviewing periodicals, dates, places, genres ... @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:03:09 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Women Writers in Review & Intertextual Networks: manage "textual
watershed" of https://t.co/JT2b2kmSRM @julia_flanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:03:13 PM
earlymodernpost: Women Writers in Review - metadata facilitates connection, shows
intertextual networks, sociability of readership @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:03:14 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Readership as a "social fact" comes into focus as
proliferation of reviews shows information overload #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:03:16 PM
rachael_isom: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Reviewers were
operating in "service to readers who had too much to read"; show a more public…
6/9/2017 10:03:30 PM
lmfletcher72: RT @Millicent_Weber: I'm tweeting about #sharp17 from
@PopFicDoctors. Follow our virtual conversation about "technologies of the book"! htt…
6/9/2017 10:03:38 PM
hralperta: Espero que @julia_flanders nos clarifique la decisión de proteger los textos
en el women writers project con un paywall. #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:03:50 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: SUPER excited for this #sharp17
https://t.co/Zr9g1Jh739
6/9/2017 10:04:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer serves as a kind of ideal
reader," showing the public how to read, how to take pleasure in reading
6/9/2017 10:04:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders Periodical review: new technology, sprang
from conditions of reading - overabundance. Also modelled "good" reading
6/9/2017 10:04:14 PM
milenaufpr: Eu me pergunto quem foi a primeira critica literaria brasileira? Lucia miguel
pereira? Nao! Deve ter havido outras antes! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:04:22 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer serves as a
kind of ideal reader," showing the public how to read, how to take…
6/9/2017 10:04:23 PM
alisakbeer: Common cause between reviewer and reading public, reviewer as ideal
reader? #sharp17 Gendered aspects of contemporary reviews?
6/9/2017 10:04:24 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer
serves as a kind of ideal reader," showing the public how to read, how to take…
6/9/2017 10:04:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: Common cause between reviewer and reading public,
reviewer as ideal reader? #sharp17 Gendered aspects of contemporary revie…
6/9/2017 10:04:30 PM
integrous: @juliaflanders: Review(er)s as imagined proxies for public responses to
readings. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:04:39 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer
serves as a kind of ideal reader," showing the public how to read, how to take…
6/9/2017 10:04:40 PM
jotis13: Of roughly 9000 reviews from source material, roughly 1000 were of women's
text - works read and reviewed @julia_flanders #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:04:41 PM
hralperta: I hope we'll learn more today about the decision to put the Women Writers
Project behind a paywall. #sharp17 https://t.co/xi4GvdoDnS
6/9/2017 10:04:46 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Reviewers are key for showing the public that women
readers should be read, published #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:04:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Although women were published in much
fewer numbers, they were reviewed respectfully & glowingly as well as poorly

6/9/2017 10:04:55 PM
loradeets: @julia_flanders on power of reviews re: reading pleasure and 'what forms of
that pleasure are legitimate and illegitimate' #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:05:02 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Reviewers are key for showing the
public that women readers should be read, published #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:05:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders: I recommend going and reading a review
at random, particularly the negative ones
6/9/2017 10:05:14 PM
marylearner: .@julia_flanders "Women could be popular writers, or critically acclaimed
writers, or both" #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:05:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders: I recommend going and
reading a review at random, particularly the negative ones
6/9/2017 10:05:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders on reviews of early modern writers: thinking about the genre of
the review, evaluations, modelling of the ideal reader #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:05:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The collection is specifically interested in
the geography of cultural circulation"
6/9/2017 10:05:31 PM
SHARPorg: @alisakbeer #sharp17 is preferred but we're also archiving #sharp2017 :)
6/9/2017 10:05:56 PM
integrous: @julia_flanders WWiR is interested in the geography of cultural circulation.
#dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:05:57 PM
zanna_vl: Key note presentatie door @julia_flanders: de receptie van lezers in de
geschiedenis van vrouwelijke auteurs… https://t.co/oWGEC7TAp5
6/9/2017 10:05:58 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 .@julia_flanders: with the emergence of Transatlantic literary
culture at end of 19th c, greater awareness of space and time
6/9/2017 10:06:04 PM
MariaAChappell: .@julia_flanders - go read some the negative reviews for "fun"
(fortunately not all reviews were dismissive) #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:06:05 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer serves
as a kind of ideal reader," showing the public how to read, how to take…
6/9/2017 10:06:05 PM
kinohin: Yesterday's rainbow over the bay boded well for the beginning of #SHARP17
https://t.co/AA5mqtf5fK
6/9/2017 10:06:05 PM

Beth_driscoll: RT @integrous: @juliaflanders: Review(er)s as imagined proxies for
public responses to readings. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:06:12 PM
milenaufpr: Interesse do seu projeto WWP (Julia Flanders) pela geografia da leitura:
onde ela acontecia? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:06:31 PM
rachael_isom: .@julia_flanders cites Smith, Edgeworth, & Barbauld as women writers
who were both popular & critically acclaimed #sharp17 #romanticism
6/9/2017 10:06:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The collection is interested in the ways
women were described as authors, as producers of language
6/9/2017 10:06:38 PM
earlymodernpost: Scope for a 'geography of cultural circulation' - careful metadata
allows connections to be placed in space/time @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:06:39 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders discusses how Women Writers Project and Reviews
demonstrate transatlantic circulation
6/9/2017 10:06:44 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The collection is interested
in the ways women were described as authors, as producers of lan…
6/9/2017 10:06:47 PM
inonic_: RT @integrous: @julia_flanders WWiR is interested in the geography of cultural
circulation. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:06:53 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Great to think about texts collected in #digitalhumanities projects
just just for critical analysis. Also FUN to read. #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:06:58 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders The collection is interested in how women are positioned
in relation to cultural authority. #Metadata #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:07:00 PM
wynkenhimself: @hralperta That's a good question; you should ask if it doesn't come
up in the talk #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:07:23 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @SHARPorg: @alisakbeer #sharp17 is preferred but we're also archiving
#sharp2017 :)
6/9/2017 10:07:24 PM
JJMcEvilla: Reviewer serves as ideal reader; the forms of pleasure that were legitimate
& illegitimate. Visualization & stats. #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:07:24 PM
ShawnaRoss: So now I'm wondering about the history women *reviewers* to as a
specific practice impacting women writers.... #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:07:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been with
you #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:07:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders the project looks are reviews as a corpus,
looking for larger patterns. Keyword searching coming soon
6/9/2017 10:07:34 PM
PopFicDoctors: Although it's also just really fun to read random reviews:
@julia_flanders encouraging us to use serendipity as a search mechanism! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:07:39 PM
amndw2: Looking forward to experimenting w/the Women Writers in Review project
that @julia_flanders is showing us https://t.co/F1aUUjDsjd #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:07:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 great to hear @julia_flanders reviews data shows changes
when transatlantic print market arrives: more attention to time & space
6/9/2017 10:07:46 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders previews how words like “feminine” are used in reviews of
women’s writing. “Clusters that tend to travel together.” #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:08:09 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders @NUwwp working on keyword searching of key terms
in reviews of women writers
6/9/2017 10:08:14 PM
EnlightenmentDH: .@julia_flanders Making the most of the "collectedness" of WWO helping many scholars access, analyze, read #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:08:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Nice to already see such multilingual tweeting
already at #sharp17! 25 years of multidisciplinary and transnational co…
6/9/2017 10:08:19 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @integrous: @juliaflanders: Review(er)s as imagined proxies for
public responses to readings. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:08:22 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @julia_flanders: @NUwwp working on support for keyword
searching in reviews
6/9/2017 10:08:37 PM
MariaAChappell: I love a good graphic. #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/cEOx4uY9P0
6/9/2017 10:09:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: "La collection [de critiques] s'intéresse particulièrement à la circulation
géographique de la culture"… https://t.co/9Bf1KZpVAZ
6/9/2017 10:09:13 PM
SHARP2017: RT @kinohin: Yesterday's rainbow over the bay boded well for the
beginning of #SHARP17 https://t.co/AA5mqtf5fK
6/9/2017 10:09:25 PM
jordanreed14: Lots of great stuff from @NUwwp at #sharp17. For those of you
following along from a distance, check it out here https://t.co/ARV5mMAOWn

6/9/2017 10:09:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders showing the tags they used for reviews great to see tags for themes of national and racial identity
6/9/2017 10:09:33 PM
lauragrayblair: Great description of metadata/thematic tagging from @julia_flanders:
the 'hinge' between different texts. #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:09:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders showing the tags they used
for reviews - great to see tags for themes of national and racial…
6/9/2017 10:09:42 PM
JJMcEvilla: Great idea w text analysis by keyword for topic modelling! I think she is
right to focus on metadata #thematictags #sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:09:44 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders on semantic tagging of WWiR. “We continue to add
themes identified by student readers as significant.” #sharp17 #folksonomic
6/9/2017 10:09:47 PM
Marie_LSJ: De multiples critiques des écrits des femmes ont été encodées et classées
(de positives à négatives) dans https://t.co/E1Vw3O6FV8 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:09:50 PM
RECIRC_: If you're interested in #bookhistory, you'll want to follow #sharp17 for the
next few days. https://t.co/tsN4GfIhNP
6/9/2017 10:10:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Tags allow users to move from an
individual review to related reviews along several axes: thematic tags, evaluative
6/9/2017 10:10:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders evaluative tags include judgements about
whether a review was positive or negative
6/9/2017 10:10:26 PM
MariaAChappell: New feature coming soon: keyword search of reviews. #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/6Qvn8wdTRt
6/9/2017 10:10:26 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders students in classes using @NUwwp can help
add/curate themes for keyword searching
6/9/2017 10:10:29 PM
andiesilva: .@julia_flanders points out tags on Women Writers in Review, such as
reception (good, bad, in between) and themes. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:10:36 PM
clancynewyork: RT @hralperta: Digital humanities always begin with catalogues of
doubts and preoccupations: technology, privacy, computation #sharp17 http…
6/9/2017 10:10:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @kinohin: Yesterday's rainbow over the bay boded well for the beginning
of #SHARP17 https://t.co/AA5mqtf5fK

6/9/2017 10:10:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders tags allow users to move btw reviews in
ways beyond author and Periodical title eg reviews use qts from other works
6/9/2017 10:10:52 PM
hralperta: .@julia_flanders : Los deseos de los estudiantes guían el desarrollo del
Women Writers Project #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:10:57 PM
ShawnaRoss: Someone in this room who needs a dissertation topic could get some
great inspiration with the WWP "in Review" #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:10:58 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders WWiR includes crowdsourced tags suggested by users to
improve navigation #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:11:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders tags allow reviews to cluster, users to
navigate them as networks
6/9/2017 10:11:01 PM
bookhistories: Tack vare databasen sammanställd av @julia_flanders kan specifika
sökord användas för att studera recenserade kvinnliga författare #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:11:05 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Tags allow users to move
from an individual review to related reviews along several axes: the…
6/9/2017 10:11:19 PM
Laura_Estill: Here's the "Women as Writers and Readers" tag from @NUwwp
https://t.co/O8ZuXxkaIn #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:11:44 PM
DHSI_fern: Welcome #sharp17 https://t.co/58Ij4bPCP6
6/9/2017 10:11:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders these tags reveal networks that exist btw
reviews - new ways for us to traverse reading landscapes. V exciting.
6/9/2017 10:11:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: Des étiquettes permettent également d'indiquer les thèmes des critiques et
autres https://t.co/E1Vw3O6FV8 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:12:10 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @Laura_Estill: Here's the "Women as Writers and Readers" tag
from @NUwwp https://t.co/O8ZuXxkaIn #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:12:14 PM
EnlightenmentDH: .@julia_flanders on extracting in reviews - v. common in
#earlymodern reviews when copies were not always easy to find #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:12:27 PM
milenaufpr: A apresentação da Julia Flanders faz pensar em como é fundamental
existirem grandes projetos, com grupos multidisciplinares. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:12:30 PM

epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders looks at words associated with "reader" in @NUwwp:
gentle, contant, good, diligent, etc...
6/9/2017 10:12:39 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders extracted list of words assoc w/"reader": candid,
ingenious, curious, courteous #sharp17 #dhsi2017 Seems like a WISH LIST!
6/9/2017 10:12:48 PM
Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early modern women and
reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/9/2017 10:13:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The term "general reader" and "common
reader" turned out to be quite common; can be used as an anchor in n-gram"
6/9/2017 10:13:02 PM
jotis13: Readers are usually described as gentle, constant, good, christian but there are
a few less nice: near-sighted etc. @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:02 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders Fascinating overview of adjectival modifiers of “reader” in
reviews of novels by c18, 19 women writers. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:03 PM
kathiiberens: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/9/2017 10:13:07 PM
Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders on "______ Reader" in @NUwwp https://t.co/pKrg3fEJEi
#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:13:13 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by
early modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/9/2017 10:13:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DHSI_fern: Welcome #sharp17 https://t.co/58Ij4bPCP6
6/9/2017 10:13:23 PM
marisolfi: The “reader” in the context of women writing @julia_flanders
https://t.co/L0PZ0XWsZi #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:25 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, melting reader #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:26 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders created term clusters from the adjectives related to the
term “user” in WWiR #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders: "general reader" as a term to conjure with #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:34 PM
JJMcEvilla: Wow, long-s in that transcript! This is why facet searching is great, no
phrase-search probs. #sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:13:40 PM

alisakbeer: Adjectives about readers have a lot to do with devotion/piety. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders created term clusters from the
adjectives related to the term “user” in WWiR #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:41 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp .@NUwwp presents a great model for more projects to mirror.
Reviews in digital repositories reviews provide… https://t.co/greo7rAvaa
6/9/2017 10:13:45 PM
bookhistories: @julia_flanders kan visa vilka ord som används flitigast för att beskriva
kvinnliga #läsare (t.ex. 'gentle') #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:13:50 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders created term clusters from the
adjectives related to the term “user” in WWiR #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:14:04 PM
PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers Online: favourites are
"feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t.co/sNdWOAevbp
6/9/2017 10:14:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders chart of general reader Vs common reader
in reviews database. Where & how is reader evoked… https://t.co/LbY6XZRWcm
6/9/2017 10:14:09 PM
jotis13: Sorry, that was feeble-sighted. Let us ponder the irony of my feeble-sighted
reading of the slide... #sharp17 https://t.co/iMV9Q9sg9R
6/9/2017 10:14:18 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers
Online: favourites are "feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t…
6/9/2017 10:14:42 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders's list of reader qualities shows that they are supposed to
be curious, gentle...but also critical. #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:14:55 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Christian and pious readers common in #c18, also critical and
discerning. the "English reader" peaks ca. 1800.… https://t.co/nnQhb0hsXw
6/9/2017 10:14:56 PM
deannaMFstover: RT @Laura_Estill: I love that #sharp17 is very clear about their
hashtag & has abstracts online https://t.co/KaazVN3Eyj
6/9/2017 10:15:03 PM
a_e_lang: @julia_flanders #sharp17 tag tweets a bit more balanced, but tweets from
women still outnumber those from men. It c… https://t.co/T5pSpu2fx5
6/9/2017 10:15:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "negative characterizations [of readers]
was overwhelmingly less common": prejudiced reader, biased reader, partial
6/9/2017 10:15:23 PM
JenProf: Now @julia_flanders discusses adjectives associated with the word "reader" in
the review corpus. #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/lWFlp6myA2

6/9/2017 10:15:40 PM
jotis13: Authors didn't tend to insult their readers with negative ajectives, which were
mostly used in negated context @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:15:46 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders many types of readers: general, pious, gentle, candid,
impartial, curious, unwary, critical, intelligent #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:15:58 PM
sharpicecream: J'aimerais bien connaitre cette femme #sharp17
https://t.co/KrXI86kABs
6/9/2017 10:16:14 PM
StevieLMarsden: Fascinating to see these. Would be curious to see what a similar
analysis of contemporary reviews would reveal...… https://t.co/EjSwE1OvBK
6/9/2017 10:16:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lauragrayblair: Great description of metadata/thematic tagging
from @julia_flanders: the 'hinge' between different texts. #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:16:28 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, melting reader #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:16:30 PM
earlymodernpost: .@julia_flanders discusses terms used to describe readers: positive,
negative, attentiveness, terms that encourage fellow feeling.. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:16:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders adjectives associated with reader usually
positive. Readers candid participants in important projects of judgement
6/9/2017 10:16:39 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Very sad to not be at #sharp17 right now, but reminder to follow
along if you are like me and watching from afar
6/9/2017 10:16:45 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @julia_flanders showing us how readers are cultivated in
reviews in women writers: common humanity of "readership"
6/9/2017 10:16:56 PM
EnlightenmentDH: .@julia_flanders using @NUwwp reviews database to study readers,
not just writers #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:17:16 PM
ShawnaRoss: @a_e_lang @julia_flanders While I have your attention, women tweeters,
PLEASE also tweet YOUR RESPONSES AND QUESTIO… https://t.co/7R4V2b7VI7
6/9/2017 10:17:23 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders These terms call the reader into a position of assessment,
judgment. Goes beyond a simple aggregation of readers. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:17:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders: Reviews make readership visible as a practice #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:17:40 PM
milenaufpr: JF cita vários adjetivos que caracterizam leitores: objetivos e subjetivos.
Pesquisadores brasileiros gostariam de ouvir isso! #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:17:48 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders Reading as a practice with social norms and codings: one is
expected to read everything and to read contextually. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:17:57 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @julia_flanders is really talking about interpellation: how
readers are "hailed" and constructed
6/9/2017 10:18:01 PM
bookhistories: Ord som beskriver läsare och läsning, t.ex. "readership", "general
reader", "common reader" fluktuerar kraftigt @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:18:07 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp Flanders paraphrased: Reading is a social act, subject to
societal norms and expectations. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:18:22 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders Reviews are more than aggregation; term “the reader”
implies an awareness of reading as a social action #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:18:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @epyllia: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @julia_flanders is really talking
about interpellation: how readers are "hailed" and constructed
6/9/2017 10:18:45 PM
hralperta: Palabras afiliadas con la 'lectora': amable, constante, buena, diligente [se
nota que las palabras no se traduzcan… https://t.co/7fnfNi5zNy
6/9/2017 10:18:45 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders revises idea of reviewing not just as gatekeeping
(in/exclude) but provide "explanatory narratives" #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:18:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: Notions of 'readership' has grown since mid 20th century as
'common/general reader' has fallen #sharp17 https://t.co/7sfvF8UOrh
6/9/2017 10:19:05 PM
mollyhardy: @julia_flanders: reviews make readers aware of reading as a social
practice #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:09 PM
rachael_isom: .@julia_flanders : "Reviews make readers more aware of reading as a
practice that has social norms." #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:15 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders discusses how canon formation involves in(ex)clusion &
explanatory narratives. #sharp17 Why do we read what we read?
6/9/2017 10:19:16 PM
Beth_driscoll: @StevieLMarsden My response exactly! Thinking, thinking... #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:24 PM
ShawnaRoss: @a_e_lang @julia_flanders And women tweeters are great about bringing
into the conversation people who aren't here… https://t.co/PabeQscq6l
6/9/2017 10:19:30 PM

jimmussell: I like the way this discussion of readers / reading was prefixed by remarks
on the importance of building a readership for WWP #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:38 PM
kathiiberens: Reviewing is to “experiencin texts as deeply sociable things,” which
gradually comes to “naturalize” gatekeeping processes. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:40 PM
milenaufpr: E eu estou pensando numa escritora brasileira e seu livro -Vicentinho desconhecidíssimo sobre a morte do seu filho. Autoficção. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:19:40 PM
mekonkol: RT @epyllia: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @julia_flanders is really talking about
interpellation: how readers are "hailed" and constructed
6/9/2017 10:19:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: La collection de @NUwwp permet d'étudier les adjectifs accolés au terme
"reader" (lecteur), comme dans "dear reader… https://t.co/cz0wNmRBR0
6/9/2017 10:20:12 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @julia_flanders: one is not a reader by reading a single text;
readers of reviews experience texts as deeply social things
6/9/2017 10:20:13 PM
PopFicDoctors: Canon formation not just ex/inclusion of specific texts, but development
of explanatory narratives to justify this @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:20:15 PM
JJMcEvilla: In reviewing the reviewer assumes that the reader reads everything. Against
discontinuous reading of women's texts? #sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:20:15 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 @julia_flanders discusses 'high' vs 'popular' literature as
gender/class oriented. How does WWP challenge this if at all?
6/9/2017 10:20:33 PM
AliceTMcGrath: I am wondering about the decision to not correct the fs? #c18
#sharp17 https://t.co/LJ192js22T
6/9/2017 10:20:34 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @marylearner: #sharp17 @julia_flanders: one is not a reader by
reading a single text; readers of reviews experience texts as deeply soci…
6/9/2017 10:20:43 PM
JoGrenier: Encoder les écrits féminins (TEI, open data) pour mieux les analyser.
@julia_flanders @NUwwp #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:21:12 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders Formation of high/low culture established in mid c19
becomes strongly gendered, led by Arnold in UK, James in US. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:21:28 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders reviews in @NUwwp demonstrate the cultural
homogenizing power of literature
6/9/2017 10:21:45 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC

6/9/2017 10:21:50 PM
ShawnaRoss: @AliceTMcGrath It struck me as well. This site is aesthetically so, so
stunning, but what might the SEO or accessib… https://t.co/b5NZHHVVdA
6/9/2017 10:21:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #Sharp17 @julia_flanders aligning changing terms for readers w/
changing theories of culture & reception of women's writing - v persuasive
6/9/2017 10:21:54 PM
alisakbeer: Exceptionality of female 'high literary' authors pre-dates WWP: Christine de
Pisan was "odd" in her time #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:21:56 PM
Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders talk part of broad "history of reading": owning, reviewing,
extracting, annotating, etc. Why @SHARPorg rocks. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:21:58 PM
JenProf: RT @JoGrenier: Encoder les écrits féminins (TEI, open data) pour mieux les
analyser. @julia_flanders @NUwwp #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:22:01 PM
MariaAChappell: The canon and High Literature = problems. The author's "narrative"
can lead to dismissal, miscategorization, & exclusion. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:22:02 PM
milenaufpr: meu respeito a tradutores simultâneos. Tarefa cerebral das mais dificeis:
ouvir, processar, traduzir, digitar, tudo ao mesmo tempo. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:22:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Re: Julia Flanders excellent keynote - will she mention Austen in
relation to discussions of literary value? #SHARP17 #sharp2017
6/9/2017 10:22:24 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp Flanders: Reception of women writers tended to put them on
the periphery, outside the norm and reacting to external forces. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:22:44 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders talking about theories of early hypertext (Landow in
particular) where reading is “traversing connections.” #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:22:57 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders mentions reading as co-authorship: scholarly editing
mentioned. What about fanworks&transformative works? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:22:57 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders In our time, post markup history, is reading remediation, or co-authorshipof the text? or distant reading?
6/9/2017 10:23:04 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Nice to hear about a long-term #digitalhumanities project.
@julia_flanders on @NUwwp at #sharp17 #dhsi2017 gives hope to younger projects.
6/9/2017 10:23:27 PM
Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders asks, is reading about transmission and/or mediation?
Reader "co-realizing" text #sharp17 #DHSI2017

6/9/2017 10:23:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: Exceptionality of female 'high literary' authors pre-dates
WWP: Christine de Pisan was "odd" in her time #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:23:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Is the creation and consumption of digital
texts a story of transmission or remediation?
6/9/2017 10:23:33 PM
MariaAChappell: Christian women's domestic works as "Sunday reading" -- I can barely
hear that patronizing term without gagging.#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:23:35 PM
CritRikk: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #Sharp17 @julia_flanders aligning changing terms for
readers w/ changing theories of culture & reception of women's wr…
6/9/2017 10:23:37 PM
richendabrim: RT @RECIRC_: If you're interested in #bookhistory, you'll want to follow
#sharp17 for the next few days. https://t.co/tsN4GfIhNP
6/9/2017 10:23:38 PM
jotis13: RT @epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders In our time, post markup history, is
reading re-mediation, or co-authorshipof the text? or distant re…
6/9/2017 10:23:42 PM
traviseross: @julia_flanders Canon building: not just making lists; constructing
narratives that naturalize those inclusions/exclusions. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:23:42 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders In our time, post markup history,
is reading re-mediation, or co-authorshipof the text? or distant re…
6/9/2017 10:23:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Forms of reading operate in a dialectical
mode, much is given and of it more is made
6/9/2017 10:23:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Is the creation and
consumption of digital texts a story of transmission or remediation?
6/9/2017 10:23:50 PM
rachellynchase: Julia flanders: What is reading? Mediation, transmission, exploration,
or navigating networks of texts? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:23:54 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders how do the materials and technologies of
reading change our conception of what reading is? Important question.
6/9/2017 10:23:57 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders asks, is reading about transmission
and/or mediation? Reader "co-realizing" text #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:24:01 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp Flanders: Reading is an "imaginative" process of "world
construction." My favorite quote of the keynote so far #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:24:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Forms of reading
operate in a dialectical mode, much is given and of it more is made
6/9/2017 10:24:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: Critiquer = appréhender les textes comme des objets profondément
socialisés => "naturalisation" des processus restr… https://t.co/gT0Y4heJly
6/9/2017 10:24:10 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @juliaflanders forms of reading that operate in dialectical mode, on
world construction, not merely canonicity.
6/9/2017 10:24:32 PM
earlymodernpost: DH takes us to reading as discerning patterns, navigating
connections – ‘imaginative work of world construction’ @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:24:51 PM
Beth_driscoll: Flanders on reading as seen in dialectical relationship with the text:
"much is given, and of that much more is made" #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:24:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Recent dialectical modes of reading
involve making something valuable not because it is excellent, but bc fruitful
6/9/2017 10:24:51 PM
ShawnaRoss: Of course, I'm skeptical of how Stephen Ramsay's scremeneutics is
informed by his valorization of hack over yack.... #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:25:08 PM
bookhistories: Boganmeldelser spiller en stor rolle for forståelsen af ny litteratur for
læseren, især mht kvinders forfatterskab @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:25:26 PM
milenaufpr: Julia flanders: leitura como coautoria. (Muitas relacoes com ensino de
literatura. Leitura é atividade intensa!) #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:25:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: Julia flanders: What is reading? Mediation,
transmission, exploration, or navigating networks of texts? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:25:53 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders acknowledges the anti-canonical work & origins of WWP in
a kind of identity politics. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:25:56 PM
JJMcEvilla: Theories of digital reading, mediation, & understanding in a post-Romantic
context w/o canonicity. Dialectical modes #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:26:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders acknowledges the anti-canonical
work & origins of WWP in a kind of identity politics. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:26:22 PM
hralperta: La responsabilidad del lector no es leer libros sino conocer los senderos que
atravesan el archivo enorme de textos digitales #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:26:48 PM
andiesilva: "Invitation to community, relationship, and play" (Ramsay) also a great
motto for #DHSI #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:26:51 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders acknowledges the anti-canonical work &
origins of WWP in a kind of identity politics. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:26:53 PM
alisakbeer: @julia_flanders Rejection of the canon because of who it devalues &
marginalizes. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:26:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @alisakbeer: @julia_flanders Rejection of the canon because of
who it devalues & marginalizes. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:01 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders Quotes @sramsay "Screwmeneutics"-- on the
"writerly anarchic text" relevant to technological recovery of @NUwwp
6/9/2017 10:27:01 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp Flanders: "Canon implies a system of value..that we reject."
#sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:03 PM
PopFicDoctors: Love the Screwmeneutical Imperative: an "ethical obligation ... to
community, relationship and play" Flanders quotes Stephen Ramsay #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:09 PM
rebeccamchung: Reading (women) as perfecting activity(canonical) or as fruitful and
productive (anticanonical). @juliaflanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:27:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The goal is to expand and challenge our
existing knowledge, rather than reproduce it.
6/9/2017 10:27:15 PM
rachael_isom: Dialectical reading: makes a text "valuable not because it is excellent
but because it is fruitful and generative” @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:17 PM
SHARP2017: RT @andiesilva: "Invitation to community, relationship, and play"
(Ramsay) also a great motto for #DHSI #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:19 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders reads “Screwmeneutical imperative” passage from
@sramsay’s endlessly good essay.https://t.co/DDqB5vAinf #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:27:20 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: WWP motivated by "anti-canonical" impulse #sharp17
#DHSI2017 ...But isn't creating ANY vetted body of lit a kind of canon?
6/9/2017 10:27:31 PM
Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders on anti-canonical values of @NUwwp <3@DREditions =
also anti-canon dh project #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/NwWDsCYSjx

6/9/2017 10:27:51 PM
earlymodernpost: Not about adding women's writing as corrective, as supplement to
male canon but: play/relationships/challenge canon #sharp17 @julia_flanders
6/9/2017 10:27:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders on anti-canonical values of
@NUwwp <3@DREditions = also anti-canon dh project #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https…
6/9/2017 10:28:05 PM
AliceTMcGrath: I am so on board with WWP goal of "repopulating an entire landscape"
rather than creating an alternative system of value #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:28:06 PM
alisakbeer: @ShawnaRoss @julia_flanders So is the WWP rejecting canonicity or just
the traditional Western canon? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:28:13 PM
ShawnaRoss: How can creating a BIG digital project, many years many people many
institutions, *not* have canon-like EFFECTS?… https://t.co/rt3ji3Ubte
6/9/2017 10:28:25 PM
MariaAChappell: .@julia_flanders "Pulling away a veil of amnesia" from a body of
works. - Lovely.#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:28:29 PM
milenaufpr: O interesse de uma pesquisa é desafiar aquilo que já sabemos. E não
reafirmar, repetir. (Ainda com Julia Flanders) #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:28:38 PM
rebeccamchung: We repopulate the entire field with new perspectives when reading
anticanonically @juliaflanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:28:42 PM
HeatherVHill: @julia_flanders Canon traditionally implies a system of value, but
@NUwwp texts are valuable in their being unknown #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:28:44 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @julia_flanders anticanonical imperatives of WWP. Texts
are valuable within collection & networked, not as individual masterpieces
6/9/2017 10:28:45 PM
EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/TfIFa3SEnP
6/9/2017 10:28:50 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: Methods of storage and filing
women's texts can make them invisible AS women's texts #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:28:52 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @rebeccamchung: We repopulate the entire field with new
perspectives when reading anticanonically @juliaflanders #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:28:54 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @alisakbeer: @ShawnaRoss @julia_flanders So is the WWP rejecting
canonicity or just the traditional Western canon? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:29:05 PM

EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/RQYiF7JbsL
6/9/2017 10:29:08 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders asks, is reading about transmission
and/or mediation? Reader "co-realizing" text #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:29:23 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders sees the cybertextuality of the reading experience in the
treatment of the text&linked data together #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:29:44 PM
CitizenWald: critique of canonicity, aesthetic stds by @julia_flanders makes me
wonder: does anyone still talk about left aesthetics, Lukács? #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:29:44 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders @NUwwp markup helps to create ergodic navigation
experience for readers: non-trivial effort required to traverse
6/9/2017 10:29:49 PM
JJMcEvilla: Great nod to Margaret Cavendish, an early writer near & dear in my own
heart <3 #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:29:52 PM
sharpicecream: Yeah/ouais #sharp17 https://t.co/10rPuVDMse
6/9/2017 10:29:58 PM
helensonner: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders on anti-canonical values of @NUwwp
<3@DREditions = also anti-canon dh project #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https…
6/9/2017 10:30:06 PM
jimmussell: It's not only fascinating to hear about a long-running dh project, but also
the methodological moments that have come and gone #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:30:17 PM
alisakbeer: @julia_flanders I ask: How can you tell if people are using the project as
you intend? Does it change project's val… https://t.co/kFycRDZq89
6/9/2017 10:30:23 PM
StevieLMarsden: Perhaps the most mind-blowing thing abt @NUwwp is how its results
remain so relevant to attitudes of women writers & readers today #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:30:30 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders citing Aarseth’s Cybertexts, the definition of ergodic
literature. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:30:34 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @alisakbeer: @ShawnaRoss @julia_flanders So is the WWP
rejecting canonicity or just the traditional Western canon? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:30:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The forms of value [this project] confers
does not devalue others; it's not a zero-sum game
6/9/2017 10:31:36 PM
marisolfi: “nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text” aspen
Aarseth @julia_flanders #DHSI2017 #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:31:39 PM
integrous: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The forms of value [this
project] confers does not devalue others; it's not a zero-sum game
6/9/2017 10:31:47 PM
milenaufpr: ... que o genero da escritora seja visível, mas não seja sua única
característica. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:31:51 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders: a scholarly editing process that focuses on
embededness: a defense against disintegration & dismantling. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:31:52 PM
jotis13: "There's no zero-sum [game] in play." @julia_flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:31:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "I've probably raised more questions than
I've answered" -- as we should all strive to do.
6/9/2017 10:31:58 PM
EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/WbtWeF3jjI
6/9/2017 10:32:07 PM
epyllia: #sharp17 @julia_flanders reading event is "not a cul-de-sac" but part of an
invitation to community, relationship, play a la @sramsay again
6/9/2017 10:32:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: Sélectionner des classiques ne se limite pas à faire des listes, mais aussi à
justifier, à naturaliser ces inclusio… https://t.co/6ptsUqryhZ
6/9/2017 10:32:24 PM
JenProf: @NUwwp : "contextualization as an effect of scholarship" @julia_flanders
#dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:32:24 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/WbtWeF3jjI
6/9/2017 10:32:26 PM
JJMcEvilla: recuperation of texts by acknowledgement of cultural contextualization. So
associative textual signification #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:32:33 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @marisolfi: “nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to
traverse the text” aspen Aarseth @julia_flanders #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:32:36 PM
milenaufpr: Jullia flanders reconhece que levantou mais perguntas do que as
respondeu. Mas espera aprender ao longo do congresso! Adorei! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:32:59 PM
jotis13: First question in the Q&A is on dataset and the weird trend that appears at one
point in all the slides. @julia_flanders #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:33:25 PM
JenProf: RT @EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/WbtWeF3jjI

6/9/2017 10:33:32 PM
Millicent_Weber: Looking forward to taking up @julia_flanders' invitation to
"community, relationship and play" with fellow early career #sharp17-ers tonight
6/9/2017 10:33:42 PM
KulaJournal: @julia_flanders talks about @NUwwp as an experiment in the recirculation
of women's writing #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:34:23 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp Kudos to @julia_flanders for providing a compelling keynote
that kicked off some of the major themes for the next few days! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:34:30 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "I've probably raised more
questions than I've answered" -- as we should all strive to do.
6/9/2017 10:34:40 PM
DHInstitute: RT @andiesilva: "Invitation to community, relationship, and play"
(Ramsay) also a great motto for #DHSI #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:34:43 PM
susanmpls: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The goal is to expand
and challenge our existing knowledge, rather than reproduce it.
6/9/2017 10:34:56 PM
bookhistories: Julia Flanders: En generell nedgång för sökord i databasen under
perioden ca 1650-1730 har troligtvis en metodologisk förklaring #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:35:11 PM
Steenshorne: On the whole, I'd rather be at #sharp17 or going to the #BelmontStakes
tomorrow. But it will be tweets & live streaming for me.
6/9/2017 10:36:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: Lire n'est pas un événement cul-de-sac mais une invitation à joindre une
communauté, à entrer en relation, à jouer… https://t.co/ZyZxT5RSi7
6/9/2017 10:36:09 PM
andiesilva: Nice reminder during Q&A that vizualizations don't always show hard facts
about your data. #sharp17 @dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:36:13 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders nous a donnée une keynote très interessante - j'espere que
#sharp17 continue comme ça (sans les challenges A/V!)
6/9/2017 10:36:24 PM
alisakbeer: RT @andiesilva: Nice reminder during Q&A that vizualizations don't always
show hard facts about your data. #sharp17 @dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:36:30 PM
bookhistories: Vilken fascinerande resurs @NUwwp verkar vara! Nya perspektiv till
#kvinnohistoria och receptionen av kvinnliga författares böcker #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:36:37 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: There is such a great vibe here at UVic for the
25th SHARP! It's so lovely to be part of this community. #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:36:41 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers
Online: favourites are "feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t…
6/9/2017 10:36:51 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:37:05 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @PopFicDoctors: About half of the 300 attendees are first-time
SHARPers - welcome to #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:37:08 PM
ShawnaRoss: @AliceTMcGrath Contingency is a powerful concept both for what you're
archiving and what your archive ITSELF is, as… https://t.co/SoLcj70BYU
6/9/2017 10:37:10 PM
DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders' opening talk
remotely: we will have a recording available in the next short while [1/2]
6/9/2017 10:37:12 PM
jameshodges_: Great point in @julia_flanders #sharp17 keynote: encoding women
writers texts w projects like @NUwwp facilitates new wave of ergodic reading
6/9/2017 10:37:15 PM
BekkyVrabel: RT @MariaAChappell: .@julia_flanders "Pulling away a veil of amnesia"
from a body of works. - Lovely.#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:37:26 PM
Steenshorne: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders'
opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:37:42 PM
JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is becoming one place online to
form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/9/2017 10:37:46 PM
DHInstitute: Apologies for the small technical glitches ..... #sharp17 #dhsi2017 [2/2]
6/9/2017 10:37:51 PM
mekonkol: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is becoming
one place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/9/2017 10:38:22 PM
bookhistories: En fascinerande och medryckande #keynote av @julia_flanders har lagt
ribban högt för kommande presentationer vid #sharp17 #bokhistoria
6/9/2017 10:38:30 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders Increasingly with student-centered research, they are
more tightly embraced in the scholarly information circuit. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:38:39 PM
jordanreed14: This reminder deserves a signal boost. #twitterstorians
#digitalhumanities #sharp17 https://t.co/fTR8fM0hhl
6/9/2017 10:38:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is becoming one
place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is

6/9/2017 10:38:46 PM
JenProf: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders'
opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:38:56 PM
alisakbeer: Up next at #sharp17: Reception at the University Club then #dhsiknits
#sharpknits-- we meet ~5:45 in MacLaurin by the auditorium doors.
6/9/2017 10:39:06 PM
MariaAChappell: Annotation leaves traces as more is possible online
@julia_flandersCan' help but think of this as interesting return to marginalia #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:39:22 PM
CAMEo_UoL: If you're interested in book culture we recommend following #sharp17 for
the latest! https://t.co/rAafDabI6L
6/9/2017 10:39:30 PM
pressingcoal: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/9/2017 10:39:38 PM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders’ talk about student-centered research calls to mind
@uvicdhum’s own @JanelleJenstad & Map of Early Mod London. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:39:48 PM
AbiLemak: @rebeccamchung @juliaflanders Ujra taplajuk az irodalmi terletunket amikor
"antikanon" modon olvasunk #translation… https://t.co/Rj6NilQegI
6/9/2017 10:40:02 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: Up next at #sharp17: Reception at the University Club then
#dhsiknits #sharpknits-- we meet ~5:45 in MacLaurin by the audit…
6/9/2017 10:40:04 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia
Flanders' opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:40:11 PM
milenaufpr: A sociabildade da leitura acontece em situações diversas. Inclusive pelas
marcas deixadas nos livros. Q&A com Julia Flanders #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:40:12 PM
jotis13: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders' opening
talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:40:13 PM
alisakbeer: Q: How do you assign tags to reviews (esp pos/neg)? Esp wrt gendered
nature of reviews? #sharp17 @julia_flanders says: we may go back.
6/9/2017 10:40:15 PM
paulgregbutler: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is
becoming one place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/9/2017 10:40:30 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @jordanreed14: This reminder deserves a signal boost.
#twitterstorians #digitalhumanities #sharp17 https://t.co/fTR8fM0hhl

6/9/2017 10:40:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders'
opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:40:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DHInstitute: Apologies for the small technical glitches ..... #sharp17
#dhsi2017 [2/2]
6/9/2017 10:40:37 PM
loradeets: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is becoming
one place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/9/2017 10:40:39 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @alisakbeer: Q: How do you assign tags to reviews (esp pos/neg)?
Esp wrt gendered nature of reviews? #sharp17 @julia_flanders says: we m…
6/9/2017 10:40:47 PM
rachellynchase: Julia Flanders: Researchers and builders can learn from and better
collaborate with readers and communities #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:40:51 PM
SHARP2017: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders'
opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/9/2017 10:40:51 PM
alisakbeer: @julia_flanders .@julia_flanders: Back-handed compliment / humblebrag is
not richly tagged, will become more of a p… https://t.co/KZt6fEqTBy
6/9/2017 10:40:56 PM
loradeets: RT @jordanreed14: This reminder deserves a signal boost. #twitterstorians
#digitalhumanities #sharp17 https://t.co/fTR8fM0hhl
6/9/2017 10:40:59 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp @julia_flanders Great audience Q about addressing gendered
dynamics while tagging data as positive/negative… https://t.co/RUPxugI0QD
6/9/2017 10:41:00 PM
hralperta: One very compelling argument for the paywall: provides sustainable funding
for long-term development #sharp17 https://t.co/OupakFlUiy
6/9/2017 10:41:19 PM
KulaJournal: @julia_flanders @NUwwp How are women described as writers and
producers of knowledge? @julia_flanders #sharp17 @NUwwp
6/9/2017 10:41:20 PM
SHARP2017: RT @alisakbeer: Up next at #sharp17: Reception at the University Club
then #dhsiknits #sharpknits-- we meet ~5:45 in MacLaurin by the audit…
6/9/2017 10:41:21 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders asks for more concrete research scenarios to guide their
coding. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:41:27 PM
HeatherVHill: How can you assign (potentially gendered) tags to reviews? - @NUwwp
have opportunity for nuance for now @julia_flanders #DHSI2017 #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:41:51 PM
PopFicDoctors: Great question about process of tagging reviews: @julia_flanders and
team moderate each other's coding of subjective/nuanced themes #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:42:01 PM
bethknazook: @ShawnaRoss Open data projects resist canonization because they can
be added to and re-interpreted? Contextualizati… https://t.co/AIZRCntpn4
6/9/2017 10:42:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: Encoder les écrits des femmes avec des projets comme @NUwwp participe
d'une nouvelle vague de lecture… https://t.co/Z69mCuZLDt
6/9/2017 10:42:11 PM
alisakbeer: Q: Reading of reviews building a community of readers: connection to
readers in our time/users of WWP? Different format? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:42:29 PM
JJMcEvilla: Superb second question: are positive & neg terms gendered, or dismissive?
Answer: grow sample. #Hmm #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:42:35 PM
hralperta: Have also seen both internal funds and soft money directed towards this kind
of project. #sharp17 @sarcathtic
6/9/2017 10:43:01 PM
rachael_isom: Insightful audience question: how do you tag pos./neg./neutral reviews
given dismissive compliments directed at women's writing? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:43:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @JJMcEvilla: Superb second question: are positive & neg terms gendered,
or dismissive? Answer: grow sample. #Hmm #Sharp17 #JuliaFlanders
6/9/2017 10:43:20 PM
lauragrayblair: Interesting Q re: tagging of +ve/-ve reviews of women's writing given
'positive' reviews often use gendered (& dismissive) terms #SHARP17
6/9/2017 10:43:21 PM
StevieLMarsden: Indeed! I'll be expanding on my research on the Zoella Book Club!
@CAMEo_UoL visiting researcher @ClaireSquires is… https://t.co/eYaXFieR4f
6/9/2017 10:43:22 PM
alisakbeer: "We don't want to be building nations & empires now, but we do want to be
building communities of readers" #sharp17 manifesto?
6/9/2017 10:43:23 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Big issue for @DH_Western ARCHIVER project! @JasonEnsor
@helenkbones #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/SaoSRwLsF7
6/9/2017 10:43:23 PM
HeatherVHill: RT @alisakbeer: Q: How do you assign tags to reviews (esp pos/neg)?
Esp wrt gendered nature of reviews? #sharp17 @julia_flanders says: we m…
6/9/2017 10:43:39 PM
AbiLemak: @DHInstitute meglehet nezni @julia_flanders beszedet online hamarossan
1/2#translation #hungarian #magyarul #sharp17

6/9/2017 10:43:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: Tel que discuté dans #rdflod #DHSI2017 les gens qui produisent des projets
numériques et ceux qui les utilisent doivent se parler #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:44:12 PM
alisakbeer: .@julia_flanders admits early WWP was obsessed w/challenges of building
collection via uncharted territory, not w/users. #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:44:40 PM
kathiiberens: Map of Early Modern London features tagging work of UVic undergrads&
affiliate classrooms across N.America. https://t.co/duVBXurzQr #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:44:57 PM
KulaJournal: @julia_flanders @NUwwp Terms that reviewers used in "public hailing of
readers" called readers into participation,… https://t.co/PqaM4GSKFh
6/9/2017 10:45:08 PM
alisakbeer: Important question must therefore be: what kind of community, made
of/by/for whom? Who are the stakeholders?… https://t.co/p7HvHIObAo
6/9/2017 10:45:42 PM
ShawnaRoss: @bethknazook Who has the power to add new texts, though? #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:45:42 PM
AbiLemak: @DHInstitute bocsánatot kérünk a technológia 'glitch'-ekre ... 2/2
#translation #magyarul #hungarian #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:46:21 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @julia_flanders on pedagogical experiments: "uncomfortable
proximity between the mind of the student and what's being read"
6/9/2017 10:46:28 PM
hralperta: Ha estado difícil crecer, desarrollar, pagar por el WWP... No tuvieron la
oportunidad de considerar los usuarios #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:46:28 PM
rachael_isom: RT @marylearner: #sharp17 @julia_flanders on pedagogical
experiments: "uncomfortable proximity between the mind of the student and what's b…
6/9/2017 10:46:38 PM
andiesilva: .@julia_flanders: we have only recently stated paying att to actual readers.
New pedagogical structures are helping build community #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:46:49 PM
bethknazook: @ShawnaRoss Ah, a topic close to my #DHSI2017 heart - with linked
open data, ANYONE! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:47:44 PM
JJMcEvilla: Brings up NB pt 4 DH: who is using the project; design for *use*. This idea
can be problematical, provocative; interesting though #Sharp17
6/9/2017 10:48:27 PM
SHARPorg: This year's annual report #sharp17 https://t.co/g9RL2aJWe4
6/9/2017 10:48:58 PM
MariaAChappell: Lovely talk from @julia_flanders - now it's reception time! #DHSI2017
#sharp17

6/9/2017 10:49:11 PM
Marie_LSJ: Thanks to everyone live-tweeting @julia_flanders's talk on @NUwwp in
English: was much easier for me to just translate your tweets! #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:49:42 PM
karen__harper: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @SHARP2017 Apologies if I've missed
this chat earlier, but have the Brits (and others!) nominated an election…
6/9/2017 10:49:46 PM
karen__harper: RT @ClaireSquires: On to #sharp17 w/ @sprowberry also on board
볼볼! Looking forward to @stirpublishing reunion with @StevieLMarsden & @rache…
6/9/2017 10:49:49 PM
KulaJournal: @julia_flanders @NUwwp @NUwwp seeks to recover socially embedded
texts + readership excluded by canon formation #sharp17
6/9/2017 10:52:00 PM
HeatherVHill: Thank you @julia_flanders! #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/9/2017 10:59:30 PM
IckeBot3000: But how can you reconnect with that inscription. #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:00:44 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders on anti-canonical values of @NUwwp
<3@DREditions = also anti-canon dh project #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https…
6/9/2017 11:00:56 PM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARPorg: This year's annual report #sharp17
https://t.co/g9RL2aJWe4
6/9/2017 11:03:32 PM
crimsonyoo: @SHARPorg 2017 볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼 #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:04:36 PM
hralperta: Come check out my digital demonstration on colonial, multilingual OCR for
#sharp17 #firstbooksdh https://t.co/cB1iaA1Cd3
6/9/2017 11:06:59 PM
crimsonyoo: 4-5pm DH 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼. 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼 University
Club #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:08:32 PM
wendyjdunn: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/9/2017 11:09:20 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project presenting now at #sharp17 #dhsi2017
https://t.co/GfaunCpLzv
6/9/2017 11:10:38 PM
lindseyseatter: Beautiful BC! Sun shining for our #DSHI2017 colloquium / #sharp17
joint poster + digital demo reception. Missing yo… https://t.co/qBAKzVdLQb
6/9/2017 11:25:33 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future textual and material
history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/KHtB3oa2cF

6/9/2017 11:25:55 PM
DevaultChris: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/9/2017 11:27:29 PM
kathiiberens: Together again! @lizlosh #sharp17 #DHSI https://t.co/jqeFDEkTNZ
6/9/2017 11:28:42 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project records texts at three different levels: work, edition,
single historical artifact #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:29:03 PM
rebeccamchung: All roads lead to #Shakespeare #dhsi17 #sharp17 #ftw #victoria
#nofilter #4 bus https://t.co/NYmgNGFCRt
6/9/2017 11:31:12 PM
ShawnaRoss: @MAPP_Project you can see the text as it swims in and out of different
publication houses...down to one house's tre… https://t.co/Y5E1ytHNUQ
6/9/2017 11:32:14 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@cbattershill and Elena Pierazzo discussing @MAPP_Project #dhsi2017
#sharp17 https://t.co/sF94GSbihv
6/9/2017 11:33:41 PM
MeganLFaragher: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for
future textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/9/2017 11:34:01 PM
kenzie_spamzz66: so meeee!! #sharp17 https://t.co/nEark78ZHI
6/9/2017 11:34:52 PM
aniruel_ewoks: #sharp17 https://t.co/brZHZykIun
6/9/2017 11:35:44 PM
Reb_D: @CLKCrompton @RayS6 @arbuckle_alyssa @randaelka @lindseyseatter Hear,
hear! Thanks for yet another fab experience a… https://t.co/qx5uvxr6jZ
6/9/2017 11:39:01 PM
zanna_vl: Tijd voor de posterpresentaties en digitale presentaties tijdens een
zonovergoten receptie. Prachtige locatie @SHARP2017 @uvic ! #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:39:36 PM
amndw2: Finished rehearsing my #sharp17 talk and now I need a pre-dinner nap.
6/9/2017 11:41:35 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol presenting at #sharp17 #DHSI2017, complicating our
techno-utopian approaches to digital editions… https://t.co/yHcFZH0Vn4
6/9/2017 11:43:52 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol discussing forms of motivation in pedagogical projects
#dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/9OGbn2kKZT
6/9/2017 11:47:53 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: Taking the scenic route to @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg #sharp17
https://t.co/RCQXLi6pCz

6/9/2017 11:51:55 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol and I are talking about a mail-order physical computing
project. Classes in different campuses begin & take up #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 11:54:51 PM
ShawnaRoss: @mekonkol Like an exquisite corpse of DH pedagogy. #dhsi2017
#sharp17
6/9/2017 11:55:57 PM
sharp_bradley: TRENDING!!! Finally getting the recognition I deserve!! Thank you
everyone it means so much!!! #sharp17 https://t.co/izAbcuhoPv
6/9/2017 11:55:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharp_bradley: TRENDING!!! Finally getting the recognition I deserve!!
Thank you everyone it means so much!!! #sharp17 https://t.co/izA…
6/10/2017 12:00:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Emily_F_Brooks: Taking the scenic route to @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
#sharp17 https://t.co/RCQXLi6pCz
6/10/2017 12:00:21 AM
ShawnaRoss: @mekonkol .@mekonkol and @deannaMFstover talking about Dada as
inspiration for DH projects #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 12:02:55 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol discussing @bestqualitycrab "Has Anyone Seen a Woman"
#dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 12:05:33 AM
deannaMFstover: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol presenting at #sharp17 #DHSI2017,
complicating our techno-utopian approaches to digital editions @deannaMFstover…
6/10/2017 12:06:24 AM
jpcostume: #AskSuperfruit , #Summernats , #ARCA , Sage Steele , Romanian ,
#sharp17 , #KickItWithMeMusicVideo , #IndyZoob
6/10/2017 12:12:01 AM
bestqualitycrab: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol discussing @bestqualitycrab "Has
Anyone Seen a Woman" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 12:12:43 AM
F2uUj: Continue to increase the number of followers in your account Continue an
account@S_Alrogi193 볼볼볼볼#sharp17
6/10/2017 12:18:53 AM
UVicSC: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/10/2017 12:23:03 AM
oldpondcomics: 300 panels about technologies of the book at SHARP conference this
year. So excited! #sharp17 https://t.co/Fl7l34LUjZ
6/10/2017 12:37:09 AM
siteations: RT @DHInstitute: #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 folks watching Julia Flanders'
opening talk remotely: we will have a recording available in the next…
6/10/2017 12:37:54 AM

davemacmillan46: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17
https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/10/2017 12:50:17 AM
blillehaugen: RT @hralperta: Come check out my digital demonstration on colonial,
multilingual OCR for #sharp17 #firstbooksdh https://t.co/cB1iaA1Cd3
6/10/2017 12:55:17 AM
epyllia: @hralperta Wonderful 2 meet you at #sharp17 + yr transcription tool for early
modern texts looks awesome! Look forward to OCR work w Amadis!
6/10/2017 12:55:39 AM
JenProf: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol discussing forms of motivation in pedagogical
projects #dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/9OGbn2kKZT
6/10/2017 1:01:45 AM
flwtta: #sharp17 https://t.co/7qLNo9ySs8
6/10/2017 1:05:54 AM
henningsgaard: Great connecting w/publishing program colleagues at #sharp17. It's
notable, however, that @Portland_State is the only program from the U.S.
6/10/2017 1:15:09 AM
jordanssly: RT @EnlightenmentDH: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/WbtWeF3jjI
6/10/2017 1:17:11 AM
milenaufpr: Depois da conferência de abertura e das falas do presidente e da vicepresidente da sharp, também teve recepção! Pra arejar! #sharp17
6/10/2017 1:39:24 AM
2017SharpEye: We have an ad-hoc presentation on humanities at University of Victoria,
David Strong Building, C122 #sharp17
6/10/2017 1:53:08 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 Julia Flanders볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼. 볼볼볼
볼볼볼 Digital Humanities볼 "볼볼"볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼. 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼
볼볼볼. #sharp17
6/10/2017 2:11:34 AM
milenaufpr: Tomorrow morning, Carlos Minchilo & I : on Brazilian books XXth century.
It's a unknown world for the majority of #sharp17 -ists, I suppose.
6/10/2017 2:19:03 AM
crimsonyoo: @SHARP2017 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼. #sharp17
6/10/2017 2:25:16 AM
CLKCrompton: .@lglcanada researchers @Lavendrrr, Ewan, and Rebecca share their
scholarship at #DHSI2017 & #sharp17 https://t.co/vrQaZvzKcH
6/10/2017 2:28:41 AM
lindseyseatter: RT @CLKCrompton: .@lglcanada researchers @Lavendrrr, Ewan, and
Rebecca share their scholarship at #DHSI2017 & #sharp17 https://t.co/vrQaZvz…
6/10/2017 2:31:31 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼 SHARP 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼 ? #sharpat25 볼
볼볼볼볼볼. 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼. #sharp17

6/10/2017 2:33:56 AM
jotis13: My most attended & tweeted conferences are SHARP (838 - 11%) DLFforum
(807 - 10.6%) DHSI (544 - 7.2%) RSA (403 - 5.3%) #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/10/2017 2:53:53 AM
cbattershill: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/10/2017 3:00:02 AM
taylorlemaire: #newbies #firsttimers #sharp17 #gimmethatprize
https://t.co/dvNQj5q3pC
6/10/2017 3:02:41 AM
DuncanCatriona: So jealous that I'm not registered for #sharp17 !! Kicking my past
self >:(
6/10/2017 3:12:02 AM
ShawnaRoss: RT @bethknazook: @ShawnaRoss Ah, a topic close to my #DHSI2017
heart - with linked open data, ANYONE! #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:19:14 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Here's one for fellow SHARPists - statue of BC artist & writer Emily Carr
with implement in hand #sharp17… https://t.co/zaIqBSCciL
6/10/2017 3:24:21 AM
CLKCrompton: RT @JoGrenier: Encoder les écrits féminins (TEI, open data) pour mieux
les analyser. @julia_flanders @NUwwp #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/10/2017 3:30:37 AM
MAPP_Project: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project records texts at three different
levels: work, edition, single historical artifact #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:37:57 AM
MAPP_Project: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@cbattershill and Elena Pierazzo discussing
@MAPP_Project #dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/sF94GSbihv
6/10/2017 3:38:33 AM
MAPP_Project: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/10/2017 3:38:39 AM
lisakuitert: Meanwhile on the campus... #sharp17 https://t.co/SMb18hMubT
6/10/2017 3:39:37 AM
MAPP_Project: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project presenting now at #sharp17
#dhsi2017 https://t.co/GfaunCpLzv
6/10/2017 3:39:42 AM
rachellynchase: RT @henningsgaard: Great connecting w/publishing program
colleagues at #sharp17. It's notable, however, that @Portland_State is the only pr…
6/10/2017 3:40:11 AM
LauraEmilyPDX: RT @JenProf: Now @julia_flanders discusses adjectives associated
with the word "reader" in the review corpus. #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.…
6/10/2017 3:47:15 AM

Azerkebalik2: WANT GET MORE #FOLLOWERS MY FRIENDS? https://t.co/kmy8IqUT79
#DUPCoalition #TVScoopAwards #sharp17 @_V_Rose @Justice_Marcelo
6/10/2017 3:50:30 AM
mekonkol: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@mekonkol discussing forms of motivation in
pedagogical projects #dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/9OGbn2kKZT
6/10/2017 3:52:31 AM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Recent dialectical
modes of reading involve making something valuable not because it is excel…
6/10/2017 3:54:43 AM
KulaJournal: RT @MariaAChappell: For those following along at home: @julia_flanders
#sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/TWGcs6Zy13
6/10/2017 3:56:28 AM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders Reviewers were
operating in "service to readers who had too much to read"; show a more public…
6/10/2017 3:56:36 AM
KulaJournal: RT @Laura_Estill: Hearing about start of @NUwwp from @julia_flanders.
Shows importance of @NEHgov @NEH_ODH #savetheNEH #sharp17 #DHSI2017 #…
6/10/2017 3:57:19 AM
RobinDesmeules: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/10/2017 4:15:26 AM
JustinHolk: GET YOUR NEW 1000 FREE #FOLLOWERS PER DAY볼
https://t.co/wriELR7NRj 볼#sharp17 #HardBrexit #JohnMcDonnell @rlsohm
@Favstar_Bot
6/10/2017 4:26:50 AM
CitizenWald: RT @AbiLemak: @DHInstitute meglehet nezni @julia_flanders beszedet
online hamarossan 1/2#translation #hungarian #magyarul #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:06 AM
praymurray: @ShawnaRoss @mekonkol Check out Garnet Hertz's Critical Making toolkit
if you haven't already! https://t.co/5oh0VLwVt7 #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:35:18 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @StevieLMarsden: There is such a great vibe here at UVic for the
25th SHARP! It's so lovely to be part of this community. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:44:19 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/10/2017 4:44:23 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers
Online: favourites are "feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t…
6/10/2017 4:44:48 AM
praymurray: RT @sharpicecream: Yeah/ouais #sharp17 https://t.co/10rPuVDMse
6/10/2017 4:45:08 AM
JJMcEvilla: a beautiful vista from the University Club @uvic for #Sharp17
https://t.co/DzUQQjrNvp

6/10/2017 4:50:43 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: On nous promet de la crème glacée si on se pointe à
l'assemblée générale annuelle de @SHARPorg =P #sharp17 https://t.co/afwq…
6/10/2017 4:51:29 AM
JJMcEvilla: Closing out @UVSSFelicitas campus pub on a Friday night, with #Sharp17
delegates. #BookHistoryAndBooze… https://t.co/CY9WPq7gfB
6/10/2017 4:55:09 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Hands up if this is your first academic ice cream?!
볼#sharp17
6/10/2017 4:58:57 AM
plathpoem: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/10/2017 5:08:29 AM
Toronto_Places: Another mention for @UCMcmaster: https://t.co/n4B4CdDuNg - RT
@JJMcEvilla a beautiful vista from the University Club @uvic for #Sharp17 h...
6/10/2017 5:11:33 AM
AbiLemak: @ShawnaRoss @MAPP_Project hu de vagány! nézék meg ezt a #digihu
archívumot ami Leonard &Virginia Woolf Hogarth Nyom… https://t.co/qapLF1rdeD
6/10/2017 5:36:01 AM
AbiLemak: @SHARPorg itt a #sharp17 évi beszámolója! #hungarian #magyarul
6/10/2017 5:38:10 AM
AmyHildrethChen: OK #sharp17 folks, going to do a play test @ lunch wherever people
prefer. Then will see about the interest at night.
6/10/2017 5:38:52 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Play test after PM sessions on Sunday @ MacLaurin. Game takes 4050 mins. Still time for separate dinner plans... #codexconquest #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:41:24 AM
SHARPorg: RT @AmyHildrethChen: OK #sharp17 folks, going to do a play test @ lunch
wherever people prefer. Then will see about the interest at night.
6/10/2017 5:46:29 AM
jamescosullivan: RT @lindseyseatter: Beautiful BC! Sun shining for our #DSHI2017
colloquium / #sharp17 joint poster + digital demo reception. Missing you, @…
6/10/2017 5:47:12 AM
DrDaveOBrien: RT @CAMEo_UoL: If you're interested in book culture we recommend
following #sharp17 for the latest! https://t.co/rAafDabI6L
6/10/2017 6:02:34 AM
AbiLemak: nézék meg ezeket a csodálatos megjegyzéseket a digitális környezetben való
hozzáférhetőségről (remélem jól mondom!)… https://t.co/JkrayT5FU3
6/10/2017 6:04:32 AM
Marie_LSJ: Delightful impromptu #dhsi2017 #sharp17 meetup on the beach w/
@jameshodges_ @bethknazook @HeatherVHill asking where the art historians were
6/10/2017 6:07:43 AM

DevaniSingh: RT @RECIRC_: If you're interested in #bookhistory, you'll want to follow
#sharp17 for the next few days. https://t.co/tsN4GfIhNP
6/10/2017 6:31:13 AM
JJMcEvilla: Day 2 of #Sharp17: Registration w/ displays, great keynote, digital
showcases, University Club, campus pub. Lots of great conversations!
6/10/2017 6:55:29 AM
mekonkol: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/10/2017 6:57:52 AM
mekonkol: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you
know, just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/10/2017 7:01:01 AM
EmilyDourish: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you
know, just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/10/2017 7:25:34 AM
SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 7:35:08 AM
walkmorg_ceri: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "The reviewer
serves as a kind of ideal reader," showing the public how to read, how to take…
6/10/2017 7:53:16 AM
polindone: RT @hralperta: Come check out my digital demonstration on colonial,
multilingual OCR for #sharp17 #firstbooksdh https://t.co/cB1iaA1Cd3
6/10/2017 7:59:06 AM
MadleenPodewski: RT @SHARPorg: You can view the #sharp17 programme and
abstracts:https://t.co/jni70lseFY
6/10/2017 8:05:24 AM
real_bradpitt_: LOOKING TO BOOST YOUR #FOLLOWERS ?볼 https://t.co/qe4DN3XJKo
볼 #LordBuckethead #sharp17 #SoMay @polardark_panda @Silkelemay2
6/10/2017 8:33:10 AM
Andre82201578: LOOKING TO BOOST YOUR #FOLLOWERS ?볼
https://t.co/mthbeL8Ebp 볼 #LordBuckethead #sharp17 #SoMay @lyva_16 @jbglows
6/10/2017 8:38:07 AM
wassm199: LOOKING TO BOOST YOUR #FOLLOWERS ?볼 https://t.co/gEz9gzBCML 볼
#LordBuckethead #sharp17 #SoMay @MyDearDeer__ @titrespresse
6/10/2017 8:56:43 AM
iam_sduttvarma: YOU CAN GET THOUSANDS #FOLLOWERS PER DAY볼
https://t.co/rnyl8qQcLA 볼 #OndaCero #sharp17 #GinormousFood @9Tric @RowanK98
6/10/2017 10:48:51 AM
Ocalavigne: RECOMMEND, NEW SITE TO GET FREE #FOLLOWERS
https://t.co/A6rRXHTrXT #OndaCero #sharp17 #GinormousFood @wintery95
@Neilgreenberg8
6/10/2017 10:58:18 AM
samartha: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo

6/10/2017 11:10:50 AM
samartha: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/10/2017 11:11:00 AM
samartha: RT @Beth_driscoll: Tokens for Book Festivalopoly thanks to 3D printing
wizardry of BaysidePC and @susleo. Ready for #bookishgames! #sharp17…
6/10/2017 11:12:23 AM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: Notions of 'readership' has grown since mid 20th
century as 'common/general reader' has fallen #sharp17 https://t.co/7s…
6/10/2017 11:26:04 AM
alisonwaller: Sad not to be there - happy SHARPing everyone! #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:49:56 AM
Romulito0: GET FREE QUALITY #FOLLOWERS PER DAY https://t.co/TxP18uC0dM
#sharp17 #DowningStreet #JohnnyCash brat0528 ProLady_A
6/10/2017 12:04:24 PM
mollyhardy: Off possible interest to many at #sharp17 https://t.co/Z0dxGVSDFW
6/10/2017 1:13:47 PM
mollyhardy: So glad to be at #sharp17 but so sorry to be missing this!
https://t.co/qtwEEnaR83
6/10/2017 1:52:01 PM
kamaslak: Chairing 18th 'Century Print Considerations'. Seems to be fascinating stuff!
At 10:30 in McPherson Library 210 #sharp17
6/10/2017 2:01:30 PM
bookhistories: När bokhistorikerna sover kommer hjortarna smygande fram och
återerövrar campus från akademikerna @uvic #sharp17 https://t.co/hvj7nI7B47
6/10/2017 2:13:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Could someone do this for images of books & reading please? Would be
amazing! #sharp17 #sharp2017 #dhsi2017… https://t.co/Trc4g1k8ZP
6/10/2017 2:20:22 PM
onlinereaders1: Looking forward to my first day at #sharp17 today and panelling with
Simone Murray. It has taken a conf in Canada to get us in same room!
6/10/2017 2:24:51 PM
GeorgeOnline: This is just to say that the Cadboro Commons oatmeal is on point.
#dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 2:26:54 PM
henningsgaard: I can't decide if this @uvic dorm room is substantially nicer than my
undergraduate dorm room, or if it's just cleaner. #sharp17
6/10/2017 2:27:04 PM
bethknazook: Powerful conversation at #ACA2017 of interest to #sharp17. We’re all
responsible for framing the data we share. https://t.co/IzWjfyxoUs
6/10/2017 2:32:13 PM
thearchivist13: RT @bethknazook: Powerful conversation at #ACA2017 of interest to
#sharp17. We’re all responsible for framing the data we share. https://t.…

6/10/2017 2:34:12 PM
jotis13: I've already hit 80 work hours this week and the first full day of #sharp17 is
just beginning...
6/10/2017 2:36:10 PM
youthreading: RT @Beth_driscoll: Adjectives used to describe reader in texts by early
modern women and reviews of them #sharp17 https://t.co/45bcey6fKo
6/10/2017 2:36:53 PM
MillarLaura: RT @bethknazook: Powerful conversation at #ACA2017 of interest to
#sharp17. We’re all responsible for framing the data we share. https://t.…
6/10/2017 2:40:11 PM
jotis13: Up and awake at #sharp17? Come to Strong 122 to hear @alisakbeer
@djohnevans @Marie_LSJ @andiesilva and @jotis13 talk about databases #sa6
6/10/2017 2:41:06 PM
mazarines: Quick note to remind you all that #sharp17 (@SHARPorg annual conference,
@SHARP2017) is happening now, so follow along on Twitter with me.
6/10/2017 2:43:12 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: Up and awake at #sharp17? Come to Strong 122 to hear
@alisakbeer @djohnevans @Marie_LSJ @andiesilva and @jotis13 talk about da…
6/10/2017 2:44:11 PM
keenera: Will be tuning into #sharp17 periodically today from the @NewberryLibrary!
Looking forward to catching snippets from papers.
6/10/2017 2:46:57 PM
djohnevans: RT @jotis13: Up and awake at #sharp17? Come to Strong 122 to hear
@alisakbeer @djohnevans @Marie_LSJ @andiesilva and @jotis13 talk about da…
6/10/2017 2:50:10 PM
ClaireSquires: Will shortly be presenting #bookishgames with @Beth_driscoll
@AmyHildrethChen @Camilliganaire @kathiiberens: come f… https://t.co/tEhM9CSPOP
6/10/2017 2:56:24 PM
SHARP2017: Coming in late for #sharp17? You can still register at our information
booth in the Maclaurin lobby starting at 8.30am
6/10/2017 3:01:13 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: This is my third SHARP but I have always been with
you #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:01:41 PM
TradeCardCarl: Disappointed to miss #sharp17 in Victoria, BC, but we'll always have
Paris. https://t.co/pVOq6oXsZo
6/10/2017 3:04:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Coming in late for #sharp17? You can still register at
our information booth in the Maclaurin lobby starting at 8.30am
6/10/2017 3:13:45 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 A busy breakfast at @uvic. Arrive now to avoid the line up
#universitycentre. First panel is in 1/2 hour. https://t.co/Uof4ZsRl5h

6/10/2017 3:20:58 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders "It's not a matter
of 'Honey, I lost the texts'" but reevaluating social history. exploring i…
6/10/2017 3:21:57 PM
alisakbeer: Coming to session A6 at #sharp17 on Using Databases in Humanities
Research? Take notes here! https://t.co/QkkYJJmnfK
6/10/2017 3:25:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: Venez discuter de bases de données avec nous! On vous attend! #sharp17
#sa6 https://t.co/O5PsDyLvqS https://t.co/CauB2UwZGA
6/10/2017 3:26:38 PM
alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17 https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 3:27:53 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Coming to session A6 at #sharp17 on Using Databases in
Humanities Research? Take notes here! https://t.co/QkkYJJmnfK
6/10/2017 3:28:56 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17 https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 3:28:59 PM
praymurray: Is #sharp17 your first SHARP conference? We would love you to write
about your experiences for SHARP News! Tweet me for more details.
6/10/2017 3:30:00 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @julia_flanders The goal is to
expand and challenge our existing knowledge, rather than reproduce it.
6/10/2017 3:32:16 PM
EmilyDourish: RT @mazarines: Quick note to remind you all that #sharp17
(@SHARPorg annual conference, @SHARP2017) is happening now, so follow along on
Tw…
6/10/2017 3:34:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Tired after a week of #DHSI2017; I thought the first morning panel
of #SHARP17 started at 8:30 instead of 8:45 #HyperPrompt #moreCoffee
6/10/2017 3:36:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Is #sharp17 your first SHARP conference? We would love
you to write about your experiences for SHARP News! Tweet me for mor…
6/10/2017 3:38:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17 https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 3:38:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 A busy breakfast at @uvic. Arrive now to avoid
the line up #universitycentre. First panel is in 1/2 hour. https://…
6/10/2017 3:38:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bookhistories: När bokhistorikerna sover kommer hjortarna smygande
fram och återerövrar campus från akademikerna @uvic #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 3:39:14 PM
MaryFChadwick: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17
https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN

6/10/2017 3:43:50 PM
hralperta: Cuando llegues tarde al congreso porque tienes que ir a la playa #sharp17
https://t.co/5eylQNoywt
6/10/2017 3:44:13 PM
MichaelHancher: A1: Technologies of Collection, Quotation, and Recirculation.
#sharp17 https://t.co/6iXWZDDXzu
6/10/2017 3:44:24 PM
amndw2: Our #sharp17 panel is about to begin - come hear @HessJillian ,
@ClaudiaStokes, and me in room 129 of the library!
6/10/2017 3:44:42 PM
jordanreed14: First up today at #sharp17 is session #a6: "Using Databases in
Humanities Research"
6/10/2017 3:45:24 PM
rachellynchase: About to begin "Bookish games" panel! So excited @SHARP2017
#sharp17
6/10/2017 3:46:00 PM
andiesilva: RT @jotis13: Up and awake at #sharp17? Come to Strong 122 to hear
@alisakbeer @djohnevans @Marie_LSJ @andiesilva and @jotis13 talk about da…
6/10/2017 3:46:16 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @amndw2: Our #sharp17 panel is about to begin - come hear
@HessJillian , @ClaudiaStokes, and me in room 129 of the library!
6/10/2017 3:46:28 PM
andiesilva: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17 https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 3:47:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: Up bright and early for Bookish Games panel, with Caleb Milligan, Amy
Chen, Claire Squires and our own popficdoctor @Beth_driscoll #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:47:36 PM
mlkharrington: First up in #A7, "Technologies of Circulation and Remaking Texts":
@whitneytrettien talks "Engravings, Reuse, & Recycling" #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:48:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First panel of the morning #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci on "A copy among
Rubbish: Cataloging and recovery work in the early US"
6/10/2017 3:48:08 PM
TheUKRED: Delighted to be in Victoria for the opening session at #sharp17: first up:
Technologies of the Catalog.
6/10/2017 3:48:26 PM
jimmussell: I'm in A7: Technologies of Circulation and Remaking feat. Whitney Trettien,
Ryan Cordell and Sarah Werner #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:48:52 PM
Marie_LSJ: Ne vous inquiétez pas si vous êtes perdus... on vous donne un p'tit 5
minutes de plus avant de commencer à parler de bdd #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:48:55 PM

jotis13: Hashtag consensus! We are going with just #a6 instead of adding the s - 1
extra character to play with for everyone! #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:49:11 PM
Beth_driscoll: The#bookishgames panel begins! #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:49:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 This panel explores catalogues as sources of data,
particularly computational analyses #A3
6/10/2017 3:49:26 PM
PopFicDoctors: Milligan: "bookishness is no longer limited to books" #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:49:49 PM
hralperta: .@whitneytrettien : cómo se circulaban los grabados a los principios de la
Edad Moderna? #sharp17 #a7
6/10/2017 3:49:51 PM
lindseyseatter: A couple extra guests have popped in for #sharp17
https://t.co/Kr3vnA1HCw
6/10/2017 3:49:57 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien back to basics; how did engravings circulate in
the hand-press period? great question, bc such little bib. work.
6/10/2017 3:50:02 PM
loradeets: Nirvana for bookish types: 'Bookish Games' kicking off now at #sharp17
Caleb Andrew Milligan @ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @AmyHildrethChen
6/10/2017 3:50:21 PM
kathiiberens: Caleb Milligan kicking off “Bookish Games” panel at #sharp17. Opens
citing @jesspres “bookishness” & Ensslin’s “Literary Gaming."
6/10/2017 3:50:28 PM
jordanreed14: It was a wonderful example of the democratic spirit of @SHARPorg
#sharp17 #a6 https://t.co/KhXjCfC1I9
6/10/2017 3:50:35 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: Excited to hear @Camilliganaire's #sharp17 presentation "Touching
the Ludex" @SHARP2017 https://t.co/e4gGqXHf72
6/10/2017 3:50:57 PM
jotis13: Welcome to everyone who has gotten up super early to go to the first parallel
sessions of #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:51:15 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan note that Ensslin identifies categories of lucidity, but doesn’t
really delve into complexities. His talk redresses this. #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:51:31 PM
TheUKRED: First up, Lindsay DiCuirci on the archival traces of early American literature
#sharp17
6/10/2017 3:51:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: Hashtag consensus! We are going with just #a6 instead of
adding the s - 1 extra character to play with for everyone! #sharp17

6/10/2017 3:51:56 PM
alisakbeer: RT @alisakbeer: Coming to session A6 at #sharp17 on Using Databases in
Humanities Research? Take notes here! https://t.co/QkkYJJmnfK
6/10/2017 3:52:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci: "sorry about the lack of coffee, the cataloging
will wake you up!" #A3
6/10/2017 3:52:07 PM
rachellynchase: Caleb Milligan: books as narrative objects and how this applies to
literary digital games #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:52:21 PM
mlkharrington: @whitneytrettien Books w/both letter press and engravings have to use
multiple technologies (need rolling press for… https://t.co/XjIuAlcI2Z
6/10/2017 3:52:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci origins of cataloging-as-record-keeping ~ mid
17th century. We begin with Pepys, a good start for the morning #A3
6/10/2017 3:52:47 PM
HeatherVHill: Good luck to everyone presenting at #SHARP17! Wish I could be there!
@Marie_LSJ @khetiwe24 @bethknazook @alisakbeer @djohnevans
6/10/2017 3:53:02 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: .@Camilliganaire suggests "lexigraphical" as a term for games about
books #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 3:53:17 PM
mlkharrington: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien back to basics; how did
engravings circulate in the hand-press period? great question, bc such li…
6/10/2017 3:53:29 PM
jotis13: .@alisakbeer hopes we all found coffee and/or are capable of functioning
without artificial stimulants... #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:53:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci: "Pepys is thought to be the first individual to
have custom bookshelves made for his home" #A3
6/10/2017 3:54:21 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien Textual collab between printers for early
modern engravings; Me: Cf. today, with glossed covers.
6/10/2017 3:54:24 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @alisakbeer nous explique que #s6 a commencé sur Twitter à
@sharpparis2016 https://t.co/qJahydbKwD
6/10/2017 3:54:31 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan: “Ludex” neologism turns attention to “games about print”
stories. Opens w Myst as case study. #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:54:55 PM
mlkharrington: @whitneytrettien Trettien: think of emblem books as uncompiled source
code - engravings of emblems printed separate… https://t.co/NujXiCgPeS

6/10/2017 3:55:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Pepys collecting practices sought to resist
fragmentation; library is now at Magdalen College, intact. #A3
6/10/2017 3:55:26 PM
marylearner: .@whitneytrettien horizontal methdology of printing:"not uniform activity,
but a networked assemblage of printing technologies" #SHARP17 #A7
6/10/2017 3:55:26 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan: attending to handscribbled notes in indie game Gone Home.
#sharp17
6/10/2017 3:55:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci "How books travel from place to place and
time to time can hinge on the technology of cataloging" #A3
6/10/2017 3:56:04 PM
zanna_vl: Interessante sessie over hoe je databases efficiënt kunt gebruiken in
historisch onderzoek! @alisakbeer #sharp17 #History
6/10/2017 3:56:07 PM
jotis13: We begin with the backstory of our roundtable (chatting on Twitter at
#sharp16!) and definitions of datasheet, database #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:56:11 PM
jordanreed14: @alisakbeer: Not all spreadsheets are databases. Organization of dataand maintaining meaning-is key to constructing databases #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 3:56:31 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan: “We learn about Sam through the scraps of ephemera.”
Contextualizing via Kittler. #GoneHome #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:56:38 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien Fab example of engraving w border & text &
registration from Wither's Emblems & Rollenhagen's Selectorum #volvelle
6/10/2017 3:56:50 PM
rachellynchase: Milligan: game "Gone Home" allows the player to uncover the story
almost like a historian @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:57:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: #s6 @alisakbeer montre qu'une feuille Excel peut être ou ne pas être une
bdd, p.ex. feuille #DnD =/= bdd #sharp17 https://t.co/ZlYYjGR89Q
6/10/2017 3:57:15 PM
jotis13: In which I fail to use the session hashtag... sigh. I swear I'm awake! #a6
#sharp17 https://t.co/pLHUIn8JqN
6/10/2017 3:57:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Isaiah Thomas, 1814 address to the AAS on
the importance of not just collecting, but cataloging donations #A3
6/10/2017 3:58:06 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: .@Camilliganaire views how papers and books leave us clues in the
"ludex" @GoneHomeGame #sharp17 @SHARP2017

6/10/2017 3:58:28 PM
marylearner: #a7 #SHARP17 @whitneytrettien on volvelles--fasc analysis of a game of
chance in the back of George Wither's emblem book
6/10/2017 3:58:37 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan: Gone Home’s distributed ephemera. Set in 1990s materiality. A
fascinating ludic mechanic: not-reading a diary entry. #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:58:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Discoverability was just as crucial as
accessibility: related but distinct concerns #A3
6/10/2017 3:59:04 PM
gbarnhisel: Milena Martin explains the pioneering role of Monteiro Lobato in 1920s
Brazilian publishing (first to use #monotype machines) #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:59:18 PM
PopFicDoctors: Milligan quotes Gone Home creator: it's nice how much physicality there
was in the 90s #sharp17 (feat. x-files vhs) https://t.co/Xm0trDNBN7
6/10/2017 3:59:27 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien interleaving of engravings: who did this? the
printer, binder, or bookseller? great thought-provoking question
6/10/2017 3:59:35 PM
jordanreed14: Find @andiesilva's project, "Printed Paratexts Online" here
https://t.co/hteh9oyFso #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 3:59:38 PM
kathiiberens: Milligan on Papers Please: Students attest “I just felt so conflicted”
because the game forces us to play ethics. #sharp17
6/10/2017 3:59:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci "The Black Catalogue" = the lost books (or,
my next album title) #A3
6/10/2017 3:59:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: #s6 @alisakbeer introduit le concept de GIGO (données de base merdiques
= résultats merdiques) https://t.co/i9mSs3PYDf #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:00:22 PM
TheUKRED: DiCuirci: If books can't be found, of what use are they? National book
cultures rely on the creation of reliable catalogues. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:00:24 PM
alisakbeer: #a6 #sharp17 Andie's project started with a DB design class at DHSI. How
does organization matter?
6/10/2017 4:01:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: Milligan shows how print materials in Gone Home give insight into
human characters; in Papers, Please documents work to dehumanise #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:01:03 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: .@Camilliganaire about electronic lit/game, Papers, Please: "The
game forces us to play ethics." #sharp17 @SHARP2017

6/10/2017 4:01:17 PM
mlkharrington: @whitneytrettien Emblem books take on technological challenges: how
to integrate engravings? - interleaving, overpr… https://t.co/sHIwsppirg
6/10/2017 4:01:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Antiquarian Richard Bartlett on the Black
Catalogue: detailing loss due to major fires in early America #A3
6/10/2017 4:01:23 PM
kathiiberens: Papers please as "Dystopian document theater.” Cites Gittelman, Derrida
on passport as extension of self. No passport=non-subject #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:01:31 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien We often talk about private letterpress but not
private rolling press from the early days; salient point
6/10/2017 4:01:35 PM
zanna_vl: Interessant datamodel van @andiesilva om parateksten uit de vroegmoderne
periode te verzamelen! https://t.co/gwCcj6GGn9 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:01:37 PM
alisakbeer: .@andiesilva wants to answer complex questions about marketing strategies
in the book trade #s6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:01:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Consistent record keeping could be an
instrument of reconstitution after destruction by fire #A3
6/10/2017 4:01:56 PM
alisakbeer: #a6 #sharp17 https://t.co/Lq0TFuzg4H
6/10/2017 4:01:58 PM
TheUKRED: DiCuirci: American book culture has long intersected with the country's
history of catastrophic library fires #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:01:58 PM
rachellynchase: Milligan: paperless characters suffer in game "Papers please"; paper
represents the individual #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:02:07 PM
bookhistories: Dagens första session handlar om bruket av #databaser inom
#digitalhumaniora Var går gränsen mellan databas och en excel-fil? #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:02:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: #s6 @andiesilva a suivi un cours de bdd à @DHInstitute pour créer Printed
Paratexts Online avec Drupal https://t.co/bgVjNt2Jo9 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:02:23 PM
jotis13: Garbage In Garbage Out: it doesn't matter what kind of database you use if you
don't have solid data to begin with #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:02:34 PM
susanirenebrown: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17
https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 4:02:36 PM

fletcherdurant: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci: "Pepys is thought to be
the first individual to have custom bookshelves made for his home" #A3
6/10/2017 4:02:41 PM
bethknazook: Discussing building databases to answer questions and define
relationships @andiesilva #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:02:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Isaiah Thomas's catalogue also served as an
account book, as he recorded the cost of his books #A3
6/10/2017 4:02:43 PM
alisakbeer: .@andiesilva uses Drupal for Printed Paratexts Online
https://t.co/333C6z1osE #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:02:56 PM
mlkharrington: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien We often talk about
private letterpress but not private rolling press from the early days; salien…
6/10/2017 4:03:03 PM
alisakbeer: .@andiesilva discusses the automation processes of Drupal & how it
facilitates DB work #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:03:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Thomas describes his copy of the Biblia Sacra
in minute detail, trending towards desbib / print history #A3
6/10/2017 4:04:09 PM
alisakbeer: .@marie_LSJ discusses https://t.co/ElzgLIaYAN #a6 #sharp17 and being a
lone scholar at an institution that doesn't prioritize DH.
6/10/2017 4:04:13 PM
jordanreed14: And @Marie_LSJ's project "Price One Penny" is here
https://t.co/eCuv7geOet #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:04:35 PM
TheUKRED: DiCuirci now discussing the wonderfully redolent "black catalogue" of
burned and destroyed books in the early US. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:04:44 PM
bookhistories: Upphovskvinnan till https://t.co/89xI1J8kgH (@Marie_LSJ) pratar om
framväxten av databasen. Hon har programmerat allt själv! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:04:51 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien FYI, the 9th Ed of Cater's ABC includes an
illustration of volvelles. The Wither example is spot on, tho #emblems
6/10/2017 4:05:16 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 @whitneytrettien pointing out how Quarles's 'Englishing' of the
emblems places them in context of page, opening, and space.
6/10/2017 4:05:28 PM
alisakbeer: Defining DBs can be a an area of "grudges" - handcoding PHP vs Excel
spreadsheets? @marie_LSJ has strong feelings #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:05:30 PM
jordanreed14: @Marie_LSJ And she is NOT encouraging us to hand-code (this is
appreciated) #sharp17 #a6

6/10/2017 4:05:33 PM
jotis13: When it comes to scholarly credit, figuring out what "counts" as a database
important - Excel spreadsheet =/= handcoded website #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:05:39 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: .@marie_LSJ discusses https://t.co/ElzgLIaYAN #a6 #sharp17
and being a lone scholar at an institution that doesn't prioriti…
6/10/2017 4:05:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Early antiquarians and collectors had great names.
Christopher Columbus Baldwin? Sure. #A3
6/10/2017 4:06:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 Whitney Trettien explores how English printers
transformed relations btw words & texts into relations btw words, images & pages
6/10/2017 4:06:12 PM
zanna_vl: In welke mate kunnen we spreken van het gebruik van Excel-sheets als een
database? #sharp17 @Marie_LSJ
6/10/2017 4:06:26 PM
bookhistories: Många söker pengar för projekt inom #digitalhumaniora när de i själva
verket bara använder sig av excel #SA6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:06:35 PM
EditrixCaroline: Talking about avoiding techshaming at #SHARP17. #DHSI2017
6/10/2017 4:06:38 PM
mlkharrington: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 Whitney Trettien explores how
English printers transformed relations btw words & texts into relations btw…
6/10/2017 4:06:41 PM
rachellynchase: Seriously looking forward to serious fun with @Beth_driscoll
@ClaireSquires and festival gaming #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:06:50 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 English early modern emblem books created different
modes of textual interaction than European counterparts
6/10/2017 4:06:58 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #a6 @marie_LSJ's DB of cheap literature of the Victorian era is
super accessibile #a117
6/10/2017 4:07:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: Time for some serious fun with @ClaireSquires and @Beth_driscoll
#sharp17 https://t.co/pshzJCGqfC
6/10/2017 4:07:11 PM
gbarnhisel: Martins: in 1920s technical problems (esp Linotype user error) plagued
Brazilian publishing with typographical errors #sharp17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:07:15 PM
andiesilva: The word "grudge" coming up in our roundtable--difficult to have DH work
be valued when we're not all speaking same language #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:07:19 PM

vivdunstan: Wow that is staggering rapidity of tweets coming out from the #SHARP17
book history conference in British Columbia. Maybe will be most ever?
6/10/2017 4:07:36 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @whitneytrettien Anticipating engravings by white space in
books. Predicting bleed through of ink; Quarrels' Emblems
6/10/2017 4:07:54 PM
alisakbeer: I think defining our terms is key to eliminating "grudges" in DH #sharp17
#a6 - knowing what we're doing & how.
6/10/2017 4:07:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Catalogues of acquisitions can illuminate
patronage networks #A3
6/10/2017 4:07:57 PM
jotis13: RT @EditrixCaroline: Talking about avoiding techshaming at #SHARP17.
#DHSI2017
6/10/2017 4:08:03 PM
loradeets: 'Serious Fun' with @ClaireSquires and @bethdriscoll - capturing the literary
festival as board game #sharp17 https://t.co/DibjDN0Gun
6/10/2017 4:08:08 PM
mlkharrington: Now up in #A7: Ryan Cordell on "Aggregating Exchange in the C19
Newspaper" (w/David Smith and Shaobin Xu in absentia) #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:08:08 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: "Bookish games offer metamedial commentaries on the shift of
embodied interaction with media" @Camilliganaire… https://t.co/S3ofv17V2J
6/10/2017 4:08:28 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @whitneytrettien on the need for a "horizontal methodology" able
to track printers as fluid agents in book production #emblembooks
6/10/2017 4:08:32 PM
crimsonyoo: Session A8. Jamie 볼볼볼볼 "볼볼 canon볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼"볼
볼볼볼 볼볼. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:08:33 PM
bethknazook: @Marie_LSJ Database gave the flexibility needed to take research in new
directions. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:08:36 PM
kathiiberens: @ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll made a game to research a literary
festival by “distilling essences into archetypes of behavior.” #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:08:37 PM
bookhistories: Många digitala projekt förblir isolerade. @Marie_LSJ framhåller vikten av
att länka sina digitala projekt till befintliga databaser #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:08:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Holdings catalogues let patrons "place books"
"where they could do the most good"; lack was as important as presence #A3
6/10/2017 4:08:55 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Time for some serious fun with @ClaireSquires
and @Beth_driscoll #sharp17 https://t.co/pshzJCGqfC

6/10/2017 4:09:01 PM
loradeets: 'Digital technology has recalibrated festivals' @Beth_driscoll on the audiences
for book festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:09:30 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13 discusses scope-creep on @6bacon https://t.co/Z2kztgyz8V and
translation between tech & lit #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:09:40 PM
kathiiberens: Games-inspired research using games a metaphors to deliver fresh
insights. Citing Bordieu. @ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:09:48 PM
StevieLMarsden: Following trip to @UllapoolBookFes @ClaireSquires & @Beth_driscoll
were inspired to re-conceptualise approach to li… https://t.co/Vpp8jQsooE
6/10/2017 4:09:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci When the AAS published a comprehensive
catalogue in 1837, it was seen as providing access & discoverability #A3
6/10/2017 4:10:07 PM
rachellynchase: Squires and Driscoll: Games as a metaphor for understanding literary
festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:10:10 PM
andiesilva: .@jotis13 talking about designing dabatases while working on @6bacon
#sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:10:15 PM
StevieLMarsden: Shout out to @RobotDarnton from Squires and Driscoll #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:10:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Christopher Columbus Baldwin died in a
carriage accident before he could complete the catalogue #A3
6/10/2017 4:10:28 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Cordelletal Culture of textual borrowing that powers the
newspaper in the 19th c -- done digitally. Aggregating spreadsheets #cool
6/10/2017 4:10:30 PM
mlkharrington: Cordell talks 19th century "viral texts" - reprinted texts in newspapers!
Explores genres, transmission of texts. #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 4:10:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 So many cataloging efforts are multi-person, multi-life
efforts #A3
6/10/2017 4:10:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell talking about the next steps for the Viral
Texts project: how can data driven approaches take us back to the page?
6/10/2017 4:10:57 PM
Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: #seriouslysmart #sharp17 https://t.co/19EJLiPJxu
6/10/2017 4:11:01 PM
kathiiberens: People in audience whispering “awesome” as @Beth_driscoll
@ClaireSquires discuss @RobotDarnton. #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:11:14 PM
jordanreed14: .@jotis13 is getting into the challenges of crowdsourcing...and some the
big questions of labor need/use for database projects #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:11:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Donations of pamphlets were recorded by
number, rather than by title; holdings catalogue had pamphlet titles #A3
6/10/2017 4:11:28 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell introduce el "proyecto de textos virales" y recomiende la
exposición digital https://t.co/KNbsIiO8QM #sharp17 #a7 #redhd
6/10/2017 4:11:31 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13 discusses moving from Google sheets to a complex relational DB see our slides for more images #sharp17… https://t.co/VM3vxF7QDE
6/10/2017 4:11:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Perennial problem in finding pamphlets, tracing their provenance
#SHARP17 @LDiCuirci #A3
6/10/2017 4:11:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: Squires and Driscoll use methodology of "materialising metaphors";
builds from language of competition in existing scholarship #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:11:57 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 @ryancordell on a data-driven view of newspaper reprinting in
the c19th
6/10/2017 4:12:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 a appris à "traduire" entre les historiens et le monde de
l'informatique dans le cadre de https://t.co/7ZDaRcqKZd #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:12:19 PM
jordanreed14: @jotis13 There is a need to build databased that can be
used/constructed by programmers with different perspectives #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:12:29 PM
bookhistories: #sharp17 @jotis13 berättar om utmaningarna i arbetet med databasen
https://t.co/pqqdYNKzJC, utvecklad med hjälp av #crowdsourcing
6/10/2017 4:12:34 PM
alisakbeer: @grvsmth @andiesilva I don't think we need a universal taxonomy - I do
think individual scholars need to explain wh… https://t.co/GuZlON8rz6
6/10/2017 4:12:36 PM
StevieLMarsden: Squires and Driscoll created Book Festival Top Trumps: where can I
buy this?! #sharp17 https://t.co/2TLvWXMkoh
6/10/2017 4:12:42 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Loving @Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires book festival game wonderful to hear about others' #gamedev challenges #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:12:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Milligan: "bookishness is no longer limited to
books" #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:12:44 PM
kathiiberens: “Scoring” festivals and measuring culture. @Beth_driscoll &
@ClaireSquires discuss quantitative method for festival game research #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:13:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci 1859 catalogue truncated titles, attempted to
identify anonymous authors, employed keywords for cross-references #A3
6/10/2017 4:13:05 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Caleb Milligan: books as narrative objects and
how this applies to literary digital games #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:13:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell Shift of focus from editor who cuts and
pastes to compositor who arranges viral texts on the page
6/10/2017 4:13:10 PM
TheUKRED: DiCuirci: "what is 'rubbish' and what is a 'copy' and who gets to decide?"
Cataloging is an implicitly political practice #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:13:15 PM
andiesilva: True, but if admins don't know what you're doing or talking about it can be
difficult to get credit for your work.… https://t.co/MR2RW6RWGk
6/10/2017 4:13:17 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Milligan: game "Gone Home" allows the player to
uncover the story almost like a historian @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:13:19 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13 discusses the challenges of "translating" between literary scholars
and DB designers. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:13:26 PM
JoGrenier: RT @bookhistories: När bokhistorikerna sover kommer hjortarna smygande
fram och återerövrar campus från akademikerna @uvic #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 4:13:26 PM
GeorgeOnline: @alisakbeer .@jenguiliano taught me to have collaboration
conversations early + often with all participants. See, e… https://t.co/LRdRpHvDDG
6/10/2017 4:13:27 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell : cómo volver del baso de datos a la página original? #sharp17
#a7 #redhd
6/10/2017 4:13:40 PM
rachellynchase: Squires and Driscoll: scoring festivals and measuring culture #sharp17
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll https://t.co/ur29TEh9nh
6/10/2017 4:13:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: AND shout out to @Saltire_Society's @scotlitfest! Wooooooo!
#sharp17 https://t.co/A5axrbS2D3
6/10/2017 4:13:50 PM
PopFicDoctors: Quantification of cultural capital both counterintuitive and familiar:
Squires on Book Festival Top Trumps #sharp17 https://t.co/jkXkTk1YVD

6/10/2017 4:14:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ryancordell Viral texts, viral images? I love this image of the
scissors for clipping newspapers #audiencegasp #behindthefrontpage
6/10/2017 4:14:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci "The fixity of the print catalogue is at odds
with the plasticity of collecting practices" #A3
6/10/2017 4:14:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 a créé une structure de #bdd suffisamment robuste pour
qu'elle perdure malgré changements d'outils de visualisation #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:14:16 PM
kathiiberens: RT @PopFicDoctors: Quantification of cultural capital both counterintuitive
and familiar: Squires on Book Festival Top Trumps #sharp17 http…
6/10/2017 4:14:21 PM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires tested the game. which is set up in
this room for play here at #sharp17!
6/10/2017 4:14:23 PM
alisakbeer: https://t.co/p1TBu9KIMw is working on transcribing bills of mortality using
Excel - preserving printed structure #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:14:35 PM
jordanreed14: @jotis13 .@jotis13: We need to build static database structures to stand
the test of time and will accessible years from now #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:14:43 PM
rachellynchase: Squires and Driscoll: Tucking a festival in your pocket through a game,
tangibility #sharp17 @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires
6/10/2017 4:14:46 PM
bookhistories: Tidsaspekten är en viktig faktor för digitala projekt. @jotis13 framhåller
att det är kärnan, databasen, vars värde är bestående #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:14:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Slip catalogues of the 1850s and 60s allowed
for librarians to take a stab (literally) at incremental updates #A3
6/10/2017 4:14:55 PM
alisakbeer: @GeorgeOnline @jenguiliano Absolutely crucial to do this and not discussed
often enough even in DH. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:15:02 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: 'Serious Fun' with @ClaireSquires and @bethdriscoll capturing the literary festival as board game #sharp17 https://t.co/Di…
6/10/2017 4:15:03 PM
vivdunstan: RT @PopFicDoctors: Quantification of cultural capital both counterintuitive
and familiar: Squires on Book Festival Top Trumps #sharp17 http…
6/10/2017 4:15:08 PM
kathiiberens: A hierarchy forced the question: what does it mean to “win” a book
festival? Playing how festivals compete for scarce resources. #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:15:10 PM
crimsonyoo: Session A8. Betty Schellenberg. 18볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼.
볼볼 볼볼볼 "볼볼"볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 #Sharp17
6/10/2017 4:15:17 PM
mlkharrington: Cordell cautions: C19 newspapers' subdivisions based on PRODUCTION
ROUTINES, not on topic. So where does reprinted material go? #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 4:15:20 PM
andiesilva: @alisakbeer @grvsmth Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying we need another
"what is DH." Only clarity and transparency… https://t.co/4hupXacrMY
6/10/2017 4:15:36 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Quantification of cultural capital both
counterintuitive and familiar: Squires on Book Festival Top Trumps #sharp17 http…
6/10/2017 4:15:45 PM
alisakbeer: How do we reconcile our data with other data sets? @jotis13 displays GIS
files for the 1665 plague #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:15:49 PM
vivdunstan: RT @kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires tested the game.
which is set up in this room for play here at #sharp17!
6/10/2017 4:15:57 PM
alisakbeer: Datasheets/datasets/databases: @jotis13 shows a project that uses all of
the above for different needs #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:16:26 PM
PopFicDoctors: Driscoll: Players of book festival top trumps enjoyed tangibility of cards;
found quantification and hierarchies troubling #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:16:27 PM
gbarnhisel: Carlos Minchillo stumbled across his current rsch project by accident in the
Knopf archive at the @ransomcenter #SHARP17 #A5 #metoo
6/10/2017 4:16:32 PM
milenaufpr: Milena Martins falou sobre edição de livros brasileiros nos anos 1920, a
tecnologia usada então, as limitacoes tecnológicas. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:16:32 PM
kathiiberens: To capture the competitive aims of festivals competing for scarce money,
@ClaireSquires & @ClaireSquires adapted monopoly. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:16:36 PM
mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4 "MachineReadable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https://t.co/sPBeOOrpLp
6/10/2017 4:16:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci Thomas on the AAS: "That which is scattered
must become linked; that which is private made public and accessible" #A3
6/10/2017 4:16:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell showing how there are many directions
you can go with a dataset. He's also just started doing math on a chalkboard

6/10/2017 4:16:58 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13: "I want my decisions to be well-recorded" when she shares the
data - so others can know what she's done&why.PREACH. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:17:18 PM
bookhistories: Det är av yttersta vikt att #databasen är genomtänkt och att datan
enkelt kan extraheras även för framtida bruk @jotis13 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:17:41 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Datasheets/datasets/databases: @jotis13 shows a project that
uses all of the above for different needs #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:17:46 PM
TheUKRED: DiCuirci: "Lost books" are often present, just not easily findable. The
scholar's dream of archival discovery is just cataloguing. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:17:56 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 a un projet personnel de transcription des statistiques de
mortalité de Londres en 1666 https://t.co/AhXFyjj00d #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:18:05 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 @ryancordell on what to do with article co-ords in metadata.
Start to map the generic, map the boilerplate.
6/10/2017 4:18:06 PM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires' brilliant adaptation: to remediate/ludify
the hard to quantify elements of book marketing. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:18:12 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ryancordell Mapping image location for space & reprint.
Seriously, chalk-board mathematics stuff #wow #boilerplate #deletion
6/10/2017 4:18:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy on "Machine Readable Moments" is going to
"thrust us into the 21st century" #A3
6/10/2017 4:18:20 PM
alisakbeer: What about DB that involve images/text/sound? #sharp17 #a6 METADATA!
{does a cataloguer happy dance}
6/10/2017 4:18:37 PM
mpbrown: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 4:18:39 PM
rak_dr: #SHARP17 Squires and Driscoll and bookfestivalopoly... a delight
https://t.co/Yqjv1vs6Vq
6/10/2017 4:18:44 PM
SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/Y5c73hhtUS
6/10/2017 4:18:46 PM
AmyHildrethChen: I cannot express how charming I find this game - they even have
critical acclaim point system that punishes self pu… https://t.co/q6kuZStIpf
6/10/2017 4:18:51 PM

wynkenhimself: At #sharp17 @ryancordell goes old school with the chalkboard in
talking about his Viral Texts project https://t.co/Bjg3HUZ5n3
6/10/2017 4:18:51 PM
milenaufpr: O que se conhece da literatura brasileira em países de língua inglesa é
muito pouco, dentre outros motivos por falta de traduções.#sharp17
6/10/2017 4:18:51 PM
CitizenWald: .@Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires on gaming the book festival as
analysis of cultural prestige & cultural economy… https://t.co/zaXT7g7TMy
6/10/2017 4:18:54 PM
rachellynchase: Squires and Driscoll: Literary monopoly jail = being ignored as an
author #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:18:56 PM
MariLib: Where else can you hear about "Book Festivalopoly?!" #sharp17
@ClaireSquires and Beth Driscoll https://t.co/DnVN26zn5L
6/10/2017 4:18:58 PM
kathiiberens: Shoutout to iterative prototyping from @Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires.
This makes festival game an arts-based #DH research IMO. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:19:25 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: 'Digital technology has recalibrated festivals'
@Beth_driscoll on the audiences for book festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:19:27 PM
bethknazook: What happens when databases get too large for computers? Images,
Sound, Full text searchability- Turn to the web. @djohnevans #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:19:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @djohnevans souligne l'importance de conserver les images, pas juste
produire du texte dans les #bdd #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:19:43 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell reuses discarded data to ask if coordinates for segmenting
digital pages can be used to analyze layout. #sharp17 #a7
6/10/2017 4:19:43 PM
Millicent_Weber: Look @azdamaz we feature in Beth and Claire's #sharp17 paper
https://t.co/Im4BBPqFlX
6/10/2017 4:19:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy on exerpt-identification games like "Who
said it, Shakespeare or Taylor Swift?" #A3
6/10/2017 4:19:54 PM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell uses algorithms to identify boilerplate
across several years, track changes in newspaper layouts over time.
6/10/2017 4:20:30 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: .@Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires design card and board games about
book festivals, based on Candyland, Top Trumps, and Monopoly #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:20:42 PM
StevieLMarsden: Lots of knowing giggles as Squires and Driscoll described reactions to
game play! #sharp17 https://t.co/ZP3ClCXmPt

6/10/2017 4:20:43 PM
alisakbeer: @LeslieHowsam asks the first question at #a6 #sharp17 about planning a
DB and whether a DB is a text?
6/10/2017 4:20:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell where boilerplate material appeared
shows newspaper changed layout over time, corresponds to editorial change
6/10/2017 4:20:50 PM
milenaufpr: Alfred knopf foi um dos editores americanos que financiou a entrada de
autores brasileiros na lingua inglesa. Carlos Minchillo, #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:20:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy now takes us to the game "MARC or
Bibframe?" #A3
6/10/2017 4:20:58 PM
onlinereaders1: Despite being fiercely competitive already conceding defeat for
#sharp17 prize for tweeting....
6/10/2017 4:21:03 PM
kathiiberens: Making a Monopoly game of Book Festivals captures “what winning looks
like: more $, followers, invitations." #sharp17 ec & cultural capital
6/10/2017 4:21:04 PM
jotis13: Fabulous first question from Leslie Howsam - is a database a text? #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:21:15 PM
alisakbeer: .@LeslieHowsam asks how easy it is to replicate someone else's DB design.
Is there a textual element to a book history DB? #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:21:36 PM
hralperta: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 4:21:40 PM
rachellynchase: @ClaireSquires and @Beth_driscoll: Quantification is never the whole
story @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:21:42 PM
TheUKRED: Molly O'Hagan Hardy: Facebook "who said it?" games gesture towards our
anxieties about memory and attribution #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:21:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy MARC is a product of the 1960s, by the
1970s, MARC trainers traveled to libraries to help with transition #A3
6/10/2017 4:21:49 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 in @ryancordell visualisations, I think the placement of the
boilerplate isn't the important thing, but rather the extent.
6/10/2017 4:21:56 PM
gbarnhisel: Carlos Minchillo: what Brazilian authors Alfred Knopf rejected (and why) is
telling about fractures in "republic of letters" #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:22:19 PM

jordanreed14: Audience Qs at #sharp17 #a6...@lesliehowsam on building databases
for hist. books in England. Is there any ease in collaboration?
6/10/2017 4:22:20 PM
kathiiberens: Research points to the “enduring materiality” of book culture, even as
transnational research materials travel across networks. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:22:22 PM
alisakbeer: .@Marie_LSJ sees a DB as a relationship/network, discusses the challenge
of turning that into a linear text #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:22:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy Rare book libraries slowly adopted
computer-based catalogs #A3
6/10/2017 4:22:40 PM
PopFicDoctors: An important conclusion from @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires'
bookish games: including people in research shifts power relations #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:22:50 PM
GeorgeOnline: Shoutout to @ryancordell for emphasizing importance of accessible color
choice in visualizations! #sharp17 #DHSIa11y
6/10/2017 4:22:58 PM
tylershores: Great talk by @Beth_driscoll, @ClaireSquires “Serious Fun: Gaming the
Book Festival.” BookFestopoly needs a #gofundme campaign #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:23:02 PM
alisakbeer: .@Marie_LSJ discusses limitations of database projects & source materials,
but wants to share her DB programming #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:23:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ryancordell Boilerplate is fascinating stuff; reprinted adverts
from standing type (?) I wonder about 1640s-50s ads #visualization
6/10/2017 4:23:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @ryancordell my question: hottest areas for reprint
seem to be 2/3 down the page, trying to fill gaps? Shows composition order?
6/10/2017 4:23:26 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rachellynchase: @ClaireSquires and @Beth_driscoll: Quantification
is never the whole story @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:23:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy In the post-MARC moment, one of the most
viable next steps may be BibFrame, which also came out of the LoC #A3
6/10/2017 4:23:37 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@ClaireSquires and @Beth_driscoll have exemplified how research
collab., participation, metaphor & new concepts create knowledge #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:23:42 PM
mlkharrington: @ryancordell With boilerplate stripped out, Cordell uses heat maps to
show where diff newspapers tend to place thei… https://t.co/wyw9PBQNPO
6/10/2017 4:23:43 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: "The material and the digital are powerful allies" @Beth_driscoll +
@ClaireSquires @SHARP2017 #prototyping… https://t.co/aCyfWzwdlC

6/10/2017 4:23:45 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13 "you are welcome to steal my data structure, that's why it's on
the website" #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:23:50 PM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires Games as a method of critical reflection in
book culture studies opens to non-academics. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:23:52 PM
jordanreed14: @lesliehowsam @Marie_LSJ paraphrased: We can learn from other
people's projects and advice. Ask and get answers. Wi… https://t.co/CPUXy1wplS
6/10/2017 4:23:55 PM
mlkharrington: RT @GeorgeOnline: Shoutout to @ryancordell for emphasizing
importance of accessible color choice in visualizations! #sharp17 #DHSIa11y
6/10/2017 4:24:02 PM
PopFicDoctors: Squires: "THIS IS A POST-DATA PAPER" #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:24:32 PM
kathiiberens: “THIS IS A POST-DATA PAPER” declares a wonderful slide from
@ClaireSquires & @Beth_driscoll #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:24:35 PM
bookhistories: Ett första steg för att påbörja nya projekt inom #digitalhumaniora är att
rådfråga de som utvecklat lyckade projekt! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:24:38 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell uses colorblind-friendly tools for dataviz accessibility: it's ugly
but I can see it. #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 4:24:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @GeorgeOnline: Shoutout to @ryancordell for emphasizing
importance of accessible color choice in visualizations! #sharp17 #DHSIa11y
6/10/2017 4:24:44 PM
gbarnhisel: Minchillo: Brazilian writers thought Knopf was enchanted by Brazilian
culture, but letters show that he often found it tedious #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:24:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy MARC or Bibframe "is a solution looking for
a problem"; parallel skepticism, a half century apart #A3
6/10/2017 4:25:12 PM
milenaufpr: Alfred Knopf visitando o Brasil assemelha-se ao antropólogo Levi Strauss
visitando a India e Sao Paulo. (Tristes tropicos) #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:25:23 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @lesliehowsam demande si on peut "voler" les structures des #bdd des
autres: oui, des fois en ligne, des fois faut demander #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:25:29 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Beth_driscoll: our method is both serious and fun-creating thinking
tools for the future of our disciplines #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:25:52 PM

PopFicDoctors: Driscoll: Our method is both serious and fun. It uses models and
metaphors to build on existing research work #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:25:53 PM
loradeets: 'How do you win at book festivals?' Fascinating process of finding the right
gameplay @ClaireSquires #sharp17 https://t.co/Ygh7letIQH
6/10/2017 4:26:08 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ryancordell So, in short, check out https://t.co/cyZv0qVzuQ, for
a cool visualization-newspapers project.
6/10/2017 4:26:10 PM
mlkharrington: SUPER EXCITED for @wynkenhimself on "The Lies Digital Facsimiles
Tell" #a7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:26:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer parle du double travail du fait de monter une #bdd mais
aussi d'écrire une thèse #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:26:39 PM
milenaufpr: A incompreensão de uma cultura afeta a sua recepção pelos intermediários
da edição (tradutor, critico, editor). #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:26:43 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up: @AmyHildrethChen on Codex Conquest: The Game of Book
History #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:26:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now @wynkenhimself on the lies digital facsimiles tell #sharp17 #a7
6/10/2017 4:26:47 PM
CitizenWald: I wish I’d studied more advanced physics so I could figure out how to be
at multiple panels at the same time: #sharp17 too many choices!
6/10/2017 4:26:56 PM
loradeets: 'Researchers can create knowledge through models and metaphors' perfect
takeaway 4 brilliant session @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires #Sharp17
6/10/2017 4:27:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: 'Digital technology has recalibrated festivals'
@Beth_driscoll on the audiences for book festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:27:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 Squires and Driscoll and bookfestivalopoly... a
delight https://t.co/Yqjv1vs6Vq
6/10/2017 4:27:23 PM
LDiCuirci: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 4:27:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/Y5c73hhtUS
6/10/2017 4:27:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy "no one knows what shapes shadows may
take in the dark": folks take catalog change very very seriously. #A3

6/10/2017 4:27:36 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy In the post-MARC
moment, one of the most viable next steps may be BibFrame, which also came out o…
6/10/2017 4:27:36 PM
hralperta: .@wynkenhimself habla sobre los facsimiles digitales mentirosos #sharp17
#a7 #redhd
6/10/2017 4:27:37 PM
bookhistories: Det är av yttersta vikt att projekt inom #digitalhumaniora är begripliga
även för utomstående! @alisakbeer #sa6 #digitalhumanities #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:27:38 PM
kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen presents “Codex Conquests,” a game she developed
to play/teach book history (and game development). #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:27:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer parle également du temps requis pour documenter la
structure d'une #bdd très personnalisée (3e charge de travail!) #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:28:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Woot, the florid "Shapes /Shadows" quote comes from PBSA, 1981
#SHARP17 @mollyhardy #A3
6/10/2017 4:28:37 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself Great title for a paper; and yes, a key prob w
facsimile is that of scale, esp in the online environment; salient pt
6/10/2017 4:28:51 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Chen: creating a game where you collect books from different
countries and centuries #sharp17 #codexconquest
6/10/2017 4:28:55 PM
kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen’s “Codex Conquests”: goal is to acquire the most
books over historical period. Player plays as a nation. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:00 PM
gbarnhisel: Minchillo: the Latin American "boom" didn't translate into sales for Knopf's
Brazilian list #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:29:02 PM
bookhistories: Viktig poäng: Kom ihåg att en #databas inte alltid är det bästa sättet att
gripa an ett forskningsprojekt @alisakbeer #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:18 PM
mlkharrington: @wynkenhimself E.g., thumbnail images "lie" about scale - almost
never represent material size of printed books. #a7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:19 PM
jotis13: Sometimes you don't want to build a database - is there enough return on your
time investment to make it worthwhile? #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:22 PM
loradeets: Codex Conquest! @AmyHildrethChen on teaching book history through
games #sharp17 https://t.co/sdoep5GVzR

6/10/2017 4:29:25 PM
CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited presentation on her hot
new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https://t.co/WmRroKeU4q
6/10/2017 4:29:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer pas besoin de tout transformer en #bdd: comment choisir
le bon outil #DH pour son projet #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:29:59 PM
Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: Seriously geeky fun! #sharp17 #codexconquest
https://t.co/R8SYwYs8To
6/10/2017 4:30:08 PM
milenaufpr: Tradução de livros estrangeiros nos Estados Unidos representa hoje apenas
3% do total de livros no mercado. Carlos Minchillo, #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:30:19 PM
zanna_vl: Het belang van de keuze voor een juiste tool waarin je je gegevens wilt
verzamelen #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:30:22 PM
PopFicDoctors: Chen: In #codexconquest five countries compete to collect historical
books #sharp17 https://t.co/OMSlAhfYQw
6/10/2017 4:30:23 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #a6 DB as a huge time investment: is it the right tool for your
task? Not always!
6/10/2017 4:30:26 PM
mattlaschneider: RT @kathiiberens: Making a Monopoly game of Book Festivals
captures “what winning looks like: more $, followers, invitations." #sharp17 ec…
6/10/2017 4:30:30 PM
r_schneide: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy "no one knows what
shapes shadows may take in the dark": folks take catalog change very very seri…
6/10/2017 4:30:39 PM
kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen: “Codex Conquest” is #OER [open ed resource].
Check it out here: https://t.co/imQcMVkofA #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:30:42 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: Amy Chen: creating a game where you collect books
from different countries and centuries #sharp17 #codexconquest
6/10/2017 4:30:44 PM
tylershores: Well this is cool, from @AmyHildrethChen: "Codex Conquest: The Game of
Book History" (@edfaclib can we get a copy?) #sharp17 #codexconquest
6/10/2017 4:30:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy examines the anxiety: is machine-linking
among catalogue items relieving the "drudgery" or rendering humans mute? #A3
6/10/2017 4:30:59 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: Academic librarian @AmyHildrethChen talks about the game she built
#codexconquest https://t.co/n2penDnNQQ #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:31:01 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13: Build a DB to answer multiple questions easily-long-term
dividends. Or to pay it forward. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:31:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 ça prend énormément de temps monter une #bdd, ne vaut
pas toujours la peine pour répondre à la question qu'on se pose #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:31:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 So @wynkenhimself takes metadata from binding MARC to scale
facsimiles to relative sizes. Interesting method of approximating
6/10/2017 4:31:26 PM
loradeets: RT @CitizenWald: I wish I’d studied more advanced physics so I could figure
out how to be at multiple panels at the same time: #sharp17 too…
6/10/2017 4:31:45 PM
alisakbeer: What about preservation of data in DB formats? #sharp17 #a6 @andiesilva
wants DBs to be flexible for future interrogation
6/10/2017 4:31:50 PM
bookhistories: Välj rätt verktyg för ditt (digitala) projekt. @jotis13 framhåller att Ibland
kostar det mer än det smakar att utveckla en #databas #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:31:57 PM
rachellynchase: I think I would be happy to spend the rest of the conference playing
#codexconquest and literary festival monopoly #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:32:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 raisons de monter #bdd: 1) parce qu'on veut poser beaucoup
de questions aux données 2) pour le reste de la communauté #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:32:22 PM
alisakbeer: Q: To what extent do we reuse other people's data? #sharp17 #a6 To what
extent do we want others to reuse our data?
6/10/2017 4:32:52 PM
gbarnhisel: Minchillo: Elizabeth Bishop, consultant for Knopf, thought contemp Brazilian
writing to be "sheer drudgery" #A5 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 4:32:56 PM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Minchillo: the Latin American "boom" didn't translate into
sales for Knopf's Brazilian list #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:33:18 PM
milenaufpr: Falta de familiaridade com uma cultura leva a preconceito. Carlos Minchillo,
#sharp17 So lets translate and read and travel.
6/10/2017 4:33:25 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Q: To what extent do we reuse other people's data? #sharp17
#a6 To what extent do we want others to reuse our data?
6/10/2017 4:33:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @alisakbeer: .@jotis13: Build a DB to answer multiple questions
easily-long-term dividends. Or to pay it forward. #sharp17 #a6

6/10/2017 4:33:46 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Chen: In #codexconquest five countries compete
to collect historical books #sharp17 https://t.co/OMSlAhfYQw
6/10/2017 4:33:47 PM
alisakbeer: Reuse of code & also reuse of printed works - DBs can draw on both.
#sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:34:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @susanirenebrown demande quelles données on a réutilisé et qui utilise
nos données: @6Bacon a eu accès à tout le XML de ODNB #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:34:17 PM
mlkharrington: @wynkenhimself More lies told by facsimiles: offset looks like
bleedthrough #a7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:34:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy is making me question whether my earlymorning slide deck for tomorrow needs more memes. #A3
6/10/2017 4:34:28 PM
SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of MacLaurin today at
noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:34:39 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:34:47 PM
bethknazook: RT @alisakbeer: Q: To what extent do we reuse other people's data?
#sharp17 #a6 To what extent do we want others to reuse our data?
6/10/2017 4:35:03 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:35:21 PM
kathiiberens: I like how games-based book culture research permits students, others to
compete as a way into how competition shapes book market. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:35:34 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @alisakbeer: @LeslieHowsam asks the first question at #a6
#sharp17 about planning a DB and whether a DB is a text?
6/10/2017 4:35:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jordanreed14: Audience Qs at #sharp17 #a6...@lesliehowsam on
building databases for hist. books in England. Is there any ease in collab…
6/10/2017 4:36:06 PM
gbarnhisel: Minchillo: Knopf's editors couldn't read Portuguese, so they'd reject or
accept books based on synopses #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:36:27 PM
milenaufpr: Sobre a tradução de Guimarães Rosa para o inglês: má tradução criou uma
barreira entre o caudaloso romance e o leitor. #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:36:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @andiesilva relie ses données à Early English Books Online (EEBO)
https://t.co/bgVjNt2Jo9 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:37:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @wynkenhimself showing how the three dimensions of
pages are lost in digital scans. Paper isn't flat
6/10/2017 4:37:14 PM
loradeets: 'Prototype as quickly as possible' - game development advice from
@AmyHildrethChen (also good advice for life in general) #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:37:19 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Chen: I have no thoughts that are under five pages long
#thestrugglefor brevityisreal @SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:37:21 PM
ShammaBoyarin: Does anybody on campus have either a European to Canadian power
adapter, or Dell power cord? #DHSI17 #sharp17 #ISMMS17
6/10/2017 4:37:23 PM
bookhistories: Överlapp olika databaser emellan är givetvis acceptabelt, påpekar
@alisakbeer, de kan ha olika syften, strukturer och bakgrund #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:37:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself pt2: detecting offset relative to bleed through in
online surrogates; I want to see that image in high res.
6/10/2017 4:37:44 PM
PopFicDoctors: Both of this morning's bookish game papers feature helpful betaplayers #sharp17 https://t.co/dDgh0AjojA
6/10/2017 4:37:54 PM
kathiiberens: Enforced concision = a key process to making bookish games accessible
to non-acs audience. Complex ideas condensed to playing card! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:37:57 PM
hralperta: Mentiras digitales: distorsión de escala; confusión entre offset y
[bleedthrough]; borrado de la tercera dimensión #sharp17 #a7 #redhd
6/10/2017 4:38:01 PM
mlkharrington: @wynkenhimself Digitization makes warped paper look flat: strips out
texture, physical impressions left by uninked type. #a7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:38:27 PM
alisakbeer: How do we build a DB that can answer questions other than our own? Is it
possible? Is it necessary? #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:38:43 PM
tokeriis: RT @PopFicDoctors: Chen: In #codexconquest five countries compete to collect
historical books #sharp17 https://t.co/OMSlAhfYQw
6/10/2017 4:38:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer utilise les données d'un livre imprimé, les mêmes que
https://t.co/IKiMJK8tKD mais structure diff pour Q? diff #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:38:56 PM
jotis13: .@andiesilva it's hard to have foresight as to what other people will be
interested in when you create a database #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:38:59 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Both of this morning's bookish game papers feature
helpful beta-players #sharp17 https://t.co/dDgh0AjojA
6/10/2017 4:39:10 PM
jasminemulliken: . @AmyHildrethChen describes #codexconquest, a game she
designed to teach book history 15-19c. Librarian POV. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:39:10 PM
kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen plays Codex Context / grad students, HS students,
international folks around the world. Accessible book history! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:39:20 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself Scanning paper that isn't flat; how do you do it?
how does it distort? "What signals are we prioritizing?"
6/10/2017 4:39:26 PM
jasminemulliken: RT @kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen: “Codex Conquest” is #OER
[open ed resource]. Check it out here: https://t.co/imQcMVkofA #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:39:34 PM
milenaufpr: Um editor americano que acredita que um livro pertence apenas a uma
cultura e a uma língua! Surpresas na fala de Carlos Minchillo, #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:40:00 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 @wynkenhimself discussion of digitising blank pages takes me
back to some conversations about digitising white space in newspapers
6/10/2017 4:40:02 PM
loradeets: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself Scanning paper that isn't flat;
how do you do it? how does it distort? "What signals are we priorit…
6/10/2017 4:40:10 PM
PopFicDoctors: Chen: codex conquest gives students an introduction to book history
through familiarity with key titles and technologies #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:40:24 PM
onlinereaders1: Game on! Fun start to #sharp17 and interesting to see
innovative/playful approaches to research/teaching
6/10/2017 4:40:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 @wynkenhimself discussion of digitising
blank pages takes me back to some conversations about digitising white spa…
6/10/2017 4:40:41 PM
kevinmenzel: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 @wynkenhimself discussion of digitising blank
pages takes me back to some conversations about digitising white spa…
6/10/2017 4:40:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @3VolumeNovel incorporera prochainement toutes les œuvres dans
https://t.co/7N2a5Jkzkf #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:41:20 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself Suggests that scanning "flat" pages "prioritizes
the text"; using Randall McLeod's images #smile
6/10/2017 4:41:29 PM
e_ekelly: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:41:40 PM
PopFicDoctors: Chen on peer review of #codexconquest: no one is meaner than an
undergraduate student! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:41:56 PM
bookhistories: Hur skapar vi en #databas som kan användas för andra än de initiala
syftena? Är det möjligt? Är det nödvändigt?… https://t.co/pNLToajKbf
6/10/2017 4:42:00 PM
mlkharrington: @wynkenhimself hahaha wow: Werner shows example *fake blank
pages* in a digitized scrapbook, rather than actual pho… https://t.co/HmJYSyfllo
6/10/2017 4:42:14 PM
DrDFuller: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 Squires and Driscoll and bookfestivalopoly... a
delight https://t.co/Yqjv1vs6Vq
6/10/2017 4:42:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @wykenhimself blank pages replaced by fake blanks.
How to we visualise absence in digital records? What absences are invisible?
6/10/2017 4:42:50 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 ha! @wynkenhimself shows the insertion of fake blank pages to
represent the foliation, but not the blankness. Real blank pages.
6/10/2017 4:42:56 PM
gbarnhisel: Minchillo: "peripheral" writer (non-Euro or US) expected to be "universal,"
not rooted in own culture, in order to get contract #SHARP17 #A5
6/10/2017 4:43:02 PM
marylearner: #a7 #SHARP17 @wynkenhimself: what are we prioritizing when we
photograph? reading the text. light the image so is smooth, adjust contrast
6/10/2017 4:43:13 PM
loradeets: 'Peer review on steroids...no one is meaner than a first-semester
undergraduate' @AmyHildrethChen on game testing #codexconquest #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:43:15 PM
kevinmenzel: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #a7 @wykenhimself blank pages
replaced by fake blanks. How to we visualise absence in digital records? What a…
6/10/2017 4:43:15 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer terminologie diffèrera nécessairement d'un projet à l'autre;
@andiesilva peut différer backend et frontend #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:43:26 PM
aimeenancygrace: RT @ShammaBoyarin: Does anybody on campus have either a
European to Canadian power adapter, or Dell power cord? #DHSI17 #sharp17
#ISMMS17

6/10/2017 4:43:35 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself "Blank pages aren't necessarily blank"; against
ECCO: why don't they image blanks? #Agree
6/10/2017 4:44:15 PM
alisakbeer: .@susanirenebrown comments on the challenges of standardization/DBs and
cross-operability. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:44:44 PM
jasminemulliken: . @ClaireSquires and @Beth_driscoll gamify the book festival, making
overt the competitiveness of writing & publishing. Author POV #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:45:02 PM
kamaslak: Exiting to follow @wynkenhimself into "the lies digital facsimiles tell". What
we miss when we don't investigate the book itself. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:45:20 PM
alisakbeer: How can we make DBs more interoperable and more standardized? Is
TEI/XML a usable model? What do different approaches tell us? #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:45:38 PM
hralperta: .@wynkenhimself muestra facsimiles con las páginas en blanco llevado de
otros libros. Otros no incluyen las páginas en blanco. #sharp17 #a7
6/10/2017 4:45:43 PM
kathiiberens: I love that @AmyHildrethChen’s Codex Context players get to hold in
their hands the actual rare books they’ve bought in the game. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:45:51 PM
lesliehowsam: .@susanirenebrown brilliant q about merits of standardized terms in
database building, like TEI but for db. #sharp17 #A6
6/10/2017 4:45:53 PM
iadigbridge: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/10/2017 4:46:06 PM
bookhistories: Det är ytterst svårt att förutse exakt hur ens #databas kommer brukas
av framtida användare, och vad som kommer int… https://t.co/VUaEYjrlI6
6/10/2017 4:46:06 PM
iadigbridge: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is becoming
one place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/10/2017 4:46:10 PM
alisakbeer: .@jotis13 points out that approaches will differ by questions we want to ask.
#sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:46:19 PM
alisakbeer: Q2: #a6 #sharp17 Ontologies&linked open data - tips for how to build
knowing that you want to make it LOD friendly?
6/10/2017 4:47:15 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself In generating surrogates images are stitched
together & clasps don't line up. Stitching is invisible w/o metadata

6/10/2017 4:47:20 PM
DrDFuller: @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires so sorry to be missing this #sharp17 but
following from a Brum taxi! https://t.co/P6hjsOcvon
6/10/2017 4:47:41 PM
kathiiberens: Game design & social justice. @AmyHildrethChen’s game allows
conversation abt “who r the Americas?” Mexico as originator of print. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:47:46 PM
hralperta: @wynkenhimself Some digital facsimiles use the same blank page photo for
each blank page; others skip blank pages a… https://t.co/poCyNqW2OV
6/10/2017 4:47:51 PM
alisakbeer: We all stare at Dan... #sharp17 #a6 https://t.co/ej5gPMHL2O
6/10/2017 4:47:56 PM
onlinereaders1: Not talking about this here but our Reading on Screen project may be
of interest #sharp17 https://t.co/6UIISokzKV
6/10/2017 4:48:14 PM
mlkharrington: @wynkenhimself More lies: composite images to create a flat versorecto opening, when books are actually scanned on… https://t.co/B7A3ospzyp
6/10/2017 4:48:21 PM
yyjnow: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:48:42 PM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: Not talking about this here but our Reading on Screen
project may be of interest #sharp17 https://t.co/6UIISokzKV
6/10/2017 4:48:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy Our modern equivalent of the nineteenthcentury circulating library catalogue might be GoodReads , or Amazon #A3
6/10/2017 4:49:05 PM
RareLeah: RT @alisakbeer: I think defining our terms is key to eliminating "grudges" in
DH #sharp17 #a6 - knowing what we're doing & how.
6/10/2017 4:49:13 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Chen: not aiming to create a commercial product but a productive
conversation around book history themes #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:49:13 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @alisakbeer: Q2: #a6 #sharp17 Ontologies&linked open data - tips
for how to build knowing that you want to make it LOD friendly?
6/10/2017 4:49:17 PM
alisakbeer: #a6 #sharp17 @Marie_LSJ says: talk to other projects & ask how do they
structure themselves&their linked open data?
6/10/2017 4:49:39 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #A4 .@AmyHildrethChen 's Codex Conquest, OER - game to teach
book history, rather amazing: https://t.co/ROwDS0kgDP
6/10/2017 4:49:43 PM

kathiiberens: @AmyHildrethChen "I’m not trying to make commercial game products.
I’m trying to spark great conversations” about book history. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:49:46 PM
PopFicDoctors: Chen: rift between commercial game (every player has positive
experience), and pedagogical (interesting/frustrating inequalities) #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:50:00 PM
loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy Our modern equivalent of
the nineteenth-century circulating library catalogue might be GoodReads…
6/10/2017 4:50:04 PM
CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen explains #codexconquest open access: anyone can
adapt her #book #history #game: as @hchesner did for Hebrew books #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:50:05 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: Amy Chen: not aiming to create a commercial product
but a productive conversation around book history themes #sharp17 @…
6/10/2017 4:50:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci notes format-anxiety encapsulated in early
@AmAntiquarian catalogs, explaining the presence of numerous pamphlets #A3
6/10/2017 4:51:06 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #a6 A lot of people are willing to share their DB structure if you
ask them: maybe not their data, but their structure.
6/10/2017 4:51:30 PM
alisakbeer: Serials in TEI: https://t.co/g1RnTO86dZ (It's messy, and something will
always break your rule.) #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:52:01 PM
PoeticsHeretic: RT @JenProf: @julia_flanders mentions that social annotation is
becoming one place online to form community #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @hypothes_is
6/10/2017 4:52:11 PM
rebeccamchung: Images as data problems @wynkenhimself #sharp17 #dhsi17
6/10/2017 4:52:12 PM
bookhistories: Många projekt inom #digitalhumaniora delar gärna med sig av sin
digitala struktur. Det kostar ju inget att fråga i varje fall. #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:52:46 PM
alisakbeer: What terms we use can tie us into a different scholarly community:
"paratext" vs other terms. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:52:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @djohnevans: les gens ne veulent pas nécessairement partager leurs
données mais veulent bien partager la structure de leur #bdd #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:53:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience member on recs of catalogues: "I have a spreadsheet of
every circulating library... we're hoping to make a database" #SHARP17 #A3
6/10/2017 4:53:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself Obscuring that what you are seeing is an image,
not a book; image numbers instead of page nums #mixingconventions

6/10/2017 4:53:35 PM
alisakbeer: Take a look at our tweets for #a6 #sharp17 if you're interested in DBs!
https://t.co/x5VcdH4gYC
6/10/2017 4:53:51 PM
rebeccamchung: Image capture includes time stamps, locations, etc., but processed
image does not make this data accessible #sharp17 #dhsi17
6/10/2017 4:54:38 PM
alisakbeer: Importance of documentation for inter-field comprehensibility of your
terminology. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:55:46 PM
kamaslak: Remember that digital images are only huge numbers of data.
@wynkenhimself #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:55:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: Phenomenal 'Bookish Games' panel w/@Camilliganaire,
@Beth_driscoll, @ClaireSquires & @AmyHildrethChen! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:56:14 PM
alisakbeer: .@AndieSilva discusses the difficulty of "printer/publisher/bookseller" in
early modern paratext as an example. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 4:56:17 PM
DrLeonJ: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 4:56:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer demande à des chercheurs d'autres disciplines (histoire
écono, bibliographie etc) pourquoi ils utilisent ces termes #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:56:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci on the polemical bent of some catalogues,
"catalogues weaponized" to produce specific types of reading #A3
6/10/2017 4:56:39 PM
StevieLMarsden: @Camilliganaire @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @AmyHildrethChen
Was too busy listening to live tweet properly! #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:56:40 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: 'How do you win at book festivals?' Fascinating process of
finding the right gameplay @ClaireSquires #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/10/2017 4:57:08 PM
alisakbeer: Q: What do you do with inherited DB structures? How do you translate one
to another? #sharp17 #a6Must understand underlying Qs&assumptions
6/10/2017 4:57:31 PM
hralperta: .@whitneytrettien en el Renacimiento, no distinguimos entre el lector/a y el
escritor/a #sharp17 #a7
6/10/2017 4:58:05 PM
mlkharrington: @alisakbeer Revealing my background & community biases -- what
other terms? I can't think of simple synonyms for paratext #sharp17

6/10/2017 4:58:07 PM
Saltire_Society: RT @StevieLMarsden: AND shout out to @Saltire_Society's
@scotlitfest! Wooooooo! #sharp17 https://t.co/A5axrbS2D3
6/10/2017 4:58:13 PM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: Lots of knowing giggles as Squires and Driscoll
described reactions to game play! #sharp17 https://t.co/ZP3ClCXmPt
6/10/2017 4:58:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @khetiwe24 a hérité d'une #bdd provenant d'une bibliographie
imprimée, doit "traduire" des Q? de littéraires à Q? d'historiens #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:58:25 PM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Beth_driscoll: our method is both serious and funcreating thinking tools for the future of our disciplines #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:58:26 PM
alisakbeer: Working with original authors was key to the described project. #sharp17
#a6 What is your long-term plan for acces… https://t.co/pnQdXb502H
6/10/2017 4:58:27 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 I'd like to think a bit more about facsimiles lying. Doesn't that
imply that they could be honest? Representation, agency...
6/10/2017 4:58:32 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: 'Digital technology has recalibrated festivals' @Beth_driscoll
on the audiences for book festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 4:58:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I feel like that academic who ate his book live on Sky TV is probably
the apex of this #sharp17 #GE17 mash up that is my Twitter timeline
6/10/2017 4:59:10 PM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: AND shout out to @Saltire_Society's @scotlitfest!
Wooooooo! #sharp17 https://t.co/A5axrbS2D3
6/10/2017 4:59:13 PM
hralperta: .@wynkenhimself: la mayoría de los académicos no quieren ver los textos
antiguos sino leerlos. #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 4:59:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy trying to educate folks about the legacies of
information architecture that underpin Bibframe, MARC, etc #A3
6/10/2017 4:59:49 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: Codex Conquest! @AmyHildrethChen on teaching book
history through games #sharp17 https://t.co/sdoep5GVzR
6/10/2017 5:00:23 PM
alisakbeer: Funding, documentation & tech are all aspects of sustainability. @jotis13
recs .csv .txt for long-term use. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:00:31 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: 'Serious Fun' with @ClaireSquires and @bethdriscoll capturing the literary festival as board game #sharp17 https://t.co/Di…

6/10/2017 5:00:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @khetiwe24 invite à assurer la durabilité des #bdd en parlant avec des
gens des autres disciplines qui voudront les utiliser #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:00:34 PM
loradeets: Great question from @manuscriptgal at Bookish Games re: building in
intrinsic rewards - responses explore challenge, beauty, joy #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:00:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @mollyhardy advocating going to the library as source for
the data, shouts-out to @FolgerLibrary #A3
6/10/2017 5:01:05 PM
bookhistories: Datans hållbarhet är en nyckelfråga för digitala projekt. Hårddisk, CDskiva och diskett är inte gamla men närapå obrukbara #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:01:07 PM
alisakbeer: As designers, we need to facilitate extraction in basic file formats. #sharp17
#a6
6/10/2017 5:01:10 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Funding, documentation & tech are all aspects of sustainability.
@jotis13 recs .csv .txt for long-term use. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:01:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17: for the record, if you want Folger catalog data, we have
info here: https://t.co/nwokuliwc0 @mollyhardy #A3
6/10/2017 5:01:42 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: As designers, we need to facilitate extraction in basic file
formats. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:02:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 assurer la durabilité des données en enregistrant dans des
formats ouverts (.txt .csv) & réfléchir à ce qu'on perd #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:02:17 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell "We lose a lot when we think about digital facsimiles as
surrogates." #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 5:02:32 PM
rachael_isom: #sharp17 https://t.co/jsYOOfyUqM
6/10/2017 5:02:57 PM
lesliehowsam: Now @susanirenebrown asks about peer review and database- (&
career-) building. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:03:25 PM
DHInstitute: @SHARP2017 And there'll be coffee there, too, at the break! Come by and
grab a cup!! (The rain should be over by then ;) #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:03:29 PM
jotis13: RT @lesliehowsam: Now @susanirenebrown asks about peer review and
database- (& career-) building. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:03:49 PM

rebeccamchung: @ryancordell we lose a lot when we think about digital surrogates
instead of digital artifacts. Preach. #a7 #dhsi17 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:04:30 PM
GeorgeOnline: What gets captured in digital facsimiles limits the "computationally
tractable" questions we might ask.@ryancordell @wynkenhimself #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:04:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: First time I've heard the term "Historical bibliometric," and I *like it*
#SHARP17 #A3
6/10/2017 5:05:07 PM
bookhistories: Hur kan kvaliteten upprätthållas på digitala projekt? Är peer review
användbart? Synnerligen svårt för unga forskare.. #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:05:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @jotis13 se considère chanceuse: dans le monde des bibliothèques, le
fait de construire des #bdd est compris et reconnu #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:05:55 PM
hralperta: .@ryancordell Most digitized newspapers are scans of microfilms: the paper is
long gone. #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 5:05:56 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Great point from Q&A, we often think of *the* reader bc we find
difficult understanding *readership*; & #boilerplate is key
6/10/2017 5:06:01 PM
bethknazook: The more we talk about databases, the more they appear deeply
personal ways of engaging with data. Documentation is so important. #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:06:24 PM
gregg_sh: Fascinating from-a-distance-glimpses of so many good things #Sharp17
#jealous
6/10/2017 5:06:32 PM
jmaxsfu: @rebeccamchung @ryancordell #a7 #dhsi17 #sharp17 What's the distinction
he's making?
6/10/2017 5:06:35 PM
youthreading: RT @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: Seriously geeky fun! #sharp17 #codexconquest
https://t.co/R8SYwYs8To
6/10/2017 5:06:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @andiesilva souligne qu'on doit faire le travail d'expliquer à quoi ça sert
de faire des #bdd dans plusieurs départements #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:07:02 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17
https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 5:07:25 PM
bookhistories: Ens institutionella tillhörighet (historia, littvet, teologi etc.) spelar stor
roll för att skapa grogrund för digitala projekt #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:07:46 PM
bethknazook: @alisakbeer Recognizing digital humanities as valued work, not ‘addedvalue’ to scholarly work #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:08:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer n'a pas le temps de et faire #bdd et obtenir la
reconnaissance pour diff degrés de travail dans la collaboration #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:08:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @bethknazook: @alisakbeer Recognizing digital humanities as valued work,
not ‘added-value’ to scholarly work #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:09:08 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ryancordell Q&A . Do readers start on page one? Discontinuous
reading & mapping. Hmm.
6/10/2017 5:09:09 PM
GeorgeOnline: @jmaxsfu @rebeccamchung @ryancordell I think (in context of #a7
discussion) he means "artifact" acknowledges the in… https://t.co/fiNgKpC3aH
6/10/2017 5:09:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 comment qu'on trouve les projets numériques? des répertoires existent
par discipline + Google!!! #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:10:11 PM
hralperta: @GeorgeOnline @jmaxsfu @rebeccamchung @ryancordell And digital
artifacts (unlike 'surrogates') can make their own kinds of meaning! #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:10:37 PM
jordanreed14: .@seth_denbo and @AHAhistorians have put out "Guidelines on the
Professional Evaluation of Digital Scholarship by H… https://t.co/pqvq0ridGa
6/10/2017 5:10:54 PM
bookhistories: Viktig fråga ex auditorio: Hur gör vi databaser lättillgängliga? De är ju
vanligtvis inte sökbara genom bibliotekskataloger #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:10:57 PM
jordanreed14: @seth_denbo @AHAhistorians Everyone can find them here #sharp17
#a6 https://t.co/Geg4hcqwvf
6/10/2017 5:11:51 PM
GeorgeOnline: #sharp17 Yes!My bike: https://t.co/BgpyOnlkKQMore
info:https://t.co/yfO9NxDXlM &https://t.co/xQWDBCF7zz… https://t.co/mPsFYeVBzk
6/10/2017 5:12:53 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Looking for some extra-curricular fun at #sharp17?
We've listed some local faves here: https://t.co/0aV87QU0Hd
6/10/2017 5:12:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: Great comment from Simone Murray: gaming as methodology pays
attention to chance in a way that other theoretical models can't #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:13:09 PM
bookhistories: Det enkla svaret är: Google!, påpekar @Marie_LSJ Åtminstone om
databasen består av separata URL-sidor. #sharp17 #a6
6/10/2017 5:13:15 PM
andiesilva: Here's the link to ARC, the Advanced Research Consortium
https://t.co/lpiRzvrwof #sharp17 #a6

6/10/2017 5:13:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #a6 @mjlavin80 maintient une liste d'ensembles de données
https://t.co/HxIRGeRy5A #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:14:04 PM
hralperta: Audience calls for a standardized "statement of procedures" for digital
artifacts (but prospects seem low) #sharp17 #A7
6/10/2017 5:14:32 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @wynkenhimself I agree w @whitneytrettien. Those are great
teaching points. Please upload those images for us to use w students!
6/10/2017 5:14:48 PM
hralperta: Wow! #sharp17 #A7 rejected the concept of the digital surrogate! But surely
there are moments of surrogacy, as in "digital repatriation"?
6/10/2017 5:18:44 PM
henningsgaard: .@ClaireSquires & @Beth_driscoll: "This is a post-data paper.
Researchers can create knowledge through models and metaphor." #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:20:57 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Proxima sesion de presentaciones comenzara pronto #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:28:14 PM
ClaudiaStokes: RT @amndw2: Our #sharp17 panel is about to begin - come hear
@HessJillian , @ClaudiaStokes, and me in room 129 of the library!
6/10/2017 5:28:48 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Interested in playing #codexconquest? Meet outside the library at
12:10 PM! #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 5:31:01 PM
mlkharrington: Now: #B7, "Book History x Technology," w/Alessandra Bordini, Amanda
Lastoria, John Maxwell, Karina de la Garza-Gil, & Dallas Liddle #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:31:16 PM
jotis13: Next up, session #b6 Publishing for the Distant Future: Digital Design for Long
Term Survival sponsored by SFU Library #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:32:31 PM
jordanreed14: Next up at #sharp17: Session #b1 "Publishers and Profits: Publishing as
a Business Model" with @traviseross and @AmySopcakJoseph
6/10/2017 5:32:39 PM
henningsgaard: .@kathiiberens facilitated a fascinating discussion about "Bookish
Games: Gamifying Book Culture and History" at #sharp17!
6/10/2017 5:33:25 PM
dmndkng: You have to love the UVic campus: a bucolic moment spotted on my way to
#sharp17 this morning. https://t.co/1qvEbMrnYJ
6/10/2017 5:33:27 PM
mlkharrington: 1st in #B7: @SFU delegation (Bordini, Lastoria, Maxwell) talks "From
the Dawn of Print to the Dawn of Digital: SFU Digital Aldines" #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:34:21 PM

jotis13: First speaker @coreyleedavis A Website On The Shelf: Libraries and the
Challenges of #digitalpreservation #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:34:35 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:34:53 PM
earlymodernpost: Pretty much a full house for 'Book History x Technology'. First up,
'SFU Digital Aldines and Networked Open Social Scholarship' #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:35:10 PM
mollyhardy: "Publishers&Profits: Subscription Publishing as Biz Model" based on
@AmAntiquarian seminar led by M Winship #sharp17 https://t.co/I3kn7rxAsp
6/10/2017 5:35:20 PM
jotis13: "I'll try to keep myself to... an hour?" @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:35:50 PM
loradeets: One of the panels I've been looking forward to most! @StevieLMarsden and
@maxinebranagh on Gendered Literary Spaces #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:35:52 PM
alisakbeer: .@coreyleedavis talks about "A Website on the Shelf: Libraies and the
Challenges of #digitalpreservation" #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:35:57 PM
rachael_isom: Dennis C. Landis traces one woodcut's "thrifty, extended use" over 60
yrs in #sharp17 #B8
6/10/2017 5:36:15 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @LDiCuirci notes format-anxiety
encapsulated in early @AmAntiquarian catalogs, explaining the presence of num…
6/10/2017 5:36:34 PM
MariaAChappell: Now Strong c116: 1970s Activist & Counterculture Print Cultures
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 5:36:35 PM
jotis13: Academic libraries are responsible for curating the evolving scholarly record,
which is increasingly digital @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:36:37 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: "Publishers&Profits: Subscription Publishing as Biz
Model" based on @AmAntiquarian seminar led by M Winship #sharp17 https:…
6/10/2017 5:36:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Thinking about "agency" in all its various forms in
C19th and C20th subscription publishing
6/10/2017 5:36:55 PM
earlymodernpost: So far, 21 digitized volumes from press of Aldus Manutius (14521515), Italian editor, printer, publisher #sharp17 https://t.co/1z8MK8YS6M
6/10/2017 5:37:15 PM
jasminemulliken: Stoked to hear how the UVic team is approaching
#digitalpreservation for digital work. #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:37:17 PM
kamaslak: The life of a Woodcut. 60 years of reusing one set of woodcuts by Dennis C.
Landis. #sharp17 https://t.co/97FPSRsCek
6/10/2017 5:37:28 PM
alisakbeer: Shoutout to the analysis of the colors of Mr Rogers' cardigans
https://t.co/i2BYfIqBL9 #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:37:39 PM
sehovde: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 5:37:41 PM
jotis13: Benign neglect is not enough in the new scholarly world. Must actively modify
and manage content over time @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:37:42 PM
rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden and @maxinebranagh on the Zoella book club
#sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/10/2017 5:37:42 PM
PopFicDoctors: Up next at #sharp17 - @StevieLMarsden on Zoella Book Club and
@Millicent_Weber on literary festivals and online conflicts
6/10/2017 5:38:07 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Shoutout to the analysis of the colors of Mr Rogers' cardigans
https://t.co/i2BYfIqBL9 #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:38:12 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club autumn 2016 picks
#sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.co/HDrpLoTOlr
6/10/2017 5:38:13 PM
alisakbeer: Will our grandchildren be able to see our pictures? How does that affect
#digitalpreservation goals and aims academically? #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:38:45 PM
earlymodernpost: Aldus@sfu aims to do more than exhibit volumes, want to create
platform for collaboration & to build awareness in general public #SHARP17
6/10/2017 5:39:07 PM
ryancordell: #sharp17 #b3 @jimmussell on what (bad) indexes teach us about C19
periodicals—“part of the paratext” reconstituting periodicals as books
6/10/2017 5:39:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #B6 Corey Davis: moving away from boxes to online, cloud,
mediated thr. corps where we may no longer own the posted content
6/10/2017 5:39:24 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell readers "reading the wrong article, or reading the
right article wrongly". Clever, & so bad index = bad content.
6/10/2017 5:39:29 PM
jotis13: Digital preservation is not just technical: its planning, resource allocation,
policies @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:39:35 PM
alisakbeer: #digitalpreservation is way more than a technical issue.
Methods/policies/strategies/institutional actions. Social/economic.#sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:39:44 PM
mlkharrington: RT @earlymodernpost: So far, 21 digitized volumes from press of Aldus
Manutius (1452-1515), Italian editor, printer, publisher #sharp17 htt…
6/10/2017 5:39:50 PM
jotis13: @coreyleedavis argues digital preservation is not a technical problem but a
social and economic problem #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:40:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: Digital preservation is not just technical: its planning,
resource allocation, policies @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:40:14 PM
CritRikk: digital preservation is a social and economic problem, not about the
technology; will and money; IP and CC issues Corey Davis #SHARP17 #B6
6/10/2017 5:40:27 PM
alisakbeer: "How do you preserve something you don't actually own?" #sharp17 #b6
Problems of subscription models for #digitalpreservation
6/10/2017 5:40:33 PM
henningsgaard: Wish some of my @ooliganpress students could be here at #sharp17
for this talk about @Zoella by @StevieLMarsden. Ri… https://t.co/mBzdXg3IVg
6/10/2017 5:40:34 PM
MariaAChappell: First up: Kinohi Nishikawa with "Reframing Blackness: The Installation
Aesthetic of In Our Terribleness" #sharp17 #sharpB5
6/10/2017 5:40:43 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club
autumn 2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…
6/10/2017 5:40:44 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell So an index gives a kind of form to periodical lit, an
order from disorder, a structure ... #agree
6/10/2017 5:40:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 #c1 parleront tous les deux de la publication par souscription avec
@AmySopcakJoseph @traviseross et al. #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:40:49 PM
rebeccamchung: Aldus@SFU: a crossover digital platform for scholarly and
nonscholarly readers. Strong in Aldine Greek @agbordini… https://t.co/nyCRYyVTEJ
6/10/2017 5:40:57 PM
lesliehowsam: Methods in #bookhistory see @nzsydney, Situated Knowledges,
bibliography, personography, placeography. Cambridge Comp Hist of Book. #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:41:11 PM
loradeets: Online community + cultural exchange: @StevieLMarsden examining the
complex context of the Zoella book club #sharp17 https://t.co/HNaBgXWk3i

6/10/2017 5:41:12 PM
zanna_vl: La présentation de Dennis Channing Landis capte l'imagination! #sharp17
#twitterstorians https://t.co/vH7jhhcAZ9
6/10/2017 5:41:24 PM
ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher & @stirpublishing alumna
@StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club https://t.co/cartOZ96NN
6/10/2017 5:41:26 PM
alisakbeer: LOCKSS: Lots of copies keep stuff safe. #sharp17 #b6 Canadian model for
access to gov't information in hard copy.
6/10/2017 5:41:29 PM
jotis13: LOCKSS in analog world: multiple libraries owning same physical books
@coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:41:31 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club autumn
2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…
6/10/2017 5:41:32 PM
bookhistories: Två tredjedelar av tidningarna etablerade i Storbritannien under 1800talet gick i konkurs #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:41:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @AmySopcakJoseph begins with the problem of making
subscribers pay for Godey Lady's Book.
6/10/2017 5:41:46 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 citizens could hold gov't officials accountable b/c they had
access to the records/archives; now problematized w/corp mediation
6/10/2017 5:41:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph 2/3 des périodiques du début du 19e aux ÉtatsUnis ont échoué: problème de qualité ou de modèle d'affaires? #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:41:53 PM
jotis13: (Part of why I cringe when libraries talk about downsizing things b/c they are
duplicates of other libraries' holdings) #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:42:22 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher &
@stirpublishing alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club
https://t.co/ca…
6/10/2017 5:42:25 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: "How do you preserve something you don't actually own?"
#sharp17 #b6 Problems of subscription models for #digitalpreservat…
6/10/2017 5:42:30 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: ex of Kindle - I can sell device, but only "renting"
content; analog allowed ownership + stewardship, not digital
6/10/2017 5:42:45 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell But the order contradicted chronology, in that
indexes were printed annually #afterlives #awarenessofpostprintmoment

6/10/2017 5:42:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 getting a tour of Simon Fraser University's Aldine
project, https://t.co/CEnVvqnjVD
6/10/2017 5:43:21 PM
mollyhardy: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @AmySopcakJoseph begins with the
problem of making subscribers pay for Godey Lady's Book.
6/10/2017 5:43:32 PM
alisakbeer: CGI-DPN creates a multi-node model to emulate LOCKSS analog multistorage. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:43:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph parlera de https://t.co/hiiZcu8NFm:10 000
abonnées en 183740 000 abonnées en 1849près de 150 000 en 1860 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:43:42 PM
JCBLibrary: RT @hralperta: Come check out my digital demonstration on colonial,
multilingual OCR for #sharp17 #firstbooksdh https://t.co/cB1iaA1Cd3
6/10/2017 5:43:45 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: CA gov't information digital preservation
network: CGI-DPN - using web archive, distributed w/ LOCKSS
6/10/2017 5:43:52 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher &
@stirpublishing alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club
https://t.co/ca…
6/10/2017 5:43:54 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: Online community + cultural exchange:
@StevieLMarsden examining the complex context of the Zoella book club #sharp17
https:/…
6/10/2017 5:43:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph GLB increased subscribers x4 btw
1849 & 1850. Godey changed strategies for acquiring subscibers across C19th
6/10/2017 5:44:24 PM
alisakbeer: CGI-DPN is on multiple power grids, in diff earthquake zones, etc. Avoid the
problems we saw in the US re. gov't cl… https://t.co/rb7nJ9gRsw
6/10/2017 5:44:27 PM
emilederosnay: RT @UVicLib: Stop by our table at #sharp17 and pick up your free copy
of our award-winning publications @KulaJournal @UVicSC @TransArchives…
6/10/2017 5:44:31 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: this allows the library to harvest, own, curate
and preserve
6/10/2017 5:44:35 PM
TheUKRED: Jim Mussell (@jimmussell): Indexes to periodicals indicate that their
compilers imagine "a bookish afterlife" for their numbers #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:44:35 PM
bookhistories: "Godey's Lady's Book" var en succé-kvinnotidskrift vars upplaga steg
från 40,000 år 1849 till 150,000 år 1860 @AmySopcakJoseph #sharp17 #b1

6/10/2017 5:44:41 PM
jotis13: Our neighbors across the ravine are getting a shout-out as part of the Public
Knowledge Project @PittTweet @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:44:45 PM
earlymodernpost: Metadata in Digital Aldines project is heavily material, reflects
background in publishing studies. eg thickness, text block #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 5:44:46 PM
CitizenWald: .@jimmussell on C19 periodical indices right up my alley: tensions of
genre definition, ephemerality vs. archival ambition etc. #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:45:08 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: library-based publishing can become a
ScholComm node, helps transmit, share, preserve jrnal content using PKP OJS
6/10/2017 5:45:20 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Contextualizar el alza de subscripciones de publicaciones periodicas
en 19c a traves de Godey's Lady's Book #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:45:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph étudie les colporteurs/agents littéraires dont le
travail a assuré l'accroissement de la circulation de Godeys #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:45:38 PM
ryancordell: #sharp17 #b3 @jimmussell argues indexes argued against the
ephemerality of the periodical, insisting on its continued existence & value
6/10/2017 5:45:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Family account books as source
for purchasing periodicals. Show they purchased from agents
6/10/2017 5:46:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The SFU Aldine project includes essays from popular
contributors, as well as academic essays, aiming at enthusiasts
6/10/2017 5:46:19 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: we need to maintain ownership/control - CA
Research Knowledge Network trusted digital repository task group
6/10/2017 5:46:20 PM
jotis13: Just starting a task group to see what can do about preserving access to
mulitmillion dollar publishing bundles @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:46:25 PM
wendycr_: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #A4 .@AmyHildrethChen 's Codex Conquest, OER
- game to teach book history, rather amazing: https://t.co/ROwDS0kgDP
6/10/2017 5:46:33 PM
rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden: Zoella book club develops a community of readers,
a network public #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:46:42 PM
earlymodernpost: 3 audiences: aldine scholars, book scholars, 'smart but not nec
academic' audience. Invited essays by popular contributors #sharp17 #b7

6/10/2017 5:46:51 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell Selectivity: choosing one word from the title or
author. Kipling listed under Rudyard. Me: Sim w commonplace & subjects
6/10/2017 5:46:58 PM
mollyhardy: .@AmySopcakJoseph shows Periodical agent ad from Washington (PA)
Reporter “Keep up the steam! This way! Ye lovers of Literature” #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:47:02 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: the Keepers Registry supports long-term access,
but only represents 20% of resources w/ ISDN (or ISBN?)
6/10/2017 5:47:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The social web has offered special collections an
opportunity to become more engaged in diverse communities
6/10/2017 5:47:38 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden: Zoella book club develops a
community of readers, a network public #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:47:45 PM
wynkenhimself: Learning about @SFU's Aldus digitizations and looking forward to
exploring. Love the range of essays! #sharp17 https://t.co/WmBRGwEPh0
6/10/2017 5:47:57 PM
bookhistories: Tidningar såldes av enskilda bokagenter, många av dem kringresande.
Vissa försäljningskvitton finns bevarade! @AmySopcakJoseph #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:48:06 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive
component 4 "Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 5:48:09 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: web archiving: collecting primary web-based
source material"without Twitter do we really know Donald Trump?"
6/10/2017 5:48:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden: Zoella book club develops a
community of readers, a network public #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:48:24 PM
mollyhardy: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Family account
books as source for purchasing periodicals. Show they purchased from agen…
6/10/2017 5:48:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey employait une demi-douzaine de
colporteurs pour assurer la distribution de son magazine #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:48:36 PM
loradeets: Only a fraction of Zoella readers engaged in the official discussion - but for
those who did, meaningful experience @StevieLMarsden #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:48:41 PM
milenaufpr: Segunda mesa do dia. #sharp17Limitação de orçamento na organização de
eventos é um tema mencionado (nada irrelevante) desta mesa-redonda.

6/10/2017 5:48:48 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: more content created since 1995 born-digital, so
web archiving needed to capture the evolving Scholarly Record
6/10/2017 5:48:51 PM
jotis13: Future scholars studying post-1995 are going to desperately need web archives
to conduct original research @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:48:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 SFU's Aldine project was one of the first projects of
SFU's Digital Humanities Innovation Lab
6/10/2017 5:48:55 PM
rachellynchase: @StevieLMarsden: Importance for participants of Zoella book club of
conveying on social media that they are serious readers #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:49:00 PM
onlinereaders1: First gif of the day courtesy of @StevieLMarsden #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:49:01 PM
jotis13: "The legal issue is huge." @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:49:12 PM
earlymodernpost: General audiences not a threat to scholarly rigour, special colls can
reach out &share. #sharp17 #b7 Yes! Ppl are interested if involve them
6/10/2017 5:49:23 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: a lot of web archiving efforts squashed early
because uni legal office worried over rights, IP
6/10/2017 5:49:45 PM
CritRikk: RT @earlymodernpost: General audiences not a threat to scholarly rigour,
special colls can reach out &share. #sharp17 #b7 Yes! Ppl are inte…
6/10/2017 5:49:55 PM
bookhistories: Utgivaren av tidningen "Lady's book" annonserade och varnade
prenumeranter för falska kolportörer "Beware of him!" @AmySopcakJoseph #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:49:55 PM
alisakbeer: RT @earlymodernpost: General audiences not a threat to scholarly rigour,
special colls can reach out &share. #sharp17 #b7 Yes! Ppl are inte…
6/10/2017 5:49:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey warned about fake
agents. V reminiscent of Lara Cohen's work on fraudulence & print, & very Melvillean!
6/10/2017 5:50:01 PM
LuciferArgues: RT @earlymodernpost: General audiences not a threat to scholarly
rigour, special colls can reach out &share. #sharp17 #b7 Yes! Ppl are inte…
6/10/2017 5:50:04 PM
jotis13: Do you need to ask permission before you crawl someone's website?
@coreyleedavis (Me: Well, if you might crash that site...!) #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:50:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Open social scholarship: The Aldine project is
working towards a social annotation layer to go over their scanned images

6/10/2017 5:50:20 PM
onlinereaders1: Zoella book club members share images of Zoella's books in situ
#sharp17
6/10/2017 5:50:29 PM
CritRikk: .@coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17 the boundaries of the scholarly record are
shifting and blurring; we're becoming an "Amnesiac Civilization"
6/10/2017 5:50:54 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 @AmySopcakJoseph on false traveling agents “prowling about
the state of NY.” Godey starts offering certificates of authentication
6/10/2017 5:51:02 PM
loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers take part via shared
images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11meezfpo
6/10/2017 5:51:05 PM
jotis13: How do we archive web content when it's customized depending on who is
looking at it? No "canonical" version. @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:51:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 No one on the Aldine project reads Greek. Amazing
what you can do with crowdsourcing some things.
6/10/2017 5:51:28 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey stopped using agents
when postal rates reduced. Able to maintain financial control & increase subs
6/10/2017 5:51:29 PM
CritRikk: @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17 is giving another warning against the digital
dark age (guiltily looking at old Zip drives, Cds, floppies in box
6/10/2017 5:51:36 PM
earlymodernpost: ...they're seeking support for building a social annotation layer, to
network/connect collections & expertise #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 5:51:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers
take part via shared images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11m…
6/10/2017 5:51:48 PM
andiesilva: Svetlana Kochkina looking at the marketing of Evelina through paratextual
structures. #excited #b8 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:52:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Interesting to see how easily visual social media (Instagram) used to
share textual engagement @StevieLMarsden… https://t.co/GJSj6Unysr
6/10/2017 5:52:07 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers
take part via shared images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11m…
6/10/2017 5:52:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey emploie une demi-douzaine de colporteurs
(travelling agents) pour distribuer son magazine #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:52:40 PM
mlkharrington: Moving on to Karina de la Garza-Gil, "Printing Technology and Work
Organisation in the Printing House, Cologne 1470-1475" #b7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:52:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next! Karina de la Garza-Gil, "Printing Technology and Work
organisiation in the Printing House, 1470-1475" #SHARP17 #B7
6/10/2017 5:52:42 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Next! Karina de la Garza-Gil, "Printing
Technology and Work organisiation in the Printing House, 1470-1475" #SHARP17 #…
6/10/2017 5:52:48 PM
bookhistories: Växten av "Lady's Magazine":s tidningsupplaga sammanföll med
lättsamt litterärt innehåll och billigare porto @AmySopcakJoseph #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:52:52 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell Poole's 1882 index to periodical literature: Poole
takes the liberty to change titles as he sees fit. Bad, bad practice
6/10/2017 5:53:03 PM
zanna_vl: Hoe parateksten gebruiken om een boek in een specifiek genre te plaatsen,
@svetlanakochkuna #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:53:05 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: La reputacion de Godey's Lady's Book dio paso a agentes
haciendose pasar como trabajadores de Godey recolectando $ de subscripcion #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:53:14 PM
jotis13: CNN no longer represented in Internet Archive since Jan 2017. Made
customization that prevents archiving @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:53:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on Instagram by Zoella
book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:53:26 PM
onlinereaders1: @StevieLMarsden compares marketing images and poses for Zoella to
images of female readers from classical art #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:53:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: @StevieLMarsden compares marketing images
and poses for Zoella to images of female readers from classical art #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:53:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph il y avait également des fraudeurs qui collectaient
l'argent d'abonnés: publicités contiennent avertissements #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:54:02 PM
CritRikk: @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17 - now turning to the Internet Archive and the
WayBack Machine, pointing to CNN page on 20170102 as example
6/10/2017 5:54:32 PM
MariaAChappell: Next: @bilycutfong with "'Oh, that was a nice party': Listening to
Labour in Literary Collectives" #SHARP17 #sharpB5

6/10/2017 5:54:38 PM
andiesilva: Kochkina: Evelina never went out of print in English. So how did publishers
keep people interesting in buying new editions? #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 5:54:42 PM
jotis13: "When this project goes away AS IT WILL, as they all will..." #inevitable
#thinklongterm @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:54:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Godey readers formed clubbed to make subscriptions
cheaper. I wonder if there's crossover w/ zoella book club discussed in #b4
6/10/2017 5:55:00 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 éventuellement, plus de colporteurs: abonnement se fait par la poste
@AmySopcakJoseph utilise les archives de bureaux de poste #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:11 PM
bookhistories: Utgivaren av "Gody's Lady's Magazine" hängde ut kvinnliga läsare som
delade tidningen med andra och inte betalade för sig #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:22 PM
kamaslak: How is paratext used to market books towards new generations? Svetlana
Kochkina asks at #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @jimmussell is interested in the cutting & handiwork behind index
making, & pre-print. #RightlySo Index manuscripts, do they exist?
6/10/2017 5:55:25 PM
CritRikk: @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17 ex: of Diary of Robert Graves, addition of site
map link on bottom of pages provide static link to DB content
6/10/2017 5:55:30 PM
rebeccamchung: Aldine@SFU Special collections can through digital projects extend
access and engage #opencollectivescholarship #festinalente #b7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:30 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: La rhetorica de Godey dio impulso a clubes de subscripciones en vez
de circular copias prestadas/no propias de Lady's Book #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:37 PM
flightarchivist: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Corey Davis: web archiving: collecting
primary web-based source material"without Twitter do we really know Dona…
6/10/2017 5:55:50 PM
jotis13: CNN doesn't care about archive friendliness, but scholars do, we can work with
our sites to make them archivable @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:55:54 PM
jasminemulliken: Why am I not surprised UVic uses both LOCKSS and Archive-It? ;)
#digitalpreservation #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:56:09 PM
mollyhardy: Godey sought to shame openly women who borrowed a copy from a friend
or who read the post office copy, shows @AmySopcakJoseph #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:56:12 PM
loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book & C18, C19
representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/kYDvF1Vusw
6/10/2017 5:56:21 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey encourage la création de clubs de lecture
(subscription club) plutôt que l'abonnement via bibliothèques #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:56:29 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 5:56:31 PM
hralperta: @coreyleedavis muestra la desaparición de historia digital a causa de
cambios estructurales, y introduce la época de amnesia #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:56:41 PM
CritRikk: @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17 Canadian Web Archiving Coalition: work w/
CARL, community of practice providing best practices, guidance
6/10/2017 5:56:49 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:56:55 PM
alisakbeer: .@coreyleedavis Libraries can no longer sit and wait for content to come to
us. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:57:04 PM
jotis13: Static urls aren't just good for archiving - they also allow stable citation of
content for scholarly opblications. #bestpractice #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:57:06 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 5:57:09 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: .@coreyleedavis Libraries can no longer sit and wait for
content to come to us. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:57:12 PM
milenaufpr: Eleanor Shevlin não pode vir, mas enviou um áudio. Sobre grupo de
estudos sobre cultura impressa na região de Washington.#sharp17
6/10/2017 5:57:19 PM
richardodapona1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:57:21 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @bilycutfong on how _sound_ can help make heretofore
unrecognized labor in literary and cultural production "visible, audible"
6/10/2017 5:57:27 PM
bookhistories: Genom att dela på en tidningsprenumeration kunde även mindre
bemedlade kvinnor få tillgång till tidningar @AmySopcakJoseph #b1 #sharp17

6/10/2017 5:57:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph publicité compare le prix de l'abonnement pour les
femmes au coût des cigares que consomment les hommes #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:57:30 PM
jasminemulliken: Corey Davis shows the limitations of web archiving. I feel your pain!
#digitalpreservation #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:57:34 PM
loradeets: @StevieLMarsden ...and striking contrast to images posted by book club
participants of their own reading… https://t.co/ry6vqG7hO2
6/10/2017 5:57:50 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: .@coreyleedavis Libraries can no longer sit and wait for
content to come to us. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 5:57:53 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph Godey introduced story showing
women how to set up subs clubs. Appealed to economic motives, gave women agency
6/10/2017 5:58:03 PM
VgWa9BcjGiza_: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:03 PM
Co8Qg: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:10 PM
daviducokufuya1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals & digital communities
#sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 5:58:22 PM
fl18wxr: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:22 PM
rachael_isom: Svetlana Kochkina: since Burney sold Evelina's copyright before 1st
pub., transformations of text happened on paratextual level #sharp17 #B8
6/10/2017 5:58:26 PM
kevineyirateju1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:27 PM
Je2Zs: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:30 PM
RhTu2: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH

6/10/2017 5:58:43 PM
AlyaaMn29yjd: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:46 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals &
digital communities #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 5:58:47 PM
jotis13: "People make decisions without a view to the future." #TRUTH @coreyleedavis
#b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:58:48 PM
MgxPh: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:48 PM
jg91egg: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:49 PM
avudilepuvawiy: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:51 PM
RsQrr: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:54 PM
KulaJournal: RT @alisakbeer: See our slides here! #sharp17 https://t.co/mToP1r5RvN
6/10/2017 5:58:55 PM
DsQmz: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:58:59 PM
Bu7Ym: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph stratégies de distribution de Godey ne succèdent
pas chronologiquement, se chevauchent (sauf le colportage) #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:59:04 PM
richardowodewi1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:08 PM
ronalduqipusiy1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:14 PM
danielilajoxox1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:17 PM

onlinereaders1: The only way to cope today is obviously to operate as a twitter tag
team #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:59:19 PM
Ro0Zsp_Alandy: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:21 PM
Norenenk07: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 5:59:24 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:59:28 PM
bookhistories: En tidningsprenumeration för 2$ om året var överkomlig i förhållande till
männens cigarrkonsumtion om ca 25-50 cent i veckan #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 5:59:49 PM
karencoyle: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component
4 "Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 6:00:27 PM
Riorra_aRx43vgp: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 6:00:41 PM
mollyhardy: .@traviseross on "selling patronage in the golden age" #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:00:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now @traviseross on Private Subscriptions and Public Goods:Selling
Patronage in the Golden Age #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:00:47 PM
milenaufpr: Eleanor Shevlin descreve atividades do seu longevo grupo de estudos, que
ja dura 17 anos. #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:00:52 PM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: @StevieLMarsden compares marketing images and
poses for Zoella to images of female readers from classical art #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:01:09 PM
jotis13: Next Martin Holmes (no Twitter handle given, sorry) Selecting Technologies for
Long-Term Survival #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:01:32 PM
andiesilva: French editions gendered and feminized the book by reducing size,
addressing reader as "delicate" #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:01:42 PM
ryancordell: #SHARP17 #b3 @jimmussell shows how Poole’s book—an Index to
Periodical Literature—became through its regular supplements a periodical itself
6/10/2017 6:01:51 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "Private Subscriptions Public Goods: Selling Patronage in the Gilded
Age" por @traviseross #sharp17

6/10/2017 6:01:54 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 6:02:11 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Open social scholarship: The Aldine
project is working towards a social annotation layer to go over their…
6/10/2017 6:02:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil: measuring textblocks and gaps to
determine whether a text were set to be printed on a one- or two-pull press
6/10/2017 6:02:19 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @bilycutfong: Radical literary collectives opposed dominant
structures of capital, but they also repeated gender division of labor
6/10/2017 6:02:36 PM
jotis13: The problem: you should be able to finish a digital project and walk away
without having it vanish in a year or two. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:02:38 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The social web has offered special
collections an opportunity to become more engaged in diverse communiti…
6/10/2017 6:02:39 PM
rachellynchase: @Millicent_Weber discusses digital communities and scandals at
literary festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:02:44 PM
CritRikk: next Martin Holmes, the Endings Project, it is important to be able to stop and
step away before the server goes down #SHARP17 #B6
6/10/2017 6:02:45 PM
lauragrayblair: An interesting analysis of young women reader-consumers in the Zoella
Book Club from @StevieLMarsden in #SHARP17's… https://t.co/NTZh2ATAWn
6/10/2017 6:02:48 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 6:03:03 PM
pauluturefomik1: RT @SofiaaQo83qaq: #sharp17 Fall seven times, stand up
eight.https://t.co/RsevREoTaH
6/10/2017 6:03:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross Souscriptions privées, biens publics: vendre le mécénat
durant la seconde moitié du 19c aux États-Unis (Gilded Age #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:03:09 PM
jasminemulliken: .@martindholmes talks about selecting technologies in digital project
design for optimal preservation. #digitalpreservation #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:03:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lauragrayblair: An interesting analysis of young women readerconsumers in the Zoella Book Club from @StevieLMarsden in #SHARP17's #B4…

6/10/2017 6:03:29 PM
rachellynchase: RT @loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers
take part via shared images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11m…
6/10/2017 6:03:34 PM
hralperta: Martin Holmes: You should be able to finish a digital project, not work on it
for the rest of your life. (this reqs dig. pres.) #sharp17 #B6
6/10/2017 6:03:36 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Interesting to see how easily visual social media
(Instagram) used to share textual engagement @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 #…
6/10/2017 6:03:41 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: @Millicent_Weber discusses digital communities
and scandals at literary festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:03:43 PM
jotis13: Assumptions: no apocalypse, bits can be stored and retrieved, archives exist,
change continues as fast as now #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:03:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 je constate que "subscription" en anglais veut dire à la fois
"abonnement" (@AmySopcakJoseph) et "souscription" (@traviseross) #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:04:18 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: assumption #1: no apocalypse; #2: bits can be
stored & retrieved; #3 archives will exist; #4 tech will evolve
6/10/2017 6:04:20 PM
aehdeschaine: RT @earlymodernpost: General audiences not a threat to scholarly
rigour, special colls can reach out &share. #sharp17 #b7 Yes! Ppl are inte…
6/10/2017 6:04:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: @Millicent_Weber discusses digital communities
and scandals at literary festivals #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:04:47 PM
jotis13: Strategy: want working software application with no software, network reqs,
pop file formats, functions that gracefully degrade #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:05:01 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: we choose file formats with huge buy-in and
investment, also functionality that gracefully degrades; aiming at 50 years
6/10/2017 6:05:03 PM
milenaufpr: Eleanor Shevlin apresenta extensa lista de pessoas que já foram fazer
palestras no seu grupo. Posso supor seja uma lista de peso! #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:05:11 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: you might come back and tell me this goal was
stupid, but I'll be dead by then
6/10/2017 6:05:20 PM
LDiCuirci: So. Many. Questions. #sharp17 https://t.co/RbrIylitKk
6/10/2017 6:05:27 PM

jotis13: They're aiming for 50 years (after which he'll be dead and won't care) #b6
#sharp17
6/10/2017 6:05:28 PM
rachael_isom: In 1821, Evelina becomes a "regency sketchbook" with elaborate color
illustrations that incorporate c19 fashions -Kochkina #sharp17 #B8
6/10/2017 6:05:55 PM
hralperta: Holmes: debe ser posible acabar con un proyecto sin seguir trabajando hasta
el fin de tu vida! (depende de preserva… https://t.co/urseypfj1g
6/10/2017 6:05:57 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: comparing web pages to web sites to printed books;
the vast majority of our current cultural data/docs are digital
6/10/2017 6:06:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil: The text distribution problem in an inner
sheet occurs because the printer was setting a full-sheet at a time
6/10/2017 6:06:17 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @traviseross Subscription publishing allowed for
saturation of market, and tailoring of products to taste and budgets.
6/10/2017 6:06:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: Les ensembles de données spécifiques à l'histoire du livre se trouvent à
https://t.co/L7qxzpKB3J #sharp17 https://t.co/RIjTwXjwF5
6/10/2017 6:06:27 PM
lindseyseatter: Really appreciating the innovative room design and presentations at the
Continuing the Conversation roundtable! #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:06:29 PM
jotis13: File formats likely to survive: html. World's first website still works b/c of
backward compatibility and error tolerance #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:06:35 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: and the worlds first website/page *still* works
because of HTML backward compatibility
6/10/2017 6:06:39 PM
tylershores: RT @loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers take
part via shared images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11m…
6/10/2017 6:06:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil: If the printer had been setting page-bypage, you wouldn't get squeezed / differently set text in an inner-sheet.
6/10/2017 6:06:50 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 6:06:53 PM
andiesilva: 1817 Regency edition used bid to royal patronage to elevate the book to
something more canonical. #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:07:18 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 - however, not all web features persist (see: Flash, BLINK tag,
etc.) core content may persist, but not always accessible

6/10/2017 6:07:34 PM
jotis13: Having migrated a site to a new edition of Rails... yeah, some other platforms
not so stable! #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:08:06 PM
rebeccamchung: Casting off and its consequences, Karina de la Garza-Gil #b7
#sharp17 #predigbook17 #dhsi17 https://t.co/QUg51VRMrJ
6/10/2017 6:08:18 PM
lesliehowsam: .@traviseross on subscription selling of Hostory(!) books by the Bancroft
Co c19 USA #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:08:27 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: most projects are prod web pages and serving to
browser, so we don't nec. need backend, but presentation (interaction?)
6/10/2017 6:08:30 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross: consommer un livre ne signifie pas nécessairement le
lire, on peut le consommer en regardant les images #truedat! #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:08:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @henningsgaard: Wish some of my @ooliganpress students could
be here at #sharp17 for this talk about @Zoella by @StevieLMarsden. Right u…
6/10/2017 6:08:51 PM
jotis13: A lot of systems are complicated but at end of the process produces html. Need
to be able to preserve html and/or xhtml #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:08:53 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Weber on literary festivals scandals Brisbane 2016 & Lionel Schriver.
Advert for a law firm behind - interesting… https://t.co/G4Y5vTajAP
6/10/2017 6:08:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 @traviseross Subscription
publishing allowed for saturation of market, and tailoring of products to taste…
6/10/2017 6:09:04 PM
gbarnhisel: @traviseross: consumption & reading not the same--can consume a book
w/o reading. Corollary to Radway, "reading is not eating"? #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:09:07 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: HTML gives us 4.5 billion pages; HTML 5 = 62.5% of
web sites (a spec that took 25 years to evolve more or less)
6/10/2017 6:09:18 PM
bobgeoghegan: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive
component 4 "Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 6:09:19 PM
MariaAChappell: @bilycutfong Now: "Mainmise: Countercultural Geographies in
Reproduction" #SHARP17 #sharpB5
6/10/2017 6:09:22 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: Les ensembles de données spécifiques à l'histoire du
livre se trouvent à https://t.co/L7qxzpKB3J #sharp17 https://t.co/RIjTw…

6/10/2017 6:09:23 PM
kariebookish: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 6:09:32 PM
andiesilva: Later editions targeted middle-class female readers. Cover page anounced
author as "Miss Burney." #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:09:35 PM
kariebookish: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Interesting to see how easily visual social media
(Instagram) used to share textual engagement @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 #…
6/10/2017 6:09:37 PM
lindseyseatter: .@hcorneliadean speaks about the @UVicLib as both the physical and
intellectual space of the book history program #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:09:46 PM
kariebookish: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 6:09:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil provides evidence that the work was
printed page-by-page, even though it was set by the sheet.
6/10/2017 6:10:07 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby
of MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:10:07 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: HTML 5: tolerance to variation, to error: (now
example of simple TEI as custom data in XHTML5)
6/10/2017 6:10:08 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Weber on literary festivals scandals Brisbane 2016 &
Lionel Schriver. Advert for a law firm behind - interesting #sharp17…
6/10/2017 6:10:19 PM
kariebookish: Really enjoying #sharp17 tag. Recommended if you are interested in
books and print culture.
6/10/2017 6:10:43 PM
rachael_isom: @bcdonnelly18 Yes! Apparently Evelina has never been out of print in
English. Very interesting talk at #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:10:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: ex: <span data-teiEl="name" datateiAttType="vessel">Titanic</span>if TEI doesn't survive we can recov. data from HTML
6/10/2017 6:11:13 PM
MariaAChappell: @bilycutfong By Felicity Tayler #SHARP17 #sharpB5
6/10/2017 6:11:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross étudie les modèles d'affaires de publication par
souscription de livres d'histoire de https://t.co/V1MuP0Mb9D #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:11:51 PM

jotis13: Second tech that will survive: cascading style sheets. Design principles
incorporate forward and backward compatibility. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:12:04 PM
milenaufpr: Muito interessante ouvir bibliotecários lembrando que história do livro não é
uma disciplina. É essencialmente inter-áreas. #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:12:04 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: 2nd tech: separate content from presentation = CSS
cascading style sheets, 20-year old spec now (cont. print tradition)
6/10/2017 6:12:05 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: ex: <span data-teiEl="name" datateiAttType="vessel">Titanic</span>if TEI doesn't survive we can recov.…
6/10/2017 6:12:21 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @bilycutfong shares a short clip from this sound recording of TISH's
daily humdrum activity (an archive of… https://t.co/Dh4R0WtfAm
6/10/2017 6:12:29 PM
bookhistories: Prenumeration förändrades radikalt från 1700- till 1800-talet. I äldre
tider trycktes ofta prenumeranternas namn @traviseross #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:12:35 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Venta de libros a traves de subscripciones y su evolucion en C19
#sharp17
6/10/2017 6:12:36 PM
andiesilva: 19th c. editions begin to position the novel as a classic. Some editions
include extensive introductions + editional apparatus. #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:12:39 PM
rachael_isom: @andiesilva I find really fascinating the changes in how her authorial
identity is represented---anon to Miss Burne… https://t.co/22IKD3NIJw
6/10/2017 6:12:58 PM
jotis13: Argues third tech to survive will be Javascript (and hails the imminent demise of
Flash) #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:12:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: third element of platform: JavaScript (has become
defacto standard, becoming stronger!)ECMA-262 and ISO 16262 standrds
6/10/2017 6:13:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross à choisir entre qualité littéraire et celle de l'objet (belle
reliure), les souscripteurs choisissaient la seconde #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:13:15 PM
jotis13: XHTML + CSS + JS underlies web sites, iOs, some ebooks #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:14:25 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: web pages, mobile apps, EPUB3 expressed using:
XHTML + CSS + JS (platform)
6/10/2017 6:14:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross les colporteurs essayaient de vendre les volumes aux
femmes, espérant avoir de l'aide pour convaincre leurs maris #sharp17

6/10/2017 6:15:04 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: we've now gone to a build process. Store all data in
repository; when change we run checks: val XML, run diagnostics
6/10/2017 6:15:18 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @AMHansen22 Definitely curious! The use of squiggly brackets
around titles in auctioneer catalogues to denote Sammelbamde.
6/10/2017 6:15:54 PM
bookhistories: Forskeren @traviseross præsenterer engageret om bogsæljeren Bancroft
og prænumeration i det sene 1800-tallets USA #boghistorie #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:16:09 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: goals and benefits: site works from any web server;
can work off hard drive; works of USB drive
6/10/2017 6:16:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Loving @traviseross giving us his rendition of C19th
subscription agents' sales patter.
6/10/2017 6:16:13 PM
LesHarrison_vcu: Hubert Howe Bancroft and Subscription book sales in C19 western
US. Always be closing. #SHARP17 #b1
6/10/2017 6:16:23 PM
onlinereaders1: Weber - lit festivals represent lit communities to themselves #sharp17
also sites for wider protest and debate #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:16:35 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @AMHansen22 Samelbande & the connection of vols by meaning
for library sorting in EM catalogues. author, subject, series. Fab topic
6/10/2017 6:16:39 PM
andiesilva: Early 20c. edtions show Evelina becoming a popular gift book. Packaged as
attractive and entertaining reading. #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:16:41 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: every significant entity in the site has its own page at
a unique URL (not the preserved query string)
6/10/2017 6:17:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil: I desperately look for mistakes. ... What
would have happened if the printer had produced a perfect product?
6/10/2017 6:17:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Weber - lit festivals represent lit communities to
themselves #sharp17 also sites for wider protest and debate #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:17:22 PM
rebeccamchung: Cologne incunabula: setting by formes, quarto in half-sheets, because
of single-pull presses #sharp17 #b7 #predigbook17 #dhsi
6/10/2017 6:17:25 PM
amandalastoria: chair introduced me as Canada's 1st PhD candidate in Publishing.
someone let out big 'ha! exciting!' Hmm not sure how to take that #sharp17

6/10/2017 6:17:37 PM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: Weber - lit festivals represent lit communities to
themselves #sharp17 also sites for wider protest and debate #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:17:50 PM
jotis13: Thanks to our community notetakers! #a6 #sharp17 https://t.co/7dwZeCEVd0
6/10/2017 6:17:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Garza-Gil: bibliographers are deeply indebted to the
imperfection of the manufacturing practice
6/10/2017 6:17:55 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: the harvester for the Internet Archive can use and
preserve these simplified, standardized, consistent links - but 6/10/2017 6:17:56 PM
wynkenhimself: #sharp17 Karina de la Garza-Gill on bibliography and recovering old
printing techniques: "I desperately look for mistakes" this exactly
6/10/2017 6:17:57 PM
rachael_isom: RT @andiesilva: Early 20c. edtions show Evelina becoming a popular gift
book. Packaged as attractive and entertaining reading. #sharp17 #b8
6/10/2017 6:18:05 PM
andiesilva: It's all I can do right now not to keep tagging #dhsi2017 instead of
#sharp17 #trainedfingers #automaton #braindead
6/10/2017 6:18:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross colporteurs faisaient semblant d'informer de l'existence
d'1 excellent ouvrage, souscripteurs voulaient leur copie #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:18:24 PM
gbarnhisel: Re Am subscription publishing: 1920s Parisian expats (Beach, McAlmon,
Bird, Crosby) sold them as coterie luxury goods. #b1 #C1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:18:27 PM
mlkharrington: Closing out #B7 with @DallasLiddle, asking "How Should Book History
Use the Idea of Technology? Metaphors, Models, and Systems." #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:18:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @traviseross shows a set of Bancrofts the bookcase they
were sold in - for sale at Ken's Rare Books, Salt Lake City! Buy buy buy!
6/10/2017 6:18:34 PM
jotis13: Implications: unique url, every page needs to be built in advance, every page
needs to include everything required to function #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 6:19:14 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: must build every single page site will ever need -this is a lot of pages; lots of duplication. so what? it is TEXT!
6/10/2017 6:19:15 PM
earlymodernpost: Final paper by @DallasLiddle “How Should Book History Use the Idea
of Technology? Metaphors, Models, and Systems” #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 6:19:26 PM

Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross les souscripteurs pouvaient personnaliser la reliure des
volumes et y indiquer leur nom #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:19:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Dallas Liddle, "How should book history use the idea
of technology? Metaphors, models, and systems"
6/10/2017 6:19:43 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: offers the old model of digital content transmission
(browser, cocoon, queries, output, return cycles)
6/10/2017 6:19:58 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: Thanks to our community notetakers! #a6 #sharp17
https://t.co/7dwZeCEVd0
6/10/2017 6:20:10 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: new model: walking back into the past, proudly into
1995: a bunch of linked pages
6/10/2017 6:20:23 PM
jotis13: Huge tension underlying the sustainability of website and streamlining content
delivery in this model. 1995 vs "modern" design. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:20:46 PM
milenaufpr: Mike Everton (de Simon Fraser university) trata do início de uma
especializacao e de um programa de pós-grad em Cultura impressa#sharp17
6/10/2017 6:21:07 PM
couriertrip: RT @bookhistories: När bokhistorikerna sover kommer hjortarna smygande
fram och återerövrar campus från akademikerna @uvic #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 6:21:12 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: warning: we can't do: a site search with this method
(rely on Google?) NOR combinatorially explosive query responses
6/10/2017 6:21:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross souscripteurs qui s'abonnent alors que plusieurs volumes
ont déjà été publiés doivent payer un gros 1er versement #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:21:26 PM
earlymodernpost: Reference to Princess Bride gets a knowing laugh 'you keep using
these words... do not mean what you think...' @DallasLiddle #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 6:21:41 PM
rachael_isom: When Oxford joins the game in c20, Evelina becomes a handbook to c18
culture---these publications largely dismissive of Burney #sharp17 #B8
6/10/2017 6:22:01 PM
jotis13: Can't do site searches, complex queries, but at least later aren't usually an
issue with digital editions #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:22:03 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: again, our three core technologies for long-term
digital edition is: (X)HTML + CSS + JS
6/10/2017 6:22:04 PM
andiesilva: Mid-20C packaging treats novel as a handbook to the 18C. Illustrations used
as almost historical records. #sharp17 #b8

6/10/2017 6:22:09 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @ftayler on how radical Québécois publication MAINMISE advanced
an editorial vision of planetary social collectivity
6/10/2017 6:22:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Liddle: "A book is a machine to think with" -- an
epigrammatic opener from I.A. Richards that took on a life of its own
6/10/2017 6:22:19 PM
onlinereaders1: Panel discussion moves on to questions of methods and ethics of
studying online communities #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:22:34 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 - other poss implications, unfortunately: will lose attached
features incl. social annotation, threaded discussion features?
6/10/2017 6:23:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross colporteurs pouvaient offrir bibliothèque de bois gratuite
pour ranger 39 vols pour faciliter vente de l'ouvrage #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:24:04 PM
earlymodernpost: .@DallasLiddle recaps Walter Ong on writing as technology, changes
way we relate to the world. #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 6:26:05 PM
jasminemulliken: .@martindholmes highlights 3 fundamental tools 4 sustainable web
design. Anything else jeopardizes longevity.… https://t.co/VrHIOZBbDt
6/10/2017 6:26:07 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 - actually, rethinking this - if interactive features are JS
enabled, issue is to make sure whole DOC inc. addtl content +
6/10/2017 6:26:26 PM
ISRIV: RT @wynkenhimself: Learning about @SFU's Aldus digitizations and looking
forward to exploring. Love the range of essays! #sharp17 https://…
6/10/2017 6:26:42 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 - discourse layer could be preserved, but might be in
snapshots as time-stamp specific; rely on JS to display; no JS = messy
6/10/2017 6:27:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @traviseross a trouvé la paperasse d'une famille de souscripteurs dans
leur bibliothèque de bois, maintenant à @bancroftlibrary #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:27:15 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: 1)Debido al interes de la compañia hacia un modelo de veta a
traves de subscripcion, la compañia era mas flexible con sus ventas #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:27:23 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: 2) a sus clientes @traviseross #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:27:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: @traviseross @bancroftlibrary Mais quelle belle découverte! Archives can
end up in such cool places! #sharp17 #b1
6/10/2017 6:28:08 PM

kinohin: #SHARP17 @ftayler traces the production of radical space in MAINMISE
through countercultural flows between … https://t.co/CKoyhIujsT
6/10/2017 6:28:50 PM
mnievesvas: HABIT
LEAGUE!https://t.co/tqaOfUc2x8#yegpride#sharp17#SCOENG#FutureWorldToday#Quali
6/10/2017 6:28:51 PM
mollyhardy: Thrilled to have a biz historian talkin' books -- Dan Raff of @Wharton on
subscription publishing as economic move in 19C #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:29:05 PM
jotis13: Showing off Map of London website. I immediately find a degraded
functionality" where Google Map link is broken but data in XML #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:29:21 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Modelo de subscripcion como modelo economico circumastancial
debido a su lugar en la historia #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:29:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Liddle exploring some of the glossing on cultural
expressions of "technology,"
6/10/2017 6:29:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Liddle: "It's like comparing your love to a Summer's
day and asking if she has high humidity, mosquitoes, and softened asphalt"
6/10/2017 6:30:07 PM
lauragrayblair: Great paper from @Millicent_Weber on literary festivals, scandal &
social responsibility. Whose stories are told in these spaces? #SHARP17
6/10/2017 6:30:12 PM
e_ekelly: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17 https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/10/2017 6:30:28 PM
jotis13: "If you are an entity, you should have a unique ID, you should have a URL, end
of story." @martindholmes #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:30:51 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @lauragrayblair: An interesting analysis of young women readerconsumers in the Zoella Book Club from @StevieLMarsden in #SHARP17's #B4…
6/10/2017 6:31:16 PM
andiesilva: Stephen Webb is tracking printing networks related to The Travels of Sir
John Mandeville #sharp17 #b8 https://t.co/q5Lr99YwdC
6/10/2017 6:31:30 PM
jotis13: (Finally found the appropriate Twitter handle, after the talk is over of course.
@martindholmes #livetweetproblems #b6 #sharp17 )
6/10/2017 6:31:48 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ jimmussell useful: distinguish newspapers from periodicals
(18th c.) by pagination: periodicals, continuous; newspapers, restart.
6/10/2017 6:32:02 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @loradeets: 'Visual engagement' - how Zoella's book club readers
take part via shared images @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https://t.co/C11m…

6/10/2017 6:32:04 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @jotis13: "If you are an entity, you should have a unique ID, you
should have a URL, end of story." @martindholmes #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:32:21 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book &
C18, C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 6:32:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @ jimmussell useful: distinguish
newspapers from periodicals (18th c.) by pagination: periodicals, continuous; new…
6/10/2017 6:32:23 PM
DHInstitute: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 on the convergence of #SHARP17 and
#DHSI2017: a natural overlap in this scholarly venn diagram
6/10/2017 6:32:23 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Riesgos de venta al por menor 1)inventario 2) precio dictado por
cantidad en el inventario. #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:32:29 PM
rachael_isom: .@livesinlibrary traces English printings of The Travels of Sir John
Mandeville toward its chapbook form #sharp17… https://t.co/QKI4rfJIMN
6/10/2017 6:32:47 PM
gbarnhisel: Dan Raff: the idea that subscription publishing was a "historical dead end"
is "Whig history" #B1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:32:58 PM
jotis13: Third co-presenters are Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins & Sarah Kell, Why Do Print at
All? Constructing a 'Dictionary' for the Future #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:33:11 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: RT @rachael_isom: .@livesinlibrary traces English printings of The
Travels of Sir John Mandeville toward its chapbook form #sharp17 #B8 htt…
6/10/2017 6:33:18 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 to be fair to Martin Holmes, this is great work, preserves Early
Modern content; features I asked abt not part of his sources
6/10/2017 6:33:22 PM
mlkharrington: Metalinguistics of reading #sharp17 twitter: languages I read fluently
go by unmarked, but languages I read more slowly grab the eye.
6/10/2017 6:33:23 PM
mollyhardy: Raff: subscription publishing is "whig history almost as pure as it can be"
#sharp17
6/10/2017 6:33:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 Daniel Raff aborde la souscription du point de vue des maisons
d'édition: solution transhistorique à un contexte particulier #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:33:43 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Ouço pessoas falando sobre arquivos e historia do livro em
diferentes universidades, penso nas possibilidades nas univ brasileiras.

6/10/2017 6:33:53 PM
jotis13: No Twitter handles so again please assume the next tweets are about their talk.
#b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:34:21 PM
mlkharrington: Meanwhile, I click to translate Portuguese, Swedish, et cetera.
#sharp17
6/10/2017 6:34:46 PM
jotis13: Reminder to folks: if you DO have a Twitter handle, it is awesome when you put
it on the footer of your slides - not just 1 but all #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:35:14 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: lunch tables will be set out in the lobby of
MacLaurin today at noon #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:35:19 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins and Sarah Kell: Why do Print at all?:
Constructing a "dictionary" for the future
6/10/2017 6:35:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Raff outlines the risks at play for publishers through
Carey. Subscription model eased burden by providing credit & demand
6/10/2017 6:36:43 PM
jotis13: Project is creating both a web-based application and a print dictionary,
comparing functionality/purpose of each. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:36:49 PM
zanna_vl: Hoe Stephen Webb de print culture van de tekst "The Travels of sir John
Mandeville" succesvol in kaart brengt… https://t.co/38MBBMOKtI
6/10/2017 6:37:00 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Modelo de subscripcion como metodo para ayudar la produccion de
libros #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:37:21 PM
earlymodernpost: Multiple (competing) theories describe technological development, so
how should book history approach technology as model/idea? #sharp17 #B7
6/10/2017 6:37:22 PM
mollyhardy: Raff reports Weems encouraged Carey to undertake handsome Bible. Carey
kept it in standing type Bible, &boom! pub empire is born. #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:38:19 PM
jotis13: Discussing tension between language loss and revitalization, lexical resources
created to preserve "before they die" #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:38:20 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 focus on indigenous languages, past preservation work +
contrast w/last 25 years, now working to reclaim not just preserve
6/10/2017 6:38:40 PM
jotis13: Resources intended for scholars stuyding dead past not for living language. This
is now changing. #b6 #sharp17

6/10/2017 6:39:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 perspective de l'histoire économique appliquée à l'histoire du livre
https://t.co/0S6ECAxlL5 par Dan Raff de @nberpubs @Wharton #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:39:51 PM
hralperta: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins and Sarah Kell: Why
do Print at all?: Constructing a "dictionary" for the future
6/10/2017 6:40:05 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 EC-H: growing use of digital technologies (though tools come
+ go) the need is to advocate use of appropriate tech
6/10/2017 6:40:08 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 EC-H: critically important to not only preserve, but create
access to these dictionaries, lexicons, cultural materials
6/10/2017 6:40:44 PM
earlymodernpost: Suggestion to look at feminist technology theory from audience
#sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 6:41:03 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Resources intended for scholars stuyding dead past not for living
language. This is now changing. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:41:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Project is creating both a web-based application and a print
dictionary, comparing functionality/purpose of each. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:41:14 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 EC-H: past resources: boxes of filecards and other paper
materials (1970s 1980s) "hope the sprinklers don't go off"
6/10/2017 6:41:57 PM
jotis13: Raising the spectre of the office sprinkler system going off all over research
materials... ::shudders:: #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:42:22 PM
earlymodernpost: #SHARP17 https://t.co/RBOs4OLhSF
6/10/2017 6:42:47 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @loradeets: One of the panels I've been looking forward to most!
@StevieLMarsden and @maxinebranagh on Gendered Literary Spaces #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:43:06 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 EC-H: the current database can output a print dictionary. on
Filecards: "the 'what'", word-in-use, word-in-sentence (ex Salish)
6/10/2017 6:43:37 PM
jotis13: RT @earlymodernpost: #SHARP17 https://t.co/RBOs4OLhSF
6/10/2017 6:43:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Raff - Book of the Month club supplemented book
stores. Operated in areas too small to support stores, had cheaper overheads
6/10/2017 6:44:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 la souscription comme modèle d'affaires diminue le fardeau en assurant
crédit et demande, voir l'éditeur Mathew… https://t.co/3a8em51ucB

6/10/2017 6:44:18 PM
mollyhardy: Raff: In 1920s, Book of Month Club selected books boasted 3-4x sales of
other books #sharp17 #b1
6/10/2017 6:44:24 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Sarah Kell: comparative factors in the lexical resources:
content, style, usability, lining, interactivity
6/10/2017 6:44:24 PM
bookhistories: Metareflektion vid #sharp17: Är #powerpoint akademikerns fiende eller
bästa vän? Går budskapet fram bättre eller sämre? #bluescreen #b1
6/10/2017 6:44:34 PM
rebeccamchung: Casting off as a precursor to two-pull press #b7 #sharp17
#predigbook17 #dhsi17
6/10/2017 6:44:36 PM
andiesilva: If your stomach is growling remember that #SHARP17 lunches will be
availabe at MacLaurin! https://t.co/eCbLZ6uynZ
6/10/2017 6:44:45 PM
hralperta: Czaykowska-Higgins and Kell: digital technologies and nxa?amxčín language
revitalization. #sharp17 #b6 cc @WiredHumanities @blillehaugen
6/10/2017 6:45:22 PM
kathiiberens: Excellent papers #B7 @DallasLiddle, Garza-Gil, @jmaxsfu. #sharp17 Now
catching last of digital preservation panel.
6/10/2017 6:45:41 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: breakdown of content in print format. head word in
orthography, morphological breakdown, pronunciation, sentences
6/10/2017 6:45:43 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @mollyhardy: Raff: In 1920s, Book of Month Club selected books
boasted 3-4x sales of other books #sharp17 #b1
6/10/2017 6:45:46 PM
msalisonjacques: I didn't know #sharp17 is in Victoria this weekend -- while I'm in
Ottawa at #editors17! Now I'm all like https://t.co/kY2ikiuEjh
6/10/2017 6:45:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 question time: @hkpmcgregor asks the SFU Aldine
about how readers come to the site: capacity expansion happened yesterday
6/10/2017 6:45:57 PM
bookhistories: Under 1920-talet såldes bokklubbsböcker i tre till fyra gånger så många
exemplar som "vanliga böcker" #sharp17 #b1 https://t.co/bYvTi8PaFp
6/10/2017 6:46:15 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: for digital version: head word, pronunciation variants,
morphological breakdown, meaning/glosses, sentences
6/10/2017 6:46:27 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: for digital version: head word,
pronunciation variants, morphological breakdown, meaning/glosses, sentences

6/10/2017 6:46:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: contrast: sense of space greater, presentation of entry
more elegant in online version: attn to fonts and font sizes
6/10/2017 6:46:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: use of additional typographic conventions to save space (
| character, etc.)
6/10/2017 6:47:24 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Raff: publishers have used subscription models to
solve different business problems over time: market accessibility, risk
6/10/2017 6:47:35 PM
jotis13: Appropriating web display conventions for print dictionary, i.e. space saving "|"
to separate citations from content. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:48:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 https://t.co/Fb5vuDughv: pour les villes trop petites pour avoir une
librairie parce que frais généraux (overhe… https://t.co/2LR9E2WV4t
6/10/2017 6:48:23 PM
earlymodernpost: 'Better answer for how to get word out re digi resources: make them
educational (parallels Aldus' own 'outreach')' John Maxwell #B7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:48:35 PM
yyjnow: RT @msalisonjacques: I didn't know #sharp17 is in Victoria this weekend -while I'm in Ottawa at #editors17! Now I'm all like https://t.co…
6/10/2017 6:48:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 @jmaxsfu notes that Aldus didn't need twitter to
advertise his books, he leveraged an educational apparatus
6/10/2017 6:48:43 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Clubes de libros a traves de subscripciones como alternativa
economica para venta de libros vs venta al menor #b1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:48:47 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: looking at Usability -organized alphabetically (English)
for beginning learner; web version: drill-down links
6/10/2017 6:49:27 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: web versions go from a simple view to drill down to
additional features, relationships, (simulated tabbed structure)
6/10/2017 6:50:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Raff suggesting we could see Amazon's Kindle as a
subscription model. Another way of reducing risk and stock housing costs
6/10/2017 6:50:51 PM
rebeccamchung: Aldine printed editions for scholar of 1000. Lesson for special
collections online: target designated communities over SMO. #sharp17 #b7
6/10/2017 6:51:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live on TV #sharp17
@SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4

6/10/2017 6:52:17 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: print lists the root-based index for next page (vs
hyperlink)- for English entry: sound, root, rel. meanings, uses
6/10/2017 6:52:19 PM
hralperta: Czaykowska-Higgins and Kell: usability needs are different from English and
nxa?amxčín sides of bilingual dictionary #sharp17 #B6
6/10/2017 6:52:27 PM
mollyhardy: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #b1 Raff suggesting we could see
Amazon's Kindle as a subscription model. Another way of reducing risk and st…
6/10/2017 6:52:28 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 Raff conclut en démontrant que le modèle d'affaires d'@AmazonPub est
nouvelle forme de souscription/abonnement (subscription) #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:52:41 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Kell: focus is more new-users, learners, rather than
comprehensive bilingual thesaurus
6/10/2017 6:53:11 PM
jotis13: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live on TV
#sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4
6/10/2017 6:53:34 PM
hralperta: Maybe I missed it: why produce a print dictionary in addition to the digital
edition? #sharp17 #B6
6/10/2017 6:54:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @KatieMcGettigan demande si le fait de partir un club de lecture
(subscription club) accroissait le statut social d'une femme #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:54:53 PM
jotis13: "When we finally hit print on that huge PDF..." interesting implications about
digital-physical book creation in that statement #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:55:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 @AmySopcakJoseph n'a pas encore pu vérifier #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:55:38 PM
jotis13: @hralperta I think for long term sustainability? Or accessibility? Either that or
tenure credit... #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:56:02 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live
on TV #sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4
6/10/2017 6:57:11 PM
jameshodges_: Reflecting on Martin Holmes' talk in #sharp17 panel #B6: Long-term
web preservation currently has problems w crawling complex sites #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:57:57 PM
gbarnhisel: Great point by @Marie_LSJ about how French distinguishes b/t 2 meanings
of "subscribe." Perhaps "underwriting" for… https://t.co/zYkcfAetaN
6/10/2017 6:58:06 PM

jotis13: @hralperta Aha! They're printing it for ability to see the whole, accessibility, and
by community request #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:58:37 PM
jotis13: Community wanted print dictionary b/c cultural weight of print "authority" and
long-term durability #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:59:11 PM
kathiiberens: Why print an indigenous dictionary? Community requests it; also, it gives
whole overview where websites tend to be used partially. #sharp17
6/10/2017 6:59:27 PM
jotis13: From Word Perfect to the TEI... this project has undergone massive
transformations in 20 yrs. Books can last 100s of years. #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:00:13 PM
hralperta: Digital is useful, but the "artefactuality" of print dictionary is symbol of
relationship between community and Uni… https://t.co/mqIqpwLplH
6/10/2017 7:00:22 PM
kathiiberens: Why print a 1300-page indigenous dictionary? A web environment is
fragile. We KNOW books can last hundreds of years. #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:00:42 PM
jameshodges_: Holmes shows that using certain pervasive techniques is a good step 1
in avoiding these problems. Esp. HTML5, CSS, JS #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:00:56 PM
jotis13: To lunch! Recall its at the MacLauren building where we had the opening
keynote yesterday. #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:00:57 PM
Boston1775: RT @mollyhardy: Raff: subscription publishing is "whig history almost as
pure as it can be" #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:02:34 PM
jameshodges_: Holmes, responding to Q: Certain widely-used techniques, esp. libraries
like jQuery, are still a nightmare for crawlers. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:03:24 PM
kathiiberens: Talking about how print and web editions of a dictionary will inevitably
misalign. Web updates easily; print updates expensive. #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:03:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: Interesting for all live-tweeting translators: @JoGrenier @RasoulAliak
@Hector_Lopez_17 @hralperta @AbiLemak… https://t.co/DLCI9zhL0I
6/10/2017 7:04:10 PM
jameshodges_: My thought: Academics follow best practices like this for a living, so our
online editions can meet these specs easily. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:04:54 PM
kathiiberens: “Intentional” misalignment is a solution to problem of print/web versions
of indigenous dictionary. Build in different affordances. #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:05:19 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Going to Mystic Market for lunch to play #codexconquest after
meeting up at the library at 12:10 #sharp17

6/10/2017 7:05:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: @gbarnhisel "Souscription" also has the sense of crowdfunding, not just
guaranteeing money... #sharp17 #b1
6/10/2017 7:06:15 PM
jameshodges_: I wonder: Will commercial web devs ever get onboard? Would help
assuage the inaccessibility of primary sources for web history #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:07:24 PM
jameshodges_: If you've ever tried to pull up old MySpace pages via WayBack, you've
seen how far we have to go in this dept. #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:08:20 PM
hralperta: Digital dictionary project began over 25 years ago (!!) so methods are
constrained by antiquated decisions #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:10:11 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Standing at the library door for #codexconquest #SHARP17 ! Come
by so we can go to the Mystic Market together!
6/10/2017 7:12:39 PM
Marie_LSJ: #b1 reminded me that #subscription and #serialization have the same
business model just volumes vs. instalments #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:13:31 PM
hralperta: Imprimir un proyecto digital con contenido indígena muestra el valor de la
obra, la idioma y la comunidad #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:14:46 PM
mollyhardy: RT @Marie_LSJ: #b1 reminded me that #subscription and #serialization
have the same business model just volumes vs. instalments #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:15:01 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited
presentation on her hot new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https…
6/10/2017 7:15:30 PM
jotis13: Luckily I'm in a cluster unit w/a fridge b/c I cannot eat anything at today's
#sharp17 lunch because it's NOT LABELED as to allergen content
6/10/2017 7:15:39 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Off to Mystic Market in the university center to play #codexconquest
between sessions #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:24:55 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/9eJKks6LfI Thanks
to @mkgold @tjowens @juliannenyhan #a11y #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:27:04 PM
rachael_isom: Excited to present w/ @marylearner & @glass_grant on readingwriting in
1st-yr comp. I'll look at c19 scrapbooks & @anvcscalar #sharp17 #C4
6/10/2017 7:29:40 PM
rachael_isom: @marylearner @glass_grant @anvcscalar Many thanks to Sarah Carrier
of @NCCollection for the digital scans that will… https://t.co/qTjqqa5a0r

6/10/2017 7:31:03 PM
jordanreed14: Hey #sharp17. Come out to McPherson Library 210 after lunch for
session #c9, "Textbooks in the Digital Age." https://t.co/bLUYwIvxdj
6/10/2017 7:32:51 PM
jordanreed14: We'll be putting digital textbooks into historical context and getting to
the bottom of what a modern textbook actually is #sharp17
6/10/2017 7:34:26 PM
jordanreed14: Specifically, taking a look at @AmericanYawp and the development of
textbooks in the OER movement compared to 20th cent. books #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 7:44:42 PM
polindone: RT @hralperta: Imprimir un proyecto digital con contenido indígena muestra
el valor de la obra, la idioma y la comunidad #sharp17 #b6
6/10/2017 7:46:28 PM
dolechner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp17 dieses Jahr leider nur 2 TeilnehmerInnen aus
Deutschland... Aber @bookhistorynetw folgt dem Geschehen aktiv über…
6/10/2017 7:48:53 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals & digital
communities #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 7:54:30 PM
john_overholt: RT @CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited
presentation on her hot new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https…
6/10/2017 7:56:32 PM
mollyhardy: RT @CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited
presentation on her hot new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https…
6/10/2017 8:00:18 PM
jpallares: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/10/2017 8:00:41 PM
physiocool: WANTS TO REALLY BOOST #FOLLOWERS FAST?볼 https://t.co/AUvvgeEtUi
볼 #sharp17 #JamieRedknapp #GioGonzalez @meshwafula254 @mathebela1
6/10/2017 8:03:20 PM
MariaAChappell: Day 3: still no deer sighting. Am beginning to suspect deer are hiding
just to mess with #SHARP17
6/10/2017 8:04:13 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @rachael_isom: .@livesinlibrary traces English printings of The
Travels of Sir John Mandeville toward its chapbook form #sharp17 #B8 htt…
6/10/2017 8:04:49 PM
Laura_Estill: Of interest to #sharp17 https://t.co/5vTc1gzO0u
6/10/2017 8:05:12 PM
carlosl51068174: RT @physiocool: WANTS TO REALLY BOOST #FOLLOWERS FAST?볼
https://t.co/AUvvgeEtUi 볼 #sharp17 #JamieRedknapp #GioGonzalez @meshwafula254
@ma…

6/10/2017 8:05:20 PM
mollyhardy: RT @Laura_Estill: Of interest to #sharp17 https://t.co/5vTc1gzO0u
6/10/2017 8:05:57 PM
rafiqulmail60: https://t.co/lNnIfe6Dlq #sharp17 https://t.co/QfgAZbZ9AY
6/10/2017 8:06:29 PM
rafiqulmail60: https://t.co/lNnIfe6Dlq #sharp17 https://t.co/CkhxaNayVm
6/10/2017 8:06:39 PM
wagdan_55: #sharp17#Battlefront2#yegprideThis is a beautiful
voice볼볼https://t.co/NNzXHV3lf6… https://t.co/7Iv94pyY5A
6/10/2017 8:06:45 PM
nandraperry: RT @Laura_Estill: Of interest to #sharp17 https://t.co/5vTc1gzO0u
6/10/2017 8:06:57 PM
Semaz_0: #sharp17#Battlefront2#yegprideThis is a beautiful
voice볼볼https://t.co/Zb8yJOTRuI…
6/10/2017 8:07:34 PM
t_s_institute: #a6 #sharp17 @Marie_LSJ says: talk to other projects & ask how do
they structure themselves&their linked Taylor Swift?
6/10/2017 8:14:47 PM
jordanreed14: #sharp17 https://t.co/5pgW9eJ5CG
6/10/2017 8:20:47 PM
srgkhsbjl: watch!https://t.co/Uo1pP7X7wXDarth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17Ayrto볼n
Senna
6/10/2017 8:22:41 PM
lmoo3a: RT @srgkhsbjl: watch!https://t.co/Uo1pP7X7wXDarth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:22:48 PM
kjdjkjf: RT @srgkhsbjl: watch!https://t.co/Uo1pP7X7wXDarth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:22:48 PM
AnonAmlove1983: RT @srgkhsbjl: watch!https://t.co/Uo1pP7X7wXDarth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:22:48 PM
baby_3bee6: RT @srgkhsbjl: watch!https://t.co/Uo1pP7X7wXDarth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:22:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Anyone going to be over in"Bibliography and the Digital"?
@earlymodernpost is hoping for a "cheeky tweeter" #SHARP17
6/10/2017 8:26:04 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Anyone going to be over in"Bibliography and the
Digital"? @earlymodernpost is hoping for a "cheeky tweeter" #SHARP17
6/10/2017 8:26:26 PM

Teamjamaica1: I ain't fucked up bout it #Effective #WITNESS #sharp17 #hashtug
#business #time2rise #BUCKETLIST
6/10/2017 8:27:52 PM
mlkharrington: You know an academic conference is lit when the spambots start
popping up all over the hashtag. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:29:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live on
TV #sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4
6/10/2017 8:30:33 PM
jotis13: @mlkharrington Yeah, I've been reporting them left and right. Soooo many
spambots. #Sharp17
6/10/2017 8:31:00 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 21st century panel: "70% of SHARP members
researching in 21st century as a period." Stevie Marsden: let's get serious
6/10/2017 8:33:08 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "Pirate Busters and Cracking Crews: The Materiality of (Anti-) Pirate
Innovations in 1980s Digital Text Technologies" #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:33:32 PM
PopFicDoctors: Workshop "The 21st Century Book" at #sharp17 hosted by
@rachellynchase and @StevieLMarsden (1/2) https://t.co/c0FsUb9yNp
6/10/2017 8:33:38 PM
jotis13: Back to work in session #c7 Reading and Writing to Disk: Sheffield and Books in
the Digital Humanities #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:33:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Up next for me: Reading and Writing to Disk: Sheffield and Books in
the Digital Humanities (David Strong C122) #SHARP17
6/10/2017 8:34:00 PM
mlkharrington: #c4, "Readingwriting in the 1st-year Composition Classroom," begins
with @marylearner on "Searching for Apocalypse in the Archives" #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:34:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan "Scholarly Equivalents of the
Monograph? An examination of some Digital Edge Cases"
6/10/2017 8:35:05 PM
milenaufpr: Christine Pawley ampliando o esquema apresentado por Darnton, sobre o
circuito de produção e recepção de livros. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:35:11 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Come on guys, join us in McPherson A025. We currently have
eleven auditors for two papers on Bib. Description #ghostofbowersturning
6/10/2017 8:35:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel C6 Christine Pawley on reading & gender in early 20th America
notes importance of infrastructure & technology systems #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:35:23 PM
jotis13: First up, @jamescosullivan on Scholarly Equivalents of the Monograph? An
Examination of Some Digital Edge Cases #sharp17

6/10/2017 8:35:30 PM
a_e_lang: @EpistolaryBrown @earlymodernpost I'm in it & will give it my best shot
#sharp17
6/10/2017 8:35:30 PM
mollyhardy: .@maylearner “A Search for Apocalypse in the Archives” #sc4 #sharp17:
where does rdg begin & wrtg begin when wrkg w the archive?
6/10/2017 8:35:31 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "Pirateria" de textos (digitales) usando Mind Mirror por Timothy
Leary como ejemplo @jameshodges_ #c6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:35:48 PM
sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/fvEXIdfsv4Darth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17Ayrto볼n
Senna
6/10/2017 8:36:08 PM
cindosa39: RT @sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/fvEXIdfsv4Darth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:36:20 PM
mqsaf: RT @sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/fvEXIdfsv4Darth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:36:20 PM
q8jrhn: RT @sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/fvEXIdfsv4Darth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:36:20 PM
BLOUSHI88: RT @sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/fvEXIdfsv4Darth 볼MaulNBA
L볼ive
18#EAP볼LAYAdam볼
West#Batm볼an#yegp볼ride#Battl볼efront2#shar볼p17A…
6/10/2017 8:36:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: Looking for Room 210 in the library? Up from the entrance to the next floor,
turn right & its on your right after the elevators #c9 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:36:36 PM
CritRikk: looking forward to hearing from scholar and fellow science fiction fan
.@jamescosullivan at #SHARP17 #c7
6/10/2017 8:36:41 PM
jotis13: The Academic Book of the Future Report was published yesterday, he's
discussing some key findings #c7 @jamescosullivan #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:36:51 PM
earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan will present on outcomes of Academic Book of the
Future AHRC project #sharp17 #c7 https://t.co/SPz75A1stT
6/10/2017 8:36:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan "The Academic Book of the
Future" an AHRC-funded investigation in the role of academic books >> Knowledge
6/10/2017 8:37:08 PM
jotis13: https://t.co/bqDVdzGv1i #c7 @jamescosullivan #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:37:12 PM

rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 already we can see connections between print media
studies, even if there are institutional barriers: Simone Murray
6/10/2017 8:37:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan gives a shout-out to @samartha
and the rest of the Academic Book of the Future Team
6/10/2017 8:38:00 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan key talking points from the report: The
Academic Book of the Future https://t.co/QdLb8LKDtm
6/10/2017 8:38:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Pawley: Invisible infrastructure supported reading in late
19th/early20thC America often through state laws #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:38:29 PM
jotis13: What is an edge case? Want to move beyond book vs. not-book and include
"book-ish" objects #c7 @jamescosullivan #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:38:33 PM
a_e_lang: up now @ #sharp17 : David Lee Gants on the "abominable snowman" of
book hist: descriptive bibliography & its disappearance in grad programs
6/10/2017 8:38:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan Edge cases: moving beyond 'book
vs. not book'
6/10/2017 8:38:42 PM
onlinereaders1: Change of pace after lunch for a workshop on the 21st century book
#sharp17
6/10/2017 8:38:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Workshop "The 21st Century Book" at #sharp17
hosted by @rachellynchase and @StevieLMarsden (1/2) https://t.co/c0FsUb9yNp
6/10/2017 8:39:00 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Copias "pirateadas" pueden resultar cerca de 20x mas que copias
producidas @jameshodges_ #c6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:39:01 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan Edge Cases :projects that are book-ish -but first, what is an academic book?
6/10/2017 8:39:08 PM
mollyhardy: .@marylearner's uses @EBBA_Ballads to teach rhetoric of Apocalypse -How apocalyptic did people of London feel during 1666 fire? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:39:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 FYI, @d2verso is updating Bowers, so this is to be a historic talk.
And Gants has started w McGann. #reallypowerfulstuff
6/10/2017 8:39:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan edge cases: "Whether we might
consider something to be bookish has profound repercussions for ... our field"
6/10/2017 8:39:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: Workshop "The 21st Century Book" at #sharp17
hosted by @rachellynchase and @StevieLMarsden (1/2) https://t.co/c0FsUb9yNp

6/10/2017 8:39:48 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan : we are often distracted by the form
(digital vs. print, features) rather than what it does
6/10/2017 8:39:50 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Estrutura fisica da leitura: estandardização de bibliotecas, com
Christine Pawley.
6/10/2017 8:40:15 PM
earlymodernpost: Looking at edge cases - 'bookish' projects, not strict division of book
and not book. Too varied for taxonomy. @jamescosullivan #c7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:40:27 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan : the taxonomy of edge cases is difficult,
the structures vary widely - no single stable taxonomy
6/10/2017 8:40:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan digital resources, curated spaces,
participatory community-based projects, visual representations: edge cases
6/10/2017 8:40:43 PM
onlinereaders1: @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo introducing her work says she wishes her long
time collaborator @DrDFuller was here. So do we all! #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:40:52 PM
lesliehowsam: Just starting session on textbooks #C9 in hard-to-find room in library.
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 8:41:06 PM
mollyhardy: Love @marylearner's on why ballads so perfect for comp classes.
@AmAntiquarian coll. might also be useful #sharp17 https://t.co/6lZgWTuvPy
6/10/2017 8:41:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan will be sharing the report in full on
twitter later
6/10/2017 8:41:18 PM
mlkharrington: Fascinated by @marylearner's work w/broadside ballads: widely popular
w/contemporary audiences & accessible to modern students. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:41:32 PM
kamaslak: Descriptive bibliography (telling the book by its material existence) is the
first draft of book history. David Lee Gants at #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:41:45 PM
PedagogyAmLitSt: RT @mollyhardy: Love @marylearner's on why ballads so perfect
for comp classes. @AmAntiquarian coll. might also be useful #sharp17 https://…
6/10/2017 8:41:57 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan edge-cases include digital resources,
curated spaces, participatory and community-based projects
6/10/2017 8:41:58 PM
wynkenhimself: Want to play around with images of books of different sizes? Here's
the image group I used at #sharp17 https://t.co/EQRiWasZqi

6/10/2017 8:42:01 PM
DrDFuller: Great line up for '21c book' panel. #sharp17 . Take a look @CorinnaNoRue
@ILoveCopyright ..our people. https://t.co/slQrQYrq3h
6/10/2017 8:42:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan is not, in any way, attempting to
diminish the value of the codex. Just opening the door to other options
6/10/2017 8:42:10 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 q1: what methods do you use to research the 21st
century book?
6/10/2017 8:42:29 PM
JJMcEvilla: ##Sharp17 @d2verso Thinking of edition, issue, & state in an electronic
age. Composition begins with a computer keyboard.
6/10/2017 8:42:29 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @DrDFuller: Great line up for '21c book' panel. #sharp17 . Take a
look @CorinnaNoRue @ILoveCopyright ..our people. https://t.co/slQrQYrq…
6/10/2017 8:42:32 PM
jotis13: RT @wynkenhimself: Want to play around with images of books of different
sizes? Here's the image group I used at #sharp17 https://t.co/EQRi…
6/10/2017 8:42:37 PM
a_e_lang: How delightful. In a #sharp17 session on bibliography & the digital, we are
passing an actual book around https://t.co/QwamLfPfID
6/10/2017 8:42:51 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan + visual representations + other forms
requiring thought about equivalence in contribution 2 Scholarly Record
6/10/2017 8:42:58 PM
rebeccamchung: DGants: "for those you that are tweeting, this is my money shot:
descriptive bibliography is the first draft of book history" #c3 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:43:10 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Um espaço da biblioteca chamado inferno: risível, mas esperado.
Censura e leitura caminham juntas. Pensando enquanto ouço C.Pawley.
6/10/2017 8:43:15 PM
PopFicDoctors: First question to the panel - what are the methodological challenges
and accordances of the 21st century book? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:43:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: How delightful. In a #sharp17 session on bibliography
& the digital, we are passing an actual book around https://t.co/QwamLf…
6/10/2017 8:43:29 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @DrDFuller: Great line up for '21c book' panel. #sharp17 . Take a
look @CorinnaNoRue @ILoveCopyright ..our people. https://t.co/slQrQYrq…
6/10/2017 8:43:41 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @a_e_lang: How delightful. In a #sharp17 session on bibliography &
the digital, we are passing an actual book around https://t.co/QwamLf…

6/10/2017 8:43:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan: People aren't getting the
acknowledgement they deserve for non-book but "bookish" academic products
6/10/2017 8:43:53 PM
bookhistories: Julia Grummitt (Princeton) använder sig av tryckta prenumerationslistor
för att kartlägga konsumenter, med hjälp av GIS-verktyg #c1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:43:57 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @PopFicDoctors: First question to the panel - what are the
methodological challenges and accordances of the 21st century book? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:43:58 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan "we need to reconsider what it means to be
bookish, so that we might reconsider the currencies of our field."
6/10/2017 8:43:59 PM
eoin_price: RT @wynkenhimself: Want to play around with images of books of different
sizes? Here's the image group I used at #sharp17 https://t.co/EQRi…
6/10/2017 8:44:00 PM
kathiiberens: 21st-century Book research methods? #sharp17 Simone Murray, a
“literary sociologist,” examines cultural institutions that produce the books.
6/10/2017 8:44:08 PM
jimmussell: In #c2 listening to Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge on Craik and
Millais. 'common things and small moral gestures' #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:44:09 PM
mlkharrington: .@marylearner focuses on ideas of ephemerality: students use
#snapchat in the archives to promote play, experimentation. #sharp17 #c4
6/10/2017 8:44:09 PM
earlymodernpost: How judge 'equivalence' to trad monograph => contribution to
scholarly record, generation of meaning. #c7 #sharp17 @jamescosullivan
6/10/2017 8:44:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan If you could do it as a book, most
people would; usually they couldn't do that work as a book for reasons
6/10/2017 8:44:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @earlymodernpost: How judge 'equivalence' to trad monograph
=> contribution to scholarly record, generation of meaning. #c7 #sharp17 @ja…
6/10/2017 8:44:43 PM
t_s_institute: Q2: #a6 #sharp17 Ontologies&linked Taylor Swift - tips for how to build
knowing that you want to make it LOD friendly?
6/10/2017 8:44:47 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan we were really interested n teasing out
WHY some things could not be done as books, and why not given =credit
6/10/2017 8:44:52 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 Simone Murray: problems with working w.
proprietary data on amazon etc. Suits their purposes, not ours

6/10/2017 8:44:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: Doing literary sociology means we look not at what's between
the covers but at the institutions that support the book #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:45:00 PM
kathiiberens: Murray: Who owns the datasets that we work with, particularly those
produced by Amazon? Contingent data is served at Amazon’s whim. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:45:22 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso So we are talking about *new* genealogical structures
of edition & impression.
6/10/2017 8:45:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Les manuels scolaires à l'ère numérique @jordanreed14 étudie
@AmericanYawp manuel d'histoire états-unienne libre & collaboratif #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:45:50 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan an example: https://t.co/C09ZxXalrz (epoetry project, now as @700 posts, 210 K words)
6/10/2017 8:45:57 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: data owned by companies like Amazon is contingent and
limited, and we need to acknowledge this in our research #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:45:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: panel C6 Pawley: By 1920 women made up 90% of library staff in
Wisconsin - all white - but none could be a director (men only) #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:46:07 PM
lesliehowsam: .@jordanreed14 on a model for a cheap online US history textbook.
Starts with inserting textbooks in #bookhistory .@AmericanYawp #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:46:18 PM
KMH_nowinVA: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan key talking points
from the report: The Academic Book of the Future https://t.co/QdLb8LKDtm
6/10/2017 8:46:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan giving examples of projects;
https://t.co/NDKvmpmrsM allows its creator, Leonardo Flores, to publish swiftly
6/10/2017 8:46:44 PM
a_e_lang: @kathiiberens #sharp17 This is why web scraping skills are so important
(though Amazon is a notoriously difficult site to scrape)
6/10/2017 8:46:47 PM
kathiiberens: RT @a_e_lang: @kathiiberens #sharp17 This is why web scraping skills
are so important (though Amazon is a notoriously difficult site to scr…
6/10/2017 8:47:02 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@henningsgaard uses interviews with industry professionals to guide
research and ensure there are no gaps in his work #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:47:20 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan giving examples of
projects; https://t.co/NDKvmpmrsM allows its creator, Leonardo Flores…

6/10/2017 8:47:24 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso Digital images, facsimiles are 'impressions'. Critical
texts are editions. #newvocab
6/10/2017 8:47:24 PM
mlkharrington: Like the broadside ballads themselves, @marylearner's students'
snapchats can be preserved -- archiving classroom ephemerality #sharp17 #c4
6/10/2017 8:47:52 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan next ex: https://t.co/k78paYRbMm - Dene
Grigar & Stuart Moulthrop experiences of electronic literature
6/10/2017 8:48:13 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 @henningsgaard says don't rely too much on
interviews: sometimes those are about what publishers believe to be true
6/10/2017 8:48:18 PM
kathiiberens: @henningsgaard uses interviews w pub professionals to guide research &
catch gaps. Caution: professionals repeat perceived truths. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:48:30 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@henningsgaard: on the other hand, interview subjects speak from
their own experience; can't always rely on their testimony #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:48:40 PM
bookhistories: McKenney & Halls "History of the Indian Tribes" illustrerades med
#litografi. Illustrationer har olika färgsättning #c1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:49:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 étudie @AmericanYawp comme technologie
pédagogique située dans le contexte historique de https://t.co/EXutGstJvw #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:49:17 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Medidas de anti-"pirateria" siendo incluida a un nivel textual (a
traves de su codigo de programacion) @jameshodges_ #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:49:20 PM
mollyhardy: .@marylearner shows how students used bitmojis to incorporate
themselves into the ballads in @EBBA_Ballads #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:49:24 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan: Dene points out that her MIT Press book
could not have happened without the web project first
6/10/2017 8:49:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan: Dene points out
that her MIT Press book could not have happened without the web project first
6/10/2017 8:49:44 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso Conversion is contracted out (OCR); ebook from text =
new Ed.; ebook from a source file is a new impression. e-reissues!
6/10/2017 8:49:49 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan giving examples of
projects; https://t.co/NDKvmpmrsM allows its creator, Leonardo Flores…

6/10/2017 8:50:01 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo works in Communications, says "duh! of
course do interviews!"
6/10/2017 8:50:09 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan next ex: https://t.co/mdb79znTzu inspired by multi-layered medium of radio cultures
6/10/2017 8:50:40 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Gants: "XML, SGML ... anyone remember SGML?" I should
hope so, given we are between DHSIs
6/10/2017 8:50:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: There are alternate realities. Memory is faulty.
We need to be a bit post-modern about things. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:51:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 https://t.co/EXutGstJvw comprend des illustrations,
cartes et des suggestions de lecture dans les années 1950 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:51:08 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Los "piratas" de software (tambien) dejando su marca textual a
traves del codigo de programacion @jameshodges_ #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:51:11 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan it was this idea of multilayering that
allowed focus on text, but ability to include more thru digital
6/10/2017 8:51:25 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso XSL = reissue; CSS = states. So semantic encoding =
issue. What is state? Here we go ...
6/10/2017 8:51:32 PM
kathiiberens: Rehberg Sedo notes that we have access to living authors and
professionals but “memory is faulty” so interviews must be vetted. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:51:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan highlighting @Literature_Geek's
Infinite Ulysses (https://t.co/J7Nvy7CFIL), which she did not consider a book
6/10/2017 8:51:59 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo we need to be aware that our data is incomplete that's just the reality of digital data #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:52:10 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 Simone Murray: problems with
working w. proprietary data on amazon etc. Suits their purposes, not ours
6/10/2017 8:52:10 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan next ex: .@Literature_Geek 's Infinite
Ulysses https://t.co/qy6hgdveLF (soc annotated scholarly ed)
6/10/2017 8:52:11 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 https://t.co/EXutGstJvw dans les années 1980: mise en
page, historiographie, illustrations, cartes mises à jour #sharp17

6/10/2017 8:52:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo we need to be aware that
our data is incomplete - that's just the reality of digital data #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:52:36 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan points out the role of the scholar includes,
in this case, careful work on user interface and user experience
6/10/2017 8:52:45 PM
earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan wonders if we should call 'edge cases' and
bookish projects 'multi layered scholarship'? #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 8:52:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The way the interface is designed,
the focus on form, is an important part of edge cases
6/10/2017 8:53:05 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The way the
interface is designed, the focus on form, is an important part of edge cases
6/10/2017 8:53:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan highlighting
@Literature_Geek's Infinite Ulysses (https://t.co/J7Nvy7CFIL), which she di…
6/10/2017 8:53:18 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 @sprowberry re: Amazon--info. shows what Amazon thinks about
the book, not what is "real." Outs himself as a bibliographer!
6/10/2017 8:53:24 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Gants: modifications to electronic issues can happen silently,
as updated files are saved over old files. Keep changelogs, ppl!
6/10/2017 8:53:48 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Regras sobre como bibliotecária deveria ler: superficialmente,
escanear o livro, não como quem quer decorar o texto. C.Pawley
6/10/2017 8:53:53 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan: People aren't
getting the acknowledgement they deserve for non-book but "bookish" acade…
6/10/2017 8:53:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan If you could do it as
a book, most people would; usually they couldn't do that work as a…
6/10/2017 8:53:55 PM
DrDFuller: @henningsgaard Lived experience is a form of knowledge. Needs to treated
as situated knowledge. That is why mixed m… https://t.co/FptcTmHOv1
6/10/2017 8:53:56 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso "When modifications take place silently the only
evidence of state remains in the archive of the holder" #stateshidden
6/10/2017 8:54:02 PM
pmhswe: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan points out the role of the
scholar includes, in this case, careful work on user interface and…

6/10/2017 8:54:09 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The way the
interface is designed, the focus on form, is an important part of edge cases
6/10/2017 8:54:16 PM
earlymodernpost: Work on form and content /design all contributes to scholarly
meaning: developers are part of this scholarship #sharp17 #c7 @jamescosullivan
6/10/2017 8:54:17 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: identifying useful datasets is part of the challenge. E.g.
Patents and headers can tell us a lot about Amazon. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:54:20 PM
mollyhardy: .@marylearner here's how we are using @TEIconsortium to teach 19C
ballads @AmAntiquarian #sharp17 https://t.co/wkva6rYck3
6/10/2017 8:54:24 PM
amandalastoria: #sharp17 #b7 Liddell says Victorians used 'machine' instead of
'technology'. Any Carrollians recall #LewisCarroll's use of either term?
6/10/2017 8:54:38 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan ex: https://t.co/1qP4z2QcGn - British
poetry publisher's archive out of Newcastle University
6/10/2017 8:54:42 PM
jotis13: RT @earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan wonders if we should call 'edge
cases' and bookish projects 'multi layered scholarship'? #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 8:54:42 PM
kathiiberens: @sprowberry encourages us to take a wider view of Amazon data.
Reading JavaScript code for particular ebook operations. #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:54:44 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 @Beth_driscoll uses mixed methods, collaborative methods, uses
close reading for reader responses & digital collection methods
6/10/2017 8:54:52 PM
JoGrenier: De l'importance des entrevues de terrain dans les recherches portant sur le
marché du livre au 21e siècle #sharp17 @henningsgaard
6/10/2017 8:54:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Beth_driscoll "I try and read the books I write about, but I'm also
more of a context person" #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:55:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 Nouveautés 1980s: photos, +contenu visuel, extraits
de sources primaires, autres perspectives historiographiques #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:55:14 PM
e_ekelly: RT @wynkenhimself: Want to play around with images of books of different
sizes? Here's the image group I used at #sharp17 https://t.co/EQRi…
6/10/2017 8:55:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Beth_driscoll: "How do we get methods to talk to each other and
illuminate each other?" #sharp17

6/10/2017 8:55:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan - many people doing this digital archives
work are not trained archivists; rogue archives
6/10/2017 8:56:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso "publishers are beginning to review the online market
as superior to the trade paperback market" #wow
6/10/2017 8:56:06 PM
pmhswe: RT @earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan wonders if we should call 'edge
cases' and bookish projects 'multi layered scholarship'? #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 8:56:35 PM
Freya_Gowrley: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club
autumn 2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…
6/10/2017 8:56:48 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 @ClaireSquires "We're living within the area we research. It
doesn't stay still."
6/10/2017 8:56:59 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan will be tweeting out the report later.
Conclusions: "The Book is not dead!"
6/10/2017 8:56:59 PM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll “how to get methods to talk to each other, be mutually
illuminating.” @ClaireSquires “c21 data doesn’t hold still.” #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:57:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The book is not dead! But,
alternative modes deserve more value, sometimes the page will just not do.
6/10/2017 8:57:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: C6: Edmund King on reading & writing technologies in WW1 #sharp17
https://t.co/M1RBZQUc0O
6/10/2017 8:57:13 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan #2: alternative modes to print not yet
adequately valued in scholarly communications
6/10/2017 8:57:22 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "I Want to Write a Letter to Leonard Cohen": The Physical and
Digital Archives of Leonard Cohen Fan Mail" #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:57:24 PM
kathiiberens: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan points out the role of
the scholar includes, in this case, careful work on user interface and…
6/10/2017 8:57:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The book is not
dead! But, alternative modes deserve more value, sometimes the page will…
6/10/2017 8:57:29 PM
lesliehowsam: Transformations of textbook The American Pageant, from first
illustrations to historiog debate to online tools. @jordanreed14 #c9 #sharp17

6/10/2017 8:57:34 PM
mollyhardy: Next up! @glass_grant on "Lost Islands: Using Robinson Crusoe to
Understand Lit Production" #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:57:35 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso Robert Fabyan's Chronicle: EEBO & keyboarding for
new edition --> keyboarded to print on demand
6/10/2017 8:57:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The book is not dead!
But, alternative modes deserve more value, sometimes the page will…
6/10/2017 8:58:00 PM
Lukaniko2000: GET FREE #FOLLOWERS EVERYHOUR , SO COOL
https://t.co/n2tawF0mmM #Ayesha #sharp17 #Cashner @just_type_f @pwoldow
6/10/2017 8:58:12 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan: People aren't
getting the acknowledgement they deserve for non-book but "bookish" acade…
6/10/2017 8:58:12 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The book is not
dead! But, alternative modes deserve more value, sometimes the page will…
6/10/2017 8:58:13 PM
PopFicDoctors: Reminders from @ClaireSquires on contemporary lit:(1) We're living
within it (2) It doesn't stay still (3) We can affect it#sharp17
6/10/2017 8:58:14 PM
pmhswe: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan #2: alternative modes to
print not yet adequately valued in scholarly communications
6/10/2017 8:58:15 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan is not, in any way,
attempting to diminish the value of the codex. Just opening the door…
6/10/2017 8:58:16 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan will be sharing the
report in full on twitter later
6/10/2017 8:58:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo we need to be aware that
our data is incomplete - that's just the reality of digital data #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:58:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 American Pageant 2010: liens Web-glossaires-vidéos de
type PPT https://t.co/03KAdUNzqT ie outil pédago holistique #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:58:50 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan when asked, difficult to always encourage
prod. an edge case because it may not be valued for A, P&T as print
6/10/2017 8:58:50 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan related issues are the difficulty in assessing
scholarly impact and, of course, preservation of ScholProduct

6/10/2017 8:59:26 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso Bowers's "subeditions" relabelled "subimpressions" (or
copy-impressions?)
6/10/2017 8:59:33 PM
earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan stresses that alt forms not yet valued enough.
Esp for ec researchers/phds - need trad publications: problem #sharp17 #c3
6/10/2017 8:59:37 PM
JoGrenier: L'intérêt d'étudier le marché du livre numérique: se pencher sur des données
qui risquent de disparaitre dans qq années #sharp17 @sprowberry
6/10/2017 8:59:43 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@ClaireSquires: How do we move from datasets to thinking beyond
them? From the case study to the abstraction? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:59:46 PM
mollyhardy: .@glass_grant applies J Roach's idea of "surrogation" to Robinson Crusoe - where to locate the text? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:59:50 PM
kathiiberens: @ClaireSquires How to move from large datasets to abstraction? What
are time parameters in datasets that are dynamic? #sharp17
6/10/2017 8:59:54 PM
bookhistories: Natalie Marine-Street: Två dagars kolportagearbete resulterade endast i
fyra prenumeranter. Livet som #kolportör var hårt! #c1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:00:16 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Gants proposes that we see image facsimiles as 'clones' that
stand off to the side of the 'family tree' of editions
6/10/2017 9:00:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @julia_flanders asks "you said creating a taxonomy
of the edge cases wasn't fruitful, but which edge was being traversed?"
6/10/2017 9:00:21 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @julia_flanders asks "you said creating
a taxonomy of the edge cases wasn't fruitful, but which edge was…
6/10/2017 9:00:40 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Brilliant observation from @ClaireSquires - this is a central question for
our discipline I think #sharp17 https://t.co/5UkAWmoalL
6/10/2017 9:00:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@StevieLMarsden: Interviews and archives don't always match. How
do we as researchers triangulate this? #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:00:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 @AmericanYawp comprend beaucoup du même contenu
visuel, des extraits de sources primaires, mais pas d'extras #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:00:43 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan If you could do it as
a book, most people would; usually they couldn't do that work as a…

6/10/2017 9:00:51 PM
jotis13: Datasets and databases are omnipresent at #sharp17 !
https://t.co/wM2Xiq9Wcn
6/10/2017 9:01:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso One key is linking the text to the facsimile for
subsidiary editions. New book offers *methods*
6/10/2017 9:01:02 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Distinccion entre correspondencia recivida vs correspondencia de
fanaticada hacia Leonard Cohen categorizada por el mismo #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:01:03 PM
CritRikk: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Brilliant observation from @ClaireSquires - this is a
central question for our discipline I think #sharp17 https://t.co/5…
6/10/2017 9:01:04 PM
mlkharrington: Grant Glass is talking "Lost Islands: Using Robinson Crusoe to
Understand Literary Production." #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:01:35 PM
kathiiberens: @StevieLMarsden on the awkwardness of telling an interviewee that her
strong recollection isn’t borne out by archival record. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:01:53 PM
lesliehowsam: .@AmericanYawp has content like old textbooks but includes new
features like primary sources, but not aids 2 pedagogical value. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:01:58 PM
lauragrayblair: There is a "complex interplay between memory, trauma and the act of
inscription" - @dmndkng on WW1 reading/writing. #SHARP17 #C6
6/10/2017 9:01:59 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso "a conceptual framework for the electronic children of a
printed book"
6/10/2017 9:02:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: C6 Edmund King shows rise in diary keeping by soldiers & stationery
sales during WW1 @dmndkng #sharp17 #WW1
6/10/2017 9:02:29 PM
mollyhardy: Of possible interest to @glass_grant: Robison Crusoe Online Bibliography
https://t.co/hFNQtZyTI6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:02:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 If I understand @jamescosullivan, his respondents
didn't want to break down what features of a project counted as "bookish"
6/10/2017 9:02:38 PM
JoGrenier: [3 affirmations] On vit avec internet; le médium bouge tjrs; nos recherches
peuvent influencer les pratiques. #sharp17 @ClaireSquires
6/10/2017 9:03:26 PM
bookhistories: Förläggare E. C. Allen annonserade vitt och brett för att nå nya
kundgrupper: "To the working classes" (1869) #c1 #sharp17

6/10/2017 9:03:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 @AmericanYawp gratuit, mais pas technologiquement
"moderne": d'abord et avant tout accessible pour étudiant·e·s #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:03:28 PM
amandalastoria: @amandalastoria oops, it's Liddle not Liddell. (My brain is in
Wonderland and I was thinking of Alice Liddell.) #sharp17 #b7 #LewisCarroll
6/10/2017 9:03:32 PM
maxinebranagh: RT @PopFicDoctors: Workshop "The 21st Century Book" at #sharp17
hosted by @rachellynchase and @StevieLMarsden (1/2) https://t.co/c0FsUb9yNp
6/10/2017 9:03:34 PM
a_e_lang: #c3 #sharp17: @robzker on her discoveries in the archives in Fanny van der
Grift, & the inadequacy of historical narratives about her
6/10/2017 9:03:36 PM
jimmussell: Now @CaleyEhnes on the inaugural poem as genre #c2 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:03:40 PM
mlkharrington: Glass shows students various Crusoe editions, asks them to consider
how they reflect their social/literary contexts. #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:03:40 PM
jasminemulliken: How fun to get a look at @AmericanYawp in comparison to the
American Pageant from @jordanreed14 #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:03:45 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 q from audience about issues to do with contemporary data
preservation. What to "save," why, is it even our job?
6/10/2017 9:03:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Question from Jason Ensor, on how @jamescosullivan's project
reflects institutional priorities for promotion/tenure #SHARP17 #C7
6/10/2017 9:04:02 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@ClaireSquires on digital preservation: if you're not careful you end up
building another copy of the world #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:04:10 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @a_e_lang: How delightful. In a #sharp17 session on bibliography &
the digital, we are passing an actual book around https://t.co/QwamLf…
6/10/2017 9:04:29 PM
eyeona: @JamesCOSullivan taking questions on the new #AcademicBookoftheFuture
edge cases report in @DHIShef's #sharp17 pane… https://t.co/veHw2SNOeu
6/10/2017 9:04:36 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker found unpublished manuscripts in the
FannyStevenson archives: we should all be so lucky in our doctoral research!
6/10/2017 9:04:45 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Edmundo King trata das dificuldades materiais dos soldados
ingleses na 1a guerra p/ escreverem cartas.
6/10/2017 9:05:18 PM

LinguisticDNA: Coming up next at #sharp17 @DHIShef panel: @eyeona on #LDNA &
the impossibilities of reading big book data.
6/10/2017 9:05:50 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Archivos digitales y fisicos de Leonard Cohen comparten
caracteristicas #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:05:53 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARP2017: #sharp17 https://t.co/Y5c73hhtUS
6/10/2017 9:05:55 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker We are going to be told about the worthy wife of Robert
Louis Stevenson, a reputable under-appreciated female author.
6/10/2017 9:06:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 @AmericanYawp a utilisé un @thatcamp dans un
congrès d'historien·ne·s pour insuffler #DH dans l'outil pédagogique #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:06:18 PM
a_e_lang: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker We are going to be told about the
worthy wife of Robert Louis Stevenson, a reputable under-appreciated fe…
6/10/2017 9:06:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: King: 'reading & writing the two great relaxations of WW1' @dmndkng
#sharp17 - used to promote Swan fountain pens
6/10/2017 9:06:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker We are going to be told about the
worthy wife of Robert Louis Stevenson, a reputable under-appreciated fe…
6/10/2017 9:06:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 Ensor brings up the fantastic "how to" video:
https://t.co/VXFWcUv3P6 @jamescosullivan
6/10/2017 9:07:10 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: We're in a better place digital preservation/archive-wise than
we were 20 years ago. Publishers archives always limited. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:07:13 PM
a_e_lang: thank goodness for family members of writers like @RLSte & Fanny van der
G who were attentive to the preservation of documents #sharp17 #c3
6/10/2017 9:07:34 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker #FannyStevenson: A witty woman, w fascinating
letters, extant in archival holdings. Wrote stores 1875-1880.
6/10/2017 9:07:41 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 Ensor brings up the fantastic "how to"
video: https://t.co/VXFWcUv3P6 @jamescosullivan
6/10/2017 9:07:45 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #C8 q which is a critique--sees a need for economists and business
informatics scholars to be involved in research
6/10/2017 9:07:57 PM
a_e_lang: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker #FannyStevenson: A witty woman, w
fascinating letters, extant in archival holdings. Wrote stores 1875-188…

6/10/2017 9:08:06 PM
mollyhardy: .@glass_grant differentiates btwn abridgment and erasure of "Xury" in
Robinson Crusoe #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:08:14 PM
kathiiberens: Obs from German audience member in c21 Books: where are
methodologies such as biz informatics, interface specialists in UI and UX? #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:08:18 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 If I understand @jamescosullivan, his
respondents didn't want to break down what features of a project co…
6/10/2017 9:08:25 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @julia_flanders asks "you said creating
a taxonomy of the edge cases wasn't fruitful, but which edge was…
6/10/2017 9:08:29 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Boots pocket diaries, Letts soldiers' diaries & Waterman's fountain pens
all marketed specifically to WW1 soldiers @dmndkng #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:08:30 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Edmundo King apresenta uma imagem de publicidade p/ vender
canetas p/ soldados. O tamanho da caneta parece uma arma!
6/10/2017 9:08:35 PM
jotis13: One of the edge cases they want to include are databases. @jamescosullivan
#c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:08:38 PM
bookhistories: Förläggare Allen använde sig under 1880-talet i växande grad av priser,
t.ex. tavlor och färgbilder för att locka prenumeranter #sharp17 #c1
6/10/2017 9:08:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker #FannyStevenson: A witty
woman, w fascinating letters, extant in archival holdings. Wrote stores 1875-188…
6/10/2017 9:08:50 PM
mkirschenbaum: Am having he most extreme #sharp17 FOMO. That is all.
6/10/2017 9:08:54 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robszker: work on Fanny van der G tells us much about the
way that late C19th print culture limited women's opportunities
6/10/2017 9:08:59 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Distinccion entre la fanaticada "onlie" de Leonard Cohen vs
fanaticada que le escribio correspondencia #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:09:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @CritRikk asks about the collaborative nature of
#DH work, and whether that contributes to this "edge case" scenario
6/10/2017 9:09:17 PM
pmhswe: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@ClaireSquires: How do we move from datasets to
thinking beyond them? From the case study to the abstraction? #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:09:37 PM

PopFicDoctors: Murray: Distant reading is still just reading ... Even if for literary studies
people it's not enough reading. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:09:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 American Pageant aussi une entreprise académique:
chercheurs avec leurs propres manuels sollicités pour critique #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:10:04 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Stories: critique of marriage laws, moralistic, qualities
of Poe #lost #unknown #FannyStevenson #archival
6/10/2017 9:10:39 PM
jotis13: This also raises the question of "who's the author?" @jamescosullivan #c7
#sharp17 https://t.co/GVi0VKPMX4
6/10/2017 9:10:59 PM
kamaslak: Robyn Pritzker uncover the fascinating authorship of Fanny Van der Grift
Stvenon. #archive #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:11:01 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: 1) Desanonimizacion de identidad de usuarios "online" a travez de
firmas digitales detallando (por ejemplo) veces que han visto #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:11:05 PM
a_e_lang: RT @kamaslak: Robyn Pritzker uncover the fascinating authorship of Fanny
Van der Grift Stvenon. #archive #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:11:45 PM
jmhuculak: If anyone @ #sharp17 needs points for #DarntonWatch, come to Special
Collections (A003) at 15:30 for a talk by #librarians on scholarly pubs
6/10/2017 9:11:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 @AmericanYawp promesse démocratique que le manuel
soit tout ce que ceux et celles qui y participent veulent #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:11:58 PM
bookhistories: Kolportörerna var effektiva och påträngande till den grad att vissa
kundgrupper plötsligt hade mer läsmaterial än de hann läsa #sharp17 #c1
6/10/2017 9:12:05 PM
lesliehowsam: .@AmericanYawp , per @jordanreed14, powerful modern editorial
project, responsive 2 #twitterstorians , under editorial control #c9 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:12:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 Next! Iona Hine @eyeona on “The Impossibilities of
Reading Big Book Data: Studying Concepts and Context with EEBO-TCP”
6/10/2017 9:12:08 PM
a_e_lang: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Stories: critique of marriage laws,
moralistic, qualities of Poe #lost #unknown #FannyStevenson #archival
6/10/2017 9:12:10 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @eyeona: @JamesCOSullivan taking questions on the new
#AcademicBookoftheFuture edge cases report in @DHIShef's #sharp17 panel. https://t…
6/10/2017 9:12:18 PM
jotis13: Next talk Iona Hine The Impossibilities of Reading Big Book Data: Studying
Concepts and Context with EEBO-TCP @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17

6/10/2017 9:12:24 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: 2) a Leonard Cohen en vivo vs la anonimidad de correspondencia de
fanaticada dedicada nadamas hacia Cohen #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:12:24 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Reading #FannyStevenson: "Emotional entrapment
created by unresolved grief" #BiographicalIWondeR #colonization
6/10/2017 9:12:28 PM
kathiiberens: Collaborative, interdisciplinary research is getting funded in Australia for
post-tenure scholars. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:12:30 PM
lauragrayblair: Fascinating examples of print advertising aimed at soldiers and/or their
families during World Wars in @dmndkng's p… https://t.co/zwrLAyTT3v
6/10/2017 9:12:53 PM
mlkharrington: Talking history of depicting Friday, Xury in various Robinson Crusoes.
Hard not to cringe at some of @glass_grant's… https://t.co/PJbbOHK85d
6/10/2017 9:12:53 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan The book is not
dead! But, alternative modes deserve more value, sometimes the page will…
6/10/2017 9:12:59 PM
CritRikk: next Iona C. Hine, University of Sheffield, @eyeona on the Impossibilities of
reading big book data #SHARP17 #c7
6/10/2017 9:13:10 PM
earlymodernpost: .@jamescosullivan's egs tended towards projects where authorship
was more about single person; but often v collaborative=>messy #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 9:13:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona talking about the https://t.co/C1wRvGfuSq
and AHRC-funded examination of the EEBO-TCP
6/10/2017 9:13:37 PM
samartha: RT @eyeona: @JamesCOSullivan taking questions on the new
#AcademicBookoftheFuture edge cases report in @DHIShef's #sharp17 panel. https://t…
6/10/2017 9:13:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 https://t.co/GbmWbMn9iE: préservation du curriculum scolaire
maintenant que le matériel pédagogique est de + en + numérique #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:13:43 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @jotis13: What is an edge case? Want to move beyond book vs.
not-book and include "book-ish" objects #c7 @jamescosullivan #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:13:43 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan Edge cases:
moving beyond 'book vs. not book'
6/10/2017 9:13:46 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan Edge Cases
:projects that are book-ish -- but first, what is an academic book?

6/10/2017 9:13:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona The EEBO-TCP is ready made; we might
lose out by using the 'easy' to acquire dataset, rather than curating one's own
6/10/2017 9:14:05 PM
lesliehowsam: Now Christina Connor on using textbooks for preserving curricular
memory. #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:14:14 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan digital
resources, curated spaces, participatory community-based projects, visual repres…
6/10/2017 9:14:19 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: #c5 #sharp17 https://t.co/3svSzdgsG8
6/10/2017 9:14:23 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan edge-cases include
digital resources, curated spaces, participatory and community-based projec…
6/10/2017 9:14:25 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan is not, in
any way, attempting to diminish the value of the codex. Just opening the door…
6/10/2017 9:14:29 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan "we need to
reconsider what it means to be bookish, so that we might reconsider the currencies…
6/10/2017 9:14:38 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona focus on the volume of materials in the EEBO-TCP
as a ready-made dataset
6/10/2017 9:14:38 PM
samartha: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Weber on literary festivals scandals Brisbane 2016 &
Lionel Schriver. Advert for a law firm behind - interesting #sharp17…
6/10/2017 9:14:45 PM
jotis13: Goal is to model emergence of concepts in early modern English. @eyeona #c7
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:14:46 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @jamescosullivan: People
aren't getting the acknowledgement they deserve for non-book but "bookish" acade…
6/10/2017 9:14:46 PM
samartha: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 9:14:50 PM
thehistorygirl1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: King: 'reading & writing the two great relaxations
of WW1' @dmndkng #sharp17 - used to promote Swan fountain pens
6/10/2017 9:14:53 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan we were really
interested n teasing out WHY some things could not be done as books, and why no…
6/10/2017 9:14:55 PM

JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Not just literary value; why weren't these stories being
published? Similar fairytales were popular & in print #genderbias
6/10/2017 9:14:59 PM
JoGrenier: Stimulante table ronde sur le marché du livre au 21e siècle: rôle, méthodes
et directions de l'objet de recherches.… https://t.co/zQgreGO95E
6/10/2017 9:15:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona talking about the
https://t.co/C1wRvGfuSq and AHRC-funded examination of the EEBO-TCP
6/10/2017 9:15:04 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker sees in Fanny van der G's stories evidence of her
knowledge about the literary market: what would sell
6/10/2017 9:15:09 PM
a_e_lang: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Not just literary value; why weren't
these stories being published? Similar fairytales were popular & in…
6/10/2017 9:15:13 PM
jotis13: RT @lesliehowsam: Now Christina Connor on using textbooks for preserving
curricular memory. #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:15:13 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan it was this idea of
multilayering that allowed focus on text, but ability to include more thru…
6/10/2017 9:15:19 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona an early requirement of our work was to
operationalize our concepts into questions, e.g. the discursive concept
6/10/2017 9:15:19 PM
samartha: RT @henningsgaard: Wish some of my @ooliganpress students could be here
at #sharp17 for this talk about @Zoella by @StevieLMarsden. Right u…
6/10/2017 9:15:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona project coined the phrase "discursive
concept"
6/10/2017 9:15:34 PM
earlymodernpost: Linguistic DNA project - ready-made dataset of EEBO-TCP, but
problems of assumptions/limitations to grapple with. #sharp17 #c7 @eyeona
6/10/2017 9:15:46 PM
thehistorygirl1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: C6 Edmund King shows rise in diary keeping by
soldiers & stationery sales during WW1 @dmndkng #sharp17 #WW1
6/10/2017 9:15:56 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 argument breaks out about problem of myths about publishing
that surface in pub accts of themselves.
6/10/2017 9:15:58 PM
lesliehowsam: Connor. Teaching comparative textbooks shows students why they don't
think like parents & grandparents #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:16:03 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 (I'm sitting in a row of EEBO-using folks, so my ignorance is
going to shine forth brightly)

6/10/2017 9:16:05 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @jotis13: This also raises the question of "who's the author?"
@jamescosullivan #c7 #sharp17 https://t.co/GVi0VKPMX4
6/10/2017 9:16:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: enseigne histoire de l'enseignement & évolution du
curriculum/historiographie/rhétorique avec collections numériques #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:16:22 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona project coined the phrase
"discursive concept"
6/10/2017 9:16:33 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @jotis13: Goal is to model emergence of concepts in early
modern English. @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:16:34 PM
jotis13: Showing us a word sorting image - apparently historians are polite according to
this example reader! @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:16:35 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker: Fanny van der G's heterogeneric style lets us see
her as a progenitor of later women writers who ruptured conventions
6/10/2017 9:16:40 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona - as soon as we have access to language, we have
develop skills to sort, match; ours are different than computer's
6/10/2017 9:16:56 PM
rebeccamchung: Gants: important to describe the electronic children of handpress
editions; following Bowers, describe as issues an… https://t.co/jEILnSMogz
6/10/2017 9:17:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona if you ask a computer to sort language,
you get alphabetization and word-ending matching; if you ask fluent humans...
6/10/2017 9:17:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona if you ask a computer to sort
language, you get alphabetization and word-ending matching; if you…
6/10/2017 9:17:37 PM
mlkharrington: Ooh, more social media play: @glass_grant's students scrape
Instagram for pics tagged #robinsoncrusoe, twitterbot RTs mentions #sharp17 #c4
6/10/2017 9:17:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona folks who are fluent sort language into
concepts, do it without a lot of anxiety
6/10/2017 9:17:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona folks who are fluent sort
language into concepts, do it without a lot of anxiety
6/10/2017 9:17:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: profs et étudiant·e·s considèrent plates les manuels scolaires
imprimés d'histoire, mais pas le matériel numérique #sharp17

6/10/2017 9:18:00 PM
jotis13: It would take over a hundred years to read the entire EEBO-TCP. @eyeona #c7
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:18:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7: Once again, we've used Ulysses as a unit of
reading. How many Ulysses would it take to read the EEBO-TCP? @eyeona
6/10/2017 9:18:09 PM
gbarnhisel: Advertisement for a reading light for use in the trenches (from Edmund
King's presentation) #sharp17 #C6 https://t.co/dFM3z8PwB4
6/10/2017 9:18:21 PM
mollyhardy: .@rachael_isom on : “Campus History Goes Digital: Annotating a 19C
Scrapbook in First-Year Composition” from math prof @UNC #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:18:26 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona - (Ullyses) some texts r more difficult (the computer
doesn't parse metaphors, allusions, art of language as easily?)
6/10/2017 9:18:35 PM
jotis13: Humans believe they already know what words mean in the early modern
context, porting in modern assumptions. @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:18:49 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 q: what do you see as the role of 21st c book history studies in
SHARP? (should be fun answers!)
6/10/2017 9:18:54 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Libro como un medio para diseminar informacion (ciencia ficcion)
basados en colleciones de bases de datos #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:19:06 PM
mlkharrington: & finally, @rachael_isom on "Campus History Goes Digital: Annotating a
19th Century Scrapbook in 1st-Year Composition" @UNC #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:19:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: 2006 Arizona Vail School District: manuels construits comme
des playlists en choisissant juste ce qui les intéressent #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:19:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona non-native speakers (and computers) don't
always assume they know what a word means; better at historic context checks
6/10/2017 9:19:32 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona: the virtue of computers is that they do not assume
they know the (intended?) meaning of a word/phrase
6/10/2017 9:19:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona non-native speakers (and
computers) don't always assume they know what a word means; better at hi…
6/10/2017 9:19:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7: Once again, we've used Ulysses as a
unit of reading. How many Ulysses would it take to read the EEBO-TCP…

6/10/2017 9:19:47 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Fanny Stevenson is now being positioned in relation to
Lovecraft & Poe & #weirdtale genre. Drawing on fairytales & uncanny
6/10/2017 9:19:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next provocation for the panel: how do 21st century people sit within
and relate to more historic part of SHARP? #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:19:59 PM
a_e_lang: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next provocation for the panel: how do 21st century
people sit within and relate to more historic part of SHARP? #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:20:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona used Morphadorner to standardize spelling,
lemmatize, and assign parts of speech https://t.co/4k7pQGD87v
6/10/2017 9:20:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: loi en Floride (2015-16) force les commissions scolaires à
dépenser la moitié de leur budget* en ressources numériques #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:20:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Concepts are not coterminous with a word,
e.g. not a keyword; closer to an encyclopedic entry
6/10/2017 9:20:47 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Feliz por ouvir alguem -Kathryne Bevilacqua, universidade do
Michigan- tratando de avaliações de leitura para crianças.
6/10/2017 9:20:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: Advertisement for a reading light for use in the
trenches (from Edmund King's presentation) #sharp17 #C6 https://t.co/dFM3z…
6/10/2017 9:21:15 PM
earlymodernpost: LinguisticDNA use Morph Adorner to lemmatise words, create part of
speech tagging @eyeona #sharp17 #c7 (EMED texts also benefitted from MA)
6/10/2017 9:21:16 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker will be using #Stylo to untangle Fanny van der G's
contributions to works attributed to @RLSte
6/10/2017 9:21:31 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona: discursive concept 4 linguistic DNA analysis - a
Concept not a unified meaning, closer 2 cultural literacy, word set
6/10/2017 9:21:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Concepts are not coterminous
with a word, e.g. not a keyword; closer to an encyclopedic entry
6/10/2017 9:21:40 PM
CritRikk: RT @earlymodernpost: LinguisticDNA use Morph Adorner to lemmatise words,
create part of speech tagging @eyeona #sharp17 #c7 (EMED texts als…
6/10/2017 9:21:43 PM
mollyhardy: .@rachael_isom uses @anvcscalar for students to annotate and
showcase19C scrapbook #sharp17

6/10/2017 9:21:46 PM
jotis13: Morphadorner is awesome. #c7 #sharp17 https://t.co/fW5Jvg46UZ
6/10/2017 9:21:49 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@jamescosullivan : we are often
distracted by the form (digital vs. print, features) rather than what it does
6/10/2017 9:21:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker will be using #Stylo to
untangle Fanny van der G's contributions to works attributed to @RLSte
6/10/2017 9:21:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona LinguisticDNA attempted to pinpoint the
development of new concepts in English
6/10/2017 9:22:08 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Using OCR for typed materials from the archives; handtranscribing lost stories. Using Stylo: https://t.co/mt1J8H1SxY
6/10/2017 9:22:19 PM
a_e_lang: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Using OCR for typed materials from the
archives; hand-transcribing lost stories. Using Stylo: https://t.c…
6/10/2017 9:22:27 PM
mlkharrington: RT @mollyhardy: .@rachael_isom uses @anvcscalar for students to
annotate and showcase19C scrapbook #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:22:31 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: Online community + cultural exchange: @StevieLMarsden
examining the complex context of the Zoella book club #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 9:22:47 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona operationally using co-occurance (proximity) extend a few words in diff directions; linguistic DNA extends distance
6/10/2017 9:22:49 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: One of the panels I've been looking forward to most!
@StevieLMarsden and @maxinebranagh on Gendered Literary Spaces #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:23:05 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona "every noun gets its chance at being a central word"
6/10/2017 9:23:11 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona operationally using co-occurance
(proximity) - extend a few words in diff directions; linguistic DNA ex…
6/10/2017 9:23:29 PM
jamescosullivan: @eyeona from @dhishef speaking about the @LinguisticDNA project
at #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:23:55 PM
samartha: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher & @stirpublishing
alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club https://t.co/ca…
6/10/2017 9:23:57 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight on the Colored Co-operative Publishing Company's
"synergy" of black book and black magazine publishing

6/10/2017 9:24:03 PM
samartha: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book & C18,
C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/10/2017 9:24:05 PM
MariLib: Happy to see a booming interest in 21st Century book research - confirmed at
#sharp17 #myfavoriteconference @StevieLMarsden @Rachellynchase
6/10/2017 9:24:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: collections de livres rares spécialisés en manuels scolaires:
@Harvard https://t.co/UmocQKgSrE https://t.co/zwu8zHo0Tn #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:24:06 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona - we have trios, gone beyond the (standard) pairs;
more matches beyond random occurrences (ex fm sev. works on screen)
6/10/2017 9:24:10 PM
earlymodernpost: but don't rely on just lemmatization, LinguisticDNA expand approach
to take in wider textual context when assessing meaning #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 9:24:14 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @lesliehowsam: Connor. Teaching comparative textbooks shows
students why they don't think like parents & grandparents #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:24:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona used Morphadorner to
standardize spelling, lemmatize, and assign parts of speech https://t.co/4k7…
6/10/2017 9:24:23 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona LinguisticDNA attempted to
pinpoint the development of new concepts in English
6/10/2017 9:24:31 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona operationally using cooccurance (proximity) - extend a few words in diff directions; linguistic DNA ex…
6/10/2017 9:24:36 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7: Once again, we've used Ulysses as a
unit of reading. How many Ulysses would it take to read the EEBO-TCP…
6/10/2017 9:24:45 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "digital Roadmaps: Jon Bing and the Role of Books in the Computer
Age" por Dr Anne Marie Hagen #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:24:47 PM
milenaufpr: Causas "diagnosticadas" para dificuldades de leitura de crianças, na
pesquisa de Kathryne Bevilacqua. #sharp17 https://t.co/SFSQUajHea
6/10/2017 9:24:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona collocations: proximity, pairs of words,
help pinpoint the edges of concepts.
6/10/2017 9:25:06 PM
jasminemulliken: Drat! Program shift in #c7 means I missed @jamescosullivan Thanks
for tweeting @CritRikk @EpistolaryBrown @earlymodernpost #sharp17

6/10/2017 9:25:08 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona today's focus: rankings of metadata; we have 3
research themes that help direct and test processes
6/10/2017 9:25:26 PM
lesliehowsam: Connor on Ramapo Coll. American History Textbooks Project. Started as
pedagogical assignment. Now into digital preservation. #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:25:29 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona folks who are fluent sort
language into concepts, do it without a lot of anxiety
6/10/2017 9:25:57 PM
andiesilva: RT @Laura_Estill: Of interest to #sharp17 https://t.co/5vTc1gzO0u
6/10/2017 9:26:19 PM
kathiiberens: Simone Murray: When is something old enough to be studied? In
contemporary book history, you can’t allow yourself the 50 yr lag. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:26:20 PM
bethknazook: Hearing about Norweigen sci-fi dystopian future, with illicit readers and
librarian despots. #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:26:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona collocations: proximity, pairs
of words, help pinpoint the edges of concepts.
6/10/2017 9:26:27 PM
samartha: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 q: what do you see as the role of 21st c book
history studies in SHARP? (should be fun answers!)
6/10/2017 9:26:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona giving the scope of EEBO, it's microfilm
predecessor Early English Books
6/10/2017 9:26:28 PM
andiesilva: RT @wynkenhimself: Want to play around with images of books of different
sizes? Here's the image group I used at #sharp17 https://t.co/EQRi…
6/10/2017 9:26:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: rôle des bibliothèques de préserver les ressources numériques,
mais coûtent + cher que l'imprimé, dépendent de la cie #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:26:52 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 Simone Murray: what do we give Book History, but what does
Book History give "us" who do contemporary work?
6/10/2017 9:26:58 PM
jotis13: The "potted" history of EEBO: online version of earlier project to microfilm many
books printed in Britain @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:27:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 I do wonder how the TCP's preference for first
editions affects @eyeona's set, glad she's tackling it.
6/10/2017 9:27:03 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 q: what do you see as the role of 21st c
book history studies in SHARP? (should be fun answers!)
6/10/2017 9:27:04 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Question to @robzker about #stylo: here's an overview of a
paper she & I did at last year's DH conf https://t.co/Wxf2zldUJH
6/10/2017 9:27:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray on her contemporary colleagues: these people give SHARP its
funkiness #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:27:09 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Crianças que não sabem ler, mas sabem que devem preencher
espaços em branco com um conjunto de letras. K.Bevilacqua, tão atual!
6/10/2017 9:27:36 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona part of a team focused on context, transformation
of concept. describing the TCP portion of EEBO
6/10/2017 9:27:51 PM
kathiiberens: Simone Murray on the “Gutenburg Parenthesis”: the 500 yr print interlude
in otherwise unstable texts (medieval, hypertext). #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:28:05 PM
jotis13: While EEBO prefers earliest version of books, but multiple editions occur,
creates noise for certain types of questions @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:28:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Multiple editions of Lydgate's work can
cause noise. "I'm aware that multiple editions of a work are interesting, but"
6/10/2017 9:28:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Multiple editions of Lydgate's
work can cause noise. "I'm aware that multiple editions of a work…
6/10/2017 9:28:16 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Software for stylistic-author analysis, Stylo, is receiving
attention: #quantitative #clustering https://t.co/mt1J8H1SxY
6/10/2017 9:28:32 PM
bookhistories: Alisha R. Knight: "Be good to family members who know how to code"
#c1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:28:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona had to do some de-duping of TCP
transcriptions of highly canonical works to avoid weighting them more heavily
6/10/2017 9:28:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona had to do some de-duping of
TCP transcriptions of highly canonical works to avoid weighting them…
6/10/2017 9:28:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona giving a shout out to some of @abasu_ 's
work at https://t.co/k5B9hvhnOB
6/10/2017 9:29:08 PM
nickmens: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight on the Colored Co-operative
Publishing Company's "synergy" of black book and black magazine publishing

6/10/2017 9:29:16 PM
jotis13: EEBO n-gram browser getting a shout-out on this slide. @eyeona #c7 @abasu_
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:29:19 PM
earlymodernpost: .@eyeona recognises that assumptions strengthened if you include
duplicates/multiple editions - problem of existing dataset #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 9:29:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "There is infinitely more data at one end of
the timeline than the other; we have to consider how time affects data"
6/10/2017 9:29:39 PM
jamescosullivan: #SHARP17 #c7 Some of the examples I drew reference to just now:
@RadioNouspace @elitpathfinders @ILoveEPoetry
6/10/2017 9:29:40 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona looking at graphical representation of EEBO-TCP
Words per Year (not page-lengths), infinitely more data far end line
6/10/2017 9:29:52 PM
a_e_lang: @JJMcEvilla @robzker btw, one of the world experts on #Stylo, @MaciejEder,
happens to be @ #sharp17 prior to teachi… https://t.co/ygCvYGqYnr
6/10/2017 9:29:53 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona had to do some deduping of TCP transcriptions of highly canonical works to avoid weighting them…
6/10/2017 9:29:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: problèmes pour préserver ress numériques: versions
changeantes, manipulations locales du contenu, perte des annotations #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:30:01 PM
bethknazook: Great talks on materiality: Forensic study reveals digital textual
interventions, fanletter websites create silent readers. #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:30:02 PM
pmhswe: RT @jotis13: EEBO n-gram browser getting a shout-out on this slide.
@eyeona #c7 @abasu_ #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:30:08 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona and, you can only transcribe what has survived
6/10/2017 9:30:16 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "There is infinitely more data
at one end of the timeline than the other; we have to consider how…
6/10/2017 9:30:23 PM
jotis13: Also raising the issue of "you can only transcribe what survived" and many
works used to death. @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:30:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona giving a shout out to some of
@abasu_ 's work at https://t.co/k5B9hvhnOB
6/10/2017 9:30:28 PM

Hector_Lopez_17: La technologia de la informacion ha ayudado liberar informacion de
su "envase/cuerpo" #c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:30:31 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "There is infinitely more data
at one end of the timeline than the other; we have to consider how…
6/10/2017 9:30:34 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 crianças tentam distrair avaliador de leitura falando sobre suas
outras habilidades, seja para matemática ou p/ brigar! KBevilacqua
6/10/2017 9:30:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "Texts that are used are less likely to be
found," recipe books, grammars and chatechisms are under-represented
6/10/2017 9:30:37 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "Texts that are used are less
likely to be found," recipe books, grammars and chatechisms are und…
6/10/2017 9:30:45 PM
gbarnhisel: Interrupting my live-tweeting of #sharp17 to lament just how bad the
Pittsburgh Pirates are this year, and in today's game. #multitasking
6/10/2017 9:30:57 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Multiple editions of Lydgate's
work can cause noise. "I'm aware that multiple editions of a work…
6/10/2017 9:31:01 PM
glass_grant: @rachael_isom #Sharp17 readingwriting in Phillips scrapbook aggregates
annotations to create a narrative itself
6/10/2017 9:31:05 PM
mlkharrington: I love a crowd where it's necessary to clarify "plot as in novel, not plot
as in graph." @rachael_isom #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:31:12 PM
a_e_lang: RT @mlkharrington: I love a crowd where it's necessary to clarify "plot as in
novel, not plot as in graph." @rachael_isom #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:31:21 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry calls his work history of the ebook. But it's a coping
mechanism. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:31:24 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Connor: annotations permettent d'identifier les manuels de personnes
connues et ce que les gens trouvaient important à étudier #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:31:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "EEBO-TCP is a bit of a nightmare because
you have very little information about all the variables" such as genre,
6/10/2017 9:31:40 PM
glass_grant: @rachael_isom #sharp17 defamiliarizing the text through annotations
6/10/2017 9:31:54 PM
earlymodernpost: Another problem - texts heavily used less likely to survive/be
included in eebo tcp dataset. Need to ask what data represents #sharp17 #c7

6/10/2017 9:31:55 PM
jotis13: "EEBO-TCP is kind of a nightmare because you don't know what the variables
are..." underlying your dataset @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:31:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "EEBO-TCP is a bit of a
nightmare because you have very little information about all the variable…
6/10/2017 9:32:00 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: "EEBO-TCP is kind of a nightmare because you don't know what
the variables are..." underlying your dataset @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:32:08 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @jotis13: "EEBO-TCP is kind of a nightmare because you don't
know what the variables are..." underlying your dataset @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:32:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Question to @robzker about #stylo:
here's an overview of a paper she & I did at last year's DH conf https://t.co…
6/10/2017 9:33:00 PM
JoGrenier: Faire des recherches sur un événement qui s'est passé il y a 5 ans, est-ce
faire de l'histoire? (1/2) #sharp17 #c8
6/10/2017 9:33:11 PM
clancynewyork: RT @lesliehowsam: Connor. Teaching comparative textbooks shows
students why they don't think like parents & grandparents #sharp17 #c9
6/10/2017 9:33:26 PM
milenaufpr: Modo de ensinar leitura: por humilhação. Apresentado com critica, claro,
por Kathryne Bevilacqua. #sharp17 https://t.co/aYK9CNp6RT
6/10/2017 9:33:32 PM
mollyhardy: .@rachael_isom: "Readingwriting" as bldg outward from the material texts
and then they blogged it out on @anvcscalar page #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:33:37 PM
JoGrenier: Un chercheur qui s'intéresse au livre numérique est-il un "historien" du livre?
(2/2) #c8 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:34:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona: Some, but not all works in the ESTC
(English works to 1700) have the tag "Early works to 1800" -- helpful?
6/10/2017 9:34:19 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona: Some, but not all works in
the ESTC (English works to 1700) have the tag "Early works to 1800" -…
6/10/2017 9:34:27 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Para Jon Bing l@s bibliotecari@s son l@s curadores de informacion
#c5 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:34:31 PM
a_e_lang: How do audiobooks fit into Gants's taxonomy for descriptive bibliography of
digital texts? @mattrubery's work invoked in #c3 #sharp17

6/10/2017 9:35:09 PM
jotis13: Now let us wince over the metadata variability in the English Short Title
Catalog... with word cloud visualizations @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:35:13 PM
bethknazook: Favourite quote from Anne Marie Hagen’s sci-fi talk: “Librarians are the
heros of the information age” #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:35:16 PM
bookhistories: Alisha Knight: "Instead of asking 'where are the records', ask 'what can I
do with the records I have?'" - Michael Winship #sharp17 #c1
6/10/2017 9:35:36 PM
a_e_lang: RT @bethknazook: Favourite quote from Anne Marie Hagen’s sci-fi talk:
“Librarians are the heros of the information age” #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:35:43 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona created word cloud w/ words from 1610-1611
materials to see which terms dominate; also removed dupes from spec. txt
6/10/2017 9:35:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona did wordclouds of the S1610 and S1611
subject fields; "Work/s" dominates. Removed '17th century' and other noise
6/10/2017 9:35:51 PM
DennineD: @AmyHildrethChen @SHARP2017 This was a blast! Thanks so much, Amy!
#codexconquest #SHARP17 and for talking me throu… https://t.co/hEIfjmTr51
6/10/2017 9:35:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona: Some, but not all works in the
ESTC (English works to 1700) have the tag "Early works to 1800" -…
6/10/2017 9:35:59 PM
glass_grant: @rachael_isom #sharp17 sharing student feedback on assignment #brave
6/10/2017 9:36:01 PM
jotis13: RT @bethknazook: Favourite quote from Anne Marie Hagen’s sci-fi talk:
“Librarians are the heros of the information age” #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:36:11 PM
profwernimont: RT @Laura_Estill: .@julia_flanders asks, is reading about transmission
and/or mediation? Reader "co-realizing" text #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/10/2017 9:36:13 PM
earlymodernpost: Reducing noise - first removed some duplicates, then removed high
frequency words (like tag 'early works to 1800'...) @eyeona #sharp17 #c7
6/10/2017 9:36:19 PM
jimmussell: Angie Park talking about the way the staves in Dickens's Christmas Carol
unbind time #c2 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:36:25 PM
SimonDeDeo: RT @bethknazook: Favourite quote from Anne Marie Hagen’s sci-fi talk:
“Librarians are the heros of the information age” #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:36:29 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona did wordclouds of the S1610
and S1611 subject fields; "Work/s" dominates. Removed '17th century'…
6/10/2017 9:36:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 everybody interested in digital preservation (@djohnevans
@jameshodges_ #b6) should get in touch with https://t.co/GbmWbMn9iE #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:36:33 PM
jotis13: "BRITISH GREAT HISTORY" - more examples of noise in the 1550 metadata
@eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:37:09 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona: Some, but not all works in
the ESTC (English works to 1700) have the tag "Early works to 1800" -…
6/10/2017 9:37:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "BRITAIN" "GREAT" and "HISTORY" show
up in the 1550s; "Great Britain -- monarch name -- history"; these terms are buggy
6/10/2017 9:37:35 PM
milenaufpr: Q&A #sharp17Perguntas ampliam o interesse das pesquisas, tratando nem
sempre do que foi feito, mas do que ainda pode ser feito.
6/10/2017 9:37:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "BRITAIN" "GREAT" and
"HISTORY" show up in the 1550s; "Great Britain -- monarch name -- history";…
6/10/2017 9:37:52 PM
glass_grant: RT @mlkharrington: Grant Glass is talking "Lost Islands: Using Robinson
Crusoe to Understand Literary Production." #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:38:01 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight's GIS story map of the Colored Co-operative's
subscription agents highlights their role as a "communal work force"
6/10/2017 9:38:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona tried it with title; GOD needs to be added
to the stoplist, as well as Elizabeth, James, Henry...
6/10/2017 9:38:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in the digital publishing
world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:38:28 PM
jotis13: Best quotes of DH: Time to stop-list "God" and the "King." @eyeona #c7
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:38:35 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Best quotes of DH: Time to stop-list "God" and the "King."
@eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:38:46 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona tried it with title; GOD needs
to be added to the stoplist, as well as Elizabeth, James, Henry...
6/10/2017 9:38:53 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso My question, what about #audiobooks? #TalkingBooks
See this David, https://t.co/dtfGjN7wEP #MatthewRubery #SeeLastChapter

6/10/2017 9:38:58 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 Where to publish? Are 21st c people historians (lots of opinions)
6/10/2017 9:38:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso My question, what about
#audiobooks? #TalkingBooks See this David, https://t.co/dtfGjN7wEP #MatthewRubery…
6/10/2017 9:39:34 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona looked back at S1610 materials to see how "History'
appears as a term (metrics on documents incl.)
6/10/2017 9:39:44 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compare le manque d'archives dans le monde de
l'édition numérique à la situation pour l'étude de… https://t.co/JxP5Kgj70s
6/10/2017 9:39:49 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight shares that jazz legend Cab Calloway's father worked
for a time as an agent for the Colored… https://t.co/gsZzmXurQz
6/10/2017 9:40:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in the
digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:40:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona worked on Sermons, because it was an
easy dataset to draw a circle around: both we and early moderns know what they are
6/10/2017 9:41:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 no history yet of the reception of the American history
textbook, that's a project that's needs to be taken up #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:42:01 PM
jotis13: "When is a sermon not a sermon?" As soon as we create a "clear" category we
break it. Academics gotta have fun! @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:42:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona That said, some false-positives for
identifying Sermons: responses to sermons, funerals in narrative, treatises
6/10/2017 9:42:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona worked on Sermons, because
it was an easy dataset to draw a circle around: both we and early mode…
6/10/2017 9:43:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona That said, some falsepositives for identifying Sermons: responses to sermons, funerals in narrat…
6/10/2017 9:43:23 PM
jotis13: "If my resources were endless... but that's a crazy pipe dream." @eyeona #c7
#SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:43:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 pas encore d'histoire de la réception des manuels
d'histoire étatsuniens, un projet auquel il fau… https://t.co/gBVX7ZAMEU
6/10/2017 9:43:36 PM

CritRikk: RT @jotis13: "If my resources were endless... but that's a crazy pipe dream."
@eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:43:40 PM
kathiiberens: Simone Murray on the hyperlocal context of teaching an interdisciplinary
book history course. Alternates theory & case study weeks. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:43:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I'm wondering if @eyeona has run into @abasu_'s attempts to assign
genre algorithmically? #SHARP17 #C7
6/10/2017 9:43:53 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #c7 .@eyeona talks about the "controversial literature" tag in Early
Modern...and now? Who defines controversy?
6/10/2017 9:44:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona Oh, yes. She just cited @abasu_'s genre
thing.
6/10/2017 9:44:44 PM
kathiiberens: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 Where to publish? Are 21st c people
historians (lots of opinions)
6/10/2017 9:44:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 il y a plusieurs marchés de manuels scolaires: ce n'est
plus le Texas ou la Californie qui dictent tout #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:44:50 PM
jotis13: Wonder and in the next slide you shall receive! @eyeona #c7 #sharp17
https://t.co/br82QAR2AJ
6/10/2017 9:44:59 PM
a_e_lang: @EpistolaryBrown @eyeona @abasu_ Or @Ted_Underwood's work on genre?
https://t.co/4GPSkqACp7 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:45:01 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "BRITAIN" "GREAT" and
"HISTORY" show up in the 1550s; "Great Britain -- monarch name -- history";…
6/10/2017 9:45:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Interrupting my live-tweeting of #sharp17 to lament just
how bad the Pittsburgh Pirates are this year, and in today's game.…
6/10/2017 9:45:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 there are more than one textbook markets in the US,
Texas and California are no longer dictating… https://t.co/pjUH1YO8r7
6/10/2017 9:45:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam textbooks as material objects don't tell us how they
were used (history of reading as applied to textbooks!) #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:47:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "With Big Data you sometimes have to
make hard decisions"
6/10/2017 9:48:26 PM
igallupd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona did wordclouds of the S1610
and S1611 subject fields; "Work/s" dominates. Removed '17th century'…

6/10/2017 9:48:33 PM
jotis13: "With big data sometimes you have to make hard decisions" about the dataset
you're using. @eyeona #c7 #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:48:37 PM
gbarnhisel: @Marie_LSJ @jordanreed14 state-mandated standardized testing has partly
caused this (benefitting Pearson, other media companies) #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:49:35 PM
DavinHeckman: @rak_dr @kathiiberens https://t.co/gzIep5x6O1 enjoys conversations
abt contemporary/emerging reading, authorship, p… https://t.co/5GMRKZhZqu
6/10/2017 9:49:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 Q @lesliehowsam why @AmericanYawp? @jordanreed14 reference to
Walt Whitman https://t.co/ztc0JDja4R #sharp17"I sound my barbaric yawp"
6/10/2017 9:50:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "You need to know why you're tagging and
what the goal is"
6/10/2017 9:51:06 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 question time: @hkpmcgregor asks the
SFU Aldine about how readers come to the site: capacity expansion ha…
6/10/2017 9:51:16 PM
Reb_D: RT @jotis13: Next up, session #b6 Publishing for the Distant Future: Digital
Design for Long Term Survival sponsored by SFU Library #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:51:23 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The SFU Aldine project includes essays
from popular contributors, as well as academic essays, aiming at e…
6/10/2017 9:51:29 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 SFU's Aldine project was one of the first
projects of SFU's Digital Humanities Innovation Lab
6/10/2017 9:51:37 PM
Reb_D: RT @wynkenhimself: Learning about @SFU's Aldus digitizations and looking
forward to exploring. Love the range of essays! #sharp17 https://…
6/10/2017 9:51:43 PM
jotis13: When the speaker says something cool but you don't bother tweeting it b/c you
can see your neighbors both tweeting it already...! #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:51:53 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 Open social scholarship: The Aldine
project is working towards a social annotation layer to go over their…
6/10/2017 9:51:59 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "You need to know why you're
tagging and what the goal is"
6/10/2017 9:51:59 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 getting a tour of Simon Fraser
University's Aldine project, https://t.co/CEnVvqnjVD

6/10/2017 9:52:22 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers Online:
favourites are "feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t…
6/10/2017 9:52:26 PM
jotis13: #powertweetingproblems #sharp17 https://t.co/pWLj0cgKDy
6/10/2017 9:52:29 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 Gender in publishing? Whiteness? Class issues? Answers=women
at lower levels of the industry.
6/10/2017 9:52:51 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The social web has offered special
collections an opportunity to become more engaged in diverse communiti…
6/10/2017 9:53:08 PM
kathiiberens: @henningsgaard on U.S. publishers’ reckoning with its racial whiteness, &
what industry can do about it: https://t.co/GIeknaRl6d #SHARP17
6/10/2017 9:53:18 PM
Reb_D: RT @earlymodernpost: ...they're seeking support for building a social annotation
layer, to network/connect collections & expertise #sharp17…
6/10/2017 9:53:18 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 @jmaxsfu notes that Aldus didn't need
twitter to advertise his books, he leveraged an educational apparat…
6/10/2017 9:53:29 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #C7 @eyeona "You need to know why
you're tagging and what the goal is"
6/10/2017 9:54:28 PM
epierazzo: Enjoying #sharp17 much beyond expectation! Fab papers and great
discussions of physical & digital books #XsmasComingEarlier
6/10/2017 9:54:34 PM
kathiiberens: @whatqnavry Simone talked about medieval manuscripts as unbundled
(for lack of a better word) codex. Text/image and… https://t.co/4tVhaDzBtt
6/10/2017 9:54:53 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 I'd like to understand better how to employ .@eyeona "concepts"
approach to apply to analysis of science fiction. prob: 1923+ srcs
6/10/2017 9:55:56 PM
SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @UVicLib @AdamMatthewGrp
@galecengage @KulaJournal @ETCLatUVic @sfu_library @carlabrc Iter Gateway (+)
6/10/2017 9:56:07 PM
Reb_D: RT @jotis13: "When this project goes away AS IT WILL, as they all will..."
#inevitable #thinklongterm @coreyleedavis #b6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:56:26 PM
jotis13: We're ending on time because NEED COFFEE. Lol. #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:56:34 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @d2verso "Digital [textual] objects do not have formats" Because
the technology that interprets is different? Hmm. Thinking point.

6/10/2017 9:56:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 history of teaching currently grounded in intellectual
history, needs to be more centered on book history #sharp17
6/10/2017 9:56:52 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @UVicLib
@AdamMatthewGrp @galecengage @KulaJournal @ETCLatUVic @sfu_library @carlabrc
It…
6/10/2017 9:58:07 PM
bookhistories: Subskriptions- och prenumerationsstudier är verkligen fascinerande, och
har mycket att tillföra det bokhistoriska fältet! #sharp17 #c1
6/10/2017 9:58:21 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker on Fanny van der Grift's scrapbooks faithfully
preserving articles on @RLSte: emotional labor preserved in the archive
6/10/2017 9:58:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam manuels comme objets matériels n'indiquent pas leur
utilisation (l'histoire de la lecture appliqu… https://t.co/WMj72DzlF1
6/10/2017 9:58:53 PM
SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @uofalibraries @oakknollbooks
@ubclibrary @BrillPublishing @CambridgeUP MediaPreserve @scholars_choic_ +
6/10/2017 9:59:40 PM
djohnevans: RT @bethknazook: Hearing about Norweigen sci-fi dystopian future, with
illicit readers and librarian despots. #sharp17 #c5
6/10/2017 9:59:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #c9 @jordanreed14 histoire de l'enseignement présentement dans l'histoire
des idées, devrait être + centrée sur his… https://t.co/CodrF8R92o
6/10/2017 10:00:16 PM
SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors (cont'd): U Penn Press @UBCPress.
We are so grateful to your support!
6/10/2017 10:01:20 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #B7 The social web has offered special
collections an opportunity to become more engaged in diverse communiti…
6/10/2017 10:02:57 PM
SHARP2017: Quick reminder: online program at https://t.co/ZeGqyxDVEO = full
program (incl. chairs). https://t.co/MDwxWLmiyY = abstracts only #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:09:35 PM
rachael_isom: RT @mlkharrington: I love a crowd where it's necessary to clarify "plot
as in novel, not plot as in graph." @rachael_isom #c4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:10:09 PM
robzker: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker found unpublished manuscripts in the
FannyStevenson archives: we should all be so lucky in our doctoral…
6/10/2017 10:12:46 PM
robzker: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Reading #FannyStevenson: "Emotional
entrapment created by unresolved grief" #BiographicalIWondeR #coloniz…

6/10/2017 10:13:06 PM
robzker: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker: Fanny van der G's heterogeneric
style lets us see her as a progenitor of later women writers who ruptu…
6/10/2017 10:13:20 PM
robzker: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robzker Fanny Stevenson is now being positioned
in relation to Lovecraft & Poe & #weirdtale genre. Drawing on fai…
6/10/2017 10:13:31 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @uofalibraries
@oakknollbooks @ubclibrary @BrillPublishing @CambridgeUP MediaPreserve @s…
6/10/2017 10:13:42 PM
robzker: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Question to @robzker about #stylo: here's an
overview of a paper she & I did at last year's DH conf https://t.co…
6/10/2017 10:13:43 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors (cont'd): U Penn Press
@UBCPress. We are so grateful to your support!
6/10/2017 10:13:45 PM
DennineD: RT @CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited
presentation on her hot new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https…
6/10/2017 10:13:52 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @UVicLib
@AdamMatthewGrp @galecengage @KulaJournal @ETCLatUVic @sfu_library @carlabrc
It…
6/10/2017 10:13:57 PM
amndw2: Now at session #d4, "Social Media, Social Spaces" #SHARP17
6/10/2017 10:14:54 PM
jordanreed14: It's difficult to get into the pedagogical use of the textbook. Book history
methods help us get closer #sharp17 #c9 https://t.co/fLtRepASbk
6/10/2017 10:16:00 PM
KulaJournal: "Publishing in the 21st Century: Digitisation and its Specific Influence on
European Book Publishing" about to begin! #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:16:09 PM
CritRikk: Argh! I found plugs, but they do not provide power (reminds me of conference
facilities, dah!) so with 5% battery no tweets for #SHARP17 #D8
6/10/2017 10:16:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 @robzker on Fanny van der Grift's
scrapbooks faithfully preserving articles on @RLSte: emotional labor preserved…
6/10/2017 10:17:27 PM
earlymodernpost: First up on Digital Forms & Formats: Kim Martin & Susan Brown on
““Reading Between the Nodes”: Navigating Linked Open Data” #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:18:21 PM
lesliehowsam: #d7 starts with @helenkbones on c20 educational (textbook) publishinghow 2 b Australasian #sharp17

6/10/2017 10:18:22 PM
CritRikk: #D8 Digital Forms and Formats #SHARP17 - up first a team from the Uni of
Guelph (we'll have computer flipping later)
6/10/2017 10:18:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: Thank you to our panelists & every1 who contributed to our 21st
century book workshop. So many fantastic insights @rachellynchase #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:18:40 PM
onlinereaders1: Our panel on social media and the social life of books about to start
#sharp17
6/10/2017 10:19:27 PM
earlymodernpost: Martin & Brown: Feminist approach to Linked Open Data developing ontology & interface that works against power structures #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:20:09 PM
StevieLMarsden: @rachellynchase A special thank you to @ClaireSquires
@henningsgaard @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @Beth_driscoll @sprowberry an…
https://t.co/Zj3tn3Goc5
6/10/2017 10:20:31 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry calls his work history of the ebook.
But it's a coping mechanism. #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:20:49 PM
jasminemulliken: When you <almost> feel like ur attending the guilty-pleasure panel,
you know you're at the right conference :) #sharp17 #d4 #socialmedia
6/10/2017 10:20:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 on Nations & the C19th starts with Jens Eriksson on
Nationalism and Quantifying the German Book Market
6/10/2017 10:21:17 PM
earlymodernpost: Asking about new literacies of movement of reading from scroll to
codex to screen. Starting w distant reading v close reading #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:21:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Our panel on social media and the social life of
books about to start #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:21:28 PM
AbiLemak: @antimony27 és @susanirenebrown most beszélnek Linked Open Data-rol
feminista theoriák keresztül #sharp17… https://t.co/UilNImdfI9
6/10/2017 10:21:47 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Murray on her contemporary colleagues: these
people give SHARP its funkiness #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:22:09 PM
StevieLMarsden: Total delight to chair this workshop. @rachellynchase and I will be
writing up the conversation in some way soon! W… https://t.co/9K4J9PFxex
6/10/2017 10:22:29 PM
rachellynchase: RT @MariLib: Happy to see a booming interest in 21st Century book
research - confirmed at #sharp17 #myfavoriteconference @StevieLMarsden @R…

6/10/2017 10:22:37 PM
KulaJournal: Anna Klamet + Giulia Trentacosti: small nation publishing often
overlooked by researchers. Can e-publishing benefit them? #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:22:54 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next provocation for the panel: how do 21st
century people sit within and relate to more historic part of SHARP? #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:22:56 PM
bookhistories: Presentation av Jens Eriksson från @UU_University #sharp17
https://t.co/JuO1uKKmTb
6/10/2017 10:22:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson transforming Foucault's biopolitics into
bibliopolitics. Statistics used to govern & shape population in both
6/10/2017 10:23:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens Bibliopolitique et masse de littérature allemande:
nationalisme & quantification du marché du livre au début 19c #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:23:54 PM
lesliehowsam: Angus & Robertson , Sydney publisher w global reach. educational works
underwrite literary publishing. @helenkbones #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:23:57 PM
earlymodernpost: LOD: moving from strings of text to 'things' of semantic web. Can
see LOD in practice on google knowledge graphs (side panels) #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:24:01 PM
amndw2: Silke Jandl (U. of Graz) on YouTubers writing books: autobiography, self-help,
comedy (all related to what they do on YouTube) #d4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:24:03 PM
AbiLemak: Mi is Linked Open Data (#LOD)? @susanirenebrown és @antimony27
egyszerűen megmagyarázzák itt #hungarian #sharp17 https://t.co/9cHn0cmhnw
6/10/2017 10:24:22 PM
PopFicDoctors: Thrilled to be chairing this fantastic panel, with Silke Jandl, Simone
Murray and Bronwen Thomas #sharp17 https://t.co/tg1NhNhdTR
6/10/2017 10:24:24 PM
sharpicecream: Played hookey. Went whale watching. Will be back for Emoji Dick
#sharp17
6/10/2017 10:24:27 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Murray: Distant reading is still just reading ...
Even if for literary studies people it's not enough reading. #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:24:45 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 Q @lesliehowsam why @AmericanYawp?
@jordanreed14 reference to Walt Whitman https://t.co/ztc0JDja4R #sharp17"I sound
my…
6/10/2017 10:24:45 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Excellent panel on Victorian periodicals at @UVicSC : Lisa Surridge,
Mary Elizabeth Leighton, Caley Ehnes & Angie Min Ah Park #c2 #sharp17

6/10/2017 10:24:48 PM
Shaf_Towheed: D4: Jandl - Autobiography, self-help & comedy are the 3 main genres
of YouTuber books #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:25:07 PM
KulaJournal: Klamet + Trentacosti: digitisation offers new opportunities + challenges to
publishing industry. Material can overwhelm market #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:25:08 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in
the digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:25:15 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens joue avec bibliopolitique sur le concept de #biopolitique
de Michel #Foucault https://t.co/IED4zNBoLS #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:25:16 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Workshop "The 21st Century Book" at #sharp17
hosted by @rachellynchase and @StevieLMarsden (1/2) https://t.co/c0FsUb9yNp
6/10/2017 10:25:24 PM
earlymodernpost: Overview of LOD: defining stuff in triples of subject-predicate-object,
combined w ontology - relations between things. #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:25:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: Thrilled to be chairing this fantastic panel, with
Silke Jandl, Simone Murray and Bronwen Thomas #sharp17 https://t.co/…
6/10/2017 10:25:45 PM
zanna_vl: Intéressant d'en apprendre davantage sur le production des manuels de
20ième siècle, @helenkbones! #sharp17 #History
6/10/2017 10:25:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: Jandl: Youtubers publish books across many genres, but the majority
are non-fiction: either auto-biography, self-help, or comedy #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:25:59 PM
sharpicecream: Ouaf woof #sharp17 https://t.co/SIZFL8bMxT
6/10/2017 10:26:02 PM
djp2025: Quick overview of history of milestones in scholarly communications from
Shawn Martin. #sharp17 https://t.co/emqBpcWtGo
6/10/2017 10:26:24 PM
earlymodernpost: LOD can also be represented as graph - nodes and edges relationships between things. But what literacies does this call on? #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:26:46 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson: statistics helped to create the book market
that they claim to represent. Need to be studied in own right
6/10/2017 10:26:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens les statistiques sont utilisées pour gouverner et donner
forme à la population #bibliopolitique #biopolitique #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:27:12 PM

bookhistories: Jens Eriksson använder sig av termen #Bibliopolitics för att studera den
tyska bokmarknaden under tidigt 1800-tal #bokhistoria #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 10:27:14 PM
bethknazook: book statistics as unproblematic representation of the book market Jens: “time to study statistics as a mediating technology” #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 10:27:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Susan Brown giving us a fantastic crash course in
linked open data and the challenges of reading graphs
6/10/2017 10:28:09 PM
clancynewyork: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in
the digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:28:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 “A good reading is produced by a good graph”
6/10/2017 10:28:27 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Silkr Jandl on Youtubers "autobiographical expansion "
@LaurieMcNeill2 @emma_scribe #iaba2017
6/10/2017 10:28:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens Comment les statistiques du marché de l'édition ont
affecté les processus de construction nationale au 19c? #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:28:57 PM
gbarnhisel: Silke Jandl: "transmediality" as key concept for explaining YouTubers'
books. Subtle diff bet this and 1980s buzzword "synergy"? #SHARP17
6/10/2017 10:29:00 PM
StevieLMarsden: Big crowd for session d4: social media, social spaces discussing
youtubers, lit bloggers and #amreading. Love it! #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:29:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Silkr Jandl on Youtubers "autobiographical
expansion " @LaurieMcNeill2 @emma_scribe #iaba2017
6/10/2017 10:29:18 PM
bookhistories: Eriksson: Hur användes bokmarknadsstatistik i förhåll. till nationen?
Teoretisk inspiration: Benedict Anderson. #sharp17 #buchwissenschaft
6/10/2017 10:29:32 PM
earlymodernpost: 'signs become tools' and reading becomes active interpretation when
data viz isn't static, new demands/opportunities. Brown #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:29:36 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Brilliant observation from @ClaireSquires - this is a
central question for our discipline I think #sharp17 https://t.co/5…
6/10/2017 10:29:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Kim Martin walking us through three aspects of
humanities reading: Space, Complexity, and Context
6/10/2017 10:29:41 PM
glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 talking about “Archiver” https://t.co/QyYzDM5cpt

6/10/2017 10:29:57 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: D4: Jandl - Autobiography, self-help & comedy are the
3 main genres of YouTuber books #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:30:09 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Shaf_Towheed: D4: Jandl - Autobiography, self-help & comedy
are the 3 main genres of YouTuber books #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:30:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson challenges Anderson - book market couldnt
create nation. Germany had seperate markets existing alongside each other
6/10/2017 10:30:25 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: D4: Jandl - Autobiography, self-help & comedy
are the 3 main genres of YouTuber books #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:30:28 PM
bookhistories: Jens Eriksson (Uppsala): Tyskland under tidigt 1800-talet präglades av
en rad olika regionala litteraturer, inte en enad tysk. #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 10:30:39 PM
PopFicDoctors: Jandl: Youtubers' autobiographical works promoted to viewer/readers
as intimate, deep and exclusive #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:30:48 PM
earlymodernpost: Martin risks a live demo of Linked Modernisms project... momentary
pause, but here's the link: https://t.co/En5w3QKIhW #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:31:07 PM
kathiiberens: Silke Jandl: 70 YouTubers are newly bestselling authors.
“Autobiographical expansion” of YT personality turns on “deeper” & “more." #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:31:22 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson: book stats helped visualise nation in way
the market itself could not. Helped readers see selves as part of community
6/10/2017 10:31:37 PM
AliceTMcGrath: The Global Book Trade Project at Western Sydney U -- Helen Bones on
c20 textbooks and linked open data in ARCHIVER #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:31:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 statisticien anonyme du marché de l'édition (1828): littérature divisée
nord-/sud-allemande, autrichienne, prusse, bavaroise... #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:32:02 PM
KulaJournal: Klamet + Trentacosti: Amazon not in markets such as Slovenia b/c too
small a market. Publishers must distribute in other ways #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:32:16 PM
lesliehowsam: .@helenkbones on using linked open data interface to capture
comparable archival material for textbook publishing history #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:32:26 PM
bethknazook: 1800s bookmarket in Germany sparked fears of information overload.
(The more things change....) #sharp17 #d1

6/10/2017 10:33:04 PM
glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 how to get collections to talk to one another
even though they are not designed to do so through linked data.
6/10/2017 10:33:04 PM
earlymodernpost: I like the 'random search' button on Linked Modernisms, for those
(like me) who aren't sure of a good 'way in'. Sense of play? #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:33:20 PM
rachellynchase: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #c8 Where to publish? Are 21st c people
historians (lots of opinions)
6/10/2017 10:33:31 PM
KulaJournal: Klamet + Trentacosti: book publishing small industry in Slovenia. Shift
from book buying to book lending in recent years #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:33:40 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Jandl: Youtubers' autobiographical works promoted
to viewer/readers as intimate, deep and exclusive #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:33:45 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Jandl: Youtubers' autobiographical works
promoted to viewer/readers as intimate, deep and exclusive #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:34:00 PM
chrisspinola: GET YOUR NEW 1000 FREE #FOLLOWERS PER DAY
https://t.co/6cWuZnBqAX #10Mets #JelenaOstapenko #sharp17 @RayRinae
@Jennifer_shan13
6/10/2017 10:34:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens prolifération de statistiques => peur de la
surinformation (#informationoverload) dès le début du 19c! #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:34:17 PM
rebeccamchung: Robert Bringhurst (!) and the Barbarian Press (!) in #d5
#BarbarianPressFilm #sharp17 #letterpress #bookhistory
6/10/2017 10:34:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Martin walks us through https://t.co/wVZH2yvQKW,
showing the flexibility of switching between visualizations
6/10/2017 10:35:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Thrilled to be chairing this fantastic panel, with Silke
Jandl, Simone Murray and Bronwen Thomas #sharp17 https://t.co/…
6/10/2017 10:35:24 PM
AliceTMcGrath: @helenkbones: ARCHIVER allows browsing in ways that many digital
platforms neglect #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:36:03 PM
JoGrenier: Jens Eriksson utilise le terme #bibliopolitics dans l'étude du marché du livre
allemand du début des années 1800. #d1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:36:04 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson: complaints about print overflow reflect
statistics not actual circulation, which was quite limited in local markets

6/10/2017 10:36:11 PM
KulaJournal: E-books expensive in Slovenia, same price as paperbacks. Certain readers
only read in English. Slovenian publishers cannot compete. #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:36:16 PM
moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un musulman, regardez sa
réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17#EAPLAY
6/10/2017 10:36:59 PM
jmhuculak: @ChristineWalde talks about library publications as important outreach
opportunity and way to surface special colle… https://t.co/BEal33baJi
6/10/2017 10:37:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 A variety of interfaces allow users to customize the
delivery of information
6/10/2017 10:37:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens Comment la montée des statistiques a affecté
l'expérience de l'accroissement de l'imprimé (print overflow)? #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:37:40 PM
glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using Stanford’s Palladio tool to visualized linked
data. https://t.co/lBnZ8ZjQNs
6/10/2017 10:37:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 In Linked Jazz, the connected nodes deliver up
music, images, as well as textual information about the subjects
6/10/2017 10:38:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson: stats encouraged readers to look past local
conditions and see themselves in national arena of print abundance.
6/10/2017 10:38:28 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@ClaireSquires on digital preservation: if you're
not careful you end up building another copy of the world #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:38:57 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@StevieLMarsden: Interviews and archives don't
always match. How do we as researchers triangulate this? #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:39:25 PM
glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using the GoogleBooks API to visualize book
covers https://t.co/5jgTnpINXH
6/10/2017 10:39:33 PM
KulaJournal: But one Slovenian publisher, Biblos, figured out a way of successfully
lending + selling ebooks. E-book market growing in Slovenia #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:39:34 PM
zanna_vl: Er zijn alleen maar voordelen verbonden aan #linkeddata @helenkbones
@SHARP2017 #sharp17 #History #research
6/10/2017 10:39:46 PM
RasoulAliak: Silke Jandl볼볼볼볼볼
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#SHARP2017 #sharp17

6/10/2017 10:40:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @eriksson_jens publication de statistiques nationales sur l'édition:
perspective locale du marché => perspective nationale #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:40:08 PM
mekonkol: #sharp17 Helen Bones gives an impressive overview of the capabilities of
the Angus & Robertson Coll. https://t.co/BiNzV4erMN
6/10/2017 10:40:11 PM
earlymodernpost: Very cool projects being introduced here, eg Linked Jazz and Big
Diva https://t.co/sFtrZ37FV5 #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:40:15 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@Beth_driscoll "I try and read the books I write
about, but I'm also more of a context person" #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:40:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Susan Brown: Do we need to visualize in ways that
build literacy?
6/10/2017 10:40:41 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Now @bookhistories who is tracing a reading
revolution through a single book, which he actually owns!
6/10/2017 10:41:12 PM
rebeccamchung: "the way a poet could make time stop...the still point in a turning
world" - Jan Elsted #sharp17 #predigbook17 #BarbarianPress #letterpress
6/10/2017 10:41:15 PM
kathiiberens: Silke Jandl analyzing #danandphil book trailer. Noting emphasis on
materiality: book, ticket to live tour. https://t.co/9EYZmf4xCe #SHARP17
6/10/2017 10:41:24 PM
KulaJournal: In Netherlands, e-publishing also growing. But market suffers from piracy
#sharp17
6/10/2017 10:41:27 PM
a_e_lang: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Susan Brown: Do we need to visualize
in ways that build literacy?
6/10/2017 10:41:42 PM
earlymodernpost: Emphasis on research qs - what knowledge do users bring, what
literacies need develop? Relationship between nodes & context? #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:41:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 In Linked Jazz, the connected nodes
deliver up music, images, as well as textual information about the su…
6/10/2017 10:42:35 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 A variety of interfaces allow users to
customize the delivery of information
6/10/2017 10:42:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Kim Martin walking us through three
aspects of humanities reading: Space, Complexity, and Context

6/10/2017 10:42:42 PM
loradeets: Silke Jandl on what YouTube stars' books mean to fans and to the writers:
something lasting, more than just consumables #D4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:42:59 PM
gbarnhisel: Commenting on social media about a panel on on social media so I can use
the neologism "ception," which I learned from my son #sharp17 #d4
6/10/2017 10:43:10 PM
loradeets: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using the GoogleBooks API to
visualize book covers https://t.co/5jgTnpINXH
6/10/2017 10:43:15 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories, marchand de livres rares: sa présentation se concentre
sur sa copie de Utwalda predikningar (1766) de Tillotson #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:43:22 PM
moradnasiir: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:35 PM
jjvcwm6he: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
hbcowzawk: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
gf5faxind: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
dcjqfr9ct: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
ch2col54s: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
av5mnhmgm: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
a3ezmljaz: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:36 PM
earlymodernpost: 'Viz can be reductive'. Rela to feminist theories of situated
knowledge? Need to grapple w context, space, complexity. Brown #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:43:37 PM
lc86yrcj6: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…

6/10/2017 10:43:37 PM
qfghus2qs: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:40 PM
o2gqfnpih: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:40 PM
npnvwf5a6: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:40 PM
ty3nd57kp: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:43 PM
tbgkzwb6h: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:43 PM
zigzohqoi: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:44 PM
smxrssjfh: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:45 PM
ubetdejgv: RT @moradnasiir: Choquant ! Un chrétien lance une croix devant un
musulman, regardez sa réactionhttps://t.co/0qLf7yEgbN#Batman#sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:43:47 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @mekonkol: #sharp17 Helen Bones gives an impressive overview of
the capabilities of the Angus & Robertson Coll. https://t.co/BiNzV4erMN
6/10/2017 10:43:53 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @zanna_vl: Er zijn alleen maar voordelen verbonden aan #linkeddata
@helenkbones @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #History #research
6/10/2017 10:44:01 PM
JiveLocal: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson: complaints about print
overflow reflect statistics not actual circulation, which was quite limi…
6/10/2017 10:44:04 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using the GoogleBooks API to
visualize book covers https://t.co/5jgTnpINXH
6/10/2017 10:44:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @bookhistories Sweden: high literacy rates in early
c19th, but books hard to come by in rural areas. Led to intensive reading
6/10/2017 10:44:09 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using Stanford’s Palladio tool
to visualized linked data. https://t.co/lBnZ8ZjQNs

6/10/2017 10:44:21 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @helenkbones: ARCHIVER allows browsing in ways
that many digital platforms neglect #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:44:36 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories en l'absence d'un marché du livre développé, la
population suédoise (re)lisait les mêmes livres intensément #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:44:44 PM
KulaJournal: Amazon and Kobo distributors of e-books in Dutch market. Kobo partnered
with Bol, Dutch book publisher. More successful than Amazon #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:44:45 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 how to get collections to talk to
one another even though they are not designed to do so through lin…
6/10/2017 10:44:47 PM
rebeccamchung: "the marrying of the useful and the beautiful" CrispinElsted #d5
#sharp17 #letterpress #predigbook17
6/10/2017 10:45:02 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 talking about “Archiver”
https://t.co/QyYzDM5cpt
6/10/2017 10:45:03 PM
rachellynchase: Simone Murray on contemporary book reviewing #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:45:07 PM
bethknazook: @bookhistories reminding us being able to read does mean someone will
read. Access to literature informs our understanding. #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 10:45:11 PM
earlymodernpost: LOD projects not immune to isolationism: need to focus on
interoperability, need to fully engage w opportunities/difficulties #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:45:29 PM
kathiiberens: What happens when book review culture goes online? Simone Murray.
#SHARP17 Amazon, Goodreads, Litbloggers & Booktubers.
6/10/2017 10:45:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 how to get collections to
talk to one another even though they are not designed to do so through lin…
6/10/2017 10:45:38 PM
PopFicDoctors: Simone Murray on Online Book Reviewing: here to tell us what happens
among this "gloomy and self-critical lot" #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:46:16 PM
KulaJournal: Physical book market affects how e-book market evolves. Where Amazon
not present, local distributors in European nations leading #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:46:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @bookhistories Swedish copy of Tillotsen's cost as
much as 250 l of beer (beer vs books remains tough choice today)
6/10/2017 10:46:33 PM

rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 10:46:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: Simone Murray on Online Book Reviewing: here to
tell us what happens among this "gloomy and self-critical lot" #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:46:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories Magnus Laurentius Hdén (1743-94) a acheté le livre à
23 ans étudiant pour être vicaire, au prix de 250L de bière #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:46:55 PM
earlymodernpost: Next up is Hal Hinderliter: “Access and Authorship: Choosing an
Alternative to PDFs” #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:47:04 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #c3 Simone Murray on entrenched polarities of discourse about
online reviews: these recapitulate v familiar rhetoric around DH too
6/10/2017 10:47:13 PM
jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17 https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/10/2017 10:47:13 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: online and offline modes of consecration are beginning to blur
and cross-pollinate #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:47:22 PM
CitizenWald: .@bookhistories asks what purchases the 18th-century Swedish vicar had
to forgo when he bought a book of sermons? 250 litres beer #SHARP17
6/10/2017 10:47:28 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on
#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 10:47:33 PM
rak_dr: #SHARP17 Simone Murray in #d4 on book reviews
6/10/2017 10:47:37 PM
JasonEnsor: @helenkbones and I will be adding more features to ARCHIVER over the
next twelve months https://t.co/UwSCLuhvBW… https://t.co/kfoNvCinKj
6/10/2017 10:47:42 PM
amndw2: Next Simone Murray (Monash U.) on online book reviewing. Online world has
own metrics for evaluating reviewers. #d4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:47:49 PM
AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 on "Mapping the French Novel"--always excited to hear
about #c18 novel #metadata! #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:48:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @bookhistories Swedish copy of
Tillotsen's cost as much as 250 l of beer (beer vs books remains tough cho…
6/10/2017 10:48:29 PM
onlinereaders1: Every time Bourdieu is mentioned (and he is a lot) it is greeted by
laughter #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:48:30 PM

JCaperucita: RT @JoGrenier: Un chercheur qui s'intéresse au livre numérique est-il un
"historien" du livre? (2/2) #c8 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:48:41 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Murray: online and offline modes of consecration
are beginning to blur and cross-pollinate #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:48:43 PM
PopFicDoctors: Pretty sure everyone has both cited and disavowed Bourdieu at
#sharp17 ... seems appropriate
6/10/2017 10:48:44 PM
a_e_lang: Bourdieu: "all critics declare not only their judgement of the work but also
their claim to the right to talk about it & judge it" #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:48:51 PM
KulaJournal: Christoph Blasi asks why Librekai failed in competing with Amazon in
German book industry. #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:48:52 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @PopFicDoctors: Pretty sure everyone has both cited and disavowed
Bourdieu at #sharp17 ... seems appropriate
6/10/2017 10:49:23 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @bookhistories 1st 2 owners of book members of
elite, almost "professional readers". They lamented rise of extensive reading
6/10/2017 10:49:23 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories von Rappholt, 2e propriétaire, a acheté le livre aux
enchères pour moins que son 1er propriétaire #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:49:32 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 on "Mapping the French Novel"--always
excited to hear about #c18 novel #metadata! #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:50:02 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo we need to be aware that our
data is incomplete - that's just the reality of digital data #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:50:43 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: Booktubers reviewing other Booktubers - a sign literary culture
is eating itself #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:51:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: knowing laughter of recognition & familiarity (I hope)? Would be good
to quantify citations by SHARPists over 25 ye… https://t.co/rkgmZtQ0qN
6/10/2017 10:51:30 PM
AbiLemak: @antimony27 & @susanirenebrown: when building viz tools, you cannot
presume much about what users know re:network graph literacy #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:51:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @a_e_lang: @kathiiberens #sharp17 This is why web scraping skills
are so important (though Amazon is a notoriously difficult site to scr…
6/10/2017 10:51:45 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jordanreed14: It's difficult to get into the pedagogical use of the
textbook. Book history methods help us get closer #sharp17 #c9 http…

6/10/2017 10:51:52 PM
earlymodernpost: .@HalHinderliter asks about the ubiquity of the PDF, wants to move
past it, reflects on what happened before. #sharp17 #D8
6/10/2017 10:52:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories plaintes de lecteurs de journaux suédois du 19c
rappellent consommation actuelle de @facebook (perte de temps) #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:52:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: @kathiiberens #sharp17 This is why web scraping skills
are so important (though Amazon is a notoriously difficult site to scr…
6/10/2017 10:52:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Books third owner was farmer with lower level of
literacy. Evidences the different audiences Tillotsen could appeal to
6/10/2017 10:52:31 PM
AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 thinking about #FRBR hierarchies to chart complex edition
relationships in #c18 French fiction #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:53:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories 3e propriétaire "l'auteur de ce livre est Anders Jansson
[1795-1876]", faute d'orthographe à "livre" => "chèvre" #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:53:45 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 thinking about #FRBR hierarchies to
chart complex edition relationships in #c18 French fiction #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 10:53:54 PM
jimmussell: I'm in #d8 still thinking about @susanirenebrown and Kim Martin's last
point about LOD helping machines read graphs without us #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:54:00 PM
KulaJournal: Blasi: Libreka developed as an e-book distributor to compete with
Amazon, but it failed. #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:54:06 PM
StevieLMarsden: Reference to @KermodeMovie's 'Hatchet Job' during Online Book
Reviewing paper at @SHARP2017! Talk about interdiscip… https://t.co/lC7jxMpCr5
6/10/2017 10:54:20 PM
glass_grant: @khetiwe24 #sharp17 want to get to the day where every piece of data is
relational..#aspirational
6/10/2017 10:55:16 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: Eriksson: Hur användes bokmarknadsstatistik i
förhåll. till nationen? Teoretisk inspiration: Benedict Anderson. #sharp17…
6/10/2017 10:55:47 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Eriksson challenges Anderson book market couldnt create nation. Germany had seperate markets existing a…
6/10/2017 10:56:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @bookhistories 3rd owner returned to book in 60s &
wrote note that it was "beautiful" & he'd read it 3 times. Still intensive

6/10/2017 10:56:27 PM
profwernimont: not sure if scheds will overlap, but I suspect that you - @JessicaRajko
and @a_e_lang - would have a lot to talk about. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/10/2017 10:56:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories 3e propriétaire agriculteur, niveau de littératie moindre:
preuve que Tillotson plaisait à diffé… https://t.co/GKa8fDt3gY
6/10/2017 10:57:16 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 Murray: online amateur reviews as longstanding demotic form of
literary criticism that has been massively amplified by the internet
6/10/2017 10:57:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 Murray: online amateur reviews as
longstanding demotic form of literary criticism that has been massively amplified…
6/10/2017 10:58:25 PM
jameshodges_: Version control & consistent formatting were selling points of early
PDFs, prioritizing author over reader -Hal Hinderliter in #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:58:56 PM
helenkbones: @khetiwe24 's aspirational metadata diagram. @EnlightenmentDH
#sharp17 https://t.co/14lX575lhZ
6/10/2017 10:59:03 PM
glass_grant: @khetiwe24 #sharp17 the locations of different editions, even those
fictitious publication places..thinking geographically.
6/10/2017 10:59:13 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: the affective tone is not the creation of digital media, but a
longstanding underground mode that is amplified by digital #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:59:15 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 Now @bookhistories who is
tracing a reading revolution through a single book, which he actually owns!
6/10/2017 10:59:27 PM
jimmussell: Now Hal Hinderliter on why we shouldn't use pdfs. I'm not sure pdf and
ebook formats are equivalent #d8 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:59:40 PM
kathiiberens: Murray: Book reviewing identity crisis in conflict of print reviewers and
litbloggers circa 2007. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 10:59:46 PM
earlymodernpost: .@HalHinderliter wants us to use more accessible materials than
PDFs - thing that works with screenreaders, braile technologies #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 10:59:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @bookhistories Jansson lit le livre 3 fois, donc la lecture intensive a
perduré au-delà de l'apparition de la lecture extensive #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:59:56 PM
JoGrenier: Suivre l'évolution de la lecture en Suède à travers l'étude des annotations de
lecteurs dans un livre du 18e siècle. #sharp17 @bookhistories

6/10/2017 11:00:15 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jimmussell: Now Hal Hinderliter on why we shouldn't use pdfs.
I'm not sure pdf and ebook formats are equivalent #d8 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:00:24 PM
rak_dr: #SHARP17 Murray: on the fight between lit bloggers and print reviewers on
2007 & decline of book review sections
6/10/2017 11:00:56 PM
kathiiberens: Simone Murray: Cultural reviewing as a loss leader: book reviews attract
wealthy readers to see ads for luxury items. [1/2] #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:02:11 PM
jameshodges_: But diversity of devices + readers' varied visual/cognitive abilities,
make PDFs insufficiently accessible. -Hinderliter in #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:02:58 PM
gbarnhisel: Murray: newspaper book reviews have become a "loss-leader" to attract an
affluent demographic for advertisers #sharp17 #d4
6/10/2017 11:03:08 PM
glass_grant: @khetiwe24 #sharp17 how to use alternate spellings in early modern to
get accurate places in the database.
6/10/2017 11:03:21 PM
amndw2: Murray on a litblogger/print reviewer flame war: driven by papers' reduced
arts coverage, bloggers' growing professionalization #d4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:03:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 now moves to Norway and the late C19th with
@kamaslak on book binding and national traditions
6/10/2017 11:03:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: Murray: newspaper book reviews have become a
"loss-leader" to attract an affluent demographic for advertisers #sharp17 #d4
6/10/2017 11:03:40 PM
kathiiberens: Murray: Shrinking space for literary reviews circa 2007 triggered by
collapse in ad $$ led to advertising's turn amateur reviewers. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:03:44 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 Murray: online amateur reviews as
longstanding demotic form of literary criticism that has been massively amplified…
6/10/2017 11:03:48 PM
earlymodernpost: .@HalHinderliter wants a universal design for epubs that is
compatible with assistive technologies, not something separate #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:04:40 PM
DHInstitute: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17
https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/10/2017 11:05:07 PM
kathiiberens: Litbloggers as “referral service” to Amazon. Murray: “amateurs are not so
amateur.” #SHARP17 Now this is pervasive in YouTuber, elsewhere.

6/10/2017 11:05:27 PM
bookhistories: Presentation av @kamaslak om #Ibsen och illustrerade koltband
#sharp17 https://t.co/CHk4xsmOD5
6/10/2017 11:05:53 PM
glass_grant: @khetiwe24 #sharp17 Databases are an intermediary between sources
and researchers.
6/10/2017 11:05:56 PM
zanna_vl: Wat achter een relationele database zit #sharp17 #research #History
https://t.co/KGjy8bXoko
6/10/2017 11:05:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @kamaslak Ibsen got main income from selling books
not performances. Bindings appealed to the same bourgeois that he depicted
6/10/2017 11:06:36 PM
PopFicDoctors: Murray: Print reviewers try to distance themselves from academic
literary critics on the one hand and amateur critics on the other #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:07:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @kamaslak Ibsen, la reliure en toile ornée et le champ littéraire
scandinave 1860-1900: commercialisation du li… https://t.co/Y5l81Ed2Kw
6/10/2017 11:08:02 PM
glass_grant: @khetiwe24 #sharp17 hoping for a research based WordCat API
connection to find any specific edition.
6/10/2017 11:08:25 PM
dmndkng: RT @onlinereaders1: Every time Bourdieu is mentioned (and he is a lot) it is
greeted by laughter #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:08:59 PM
rebeccamchung: #barbarianpress has the mats for Antigone #letterpress #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:09:10 PM
gbarnhisel: @PopFicDoctors I wonder how many SHARPists have occupied two or all
three of these positions? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:09:42 PM
SHARP2017: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17
https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/10/2017 11:09:57 PM
KulaJournal: Alistair McCleery: "The Rebirth of the Author." What do authors in the UK
earn now? How do they live? Effect of e-publishing? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:10:02 PM
bookhistories: En ny uppdelning av #Ibsen:s arbeten baserad på bokband, ej litterärt
innehåll av @kamaslak #d1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:10:10 PM
SHARP2017: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on
#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 11:10:11 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: @PopFicDoctors I wonder how many SHARPists have
occupied two or all three of these positions? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:10:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @kamaslak attending to Ibsen's bindings challenges
traditional periodizations of plays, shows how he was marketed in own time
6/10/2017 11:10:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @kamaslak Ibsen: revenus de la vente de ses livres > performance de
ses pièces; reliures pour les bourgeois qu'… https://t.co/2fcvEXnpfr
6/10/2017 11:10:44 PM
earlymodernpost: Elizabeth Ridolfo, Robin Desmeules: Getting to There from Here:
Learning Linked Data Through Canadian Linked Data Initiative #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:10:53 PM
rebeccamchung: Every book you set by hand, word by word, letter by letter...you learn
a lot about it. Crispin Eldred #letterpress #BarbarianPress #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:11:14 PM
KulaJournal: McCleery: Average income from an author's latest book £6000. Almost no
author earns income solely from writing in UK #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:11:54 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 A variety of interfaces allow users to
customize the delivery of information
6/10/2017 11:12:06 PM
bethknazook: ‘Looking at Ibsen’s book covers alters your interpretation of his successes
and his oeuvre.’ @kamaslak #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:12:23 PM
Reb_D: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 Susan Brown: Do we need to visualize in
ways that build literacy?
6/10/2017 11:12:28 PM
bookhistories: Aslaksen: #ibsen:s böcker erbjöds i en rad olika utföranden, i olika
prisnivåer. "Elegant band" = Klotband #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:13:16 PM
kathiiberens: Murray: Emerging from Bezos’ rhetoric of radically egalitarianism, a
“matrix” of vertical & flat digital-born eval hierarchies. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:13:34 PM
earlymodernpost: Canadian Linked Data intiative - created b/c needed to do something
but didn't have expertise. Exploring & learning together #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:13:45 PM
KulaJournal: McCleery: most authors part-time. Authors also rely on pension, partner's
income, private income (rare), public subsidy #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:14:01 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @onlinereaders1 on her social media reading project & shelfies
6/10/2017 11:14:19 PM
jameshodges_: Hinderliter recommends SIGIL for open-source ePub
conversion/editing. I wonder, will students dig it? https://t.co/Amtd4uWQch #sharp17
#d8

6/10/2017 11:14:43 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@onlinereaders1: "no one ever takes a #Shelfie with one book in the
picture" #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:14:44 PM
amndw2: Bronwen Thomas (@onlinereaders1) on the display of reading activity in social
media: shelfies, hashtags like #amreading. #d4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:14:57 PM
loradeets: 'Abundance of display around reading' - @onlinereaders speaking now about
social media and showing one's reading #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:14:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 «Porter attention aux couvertures des livres d'Ibsen altère notre
interprétation de ses succès et son œuvre» —… https://t.co/8BBApsnvhn
6/10/2017 11:15:01 PM
AbiLemak: nezek! itt egy link a Canadian Linked Data Initiative-hez #sharp17
#hungarian #magyarul https://t.co/RODGR2vVCW
6/10/2017 11:15:01 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @kathiiberens: Litbloggers as “referral service” to Amazon. Murray:
“amateurs are not so amateur.” #SHARP17 Now this is pervasive in You…
6/10/2017 11:15:07 PM
kathiiberens: @onlinereaders1 presents origin of her book subject: #amreading
Reading on display in social media. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:15:13 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 I am now hearing a lightening talk on the Canadian Linked Data
Initiative, by Elizabeth Ridolfo (@Fisher_Library) & Robin Desmeules
6/10/2017 11:15:29 PM
bookhistories: Dekorationen på det sena 1800-talets klotband hade inte nödvändigtvis
någon koppling bokens litterära innehåll @kamaslak #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:15:52 PM
bethknazook: Covers did not reflect the narrative of the book, but the physical world
around it. @kamaslak #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:16:07 PM
rachellynchase: Bronwen Thomas ties bookish hashtags to history of reading on display
#sharp17
6/10/2017 11:16:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: D4 Bronwen Thomas quotes Kate Flint & Stephen Colclough on books
as props & conversation pieces #sharp17 @onlinereaders1
6/10/2017 11:16:29 PM
gbarnhisel: @PopFicDoctors Murray's distinction might be too neat, too focused on
venue/medium. Same people often write each, use same ideas #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:16:55 PM
TheUKRED: Now @onlinereaders1 talks about books as display items: no one takes a
shelfie in front of an empty bookshelf #sharp17

6/10/2017 11:17:01 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Wonderful talk from @onlinereaders1, “#amreading: Reading on
Display in the Social Media Age” on books as props, social commodity
6/10/2017 11:17:19 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Navigating the collections of multiple major national institutions
#MSSContent & #RareMaterials. Cross-institutional connections
6/10/2017 11:17:24 PM
bookhistories: Förläggare Gyldendals bokband till #Ibsen:s dramer var gjorda att passa
in i högborgerliga hem, snarare än hemma hos gemene man #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:17:30 PM
loradeets: Quantifying reading - reducing to numbers - a conspicuous feature of book
sites @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:17:37 PM
earlymodernpost: Ridolfo asks what libraries need to do after digitization? Learning
about LOD: what will look like? How do we make it? #sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:17:52 PM
TheUKRED: Quantity, bingeing on books, conspicuous book consumption are features of
social media book culture: @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:18:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: D4 Thomas - reading, social media and the 'attention economy' cites
Lisa Nakamura's critique of Goodreads #sharp17 @onlinereaders1
6/10/2017 11:18:46 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Simon Burrows: tracking #c18 "Cosmopolitan" book circulation &
translation throughout Western Europe #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 11:18:47 PM
rebeccamchung: On the future of the book..."the codex is as perfect as a form can be
to do what it's designed to do" Eldred Crispin #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:18:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: Of interest to people who attended #a6 #sharp17 this morning & #rdflod
#DHSI2017 this week: https://t.co/O122ynI3HE https://t.co/Q03pS8WvqW
6/10/2017 11:18:50 PM
jasminemulliken: .@onlinereaders1 surveys reading as a
trend/fetish/commodity/exhibition from early photography to shelfies and #amreading
#d4 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:18:53 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Focus on Can Link Initiative is "developing the human capacity,
bc we don't know what things will look like down the road"
6/10/2017 11:19:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: Now @onlinereaders1 talks about books as display
items: no one takes a shelfie in front of an empty bookshelf #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:19:11 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 @onlinereaders1 mentions Julian Pinder's work on LibraryThing in
https://t.co/Thea282JCo… - I'm citing him in my paper tomorrow too

6/10/2017 11:19:18 PM
go_felicity: RT @Shaf_Towheed: D4 Thomas - reading, social media and the 'attention
economy' cites Lisa Nakamura's critique of Goodreads #sharp17 @onlin…
6/10/2017 11:19:39 PM
bookhistories: Det finns vissa estetiska likheter mellan Gyldendals förlagsband för
Ibsens böcker och tidigmoderna mästarband @kamaslak #sharp17 #d1
6/10/2017 11:19:39 PM
AbiLemak: D8 @antimony27 & @susanirenebrown remind: Interoperability is key!
Humans must collaborate closely with machines now, too. #sharp17 #LOD
6/10/2017 11:19:47 PM
KulaJournal: Does e-publishing make difference for authors' incomes? Actually
replicates existing pyramidal structure. Some authors lose money #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:19:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @kamaslak les couvertures ne reflétaient pas le récit contenu dans le
livre mais le monde physique dans lequel… https://t.co/0oUAcljAZP
6/10/2017 11:20:16 PM
loradeets: @onlinereaders1 notes Nakamura's work on 'Reading Capital' and link to Fan
Studies' examination of fan labour #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:21:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: @onlinereaders1 notes Nakamura's work on 'Reading
Capital' and link to Fan Studies' examination of fan labour #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:21:15 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@onlinereaders1: "no one ever takes a #Shelfie with
one book in the picture" #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:21:16 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Thomas on reading as display https://t.co/slziCwB2sv
6/10/2017 11:21:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@onlinereaders1: "no one ever takes a #Shelfie
with one book in the picture" #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:21:24 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #d1 @kamaslak even Ibsen's signature style came in
several colours, so that the consumer could tailor to individual interiors
6/10/2017 11:21:37 PM
bookhistories: Förlagsbanden till #Ibsen:s böcker skapades i flera olika färger, kanske
för att passa bättre till inredningen? @kamaslak #sharp17 #klotband
6/10/2017 11:21:42 PM
loradeets: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 @onlinereaders1 mentions Julian Pinder's work on
LibraryThing in https://t.co/Thea282JCo… - I'm citing him in my pap…
6/10/2017 11:22:06 PM
kathiiberens: Tomorrow, my talk “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution System” is
10:30 in Strong C118. #SHARP17 https://t.co/vsj8M5ySH2
6/10/2017 11:22:38 PM

KulaJournal: McCleery: how does e-publishing affect authors' function? Authors must
create "author platform," create persona on social media #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:22:45 PM
henningsgaard: Bronwen Thomas at #sharp17 on "the importance of being seen to be
reading." I #amreading J.D. Vance's HILLBILLY ELEGY. Others?
6/10/2017 11:23:53 PM
gbarnhisel: @PopFicDoctors agreed, but I think when you read them at granular level
they can bleed into each other more than one might expect #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:23:56 PM
StevieLMarsden: It's really exciting & interesting to hear comments about free labour
from fans & readers at #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:24:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 @kamaslak emprunte concepts de Kristina Lundblad "Bound to be
Modern" que j'ai gagné à @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/rc4xUGn1zs #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:24:15 PM
kathiiberens: @onlinereaders1: Hashtag as “ambient affiliation” (Zappavigna 2014).
Identity & also real-time tagging. https://t.co/VF1tS8A6hD #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:24:18 PM
KulaJournal: McCleery: how does e-publishing affect author/reader relationship?
Readers expect more interactivity with + access to authors #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:24:25 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@onlinereaders1: Hashtags perform linguistic functions, tag
conversations, and build interpersonal relations (hi #sharp17 friends )
6/10/2017 11:24:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: It's come up a few times today. Partic in papers about social
media/digital spaces. Definitely more work to be done on this!#sharp17
6/10/2017 11:24:57 PM
zanna_vl: Simon Burrows: opvallende cijfers in het onderzoek naar 18e-eeuwse
"Cosmopolitan" boek circulatie en vertaling #sharp17 #research
6/10/2017 11:25:02 PM
CAMEo_UoL: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher & @stirpublishing
alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club https://t.co/ca…
6/10/2017 11:25:11 PM
AbiLemak: @antimony27 @susanirenebrown Együttműködési képesség nagyon fontos!
Teknologiával (is) muszály most együtt dolgozun… https://t.co/bG4eQxpent
6/10/2017 11:25:27 PM
PopFicDoctors: They also help us enact identities, create an ambient audience, and
become a focus for activism #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:25:49 PM
TheUKRED: Online spaces provide zones for users to self-identify as "readers" and form
bonds with authors and other fans: @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:25:50 PM
StaceyJEMartin: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@MAPP_Project is an AMAZING resource for future
textual and material history of modernism #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…

6/10/2017 11:25:58 PM
jameshodges_: Audience comments: new/underused/emergent features in ePub do
indexing/citation/paragraph #'s. But haven't achieved consensus #Sharp17 #d8
6/10/2017 11:26:50 PM
kathiiberens: @mattlaschneider Yes. I’ll post it to slideshare. :) #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:26:58 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/9eJKks6LfI Thanks
to @BibliotecariaT @jasonaboyd @sendelbach #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:27:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @onlinereaders1 #sharp17 a suitable cat & bookshelf image for us this
afternoon in panel D4 https://t.co/twbTc7lvX9
6/10/2017 11:28:44 PM
kathiiberens: @onlinereaders1 laments that as soon as a hashtag gains traction, it’s
coopted by corporate marketing. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:29:00 PM
AdamSanto: RT @henningsgaard: Bronwen Thomas at #sharp17 on "the importance of
being seen to be reading." I #amreading J.D. Vance's HILLBILLY ELEGY. O…
6/10/2017 11:29:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: My brain is fried / mon cerveau est frit... I'm gonna sign out for today / je
vais me signer à l'extérieur pour aujourd'hui #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:29:24 PM
a_e_lang: @kathiiberens @onlinereaders1 also spambots #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:29:36 PM
rachellynchase: Bronwen: How does social media give us insight into the journey of the
reader? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:29:37 PM
KulaJournal: @jmaxsfu: is Kobo part of solution to Amazon's dominance in non-English
language book markets? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:29:40 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: Bronwen: How does social media give us insight
into the journey of the reader? #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:29:56 PM
DsQmz: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:30:20 PM
kathiiberens: RT @a_e_lang: @kathiiberens @onlinereaders1 also spambots #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:30:30 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17
https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/10/2017 11:30:52 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 "Linked data is about giving away data not pulling it in."
#distributingproprietorship. Ans: data environment? Usership.

6/10/2017 11:31:41 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Burrows compares titles most often borrowed from Bristol and Wigtown
libraries to French editions sold by STN #sharp17 #d7
6/10/2017 11:32:20 PM
MgxPh: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:32:41 PM
richardowodewi1: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:32:52 PM
jameshodges_: General #Sharp17 talk: multilingual livetweeting has been great for
highlighting slippage & variation of specialized vocab between languages
6/10/2017 11:32:58 PM
ElvisMillerS: RT @chrisspinola: GET YOUR NEW 1000 FREE #FOLLOWERS PER DAY
https://t.co/6cWuZnBqAX #10Mets #JelenaOstapenko #sharp17 @RayRinae @Jenni…
6/10/2017 11:33:08 PM
wynkenhimself: #sharp17 For @onlinereaders1 & others #twitterpoetryclub every
other Monday is a growing space for sharing poetry started by @dntsqzthchrmn
6/10/2017 11:33:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Thomas: online spaces + social media = ready made Reading
Experience Database #sharp17 @TheUKRED @onlinereaders1
6/10/2017 11:33:17 PM
loradeets: 'Debunking myths about reading' especially digital reading - one of the most
urgent tasks of this research @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:34:06 PM
kevineyirateju1: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:34:11 PM
sharpicecream: #amreading #sharp17 https://t.co/DNm1O1JGFQ
6/10/2017 11:34:21 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @kathiiberens: 21st-century Book research methods? #sharp17
Simone Murray, a “literary sociologist,” examines cultural institutions that…
6/10/2017 11:34:34 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Thomas: online spaces + social media = ready made
Reading Experience Database #sharp17 @TheUKRED @onlinereaders1
6/10/2017 11:34:35 PM
danielilajoxox1: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:35:13 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Linked data often has human curation for visualization, the man
behind the curtain from Wizard of Oz #EgsGoogle #QandA #LinkedData
6/10/2017 11:35:19 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpicecream: #amreading #sharp17 https://t.co/DNm1O1JGFQ
6/10/2017 11:35:22 PM
Co8Qg: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:35:35 PM
kathiiberens: Why YouTubers turn down book deals from Big 5? If the offer reflects that
publisher is only aware of numbers, not content. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:36:19 PM
RasoulAliak: Bronwen Thomas 볼볼볼볼
#볼볼볼볼
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#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 11:37:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: #d1 on ne peut accéder la masse de livres/littérature sans médiation: les
données statistiques offrent une telle possibilité #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:37:57 PM
jg91egg: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:38:24 PM
fl18wxr: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:39:58 PM
Ro0Zsp_Alandy: RT @cj78agu: #sharp17 Good things are right around the
corner.https://t.co/PxJeJiJjsK
6/10/2017 11:41:06 PM
kathiiberens: Murray on machine learning and automated reviews. Calls for
collaboration betwn media studies/algorithmic culture & book studies. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:41:12 PM
a_e_lang: q from @Shaf_Towheed on when/if book reviewing will be automated: not
the same but see Jstor Text Analyzer https://t.co/4f6tF22zlH #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:41:16 PM
kathiiberens: Great question abt how refusal hashtags (e.g., #NotBooker) affect
literary awards. Murray believes the inversion reinforces award. #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:43:36 PM
srgkhsbjl:
watch!https://t.co/oNMo0yiWsk#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefront 2Polish볼
6/10/2017 11:50:23 PM
baby_3bee6: RT @srgkhsbjl:
watch!https://t.co/oNMo0yiWsk#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/10/2017 11:50:31 PM
lmoo3a: RT @srgkhsbjl:
watch!https://t.co/oNMo0yiWsk#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…

6/10/2017 11:50:31 PM
kjdjkjf: RT @srgkhsbjl:
watch!https://t.co/oNMo0yiWsk#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/10/2017 11:50:31 PM
AnonAmlove1983: RT @srgkhsbjl:
watch!https://t.co/oNMo0yiWsk#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/10/2017 11:50:31 PM
SandrAntonelli: Gotta love the @PopFicDoctors scholars! Furthermore,#PopFicDoctors
#sharp17 https://t.co/OWunwlnQ2R
6/10/2017 11:51:22 PM
grvsmth: RT @jotis13: Garbage In Garbage Out: it doesn't matter what kind of
database you use if you don't have solid data to begin with #a6 #sharp17
6/10/2017 11:52:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I've made it to the first keynote, Lisa Gitelman, New York University:
“Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels” #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:55:01 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @bilycutfong shares a short clip from this sound
recording of TISH's daily humdrum activity (an archive of its workin…
6/10/2017 11:55:24 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @ftayler on how radical Québécois publication
MAINMISE advanced an editorial vision of planetary social collectivity
6/10/2017 11:55:45 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @ftayler traces the production of radical space in
MAINMISE through countercultural flows between http…
6/10/2017 11:55:55 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I've made it to the first keynote, Lisa Gitelman, New York
University: “Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels” #SHARP17
6/10/2017 11:59:10 PM
Laura_Estill: Gearing up for Lisa Gitelman's #sharp17 talk on "emoji dick, prequels, and
sequels"
6/10/2017 11:59:10 PM
clancynewyork: @jotis13 Storify "Using Databases in Humanities Research" #a6
#sharp17 Lmk if you have additions/deletions https://t.co/BLzzO2Ypip
6/11/2017 12:01:31 AM
AbiLemak: @kathiiberens @onlinereaders1 abban a pilanatban, hogy egy hashtag
nepszeru, a nagy vallalatok atveszik #sharp17 #hungarian #magyarul
6/11/2017 12:01:50 AM
Marie_LSJ: Notre session de ce matin sur les #bdd #a6 #sharp17
https://t.co/rVR9s7eMBE
6/11/2017 12:03:35 AM
jotis13: RT @clancynewyork: @jotis13 Storify "Using Databases in Humanities
Research" #a6 #sharp17 Lmk if you have additions/deletions https://t.co/…

6/11/2017 12:04:00 AM
helenkbones: RT @JasonEnsor: @helenkbones and I will be adding more features to
ARCHIVER over the next twelve months https://t.co/UwSCLuhvBW #sharp17 #b…
6/11/2017 12:05:58 AM
helenkbones: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @helenkbones: ARCHIVER allows browsing in ways
that many digital platforms neglect #sharp17 #d7
6/11/2017 12:06:29 AM
eyeona: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 I'd like to understand better how to employ
.@eyeona "concepts" approach to apply to analysis of science fiction. pr…
6/11/2017 12:06:50 AM
jotis13: Am bemused Twitter considers the "top" #sharp17 tweet to be one from
someone wishing they were here.
6/11/2017 12:06:59 AM
KateHolterhoff: Excited for Lisa Gitelman's keynote #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 12:09:19 AM
andiesilva: We're getting ready to hear about "emoji dick." It's not what you think it is.
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:09:41 AM
jotis13: @iangadd calling a packed house to order so the keynote can begin #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:09:43 AM
jotis13: "I love emoji." @iangadd #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:10:14 AM
KatieMcGettigan: Anyone who knows me at all will be unsurprised that I am well up for
@namleti on Emoji Dick #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:11:16 AM
andiesilva: @iangadd starts off with a reminder that emoji go all the way back to 16C.
#doesnteverything #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:11:28 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: @iangadd starts off with a reminder that emoji go all
the way back to 16C. #doesnteverything #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:11:40 AM
StevieLMarsden: .@sprowberry suggested all tweeting on 'Emoji Dick' keynote should
be in emoji. I 2nd this & will buy for the person who does it! #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:11:42 AM
jotis13: Everything you think is modern was done by early modern folks first. Of course,
the medieval folks scooped us all. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:11:46 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @helenkbones: @khetiwe24 's aspirational metadata diagram.
@EnlightenmentDH #sharp17 https://t.co/14lX575lhZ
6/11/2017 12:11:55 AM
onlinereaders1: Title of the day so far - emoji dick, prequels and sequels. Lisa
Gitelman's keynote #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:11:57 AM
Sarathena192: Getting my #SHARP17 twitter game on with Lisa Gitelman's Keynote:
"Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels"
6/11/2017 12:12:06 AM
ryancordell: Pretty psyched for @namleti’s keynote at #sharp17: Emoji Dick, Prequels,
and Sequels!!!
6/11/2017 12:12:20 AM
loradeets: RT @andiesilva: @iangadd starts off with a reminder that emoji go all the
way back to 16C. #doesnteverything #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:12:20 AM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: Title of the day so far - emoji dick, prequels and
sequels. Lisa Gitelman's keynote #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:12:37 AM
EnlightenmentDH: Just getting started with @namleti keynote at #sharp17 after
finishing our own presentations!
6/11/2017 12:12:57 AM
jotis13: Obligatory emoji #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:08 AM
sharpicecream: #myconference #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:14 AM
andiesilva: Let's see how strong the emoji game is for this talk. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:28 AM
sharpicecream: : #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:31 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: I know that for some people my talk was quite
cryptic, so today I added a colon. I meant to put a subtitle but didn't.
6/11/2017 12:13:31 AM
mollyhardy: Thrilled to hear Lisa Gitelman who calls @sharp "my conference" #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:37 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Lisa Gitelman! I'm such a fan. #sharp17 https://t.co/nPIkQN2n1W
6/11/2017 12:13:45 AM
jotis13: "I tried to come up with some perfectly descriptive subtitle but failed
completely." #academicproblems #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:51 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: Julia flanders: What is reading? Mediation,
transmission, exploration, or navigating networks of texts? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:13:51 AM
DHInstitute: RT @ryancordell: Pretty psyched for @namleti’s keynote at #sharp17:
Emoji Dick, Prequels, and Sequels!!!
6/11/2017 12:13:53 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: "I've been obsessed with this book called
emoji dick"

6/11/2017 12:14:01 AM
CitizenWald: Dude. RT @jotis13: "I love emoji." @iangadd #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:14:15 AM
kathiiberens: I agonized about my title so I added a colon. But I failed to find s/t to go
after the colon.” Lisa Gittleman begins her #SHARP17 keynote.
6/11/2017 12:14:20 AM
bookhistories: Keynote av Lisa Gitelman, som chockerar alla genom att döpa sitt
anförande till "Emoji Dick" #sharp17 #keynote
6/11/2017 12:14:24 AM
Sarathena192: Lol -- the particular anxiety of Clever Title: Explanatory Sub-Title to
open #sharp17 keynote 볼볼
6/11/2017 12:14:37 AM
jotis13: RT @Sarathena192: Lol -- the particular anxiety of Clever Title: Explanatory
Sub-Title to open #sharp17 keynote 볼볼
6/11/2017 12:15:11 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Emoji Dick, a book by Herman Melville Edited
and compiled by Fred Benenson, translated by Mechanical Turk
6/11/2017 12:15:15 AM
PopFicDoctors: Excited for the emoji dick keynote! #sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/1IrdJJkCPp
6/11/2017 12:15:20 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti says that she's obsessed with Emoji Dick. Me
and her both.
6/11/2017 12:15:38 AM
rak_dr: #sharp17 omg @namleti Lisa Gitelman https://t.co/Y8JCtXNO5z
6/11/2017 12:15:43 AM
sharpicecream: Ice creams for mechanical Turks #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:15:51 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Emoji Dick, a book by Herman
Melville Edited and compiled by Fred Benenson, translated by Mechanica…
6/11/2017 12:15:51 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti starts with the fact that Emoji Dick was “Edited and
Compiled by Fred Benenson” but “Translated by Amazon Mechanical Turk"
6/11/2017 12:16:03 AM
Sarathena192: Low-key tempted to live-tweet this 볼볼 exclusively in
emoji...#SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:16:08 AM
EnlightenmentDH: What is ARCHIVER or Angus & Robertson? @helenkbones on early
Australian publishing history project at #sharp17… https://t.co/BA9GcuwWKJ
6/11/2017 12:16:11 AM
randaelka: Close-up of Emoji Dick's cover #sharp17 https://t.co/YGsNyzVAju

6/11/2017 12:16:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Moby Dick, chopped into small units,
translated at pennies to the sentence
6/11/2017 12:16:15 AM
andiesilva: If you're interested in emoji dick, check out the OMG Shakespeare Series
https://t.co/bPZ51UPpQ7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:16:31 AM
jotis13: The translation between words and emoji is interlinear. The text came from
Project Gutenberg #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:16:32 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Ye Olde Project Gutenberg was born on
Arpanet, plain vanilla editions in ascii
6/11/2017 12:16:42 AM
glass_grant: @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:16:53 AM
AbiLemak: @EpistolaryBrown @namleti errol a konyvrol szol @namleti -nek a beszedje
(https://t.co/Xl6EhYWK3Z) #sharp17 #hungarian #Translation
6/11/2017 12:16:53 AM
kathiiberens: Gittleman: emoji [moby] dick translated by mechanical turk is “global,
anonymous piecework." #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:17:07 AM
jotis13: @Sarathena192 Dooooo iiiiiiiiit #Sharp17
6/11/2017 12:17:30 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: A transcriber's note in denotes the substitution
of L for £ in the original Project Gutenberg transcription
6/11/2017 12:17:37 AM
sharpicecream: @jotis13 #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:17:49 AM
KatieMcGettigan: Ishmael #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:17:56 AM
Sarathena192: @jotis13 ...#SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:18:20 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Text from Ye Olde Project Gutenberg. I'm going to use this phrase a
lot! #sharp17 https://t.co/uLlpnifNLZ
6/11/2017 12:18:30 AM
marylearner: #sharp17 @namleti: text for Emoji Dick (‼) from "ye old Gutenberg," aka
Project Gutenberg
6/11/2017 12:18:32 AM
TheUKRED: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Thomas: online spaces + social media = ready made
Reading Experience Database #sharp17 @TheUKRED @onlinereaders1
6/11/2017 12:18:35 AM

DsQmz: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:18:55 AM
AbiLemak: grateful to @namleti for: "Ye old Project Gutenberg." #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:18:57 AM
CitizenWald: Lisa Gitelman on #EmojiDick, translated by Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Cultured #sharp17 attendees will recognize origin https://t.co/x8k8qGCWqy
6/11/2017 12:19:03 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @mekonkol: #sharp17 Helen Bones gives an impressive
overview of the capabilities of the Angus & Robertson Coll. https://t.co/BiNzV4erMN
6/11/2017 12:19:13 AM
jotis13: @sharpicecream #Sharp17
6/11/2017 12:19:17 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti describes a few “forensic tells” identifying as
translated from the Project Gutenberg txt file
6/11/2017 12:19:17 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @zanna_vl: Er zijn alleen maar voordelen verbonden aan
#linkeddata @helenkbones @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #History #research
6/11/2017 12:19:21 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using the GoogleBooks
API to visualize book covers https://t.co/5jgTnpINXH
6/11/2017 12:19:30 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using Stanford’s Palladio
tool to visualized linked data. https://t.co/lBnZ8ZjQNs
6/11/2017 12:19:39 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @helenkbones: ARCHIVER allows browsing in
ways that many digital platforms neglect #sharp17 #d7
6/11/2017 12:19:46 AM
StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by @PopFicDoctors
#sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 12:19:49 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 how to get collections to
talk to one another even though they are not designed to do so through lin…
6/11/2017 12:19:52 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti draws comparisons between Mechanial Turk in
Emoji Dick and C19th compositors. How did they deal with Queequeg's mark?
6/11/2017 12:19:53 AM
richardowodewi1: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:19:56 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 talking about “Archiver”
https://t.co/QyYzDM5cpt
6/11/2017 12:20:06 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @JasonEnsor: @helenkbones and I will be adding more features
to ARCHIVER over the next twelve months https://t.co/UwSCLuhvBW #sharp17 #b…

6/11/2017 12:20:13 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by
@PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 12:20:14 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 I’m going to thank @EpistolaryBrown @KatieMcGettigan & other
folks hipper than me for finding pertinent emojis for tweeting about
6/11/2017 12:20:15 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 on "Mapping the French Novel"-always excited to hear about #c18 novel #metadata! #sharp17 #d7
6/11/2017 12:20:24 AM
ryancordell: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti draws comparisons between
Mechanial Turk in Emoji Dick and C19th compositors. How did they deal wit…
6/11/2017 12:20:33 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 thinking about #FRBR hierarchies
to chart complex edition relationships in #c18 French fiction #sharp17 #d7
6/11/2017 12:20:34 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 my pt: 95 character-emojis & English alphabet; vs 600
hieroglyphs & 300 cuneiform. Thinking about @iangadd & concrete poetry now...
6/11/2017 12:20:54 AM
jotis13: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by
@PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 12:20:59 AM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream #Sharp17
6/11/2017 12:21:10 AM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by
@PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 12:21:10 AM
jasminemulliken: Keynote! #sharp17 https://t.co/wqyVIrhEEK
6/11/2017 12:21:23 AM
MgxPh: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:21:24 AM
amndw2: .@namleti on Emoji Dick (https://t.co/FyPylM6nK9): revisiting the difficulty,
for c19 compositors, of typesetting Queequeg's mark #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:21:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: emojis as special characters, marks, nonalphabetic symbols
6/11/2017 12:21:31 AM
KulaJournal: #sharp17 keynote speaker @namleti on Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels.
6/11/2017 12:21:37 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Neither print nor digital technology is
monolithic

6/11/2017 12:22:00 AM
kevineyirateju1: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:22:20 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Emoji Dick reminds us that both print and digital
have multiple textualities: no simple divide between print and not
6/11/2017 12:22:21 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: emojis as special characters,
marks, non-alphabetic symbols
6/11/2017 12:22:23 AM
rachellynchase: Lisa Gitelman: emoji dick represents both attention to detail and
distant algorithmic analysis #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:22:47 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @kathiiberens: Gittleman: emoji [moby] dick translated by
mechanical turk is “global, anonymous piecework." #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:22:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Even e-books get iSBN's not sure if has one;
it's thoroughly nonstandard
6/11/2017 12:22:59 AM
glass_grant: Textual experiences that are algorithmically produced @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:23:00 AM
instaread_poli: RT @henningsgaard: Bronwen Thomas at #sharp17 on "the importance
of being seen to be reading." I #amreading J.D. Vance's HILLBILLY ELEGY. O…
6/11/2017 12:23:10 AM
Co8Qg: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:23:24 AM
bethknazook: Are books without ISBNs non-standard book objects? Or just books that
fly under the radar? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:23:30 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 love that @namleti wants to name as an “electronic text…even
though it sits on my shelf as a big, white codex”
6/11/2017 12:23:36 AM
jotis13: Emoji Dick should be considered a non-standsrd book object - "bookish" like
@jamescosullivan was talking about earlier? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:23:41 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Complex textual conditions of the present moment allows this...
algorithmic mediation #nonstandardbookobjects Not a translation #OK
6/11/2017 12:23:42 AM
Sarathena192: "emoji dick's lack of isbn renders it non-standard book object" e-text,
codex, algorithmic #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:23:43 AM
andiesilva: @namleti thinking about emoji as pictograms: universal language without
being a language at all. #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:23:58 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: https://t.co/OVqWVKLkPT allows for real-time
tracking of emojis in the twittersphere
6/11/2017 12:24:13 AM
KulaJournal: Emojis beg the question of whether there is a universal language without
being a language at all. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:24:35 AM
jroberson140: emoji dick, prequels and sequels: #SHARP17 Firstly: genetics of C19
type-setters in emoji transcription
6/11/2017 12:24:36 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Complex textual conditions of the present
moment allows this... algorithmic mediation #nonstandardbookobjects Not…
6/11/2017 12:24:40 AM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: @namleti thinking about emoji as pictograms: universal
language without being a language at all. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:24:41 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Wow, that emojitracker comes with an epilepsy warning! #SHARP17
@namleti:
6/11/2017 12:24:42 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Can emoji be a universal language? We don't all
read them the same
6/11/2017 12:24:43 AM
ftayler: Lisa Gitelman "Thematizing pressing grammatological questions" in Emoji Dick
#sharp17 https://t.co/jcL9Trnr1D
6/11/2017 12:24:43 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: https://t.co/OVqWVKLkPT allows
for real-time tracking of emojis in the twittersphere
6/11/2017 12:24:47 AM
PopFicDoctors: Struggling to translate "sociotechnical milieu" into emoji ... #sharp17 볼볼볼볼볼볼
+=볼
6/11/2017 12:24:58 AM
danielilajoxox1: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:25:02 AM
glass_grant: https://t.co/KCbpmmRhCT ways to track twitter emojis use @namleti
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:25:06 AM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Gitelman on emojis https://t.co/QAqpJtBHAd
6/11/2017 12:25:10 AM
Sarathena192: Pedagogy with emojis; what might mean? #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:25:12 AM
ryancordell: Whoa—@namleti clues #Sharp17 into the existence of
https://t.co/GXseKyfZB8—my head is already spinning with other dataviz possibilities

6/11/2017 12:25:14 AM
jotis13: Not counting knock-offs, emoji are coded the same they're justed covered with
different "skins" by companies #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:25:22 AM
jasonaboyd: @namleti fascinated with Emoji Dick as a "ludic contact zone" between
literature and social media pictographic communication #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:25:24 AM
kathiiberens: Gittleman cites a real-time emoji tracker. Here’s the warning it comes
with. https://t.co/8FvKlaZj4j #SHARP17 https://t.co/IqxfmGaUvE
6/11/2017 12:25:25 AM
AbiLemak: great reminder: neither print nor digital textualities are set or monolithic
#sharp17 (paraphrasing @namleti)
6/11/2017 12:25:31 AM
andiesilva: Sidebar: I love Android products but their emoji are U-GLY. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:25:39 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Emoji are linguistic or paralinguistic? Interesting: Reading
orientation of emoji. Right to left? Left to right? Not a translation
6/11/2017 12:25:40 AM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Struggling to translate "sociotechnical milieu" into
emoji ... #sharp17 볼볼볼볼볼볼
+=볼
6/11/2017 12:25:42 AM
onlinereaders1: emojitracker: found my new toy #sharp17 https://t.co/LGWqw7ve0k
6/11/2017 12:25:47 AM
helensonner: Lisa Gitelman's "ye olde Project Gutenburg" made me laugh, made me
feel old. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:25:48 AM
jroberson140: Image-not-text encoded as text-not-image #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:25:51 AM
alevergara78: RT @ryancordell: Whoa—@namleti clues #Sharp17 into the existence of
https://t.co/GXseKyfZB8—my head is already spinning with other dataviz…
6/11/2017 12:25:58 AM
bookhistories: #Emojitracker: det slutgiltiga beviset på att mänskligheten är förlorad
#sharp17 https://t.co/oMfot1J4xH
6/11/2017 12:26:09 AM
helenkbones: RT @EnlightenmentDH: What is ARCHIVER or Angus & Robertson?
@helenkbones on early Australian publishing history project at #sharp17 https:/…
6/11/2017 12:26:11 AM
AmyHildrethChen: How did I not know about emoji https://t.co/OkmgNHYq2m?! How
can we use emoji in teaching? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:26:24 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: emojitracker: found my new toy #sharp17
https://t.co/LGWqw7ve0k

6/11/2017 12:26:29 AM
jotis13: One giant paragraph becomes nine emoji... the opposite happens later on!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:26:56 AM
eyeona: Emoji isn't language! Gitelman says to #sharp17---pictorial insufficiently
complex for Moby Dick. But a timely joke...
6/11/2017 12:27:01 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: "My students recently observed that half the
fun of emoji dick is saying it"
6/11/2017 12:27:07 AM
jg91egg: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:27:15 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Inconsistent use of even for Moby Dick. (Actually
ends up reflecting HM's own sense of whale as undefinable!)
6/11/2017 12:27:21 AM
KateHolterhoff: New resource! https://t.co/YiJcv9AlPh thanks Lisa Gitelman #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:27:22 AM
jotis13: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it... the other half of it is not reading it."
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:27:24 AM
glass_grant: Emoji dick is a joke, but it's a timely joke.@namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:27:24 AM
fl18wxr: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:27:27 AM
Laura_Estill: #sharp17 FYI @lingthusiasm ep 1 touches on emoji (agrees w Gitelman, is
not language)
6/11/2017 12:27:35 AM
Marie_LSJ: En lien avec la présentation de @namleti sur https://t.co/fVYspw52VF, ce
superbe sketch de @LikeMoiTQc https://t.co/lj3dlmo4yd #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:27:35 AM
ryancordell: #Sharp17 @namleti says “so Emoji Dick is a big joke…and a timely one.”
Says that “not reading” the book “seems to be the point."
6/11/2017 12:27:35 AM
Sarathena192: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it; the other half is not reading it" -undergrad wisdom #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:27:44 AM
kathiiberens: On the non-translation of Moby Dick in emoji. It’s a big joke. “Half the fun
is in saying it.” Not reading it is the other half. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:27:47 AM
andiesilva: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it. The other half is not reading it."
#sharp17

6/11/2017 12:27:53 AM
jonathanhholmes: RT @clancynewyork: @jotis13 Storify "Using Databases in
Humanities Research" #a6 #sharp17 Lmk if you have additions/deletions https://t.co/…
6/11/2017 12:28:09 AM
elisatersigni: RT @Sarathena192: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it; the other half
is not reading it" -- undergrad wisdom #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:28:11 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: artists in numerous media have tapped
Melville's genius in many ways, such as paintings of folks not reading Moby Dick
6/11/2017 12:28:17 AM
PopFicDoctors: Gitelman: Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it. The other half is not
reading it. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:18 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti is absolutely right that Moby Dick is a punchline
to a joke - or even a meme perhaps? - as much as book in modern culture
6/11/2017 12:28:21 AM
rachellynchase: Gitelman: Moby Dick itself is famously "unreadable" #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:23 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Half the fun of emoji Dick is saying 'it' (the title); the other half of
the fun is not reading it... #OK
6/11/2017 12:28:35 AM
KulaJournal: Emoji Dick not a translation but a timely joke. Not reading seems to be
the point, picking up on famous unreadability of Moby Dick #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:38 AM
sharpicecream: Ou suis je? https://t.co/lBjYFy7kTS #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:41 AM
glass_grant: Not reading is a necessary domain. @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:48 AM
rachellynchase: RT @andiesilva: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it. The other half
is not reading it." #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:50 AM
CitizenWald: Lisa Gitelman: #EmojiDick is a big joke--and a timely one.#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:28:58 AM
rachellynchase: RT @KateHolterhoff: New resource! https://t.co/YiJcv9AlPh thanks Lisa
Gitelman #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:29:01 AM
jroberson140: "Half the fun of Emoji Dick is saying it" - Gitelman's students yet, Moby
Dick too calls our attention to varieties of not-reading. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:29:07 AM
JoGrenier: https://t.co/yohXwoiv81 permet de retracer l'utilisation en temps réel des
emoji sur Twitter. Fou! #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:29:12 AM
kathiiberens: Gittleman Not-reading is a fascinating domain: 1. college students are not
reading. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:29:13 AM
Sarathena192: Also me #SHARP17 https://t.co/zoQX6ZWBxH
6/11/2017 12:29:15 AM
jasonaboyd: @namleti: Emoji Dick is a big joke and a timely one: the point of Emoji
Dick is to not read it #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:29:16 AM
andiesilva: Here's a glimpse into YOLO Juliet #bestworstthing #reademoji #sharp17
https://t.co/CYBBN5dQ7k
6/11/2017 12:29:23 AM
Laura_Estill: #sharp17 my son's intro to Moby Dick takes out the "fun" from title
https://t.co/wbINLzB8hf #notreading
6/11/2017 12:29:27 AM
lauragrayblair: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Inconsistent use of even for
Moby Dick. (Actually ends up reflecting HM's own sense of whale as u…
6/11/2017 12:29:30 AM
marylearner: #Sharp17 @namleti Emoji Dick and Moby Dick both call for "not reading"
6/11/2017 12:29:32 AM
WorldShakesBib: RT @andiesilva: Here's a glimpse into YOLO Juliet #bestworstthing
#reademoji #sharp17 https://t.co/CYBBN5dQ7k
6/11/2017 12:29:39 AM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @CitizenWald: Lisa Gitelman: #EmojiDick is a big joke--and a
timely one.#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:29:42 AM
khetiwe24: I think this fits well with @namleti keynote slides on Emoji Dick... #sharp17
https://t.co/ASm9ipjhXG
6/11/2017 12:29:46 AM
jameshodges_: "half the fun of Emoji Dick is saying the title... the other half is not
reading it" -Lisa Gitelman's (@namleti) #Sharp17 keynote
6/11/2017 12:29:56 AM
KatieMcGettigan: "Not reading" seems to be the topic du jour. Came up a lot at
NAVSA/AVSA. @namleti addressing it here #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:29:59 AM
ftayler: Lisa Gitelman "Not reading Emoji Dick seems to be the point" #sharp17
https://t.co/RmY6uhZwCe
6/11/2017 12:30:04 AM
StevieLMarsden: Is there room for a #Kimoji edition of Emoji Dick? #sharp17
https://t.co/hjFcP8rbUl
6/11/2017 12:30:08 AM
cbattershill: much attention across papers at #sharp17 to the implications of NOT
reading

6/11/2017 12:30:09 AM
onlinereaders1: Gitelman now discussing not reading with reference to this image
#sharp17 https://t.co/ZnCNmzmlig:
6/11/2017 12:30:13 AM
glass_grant: Distant Reading "fractions" as not reading @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:30:28 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Gitelman now discussing not reading with
reference to this image #sharp17 https://t.co/ZnCNmzmlig:
6/11/2017 12:30:32 AM
kathiiberens: 2. Not-reading is distant reading w/ rationale of getting beyond the tiny
fraction any of us could read. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:30:33 AM
ryancordell: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti is absolutely right that Moby
Dick is a punchline to a joke - or even a meme perhaps? - as much as b…
6/11/2017 12:30:33 AM
eyeona: Now to #notreading: Gitelman groups actions from declining lit students to
distant reading to posing as if reading... #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:30:39 AM
andiesilva: My first ever college professor once defined the canon as "books you
pretend you're reading for the second time." #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:30:51 AM
bookhistories: Ifølge @namleti er "Moby Dick" en af de mest ulæselige bøgerne
nogensinde #sharp17 #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:30:51 AM
helensonner: Thanks to Lisa Gitelman and #sharp17. https://t.co/D0oYT4r7W2
6/11/2017 12:31:01 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti is listing five varieties of "not reading": trends
in college enrollment, distant reading, not reading idealism
6/11/2017 12:31:07 AM
Ro0Zsp_Alandy: RT @fo11sre: #sharp17 Love takes action.https://t.co/QJKSR7ClaG
6/11/2017 12:31:19 AM
jacoba5: .@DianeJakacki's talk about is mesmerising!!! #emojidick #sharp17
#dhsi2017
6/11/2017 12:31:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: My first ever college professor once defined the
canon as "books you pretend you're reading for the second time." #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:31:32 AM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: My first ever college professor once defined the canon as
"books you pretend you're reading for the second time." #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:31:46 AM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 @namleti mentions Pierre Bayard's How To talk About Books You
Haven't Read "which was widely discussed when it came out" [pause]

6/11/2017 12:31:48 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti is listing five varieties of "not
reading": trends in college enrollment, distant reading, not rea…
6/11/2017 12:31:55 AM
glass_grant: Conceptual poetics as not reading @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:31:55 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Final category of not-reading, Kathrine Hales
hyper-reading
6/11/2017 12:31:56 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @eyeona: Now to #notreading: Gitelman groups actions from
declining lit students to distant reading to posing as if reading... #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:32:03 AM
Sarathena192: Practices of Not-Reading today incl. distant reading, emoji, refusal to
read DFW, un-creative writing... #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:32:07 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 Oh my god I'm totally stealing this
https://t.co/uYGse4xKoA
6/11/2017 12:32:20 AM
bookhistories: Den lilla lust jag tidigare närde att läsa "Moby Dick" är nu närapå
utraderad. Tack för det! #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:32:25 AM
randaelka: RT @Sarathena192: Practices of Not-Reading today incl. distant reading,
emoji, refusal to read DFW, un-creative writing... #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:32:50 AM
jotis13: Audience cracking up on Moby Dick as a blog https://t.co/kNK8K4f44s
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:33:09 AM
StevieLMarsden: Buzzfeedification of Moby Dick gets lots of chuckles from the audience
#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:33:10 AM
helensonner: RT @cbattershill: much attention across papers at #sharp17 to the
implications of NOT reading
6/11/2017 12:33:13 AM
eyeona: ...then (art) uncreative writing, and the headline précis suited to multitasking.
#sharp17 #notreading Gitelman.
6/11/2017 12:33:22 AM
mab_us: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17
https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/11/2017 12:33:23 AM
onlinereaders1: Turns out #notreading is a thing #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:33:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Audience cracking up on Moby Dick as a blog
https://t.co/kNK8K4f44s #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:33:25 AM
andiesilva: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream Caught in the act! #sharp17
https://t.co/9o0buPBWMn
6/11/2017 12:33:34 AM
a_e_lang: The Time I Spent On A Commercial Whaling Ship Totally Changed My
Perspective On The World, by Ishmael https://t.co/fQRFtb4ClT #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:33:38 AM
rachellynchase: Moby Dick reimagined as a blog #sharp17 #notreading
https://t.co/FKE0UqzRY0
6/11/2017 12:33:50 AM
Sarathena192: Blogosphere, daily newspaper on any given day --> hyper reading;
moar reading-as-not-reading #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:34:07 AM
ryancordell: #Sharp17 @namleti cites "The Time I Spent On A Commercial Whaling
Ship Totally Changed My Perspective On The World” https://t.co/oFJsDneCU1
6/11/2017 12:34:20 AM
jameshodges_: @namleti Gitelman, at outset: Emoji Dick is not a translation, emoji are
images and not words, "not even paralinguistic" #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:34:20 AM
helensonner: RT @rachellynchase: Moby Dick reimagined as a blog #sharp17
#notreading https://t.co/FKE0UqzRY0
6/11/2017 12:34:51 AM
jasminemulliken: 5 varieties of not-reading: the college student, computational
analysis, talking rather than reading, captioning, hyperreading #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:34:57 AM
amndw2: .@namleti: Unreadable versions of Moby-Dick include Emoji Dick and also this
clickbait rendering: #sharp17 https://t.co/i1nuWGyfXz
6/11/2017 12:35:05 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Talk about audience differentiation: Moby Dick
in Half-the Time, joined later in publication by ; or The Whale
6/11/2017 12:35:07 AM
onlinereaders1: Enjoying Gitelman's talk but not so much all the whale refs
#whalewatchingneveragain #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:35:25 AM
kathiiberens: RT @Sarathena192: Blogosphere, daily newspaper on any given day -->
hyper reading; moar reading-as-not-reading #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:35:39 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti now discussing how Moby Dick was split into 2
halves btw commerical trade paperback and highbrow lit magazine
6/11/2017 12:35:42 AM
jordanreed14: Time to bring this video with Andrew Delbanco and @StephenatHome
back to light for "Emoji Dick" keynote #sharp17 https://t.co/D4yMtxUtUT

6/11/2017 12:35:43 AM
EnlightenmentDH: Is reading a database about books another way of #notreading?
#sharp17 https://t.co/mAI9iytV1J
6/11/2017 12:36:02 AM
jotis13: Moby Dick in Half the Time (the main narrative) read together with "; or THE
WHALE" (all the bits left out) #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:36:32 AM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jotis13: Moby Dick in Half the Time (the main narrative) read
together with "; or THE WHALE" (all the bits left out) #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:36:40 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Unlike other abridgements, Half the Time
seems to speak to adults pressed for time rather than young readers
6/11/2017 12:36:52 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 Moby Dick in half the time repackaged for GB expectations.
(Again, quite a bit like Bentley's "The Whale")
6/11/2017 12:37:34 AM
jotis13: This whole discussion reminds me of the Classics Illustrated Junior comic book
series my mom (then my brother & I) grew up reading #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:38:11 AM
Sarathena192: Moby Dick In Half The Time: a 20th century, consumable object of Moby
Dick..."all dick, no moby" (sad days for moby) #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:38:12 AM
jasminemulliken: Referenced in @namleti 's fascinating talk with on reading and
notreading and emoji dick. (I said it! ) #sharp17 https://t.co/sqtHYLkinb
6/11/2017 12:38:19 AM
glass_grant: "Moby dick in half the time" "Herman Melville's; the whale" as prequel
@namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:38:28 AM
sgsgdsdgs:
watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsF#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefront 2Polish볼
6/11/2017 12:38:54 AM
mqsaf: RT @sgsgdsdgs:
watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsF#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/11/2017 12:39:04 AM
q8jrhn: RT @sgsgdsdgs:
watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsF#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/11/2017 12:39:04 AM
cindosa39: RT @sgsgdsdgs:
watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsF#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…

6/11/2017 12:39:04 AM
BLOUSHI88: RT @sgsgdsdgs:
watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsF#F1Ra볼ftRace#sharp볼17#Break볼UpWithACountryWimble볼donAlbion
볼FallsStar
W볼ars
Battlefron…
6/11/2017 12:39:04 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: parts of ; and The Whale are just excised
punctuation, as the long dash was taken out of Half the Time
6/11/2017 12:39:19 AM
lauragrayblair: RT @jameshodges_: "half the fun of Emoji Dick is saying the title... the
other half is not reading it" -Lisa Gitelman's (@namleti) #Sharp17…
6/11/2017 12:39:48 AM
Marie_LSJ: What do people at #sharp17 #a6 think? @djohnevans @jotis13 @alisakbeer
@andiesilva @jordanreed14 @khetiwe24… https://t.co/yRda8o1BNQ
6/11/2017 12:40:06 AM
kathiiberens: Thinking of @ritaraley’s “Disintegrated Reading” project as Gittelman’s
unpacks scenes of not-reading Moby Dick. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:40:07 AM
andiesilva: Thinking about what it means to represent a canonical text and who benefits
from it. I read a lot of abridged Classics as a kid. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:40:11 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti: _; or The Whale_ send-ups all-action, abridged Moby
Dicks—this one is all cetology & philosophy https://t.co/Vsk8bt93fN
6/11/2017 12:40:41 AM
onlinereaders1: Reading in a Participatory Culture: Remixing Moby Dick might be of
interest to #sharp17 mix of print and digital https://t.co/ovn4feDlmc
6/11/2017 12:40:49 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: The one sequel I've been able to find is Emoji
Dickinson
6/11/2017 12:41:06 AM
loradeets: RT @kathiiberens: Gittleman: emoji [moby] dick translated by mechanical
turk is “global, anonymous piecework." #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:41:16 AM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by
@PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 12:41:25 AM
Dominic_Bergman: RT @Sarathena192: Practices of Not-Reading today incl. distant
reading, emoji, refusal to read DFW, un-creative writing... #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:41:49 AM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: Moby Dick reimagined as a blog #sharp17 #notreading
https://t.co/FKE0UqzRY0
6/11/2017 12:41:50 AM
rachellynchase: Emoji Dick and Emoji Dickinson: where have you been all my life?
#sharp17

6/11/2017 12:42:02 AM
Sarathena192: Sequel to Emoji Dick -- Emoji Dickinson! YAS! (Also, curious how it's all
Am lit tradition ) #sharp17 https://t.co/I6UhW2fZab
6/11/2017 12:42:02 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Little soup bowls for that chapter on Clam Chowder, whales for
the encyclopedic chapter on whales, whale tales for the ending #lol
6/11/2017 12:42:03 AM
rak_dr: #sharp17 The sequel to emoji dick! https://t.co/sGGcfFOXa4
6/11/2017 12:42:03 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti moves seamlessly from Emoji Dick to Emoji
Dickinson 볼볼볼
6/11/2017 12:42:06 AM
onlinereaders1: We have now moved on to @EmojiDickinson #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:42:48 AM
PopFicDoctors: From Emoji Dick to Emoji Dickinson #sharp17 https://t.co/xJxNG5Wsrc
6/11/2017 12:42:53 AM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti moves seamlessly from Emoji Dick
to Emoji Dickinson 볼볼볼
6/11/2017 12:42:58 AM
andiesilva: Emoji Dickinson an interesting full circle: from manuscript, to text, to digital,
and back. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:43:00 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji Dickinson,” which I suspect
few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.co/XvE5ojcAWn
6/11/2017 12:43:04 AM
helensonner: Gitelman brilliant on Damion Searls' ": or, The Whale" - content excised
from abridgement of "Moby-Dick" #sharp17 https://t.co/mEXoD2Wsk3
6/11/2017 12:43:04 AM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji
Dickinson,” which I suspect few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.…
6/11/2017 12:43:28 AM
loradeets: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti moves seamlessly from Emoji
Dick to Emoji Dickinson 볼볼볼
6/11/2017 12:43:28 AM
PopFicDoctors: .@sharpicecream look who's already on your page #sharp17
https://t.co/IrQZLVjj6f
6/11/2017 12:43:42 AM
glass_grant: Reading and attention are linked to duration @namleti #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:43:45 AM
Sarathena192: Emoji Dick/inson highlighting the importance of duration for practice of
reading / not-reading #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:43:47 AM
glass_grant: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji
Dickinson,” which I suspect few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.…
6/11/2017 12:43:56 AM
CitizenWald: Finally! We are getting to Emoji Dickinson. 'Bout time, #sharp17
@DickinsonMuseum @JaneWald111 https://t.co/uK6qkWqG3l
6/11/2017 12:43:58 AM
kathiiberens: Gittelman: Reading as duration? Really? What else? Current notions of
reading fetishize durational reading, immersive attention. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:44:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: reading as duration, including predicting of
reading-time as a feature on electronic books, encouraging serialization
6/11/2017 12:44:29 AM
amndw2: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji Dickinson,”
which I suspect few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.…
6/11/2017 12:44:39 AM
AbiLemak: @namleti beszed: "emoji dick" (konyv) egy nagy vic! de egy erdekes vic ami
fontos megerteni (foleg iroldalmi diakoknak) #sharp17 #hungarian
6/11/2017 12:44:48 AM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @Marie_LSJ: What do people at #sharp17 #a6 think?
@djohnevans @jotis13 @alisakbeer @andiesilva @jordanreed14 @khetiwe24
@RasoulAliak @bo…
6/11/2017 12:44:50 AM
jroberson140: "A word is dead / when it is said, some say," @EmojiDickinson & the
question of reading as duration? What systems enforce or open? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:44:55 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Durational reading by Amazon bringing back serialization - Lisa
Gitelman #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:45:02 AM
bethknazook: @Marie_LSJ @djohnevans @jotis13 @alisakbeer @andiesilva
@jordanreed14 @khetiwe24 @RasoulAliak @bookhistories… https://t.co/wQj2NrzHZV
6/11/2017 12:45:05 AM
bookhistories: Världslitteraturens klassiker kokas ner till löjeväckande emoji-adaptioner
på ett dråpligt vis i @namleti:s rappa k… https://t.co/WKCSIAgljE
6/11/2017 12:45:07 AM
helensonner: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Little soup bowls for that chapter on Clam
Chowder, whales for the encyclopedic chapter on whales, whale tales for…
6/11/2017 12:45:37 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: From Emoji Dick to Emoji Dickinson #sharp17
https://t.co/xJxNG5Wsrc
6/11/2017 12:45:42 AM
helensonner: RT @rachellynchase: Emoji Dick and Emoji Dickinson: where have you
been all my life? #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:45:44 AM
Marie_LSJ: @jordanreed14 @djohnevans @jotis13 @alisakbeer @andiesilva
@khetiwe24 @RasoulAliak @bookhistories I am, but that's… https://t.co/uYJPJedwf1
6/11/2017 12:46:07 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼 볼볼 Lisa Gitelman. 볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼? Emoji Dick
and Moby Dick or just a Dick. 볼볼볼볼. 볼볼볼 "볼볼" 볼볼 "볼볼 볼 볼볼"볼 볼볼 볼볼
볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:46:07 AM
jotis13: Well, since there are no page numbers anymore, it's otherwise hard to know
how much you have or haven't read ;)… https://t.co/0HnA4vgqG6
6/11/2017 12:46:15 AM
helensonner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: Unlike other abridgements,
Half the Time seems to speak to adults pressed for time rather than youn…
6/11/2017 12:46:32 AM
rebeccamchung: Bibliography as social network (Alan Liu) #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:46:58 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti reading texts puts us in social networks with
those who edit, publish and canonize literature
6/11/2017 12:47:06 AM
JenniferJ_Davis: RT @AliceTMcGrath: @khetiwe24 thinking about #FRBR hierarchies to
chart complex edition relationships in #c18 French fiction #sharp17 #d7
6/11/2017 12:47:12 AM
rachael_isom: Sitting at the Victoria airport reading all these fantastic @namleti "emoji
dick" live tweets () & wishing I were still at #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:47:15 AM
Sarathena192: Bibliography as social network --> citationality as conversation,
dialogue, etc. #sharp17 (idea from @alanyliu
6/11/2017 12:47:16 AM
sharpicecream: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sharpicecream look who's already on your page
#sharp17 https://t.co/IrQZLVjj6f
6/11/2017 12:47:18 AM
ryancordell: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti reading texts puts us in social
networks with those who edit, publish and canonize literature
6/11/2017 12:47:21 AM
KulaJournal: Emoji Dick + Emoji Dickinson prompt questions about reading as duration
and "bibliography as social network" (@alanyliu) #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:47:23 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Bibliography as social network - Alan Liu - another great
assignment. I want to try out all these ideas so badly! #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:47:37 AM
jotis13: And yes, I totally went old-school with that ;) lets see how far Twitter will let
me go... :) :D #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:47:53 AM
Sarathena192: , still about character, therefore we just still think of meaning, import,
export...#sharp17
6/11/2017 12:48:36 AM
lmfletcher72: RT @PopFicDoctors: Time for some serious fun with @ClaireSquires and
@Beth_driscoll #sharp17 https://t.co/pshzJCGqfC
6/11/2017 12:48:57 AM
Marie_LSJ: Phases de l'histoire de la lecture: 1) lire intensivement 2) lire de manière
extensive 3) ne pas lire #sharp17 https://t.co/p97D1fJsU8
6/11/2017 12:49:28 AM
jroberson140: Bibliography as social network (Alan Liu); character by character
remediation reminds us again of genetics from past-present #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:50:17 AM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼, 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼, 볼 볼볼 uni-code볼 볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼. Keynote by Lisa #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:50:20 AM
eyeona: Gitelman cites A. Liu: bibliography as social network. Reminded of Anna Giulia
Cavagna, Ch 16, Lost Books.#sharp17 https://t.co/zy2Vl7Bigq
6/11/2017 12:50:30 AM
jotis13: "Emoji was added to unicode waaaaay before... like 4 years before... it was
added to smartphones." #techtime #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:50:31 AM
rachael_isom: RT @Sarathena192: Sequel to Emoji Dick -- Emoji Dickinson! YAS! (Also,
curious how it's all Am lit tradition ) #sharp17 https://t.co/I6UhW…
6/11/2017 12:50:37 AM
CitizenWald: "What's happening?" you ask, Twitter opening screen? Just look. #sharp17
https://t.co/fBJSHW1oVS
6/11/2017 12:51:07 AM
KateHolterhoff: RT @Sarathena192: Bibliography as social network --> citationality as
conversation, dialogue, etc. #sharp17 (idea from @alanyliu
6/11/2017 12:51:35 AM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @namleti references @alanyliu "Exploring Bibliography as Social
Network" https://t.co/PeZ6yzibWY
6/11/2017 12:51:42 AM
jasonaboyd: @namleti refers to @alanyliu et al's white paper on exploring bibliography
as a social network in RoSE https://t.co/M1nR6Mp8Hh #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:51:50 AM
clancynewyork: @mlkharrington Storify "Technologies of Circulation and Remaking
Texts" #sharp17 #a7 Lmk if you want changes https://t.co/5wKwwMbFpB
6/11/2017 12:52:08 AM
jotis13: "Should there be a taco emoji? Users and Taco Bell say yes." Twitter keeps
trying to auto-taco my tweet, ha! #sharp17

6/11/2017 12:52:10 AM
eyeona: Unicode is the straight man to Emoji's funny, says Gitelman. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:52:14 AM
mollyhardy: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @namleti references @alanyliu "Exploring
Bibliography as Social Network" https://t.co/PeZ6yzibWY
6/11/2017 12:52:16 AM
Sarathena192: exists in a moment were the line between text / image is incredibly
fraught #SHARP17
6/11/2017 12:52:45 AM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Emoji Dick speaks to increasing pressure on the
text/image distinction, but also east/west, standard/nonstandard binaries
6/11/2017 12:52:49 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Excellent summary of #sharp17: https://t.co/n6pOOHKhtq
6/11/2017 12:52:51 AM
ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti: 40 yrs on Unicode has come to popular attention not
as a standard for encoding script, but as a standard for images/emoji
6/11/2017 12:52:52 AM
Laura_Estill: And in #txlege they literally want to legislate emoji.
https://t.co/5xpkfbKY1Z #TX # #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:53:26 AM
jotis13: ahhhh Twitter is now autocompleting all my words with emoji. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:53:28 AM
KulaJournal: Emoji Dick emerges out of moment when image-text relationship exists
under pressure. Asks us to consider east-west media history #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:54:03 AM
andiesilva: Sign of an out-of-this-(text)-world talk! #sharp17 https://t.co/bUxAg5zxde
6/11/2017 12:54:28 AM
lmfletcher72: Following #sharp17 from @UTAS_ : much to think about here #HEN408
Literary Cultures students
6/11/2017 12:54:40 AM
helensonner: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti: 40 yrs on Unicode has come to
popular attention not as a standard for encoding script, but as a standar…
6/11/2017 12:54:41 AM
jotis13: Question pointing out emoticons are made with text and punctuation already.
Anyone remember talking w/ calculators and numbers??? #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:54:50 AM
helensonner: RT @eyeona: Unicode is the straight man to Emoji's funny, says
Gitelman. #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:55:18 AM
jotis13: @andiesilva #sharp17
6/11/2017 12:55:37 AM

bookhistories: #sharp17 #notreading https://t.co/kyDgzabMmZ
6/11/2017 12:55:43 AM
Sarathena192: Emoticon whale (fwiw) #SHARP17 https://t.co/aHn9T9R0xk
6/11/2017 12:55:46 AM
jotis13: RT @Sarathena192: Emoticon whale (fwiw) #SHARP17
https://t.co/aHn9T9R0xk
6/11/2017 12:56:29 AM
Marie_LSJ: @bookhistories @djohnevans @jotis13 @alisakbeer @andiesilva
@jordanreed14 @khetiwe24 @RasoulAliak Also part of… https://t.co/c5YorGuToP
6/11/2017 12:56:37 AM
kathiiberens: @Camilliganaire’s cool question to Gittelman visualized here. #SHARP17
https://t.co/K5Wh3OaxjF
6/11/2017 12:56:47 AM
PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 12:57:07 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote
#sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 12:57:20 AM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 12:57:42 AM
StevieLMarsden: #sharp17 https://t.co/nZ5A2jO6LU
6/11/2017 12:57:56 AM
jotis13: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 12:58:01 AM
kathiiberens: RT @StevieLMarsden: #sharp17 https://t.co/nZ5A2jO6LU
6/11/2017 12:58:07 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #LisaGitelman And FYI this is right outside our lecture hall ...
@Uvic #art Look for it. https://t.co/npsHSmqQTl
6/11/2017 12:58:36 AM
ladyziggyloo1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 12:58:58 AM
helensonner: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Nice to already see such multilingual tweeting
already at #sharp17! 25 years of multidisciplinary and transnational co…
6/11/2017 12:59:29 AM
AbiLemak: @jasonaboyd @namleti @alanyliu @namleti felhoza @alanyliu et al-nak a
cikket ami bibliografiarol beszel mint "socia… https://t.co/gyWgBZkYQk
6/11/2017 12:59:42 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #LisaGitelman And FYI this is right outside
our lecture hall ... @Uvic #art Look for it. https://t.co/npsHSmqQTl

6/11/2017 12:59:47 AM
jotis13: I... totally have read both the phone book and the dictionary. I've read multiple
dictionaries, actually... #booksnotmeanttoberead #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:00:42 AM
eyeona: Textual forms to #notread? Phone books, dictionaries, dollar bills (off the top of
Gitelman's head)... #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:01:52 AM
onlinereaders1: @ritaraley's work on asemic writing mentioned in Q&A #sharp17 was
lucky enough to hear Rita talk about this recently v interesting stuff
6/11/2017 1:01:58 AM
bookhistories: Nya favoritordet vid SHARP-konferensen: #notreading (ickeläsande)
#sharp17
6/11/2017 1:01:58 AM
mollyhardy: Shout out to @ritaraley work on texts that aren't made to be read
#sharp17
6/11/2017 1:02:24 AM
Sarathena192: In thinking texts / genres / books we aren't meant/expected to read,
wonder what comp pedagogy would be to incl. this? #SHARP17
6/11/2017 1:02:54 AM
kathiiberens: See @ritaraley’s excellent work on asemic writing/reading and
“disintegrated reading.” https://t.co/cXFrI3I4Jx #SHARP17
6/11/2017 1:03:55 AM
helensonner: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @uofalibraries
@oakknollbooks @ubclibrary @BrillPublishing @CambridgeUP MediaPreserve @s…
6/11/2017 1:04:07 AM
helensonner: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @UVicLib
@AdamMatthewGrp @galecengage @KulaJournal @ETCLatUVic @sfu_library @carlabrc
It…
6/11/2017 1:04:20 AM
Laura_Estill: #sharp17 genuine twitiquette question: appropriate to use a username if
not shared on slide/not active/profile doesn't list univ?
6/11/2017 1:04:20 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @kathiiberens: See @ritaraley’s excellent work on asemic
writing/reading and “disintegrated reading.” https://t.co/cXFrI3I4Jx #SHARP17
6/11/2017 1:04:24 AM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: @ritaraley's work on asemic writing mentioned in Q&A
#sharp17 was lucky enough to hear Rita talk about this recently v…
6/11/2017 1:04:24 AM
loradeets: RT @kathiiberens: See @ritaraley’s excellent work on asemic writing/reading
and “disintegrated reading.” https://t.co/cXFrI3I4Jx #SHARP17
6/11/2017 1:04:30 AM
Shaf_Towheed: I agree, so have I. And millions of other readers too. It is still
legitimate reading - esp dictionaries for learni… https://t.co/nSqgSgEUuV

6/11/2017 1:04:36 AM
jroberson140: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @namleti references @alanyliu "Exploring
Bibliography as Social Network" https://t.co/PeZ6yzibWY
6/11/2017 1:04:45 AM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @namleti references @alanyliu "Exploring
Bibliography as Social Network" https://t.co/PeZ6yzibWY
6/11/2017 1:06:34 AM
jotis13: @Laura_Estill I think much of the time it's not on slides b/c they don't think to
put it there, not b/c want it private. #Sharp17
6/11/2017 1:07:06 AM
bethknazook: Do emojis replace words or accompany words? Literally everyone
checking their smartphones. #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:07:43 AM
RasoulAliak: I totally have read phone books and dictionaries too!!! #SHARP2017
#sharp17 https://t.co/uL3vK2ZXij
6/11/2017 1:07:46 AM
jotis13: @Laura_Estill That said, if I don't know them personally, I tend to not include
their handle unless someone else uses it first. #Sharp17
6/11/2017 1:07:48 AM
CitizenWald: Your @SHARPorg Executive Council is now going off to do some serious
#dh research in linked open beers #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:08:45 AM
Marie_LSJ: Hilarious skit about communicating with emojis by @LikeMoiTQc...
https://t.co/lj3dlmo4yd #sharp17 https://t.co/cnnNBv8BrC
6/11/2017 1:09:06 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17. My final thought: I really like the idea of unreadable books
#unreadablebooks
6/11/2017 1:09:17 AM
KulaJournal: RT @randaelka: Close-up of Emoji Dick's cover #sharp17
https://t.co/YGsNyzVAju
6/11/2017 1:10:55 AM
KulaJournal: RT @andiesilva: Emoji Dickinson an interesting full circle: from
manuscript, to text, to digital, and back. #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:11:44 AM
clancynewyork: @CritRikk Storify "Digital Forms and Formats" #sharp17 #d8 Lmk if
you have additions/deletions https://t.co/NGONXcBRU9
6/11/2017 1:12:07 AM
iangadd: RT @CitizenWald: Dude. RT @jotis13: "I love emoji." @iangadd #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:13:40 AM
FakeUnicode: @jotis13 Apple iPhones had Emoji (Japanese market only) before they
were even proposed to Unicode. As did three Jap… https://t.co/7OaFOJK1oL
6/11/2017 1:17:27 AM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @RasoulAliak: I totally have read phone books and dictionaries
too!!! #SHARP2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/uL3vK2ZXij
6/11/2017 1:18:26 AM
Emnk: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp17 genuine twitiquette question: appropriate to use a
username if not shared on slide/not active/profile doesn't li…
6/11/2017 1:19:28 AM
loradeets: SHARP 볼볼Lisa Gitelman #sharp17 https://t.co/ZRj5QUTvtK
6/11/2017 1:20:06 AM
McKellogs: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp17 genuine twitiquette question: appropriate to
use a username if not shared on slide/not active/profile doesn't li…
6/11/2017 1:21:01 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/11/2017 1:26:53 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @namleti references @alanyliu "Exploring
Bibliography as Social Network" https://t.co/PeZ6yzibWY
6/11/2017 1:27:01 AM
TeresaMangum: Great to see all the shout outs to U IA's @AmyHildrethChen at
#sharp17 @ObermannCenter https://t.co/2N4wOhPh6Z
6/11/2017 1:31:04 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Durational reading by Amazon bringing back
serialization - Lisa Gitelman #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:31:41 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji
Dickinson,” which I suspect few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.…
6/11/2017 1:31:54 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: #myconference #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:33:07 AM
iangadd: RT @mollyhardy: Thrilled to hear Lisa Gitelman who calls @sharp "my
conference" #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:33:19 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Sarathena192: Low-key tempted to live-tweet this 볼볼 exclusively in
emoji...#SHARP17
6/11/2017 1:33:51 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @ryancordell: Whoa—@namleti clues #Sharp17 into the existence
of https://t.co/GXseKyfZB8—my head is already spinning with other dataviz…
6/11/2017 1:33:57 AM
clancynewyork: RT @jotis13: ahhhh Twitter is now autocompleting all my words with
emoji. #sharp17
6/11/2017 1:44:26 AM
CamdenMedia: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in
the digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17

6/11/2017 1:45:24 AM
t_s_institute: First up on Digital Forms & Formats: Kim Martin & Susan Brown on
““Reading Between the Nodes”: Navigating Linked Taylor Swift” #sharp17 #d8
6/11/2017 1:46:44 AM
hjarabab: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 1:56:38 AM
helensonner: RT @mollyhardy: Thrilled to hear Lisa Gitelman who calls @sharp "my
conference" #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:00:12 AM
MichelinaNeri: RT @CLKCrompton: .@lglcanada researchers @Lavendrrr, Ewan, and
Rebecca share their scholarship at #DHSI2017 & #sharp17 https://t.co/vrQaZvz…
6/11/2017 2:01:20 AM
AliceTMcGrath: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised by
@PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/11/2017 2:01:57 AM
clancynewyork: Going by the tweets, Lisa Gitelman's talk on emojis at #SHARP17 was
something else. https://t.co/Wx66KlnVHJ
6/11/2017 2:05:57 AM
MgxPh: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from comfort
zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:10:04 AM
DsQmz: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from comfort
zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:13:02 AM
oldpondcomics: A book festival board game presented by @Beth_driscoll and
@ClaireSquires during "Serious Fun: Gaming the Book Fes… https://t.co/BsqmyUanuE
6/11/2017 2:13:15 AM
richardowodewi1: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from
comfort zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:14:16 AM
DonateNaked: Ready To Donate? Just Check Our Profile Bio! #BEREADY #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:16:18 AM
Co8Qg: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from comfort
zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:17:44 AM
danielilajoxox1: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from
comfort zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:18:50 AM
kevineyirateju1: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from
comfort zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:19:50 AM

opop44551: This account is very nice worth the follow up
https://t.co/GR061SXhnN@mjeedzd @norz009 @ka_22w #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:20:11 AM
oldpondcomics: #codexconquest: the game of book history is an open-source game
(free download) thanks to @AmyHildrethChen https://t.co/pJnFp95leQ #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:20:49 AM
fl18wxr: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from comfort
zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:25:00 AM
oldpondcomics: "Emoji Dick: half the fun is saying it." Lisa Gitelman #sharp17
#emojidick https://t.co/jQewB1oMlZ
6/11/2017 2:25:17 AM
jg91egg: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from comfort
zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:25:40 AM
oldpondcomics: Emoji Dick = Moby Dick translated in emoji. #sharp17 #EmojiDick
https://t.co/UmVNYybq5J
6/11/2017 2:27:06 AM
Ro0Zsp_Alandy: RT @ZawiahaCg28ppi: #sharp17 Great things never came from
comfort zones.https://t.co/7WNmYzzDR7
6/11/2017 2:28:43 AM
grvsmth: RT @Marie_LSJ: #a6 @alisakbeer parle du double travail du fait de monter
une #bdd mais aussi d'écrire une thèse #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:29:26 AM
grvsmth: RT @bethknazook: @alisakbeer Recognizing digital humanities as valued
work, not ‘added-value’ to scholarly work #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:33:54 AM
grvsmth: Thanks to @clancynewyork for Storifying #sharp17 for those of us who
couldn't be there! https://t.co/vgyCvmSkEp
6/11/2017 2:39:59 AM
hchesner: RT @CitizenWald: .@AmyHildrethChen now giving much-awaited presentation
on her hot new #book #history game #codexconquest at #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 2:40:53 AM
bethknazook: Wondering how this would work? Connect to indigenous vocabs and
community schemas? #rdflod #linkedopendataforgood… https://t.co/jucV0sMEa4
6/11/2017 2:49:25 AM
ftomh_84: #IMFC #UFCAuckland #sharp17 #OrphanBlack 볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼.볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼:볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼@azoz7245볼
6/11/2017 2:51:47 AM
E22iii: Something your heart can not bearhttps://t.co/tL0oyaBetp #sharp17
https://t.co/9l9emODa9b
6/11/2017 2:53:12 AM
Misha_Collins74: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote
#sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL

6/11/2017 3:10:52 AM
AntiProfessor: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp17 genuine twitiquette question: appropriate to
use a username if not shared on slide/not active/profile doesn't li…
6/11/2017 3:19:22 AM
NRHolterman: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 3:20:00 AM
mlkharrington: Spotted this handsome little guy in the woods behind @uvic. Does
anyone know what kind of woodpecker it is?… https://t.co/LcWcfugYN4
6/11/2017 3:31:02 AM
Howardbike: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 3:39:54 AM
RasoulAliak: RT @kathiiberens: Gittleman cites a real-time emoji tracker. Here’s the
warning it comes with. https://t.co/8FvKlaZj4j #SHARP17 https://t.…
6/11/2017 3:44:00 AM
amndw2: Saw another four or five deer on the bus ride back from downtown just now.
#DHSI2017 #sharp17 #citygirlwillnevergetoverthenovelty
6/11/2017 3:44:05 AM
amndw2: I mean, I saw the deer FROM the bus, they weren't ON the bus. That would
be bold even for UVic deer. #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:46:26 AM
oldpondcomics: What about a #haiku festival board game? inspired by @Beth_driscoll
and @ClaireSquires #sharp17 #oldpondcomics… https://t.co/c2tQrg7KDg
6/11/2017 4:03:56 AM
veldaelliott: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 Oh my god I'm totally stealing this
https://t.co/uYGse4xKoA
6/11/2017 4:07:30 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @oldpondcomics: What about a #haiku festival board game? inspired
by @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #cartoon…
6/11/2017 4:08:53 AM
hralperta: RT @andiesilva: "Half the fun of emoji dick is saying it. The other half is not
reading it." #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:09:39 AM
hralperta: RT @rachellynchase: Gitelman: Moby Dick itself is famously "unreadable"
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:10:11 AM
hralperta: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 @namleti cites "The Time I Spent On A
Commercial Whaling Ship Totally Changed My Perspective On The World” https:…
6/11/2017 4:14:18 AM
hralperta: RT @Sarathena192: Sequel to Emoji Dick -- Emoji Dickinson! YAS! (Also,
curious how it's all Am lit tradition ) #sharp17 https://t.co/I6UhW…

6/11/2017 4:16:13 AM
SecretHistBot: The Secret History of #sharp17 in Portland: Read, #DHSI2017, and
Namleti
6/11/2017 4:23:16 AM
JenProf: RT @oldpondcomics: What about a #haiku festival board game? inspired by
@Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #cartoon…
6/11/2017 4:38:30 AM
jimeneydas: RT @oldpondcomics: What about a #haiku festival board game? inspired
by @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #cartoon…
6/11/2017 4:41:02 AM
hralperta: RT @grvsmth: Thanks to @clancynewyork for Storifying #sharp17 for those
of us who couldn't be there! https://t.co/vgyCvmSkEp
6/11/2017 4:42:00 AM
MichaelHancher: Affiliated organizations, simultaneous conferences, #DSNA2017 and
#SHARP17: similar benefits. https://t.co/YFDAa4Rote
6/11/2017 4:45:36 AM
oldpondcomics: Excellent talk about #digitalpreservation of #websites by
@coreyleedavis @martindholmes #sharp17 #oldpondcomics… https://t.co/h5bS1B6tNF
6/11/2017 4:46:52 AM
JenProf: RT @oldpondcomics: Excellent talk about #digitalpreservation of #websites by
@coreyleedavis @martindholmes #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #humor…
6/11/2017 4:47:40 AM
MichaelHancher: #SHARP17 (now @UVic in Canada) take note.
https://t.co/8Pd9U3Lenp
6/11/2017 4:49:05 AM
ahhnabanans: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti now pointing us to “Emoji
Dickinson,” which I suspect few here (myself included) knew existed https://t.…
6/11/2017 5:00:01 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @oldpondcomics: Excellent talk about #digitalpreservation of
#websites by @coreyleedavis @martindholmes #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #humor…
6/11/2017 5:03:06 AM
CitizenWald: RT @MichaelHancher: #SHARP17 (now @UVic in Canada) take note.
https://t.co/8Pd9U3Lenp
6/11/2017 5:08:35 AM
profwernimont: RT @grvsmth: Thanks to @clancynewyork for Storifying #sharp17 for
those of us who couldn't be there! https://t.co/vgyCvmSkEp
6/11/2017 5:13:45 AM
LorenaSpencer18: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote
#sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/11/2017 5:16:40 AM
LorenaSpencer18: RT @randaelka: Close-up of Emoji Dick's cover #sharp17
https://t.co/YGsNyzVAju

6/11/2017 5:17:01 AM
elsvalente: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component
4 "Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/11/2017 6:16:13 AM
lesliehowsam: Not emojis (a la Lisa Gitelman) but emoticons. @nzsydney 2010 on c19
printers playing with type 2 network. https://t.co/5dV4XfvZJW #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:17:37 AM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires adapted Monopoly to model competitive
elements of book festivals. #sharp17 https://t.co/B1knmg0Cxb
6/11/2017 6:23:29 AM
kathiiberens: @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires Book Festival-opoly. #sharp17
https://t.co/yJlPmmmyCm
6/11/2017 6:23:29 AM
kathiiberens: @stevielmarsden @henningsgaard @hkpmcgregor @ClaireSquires
@jmaxsfu @rak_dr @rachellynchase @amyhildrethchen… https://t.co/TuudkUAKUz
6/11/2017 6:23:30 AM
kathiiberens: @rachellynchase S. Murray S.Rowberry @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires
@henningsgaard @stevielmarsden DeNel Sedo… https://t.co/GeDXDbZpC5
6/11/2017 6:23:30 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Your @SHARPorg Executive Council is now going off
to do some serious #dh research in linked open beers #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:29:32 AM
RousseauAgnes: RT @a_e_lang: How delightful. In a #sharp17 session on bibliography
& the digital, we are passing an actual book around https://t.co/QwamLf…
6/11/2017 6:34:58 AM
StephanieLahey: RT @mlkharrington: I love a crowd where it's necessary to clarify
"plot as in novel, not plot as in graph." @rachael_isom #c4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:59:45 AM
mroyUPN: @KatieMcGettigan (also, thanks for tweeting #sharp17!)
6/11/2017 7:09:58 AM
lpframeworks: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Great point from Q&A, we often think of
*the* reader bc we find difficult understanding *readership*; & #boilerpla…
6/11/2017 7:26:51 AM
CressidaRyan: RT @TheUKRED: Quantity, bingeing on books, conspicuous book
consumption are features of social media book culture: @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 7:28:08 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Day 3 (from arrival): About nine papers, a keynote, & a visit into
Victoria #exhausted Now finished prepping the paper for tomorrow
6/11/2017 7:33:58 AM
DrDFuller: @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @sybilthefirst @Millicent_Weber
@StevieLMarsden @sprowberry @rachellynchase @rak_dr W… https://t.co/U4VgHiEFps
6/11/2017 8:23:05 AM

DsQmz: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:47:27 AM
Co8Qg: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:48:17 AM
MgxPh: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:51:43 AM
kevineyirateju1: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting
a hard battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:53:21 AM
fm89jgz: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:53:24 AM
danielilajoxox1: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a
hard battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:55:29 AM
richardowodewi1: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is
fighting a hard battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:56:37 AM
fl18wxr: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:57:25 AM
jg91egg: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 8:58:31 AM
Ro0Zsp_Alandy: RT @ht34omy: #sharp17 BE KIND, for everyone you meet is fighting
a hard battle.https://t.co/011pBje50d
6/11/2017 9:07:01 AM
tmg7d: RT @jotis13: Everything you think is modern was done by early modern folks
first. Of course, the medieval folks scooped us all. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:13:59 AM
tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading Analytics |
https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/11/2017 9:30:11 AM
Marie_LSJ: OMG! I finally saw @DHSI_Bunny! #achievementunlocked #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:32:46 AM
tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and Slow – Observing Book
Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/dQsQe7YfKJ #sharp2017
6/11/2017 9:35:02 AM
sgsgdsdgs: watch!https://t.co/0pU9AvqcsFThe 볼End
of a FantasyAndr볼ew
RawnsleyHigh볼landersAdam
West#UFC볼Auckland#Cana볼dianGP#Batm볼an#SHA볼RP17

6/11/2017 9:56:01 AM
icemaiden1964: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 #b3 @jimmussell on what (bad) indexes
teach us about C19 periodicals—“part of the paratext” reconstituting period…
6/11/2017 10:13:30 AM
CNN39640002: watch!https://t.co/Ikwhwkx7pU#SH볼ARP17#Ca볼nadianGPHaw볼aiianNee볼d
for SpeedBatt볼lefront
2#legistativ볼es2017#tele볼foot#Avo볼te
6/11/2017 10:44:42 AM
q8jrhn: RT @CNN39640002:
watch!https://t.co/Ikwhwkx7pU#SH볼ARP17#Ca볼nadianGPHaw볼aiianNee볼d
for
SpeedBatt볼lefront
2#legistativ볼es2017#tele볼…
6/11/2017 10:44:57 AM
mqsaf: RT @CNN39640002:
watch!https://t.co/Ikwhwkx7pU#SH볼ARP17#Ca볼nadianGPHaw볼aiianNee볼d
for
SpeedBatt볼lefront
2#legistativ볼es2017#tele볼…
6/11/2017 10:44:57 AM
cindosa39: RT @CNN39640002:
watch!https://t.co/Ikwhwkx7pU#SH볼ARP17#Ca볼nadianGPHaw볼aiianNee볼d
for
SpeedBatt볼lefront
2#legistativ볼es2017#tele볼…
6/11/2017 10:44:57 AM
BLOUSHI88: RT @CNN39640002:
watch!https://t.co/Ikwhwkx7pU#SH볼ARP17#Ca볼nadianGPHaw볼aiianNee볼d
for
SpeedBatt볼lefront
2#legistativ볼es2017#tele볼…
6/11/2017 10:44:57 AM
Birendranathba1: #SHARP17 https://t.co/guXXz8rNiW
6/11/2017 11:15:49 AM
JMCoghlan: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 Oh my god I'm totally stealing this
https://t.co/uYGse4xKoA
6/11/2017 11:58:53 AM
JMCoghlan: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @namleti Emoji Dick reminds us that both
print and digital have multiple textualities: no simple divide betwe…
6/11/2017 12:01:18 PM
RahisDigital: #Adam
West#UFCAuckland#SHARP17#YEGpride#Batman#EAPLAY#Hawaiian#Mosaic
Stadium#Need for Speed#Battlefront 2https://t.co/pZt93jYrY1
6/11/2017 12:29:44 PM
oldpondcomics: YouTubers books become best-sellers and tend to fall in
autobiographical, self-help or comedy categories. --Silke J… https://t.co/9XfC7C0GKv
6/11/2017 12:34:38 PM
EGarritzen: @lesliehowsam @traviseross Wish I had been in #sharp17 to hear this
paper. The project of @traviseross on Bancroft &c. is super exciting!
6/11/2017 12:37:12 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @namleti: https://t.co/OVqWVKLkPT
allows for real-time tracking of emojis in the twittersphere

6/11/2017 1:01:01 PM
mazarines: Love starting my day by reading through #sharp17 tweets from yesterday,
especially @namleti's "Emoji Dick, Prequels & Sequels" keynote. 볼볼
6/11/2017 1:08:58 PM
mazarines: @namleti As ever, thanks to all the #SHARP17 tweeters for letting me
participate from across the continent.
6/11/2017 1:10:56 PM
JBD1: RT @mazarines: @namleti As ever, thanks to all the #SHARP17 tweeters for
letting me participate from across the continent.
6/11/2017 1:12:01 PM
oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25 #sharp17 #oldpondcomics
https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 1:12:11 PM
mazarines: Yes! You see so much variation in monolingual live-tweeting. But
multilingual shows even more complexities in inter… https://t.co/xKsNYs6HeB
6/11/2017 1:24:04 PM
mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be saved, regardless
format. Archival appraisal is what we need.… https://t.co/u65shDQqAx
6/11/2017 1:37:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher &
@stirpublishing alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club
https://t.co/ca…
6/11/2017 1:47:16 PM
jotis13: After a week in Victoria for #dhsi2017 #sharp17 I finally managed to sleep
in*!*For values of "sleep in" that include 6:15am.
6/11/2017 1:47:57 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @loradeets: 'How do you win at book festivals?' Fascinating process
of finding the right gameplay @ClaireSquires #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/11/2017 1:49:17 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @mollyhardy: .@marylearner here's how we are using
@TEIconsortium to teach 19C ballads @AmAntiquarian #sharp17
https://t.co/wkva6rYck3
6/11/2017 1:59:45 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @mollyhardy: Love @marylearner's on why ballads so perfect for
comp classes. @AmAntiquarian coll. might also be useful #sharp17 https://…
6/11/2017 2:00:08 PM
Steenshorne: RT @mollyhardy: .@marylearner here's how we are using
@TEIconsortium to teach 19C ballads @AmAntiquarian #sharp17
https://t.co/wkva6rYck3
6/11/2017 2:00:23 PM
jordanreed14: If you're up for the first Sunday session come to #e5 "Electronic
Reading" #sharp17. We'll be in McPherson A308 https://t.co/xOxp84RwTc
6/11/2017 2:06:53 PM

matte_kishor: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25
#sharp17 #oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 2:07:29 PM
jordanreed14: I'm chairing for @tylershores, @lauragrayblair and @loradeets and
continuing the weekend's discussion on reading in the digital age #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:09:29 PM
oldpondcomics: Can't understand why #EmojiDick not consistently using the same
emojii for the whale. #sharp17 #LisaGitelman… https://t.co/C9XKOV5R0k
6/11/2017 2:15:14 PM
matte_kishor: RT @oldpondcomics: Can't understand why #EmojiDick not consistently
using the same emojii for the whale. #sharp17 #LisaGitelman #oldpondcom…
6/11/2017 2:24:42 PM
lesliehowsam: #sharp17 https://t.co/Of5fB3r3th
6/11/2017 2:27:50 PM
oldpondcomics: Looks like I'll be tweeting the #sharp17 conference in comics.
https://t.co/EwsEiiAoPR
6/11/2017 2:28:23 PM
DrCaitlinMGale: RT @mollyhardy: .@marylearner here's how we are using
@TEIconsortium to teach 19C ballads @AmAntiquarian #sharp17
https://t.co/wkva6rYck3
6/11/2017 2:30:54 PM
saishyamsundar: YOU CAN GET MORE #FOLLOWERS FOR FREE볼
https://t.co/vNJsbGWkXp 볼 #StevenMatz #sharp17 #HolliesStand @ashhlyynnn
@Coolhorsegirl
6/11/2017 2:34:59 PM
MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @AmySopcakJoseph, liaison for American
Historical Association https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @AHAhistorians @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 2:38:06 PM
MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @andiesilva, liaison for Renaissance Society of
America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @RSAorg @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 2:38:47 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @EnlightenmentDH: What is ARCHIVER or Angus & Robertson?
@helenkbones on early Australian publishing history project at #sharp17 https:/…
6/11/2017 2:39:06 PM
MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @LauraEstill, liaison for Shakespeare Association
of America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 2:39:21 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CitizenWald: Your @SHARPorg Executive Council is now going off to
do some serious #dh research in linked open beers #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:41:29 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be
saved, regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/11/2017 2:42:15 PM

clancynewyork: @lesliehowsam .@nzsydney's piece is great. One of my other favorites
on emoticons. #sharp17 https://t.co/A6qzTwCpRN
6/11/2017 2:43:53 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @clancynewyork: @lesliehowsam .@nzsydney's piece is great. One
of my other favorites on emoticons. #sharp17 https://t.co/A6qzTwCpRN
6/11/2017 2:45:26 PM
MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: Diane Maher @persephone6, liaison for Rare Books
and Manuscripts, ACRL https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @RBMSinfo @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 2:45:33 PM
MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: yours truly, liaison for Dictionary Society of North
America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @DictionarySocNA @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 2:46:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jordanreed14: If you're up for the first Sunday session come to
#e5 "Electronic Reading" #sharp17. We'll be in McPherson A308 https://t…
6/11/2017 2:47:29 PM
esteinhauer: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@ClaireSquires on digital preservation: if you're not
careful you end up building another copy of the world #sharp17
6/11/2017 2:48:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EnlightenmentDH: What is ARCHIVER or Angus & Robertson?
@helenkbones on early Australian publishing history project at #sharp17 https:/…
6/11/2017 2:49:02 PM
alyssabooking: RT @oldpondcomics: Excellent talk about #digitalpreservation of
#websites by @coreyleedavis @martindholmes #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #humor…
6/11/2017 2:56:12 PM
ahhnabanans: get your tea and coffee, SHARPists, and see you there! #sharp17 (who
doesn't love typographic minutiae at 8:45 am!) https://t.co/hbNFngEPvs
6/11/2017 3:00:29 PM
jotis13: RT @ahhnabanans: get your tea and coffee, SHARPists, and see you there!
#sharp17 (who doesn't love typographic minutiae at 8:45 am!) https:…
6/11/2017 3:03:21 PM
tylershores: I'll be presenting this morning at @SHARP2017 “Reading, Attention &
Distraction in the Digital Age” (slight title c… https://t.co/dTAV9laXnK
6/11/2017 3:05:05 PM
jotis13: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25 #sharp17
#oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 3:05:11 PM
lauragrayblair: Giving my first ever paper at #SHARP17 this morning! I'm in session
#E5 talking about using Goodreads to research reader experience.
6/11/2017 3:15:23 PM
fersacambridge: Good luck to our #PhD student @tylershores! #sharp17
https://t.co/BtEhUP72if
6/11/2017 3:23:45 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: Diane Maher @persephone6,
liaison for Rare Books and Manuscripts, ACRL https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @RBMSi…

6/11/2017 3:38:59 PM
alisakbeer: Looking forward to starting the day with #sharp17 #e8 Historic Print
Production
6/11/2017 3:39:33 PM
tylershores: I love that Twitter offers to translate @loradeets's tweet from Haitian
Creole #sharp17 #sharp2017 #emojidick https://t.co/LbETjvNWFN
6/11/2017 3:40:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Waded through a triathalon to get to my panel this morning; I think
this might be a metaphor, but I've only had two cups of coffee #SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:40:21 PM
jotis13: There's nothing like a good kids' triathalon racing through campus to make you
feel sluggish and old in the morning... #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/11/2017 3:40:40 PM
eyeona: Greetings #sharp17-ers!See more on discursive concepts, metadata wrangling,
EEBO contexts, &c. via @LinguisticDNA… https://t.co/8sD09hwDnb
6/11/2017 3:41:45 PM
KulaJournal: Panel this morning: "Historic Print Production" #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:42:27 PM
KulaJournal: Up first: Anna Wager, "In Pursuit of Perfection: William Morris and
Typographic Technologies" #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:43:25 PM
mlkharrington: What could be more relevant to me right now than #E7, "Digital
Editions: Creation, Revision, & Experimentation"? Nothing. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:43:26 PM
glass_grant: RT @eyeona: Greetings #sharp17-ers!See more on discursive concepts,
metadata wrangling, EEBO contexts, &c. via @LinguisticDNA | https://t.…
6/11/2017 3:44:32 PM
LinguisticDNA: RT @eyeona: Greetings #sharp17-ers!See more on discursive concepts,
metadata wrangling, EEBO contexts, &c. via @LinguisticDNA | https://t.…
6/11/2017 3:44:38 PM
EditrixCaroline: #SHARP17 folks: come hear about digital editions in DSB C122
https://t.co/3rqV7FJZkD
6/11/2017 3:45:23 PM
RealCamoo: YOU CAN GET MORE #FOLLOWERS FOR FREE https://t.co/flNS4j09G9
#sharp17 #CoreySeager #JimmySaville @satokoqzse @RealAngieFierce
6/11/2017 3:47:16 PM
mlkharrington: First up in #E7: @lindseyseatter on "Revision Baggage: How to Rethink
a Digital Edition." #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:47:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kicking off with Anna Wager, @ahhnabanans "In Pursuit of
Perfection: William Morris and Typographic Technologies #SHARP17 #D8
6/11/2017 3:47:21 PM

CritRikk: #E8 #sharp17 Anna Wager,.@ahhnabanans, “In Pursuit of Perfection: William
Morris, the Romain du Roi, and Typographic Technologies”
6/11/2017 3:48:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #D8 @ahhnabanans William Morris's type designs, named
for the books they appeared in: Golden, Chaucer, and Troy
6/11/2017 3:48:25 PM
amndw2: Now in session #e7, Digital Editions: Creation, Revision, Experimentation
#sharp17
6/11/2017 3:48:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @mroyUPN No problem at all! You're much missed, but hopefully
catch up in Bordeaux! #sharp17 #ssaww
6/11/2017 3:48:45 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Great turn out for an 8:45 am panel over at Digital Editions:
Creation, Revision, Experimentation. #mornings #earlymornings
6/11/2017 3:49:22 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Looking forward to your paper and panel #E5! #sharp17
https://t.co/gOVNhhniKD
6/11/2017 3:49:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans magic lantern slides of pages of
books blew up typographic examples, inspired innovation
6/11/2017 3:49:42 PM
PopFicDoctors: First up on day three of #sharp17: @loradeets "Love and the Ebook"
6/11/2017 3:49:46 PM
alisakbeer: Anna Wager, "In Pursuit of Perfection: William Morris, the Romain du Roi,
and Typographic Technologies" #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 3:49:47 PM
jimmussell: I'm in #e1 listening to Sarah Lubelski on women in c19th publishing,
focusing on Bentley and Son #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:49:51 PM
CritRikk: #E8 #sharp17 .@ahhnabanans Emery Walker's notes on well printed books;
Morris embraced new technologiesand type faces
6/11/2017 3:49:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Starting day 3 of #sharp17 with Sarah Lubelski on one of my fave
publishers Richard Bentley #e1
6/11/2017 3:49:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski: division genrée des espaces de bureau: travail des femmes et
industrialisation de l'édition https://t.co/sHuztrkP0y #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:50:15 PM
KulaJournal: @ahhnabanans: William Morris inspired by Emery Walker to design type.
Kelmscott types only possible through technological advances #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:50:16 PM
onlinereaders1: @loradeets is first up this morning discussing how reader harness
evolving book tech to deepen attachment to novels #SHARP17

6/11/2017 3:50:18 PM
jotis13: After a #dhsi2017 feed full of accessibility tips, it's been a surprise to find so
many #sharp17 slides with white-text-on-black-background
6/11/2017 3:50:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris went with mechanical casting
for his type, "From what I hear, there isn't much fun in hand casting anyways"
6/11/2017 3:50:26 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris went with
mechanical casting for his type, "From what I hear, there isn't much fun in…
6/11/2017 3:50:32 PM
mlkharrington: As w/print eds, editorial decisions in digital eds frame the text, inform
how audiences will interact with it. @lindseyseatter #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:50:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @loradeets on digital novels & survey data from focus groups
#sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 3:50:49 PM
lauragrayblair: "21st-century readers are as active and as innovative as their
predecessors" - @loradeets in Session #E5 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:51:19 PM
jotis13: Just a reminder to all presenters: white text on black backgrounds can be
illegible and/or cause pain to people with astygmatism. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:51:26 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Preserving the intent of an edition while
maintaining the embodied argument. How you begin again w an edition #cool
6/11/2017 3:51:34 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #e8 Formation of Morris' Golden Font based on Jensen & Rubeus
(Venetian printers of C15) & Gothic based on Gutenberg
6/11/2017 3:51:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: Super looking forward to @loradeets on readers using digital technology
to demonstrate and deepen attachment to nov… https://t.co/K1zlGU3Xn0
6/11/2017 3:52:02 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 sunday morning at work!
6/11/2017 3:52:10 PM
bookhistories: Dagens första session på bokhistoriekonferensen i Victoria, Kanada:
Sarah Lubelski om kvinnoarbete och utgivning ca 1880 #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 3:52:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris referred to Bodoni letter forms
as "sweltering hideousness"
6/11/2017 3:52:22 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Comfort reading like 'macaroni cheese books' according to survey
respondent #sharp17 #E5 @loradeets
6/11/2017 3:52:23 PM

CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris referred to
Bodoni letter forms as "sweltering hideousness"
6/11/2017 3:52:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lauragrayblair: "21st-century readers are as active and as
innovative as their predecessors" - @loradeets in Session #E5 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:52:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelski: creation of ms department at Bentley & Son
gave readers inc women more formalized role. Idea of process as technology
6/11/2017 3:52:50 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets not every book inspires deep attachment - some are just
read for fun #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:52:57 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #e8 "If we want beautiful type we must write beautifully" - tie
between handwriting & type production. "Slow printing" embraced.
6/11/2017 3:53:04 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @kathiiberens: @stevielmarsden @henningsgaard
@hkpmcgregor @ClaireSquires @jmaxsfu @rak_dr @rachellynchase @amyhildrethchen
#sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 3:53:14 PM
PopFicDoctors: Readers from @loradeets' project minimise ownership of "read once"
print books - especially genre fiction #sharp17 https://t.co/CZ2QsnMDl3
6/11/2017 3:53:21 PM
KulaJournal: @ahhnabanans: Bodoni type "sweltering hideousness" according to Morris.
#sharp17
6/11/2017 3:53:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris's design process evoked a
process of "slow printing," worked enlarged, then reduced size using photogoraphy
6/11/2017 3:53:46 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets not every book inspires deep
attachment - some are just read for fun #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:53:52 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris's design process
evoked a process of "slow printing," worked enlarged, then reduced s…
6/11/2017 3:53:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 rôle des femmes comme lectrices de maison d'édition
(https://t.co/dPprJmjiB8) Bentley «les hommes ne font pas de bons lecteurs» #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:53:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@loradeets' survey respondents share their thoughts on ebooks and
don't hold back! #sharp17 https://t.co/0qgaXjwrId
6/11/2017 3:53:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 Lubelski quotes R Bentley Jr writing to father than "men do
not often make good readers"
6/11/2017 3:54:07 PM

bookhistories: Lubelski: Förläggare George Bentley använde sig helst av kvinnliga
referensläsare "Men do not often make good readers" (1889) #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 3:54:24 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Profissões relacionadas a leitura e edição eram consideradas
femininas nos EUA século XIX!
6/11/2017 3:54:26 PM
amndw2: .@lindseyseatter talking about "renovating" a digital edition of Romantic-era
women writers' texts #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:54:35 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Wow, it's great that universities are starting to
accredit work done in the digital realm. #Updating & #Renovating
6/11/2017 3:54:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 for more information see... https://t.co/tLlZIP8783
6/11/2017 3:54:48 PM
onlinereaders1: For @loradeets respondents opposite of ebook not print but 'real' book
#SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:54:52 PM
gbarnhisel: @loradeets on why US readers prefer "real" books to ebooks #sharp17
https://t.co/TU2sdfqcMh
6/11/2017 3:54:59 PM
alisakbeer: "Diabolical inspiration" of stubborn letters in typography #e8 #sharp17 gets
a laugh from the room.
6/11/2017 3:55:03 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@loradeets: For readers, the opposite of ebook is not print book. The
opposite of ebook is *real* book. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel #E5 Dietz: People who read ebooks also read more generally
#sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:09 PM
rachellynchase: Love way one reader describes comfort books as macaroni and cheese
books @loradeets #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:13 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@loradeets: Loving print doesn't mean hating ebooks...those who
read ebooks are more likely to describe themselves as bibliophiles #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@loradeets: For readers, the opposite of ebook is
not print book. The opposite of ebook is *real* book. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:20 PM
jimmussell: Wow, Bentley and Son used printed forms to organize reader reports #e1
#sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:25 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @jimmussell: Wow, Bentley and Son used printed forms to
organize reader reports #e1 #sharp17

6/11/2017 3:55:34 PM
rachellynchase: RT @gbarnhisel: @loradeets on why US readers prefer "real" books to
ebooks #sharp17 https://t.co/TU2sdfqcMh
6/11/2017 3:55:46 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets people who read ebooks more likely to be bibliophiles (and
to also love print books) #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:55:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans By turning to magnification to master
design, Morris used technology to facilitate his output
6/11/2017 3:55:57 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans By turning to
magnification to master design, Morris used technology to facilitate his output
6/11/2017 3:56:06 PM
mlkharrington: Unlike print eds, digital eds are mutable, subject to revision.
@lindseyseatter talks abt rethinking, remaking her online ed. #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:56:21 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets "how do you get close to a book?" Great question.
#sharp17
6/11/2017 3:56:36 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: "Diabolical inspiration" of stubborn letters in typography #e8
#sharp17 gets a laugh from the room.
6/11/2017 3:56:39 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelski's sources are fantastic on affective labour of
publishing. Reading bad "ms" as depressing for professional readers
6/11/2017 3:56:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp17 #e8 "If we want beautiful type we must write
beautifully" - tie between handwriting & type production. "Slow print…
6/11/2017 3:56:49 PM
bookhistories: Referensläsare Mrs Mayer var av avgörande betydelse för nyutgivningen
av litteratur hos Bentley & Son, vars åsikter vägde tungt #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:57:36 PM
alisakbeer: Really cool discussion of contemporary photographic tech&procedure and its
implications for book production! #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 3:57:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans to adjust photograph size in the late
19th century, you'd rephotograph the image with a bigger or smaller camera
6/11/2017 3:57:48 PM
rachellynchase: @loradeets The format decision is not a fork in the road; it's a first
date #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:58:14 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Problems of unwieldiness in updating digital eds:
that's a great point, & I encountered the same in my digital Ed.

6/11/2017 3:58:44 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelski: Mrs Mayer, woman reader, had physical
presence in office & was well paid, even compared to men. Valued by Bentleys
6/11/2017 3:58:47 PM
jotis13: Want that light-text-dark-background feel on slides? Tweetdeck does it well:
light grey text on black or white text… https://t.co/8AdRQ7W2jT
6/11/2017 3:58:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: Dietz survey respondents state they'll buy a hard copy of an ebook
they love...ebook copies don't feel secure/real #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:58:52 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets acquiring both ebook and print editions an expression of
attachment #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:58:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans theoretical design and craftsmanship
divide at the point of cutting the punch. Edward P. Prince cut Morris's
6/11/2017 3:58:52 PM
KulaJournal: @ahhnabanans: Morris adopted slow printing technique. Magnification key
to developing type design #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:58:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets "how do you get close to a book?"
Great question. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:58:59 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@loradeets: ownership is profoundly desirable for the books we love,
and for readers ownership of the ebook doesn't count #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:59:03 PM
onlinereaders1: Some interesting data here on pirating/hacking of kindles by users
#SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:59:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Problems of unwieldiness in
updating digital eds: that's a great point, & I encountered the same i…
6/11/2017 3:59:12 PM
amndw2: .@lindseyseatter: WordPress's page structure tuned into a "bulky mess" when
used for a digital anthology; texts ended up siloed #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:59:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski se concentre sur Gertrude Townshend Mayer, travaillait dans
les bureaux, salaire annuel: 100£ (directeur du dépt 160£) #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:59:43 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: @loradeets The format decision is not a fork in
the road; it's a first date #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:59:43 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: Really cool discussion of contemporary photographic
tech&procedure and its implications for book production! #sharp17 #e8

6/11/2017 3:59:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Some interesting data here on pirating/hacking of
kindles by users #SHARP17
6/11/2017 3:59:46 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets "how do you get close to a book?"
Great question. #sharp17
6/11/2017 3:59:49 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans to adjust photograph
size in the late 19th century, you'd rephotograph the image with a bigg…
6/11/2017 3:59:50 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @gbarnhisel: @loradeets on why US readers prefer "real" books to
ebooks #sharp17 https://t.co/TU2sdfqcMh
6/11/2017 3:59:56 PM
AmyHildrethChen: #sharp17 lunch play test at Mystic Market at noon - please come!
Better than evening due to the banquet? @richendabrim @alisakbeer
6/11/2017 3:59:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans theoretical design and
craftsmanship divide at the point of cutting the punch. Edward P. Pri…
6/11/2017 4:00:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans The King's Roman, designed by
committee in 1693 for Louis XIV's printing house
6/11/2017 4:00:14 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets suggests it's just a matter of time before readers start
creating customised print editions of favourite books ooooo #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:00:23 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Readers from @loradeets' project minimise
ownership of "read once" print books - especially genre fiction #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:00:25 PM
bookhistories: Lubelski: Den oersättliga Mrs Mayer hörde till bokförlagets (Bentley &
son) bäst betalda #kvinnoarbete #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:00:30 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Theorizing the below ... Definitely salient in our
online environment. So now The Common Place (love that title)
6/11/2017 4:00:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelski arguing that women readers in Bentley office
shows breakdown of separate spheres with coming of industrialization
6/11/2017 4:00:57 PM
glass_grant: @ahhnabanans #sharp17 making is a human process subject to
technological constraints.
6/11/2017 4:00:58 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kathiiberens: @rachellynchase S. Murray S.Rowberry
@Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @henningsgaard @stevielmarsden DeNel Sedo #sharp17
htt…

6/11/2017 4:01:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski: si le travail éditorial était ouvert aux femmes, c'est qu'elles
pouvaient le faire de la maison (ce que je fais!) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:01:24 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kathiiberens: @stevielmarsden @henningsgaard @hkpmcgregor
@ClaireSquires @jmaxsfu @rak_dr @rachellynchase @amyhildrethchen #sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 4:01:25 PM
alisakbeer: Making "is a human process limited by technological restraints" - human
capabilities of the workers are important to design #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:01:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans The human capabilities of the
workers who designed and cut the type affect the result
6/11/2017 4:01:56 PM
bookhistories: Om kvinnors arbete vid förlagen under 1800-talets slut #sharp17 #e1
https://t.co/XupTGTOQ9l
6/11/2017 4:02:00 PM
CritRikk: #E8 #sharp17 .@ahhnabanans physical act of calligraphy and what could be
punched, the limits of technology, very different (craft vs tech?)
6/11/2017 4:02:03 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@loradeets: readers argue over whether you annotate books you
love or books you hate! I'm definitely the former...볼 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:02:08 PM
amndw2: Unsurprisingly, I love that @lindseyseatter's revised digital anthology is now
called "The Common Place"! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:02:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans The King's Roman,
designed by committee in 1693 for Louis XIV's printing house
6/11/2017 4:02:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans The human capabilities
of the workers who designed and cut the type affect the result
6/11/2017 4:02:17 PM
PopFicDoctors: Love the idea of readers creating their own print versions of digital
texts @loradeets #sharp17 https://t.co/LC6EDC4UTf
6/11/2017 4:02:45 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets broadcasting opinions is one way to get close to a book 볼볼
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:02:45 PM
KulaJournal: @ahhnabanans: printing dictated + determined by technology. Punch
cutters constrained by technology + human capability #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:02:55 PM
onlinereaders1: One of the stories made for Reading on Screen reimagined print/digital
binary as tennis match between Andy Kindle and Boris Book #sharp17

6/11/2017 4:03:02 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Love the idea of readers creating their own print
versions of digital texts @loradeets #sharp17 https://t.co/LC6EDC4UTf
6/11/2017 4:03:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski: c'est donc notable que Gertrude Townshend Mayer ait eu un
bureau dans les bureaux de Bentley #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:03:20 PM
jotis13: @StevieLMarsden @loradeets I annotate books I'm writing reviews for - it's
very functional, vs. emotional. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:03:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets broadcasting opinions is one way to
get close to a book 볼볼 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:03:26 PM
StevieLMarsden: Dietz notes fascinating point a reader makes about finding it harder to
recall books they read online than in print. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:03:50 PM
bookhistories: 1800-talsförlag Bentley & son i London tycks ha varit föregångare när
det gäller att anställa kvalificerad kvinnlig arbetskraft #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:04:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets broadcasting opinions is one way to
get close to a book 볼볼 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:04:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets more research needed on the connection between the
feelings of connecting with a book and connecting with a fandom #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:04:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "There's something decadent about a
too-perfect font, one that cannot be created by human hands"
6/11/2017 4:04:20 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter "the remnants of the past only enrich a digital
interface" #agree #true
6/11/2017 4:04:29 PM
jmaxsfu: @CritRikk @ahhnabanans #E8 #sharp17 2d craft vs 3d craft
6/11/2017 4:04:32 PM
glass_grant: @ahhnabanans #sharp17 what can be visualized can not always be
realized.
6/11/2017 4:04:38 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "There's something
decadent about a too-perfect font, one that cannot be created by human ha…
6/11/2017 4:04:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelsi - Bentley closes at end of C19. How do we fit
their female employees into scholarly narratives of women in publishing?
6/11/2017 4:04:47 PM

EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "Printing is an inherently technical
process, and the changes in typography can be traced back" to new affordances
6/11/2017 4:04:50 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "Printing is an inherently
technical process, and the changes in typography can be traced ba…
6/11/2017 4:05:02 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@loradeets has found ebook readers have a high tolerance for piracy
and an infinite tolerance for breaking terms of use #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:05:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @glass_grant: @ahhnabanans #sharp17 what can be visualized can not
always be realized.
6/11/2017 4:05:14 PM
lauragrayblair: "We found a general tolerance for piracy, & an almost infinite tolerance
for disregarding terms of use!" @loradeets on e-book users #SHARP17
6/11/2017 4:05:37 PM
zlkatz: RT @jameshodges_: Reflecting on Martin Holmes' talk in #sharp17 panel #B6:
Long-term web preservation currently has problems w crawling com…
6/11/2017 4:05:55 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Very important research question, I think - the physical form of printed
books helps to make them memorable & affec… https://t.co/ZCjOXZxV72
6/11/2017 4:05:58 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter Very valid point from Q&A: it might not be best
to start off w WordPress to allow for growth, tho effective here.
6/11/2017 4:06:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris: "I have notice that they
[early books] were always beautiful by force of the mere typography"
6/11/2017 4:06:50 PM
jotis13: @Shaf_Towheed I think a quick survey of booksellers/librarians, asking how
many pp ask for "the book with the green… https://t.co/cNVnOfIQmd
6/11/2017 4:07:02 PM
mlkharrington: Now up: Caroline Winter on "Mary Shelley's Gothic Tales in The
Keepsake: Media, Materiality, and Mediation" #E7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:02 PM
MichaelHancher: #sharp17 https://t.co/RTAt30u9h3
6/11/2017 4:07:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25 #sharp17
#oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 4:07:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski: après la vente de Bentley, Mme Mayer a travaillé pour
Macmillan (employés principalement des hommes universitaires) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: Love how Dietz' survey data reveals how readers consider & articulate
their different forms of engagement with the text #sharp17

6/11/2017 4:07:12 PM
KulaJournal: @ahhnabanans: something decadent about too-perfect font that could not
be rendered by human hands + technological process of print #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Anne Ricculli on marketing Darwin: Colburn, Murray &
Technologies of Advertising #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:07:16 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets Readers thinking of themselves as patrons - reminds me of
your article @Vilutheril! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:26 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@loradeets: readers see payment as patronage. This is why they're
happy to buy books they love twice - in ebook and print #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:46 PM
CritRikk: #E8 #sharp17 p2: Gary Kelly, “Technologies of Production, Circulation, and
Use: The Case of London Publisher-Bookseller Alex Hogg”
6/11/2017 4:07:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: Proving how this kind of methodology can bring us closer to feelings
and understandings of the reader today #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:07:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @AmySopcakJoseph, liaison for
American Historical Association https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @AHAhistorians…
6/11/2017 4:08:05 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #E8 #sharp17 p2: Gary Kelly, “Technologies of Production,
Circulation, and Use: The Case of London Publisher-Bookseller Alex…
6/11/2017 4:08:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @andiesilva, liaison for
Renaissance Society of America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @RSAorg @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 4:08:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: @LauraEstill, liaison for
Shakespeare Association of America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 4:08:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: Diane Maher @persephone6,
liaison for Rare Books and Manuscripts, ACRL https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @RBMSi…
6/11/2017 4:08:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "Printing is an
inherently technical process, and the changes in typography can be traced ba…
6/11/2017 4:08:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MichaelHancher: Here at #sharp17: yours truly, liaison for Dictionary
Society of North America https://t.co/niMf5QwVSC @DictionarySocNA…
6/11/2017 4:08:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans Morris: "I have notice
that they [early books] were always beautiful by force of the mere ty…

6/11/2017 4:08:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next! Gary Kelly, “Technologies of Production, Circulation, and Use:
The Case of London Publisher-Bookseller Alex Hogg” #SHARP17 #E8
6/11/2017 4:08:19 PM
KulaJournal: Up next: Gary Kelly, "Technologies of Production, Circulation, and Use:
The Case of Publisher-Bookseller Alex Hogg" #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:08:24 PM
bookhistories: Anne Ricculli @DrewUniversity om marknadsföringen av Charles
#Darwin:s böcker 1839-1845 #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:09:14 PM
Laura_Estill: All seats taken at #sharp17 #sE8 "Historic Print Production볼"
w talks by
@EpistolaryBrown, Anna Wager, and Gary Kelly
6/11/2017 4:09:22 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Anne Riculli, de Drew University, fala sobre edições de livros de
Darwin.
6/11/2017 4:09:29 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: .@marylearner here's how we are using
@TEIconsortium to teach 19C ballads @AmAntiquarian #sharp17
https://t.co/wkva6rYck3
6/11/2017 4:09:44 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: Love @marylearner's on why ballads so perfect for
comp classes. @AmAntiquarian coll. might also be useful #sharp17 https://…
6/11/2017 4:09:50 PM
alisakbeer: PSA: #sharp17: Animated slide transitions (pageturns etc) can cause
dizziness/disorientation in audience. #a11y problem for many.
6/11/2017 4:10:05 PM
jotis13: @Shaf_Towheed WRT affective question, getting authors to sign physical books
still hasn't found a good analogy in e… https://t.co/LO4i3k2Pgi
6/11/2017 4:10:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Anne Ricculli trace les titres changeants: Commercialiser Darwin:
Colburn, Murray et les technologies publicitaires, 1839-1845 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:10:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg served the growing market for print in
all classes, but especially lower-middle to middle ranks based on his prices
6/11/2017 4:10:36 PM
alisakbeer: Gary Kelly: "Technologies of Production, Circulation, and Use: The Case of
London Publisher-Bookseller Alex Hogg" #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:10:49 PM
mlkharrington: Fascinating to see @EditrixCaroline & @lindseyseatter talk abt digital
eds resulting from same @DHInstitute course I took last wk. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:10:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg provided cheap weekly or monthly
installments of the discourses of modernity

6/11/2017 4:10:53 PM
lindseyseatter: .@EditrixCaroline shares her Drupal-based edition of Mary Shelley's
Keepsake. Love this project! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:10:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: Great talk on attachment and book formats, @loradeets! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:10:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next @tylershores on Reading, Attention and Distraction in the Digital
Age. Apparently Shores will be live-tweeting his own talk! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:11:20 PM
alisakbeer: Kelly discusses exclusions by price or self-exclusion by culture: a dual
consideration in access to books/texts. #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:11:25 PM
onlinereaders1: @tylershores next on Reading, Attention and Distraction in the Digital
Age. He plans to live tweet his own talk #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:11:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: WIth sustained weekly 6d outlay, lowerincome readers could acquire markers of culture, self-improvement
6/11/2017 4:11:44 PM
loradeets: @tylershores up next at #sharp17 - Reading While Distracted: E-books, Print
Books and the Multitasking Reader
6/11/2017 4:11:51 PM
rachellynchase: @tylershores is live tweeting his presentation! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:11:56 PM
jotis13: .@alisakbeer Time for us to put together a set of recommended practices for
conference slideshows? #sharp17 #a11y https://t.co/VJlKYeRMPT
6/11/2017 4:11:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Ricculli: Colburn used alt. titles in adverts to reach
different markets. Emphasised Geology in Darwin to hit contemp debates
6/11/2017 4:12:10 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline Digital edition of five gothic tales written by
Mary Shelley, incl. Transformation. Working w #Drupal
6/11/2017 4:12:12 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg served the growing market
for print in all classes, but especially lower-middle to middle ran…
6/11/2017 4:12:15 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg provided cheap weekly or
monthly installments of the discourses of modernity
6/11/2017 4:12:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: I think this is a first at #sharp17? Brilliantly innovative #e5
@tylershores https://t.co/tmgEvIKLl5
6/11/2017 4:12:27 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: WIth sustained weekly 6d outlay,
lower-income readers could acquire markers of culture, self-impro…

6/11/2017 4:12:31 PM
loradeets: Exciting experiment from @tylershores - live tweeting own presentation
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:12:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores on reading,attention and distraction - talking about his
experience working at Google #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:12:45 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP AGM AT 3.15 TODAY!UPDATES! ANNOUNCEMENTS! PRIZES!
LAUGHTER! TEARS! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:12:49 PM
jotis13: "Titles for all of these are playing--I hope they're playing!--on the screen." The
perils of timed slideshow presentations #e8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:12:59 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: I think this is a first at #sharp17? Brilliantly innovative
#e5 @tylershores https://t.co/tmgEvIKLl5
6/11/2017 4:12:59 PM
amndw2: .@EditrixCaroline on her digital edition of Mary Shelley's tales in The
Keepsake: what was it like to read them when they appeared? #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:13:17 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Had to create a new column in tweetdeck for #sharp17 so I can
read everything later - I can't keep up!
6/11/2017 4:13:35 PM
bookhistories: Ricculli: Darwins förläggare Colburn anpassade sitt val av titlar efter
vilken läsargrupp som eftertraktades… https://t.co/RNfXP5mVP2
6/11/2017 4:14:20 PM
alisakbeer: I'm game. @Incunabulus might be interested, though I know she has a lot
on her plate. What scope are we talking wor… https://t.co/8SZkJn5el5
6/11/2017 4:14:25 PM
SHARPorg: We'll also be announcing Twitter prize winners too so YANNO #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:14:27 PM
SHARP2017: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP AGM AT 3.15 TODAY!UPDATES!
ANNOUNCEMENTS! PRIZES! LAUGHTER! TEARS! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:14:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:14:42 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: We'll also be announcing Twitter prize winners too so YANNO
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:14:42 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline I really like the simple design. & By keeping the
code simple the site appears backward compatible.
6/11/2017 4:14:55 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 "Can students really multitask? An experimental study of instant
messaging while reading" https://t.co/SwXykaYhCh #sharp2017

6/11/2017 4:15:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg's publications were stitched before sale
into "numbers," he didn't sell in quires
6/11/2017 4:15:07 PM
EdutechNovator: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 "Can students really multitask? An
experimental study of instant messaging while reading" https://t.co/SwXykaYhCh…
6/11/2017 4:15:17 PM
alisakbeer: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg's publications were
stitched before sale into "numbers," he didn't sell in quires
6/11/2017 4:15:21 PM
jimmussell: Anne Ricculli doing a great job showing just how sophisticated publishers'
advertising was in the early c19th #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:15:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @StevieLMarsden: @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:15:52 PM
amndw2: Literature published in annuals gets dismissed as hackwork, even stories by
Mary Shelley! #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:16:23 PM
rachellynchase: @tylershores from readers to users. How do we describe this group?
(audience, market ...) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:16:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 "Can students really multitask? An
experimental study of instant messaging while reading" https://t.co/SwXykaYhCh…
6/11/2017 4:16:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd joins our
podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/11/2017 4:16:47 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:16:49 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: @tylershores from readers to users. How do we
describe this group? (audience, market ...) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:17:23 PM
jotis13: @alisakbeer @Incunabulus It could be pretty low-key (unless we wanted to put
a lot more time/effort into it, which… https://t.co/VeWnwnw16S
6/11/2017 4:17:28 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline Please give me the link! Shelley's short fiction
deserves greater readership if Mortal Immortal is any indication
6/11/2017 4:17:29 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets Readers thinking of themselves as
patrons - reminds me of your article @Vilutheril! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:17:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Colburn utilisait diff titres dans ses pubs pour diff marchés; accent sur
géologie pour Darwin: lien aux débats… https://t.co/YtpCXmAAPd

6/11/2017 4:17:45 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rachellynchase: @tylershores from readers to users. How do we
describe this group? (audience, market ...) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:18:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @tylershores on Distracted reading - when is reading not reading?
Cites Gazzaley's The Distracted Mind #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:18:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: @tylershores from readers to users. How do we
describe this group? (audience, market ...) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:18:30 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@tylershores presents second #sharp17 gif: Chandler Bing
#readingnotreading
6/11/2017 4:18:32 PM
jotis13: @alisakbeer If you want to start it, go for it! #sharp17 #sharp18 #a11y
6/11/2017 4:18:32 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARPorg: We'll also be announcing Twitter prize winners too so
YANNO #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:18:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Ricculli: scientists & general readers could buy
Murrays Darwin eds. Murray tailored ads to different markets even in same pub!
6/11/2017 4:18:53 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @JHUPress: Getting ready for #sharp17? President Ian Gadd
joins our podcast to talk about the 25th anniversary @SHARP2017 https://t.co/r…
6/11/2017 4:18:54 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: @tylershores on Distracted reading - when is
reading not reading? Cites Gazzaley's The Distracted Mind #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:18:55 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg's publications were stitched
before sale into "numbers," he didn't sell in quires
6/11/2017 4:19:08 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP AGM AT 3.15 TODAY!UPDATES!
ANNOUNCEMENTS! PRIZES! LAUGHTER! TEARS! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:19:11 PM
PopFicDoctors: Interesting considering distinctions between representation of
distraction and multitasking with @tylershores #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:19:12 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Shaf_Towheed: @tylershores on Distracted reading - when is
reading not reading? Cites Gazzaley's The Distracted Mind #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:19:21 PM
KulaJournal: Kelly: Hogg ambitious and successful in increasingly competitive +
modern market #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:19:48 PM

JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline Those bindings: Are those trade or unique
bindings? Great to see bindings imaged. Are those @Uvic copies?
6/11/2017 4:19:52 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores - 'we are information foragers', 'multitasking is really task
switching' #sharp17 #E5 @tylershores
6/11/2017 4:19:54 PM
loradeets: Why do we interrupt ourselves? @tylershores on the complexities of
distracted reading #e5 #sharp17 https://t.co/l0KM1IC1xI
6/11/2017 4:20:15 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores - 'we are information foragers',
'multitasking is really task switching' #sharp17 #E5 @tylershores
6/11/2017 4:20:22 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores - 'we are information foragers',
'multitasking is really task switching' #sharp17 #E5 @tylershores
6/11/2017 4:20:28 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 "Can students really multitask? An
experimental study of instant messaging while reading" https://t.co/SwXykaYhCh…
6/11/2017 4:20:32 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@tylershores presents second #sharp17 gif:
Chandler Bing #readingnotreading
6/11/2017 4:20:42 PM
DHInstitute: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25 #sharp17
#oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 4:20:43 PM
gbarnhisel: Former Silicon Valley pro @tylershores pwning us academic amateurs-livetweeting his presentation WHILE PRESENTING #werenotworthy #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:20:57 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: @tylershores on Distracted reading - when is reading
not reading? Cites Gazzaley's The Distracted Mind #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:21:01 PM
KulaJournal: Kelly: Hogg employed many different kinds of authors, plagiarised others.
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:21:14 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores suggests we are obsessed with attention. Books like
Rapt; Focus; Distraction Addiction demonstrate this #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:21:26 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores are we paying too much attention to attention - are we
obsessed? META #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:21:38 PM
jotis13: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores are we paying too much attention to
attention - are we obsessed? META #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:21:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Adding "esquire" to an author's name was a
general marketing technique for Hogg

6/11/2017 4:21:53 PM
lindseyseatter: .@EditrixCaroline created a "motifs" tag in her Drupal database that
captures thematic tropes of the gothic! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:21:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Adding "esquire" to an author's
name was a general marketing technique for Hogg
6/11/2017 4:22:06 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: we've always been obsessed with attention - this is not
a new thing in the digital age #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:22:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @lindseyseatter: .@EditrixCaroline created a "motifs" tag in her Drupal
database that captures thematic tropes of the gothic! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:22:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg reissued slow-selling works in new
packaging: new "author," new paratexts
6/11/2017 4:22:32 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline Curious way of thinking about the short fiction:
a 'page' for each short work. Lots of content. Yes, @Uvic's lib.
6/11/2017 4:22:35 PM
violetbfox: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component 4
"Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/11/2017 4:22:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: we've always been obsessed with
attention - this is not a new thing in the digital age #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:22:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Readers from @loradeets' project minimise
ownership of "read once" print books - especially genre fiction #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:22:39 PM
KulaJournal: Kelly: long titles of Hogg's books suggest that readers were less interested
in originality of material than comprehensiveness #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:22:41 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores are we paying too much attention to
attention - are we obsessed? META #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:22:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Kelly: Hogg reissued slow-selling works
in new packaging: new "author," new paratexts
6/11/2017 4:23:04 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 na publicidade de livros de Darwin (por Anne Ricculli), é possivel
fazer associações com livros de ficção / de aventuras...
6/11/2017 4:23:15 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: Binary of distraction/attention is counterproductive. The
language of attention is full of "should": morally loaded #sharp17

6/11/2017 4:23:38 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores are we paying too much attention to
attention - are we obsessed? META #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:23:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Ricculli étudie épitextes des livres de Darwin, détermine où éditeurs le
situaient dans les marchés littéraire et scientifique #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:24:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @EditrixCaroline Problem of scale & of metadata to be addressed
in new versions, but Drupal is effective for project. Tools argue
6/11/2017 4:24:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores on quantified reading and the question "is this worth my
time?" - I agree that this has become a thing #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:24:45 PM
bookhistories: Anne Ricculli: Charles Mitchell pekade ut två läsargrupper: De som läser
hemma, & de som läser i bibliotek/läsesällskap (1847) #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:24:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Hogg seems to have reused images in a way that
would be familiar to researchers that study early modern factota Kelly
6/11/2017 4:24:56 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Authors@Google: 1000+1 videos and more to come
https://t.co/kiCLqsEFxG #atgoogle #sharp2017 https://t.co/7vUlI9lRq8
6/11/2017 4:25:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores mentions Kobo's 'reading life' and metrics that measure
reading experiences #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:25:14 PM
nzsydney: @jotis13 @alisakbeer @Incunabulus great idea! we have a SHARP conference
manual and set of diversity protocols for… https://t.co/f77bUtvGaS
6/11/2017 4:25:17 PM
StevieLMarsden: The feeling that seems to be underlying a lot of @tylershores'
fabulous talk about reading attention? GUILT! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:25:24 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 Hogg seems to have reused images in a
way that would be familiar to researchers that study early modern…
6/11/2017 4:25:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Ricculli: Darwin wanted 8th thousand on title of
Murray's ed - but this included by different publishers & under diff titles
6/11/2017 4:25:40 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 Kelly: using Chronotope. #Bakhtin
6/11/2017 4:25:46 PM
lauragrayblair: Looking at how our reading experiences are measured by e-readers.
"Numbers are indicators, but they don't tell us w… https://t.co/cRP0lUwUek
6/11/2017 4:25:56 PM

rachellynchase: @tylershores quantifying and measuring the reading experience, but
this data does not tell us the WHY #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:25:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: Numbers are not indicators. They don't tell us "why".
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:26:03 PM
amndw2: .@EditrixCaroline's talk is making me want to try out Drupal. #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:26:04 PM
StevieLMarsden: @tylershores 'You should be reading more/something else' is the
current prevailing rhetoric. #guiltthemintoreading #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:26:19 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Correspondência entre editores e escritores podem ser
documentos tão eloquentes! Quem dera fossem sistematicamente preservadas!
6/11/2017 4:26:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores on Jellybooks - Google analytics for Ebooks #sharp17 #E5
@tylershores
6/11/2017 4:26:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Ricculli rappelle que les titres sont changeants, ce qui complique les
recherches numériques qui s'appuient sur CTRL-F #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:26:27 PM
onlinereaders1: @arhomberg Jellybooks gets first mention at #sharp17 from
@tylershores
6/11/2017 4:26:27 PM
KulaJournal: Kelly: Hogg often found himself in controversy and court for copyright
issues #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:26:41 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be
saved, regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:26:51 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: The feeling that seems to be underlying a lot of
@tylershores' fabulous talk about reading attention? GUILT! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:27:02 PM
jimmussell: Ricculli pointing out that titles could and did vary in the c19th, and for
recoverable reasons #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:27:05 PM
loradeets: Strong links between @tylershores #E5 and @onlinereaders1 paper #D4 measuring and quantifying reading #sharp17 https://t.co/ZWQfwEOswg
6/11/2017 4:27:13 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores is intrigued by numbers that measure reading. What do
these numbers indicate? Mentions jellybooks… https://t.co/shzm4Q1URX
6/11/2017 4:27:14 PM
bookhistories: Anne Ricculli: "The literary field is not a linear past". Hear hear. #e1
#sharp17

6/11/2017 4:27:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Strong links between @tylershores #E5 and
@onlinereaders1 paper #D4 - measuring and quantifying reading #sharp17 https://t.c…
6/11/2017 4:27:27 PM
jotis13: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores is intrigued by numbers that measure
reading. What do these numbers indicate? Mentions jellybooks #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:27:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: @tylershores Which I hate bc it assumes we're all quantifying/defining
reading in the same way. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:27:36 PM
onlinereaders1: Also featured in @loradeets with 'shame' of using kindle? #sharp17
https://t.co/kDHpDUAzoC
6/11/2017 4:27:50 PM
mlkharrington: Now up: @deannaMFstover on "Digitizing Play: Experimental
Technology and HG Wells' Floor Games and Little Wars." #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:27:54 PM
jotis13: This is why humanists are needed to *interpret* what machines tell us
#sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/thD77WkvFu
6/11/2017 4:28:18 PM
alisakbeer: How Not To Give Your Audience A Migraine: editable google doc.
https://t.co/TuxiwK8jC3#sharp17 #sharp18 #a11y https://t.co/HmrdmDPhQu
6/11/2017 4:28:38 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: This is why humanists are needed to *interpret* what
machines tell us #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/thD77WkvFu
6/11/2017 4:28:39 PM
onlinereaders1: Good to avoid overly equating ereading with Kindle? #sharp17
https://t.co/rYeRXkpEhd
6/11/2017 4:28:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: The feeling that seems to be underlying a lot of
@tylershores' fabulous talk about reading attention? GUILT! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:28:47 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores is intrigued by numbers that
measure reading. What do these numbers indicate? Mentions jellybooks #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:29:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now in #e1 Kandice Sharren drawing on research at @ChawtonHouse
to talk about Longman's & Romantic Era novel #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:29:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Good to avoid overly equating ereading with
Kindle? #sharp17 https://t.co/rYeRXkpEhd
6/11/2017 4:29:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @onlinereaders1: Good to avoid overly equating ereading with
Kindle? #sharp17 https://t.co/rYeRXkpEhd

6/11/2017 4:29:17 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bookhistories: Anne Ricculli: "The literary field is not a linear past".
Hear hear. #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:29:20 PM
KulaJournal: Now @EpistolaryBrown on "Narratives of Print Production in Early Modern
Books" #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:29:46 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown ““I thought it well deseuring my
Labor”: Narratives of Print Production in Early Modern Books”
6/11/2017 4:29:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Kandice Sharren: Commercialiser un juste milieu:
https://t.co/owaW9C28ZO et le roman de l'ère romantique (fin 18c-début 19c) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:30:03 PM
StevieLMarsden: @onlinereaders1 And there's so much on device reading that we
(presumably) can't capture? News articles, blogs, commentary etc.? #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:30:09 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading Analytics |
https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:30:11 PM
alisakbeer: Now Meaghan J Brown, "I thought it well deseuring my Labor:" Narratives of
Print Production in Early Modern Books #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:30:13 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and Slow – Observing Book
Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/POm2rDI9zg #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:30:13 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown starts with William Caxton, selling his
audience on key features of print tech = print culture
6/11/2017 4:30:24 PM
amndw2: Audience q. about intangibility of digital texts makes me think there must be
other ways to make room for embodied response. #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:30:26 PM
alisakbeer: Caxton's marketing tied print to manuscript tradition but required an
explanation of the printer's NEW role #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:30:45 PM
KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: the book familiar to us now, but, as all new
technologies, entered culture first as analogy #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:30:48 PM
barons759: RT @jotis13: This is why humanists are needed to *interpret* what
machines tell us #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/thD77WkvFu
6/11/2017 4:30:50 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores cites Rosenblatt on aesthetic and non-aesthetic reading
modes - interested in the lived experience of reading #sharp17

6/11/2017 4:30:52 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown but new product required
explanation (and marketing) of new role: the printer
6/11/2017 4:30:53 PM
jimmussell: Kandice Sharren says she was surprised how quickly she got a sense of
how books were pitched in the market #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:30:55 PM
loradeets: Focus is 'the lived, subjective experience of reading' - couldn't agree more
@tylershores #E5 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:31:03 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 crafting the printer’s persona
6/11/2017 4:31:08 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory H. G. Wells Floor Games & Little
Wars conceptualized within the passing fancy of toy soldiers
6/11/2017 4:31:08 PM
bookhistories: @PopFicDoctors @tylershores Muncktell (1828): “A book, that would
occupy the old-fashioned readers for years, I wil… https://t.co/H15qRdZTkl
6/11/2017 4:31:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren: lack of critical attention to middle ground
characterised by Longman, who were sensitive to shifts in market
6/11/2017 4:31:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:31:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown - Caxton made first motions
towards crafting a "printer's persona" as part of transmission
6/11/2017 4:31:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and
Slow – Observing Book Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/POm2rDI…
6/11/2017 4:31:23 PM
onlinereaders1: Rosenblatt and Marie-Laura Ryan name checked by @tylershores on
'aesthetic' reading and immersion respectively #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:31:38 PM
rachellynchase: RT @onlinereaders1: Good to avoid overly equating ereading with
Kindle? #sharp17 https://t.co/rYeRXkpEhd
6/11/2017 4:31:41 PM
alisakbeer: .@EpistolaryBrown Caxton as early inventor of the "printer's persona" and
address "to the reader" supplementing other pre-texts #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:31:44 PM
jotis13: Ever noticed an accessibility issue with conference slide-shows? Help us come
up with a list of do's and don't's!… https://t.co/eTEil4clVt
6/11/2017 4:31:47 PM

jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown ““I thought it well
deseuring my Labor”: Narratives of Print Production in Early Moder…
6/11/2017 4:31:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown the printers' epistles evolved,
placement signalled function even when unsigned by printer
6/11/2017 4:32:08 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown starts with William Caxton,
selling his audience on key features of print tech = print culture
6/11/2017 4:32:16 PM
jotis13: RT @KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: the book familiar to us now, but, as all
new technologies, entered culture first as analogy #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:32:18 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 how printers explain what they did within
certain texts…
6/11/2017 4:32:25 PM
jimmussell: This sort of tacit knowledge is hard to recover, but also important for
researchers to acquire working with this material today #e1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:32:31 PM
katepullinger: The tweets from #SHARP17 are making me really really wish I was there
@iangadd @tomabba @alspencer @cryurchin @onlinereaders1
6/11/2017 4:32:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown printers used epistles to explain
what they did to a text, why they were printing new editions
6/11/2017 4:32:33 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown - Caxton made first
motions towards crafting a "printer's persona" as part of transmis…
6/11/2017 4:32:45 PM
amndw2: Like, could there be digital editions that encourage you to move around &
interact with physical environments? #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:32:50 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: @tylershores Which I hate bc it assumes we're all
quantifying/defining reading in the same way. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:33:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Sharren: Longman se situe entre https://t.co/gpGsL9OkuX ("bon
marché") et Cadell & Davies ("élite") dans le marché littéraire #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:33:07 PM
CMStampone: RT @EditrixCaroline: #SHARP17 folks: come hear about digital editions
in DSB C122 https://t.co/3rqV7FJZkD
6/11/2017 4:33:15 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 “The Printer to the Gentle Reader” William
Ponsonby..beautiful remarks by the printer
6/11/2017 4:33:15 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren: early c19th readers were accustomed to
subtle clues from title pages about what they could expect within.

6/11/2017 4:33:24 PM
lindseyseatter: . @deannaMFstover talks about HG Wells' Floor Games -- the toys, the
narratives, the imagination #sharp17 https://t.co/PFRsxsVrKI
6/11/2017 4:33:29 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown ex william Ponsonby, "The Printer to the
Gentle Reader" offers an acquisition narrative = "hard to get works"
6/11/2017 4:33:39 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores is wearing Demeter Paperback cologne for his talk today!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:33:50 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory Astute observation, so rules &
conventions from Floor Games & Little Wars are precursors to D&D games.
6/11/2017 4:33:54 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@tylershores inviting us to smell him after the panel. @SHARP2017
is hitting all new levels of interactive presentation #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:33:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: For SHARPists - details of the E-reading conference in #Vilnius 27-29
Sept @onlinereaders1 #sharp17 #E5 https://t.co/ewh7dwUeE6
6/11/2017 4:34:20 PM
TheUKRED: RT @lauragrayblair: "21st-century readers are as active and as innovative
as their predecessors" - @loradeets in Session #E5 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 4:34:50 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @tylershores is wearing Demeter Paperback
cologne for his talk today! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:34:50 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback cologne today. Feel free to
come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https://t.co/iH6CBw8Zw4
6/11/2017 4:34:53 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: For SHARPists - details of the E-reading
conference in #Vilnius 27-29 Sept @onlinereaders1 #sharp17 #E5 https://t.co/ewh7…
6/11/2017 4:34:54 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - the publisher might offer a nod to
authorial intention, but adds their work/labor to the story of the work
6/11/2017 4:34:54 PM
arhomberg: @onlinereaders1 @tylershores googles #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:34:55 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 ML Ryan (2015) Narrative as Virtual Reality 2
https://t.co/BgeDvwYdvs #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:35:04 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Mangen, Kuiken (2014) Lost in an iPad: narrative engagement
on paper and tablet https://t.co/iJtxGDp69W #reading
6/11/2017 4:35:05 PM

StevieLMarsden: .@tylershores' use of gifs & tv screenshots also remind us of how
prevalent representations of reading (or not) are in pop culture #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:35:09 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 Ponsonby helps us question whether the
author or the printer is responsible for the layout of the poems.
6/11/2017 4:35:15 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback
cologne today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:35:17 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown beyond acquisition narratives are
those that are more explanatory, the "why" the work is printed
6/11/2017 4:35:23 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback
cologne today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:35:26 PM
LesHarrison_vcu: Learning so much from Deanna Stover’s talk on H.G.Wells’ Little
Wars. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 4:35:32 PM
dolechner: RT @jordanreed14: Audience Qs at #sharp17 #a6...@lesliehowsam on
building databases for hist. books in England. Is there any ease in collab…
6/11/2017 4:35:44 PM
bookhistories: Kandice Sharren om engelsk bokutgivning under romantiken #sharp17
#e1 https://t.co/4DFeFEXT3n
6/11/2017 4:36:05 PM
loradeets: 'Good' attention and 'bad' attention - what's better and what's proper depend on the era we're in @tylershores #E5 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:36:14 PM
amndw2: Little Wars, "A Game for Boys" - was there anything like this aimed at girls?
#e7 #sharp17 https://t.co/3Y4qbkBiD5
6/11/2017 4:36:15 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 #E8 @EpistolaryBrown Ponsonby's epistle casts himself as
actively creating collection of Spenser's poetry after successful FQ
6/11/2017 4:36:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown ex: Joan Broome's "The Printer to
the Reader" in 1591 ed of Endimion - highlights retrospective
6/11/2017 4:36:21 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores suggests attention and distraction are culturally
constructed categories - and not necessarily opposites #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:36:24 PM
lindseyseatter: Both @deannaMFstover and @EditrixCaroline emphasize the importance
of images for interpreting/reading the text #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:36:27 PM
alisakbeer: Association of plays with specific performances; intention to produce plays
as a "set" based on many factors. #sharp17 #e8

6/11/2017 4:36:36 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback
cologne today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:36:44 PM
PopFicDoctors: @bookhistories @tylershores Must have been using 19th century
version of Spritz https://t.co/owDG4N3uhE #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:36:45 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: Ever noticed an accessibility issue with conference slideshows? Help us come up with a list of do's and don't's! #sharp17 #sh…
6/11/2017 4:36:45 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback cologne
today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:36:54 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Kandice Sharren a rapidement développé (à sa grande surprise) la
capacité de reconnaître comment les livres éta… https://t.co/vqC9My6Ycr
6/11/2017 4:36:55 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback cologne
today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 4:36:58 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: For SHARPists - details of the E-reading conference in
#Vilnius 27-29 Sept @onlinereaders1 #sharp17 #E5 https://t.co/ewh7…
6/11/2017 4:37:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory FYI, there is a professional
quality, public domain recording of Floor Games: https://t.co/Boz8lo4No5
6/11/2017 4:37:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown several scholars offer different
interpretations of this epistle, its use of retrospective (social, politics
6/11/2017 4:37:18 PM
arhomberg: @onlinereaders1 @tylershores looks like a very academic conference, so no
wonder I hadn't heard of #sharp17 ;)hav… https://t.co/7AYQDGzLPu
6/11/2017 4:37:35 PM
onlinereaders1: After the smell of books @tylershores quotes Bacon on chewing and
digesting them #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:37:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - also epistle signals the printer as a
participant in a cause, movement, action w/in the public sphere
6/11/2017 4:38:06 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @arhomberg: @onlinereaders1 @tylershores looks like a very
academic conference, so no wonder I hadn't heard of #sharp17 ;)have they re…
6/11/2017 4:38:17 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Kandice Sharren falando sobre edição de ficção pela Minerva
Press, século XIX. Frontispícios são analisados.

6/11/2017 4:38:17 PM
jamescosullivan: #SHARP17 #f7 Database Narrative Archive: The DNA of Journey to
Horseshoe Bend feat @hartk, @miss_lispector & @JasonEnsor. 10.30, Strong C122
6/11/2017 4:38:18 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: 'Good' attention and 'bad' attention - what's better and
what's proper - depend on the era we're in @tylershores #E5 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:38:36 PM
jotis13: @arhomberg @onlinereaders1 @tylershores we are a very academic conference
- I don't know that anyone's A|B testing… https://t.co/ntl5uIyYlc
6/11/2017 4:38:39 PM
KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: printer epistles published sometimes w/ idea that
printing begets printing. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:38:56 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - the reader was expected to not only
recognize the author, but also the printer *as* agent in trans of info
6/11/2017 4:38:56 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @katepullinger: The tweets from #SHARP17 are making me really
really wish I was there @iangadd @tomabba @alspencer @cryurchin @onlinerea…
6/11/2017 4:38:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren mentions wide-ranging problem of the selfcongratulatory house history. C19 publishing scholars have all been there...
6/11/2017 4:39:04 PM
glass_grant: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - the reader was
expected to not only recognize the author, but also the printer *as* agent in…
6/11/2017 4:39:09 PM
jamescosullivan: Chairing this one this morning. Not to be missed! #SHARP17 #f7
https://t.co/BsFicwNliY
6/11/2017 4:39:13 PM
hralperta: We share methods and questions, but no talks at #sharp17 are about texts I
have studied. Does anyone else feel on the disciplinary margins?
6/11/2017 4:39:28 PM
alisakbeer: Printer epistles often related to political history/events. #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:39:35 PM
barons759: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 paper 3 .@EpistolaryBrown - Caxton made
first motions towards crafting a "printer's persona" as part of transmis…
6/11/2017 4:39:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @katepullinger: The tweets from #SHARP17 are making me really
really wish I was there @iangadd @tomabba @alspencer @cryurchin @onlinerea…
6/11/2017 4:39:39 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory Text-wrapping for illustrations is
beautiful, & novel for online eds, esp. since Wells involved in them
6/11/2017 4:39:47 PM

CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - next: pr: Jacqueline Vautrollier, for William
Cecil (1588), printer adds printer to reader as "stop presses
6/11/2017 4:39:48 PM
KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: printers also published aesthetic, religious, and
political beliefs in printer epistles to the reader #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:39:52 PM
barons759: RT @jotis13: Ever noticed an accessibility issue with conference slideshows? Help us come up with a list of do's and don't's! #sharp17 #sh…
6/11/2017 4:40:06 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Fascinating survey on multitasking behavior: Generation M2:
Media in the Lives of 8- to 18-Year-Olds https://t.co/fPpTiONUNx
6/11/2017 4:40:07 PM
alisakbeer: @hralperta As a medievalist, most of #sharp17 is unrelated to my texts &
sources. I take it as read, and as my job… https://t.co/SpNbkLmSTJ
6/11/2017 4:40:12 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown - Vautrollier is using epistle to counter
reports of success of Spanish Armada (CNN these ain't)
6/11/2017 4:40:25 PM
jotis13: @hralperta I live on the disciplinary margins. If there's a discipline, I will hang
out on the margins just on principle! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:40:29 PM
hralperta: RT @alisakbeer: @hralperta As a medievalist, most of #sharp17 is unrelated
to my texts & sources. I take it as read, and as my job to bring…
6/11/2017 4:40:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Fascinating survey on multitasking
behavior: Generation M2: Media in the Lives of 8- to 18-Year-Olds https://t.co…
6/11/2017 4:40:34 PM
StevieLMarsden: Do any SHARPers know of any recent texts about representation of
reading in popular culture? Perhaps within past 10 years? #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:40:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Ce genre de savoir tacite est difficile à récupérer, mais important pour
les chercheurs travaillant avec ce mat… https://t.co/zPVeIn81H1
6/11/2017 4:40:55 PM
TheUKRED: RT @onlinereaders1: Good to avoid overly equating ereading with Kindle?
#sharp17 https://t.co/rYeRXkpEhd
6/11/2017 4:41:08 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown V addressed readers as members of a
public: Protestant, patriot,
6/11/2017 4:41:08 PM
bookhistories: Sharren om utmaningarna att teckna värdeneutrala förlagsporträtt från
1800-talet... #sharp17 #e1 https://t.co/eDCrlFDanj
6/11/2017 4:41:10 PM
CritRikk: RT @alisakbeer: Printer epistles often related to political history/events.
#sharp17 #e8

6/11/2017 4:41:14 PM
alisakbeer: Academic texts? Tumblr posts? What are you looking for? #sharp17
https://t.co/3qZ64S66kC
6/11/2017 4:41:15 PM
StevieLMarsden: Please excuse my ignorance if there are obvious ones! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:41:16 PM
TheUKRED: RT @jotis13: This is why humanists are needed to *interpret* what
machines tell us #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/thD77WkvFu
6/11/2017 4:41:33 PM
Laura_Estill: @mazarines #sharp17 has social media guidelines. doesn't specify abt
naming someone if acct isn't clearly academic/… https://t.co/Grk905qqOe
6/11/2017 4:42:06 PM
gbarnhisel: @tylershores is deftly livetweeting as he presents. @cplong tried this with a
different audience--here's his story… https://t.co/TRRU2Bg8q4
6/11/2017 4:42:11 PM
KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: printers used epistles to identify and distinguish their
works from other editions (what material they added) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:42:14 PM
StevieLMarsden: @alisakbeer Academic preferably but am open to any and all
#sharp17
6/11/2017 4:42:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown Some epistles (Thomas Berthelet in John
Gower's De Confessione Amantis 1532) - he added content from diff ed
6/11/2017 4:42:18 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory Love it: Suggestion of 3D printing
miniature toys from the illustrations. Suggestions for toy-makers
6/11/2017 4:42:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @StevieLMarsden Do you want c21 pop culture? Leah Price's book
great on depictions of reading/not reading in the C1… https://t.co/FyFnEn3qWR
6/11/2017 4:42:48 PM
alisakbeer: I love the exposure to new texts/sources/areas at #sharp17 It teaches me a
lot about methodology/approaches to get… https://t.co/LEoFGTNllY
6/11/2017 4:42:50 PM
onlinereaders1: @lauragrayblair is final speaker in this TOP panel examining readers
and reader responses on goodreads #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:42:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel #E5 @lauragrayblair on reading & reviewing in the digital era data from https://t.co/MTTmYyfEDO #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:42:59 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up @lauragrayblair "Reading and Reviewing in the Digital Era" welcome first-time SHARP friend #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:43:32 PM

Marie_LSJ: #e1 Sharren: les auteures de Longman distinguent leurs écrits des autres
en vente à l'époque, espérant qu'ils sont plus édifiants #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:44:11 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 "볼볼볼"볼 볼볼볼볼? 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼, "볼볼볼볼"
볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼. 볼볼, 볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼볼. "reader
reception"볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 Jonathan Rose #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:44:16 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: #sharp17 genuine twitiquette question: appropriate to use
a username if not shared on slide/not active/profile doesn't li…
6/11/2017 4:44:36 PM
onlinereaders1: @lauragrayblair uses @markdanielewski House of Leaves as case
study @alterAlison #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:44:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @lauragrayblair on #Danielewski House of Leaves on
https://t.co/MTTmYyfEDO #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 4:44:45 PM
loradeets: RT @onlinereaders1: @lauragrayblair is final speaker in this TOP panel
examining readers and reader responses on goodreads #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:44:53 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel #E5 @lauragrayblair on reading & reviewing in
the digital era - data from https://t.co/MTTmYyfEDO #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:45:03 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of readers: Open eBooks
https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:45:04 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next up @lauragrayblair "Reading and Reviewing
in the Digital Era" - welcome first-time SHARP friend #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:45:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: @lauragrayblair is final speaker in this TOP panel
examining readers and reader responses on goodreads #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:45:06 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@lauragrayblair looks at Goodreads reviews and discussions. Points of
interest include gender, ratings, and review text #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:45:35 PM
glass_grant: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of readers:
Open eBooks https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:45:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @onlinereaders1: @lauragrayblair is final speaker in this TOP panel
examining readers and reader responses on goodreads #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:45:43 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory Possibility of 3D rendering battles
described in Floor Games & Little Wars. Modelling illustrations
6/11/2017 4:45:45 PM

alisakbeer: .@EpistolaryBrown Shared goal: Selling the book! Depict book as already a
desirable object of reading, in demand. #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:46:32 PM
amndw2: .@deannaMFstover: we could 3D-print versions of toy soldiers for HG Wells'
floor games (I want to play Sad Keanu Re… https://t.co/6hy8ewLo59
6/11/2017 4:46:42 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair discussing reader reviews and demographics for
'House of Leaves' on @goodreads #sharp17 https://t.co/YlJCdOntbx
6/11/2017 4:46:46 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown epistles primary goal is to sell the book, get
it into the hands of readers, but also model reader behavior
6/11/2017 4:47:01 PM
mlkharrington: @alisakbeer TBH, that's something that's been difficult for me at
#sharp17. But I know it's on me to find commonalities, shared approaches.
6/11/2017 4:47:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair discussing reader reviews and
demographics for 'House of Leaves' on @goodreads #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/11/2017 4:47:43 PM
onlinereaders1: Shameless plug @lauragrayblair may be interested in chapter on HoL
forum #sharp17 https://t.co/D8c2MYkjmp
6/11/2017 4:47:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren is v honest about how archives shape work.
Drawn conclusions from library focused on women's writing, not true for all
6/11/2017 4:47:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Shameless plug @lauragrayblair may be
interested in chapter on HoL forum #sharp17 https://t.co/D8c2MYkjmp
6/11/2017 4:48:08 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown by portraying themselves as readers
responding a certain way (Caxton) they set ex (for male, monied) readers
6/11/2017 4:48:10 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair discussing reader reviews and
demographics for 'House of Leaves' on @goodreads #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/11/2017 4:48:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 (quelques romans publiés par Longman ont été réimprimés dans les
recueils du début des #pennybloods eg https://t.co/B4RZp5l3tS) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:48:14 PM
zanna_vl: Jonathan Peterson van de University of Toronto over de circulatie van
religieuze polemische teksten in vroegmodern India #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:48:27 PM
jotis13: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren is v honest about how archives
shape work. Drawn conclusions from library focused on women's writ…
6/11/2017 4:48:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair discussing reader reviews and
demographics for 'House of Leaves' on @goodreads #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…

6/11/2017 4:48:36 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair has gathered a LOT of interesting data on Goodreads
reviews. So inspiring #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:48:46 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 printers looking at the receptions to shape
their works, what to publish
6/11/2017 4:48:50 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair has gathered a LOT of interesting
data on Goodreads reviews. So inspiring #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:48:55 PM
Laura_Estill: I like that one thing we hear about over and over at #sharp17 is lying title
pages. #E8
6/11/2017 4:48:59 PM
bookhistories: Framväxten av en ny engelsk litteratur i kölvattnet av Walter Scotts
Waverley-böcker föranledde ny estetik på titelbladen #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:49:07 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @deannaMFstover @trueXstory Wells: "this beautiful gift of
limitless game that I have given you" #Limitless #StoryInRules
6/11/2017 4:49:09 PM
KulaJournal: @EpistolaryBrown: "blame game" in epistles, (printers attribute errors in
book 2 author, etc.) illuminate print process 4 readers. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:49:10 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair has gathered a LOT of interesting
data on Goodreads reviews. So inspiring #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:49:11 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown interesting to note Broome and Vautrollier
as part of this discourse, adding to "nudges" to create culture
6/11/2017 4:49:19 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair discussing reader reviews and
demographics for 'House of Leaves' on @goodreads #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/11/2017 4:49:20 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair found female reviewers more irritated by this book's
female characters #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:49:28 PM
hralperta: .@EpistolaryBrown: non-native compositors set type in early modern
England, introducing errors 1/2 #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:49:29 PM
alisakbeer: .@EpistolaryBrown: Epistles shape reception of work by explaining
production process, modeling desired reader responses #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:49:35 PM
glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 printers epistles disrupt our notions of print
history

6/11/2017 4:49:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @hralperta: .@EpistolaryBrown: non-native compositors set type in early
modern England, introducing errors 1/2 #sharp17 #e8
6/11/2017 4:49:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 printers epistles disrupt our
notions of print history
6/11/2017 4:49:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair shares brilliant stats on gender divide in reviews of
HouseofLeaves. Even amount of positive reviews frm women&men #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:50:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Sharren reconnaît candidement que son échantillon de pages de titre
était biaisé par recherche sur les femmes à @ChathamHouse ! #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:50:16 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren: simplicity of title pages came to signify masc
fiction rather than fem. Appeal to different audiences frm cir lib pubs
6/11/2017 4:50:18 PM
StevieLMarsden: But women more likely to review negatively w/comments relating to
representation of women in text #sharp17 https://t.co/3diWDxbKAV
6/11/2017 4:50:40 PM
loradeets: Numbers! @lauragrayblair giving fantastic stats, contrasting demographics of
Goodreads reviewers for a single title vs all users #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:50:41 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 q1: whether discourse/postures of printer to reader evolve,
become refined over time
6/11/2017 4:50:51 PM
Laura_Estill: .@EpistolaryBrown lives up to her Twitter handle in interesting talk about
printers' epistles #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:50:54 PM
mlkharrington: .@djp2025 up, talking "Minimal Digital Editions in Practice: The
Anthology of Early English Drama" #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:51:08 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@lauragrayblair: women Goodreads reviewers of House of Leaves
more negative than men: many mention lack of good female characters #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:51:14 PM
bookhistories: Titlar i kapitäler signalerade maskulin estetik (och publik?); mer
dekorativa typsnitt en feminin estetik (kvinnlig läsare?) #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:51:17 PM
hralperta: @EpistolaryBrown This provokes really interesting questions in American
context, where compositors were sometimes i… https://t.co/ZjTj8YzXs2
6/11/2017 4:51:20 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair analyses reviewers reflecting on the difficulties posed
by experimental work House of Leaves #sharp17 ping @EmmettStinson

6/11/2017 4:51:28 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 epígrafes em romances do século xix: citações (nem sempre com
precisão) ou criações.
6/11/2017 4:51:43 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown answers: Caxton refines "voice" and as
epistles become standardized, their position helps signal importance
6/11/2017 4:52:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 McGann is a great starting point, & then teasing out
"Do Artifacts Have Politics"
6/11/2017 4:52:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 q2: any tensions between Hogg and Stationers Company
directed to Gary Kelly re: use of archival records
6/11/2017 4:52:53 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Sharren a commencé par être intéressée par les épigraphes sur les
pages titre, souvent cités incorrectement (wildly misquoted) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:52:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: Fascinating demographic breakdowns of House of Leaves goodreads
reviewers @lauragrayblair #sharp17 https://t.co/SvDCgyrKXG
6/11/2017 4:53:13 PM
dmcampbellwsu: Waiting at SeaTac for plan to #DHSI2017 & following the fascinating
#sharp17 threads this morning.
6/11/2017 4:53:15 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long reviews and high star
ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves… https://t.co/AnATxbWVK5
6/11/2017 4:53:16 PM
jotis13: RT @PopFicDoctors: Fascinating demographic breakdowns of House of Leaves
goodreads reviewers @lauragrayblair #sharp17 https://t.co/SvDCgyrK…
6/11/2017 4:53:18 PM
jotis13: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long reviews
and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:53:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long
reviews and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:53:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: Fascinating demographic breakdowns of House of
Leaves goodreads reviewers @lauragrayblair #sharp17 https://t.co/SvDCgyrK…
6/11/2017 4:53:34 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 g Kelly: so far only using archives to check apprentices,
workers, but work remains to be done
6/11/2017 4:53:34 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair has gathered a LOT of interesting data
on Goodreads reviews. So inspiring #sharp17

6/11/2017 4:53:39 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long
reviews and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:53:43 PM
JiveManchester: RT @onlinereaders1: Shameless plug @lauragrayblair may be
interested in chapter on HoL forum #sharp17 https://t.co/D8c2MYkjmp
6/11/2017 4:53:54 PM
bookhistories: Fråga ex auditorio: I vilken utsträckning ansvarade tryckaren för
utformningen av titelsidan i jämförelse med förläggaren? #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:53:59 PM
amndw2: Now, @djp2025 on the Anthology of Early English Drama and "maximal" vs.
"minimal" editions #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:54:07 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Fascinating demographic breakdowns of House of
Leaves goodreads reviewers @lauragrayblair #sharp17 https://t.co/SvDCgyrK…
6/11/2017 4:54:12 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 q3: how are printers' epistles part of competition between
printers
6/11/2017 4:54:13 PM
ClaireSquires: So @oldpondcomics created this after our #sharp17 paper on book
festival games. It's ACE! Thank you. @Beth_driscoll https://t.co/0GzIxFFxEW
6/11/2017 4:54:27 PM
StevieLMarsden: Blair's comments on readers noting difficulty of book on Goodreads
reminds me of comments re: Oprah Book Club #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:54:32 PM
crimsonyoo: 볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 reading볼 볼볼볼 볼 볼볼 볼볼볼. 볼볼
볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼. Kromer Cora #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:54:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@lauragrayblair: both positive and negative reviews talk about
difficulty of text, just in different terms: effort not a bad thing #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:54:54 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown : printers more likely to name themselves
when works in competition, esp re: pirates (lesser quality!) works
6/11/2017 4:55:02 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown : printers more likely to name
themselves when works in competition, esp re: pirates (lesser…
6/11/2017 4:55:09 PM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: So @oldpondcomics created this after our #sharp17
paper on book festival games. It's ACE! Thank you. @Beth_driscoll http…
6/11/2017 4:55:10 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 We are going to consider the difference between a
'maximal' edition & a 'minimal' edition. Useful #vocab #DigitalEditions

6/11/2017 4:55:11 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown the epistle would argue corrections, where
font is off; a defensive stance almost universal in 2nd editions
6/11/2017 4:55:31 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown the epistle would argue
corrections, where font is off; a defensive stance almost universal in…
6/11/2017 4:55:40 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be
saved, regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:55:42 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: So @oldpondcomics created this after our #sharp17
paper on book festival games. It's ACE! Thank you. @Beth_driscoll http…
6/11/2017 4:55:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown this shows up best by looking at several
copies, editions, to track this discourse
6/11/2017 4:55:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 @jimmussell: rôle de l'imprimeur dans la page de titre, Sharren:
Minerva, 1 imprimeur = page-titre +constante, Longman +impr. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:56:00 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 q4: is there a tradition of people in first or second editions
talking about the superiority of their typeface?
6/11/2017 4:56:28 PM
StevieLMarsden: When the club chose Toni Morrison's 'Beloved' as club text. Oprah
reportedly told Morrison she 'had to keep going o… https://t.co/3081YrjCrL
6/11/2017 4:56:34 PM
jotis13: Slow on the tweet today. It's like I'm getting a bit tired after 5 awesome days of
#dhsi2017 plus 2 more of #sharp17 ... #academicproblems
6/11/2017 4:56:36 PM
TheUKRED: .@lauragrayblair showing what it's possible to discover about online
reviewing as a practice through data scraping. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:56:41 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long
reviews and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:56:50 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@EpistolaryBrown earlier, Caxton, did comment on the "fine
form" of hsi print, this died off but returned as a "feature" later
6/11/2017 4:57:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: .@lauragrayblair showing what it's possible to
discover about online reviewing as a practice through data scraping. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:57:09 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Fascinating demographic breakdowns of House of
Leaves goodreads reviewers @lauragrayblair #sharp17 https://t.co/SvDCgyrK…

6/11/2017 4:57:21 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long
reviews and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 4:57:27 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 Kelly: in 18th century repeated emphasis on having *new* and
newly designed "elegant" fonts (it is marketing formula)
6/11/2017 4:57:41 PM
sharpicecream: RT @oldpondcomics: Looks like I'll be tweeting the #sharp17
conference in comics. https://t.co/EwsEiiAoPR
6/11/2017 4:57:45 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 So 'maximal' concerns resources & can relate to
access: How to use a content-rich edition without broadband? #regionalism
6/11/2017 4:58:01 PM
bookhistories: Lubelski: Förläggarnas kvinnliga referensläsare arbetade hemifrån, det
var en manlig sfär #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 4:58:12 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 follow-up Q: gendered subtext re: manliness, is this part of the
fonts?
6/11/2017 4:58:20 PM
lindseyseatter: .@djp2025 speaks about maximal editions (like Shelley-Godwin
Archive) and minimal editions (like texts on Ed) #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:58:49 PM
StevieLMarsden: Blair: reviewers started to create meta reviews which reflected the
techniques used within text. BRILLIANT. #sharp17
6/11/2017 4:59:01 PM
sharpicecream: So frogs like ice cream? Grenouilles et glaces? #sharp17
https://t.co/CqUB2de1i0
6/11/2017 4:59:25 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #E8 .@ahhnabanans - very definitely, Morris in particular, disliking
certain fonts for their "Social weight" = overly masculine
6/11/2017 4:59:29 PM
hralperta: Interesante pensar en el impacto de equivocaciones de ortografía hecho por
tipógrafos extranjeros y indígenas en la… https://t.co/DNstXRpAxg
6/11/2017 4:59:46 PM
mollyhardy: Yes! more on indigenous typesetters in colonial US in @AmAntiquarian
online exh. "English to Algonquian"… https://t.co/PsXkQciLOm
6/11/2017 5:00:04 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25
#sharp17 #oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU
6/11/2017 5:00:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: Love the sneaky use of hyperlinks to create blue text in reviews!
#sharp17 https://t.co/0rlO6sfqGp

6/11/2017 5:00:18 PM
loradeets: 'Half-readers' of House of Leaves - it's as interesting to look at reviews by
those who didn't finish the book @lauragrayblair #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:00:24 PM
bookhistories: Sarah Lubelski: Anställda inom förlagsindustrin under 1800-talets slut
betalades efter arbetsbörda, ej kön! #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 5:00:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @dmcampbellwsu: Waiting at SeaTac for plan to #DHSI2017 &
following the fascinating #sharp17 threads this morning.
6/11/2017 5:00:40 PM
onlinereaders1: Some interesting examples of reader engagement with HoL e.g
images, notes and mirroring of style/typography in goodreads reviews #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:01:18 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 Title changed from 'the' anthology to 'an' anthology.
Definitely wise! Important for canonicity, periodicity, etc. #agree
6/11/2017 5:01:22 PM
bookhistories: SHARP fyller 25 år! #sharp17 https://t.co/rfNBIJcKMa
6/11/2017 5:01:23 PM
jimmussell: Great point @alanrauch: Darwin's name was known, whether Erasmus or
Charles. This would affect marketing, design bindings etc #sharp17 #e1
6/11/2017 5:01:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: @loradeets @lauragrayblair Terminology used (tried/couldn't get it) is
super interesting. #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:02:05 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @oldpondcomics: Looks like I'll be tweeting the #sharp17
conference in comics. https://t.co/EwsEiiAoPR
6/11/2017 5:02:05 PM
Steenshorne: Damn I wish I were at #sharp17 https://t.co/tM3OpO6RMK
6/11/2017 5:02:11 PM
mollyhardy: I'm looking forward to this! #sharp17 https://t.co/oLiOflPMQk
6/11/2017 5:02:13 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Love the sneaky use of hyperlinks to create blue text in
reviews! #sharp17 https://t.co/0rlO6sfqGp
6/11/2017 5:02:16 PM
TheUKRED: The act of reading an aggressively readerly text like House of Leaves could
be seen as a form of codex fetishism: @lauragrayblair #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:02:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: #e1 Lubelski: équité salariale au 19c entre les lectrices & lecteurs de maison
d'édition! échelle salariale selon l'expérience #OMG #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:02:26 PM
jordanreed14: RT @oldpondcomics: Happy Birthday, @SHARPorg ! #sharpat25
#sharp17 #oldpondcomics https://t.co/Q9I6ZsncUU

6/11/2017 5:02:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Consistent reader resistance to an e-book version of #Danielewski
House of Leaves @lauragrayblair #sharp17 #E5
6/11/2017 5:02:29 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: @loradeets @lauragrayblair Terminology used
(tried/couldn't get it) is super interesting. #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:03:27 PM
Laura_Estill: Wager: "Prince is very well-known for a nineteenth-century punchcutter"-aud laughs #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:03:52 PM
Reb_D: RT @amndw2: Like, could there be digital editions that encourage you to move
around & interact with physical environments? #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:04:06 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 Question not appropriate for this panel, but want to know: Are
there paratexual elements that address book binding or paper making?
6/11/2017 5:04:21 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair nailing integration of data analysis within book
history/readership studies #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:04:39 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair nailing integration of data
analysis within book history/readership studies #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:05:12 PM
electricarchaeo: RT @amndw2: Like, could there be digital editions that encourage you
to move around & interact with physical environments? #e7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:05:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: Wager: "Prince is very well-known for a nineteenth-century
punchcutter"--aud laughs #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:05:31 PM
khetiwe24: RT @jamescosullivan: #SHARP17 #f7 Database Narrative Archive: The DNA
of Journey to Horseshoe Bend feat @hartk, @miss_lispector & @JasonEns…
6/11/2017 5:05:34 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #E8 Q about role of patronage, use of printers' epistles
6/11/2017 5:07:32 PM
Millicent_Weber: Congratulations @lauragrayblair on a brilliant first conference paper I
know so much more about Goodreads now #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:08:25 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #E .@EpistolaryBrown says Caxton starts this way, acknow.
patrons, but by Ben Jonson, hyperbole and satirized "comes out other end"
6/11/2017 5:08:36 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 So @djp2025 is proposing to make accessible early dramatic
texts from @internetarchive. Curation of Malone Edns for teaching #yes
6/11/2017 5:08:37 PM

jotis13: When you want to quote @EpistolaryBrown 's snarky printer's epistle mocking
marketing but are afraid of twitter bots' reactions... #SHARP17
6/11/2017 5:09:28 PM
merozcursed: RT @jotis13: Ever noticed an accessibility issue with conference slideshows? Help us come up with a list of do's and don't's! #sharp17 #sh…
6/11/2017 5:10:16 PM
Reb_D: RT @glass_grant: @EpistolaryBrown #sharp17 printers looking at the receptions
to shape their works, what to publish
6/11/2017 5:10:34 PM
Reb_D: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Sharren is v honest about how archives
shape work. Drawn conclusions from library focused on women's writ…
6/11/2017 5:10:43 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 uma linguagem mais afetiva entre profissionais do livro podia ser
manipuladora... reflexao q funciona tb p/ situações brasileiras.
6/11/2017 5:11:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@lauragrayblair nailing integration of data
analysis within book history/readership studies #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:11:18 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 @CAMEo_UoL researcher &
@stirpublishing alumna @StevieLMarsden presenting on Zoella's Book Club
https://t.co/ca…
6/11/2017 5:12:17 PM
onlinereaders1: More comics coming up after the break at #sharp17 @ComicsGrid
including paper on teen reading and panel on comics
6/11/2017 5:12:28 PM
jotis13: No more questions? Then an extra three minutes for coffee! #morningpanels
#SHARP17
6/11/2017 5:12:39 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Q&A "Drupal is like killing a mosquito with a bazooka [in digital
editing]" #editorcommunities #critialapparatus #fragmentarytexts
6/11/2017 5:14:20 PM
onlinereaders1: Q&A one of few mentions of audiobooks I've heard so far in relation to
multitasking #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:14:25 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter "the remnants of the past
only enrich a digital interface" #agree #true
6/11/2017 5:21:24 PM
lindseyseatter: Thanks to everyone who came out to the digital editions panel this
morning. Great, thought-provoking questions and discussion! #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:23:15 PM
tylershores: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback cologne
today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 5:24:42 PM

Reb_D: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @lindseyseatter "the remnants of the past only
enrich a digital interface" #agree #true
6/11/2017 5:27:23 PM
Reb_D: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 So @djp2025 is proposing to make accessible early
dramatic texts from @internetarchive. Curation of Malone Edns fo…
6/11/2017 5:27:52 PM
Reb_D: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 Title changed from 'the' anthology to 'an'
anthology. Definitely wise! Important for canonicity, periodic…
6/11/2017 5:27:58 PM
Reb_D: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @djp2025 So 'maximal' concerns resources & can
relate to access: How to use a content-rich edition without broadba…
6/11/2017 5:28:11 PM
CaleyEhnes: Really enjoying the papers and collegiality of #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:28:33 PM
samartha: RT @MariLib: Where else can you hear about "Book Festivalopoly?!"
#sharp17 @ClaireSquires and Beth Driscoll https://t.co/DnVN26zn5L
6/11/2017 5:29:10 PM
samartha: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @lauragrayblair notes correlation between long reviews
and high star ratings on Goodreads for House of Leaves #sharp17…
6/11/2017 5:29:42 PM
loradeets: Next up: @MariLib on Millenials and Gen Z readers - looking forward to this!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:30:35 PM
sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers: https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/11/2017 5:31:18 PM
onlinereaders1: Now in a panel on YA readers with BU Visiting Fellow @MariLib
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:31:46 PM
mlkharrington: We found the pre-modern session! "16th Century Media," featuring
@randaelka and Maria Laura Marchiori. #f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:31:49 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Sitting in #sharp17 Online Book Markets - first speaker
@kathiiberens
6/11/2017 5:31:51 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now moving into #f1 at #sharp17 with @nzsydney Reimagining the
C19th through Generative Art. Staring at one of my fave muesums @Pitt_Rivers
6/11/2017 5:31:57 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/11/2017 5:32:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 J'ai hâte d'entendre mes compatriotes @JoGrenier & Josée Vincent
parler de l'Entrepôt numérique #Quebec https://t.co/sLTVNoiEeM #sharp17

6/11/2017 5:32:24 PM
mlkharrington: .@randaelka discusses "Cartographic Artistry in the Renaissance Codex"
#f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:32:46 PM
lindseyseatter: For those interested, a link to my revised edition:
https://t.co/oOtxNRzbrd. Would heartily welcome feedback! #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:32:49 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @mlkharrington: We found the pre-modern session! "16th Century
Media," featuring @randaelka and Maria Laura Marchiori. #f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:33:05 PM
earlymodernpost: First in C16th Media, @randaelka on “Cartographic Artistry in the
Renaissance Codex” #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:33:12 PM
Beth_driscoll: The wonderful @kathiiberens begins her talk by reminding us that books
are interactive #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:33:23 PM
bethknazook: Getting ready for session #f2 to start, and discovered UVic special
collections are open during the conference! #awesome #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:33:27 PM
CanE_Lab: RT @MichaelHancher: Affiliated organizations, simultaneous conferences,
#DSNA2017 and #SHARP17: similar benefits. https://t.co/YFDAa4Rote
6/11/2017 5:33:28 PM
samartha: @loradeets from @AruPublishing and @UCLDIS telling #sharp17 about her
fascinating research - Go, Laura! :-) https://t.co/WxNGthL3fF
6/11/2017 5:33:49 PM
glass_grant: @nzsydney @Pitt_Rivers #sharp17 understanding design through different
culture’s materials
6/11/2017 5:33:57 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard (univ de Portland) sobre a pouca
disponibilidade de livros australianos na america do norte.
6/11/2017 5:33:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney Cabinets of Curiosity: rational order in the
face of information overload. Books displayed w/ other material objects
6/11/2017 5:34:01 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@kathiiberens reading as different types of flow states - see her
forthcoming work with Duke U Press #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:34:13 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka Addressing shifts in cartographic traditions & printing
techniques. Secretiveness of nations & their maps for #empire
6/11/2017 5:34:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: panel F1 @nzsydney on historical cabinets of curiosities and
information classification systems #sharp17

6/11/2017 5:34:52 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "City of Books: The Seghers Collection" por Hélène Cazes #f2
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:34:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Managed to get to #SHARP17 #f1 for @nzsydney “Unexpected
Connections: Reimagining the Nineteenth Century Through Generative Art”
6/11/2017 5:35:00 PM
mlkharrington: #f9 #sharp17 @randaelka juxtaposes timeline of invention of writing
systems with timeline of earliest cartography (inc. constellation maps)
6/11/2017 5:35:27 PM
jimmussell: #f1 @nzsydney discussing the wunderkammer: about serendipitous
connections, but also necessity of classification #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:35:45 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard citou este livro: https://t.co/KSgkH5m1jJ
6/11/2017 5:35:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney from Wunderkamer to freakshows,
museums, and other public displays
6/11/2017 5:35:56 PM
StevieLMarsden: Wonderful, thank you! #sharp17 https://t.co/BkZUmQV2ER
6/11/2017 5:36:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney hitting all my faves today as we get to
Barnum and his Feejee Mermaid. Curiosities and collections become consumables
6/11/2017 5:36:10 PM
bookhistories: En, som alltid, fascinerande presentation av @nzsydney och museal
klassificering #f1 #wunderkammer #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:36:16 PM
jasminemulliken: .@kathiiberens opens with "A book is interactive." Thank you!
#sharp17 #f4
6/11/2017 5:36:20 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka takes us through history of writing and maps - maps
come first in inscribed navigations of our world. #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:36:25 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka Constellation maps dating as far back as 35,000 B.C.
#Wow. So, maps predate writing. #Hmm #cool
6/11/2017 5:36:42 PM
bethknazook: “Libraries reflect and perform the communities in which they are
installed.” #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:36:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney Wunderkamer have not disappeared,
although sometimes seen as older museological practice
6/11/2017 5:36:56 PM
glass_grant: @nzsydney #sharp17 technologies of display in museum. object
biographies and narratives.

6/11/2017 5:37:00 PM
Laura_Estill: .@randaelka starts by telling us how maps pre-date written lang - explains
that this is important b/c maps=political/ownership #sharp17 #f9
6/11/2017 5:37:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @kathi «Supprimer: Apple iOS comme environnement de distribution du
livre», réception spécifique à l'appareil de lecture #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:06 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up we have @kathiiberens on Apple iOS as a mobile distribution
environment #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:08 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Love the attention to #haptics of reading at #sharp17 now that I'm
getting more into #ux @kathiiberens @andrewmilligan7
6/11/2017 5:37:12 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens device-specific reading reception and the influence of
the device on the experience #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:18 PM
KulaJournal: Virtual Print Culture": @mridley, "The Book and AI" and Kathleen
Schreurs, "Authorship in E-culture" #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:30 PM
Beth_driscoll: .@kathiiberens is interested in the commercial marketplace for ebooks as
well as electronic literature - great combo :) #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:32 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: La biblioteca crea una comunidad y un sentido de comunidad. Las
colecciones pueden ser "espejos" #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:32 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@kathiiberens reading as different types of flow
states - see her forthcoming work with Duke U Press #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:34 PM
bookhistories: .@nzsydney om museala museum #f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:34 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jimmussell: #f1 @nzsydney discussing the wunderkammer: about
serendipitous connections, but also necessity of classification #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:37:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney The Artists' Cabinet being reinvented; we
see collections in printers' cases, and digitally in pinterest, flickr...
6/11/2017 5:37:42 PM
glass_grant: @nzsydney #sharp17 cabinet of curiosity persists, why?
6/11/2017 5:37:49 PM
LesHarrison_vcu: It’s a good morning when a presentation includes the Fiji Mermaid.
#SHARP17 #f1
6/11/2017 5:37:53 PM
bookhistories: Facebook, Flickr, Instagram etc. är vår tids #wunderkammer @nzsydney
#f1 #sharp17

6/11/2017 5:38:12 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: @kathiiberens device-specific reading reception
and the influence of the device on the experience #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:38:16 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens "navigation is expressive and socially embedded"
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:38:22 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard lembra do papel que grandes empresas
editoriais representam para a circulação de romances estrangeiros.
6/11/2017 5:38:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @kathiiberens comprend «digital» pas seulement au sens de
«numérique», mais aussi littéralement en lien avec les doigts #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:38:26 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next up we have @kathiiberens on Apple iOS as a
mobile distribution environment #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:38:39 PM
onlinereaders1: @MariLib raises interesting qn of how fact that kids are producing own
stories digitally will impact on their reading preferences #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:38:43 PM
glass_grant: @nzsydney #sharp17 a focus on how the object is constituted through
different sites of economic production
6/11/2017 5:38:44 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka Superb, funny, thought-provoking quotation on map
size! I want that ref! Maps made to scale!
6/11/2017 5:39:38 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: @kathiiberens "navigation is expressive and
socially embedded" #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:39:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@kathiiberens: digital, "mobile" books are materially embedded;
importance of touch as interaction #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:39:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 I've got some serious bookshelf/ cabinet envy from
@nzsydney's talk
6/11/2017 5:40:05 PM
jasminemulliken: .@kathiiberens observes the phenomenon of seeing one's own face
reflected while reading on a tablet/reader. Love this! #sharp17 #f4
6/11/2017 5:40:19 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens brought a show-and-tell! An example of a playable book
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:40:20 PM
jamescosullivan: @HARTK @miss_lispector @JasonEnsor #SHARP17 #f7 @hartk &
@JasonEnsor getting "Database Narrative Archive" underway. https://t.co/eSE9xZ2scI

6/11/2017 5:40:21 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka printing maps needed separate process to moveable
type; woodcuts. Lovely graphic of woodcutting knives - 15 of them #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:40:29 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@kathiiberens: digital, "mobile" books are
materially embedded; importance of touch as interaction #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:40:49 PM
hralperta: RT @jamescosullivan: #SHARP17 #f7 Database Narrative Archive: The DNA
of Journey to Horseshoe Bend feat @hartk, @miss_lispector & @JasonEns…
6/11/2017 5:40:50 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: as technologies, how is AI affecting the book and the book
affecting AI? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:40:57 PM
kamaslak: What is it about the wunderkammer that makes it so compelling, also for
todays artists? Cabinets allow the world to be fragmented. #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:40:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney looking at the *spaces* of a life, the
ways life geographies can inform biography
6/11/2017 5:41:21 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka often involved moistening paper to pick up ink from
woodcuts. Efficient cos printed alongside type #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:41:50 PM
gbarnhisel: Kristin Matthews: CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED helped enlarge the American
literary canon, celebrated Cold War values #F6… https://t.co/nJ5uGayylQ
6/11/2017 5:42:19 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard refere-se a tiragens de livros australianos nos
EUA. Nao tiveram boa venda, apesar de premiados e bem divulgados
6/11/2017 5:42:20 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: La "coleccion" Seghers no es tanto una coleccion como es una
biblioteca. #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:42:33 PM
clancynewyork: RT @mlkharrington: #f9 #sharp17 @randaelka juxtaposes timeline of
invention of writing systems with timeline of earliest cartography (inc.…
6/11/2017 5:42:44 PM
clancynewyork: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka Constellation maps dating as
far back as 35,000 B.C. #Wow. So, maps predate writing. #Hmm #cool
6/11/2017 5:43:01 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #F7 opens with discussion of informed consent when displaying
archival photographs in academic presentations.
6/11/2017 5:43:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka I am very impressed with the wonderful images
included in this presentation. #woodblock #engraving

6/11/2017 5:43:05 PM
mlkharrington: Woodcuts cld be printed on the same press as text; wood (& later
metal) engravings could not. Tech affects mapmaking @randaelka #f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:43:11 PM
HalHinderliter: Learning about "Playable Books" from @kathiiberens at #SHARP17:
"Touch is semantic"
6/11/2017 5:43:15 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @bilycutfong: Radical literary collectives opposed
dominant structures of capital, but they also repeated gender divi…
6/11/2017 5:43:17 PM
e_ekelly: RT @andiesilva: My first ever college professor once defined the canon as
"books you pretend you're reading for the second time." #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:43:22 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight's GIS story map of the Colored Cooperative's subscription agents highlights their role as a "communal…
6/11/2017 5:43:48 PM
ftayler: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Alisha Knight shares that jazz legend Cab Calloway's
father worked for a time as an agent for the Colored American Ma…
6/11/2017 5:43:51 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard citando romances australianos, fim do século
XX https://t.co/gEPJT0m9BM
6/11/2017 5:44:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: iBook: contenu fixe/reformatable (reflowable): début milieu finapp: contenu
interactif: pas de début/milieu/fin@kathiiberens #f4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:44:07 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Apple app development = tithing to Apple. I didn't know that there
was a moment where artists tried to get in on the app field... #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:44:11 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka for engraving, copper plate preferred to steel, but soft,
so could only be used couple hundred times #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:44:14 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@kathiiberens: Why make a literary app? Interactivity is essential to
storytelling; more exploratory as app with fewer constraints #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:44:17 PM
hralperta: Deepening Histories project goes beyond colonial memory of geographic
places in Australiahttps://t.co/ROZLf0w7IF #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 5:44:49 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens touch as more than a means of navigation #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:44:58 PM
mlkharrington: .@randaelka discusses "reverse ekphrasis": engravers trying to produce
images from, e.g., ships' logs. #f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:45:04 PM

KulaJournal: .@mridley: is AI a literacy technology? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:45:08 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Kathi Behrens https://t.co/bjFkq4OKtH
6/11/2017 5:45:09 PM
gbarnhisel: Matthews: CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED comics adopted by 25,000+ US school
districts #sharp17 #F6
6/11/2017 5:45:41 PM
onlinereaders1: Apps discussed by @MariLib include Book Creator and See Saw and
their T&Cs #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:45:55 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka colouring done after engraving, time-consuming.
Beautiful image of world by Gerard de Jode, 1593 (sorry no camera!) #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:46:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @kathi «Supprimer: Apple iOS comme environnement de distribution du
livre», réception spécifique à l'appareil d… https://t.co/0ofKvIFeWg
6/11/2017 5:46:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney walking us through the palimpsests of
https://t.co/JMdLI65jzC
6/11/2017 5:46:47 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Per Henningsgaard menciona o sucesso de livros de colorir
australianos como livros de sucesso no mercado americano.
6/11/2017 5:46:54 PM
onlinereaders1: Lots of interest and refs to fan studies here at #sharp17 @FanStudies
6/11/2017 5:47:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@kathiiberens: Apple purged many apps, including 18 Cadence, in
Sept 2016 because they hadn't been updated. Artificial obsolence? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:47:17 PM
deannaMFstover: @amndw2 Another gem from https://t.co/IFVLNdN017 #SHARP17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/5dYaLP3rcE
6/11/2017 5:47:26 PM
bookhistories: "Kan en dator vara kreativ? Tror det". #f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:47:40 PM
ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney discussing generative art as another
computational tool that can illuminate the archive as in https://t.co/LsPAAGHfMt
6/11/2017 5:47:43 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens what if books needed to be updated every two years?
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:47:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney's next step will be to generate plates
from the digital palimpsest, to produce a physical rendering
6/11/2017 5:47:50 PM
ryancordell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney's next step will be to
generate plates from the digital palimpsest, to produce a physical rende…

6/11/2017 5:48:04 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Fake obsolescence (Apple apps) online versus planned
obsolescence. Capitalism is about the continual update = additional purchases #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:48:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@kathiiberens: What would it mean if books had to be updated every
two years? What would this mean for literary culture? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:48:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney creating augmented reality by using letter
press to reverse engineer a digital object. Beautiful images
6/11/2017 5:48:16 PM
earlymodernpost: .@randaelka on mapmaking as a form of art, esp in Low Countries.
Mapmaking required skills of artists, same social sphere #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:48:28 PM
hralperta: First challenge for web development for historical archives: developing ethical
frameworks. #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 5:48:33 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Kathi Behrens https://t.co/bjFkq4OKtH
6/11/2017 5:48:36 PM
onlinereaders1: Love the idea of author events in the classroom #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:48:38 PM
startupyash: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney creating augmented
reality by using letter press to reverse engineer a digital object. Beautifu…
6/11/2017 5:48:43 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Kathi Behrens https://t.co/bjFkq4OKtH
6/11/2017 5:48:52 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: expert systems an example of "brittleness" in AI. Expert
systems = Book 1.0 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:49:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The art of the archive in @nzsydney's work is highly aesthetically as
well as intellectually satisfying #SHARP17 #f1
6/11/2017 5:49:14 PM
LorienTinuviel: RT @hralperta: First challenge for web development for historical
archives: developing ethical frameworks. #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 5:49:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Francesca Benatti and David King, "Hidden Authors
and Modern Reading Machines"
6/11/2017 5:50:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Francesca Benatti and David King,
"Hidden Authors and Modern Reading Machines"
6/11/2017 5:50:11 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The art of the archive in @nzsydney's work is highly
aesthetically as well as intellectually satisfying #SHARP17 #f1

6/11/2017 5:50:16 PM
clancynewyork: RT @mlkharrington: .@randaelka discusses "reverse ekphrasis":
engravers trying to produce images from, e.g., ships' logs. #f9 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:50:19 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @randaelka This is really fascinating stuff! You might enjoy this
privately published, limited edition book https://t.co/vuWfZL7ROJ
6/11/2017 5:50:20 PM
CritRikk: RT @hralperta: First challenge for web development for historical archives:
developing ethical frameworks. #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 5:50:26 PM
bookhistories: Vi har precis sett den kanske vackraste powerpoint-presentationen
under hela #sharp17: Det tackar vi för, @nzsydney… https://t.co/nHyIoDHqY4
6/11/2017 5:50:28 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Absolutely fascinating talk by @MariLib on: “From Millennials to
Gen Z: Resistance and Acceptance of Digital Formats”
6/11/2017 5:50:45 PM
earlymodernpost: First person to personify continents, as female: Ortelius. 1570
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, .@randaelka #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:50:58 PM
Beth_driscoll: Very interesting conclusions and suggestions from @kathiiberens: book
publishers should look to games #Sharp17 https://t.co/bRFB7sQb9g
6/11/2017 5:51:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Vi har precis sett den kanske vackraste
powerpoint-presentationen under hela #sharp17: Det tackar vi för, @nzsydney! #f1…
6/11/2017 5:51:00 PM
gbarnhisel: Matthews: CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED attacked for addicting kids to "narcotic
of mutilated texts" and "emasculat[ing] Mel… https://t.co/270wRXwNq7
6/11/2017 5:51:00 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 central question: did the Edinburgh Review
create a transauthorial discourse?
6/11/2017 5:51:01 PM
Laura_Estill: .@randaelka on Ortelius (1570) personifying continents--as female, of
course. #colonization #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:51:02 PM
rachellynchase: @kathiiberens recommendations to publishers: look to indie game
distribution #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:51:10 PM
clancynewyork: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney creating augmented
reality by using letter press to reverse engineer a digital object. Beautifu…
6/11/2017 5:51:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King won an RSVP development grant;
interrogating the machine reader and its ability to study authorship

6/11/2017 5:51:20 PM
jmaxsfu: #sharp17 @kathiiberens suggests game dist. takes over from app dist. for
digital literature.
6/11/2017 5:51:20 PM
MathewJLyons: RT @earlymodernpost: First person to personify continents, as female:
Ortelius. 1570 Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, .@randaelka #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:51:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Now Francesca Benati on using computational methods to identify
authorship in 19th periodicals #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 5:51:42 PM
earlymodernpost: C16th atlases use theatrical language => memory theatre, God's
eye over the world. Relationship b/w history & geog .@randaelka #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:51:48 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Very interesting conclusions and suggestions from
@kathiiberens: book publishers should look to games #Sharp17 https://t…
6/11/2017 5:52:02 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Absolutely fascinating talk by @MariLib on:
“From Millennials to Gen Z: Resistance and Acceptance of Digital Form…
6/11/2017 5:52:12 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @kathiiberens gets contoversial: publushers should turn to game
distribution platforms. What about non proprietorial?
6/11/2017 5:52:21 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 How different from the authors in the
Edinburgh Review? and from those of other periodicals/text?
6/11/2017 5:52:23 PM
bookhistories: Nu ska @rhymesontheroad berätta om hur moderna metoder kan
användas för att studera 1800-talets läsning #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 5:52:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: @kathiiberens recommendations to publishers:
look to indie game distribution #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:52:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Absolutely fascinating talk by @MariLib on:
“From Millennials to Gen Z: Resistance and Acceptance of Digital Form…
6/11/2017 5:52:32 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Amanda Laugesen vai falar sobre editores americanos na África
1950-70! Parece fascinante!
6/11/2017 5:52:33 PM
rebeccamchung: Digital-to-letterpress is here as a preservation strategy - somehow we
all got here this year. #letterpress #f1 #sharp17 #bookhistory
6/11/2017 5:52:51 PM
onlinereaders1: Lucia Cedeira Serantes next up on Teen readers of comics and
materiality #sharp17 @ComicsGrid

6/11/2017 5:52:53 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @kathiiberens obsolescence de 18 Cadence: Apple oblige @B0tAaron à
le mettre à jour sinon sera supprimé https://t.co/j7tw28ku6U #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @rhymesontheroad on transauthoriality in Edinburgh Review - is there
journal house style that can be identified with digital tools? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:07 PM
earlymodernpost: Next up: Maria Laura Marchiori, University of Toronto: “How We
Read: Contemporary Technogenesis and the Archiving of the Book" #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:53:11 PM
PatrickLearyVIC: Sydney Shep on William Colenso Project: "biography as generative
space" #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:13 PM
TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad now discussing the boundaries between authorial style
and house style in The Edinburgh Review #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King steps: Corpus selection, OCR
correction, TEI-text encoding, analysis, interpretation
6/11/2017 5:53:19 PM
hralperta: Problema fundamental en el desarrollo de archivos históricos digitales:
desarrollar las estrategias éticas.… https://t.co/0j9htHUxlC
6/11/2017 5:53:20 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Very interesting conclusions and suggestions from
@kathiiberens: book publishers should look to games #Sharp17 https://t…
6/11/2017 5:53:24 PM
mlkharrington: 2nd in #f9: "How We Read: Contemporary Technogenesis and the
Archiving of the Book" from Laura Marchiori #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:26 PM
CitizenWald: RT @bookhistories: "Kan en dator vara kreativ? Tror det". #f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:48 PM
HalHinderliter: At #SHARP17, @kathiiberens describes new App policy: all apps must
be updated at least every 2 years. Problem for artistic e-lit (book) apps
6/11/2017 5:53:49 PM
rachellynchase: Great paper by @kathiiberens! Love the point for a need for digital-first
ebook design & look to indie game distribution #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:53:53 PM
tylershores: @MariLib Very interesting questions raised: what is digital labor? whose
labor is it? who counts as authors in a digital context? #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:54:08 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: deep-learning systems more autonomous than expert
systems. But introduce new problem: lack of transparency. Black boxes #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:54:08 PM

gbarnhisel: Matthews: CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED responded to charges that they dumbed
down great lit thus: #sharp17 https://t.co/h7xyBOmCUi
6/11/2017 5:54:23 PM
PopFicDoctors: Playable books show and tell - P.o.E.M.M. with @kathiiberens #sharp17
https://t.co/7nRa5zstfR
6/11/2017 5:54:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney creating augmented
reality by using letter press to reverse engineer a digital object. Beautifu…
6/11/2017 5:54:33 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 Corpus selection, OCR correction, TEI
encoding, Analysis with computational tools-all acts of interpretation
6/11/2017 5:54:35 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @gbarnhisel: Matthews: CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED responded to
charges that they dumbed down great lit thus: #sharp17 https://t.co/h7xyBOmCUi
6/11/2017 5:54:41 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PatrickLearyVIC: Sydney Shep on William Colenso Project:
"biography as generative space" #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:54:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: Josee Vincent and Joanie Grenier looking at government policies that
support digital book production in Quebec #Sharp17
6/11/2017 5:54:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad now discussing the boundaries
between authorial style and house style in The Edinburgh Review #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:54:47 PM
loradeets: Fascinating presentation from @MariLib - child authors, classroom author
events #sharp17 https://t.co/nIOMuu6v27
6/11/2017 5:54:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 Josée Vincent situe le marché du livre au Québec: 740M$ 2009, 42% du
marché détenu par les maisons d'édition qc w/ @JoGrenier #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:55:11 PM
rebeccamchung: Not distant reading, but assisted close reading #f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:55:20 PM
onlinereaders1: New word of the day (for me) comixology - Netflix for comics
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:55:23 PM
polindone: RT @hralperta: Deepening Histories project goes beyond colonial memory of
geographic places in Australiahttps://t.co/ROZLf0w7IF #sharp17…
6/11/2017 5:55:32 PM
TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad helpfully distinguishing between distant reading and
what she calls "assisted close reading." #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:55:34 PM
Laura_Estill: Marchiori calls on @NKHayles 's "How we think" and technogenesis at
#sharp17 #f9 -- Marchiori thinking of undergrad pedagogy

6/11/2017 5:55:38 PM
DrDFuller: Go Lucia! #sharp17 https://t.co/cuU7TGsCmX
6/11/2017 5:55:46 PM
polindone: RT @hralperta: Problema fundamental en el desarrollo de archivos históricos
digitales: desarrollar las estrategias éticas. #sharp17 #f7 htt…
6/11/2017 5:55:52 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playable books show and tell - P.o.E.M.M. with
@kathiiberens #sharp17 https://t.co/7nRa5zstfR
6/11/2017 5:56:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @rebeccamchung: Not distant reading, but assisted close reading #f1
#sharp17
6/11/2017 5:56:10 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 @nzsydney walking us through
the palimpsests of https://t.co/JMdLI65jzC
6/11/2017 5:56:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King asking about normalizing OCR
output: Hazlitt's "Shakspeare" has no medial e, don't want to lose distinction
6/11/2017 5:56:32 PM
kamaslak: Can we work with the 21th century machine reader to studenter authorship
in the 19th Edinburgh Review? @rhymesontheroad #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:56:48 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #F1 Francesca Benatti and David King, on the use of technology to
digitize, transcribe, encode 19th c journals
6/11/2017 5:56:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback
cologne today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 5:57:00 PM
jasminemulliken: RT @Beth_driscoll: Very interesting conclusions and suggestions from
@kathiiberens: book publishers should look to games #Sharp17 https://t…
6/11/2017 5:57:03 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori on how information systems might evolve: suggests we
categorize books via archival description not lib catalogue #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 5:57:21 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up a fascinating update on the role of the state in developing a
digital book market - with @JoGrenier and Josée Vincent #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:57:27 PM
hralperta: .@JasonEnsor: "[dig. projects] don't count for much in an academic context,
but can be very significant in a community context" #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 5:57:28 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Love this topic by @youthreading “Teen Readers of Comics &
Materiality: An Exploration of the Affordances of Print v Digital Read"
6/11/2017 5:57:28 PM

glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 questions wether to exclude quotations as
non-authorial texts? use TEI to identify and extract these out.
6/11/2017 5:57:35 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 'assisted close reading' is a great and v helpful term. We probably all
do this with digital texts? #sharp17 https://t.co/xPt7rwLrel
6/11/2017 5:57:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King: that e is, actually, significant:
https://t.co/76aKd3sSc7
6/11/2017 5:57:55 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Josee Vincent on the Quebec book market and digital distribution.
Unsurprisingly the Quebec book is doing better than rest of Cda
6/11/2017 5:58:03 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 Which aspects of authorship are brought in
with computational methods?
6/11/2017 5:58:13 PM
hralperta: .@JasonEnsor "Actually, there's some resistance to technology." #sharp17
#f7
6/11/2017 5:58:24 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: black box problem an issue, but deep learning = AI as Book
2.0. Interpersonal model of human-computer relation #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:58:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King The machine reader can help us
with distinguishing authorial "Stylistic uniformity", or "the human stylome"
6/11/2017 5:58:50 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rebeccamchung: Not distant reading, but assisted close reading
#f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:58:54 PM
KyleIsMoody: I'm a fan of #Sharp17 being set on the University of Victoria campus.
Preset rooms with working technology already set into the rooms. Yes!
6/11/2017 5:58:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @rhymesontheroad Decided to encode & exclude qts
as non-authorial in reviews. Reveal some qualities of authorship & hide others
6/11/2017 5:58:56 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King: looking at the "the human stylome" that a
machine-reader can detect traces of, based on most frequent words
6/11/2017 5:59:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 1998: @UlyssesGuides lance une plate-forme en ligne, 2011: lancement
de https://t.co/lwlWAW8uWj w/ @JoGrenier #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:59:21 PM
gbarnhisel: Matthews: contrary to charges that CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED crippled
students' reading ability, it made them active ima… https://t.co/beeKbvGuaw
6/11/2017 5:59:24 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori quotes @mkirschenbaum and @wynkenhimself on how
book history might respond to digital scholarship #sharp17 #F9

6/11/2017 5:59:28 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "Spanish Comedias Sueltas (Single Plays) from the 17th, 18th, and
19th Centuries at UVIS's Special Collections" #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 5:59:36 PM
jameshodges_: Predictive and assistive AI is becoming as pervasive as reading and
writing in organization of life-@mridley in #sharp17 panel #f5
6/11/2017 5:59:45 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King:(explaining stylometry and computational
linguistics to crowd) - what % of words help create distinct profiles
6/11/2017 5:59:58 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 “the” as a percentage of the total words of
an author #stylometry
6/11/2017 6:00:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier les gouvernements fédéral et provincial financent le marché
de l'édition par des subventions #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:00:24 PM
tylershores: @youthreading #sharp17 On the materiality of print comics, from
participant: "This is the closest thing you’re goin… https://t.co/mYhrTmhIUV
6/11/2017 6:00:30 PM
bookhistories: "The" är (nästan alltid) engelskans vanligaste ord. Who knew?
@rhymesontheroad #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:00:34 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King: (screen showing use of R to group blocks of
text, most to least dissimilar; we can only see colors from back)
6/11/2017 6:00:38 PM
Laura_Estill: Marchiori turns to @wynkenhimself & @mkirschenbaum's Digital
Scholarship Digital Studies #sharp17 #f9 https://t.co/e19Ajua4e0
6/11/2017 6:00:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: Grenier: québécois government supports publishing through
subsidisation, tax credits, and guaranteed loans #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:00:46 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King The machine reader
can help us with distinguishing authorial "Stylistic uniformity", or…
6/11/2017 6:01:01 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King asking about
normalizing OCR output: Hazlitt's "Shakspeare" has no medial e, don't want…
6/11/2017 6:01:09 PM
hralperta: .@JasonEnsor compares photos of people reading books to photos of people
on their phones: is one more disengaged than the other? #SHARP17
6/11/2017 6:01:24 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 another criterial of authorship—“keywords”most signifiant words compared with normalized texts.

6/11/2017 6:01:37 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @PopFicDoctors: Grenier: québécois government supports
publishing through subsidisation, tax credits, and guaranteed loans #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:01:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lauragrayblair: Giving my first ever paper at #SHARP17 this morning!
I'm in session #E5 talking about using Goodreads to research reade…
6/11/2017 6:01:43 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Grenier: québécois government supports
publishing through subsidisation, tax credits, and guaranteed loans #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:01:47 PM
mlkharrington: RT @Laura_Estill: Marchiori turns to @wynkenhimself &
@mkirschenbaum's Digital Scholarship Digital Studies #sharp17 #f9 https://t.co/e19Aj…
6/11/2017 6:01:49 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori mentions ISTC, as example of move from catalog to
database, then to digital model, via Atlas of Early Printing #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:02:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier en ce moment, les subventions sont limitées aux livres
imprimés #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:02:08 PM
khetiwe24: .@JasonEnsor on long-term engagement with technologies in humanities
research #f7 #sharp17 https://t.co/XHPsfIcnna
6/11/2017 6:02:13 PM
sharpicecream: Quebec, mon amour #sharp15 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:02:14 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: another problem w/ AI "uncanny valley." Instead of trustbased interactions, we see AI w/ suspicion the realer it gets. #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:02:23 PM
Beth_driscoll: Bill 51 imposes presence of bookstores in Quebec @jogrenier and Josee
Vincent #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:02:24 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Joanie Grenier on significant govt intervention
https://t.co/LgBTgWrpjx
6/11/2017 6:02:42 PM
PopFicDoctors: Grenier: regulations mandating libraries source books from local
distributors ensure continuation of indie booksellers in Quebec #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:02:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier loi force institutions à acheter leurs livres dans des
librairies, assurant leur présence partout sur le territoire #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:03:00 PM
Laura_Estill: Marchiori points to Atlas of Early Printing https://t.co/JT3n4SVTe6 as way
of exploring ISTC https://t.co/IcmiasxpKr #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:03:09 PM

Hector_Lopez_17: Transmicion Textual de Comedias Españolas 1) volumenes impresos
de de 12 comedias por uno o varios autores #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:03:18 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 “quality” in stylometric problematic when
you take out quotes, then you are artificially shortening sentences.
6/11/2017 6:03:23 PM
jameshodges_: @mridley Biggest difference btw AI & reading/writing is AI's lack of
explanatory power. AI still has trouble repres… https://t.co/8gOYvdkb2G
6/11/2017 6:03:30 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Amanda Laugesen : áfrica anglófona é vista como uma
oportunidade de mercado para livros americanos.
6/11/2017 6:04:02 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @JoTayl0r0 you'd be really into @rhymesontheroad's paper on
corpus analysis & authorship in Ed Review. Do you know each other? #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:04:21 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @tylershores: @youthreading #sharp17 On the materiality of print
comics, from participant: "This is the closest thing you’re going to ge…
6/11/2017 6:04:29 PM
KulaJournal: .@mridley: AI already authoring books. But is AI literate? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:04:32 PM
bookhistories: Just nu presenterar @JoGrenier om den samtida, digitala bokmarknaden
i Kanada #sharp17 #f4
6/11/2017 6:04:32 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 using “algorithmic criticism” enable new
patters of reading through stylometry.
6/11/2017 6:04:42 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: 2) Comedias sencillas en forma de manuscritos 3) en forma de
comedias "sueltas" individuales #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:04:44 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 using “algorithmic
criticism” enable new patters of reading through stylometry.
6/11/2017 6:04:56 PM
jameshodges_: @mridley I'm thinking: biggest innovation of modern literary culture
was (per Kittler) writing representing itself.… https://t.co/1w4r6rxDEi
6/11/2017 6:05:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier: @la_SODEC soutient maisons d'édition dans numérisation
de leurs livres; Plan culturel numérique: nouvelles mesures #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:05:08 PM
PopFicDoctors: Grenier: Plan Culturel Numerique de Quebec / Digital Culture Plan
subsidises and promotes creation of digital books #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:05:22 PM
StevieLMarsden: Interesting to hear how cultural policy impacts Québec publishing
industry & development of digital book market… https://t.co/jWc9nytUUZ

6/11/2017 6:05:40 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 keyword analysis to find an “imagined
community” with the readers.
6/11/2017 6:05:57 PM
TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad teasing out the authorial agents behind the imposition
of "house style": editors, coauthors, a "corporate ideal" #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:06:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Now we're talking about https://t.co/W0KdIJpgEk. The GUI is
striking, esp. the animation (interative) here: https://t.co/lHtrwsPeJP
6/11/2017 6:06:02 PM
rebeccamchung: Possibilities and limits of algorithmic literary criticism #f1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:06:31 PM
CritRikk: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Now we're talking about https://t.co/W0KdIJpgEk.
The GUI is striking, esp. the animation (interative) here: https:…
6/11/2017 6:06:34 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @rhymesontheroad is frequent use of "we" in Ed Rev
creating corporate identity or reading community or canonical shared values?
6/11/2017 6:06:38 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier État impliqué dans la création de structures de distribution
du livre numérique avant que géants (Amazon) le fassent #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:06:55 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 including more data, widening scope,
expanding reference corpora as a way of moving issues.
6/11/2017 6:07:16 PM
dolechner: RT @jimmussell: #f1 @nzsydney discussing the wunderkammer: about
serendipitous connections, but also necessity of classification #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:07:24 PM
mlkharrington: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Now we're talking about
https://t.co/W0KdIJpgEk. The GUI is striking, esp. the animation (interative) here:
https:…
6/11/2017 6:07:30 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: .@JasonEnsor on long-term engagement with
technologies in humanities research #f7 #sharp17 https://t.co/XHPsfIcnna
6/11/2017 6:07:35 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: Marchiori turns to @wynkenhimself & @mkirschenbaum's
Digital Scholarship Digital Studies #sharp17 #f9 https://t.co/e19Aj…
6/11/2017 6:07:41 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: Marchiori calls on @NKHayles 's "How we think" and
technogenesis at #sharp17 #f9 -- Marchiori thinking of undergrad pedag…
6/11/2017 6:07:44 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @hralperta: .@JasonEnsor "Actually, there's some resistance to
technology." #sharp17 #f7

6/11/2017 6:07:44 PM
JiveEdinburgh: RT @TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad now discussing the boundaries
between authorial style and house style in The Edinburgh Review #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:08:05 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @jamescosullivan: @HARTK @miss_lispector @JasonEnsor #SHARP17
#f7 @hartk & @JasonEnsor getting "Database Narrative Archive" underway. ht…
6/11/2017 6:08:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier État impliqué pour rendre le patrimoine québécois
accessible en le numérisant #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:08:25 PM
glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 citing @Ted_Underwood as a scholar that
shares scripts, how to improve their project.
6/11/2017 6:08:32 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier État impliqué pour permettre aux éditeurs et librairies
d'adapter leurs outils et pratiques au monde numérique #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:08:34 PM
CritRikk: #SHARP17 #f1 Benatti and King: conclude that machine reader complements
human; offers strengths in finding patterns, not meaning (or context
6/11/2017 6:08:37 PM
AmyHildrethChen: I came to #sharp17 to promote #codexconquest, but learning a lot
from the publishing studies folks that will help #archivalbodies +
6/11/2017 6:08:43 PM
mollyhardy: .@rhymesontheroad: "we r pulling out individual articles & this is a big no
no in periodical studies" #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:08:51 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori points to problem of sending misconceptions down the line
when card catalogue goes online goes to digital projects #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:08:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @AmyHildrethChen: I came to #sharp17 to promote #codexconquest, but
learning a lot from the publishing studies folks that will help #arc…
6/11/2017 6:08:57 PM
hralperta: Rachel Morley presenting in video form on the digital remediation of the 1969
book "Journey to Horseshoe Bend" #SHARP17 #f7
6/11/2017 6:09:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @rhymesontheroad ends by reminding us that
computers are good at finding patterns, but not at attributing meaning
6/11/2017 6:09:11 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #MariaMarchiori So there is a kind of standardization through
influence exchange & technology. Solid argument. #technogenesis
6/11/2017 6:09:18 PM
bookhistories: Maskinstyrda metoder kan hjälpa, men inte ersätta, manuella
arbetsmetoder för att studera 1800-talets författarskap #sharp17 #f1

6/11/2017 6:09:38 PM
onlinereaders1: Lucia's paper considers fascinating subject of print vs digital and
memory triggers/indexes #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:10:03 PM
Laura_Estill: Marchiori explores where bibliographic metadata comes from. Mistakes
reproduced in digitization & digital projects that use. #sharp17 #f9
6/11/2017 6:10:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier État impliqué en participant à la création de
https://t.co/lwlWAW8uWj; mais pas de stratégie unifiée à long terme #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:10:09 PM
bethknazook: Learning which Spanish plays were pirated or legit in #f2. Ironic was
hearing about digital pirates yesterday from @jameshodges_ #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:10:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I'm paying attention to other panels, but I'm also periodically
refreshing https://t.co/JMdLI65jzC and seeing what happens #SHARP17
6/11/2017 6:10:28 PM
PopFicDoctors: Vincent: will we see the development of a clear and consolidated digital
book policy similar to Bill 51? What are the barriers? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:10:32 PM
CritRikk: the program lists our third speaker in #f1 as a *lightning talk* Dallas Liddle,
(Victorian daily newspaper as tech system) #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:10:32 PM
deannaMFstover: RT @lindseyseatter: . @deannaMFstover talks about HG Wells' Floor
Games -- the toys, the narratives, the imagination #sharp17 https://t.co/…
6/11/2017 6:10:51 PM
khetiwe24: Rachel Morley via video introducing us to The Journey to Horseshoe Bend builds on work w/ Hart Cohen… https://t.co/gku3aBCUGz
6/11/2017 6:11:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 Josée Vincent: les éditeurs québécois ne parviennent toujours pas tous
à publier des livres numériques w/ @JoGrenier #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:11:39 PM
TheUKRED: The bookwheel seems an increasingly apposite metaphor for describing
21st-century reading practices and text analysis alike #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:11:41 PM
fersacambridge: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of
readers: Open eBooks https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 6:11:49 PM
khetiwe24: Rachel Morley & Hart Cohen, The Visual Remediation of a Complex Narrative
https://t.co/mVO2H8JcQy #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:12:41 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@jogrenier and Josee Vincent: move from a shared vision of digital
book system to a defining policy such as Bill 51 #sharp17

6/11/2017 6:12:44 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori argues that MARC records discourage rich description and
revision, shut down inquiry #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:12:58 PM
jameshodges_: @mridley Q: When we laugh at uncanny neural net generated media,
are we watching a computer represent itself?… https://t.co/A8CcfgOBWC
6/11/2017 6:13:11 PM
CritRikk: Dallas Liddle -this has expanded into a full talk #f1 #sharp17 "here to ask for
our eyes and analytical judgment" on "big blob of despair"
6/11/2017 6:13:42 PM
jimmussell: Great talk by @rhymesontheroad. Edinburgh and Quarterly Review
excellent test beds to explore authorship by computational means #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:13:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 Josée Vincent: multinationales du Web -> l'État DOIT
intervenir:@amazon 136 milliards $@Quebecor 4 milliards $w/ @JoGrenier #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:13:47 PM
rachellynchase: @sprowberry up next on Amazon's patents #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:13:47 PM
CatrionaRobb: RT @samartha: @loradeets from @AruPublishing and @UCLDIS telling
#sharp17 about her fascinating research - Go, Laura! :-) https://t.co/WxNG…
6/11/2017 6:13:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: Next up @sprowberry on the history of the kindle 2007-2017 and patents
as methodology! #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:14:00 PM
StevieLMarsden: Next up @sprowberry on Amazon patents. Super excited for this one!
#sharp17 https://t.co/jrVv2pQLlA
6/11/2017 6:14:15 PM
Beth_driscoll: Patents can be weird and wacky. A mode of creative R&D @sprowberry
#sharp17
6/11/2017 6:14:34 PM
EnlightenmentDH: RT @khetiwe24: .@JasonEnsor on long-term engagement with
technologies in humanities research #f7 #sharp17 https://t.co/XHPsfIcnna
6/11/2017 6:14:37 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 London Times---how the "little papers” become
the "bigger papers" in the 19th century?
6/11/2017 6:14:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 London Times---how the
"little papers” become the "bigger papers" in the 19th century?
6/11/2017 6:14:55 PM
randaelka: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #MariaMarchiori So there is a kind of
standardization through influence exchange & technology. Solid argument. #te…
6/11/2017 6:15:14 PM

KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle situates his paper in the pre-history of
modern journalism to argue we can't see it as all one period
6/11/2017 6:15:43 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Cheryl Knott vai falar sobre a relação entre materialidade e
sustentabilidade.
6/11/2017 6:15:46 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Next up @sprowberry on the history of the kindle
2007-2017 and patents as methodology! #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:15:53 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 Liddle The London TImes, really interested in the pre-history of
journalism (how broadsheets became modern papers? start w1788)
6/11/2017 6:15:56 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 La présentation de @sprowberry sur les brevets d'@Amazon et le livre
comme technologie #sharp17 https://t.co/rxQjZZvBbE
6/11/2017 6:16:01 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 London Times—individual editors, printers,
external events, regulatory; responsible for creating bigger papers
6/11/2017 6:16:20 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Terms most used to describe Amazon include online,
retailer, ... also giant, threat, behemoth, bully ... #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:16:24 PM
bookhistories: Which words should I put on the Times' first page? - ALL THE WORDS.
#sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/eOVTU4vDFL
6/11/2017 6:16:43 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #f7 read abt digital remediation at the intersection of aboriginal,
missionary, and biographical narrative: https://t.co/9S2X2AWhdS
6/11/2017 6:16:49 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Online resource mentioned by @sprowberry I didn't know about:
NOW (News on the Web) Corpus https://t.co/wqCkZ82WJt #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:16:50 PM
rebeccamchung: Dallas Liddell: How did little newspapers become big newspapers? #f1
#sharp17 https://t.co/kSu6vHpBNB
6/11/2017 6:16:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: Tentative pause from Rowberry before suggesting Amazon are book
historians and laughter from audience... #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:17:15 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon are, in fact, book historians #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:17:17 PM
Laura_Estill: Marchiori on how we have to be careful with the catalogs/sources we use
in our DH book history projects. #sharp17 #f9
6/11/2017 6:17:21 PM
rachellynchase: @sprowberry collocates of Amazon give insight into how Amazon is
viewed #sharp17 https://t.co/fGpVbetTOV

6/11/2017 6:17:26 PM
loradeets: 'Amazon are book historians' - audible gasp from SHARP audience in
@sprowberry 's brilliant (and brilliantly provocative) talk #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:17:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 Since Graduate school, I've been
trying to analyze this; if I could only get enough data, I could figure it out
6/11/2017 6:17:33 PM
earlymodernpost: Marchiori argues that we shouldn't use catalog data as foundational
for dh projects, should treat books through archival record #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:18:04 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 how many words were printed in the London
Times everyday for 100 years?
6/11/2017 6:18:07 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: Marchiori on how we have to be careful with the
catalogs/sources we use in our DH book history projects. #sharp17 #f9
6/11/2017 6:18:27 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 amazing is a book historian! @sprowberry https://t.co/2uBCTg9OHL
6/11/2017 6:18:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @rebeccamchung: Dallas Liddell: How did little newspapers
become big newspapers? #f1 #sharp17 https://t.co/kSu6vHpBNB
6/11/2017 6:18:35 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Patents can be weird and wacky. A mode of
creative R&D @sprowberry #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:18:39 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 on pense à @amazon comme un détaillant; la cie pense qu'elle fait dans
la techno; @sprowberry: elle fait de l'histoire du livre #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:18:48 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 tried to map out characters and got a “blue blob
of despair” visualization
6/11/2017 6:19:03 PM
jamescosullivan: @HARTK @miss_lispector @JasonEnsor #SHARP17 #f7
@miss_lispector coming to us through the ether, presenting "Storytr…
https://t.co/rqr54reMkE
6/11/2017 6:19:05 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 Liddle : the blue blob comes from excel; not the interpretive
tool or insight i was looking for
6/11/2017 6:19:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: ASINs used to track bookish relationships - an example
of Amazon's book history inclinations #sharp17 https://t.co/3CsCkuRCse
6/11/2017 6:19:25 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Amazon maps book, author, reader relationships through ASIN
@sprowberry #sharp17

6/11/2017 6:19:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 on data manipulation, teasing out
numbers-of-words/characters in the Times
6/11/2017 6:19:34 PM
earlymodernpost: ..so more of a recognition of relationship between creator and item,
context of creation. Marchiori #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:19:35 PM
RasoulAliak: @jogrenier and Josee Vincent:볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
#볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼:
볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼…
https://t.co/fAaPY7lSB8
6/11/2017 6:19:39 PM
khetiwe24: Morley: Journey to Horseshoe Bend has moved from oral tale, to printed
book, to digital narrative #f7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:19:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 While this was in peer review, one of
the reviewers asked really good questions that I got Book History to ignore
6/11/2017 6:20:07 PM
Beth_driscoll: Amazon visualises and models the book trade @sprowberry #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:20:16 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: "Exposing Authors: Authorship in E-culture." Emphasis on
human element in our interactions with electronic culture #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:20:20 PM
deannaMFstover: #F6 #Sharp17 learned girls comics were nicknamed "love comics" in
the 50s--and a male reader said they're good. I need to find them!
6/11/2017 6:20:34 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: "The Book in Japan" por Cody Poulton #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:20:44 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Amazon maps book, author, reader relationships
through ASIN @sprowberry #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:20:46 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: ASINs used to track bookish
relationships - an example of Amazon's book history inclinations #sharp17 http…
6/11/2017 6:20:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @sprowberry Amazon Standard Identification Number: id unique qui
permet de relier auteur/livre/lecteur https://t.co/SrjNO3Bfnl #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:20:55 PM
rachellynchase: @sprowberry Amazon reputation as patent troll #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:21:04 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 Liddle but I have a theory based on this graphic, (of
typographical characters detected per issue 1785-1810)
6/11/2017 6:21:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @dallasliddle graphing size of Times begs question of
how this correlates to changes in paper taxes, historical events etc

6/11/2017 6:21:08 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon's "one-click" patent earned it a reputation as a
patent troll #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:21:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 tried to map out characters
and got a “blue blob of despair” visualization
6/11/2017 6:21:13 PM
ClaireSquires: Now speaking @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on Amazon's patents
#sharp17 https://t.co/W38uSGvkfR
6/11/2017 6:21:13 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 amazing is a book historian! @sprowberry
https://t.co/2uBCTg9OHL
6/11/2017 6:21:23 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: Now speaking @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on
Amazon's patents #sharp17 https://t.co/W38uSGvkfR
6/11/2017 6:21:25 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@sprowberry's paper is just making me even more impatient for his
book on history of Amazon & kindle #nopressure #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:21:27 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @ClaireSquires: Now speaking @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on
Amazon's patents #sharp17 https://t.co/W38uSGvkfR
6/11/2017 6:21:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 "No one comments, "ooh, big paper
today"; looking at the relative size of The Times, day to day over 100 years
6/11/2017 6:21:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rachellynchase: @sprowberry collocates of Amazon give insight into
how Amazon is viewed #sharp17 https://t.co/fGpVbetTOV
6/11/2017 6:21:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 apologizes for the not-color-blind
compatible graphic on relative stamp taxes; awareness recently raised
6/11/2017 6:22:25 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 apologizes for the notcolor-blind compatible graphic on relative stamp taxes; awareness re…
6/11/2017 6:22:33 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 "No one comments,
"ooh, big paper today"; looking at the relative size of The Times, day to…
6/11/2017 6:22:39 PM
PopFicDoctors: Alt reading from @sprowberry: Amazon builds up a strong track record
of patents to attract talent; demonstrate commitment to RnD #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:22:55 PM
leahhenrickson: Wishing I was at #sharp17 right now. Have fun, #bookhistory folk!
Please keep the tweets coming so that I can live vicariously through you.

6/11/2017 6:23:13 PM
henningsgaard: .@CherylSearch on the environmental cost of all the paper used to
produce the books that birthed the environmental movement. Irony! #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:23:19 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Amazon visualises and models the book trade
@sprowberry #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:23:31 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Amazon maps book, author, reader
relationships through ASIN @sprowberry #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:23:33 PM
richendabrim: RT @earlymodernpost: Marchiori argues that MARC records discourage
rich description and revision, shut down inquiry #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:23:36 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: readers want to know authors. Biography enhances pleasure of
reading. What does this mean for authors? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:23:54 PM
katepullinger: @jmaxsfu @kathiiberens Are you both there too? Is EVERYONE except
me there? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:23:54 PM
hralperta: @khetiwe24 The oral -> text -> digital narrative always makes me nervous.
In McLuhan, it's super racist! But this p… https://t.co/QRejsnfOlF
6/11/2017 6:23:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 overlaying various datapoints that
might influence word-count: taxes, editorships; can we infer causation?
6/11/2017 6:24:05 PM
rachellynchase: @sprowberry corpus of keywords in Amazon patents #sharp17
https://t.co/gneJwOjqqG
6/11/2017 6:24:23 PM
rebeccamchung: Typographical variance in the 19c London Times. OVR counts
characters (movable type and spaces) #bigdata meets… https://t.co/LHK7Tfq3Nz
6/11/2017 6:24:29 PM
earlymodernpost: Audience points out that archivists use more description primarily
b/c they don't often catalog at item level. Time intensive!! #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:24:49 PM
richendabrim: RT @earlymodernpost: ..so more of a recognition of relationship
between creator and item, context of creation. Marchiori #sharp17 #F9
6/11/2017 6:25:00 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: ASINs used to track bookish
relationships - an example of Amazon's book history inclinations #sharp17 http…
6/11/2017 6:25:01 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 asks the audience to help him interpret data.
good way to crowdsource, room full of academics.

6/11/2017 6:25:02 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @StevieLMarsden: Tentative pause from Rowberry before suggesting
Amazon are book historians and laughter from audience... #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:25:12 PM
bookhistories: Dallas Liddle: ordmängden i The Times 1785-1885 #sharp17 #f1
https://t.co/8LC8wyZ2i8
6/11/2017 6:25:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 new datapoint: physical means of
printing. Change in printing tech mirrors length jumps pretty closely
6/11/2017 6:25:25 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Los manuscritos (impresos) mas antiguos japoneses son basados en
comentarios sobre budhismo. #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:25:28 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Shakespearians Be sure to take note of the Barbarian Press
Pericles in McPherson. @UofT's copy was on dis… https://t.co/v7SAgjFOez
6/11/2017 6:25:42 PM
jmaxsfu: @katepullinger @kathiiberens #sharp17 Yes. Literally everyone, Kate. You are
missed!
6/11/2017 6:25:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: Amazon patent keywords pre-98 reflect core products; 99-03
marketplace; 04-06 mobile tech; 10-12 networks; post 13 ... Drones? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:25:49 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 Liddle is adding more the his graph, performing interactive
analysis with audience to interpret graph/data: gaps, dips, rises
6/11/2017 6:25:52 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: authors in e-culture design websites, blog, tweet, post videos,
etc. They see online interactivity as crucial to career #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:26:08 PM
RasoulAliak: . @kathiiberens :볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼
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볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
#digitalLiterature#sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/XrYUWwTr2t
6/11/2017 6:26:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @KulaJournal: Schreurs: readers want to know authors. Biography
enhances pleasure of reading. What does this mean for authors? #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:26:24 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @sprowberry a analysé (#distantreading) brevets @Amazon par
tranches de 3 ans: téléphone (95-97) => "electrowet… https://t.co/bvIx5ki9VA
6/11/2017 6:26:46 PM
TheUKRED: Love how @DallasLiddle is inviting his audience to do some visual data
analysis on the fly. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 6:27:17 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @jamescosullivan: @HARTK @miss_lispector @JasonEnsor #SHARP17
#f7 @miss_lispector coming to us through the ether, presenting "Storytrack…

6/11/2017 6:27:36 PM
Beth_driscoll: "I don't have time to talk you through all 4000 patents" awwwww
@sprowberry #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:27:45 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Great to hear from our @westernsydneyu colleagues Hart Cohen &
Rachel Morley on Journey to Horseshoe Bend project this morning #f7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:28:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle graphs suggest that technological
changes don't cause expansion of newspaper size. Went against his expectations
6/11/2017 6:28:09 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: readers want to know + trust authors before buying books.
Work of authorship changing as authors must foster intimacy #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:28:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: my methodology in selecting patents for this paper is
that they have attractive pictures #sharp17 https://t.co/lYMxfPi6Bc
6/11/2017 6:28:20 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 Liddle as the display begins to add details, flags: "sorry about
this, I'm not Edward Tufte."
6/11/2017 6:28:24 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: Love how @DallasLiddle is inviting his audience to do
some visual data analysis on the fly. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 6:28:38 PM
KyleIsMoody: Everyone at #sharp17 needs to be reading these slides if you aren't at
this presentation. @sprowberry has this crow… https://t.co/jEpBblMuWf
6/11/2017 6:28:57 PM
AmyHildrethChen: .@UILibraries has a collection of book bindings & tech, including a
kindle. @sprowberry reminds me to use this resource more #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:29:03 PM
epierazzo: RT @kathiiberens: Tomorrow, my talk “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book
Distribution System” is 10:30 in Strong C118. #SHARP17 https://t.co/vsj8M5…
6/11/2017 6:29:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @sprowberry a choisi comme exemples les brevets avec les illustrations
les plus cool (rires dans la salle)… https://t.co/H4pfIcqjmk
6/11/2017 6:29:12 PM
mollyhardy: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle graphs suggest that
technological changes don't cause expansion of newspaper size. Went aga…
6/11/2017 6:29:13 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: authors pushed to have a following before publishing a book.
Pressured to bring audience with them to publishers #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:29:22 PM
CritRikk: RT @KyleIsMoody: Everyone at #sharp17 needs to be reading these slides if
you aren't at this presentation. @sprowberry has this crowd in th…

6/11/2017 6:29:23 PM
NobodyMarksYou: RT @ahhnabanans: get your tea and coffee, SHARPists, and see you
there! #sharp17 (who doesn't love typographic minutiae at 8:45 am!) https:…
6/11/2017 6:29:23 PM
bookhistories: Fascinerande presentation av @DallasLiddle som använder sig av
ordmassan i The Times för att följa teknik- och innehållsutveckling #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:29:49 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: El origen de "manga" se puede trazar desde "The Tale Of Genji
Scroll" esctrito alrededor 1000-1020ce #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:30:22 PM
Marie_LSJ: @KyleIsMoody @sprowberry Incredibly thought-provoking: Amazon as
doing book history #f4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:30:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: early kindle patents show preoccupation with tactile
engagement; referencing/page numbers #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:30:26 PM
DrDFuller: But @sprowberry I am burning my dinner here in Brum hanging on to every
tweet; 4000 - you can do it! #sharp17 https://t.co/YJpY6gJTqT
6/11/2017 6:30:28 PM
khetiwe24: H. Cohen speaking about T.G.H. Strehlow (Horseshoe Bend author) & the
research centre with his archive https://t.co/ppIMvG8bOn #f7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:30:46 PM
DigitalAyrshire: RT @Beth_driscoll: Josee Vincent and Joanie Grenier looking at
government policies that support digital book production in Quebec #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:30:47 PM
susanirenebrown: @sprowberry fascinating analysis of keywords in Amazon patents
#SHARP17 https://t.co/ljSTLQXABg
6/11/2017 6:30:47 PM
susanirenebrown: RT @Marie_LSJ: @KyleIsMoody @sprowberry Incredibly thoughtprovoking: Amazon as doing book history #f4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:31:00 PM
rebeccamchung: Typographical volume of 19c London Times by presses #bigdata
#letterpress #printinghistory #f1 #sharp17 https://t.co/iT5fSWeGkM
6/11/2017 6:31:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/11/2017 6:31:38 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 smaller papers to larger papers: a case of
“machine" creating itself.
6/11/2017 6:31:44 PM
mollyhardy: .@DallasLiddle giving great talk on how to explain changing size of 19c
London Times. See latest @SHARP Book History for findings #sharp17

6/11/2017 6:31:45 PM
onlinereaders1: Q&A for comics paper raises interesting issue of access not just in
terms of buying comics but also for readers with vision issues #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:31:49 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle argues Times was self organising
system. Propelled itself towards the same changes over 100 years
6/11/2017 6:31:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon patents also consider bibliographic collation for
error checking #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:32:02 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @rebeccamchung: Typographical volume of 19c London Times by
presses #bigdata #letterpress #printinghistory #f1 #sharp17 https://t.co/iT…
6/11/2017 6:32:09 PM
AmySopcakJoseph: Follow us @SHARPatAHA! Have a ? abt AHA, or idea for a
#bookhistory panel for upcoming conference? Let's chat!… https://t.co/0ljsdkILYH
6/11/2017 6:32:12 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: new demands of authorship lead to a difficult self-exposure for
authors. Authors expected to share to seem genuine #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:32:14 PM
CritRikk: RT @rebeccamchung: Typographical volume of 19c London Times by presses
#bigdata #letterpress #printinghistory #f1 #sharp17 https://t.co/iT…
6/11/2017 6:32:18 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @sprowberry & weird Amazon patents https://t.co/RgErBXK6EU
6/11/2017 6:32:20 PM
hralperta: RT @KyleIsMoody: Everyone at #sharp17 needs to be reading these slides if
you aren't at this presentation. @sprowberry has this crowd in th…
6/11/2017 6:32:22 PM
TheUKRED: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle argues Times was self
organising system. Propelled itself towards the same changes over 100…
6/11/2017 6:32:25 PM
susanirenebrown: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @sprowberry & weird Amazon patents
https://t.co/RgErBXK6EU
6/11/2017 6:32:38 PM
NobodyMarksYou: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #E8 @ahhnabanans "There's
something decadent about a too-perfect font, one that cannot be created by human ha…
6/11/2017 6:32:46 PM
deannaMFstover: Classics Illustrated sent to GIs in WWII, when literacy requirements
had been waved #F6 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:32:48 PM
fletcherdurant: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be
saved, regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/11/2017 6:33:01 PM

bookhistories: Redaktörer, tryckutveckling, nyheter låg inte bakom explosiva växten av
the Times. Tidningen var som en egenutvecklande maskin #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:33:10 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Cheryl Knott sobre consequências do impresso (da indústria do
papel) no meio-ambiente!
6/11/2017 6:33:37 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @sprowberry & weird Amazon patents
https://t.co/RgErBXK6EU
6/11/2017 6:33:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @sprowberry Amazon stopped trying to remediate printed books to do
"something that's completely their own and… https://t.co/EYkckEkIZo
6/11/2017 6:33:56 PM
glass_grant: @DallasLiddle #sharp17 big technology expands in S curves.
6/11/2017 6:34:07 PM
rebeccamchung: The Times subsystems: design, composition, printing. Big
technologies change as S curves #f1 #bigdata #letterpress #printinghistory #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:34:15 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon at one time planned on implementing a kindle
book club. "Awww" from the audience #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:34:29 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #f1 .@DallasLiddle analysis - shape of graph, S curve, suggesting
the newspaper as syst invents itself regard. pf editors, publshrs
6/11/2017 6:34:53 PM
mbrianaepler: RT @jotis13: Ever noticed an accessibility issue with conference slideshows? Help us come up with a list of do's and don't's! #sharp17 #sh…
6/11/2017 6:35:09 PM
KulaJournal: Schreurs: some authors find new literary ecosystem positive b/c it allows
them to circumvent traditional publishers + self-publish #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:35:29 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 has been absolutely outstanding panel. Shows breadth
and depth possible with digital methods
6/11/2017 6:35:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon at one time planned on
implementing a kindle book club. "Awww" from the audience #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:35:38 PM
bethknazook: Proto Manga now in #f2. The Tale of Genji is a 12th century illustrated
novel, integrates image and text. #sharp17 https://t.co/LjwnvdzsgW
6/11/2017 6:35:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 overlaying various
datapoints that might influence word-count: taxes, editorships; can we i…
6/11/2017 6:35:50 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Also what would happen if we had abandonment data on academic
papers?! #sharp17 @sprowberry

6/11/2017 6:35:51 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @DallasLiddle #F1 new datapoint: physical
means of printing. Change in printing tech mirrors length jumps pre…
6/11/2017 6:35:53 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @sprowberry brevet d'@amazon: faire des suggestions au lecteur en
fonction de là où il ou elle s'est rendu dans sa lecture #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:36:12 PM
bookhistories: "Blue Blob of despair". Mycket intressant och nydanande statistisk
presentation av @DallasLiddle #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:36:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @bookhistories: "Blue Blob of despair". Mycket intressant och nydanande
statistisk presentation av @DallasLiddle #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:36:35 PM
bookhistories: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 has been absolutely outstanding
panel. Shows breadth and depth possible with digital methods
6/11/2017 6:36:42 PM
rachellynchase: @sprowberry interesting Amazon patent focused on allowing
recommendations from readers based on how far a reader made it in a book #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:37:16 PM
Hector_Lopez_17: Shoyo como traductor principal de las obras de Shakespeare al
japones #f2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:37:47 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: Amazon at one time planned on
implementing a kindle book club. "Awww" from the audience #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:37:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: "I don't have time to talk you through all 4000
patents" awwwww @sprowberry #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:38:30 PM
loradeets: RT @DrDFuller: But @sprowberry I am burning my dinner here in Brum
hanging on to every tweet; 4000 - you can do it! #sharp17 https://t.co/Y…
6/11/2017 6:38:33 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Also what would happen if we had abandonment
data on academic papers?! #sharp17 @sprowberry
6/11/2017 6:38:40 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sprowberry: my methodology in selecting patents for
this paper is that they have attractive pictures #sharp17 https://…
6/11/2017 6:39:02 PM
bethknazook: We’re passing around books! How cool is it that we can do book history
with the books in hand? #sharp17 #f2
6/11/2017 6:39:04 PM
jameshodges_: On "Exposing Authors: Authorship in E-Culture": author Kathleen
Schreurs acknowledges title "sounds a bit naughty"(in #sharp17 panel #f5)

6/11/2017 6:40:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @susanirenebrown asks Josée and @JoGrenier if NAFTA impedes
Québec's book policies, A: no, because books are cultural products #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:40:31 PM
DHFemDiversity: Josée Vincent & Joanie Grenier: great overview of Quebec’s generous,
multifaceted policies to support digital publishing #Sharp17
6/11/2017 6:40:43 PM
hralperta: Lots of "problematic" relationships in the Journey to Horseshoe Bend: how to
seriously engage these problems in digitization? #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 6:40:44 PM
jameshodges_: I came to #SHARP17 for Emoji Dick, and stayed for Exposing Authors
6/11/2017 6:41:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 has been absolutely outstanding
panel. Shows breadth and depth possible with digital methods
6/11/2017 6:41:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP AGM AT 3.15 TODAY!UPDATES! ANNOUNCEMENTS!
PRIZES! LAUGHTER! TEARS! #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:41:18 PM
DennineD: Yes! Came home yesterday with 2 projects and ideas to shape 5 more
approaches for teaching. #SHARP17 https://t.co/90FUuEz4uQ
6/11/2017 6:41:20 PM
AmyHildrethChen: #sharp17 folks - please come out for a #codexconquest play test at
noon at Mystic Market. Don't worry if you come late or just to watch.
6/11/2017 6:42:11 PM
crimsonyoo: 19볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼볼볼 3볼1볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 - 볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼
볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼 볼볼 볼볼 볼 볼볼볼볼볼? 볼볼볼볼! DH볼 볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼. Liddle Dallas #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:42:14 PM
MattieT650: RT @AmyHildrethChen: #sharp17 folks - please come out for a
#codexconquest play test at noon at Mystic Market. Don't worry if you come late…
6/11/2017 6:42:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: @susanirenebrown est-ce que l'ALENA bloque les politiques du livre au
Québec@JoGrenier & Josée: non, c'est un prod… https://t.co/AEYTs9nTps
6/11/2017 6:42:39 PM
jameshodges_: Schreur's paper has other affinities w Gitelman's keynote too. She
shows contemporary authorship entails a lot of not-writing #SHARP17 #f5
6/11/2017 6:42:45 PM
mollyhardy: RT @AmyHildrethChen: #sharp17 folks - please come out for a
#codexconquest play test at noon at Mystic Market. Don't worry if you come late…
6/11/2017 6:43:05 PM
jameshodges_: (Much like the literary experiment of Emoji Dick is written to be notread) #SHARP17

6/11/2017 6:43:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: Yéééé! Je viens de voir notre collègue qui traduit en coréen apparaître dans
mon fil! #sharp17… https://t.co/8WvYM7kjQz
6/11/2017 6:43:55 PM
rachellynchase: Absolutely agree with @kathiiberens that publishers should focus more
on needs of readers than platforms #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:44:17 PM
KateHolterhoff: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @DallasLiddle argues Times was
self organising system. Propelled itself towards the same changes over 100…
6/11/2017 6:44:36 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: Morley: Journey to Horseshoe Bend has moved from oral
tale, to printed book, to digital narrative #f7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:45:17 PM
jameshodges_: Schreur: "Mere writing does not cultivate readership." Ergo, the labor
of writing is also nonwriting, promotion, PR, etc #SHARP17 #f5
6/11/2017 6:45:38 PM
ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 Q&A @nzsydney talking about the “digital
handmade”—projects moving from the digital to analog, as w/3D printed letterpress type
6/11/2017 6:46:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rachellynchase: Absolutely agree with @kathiiberens that
publishers should focus more on needs of readers than platforms #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:47:21 PM
bookhistories: The growth of the typographical volume of "The Times" 1785-1885, in
all its beauty (https://t.co/JyRFK2b4jT)… https://t.co/J491e5Wp4Y
6/11/2017 6:48:03 PM
hralperta: There are unreadable books in #sharp17 #F7 too: indigenous languages and
culturally sensitive documents.
6/11/2017 6:48:09 PM
StevieLMarsden: Yup. Always leave SHARP confs with more ideas and questions!
#sharp17 https://t.co/xV674l2P5Q
6/11/2017 6:48:15 PM
Steenshorne: Mental note: do not miss #sharp17 conferences ever again.
6/11/2017 6:48:59 PM
CritRikk: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 Q&A @nzsydney talking about the “digital
handmade”—projects moving from the digital to analog, as w/3D printe…
6/11/2017 6:49:16 PM
hralperta: "No women would enter the research center, thinking it was a men's place";
others thought the center was cursed #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 6:49:32 PM
rebeccamchung: #digitalhandmade, #letterpress #preservation. SHARPISTs know
objects travel through time palimpsestically. Process also preserved. #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:49:42 PM

RasoulAliak: RT @rachellynchase: Absolutely agree with @kathiiberens that publishers
should focus more on needs of readers than platforms #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:49:56 PM
Sarathena192: Coming soon to a #SHARP17 Panel near you! https://t.co/PXkAODn1u5
6/11/2017 6:50:31 PM
hralperta: (Today, women are the primary users of the center) #SHARP17 #f7
6/11/2017 6:50:38 PM
deannaMFstover: PS people who can listen and tweet a million times impress the hell
out of me. Thank you for your labor! And brains. #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:50:53 PM
mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times, see
https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:51:30 PM
gbarnhisel: I came to #sharp17 to kick ass and hear great scholarship in
#bookhistory... and there's still a lot of great schol… https://t.co/jlNTYaCK8g
6/11/2017 6:51:32 PM
ryancordell: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times,
see https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:51:40 PM
KateHolterhoff: RT @Sarathena192: Coming soon to a #SHARP17 Panel near you!
https://t.co/PXkAODn1u5
6/11/2017 6:51:58 PM
CritRikk: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times, see
https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:52:23 PM
glass_grant: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times,
see https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:52:56 PM
kamaslak: We are all polymaths. #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:53:35 PM
hralperta: Hablamos de 'libros no-legibles' en #sharp17 #f7 también: idiomas indígenas
y documentos sensibles
6/11/2017 6:53:42 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London
Times, see https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:53:45 PM
ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/O9TNS5x0vD https://t.co/g2nrYl0Mew
6/11/2017 6:54:41 PM
glass_grant: @nzsydney #sharp17 in DH we are doing different types of scholarship,
not faster scholarship.
6/11/2017 6:55:49 PM
CitizenWald: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/O9TNS5x0vD
https://t.co/g2nrYl0Mew

6/11/2017 6:56:31 PM
KateHolterhoff: Sydney Jocelyn Shep: Call for interdisciplinarity as a need for DH to
thrive #SHARP17
6/11/2017 6:56:39 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: I came to #sharp17 to kick ass and hear great scholarship
in #bookhistory... and there's still a lot of great scholarship t…
6/11/2017 6:56:54 PM
KateHolterhoff: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times,
see https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 6:57:01 PM
TheUKRED: During question time, @nzsydney invites us to ignore disciplinary silos and
"reinsert ourselves into a polymathic economy" #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:57:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier lois ne peuvent pas être aussi restrictives dans le monde
numérique que dans l'imprimé parce qu'il est si mondialisé #sharp17
6/11/2017 6:57:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/O9TNS5x0vD
https://t.co/g2nrYl0Mew
6/11/2017 6:57:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: @Sarathena192 So #g8 #sharp17 !
6/11/2017 6:57:33 PM
hralperta: "The university has a specific idea of what counts as an output, but we're
largely resisting that." #sharp17 #f7
6/11/2017 6:58:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: #f4 @JoGrenier laws can't be as restrictive in the digital world as in print
because the digital book is so globali… https://t.co/xUAWtHL2Ka
6/11/2017 6:59:28 PM
Marie_LSJ: Maybe @DallasLiddle should send it to @mjlavin80 so it can be added to
https://t.co/L7qxzpKB3J? #sharp17 https://t.co/0nt0rEwMXa
6/11/2017 7:01:35 PM
shannonmattern: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/11/2017 7:02:14 PM
DrDFuller: Following #sharp17 too keenly forgot to cook carbs as part of dinner.
@Beth_driscoll @sharpicecream @rak_dr : is gin a suitable replacement?
6/11/2017 7:03:31 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Alright #sharp17 in the seating area of Mystic Market with
#codexconquest. Come hang out once you grab food!
6/11/2017 7:04:41 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @PopFicDoctors @sprowberry my fave during teaching is EVIL :-D
#amazonisevil #sharp17
6/11/2017 7:04:47 PM

deannaMFstover: These conference lanyards constantly try to strangle me #sharp17
#DHSI2017
6/11/2017 7:05:14 PM
CorinnaNoRue: In German there's the term "Lesezapping" as in switching between
channels... similar idea, metaphor from diff centu… https://t.co/eGJZrs9gEv
6/11/2017 7:06:41 PM
MariaAChappell: Lunch time at #SHARP17, then getting ready for my session, DH
Manuscripts and Marginalia, at 1:30. #sharpG6 #G6
6/11/2017 7:07:11 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP AGM AT 3.15 TODAY!UPDATES!
ANNOUNCEMENTS! PRIZES! LAUGHTER! TEARS! #sharp17
6/11/2017 7:09:20 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @DrDFuller @SHARPorg PS I'm sorry to be talking about French fries
when you forgot to cook carbs for dinner due to… https://t.co/Vqeleo2YMR
6/11/2017 7:13:36 PM
DrDFuller: @CorinnaNoRue @SHARPorg That's ok. #sharp17 also pairs well with cab
sauvignon...and chilli bites. I know. French f… https://t.co/VI8poyPobH
6/11/2017 7:16:46 PM
uofalibraries: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @uofalibraries
@oakknollbooks @ubclibrary @BrillPublishing @CambridgeUP MediaPreserve @s…
6/11/2017 7:17:51 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 David Strong C116 aft. lunch for a discussion of lost manuscript
plays, #Shakespeare, facet classification… https://t.co/ijBqQN2diZ
6/11/2017 7:24:33 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/HmuZcDyQOH
Thanks to @toledobastos @dariusrr @sara_hlt #sharp17 #techtrends
6/11/2017 7:27:03 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @Shaf_Towheed @tylershores I think @sprowberry pre-scheduled his
talk tweets at @SharpAntwerp if I remember correctly? #sharp14 #sharp17
6/11/2017 7:28:34 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #spoilers for my paper ... https://t.co/0GMGwNUiwN #lostplays
#manuscripts #Shakespeare #SearchEngines… https://t.co/5RArydFspW
6/11/2017 7:31:07 PM
triproftri: Oh I’m so very sad to be missing #sharp17 and all my BH pals! Carry on with
the tweeting!
6/11/2017 7:34:59 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharpat25 Fondly remembering last year's #iambookhistory hashtag
fun - anyone up for another round? @SHARPorg #sharp17 #sharp16
6/11/2017 7:37:51 PM
sgahistory: RT @Sarathena192: Coming soon to a #SHARP17 Panel near you!
https://t.co/PXkAODn1u5
6/11/2017 7:39:16 PM
DrDFuller: @CorinnaNoRue @Shaf_Towheed @tylershores @sprowberry
@SharpAntwerp Yes @sprowberry did it at Antwerp. See my earlie…

https://t.co/YO9pKFrRCJ
6/11/2017 7:40:38 PM
whitneytrettien: #sharp17-inspired musing: "unreadable" books are still *read* in
some way. They just demand a more capacious approach to the verb "to read."
6/11/2017 7:40:44 PM
bumblebike: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @nzsydney creating augmented
reality by using letter press to reverse engineer a digital object. Beautifu…
6/11/2017 7:47:01 PM
shawnmartin: RT @djp2025: Quick overview of history of milestones in scholarly
communications from Shawn Martin. #sharp17 https://t.co/emqBpcWtGo
6/11/2017 7:48:47 PM
AbiLemak: @PopFicDoctors @tylershores De vagány! "Olvasás, figyelem, és
zaklatottság a digitális korban." Shore live-tweeteln… https://t.co/frYxNwzqNa
6/11/2017 7:55:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 A 'lost' version of a speech by John Fletcher from around when he
was collaborating with #Shakespeare? Mac… https://t.co/w63laBmZ1h
6/11/2017 7:56:02 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Thinking abt #linguisticdiversity & #sharp17... #iambookhistory in
German would be #ichbinBuchwissenschaft or #ichbinBuWi for short I guess
6/11/2017 8:02:03 PM
MFGuenette: @RebarModernFood for lunch, again 'cause it's so good! #sharp17
#dhsi2017 Delicious and healthy!
6/11/2017 8:03:14 PM
arpfnews: RT @loradeets: Brilliant parallel between images of Zoella w/ book & C18,
C19 representations of 'reading' @StevieLMarsden #sharp17 https:/…
6/11/2017 8:03:48 PM
shakespeareUDW: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 A 'lost' version of a speech by John
Fletcher from around when he was collaborating with #Shakespeare? Machine Rea…
6/11/2017 8:04:16 PM
henningsgaard: .@CherylSearch: RETHINKING PAPER & INK (@ooliganpress) might be
of interest. #sharp17 https://t.co/3FcOJTdv08
6/11/2017 8:07:31 PM
SHARP2017: Reminder: AGM this afternoon in David Lam auditorium, 3.15pm in
MacLaurin #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:08:45 PM
siteations: RT @mollyhardy: To see @DallasLiddle data sets on 19C London Times, see
https://t.co/5Qs1QMhxrT #sharp17 #f1
6/11/2017 8:08:52 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: AGM this afternoon in David Lam
auditorium, 3.15pm in MacLaurin #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:10:15 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17! @ClaireSquires
@Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry…
https://t.co/FIHXFqScKb

6/11/2017 8:11:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Sharp ice cream in the Canadia sunshine #sharp17 @sharpicecream
https://t.co/Cr3YJGpKpA
6/11/2017 8:11:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @PopFicDoctors @sprowberry my fave during
teaching is EVIL :-D #amazonisevil #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:16:29 PM
bethknazook: RT @KateHolterhoff: Sydney Jocelyn Shep: Call for interdisciplinarity as a
need for DH to thrive #SHARP17
6/11/2017 8:24:51 PM
youthreading: RT @tylershores: @youthreading #sharp17 On the materiality of print
comics, from participant: "This is the closest thing you’re going to ge…
6/11/2017 8:25:32 PM
henningsgaard: Hey, @hkpmcgregor, @CherylSearch name-dropped Darnton but no
diagram. Still count for a point? #DarntonWatch #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:25:47 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARP2017: Reminder: AGM this afternoon in David Lam auditorium,
3.15pm in MacLaurin #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:27:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharpat25 Fondly remembering last year's
#iambookhistory hashtag fun - anyone up for another round? @SHARPorg #sharp17 #…
6/11/2017 8:27:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DrDFuller: @CorinnaNoRue @SHARPorg That's ok. #sharp17 also pairs
well with cab sauvignon...and chilli bites. I know. French fries woul…
6/11/2017 8:27:31 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Kristin Matthews on how Classics Illustrated comics deftly
negotiated anxieties of taste and readerly influence in midcentury US
6/11/2017 8:27:45 PM
deannaMFstover: Really excited about #g3 #sharp17 #ChildrensBooks
https://t.co/RgiQ7PGFNM
6/11/2017 8:27:56 PM
tomabba: It Must Have Been Dark by Then at #Sharp17 ( @ambientlit @_dspk)
https://t.co/wLHLikP8rr
6/11/2017 8:28:51 PM
CritRikk: time for my last session of #sharp17 #G7 b/c tomorrow is again #DHSI2017 amused by reactions to those here in black for hvy Metal conf
6/11/2017 8:29:10 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Karryl Sagun highlights the importance of comics conventions for
indie Philippines publishers' business model
6/11/2017 8:31:13 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 - the sun, food, and weather may be distractions...this will
likely be a more intimate session on digital scholarly editing

6/11/2017 8:32:05 PM
AuroraNebulosa: RT @TheUKRED: Quantity, bingeing on books, conspicuous book
consumption are features of social media book culture: @onlinereaders1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:32:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17!
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry
@mollyh…
6/11/2017 8:33:31 PM
onlinereaders1: Kyle Booten is first post-lunch paper discussing why people quote from
books on social media #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:33:50 PM
amndw2: Wishing I could be in two places at once for #sharp17 and the #DHSI2017
#queerDH workshop.
6/11/2017 8:33:57 PM
Laura_Estill: Up now: @JJMcEvilla "Lost Plays, Lost Versions: Machine Reading
Potentials for Cotgrave's English Treasury" https://t.co/65tucTz6fj #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:33:59 PM
PopFicDoctors: First up after lunch Kyle Booten talks about "Radiant Fragments" literary quotations on social media #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:34:01 PM
onlinereaders1: Great to move beyond Twitter as Kyle starts with Tumblr #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:34:07 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Less Harrison, VCU, on “Edgar Allan Poe’s Tamerlane and the
Limits of Fluid-Text Editing”
6/11/2017 8:34:11 PM
tomabba: And it’s in Victoria BC, for the next day or two. Come and find me.. (panel at
8.45 Sunday morning) #Sharp17 https://t.co/JR3GUp9h5b
6/11/2017 8:34:16 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17!
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry
@mollyh…
6/11/2017 8:34:33 PM
mattrubery: @whitneytrettien Still musing: the future of our discipline depends on a
more capacious approach to the verb "to read." #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:34:44 PM
onlinereaders1: John Green most quoted author Jane Austen a lowly 10th #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:34:45 PM
zanna_vl: Benieuwd naar @lisakuitert en haar presentatie over drukken in de kolonie!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 8:34:45 PM
Beth_driscoll: Kyle Booten gives a paper on literary quotations - such an interesting
and frequent online practice #sharp17

6/11/2017 8:34:45 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert, da universidade de Amsterdan, vai tratar de
tecnologia de impressão na Indonésia., que foi colônia da Holanda.
6/11/2017 8:35:06 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu working on digital edition of Poe, "the
Commonwealth Poe" rules of fluid-text editing, modular publishing
6/11/2017 8:35:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Last panel of today #sharp17 #g1 C19th America! Begin with Jeffrey
Makala on the American Bible Society and Large Scale Printing
6/11/2017 8:35:43 PM
rachellynchase: Kyle Booten talks about the linguistic nature of quotations as
reflections of speaker's purpose #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:35:46 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten's methods: blend of virtual ethnography (survey) and
computational linguistics #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:35:59 PM
PopFicDoctors: Booten collated a list of most-quoted authors on Tumblr #sharp17
https://t.co/zW6l8VIzGW
6/11/2017 8:36:24 PM
DoctorBrant: #sharp17 SHARP 2012 was a blast! Loved the Dublin library culture!
6/11/2017 8:36:32 PM
sharpicecream: Bien joue, Shaf! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ri8fc731My
6/11/2017 8:36:33 PM
AbiLemak: Lisa Kuitert: “All technologies are equal, but some are more equal than
others.” #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:36:33 PM
wynkenhimself: @mattrubery @whitneytrettien One of my favorite things to do with
students is to talk about the many and different… https://t.co/VnbljxjsnU
6/11/2017 8:36:46 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu the edition is itself an interface, mediating
between text and reader
6/11/2017 8:36:51 PM
alyssabooking: RT @lauragrayblair: "21st-century readers are as active and as
innovative as their predecessors" - @loradeets in Session #E5 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 8:37:15 PM
MariaAChappell: Up now in #sharpG6: @JJMcEvilla on John Cotgrave's The English
Treasury of Wit & Language. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:37:24 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten: most frequent ages for surveyed people who share literary
quotes are 19, 20 and 21 - we're talking about young people #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:37:30 PM
AbiLemak: "Minden technológia egyenlő, de egyesek egyenlőbbek mint mások."
#sharp17 #translation #hungarian #magyarul

6/11/2017 8:37:37 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert : o prédio do governo na Indonesia era o mesmo da
imprensa.
6/11/2017 8:37:42 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Kyle Booten on book quoting in tumblr https://t.co/tw8fHzVQMk
6/11/2017 8:37:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten: it is mostly women who share literary quotes. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:37:57 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: Looking forward to @salteri's "Visualizing and Constructing Text in
Children's Geography Books: A Look at the Londo… https://t.co/zovIkcwO9a
6/11/2017 8:37:59 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu - new media challenge us to consider what
is to be gained by amplifying our critical commentary nto new media
6/11/2017 8:38:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Makala: American Bible Society (founded 1816) as
technologically innovative: machine paper, steam presses, stereotypes
6/11/2017 8:38:12 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #G2 On libraries & the digital - Lisa Goddard on scrapbooks &
transgender archives in UVic #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:38:18 PM
sharpicecream: ICE CREAM!!! #sharp17 https://t.co/vKt0iH6xqt
6/11/2017 8:38:20 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten: quotations are effective for discovery and for marketing
#sharp17
6/11/2017 8:38:23 PM
loradeets: 'Digital bibliophilia'! Kyle Booten speaking now about literary quotation on
Tumblr (and why so many quoters are young & female) #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:38:26 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @jjmcevilla on lost plays, early print commonplace books, and
taking a machine reading approach
6/11/2017 8:38:26 PM
robzker: Me reading the #sharp17 programme https://t.co/Naebtwq9JM
6/11/2017 8:38:36 PM
TheUKRED: In #G6, @JJMcEvilla describes examining Cotgrave's extracts, looking for
"lost versions" of published plays using machine reading #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:38:38 PM
randaelka: @JJMcEvilla prsntng Lost Plays,Lost Versions:Machine Reading Potentials for
John Cotgrave's The English Treasury of… https://t.co/rKKG56M6Tb
6/11/2017 8:38:48 PM
lindseyseatter: Sarah Hodgson from @AdamMatthewGrp speaks about using digital
editions to facilitate a "variety of research purposes and pathways" #sharp17

6/11/2017 8:39:01 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu also points to friction, that between
(hu)man and machine; the editor of scholarly edition must introduce it
6/11/2017 8:39:02 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten: it is mostly women who share literary
quotes. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:39:14 PM
ambientlit: RT @tomabba: It Must Have Been Dark by Then at #Sharp17 ( @ambientlit
@_dspk) https://t.co/wLHLikP8rr
6/11/2017 8:39:15 PM
andiesilva: Same! #hardchoices #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/HbDtTitfMt
6/11/2017 8:39:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu the digital scholarly edition is a device for
reading as well as writing about scholarly content
6/11/2017 8:39:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 @furmanspeccoll (Jeffrey Makala) https://t.co/fLfHkjTGXe,
https://t.co/EKnB3j0ZjP & mécanismes de l'édition de masse début 19c #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:39:37 PM
kathiiberens: Booten: quotation is an imagined community of affect. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:39:52 PM
onlinereaders1: Booten: quoting has function of self-expression, combines highly
personal with universal #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:40:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest with bookish gamers
@Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 https://t.co/8RI9HcXE5g
6/11/2017 8:40:40 PM
sharpicecream: Thinking it's a nice afternoon and you'll skip the AGM? Don't. I will be
present in person to cool you down … https://t.co/Jz6jF9tsfM
6/11/2017 8:40:46 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Quoting as self-care - reminds me of bibliotherapy #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:00 PM
amndw2: In session #g4. Kyle Booten is analyzing quotations on Tumblr as a young
women's practice and "imagined community o… https://t.co/oFBwJ4Opvp
6/11/2017 8:41:00 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Why do we share book quotes on social media? Kyle Booten
presents: "Radiant Fragments: Literary Quotations and Social Media"
6/11/2017 8:41:19 PM
andiesilva: Over at #G5 Sarah Hodgson is telling us about the digital Stationer's
Company project at William Matthews #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:25 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 audience is treated to some actual real scrapbooks from
Transgender Archive at UVic cc @MyLiminality https://t.co/RP9z6B24Gi

6/11/2017 8:41:26 PM
Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla on Cotgrave's affection for R Brome & esp. City Wit. See
edition of play here: https://t.co/eRE3YGqKAO #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:30 PM
onlinereaders1: Quoting also kind of self-defence (Booten) - rhetorical shield of original
author #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:33 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert , sobre uso da litografia na Indonésia, inicialmente
para imprimir imagens.
6/11/2017 8:41:33 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest
with bookish gamers @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 8:41:34 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Booten collated a list of most-quoted authors on
Tumblr #sharp17 https://t.co/zW6l8VIzGW
6/11/2017 8:41:38 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten's methods: blend of virtual ethnography
(survey) and computational linguistics #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:43 PM
randaelka: Cotgrave has what @JJMcEvilla calls manuscript bias, a tendency to quote
more from manuscript plays than printed ones #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:47 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad helpfully distinguishing
between distant reading and what she calls "assisted close reading." #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: Booten: quotes offer a rhetorical shield for emotional content. "Texts
have authors, so we know who to prosecute" #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:56 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 Cotgrave shows a "manuscript bias": quoting from MSS plays (were
rarer and more valuable than print versions) @JJMcEvilla #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:41:58 PM
wynkenhimself: Learning about @uvic's transgender archives, which they've been
building since 2007, along w their chair in trans studies #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 8:42:08 PM
rachellynchase: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Why do we share book quotes on social
media? Kyle Booten presents: "Radiant Fragments: Literary Quotations and So…
6/11/2017 8:42:12 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @kathiiberens: Booten: quotation is an imagined community of
affect. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:42:15 PM
rachellynchase: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Quoting as self-care - reminds me of
bibliotherapy #sharp17

6/11/2017 8:42:16 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten: quotations are effective for discovery and
for marketing #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:42:26 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten: literary quotes as strategic uncreative writing - can be
disavowed, or minimised as "just a book" #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:42:31 PM
sharpicecream: Je serais a l'AGM. Et toi? RTez s'il vous plait #sharp17
https://t.co/xGouB5frUC
6/11/2017 8:42:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 audience is treated to some actual real
scrapbooks from Transgender Archive at UVic cc @MyLiminality https://t.…
6/11/2017 8:42:45 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 Corpus selection,
OCR correction, TEI encoding, Analysis with computational tools-all acts of in…
6/11/2017 8:42:45 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest
with bookish gamers @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 8:42:56 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert , crianças do orfanato eram ensinadas a usar
litógrafo. Crianças trabalhavam na edição.
6/11/2017 8:43:06 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 keyword analysis
to find an “imagined community” with the readers.
6/11/2017 8:43:12 PM
PopFicDoctors: @PopFicDoctors quoting also considered paradoxically intimate process;
Booten connects this with online constructions of femininity #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:15 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu offering a variety of editions to consider as
social text, decisions for prov. diplomatic ex, page views
6/11/2017 8:43:18 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @kathiiberens: Booten: quotation is an imagined community of
affect. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:29 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten's methods: blend of virtual ethnography (survey)
and computational linguistics #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:31 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 including more
data, widening scope, expanding reference corpora as a way of moving issues.
6/11/2017 8:43:34 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: Kyle Booten talks about the linguistic nature of
quotations as reflections of speaker's purpose #sharp17

6/11/2017 8:43:37 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: Thinking it's a nice afternoon and you'll skip the
AGM? Don't. I will be present in person to cool you down #sharp17 h…
6/11/2017 8:43:37 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @glass_grant: @rhymesontheroad #sharp17 citing
@Ted_Underwood as a scholar that shares scripts, how to improve their project.
6/11/2017 8:43:42 PM
andiesilva: Project includes assessing the materials for materiality details and planning
for digitization #sharp17 #g5
6/11/2017 8:43:43 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: Booten collated a list of most-quoted authors on Tumblr
#sharp17 https://t.co/zW6l8VIzGW
6/11/2017 8:43:44 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 audience is treated to some actual real
scrapbooks from Transgender Archive at UVic cc @MyLiminality https://t.…
6/11/2017 8:43:46 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kathiiberens: Booten: quotation is an imagined community of
affect. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:51 PM
rhymesontheroad: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #f1 @rhymesontheroad ends by
reminding us that computers are good at finding patterns, but not at attributing…
6/11/2017 8:43:54 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten: literary quotes as strategic uncreative
writing - can be disavowed, or minimised as "just a book" #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:54 PM
zanna_vl: Uiterst interessante casestudy van Engels missionaris William Medhurst!
@lisakuitert #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:43:57 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest with
bookish gamers @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 8:44:03 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Booten: literary quotes as strategic uncreative
writing - can be disavowed, or minimised as "just a book" #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:44:13 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Quoting as self-care - reminds me of
bibliotherapy #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:44:15 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: Je serais a l'AGM. Et toi? RTez s'il vous plait
#sharp17 https://t.co/xGouB5frUC
6/11/2017 8:44:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 @furmanspeccoll innovations technologiques de l'American Bible
Society (1816): papier en continu, presse à vape… https://t.co/AmLAcBB0c0

6/11/2017 8:44:21 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 audience is treated to some actual real
scrapbooks from Transgender Archive at UVic cc @MyLiminality https://t.…
6/11/2017 8:44:24 PM
jasminemulliken: Learning about the fascinating transgender archive at @UVicLib
specifically scrapbooks from the former Ulster TGA collection. #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 8:44:26 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Thinking it's a nice afternoon and you'll skip the
AGM? Don't. I will be present in person to cool you down #sharp17 h…
6/11/2017 8:44:37 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu scholarly friction intro-d by link to JPEG of
page or variety of titles (no weight to suggest prefered ed)
6/11/2017 8:44:44 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@lauragrayblair has gathered a LOT of interesting
data on Goodreads reviews. So inspiring #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:44:50 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @jjmcevilla presents a fasc argument about manuscript bias in
Cotgrave's quoting in The English Treasury
6/11/2017 8:45:05 PM
lindseyseatter: Hodgson reflects on conservation concerns when preparing material for
digitization #sharp17 https://t.co/6daR2gI7RO
6/11/2017 8:45:06 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rachellynchase: Kyle Booten talks about the linguistic nature of
quotations as reflections of speaker's purpose #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:45:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Quoting as self-care - reminds me of
bibliotherapy #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:45:14 PM
andiesilva: Great thing is that materials that needed to be cared for/better preserved
have been treated in prep. for digitization #sharp17 #g5
6/11/2017 8:45:22 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert https://t.co/CAu3ChOup9
6/11/2017 8:45:23 PM
bookhistories: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Makala: American Bible Society
(founded 1816) as technologically innovative: machine paper, steam presses…
6/11/2017 8:45:29 PM
DH_OU: RT @TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad helpfully distinguishing between distant
reading and what she calls "assisted close reading." #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:46:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17!
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry
@mollyh…

6/11/2017 8:46:09 PM
gbarnhisel: @furmanspeccoll: American Bible Society partly founded to counteract
Jefferson's deism, Paine's atheism #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:46:20 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu John Bryant's, The Fluid Text, providing
guidance for the development of the Commonwealth Poe
6/11/2017 8:46:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: An image of one of the scrapbooks in the #transgender archives at
#UVic #sharp17 https://t.co/vMv1vqGASZ
6/11/2017 8:46:26 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu successful exampple of fluid text is the
Longman critical edition of Moby-Dick using Am. 1851 ed as base
6/11/2017 8:47:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Makala: ABS were also printing Bibles in langs other
than English. Reminder that Early America was multilingual print culture
6/11/2017 8:47:06 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: Learning about British travelogues written by women as "narratives in
which facts could be imparted" from @salteri #sharp17 @SHARP2017
6/11/2017 8:47:15 PM
kathiiberens: Booten: Quotations are ready-made self-expression, like ready-made
clothes one slips into.#sharp17
6/11/2017 8:47:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Shaf_Towheed: An image of one of the scrapbooks in the
#transgender archives at #UVic #sharp17 https://t.co/vMv1vqGASZ
6/11/2017 8:47:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Je serais a l'AGM. Et toi? RTez s'il vous plait
#sharp17 https://t.co/xGouB5frUC
6/11/2017 8:47:29 PM
randaelka: @JJMcEvilla explores textualities of 'lostness' in Cotgrave's works #sharp17
https://t.co/3jWFgiPSd5
6/11/2017 8:47:34 PM
andiesilva: Hodgson: "It is important to maintain a link between the digital file and the
physical item at the archive." YES. YES. YES. #sharp17 #g5
6/11/2017 8:47:36 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 need to sit on my hands to stop tweeting these imgs of
scrapbooks: Daily Mail anti-"permissive society" https://t.co/BXfwbnASVL
6/11/2017 8:47:39 PM
jimmussell: @Shaf_Towheed Where's the picture of the next slide, Shaf? #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:47:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Why do we share book quotes on social
media? Kyle Booten presents: "Radiant Fragments: Literary Quotations and So…
6/11/2017 8:47:57 PM

Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Quoting as self-care - reminds me of
bibliotherapy #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:48:02 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Thinking it's a nice afternoon and you'll skip the
AGM? Don't. I will be present in person to cool you down #sharp17 h…
6/11/2017 8:48:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @kathiiberens: Booten: quotation is an imagined community of
affect. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:48:20 PM
PopFicDoctors: Booten: 'vague pronoun' quotation allows individuals to claim
sentiments - like a well-made garment that anticipates wearer #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:48:20 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu talks about the changes made by BR and
US editors, what left out (BR ed: "we can't say there is no God!"
6/11/2017 8:48:31 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @randaelka: @JJMcEvilla explores textualities of 'lostness' in
Cotgrave's works #sharp17 https://t.co/3jWFgiPSd5
6/11/2017 8:48:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: Saviez-vous que @UVicSC sont ouvertes en fin de semaine pour #sharp17?
Merci @bethknazook de propager la bonne nouv… https://t.co/6ORd314ssR
6/11/2017 8:48:41 PM
lauragrayblair: Kyle Booten talks about quotation culture on Tumblr: particularly offers
space for women for expression often policed elsewhere #SHARP17 #G4
6/11/2017 8:48:41 PM
lesliehowsam: Ice cream at AGM? Quel innovation! #sharp17 https://t.co/RamL7XZ1R6
6/11/2017 8:48:44 PM
CitizenWald: Jeffrey Makala, speaking on American Bible Society, just gave a shoutout
to “the great historian @JohnFea1” #SHARP17 https://t.co/kH4X6ELGpH
6/11/2017 8:48:45 PM
khetiwe24: Yum yum. #sharp17 https://t.co/YIVyGvNFPE
6/11/2017 8:48:52 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @JJMcEvilla: variant versions in Cotgrave's dramatic extracts are "lost
fragments" of now vanished MS copies of known plays #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:48:58 PM
andiesilva: This lady is *not* happy about her metadata. #sharp17 #g5
https://t.co/UbyvYro0UU
6/11/2017 8:49:03 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert , sobre uso da litografia na
Indonésia, inicialmente para imprimir imagens.
6/11/2017 8:49:05 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @andiesilva: This lady is *not* happy about her metadata.
#sharp17 #g5 https://t.co/UbyvYro0UU

6/11/2017 8:49:12 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu example of Walden: A Fluid Text - can only
display three of seven witnesses on the screen
6/11/2017 8:49:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Thanks for Tweeting this paper! Was very sad to miss it #sharp17
https://t.co/nqimoghCuv
6/11/2017 8:49:40 PM
kathiiberens: Bootee’s two conclusion: 1) quotations as anti-selfie. The point of quoting
is to posit the quotation as a shared belief, an “us." #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:49:45 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: ICE CREAM!!! #sharp17 https://t.co/vKt0iH6xqt
6/11/2017 8:49:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 need to sit on my hands to stop
tweeting these imgs of scrapbooks: Daily Mail anti-"permissive society" https://…
6/11/2017 8:49:57 PM
JohnFea1: RT @CitizenWald: Jeffrey Makala, speaking on American Bible Society, just
gave a shoutout to “the great historian @JohnFea1” #SHARP17 https…
6/11/2017 8:50:03 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 I'd like to think a bit more about facsimiles
lying. Doesn't that imply that they could be honest? Representation,…
6/11/2017 8:50:07 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu on to Poe's Tamerlane! the fluid text edition
will in part chart the evolution of the text: 1829, 1831, 1850
6/11/2017 8:50:11 PM
grvsmth: RT @andiesilva: This lady is *not* happy about her metadata. #sharp17 #g5
https://t.co/UbyvYro0UU
6/11/2017 8:50:19 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert , adolescentes (?) trabalhando na encadernação de
livros. Alguns estão descalços. https://t.co/QSdQnptGVv
6/11/2017 8:50:25 PM
loradeets: 'Helpful counter-example' to stereotypes of young women's use of social
media - literary quotations about 'us' not 'me' Kyle Booten #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:50:33 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Kyle Booten: posting "book quotes as the anti-selfie"
#fascinating
6/11/2017 8:50:41 PM
loradeets: RT @kathiiberens: Booten: Quotations are ready-made self-expression, like
ready-made clothes one slips into.#sharp17
6/11/2017 8:50:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu beyond verse collections, other
manuscripts, total of 44 versions!? (I may have misheard the #)
6/11/2017 8:50:49 PM

kathiiberens: Booten’s second conclusion: “algorithms that care.” 1 user said: “God can
care what I share and get it to someone who needs it.” #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:50:58 PM
Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla convincingly argues that Cotgrave used a MS or lost version
of The Coxcomb https://t.co/65tucTz6fj (extract 56.2) #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:51:12 PM
bookhistories: Makala: Amerikanska bibelsällskapet utgav 1,3 miljoner böcker/år vid en
tid då USA hade endast 3 miljoner hushåll (ca. 1830) #g1 #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:51:28 PM
CitizenWald: Jeffrey Makala shows us 1820s archival document that he believes to be
first explicit instructions on repair of stereotype plates #SHARP17
6/11/2017 8:51:30 PM
PopFicDoctors: "God can work through what I share and get it to someone who needs
it": Booten quotes a participant on display algorithms #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:51:44 PM
JohnFea1: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Makala: American Bible Society
(founded 1816) as technologically innovative: machine paper, steam presses…
6/11/2017 8:51:52 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu offers us a Fluid-Text VCU student edition
of "Spirits of the Dead" - he does not teach them one-off tech
6/11/2017 8:52:25 PM
loradeets: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Kyle Booten: posting "book quotes as the antiselfie" #fascinating
6/11/2017 8:52:30 PM
khetiwe24: @kathiiberens "quotes move in mysterious ways" - Booten's paper explores
boundaries b/w human & machine reading #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 8:52:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 American Bible Society n'imprimait pas que des Bibles en anglais:
culture de l'imprimé était multilingue aux dé… https://t.co/p7jRFhKuy3
6/11/2017 8:52:42 PM
robzker: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 need to sit on my hands to stop tweeting these
imgs of scrapbooks: Daily Mail anti-"permissive society" https://…
6/11/2017 8:52:45 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Lisa Kuitert , diferença de qualidade entre litografia e tipografia.
6/11/2017 8:52:59 PM
randaelka: Cotgrave possessed many popular manuscripts that were ready for print,
possibly containing Shakespeare's scraps. Whoa! @JJMcEvilla #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:53:01 PM
kathrynpiquette: RT @TheUKRED: .@rhymesontheroad helpfully distinguishing
between distant reading and what she calls "assisted close reading." #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:53:01 PM
gbarnhisel: @furmanspeccoll on the mechanical labor necessary to spread the word of
God from faulty stereotype plates #sharp17 https://t.co/WVLFLuXAQC

6/11/2017 8:53:04 PM
CitizenWald: RT @gbarnhisel: @furmanspeccoll on the mechanical labor necessary to
spread the word of God from faulty stereotype plates #sharp17 https://…
6/11/2017 8:53:18 PM
Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla on the value of his faceted search. I esp. like "Plays by
[Cotgrave's] Subject" #sharp17 https://t.co/65tucTz6fj
6/11/2017 8:53:36 PM
a_e_lang: The extreme fragility of scrapbooks: often made of cheap materials, not
made to last. Binding can leave a shadow when digitized #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 8:53:38 PM
rachellynchase: Next up: Hannah McGregor on podcasting #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:53:40 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu - but this was a simple work, in contrast to
others; he points to heatmap using Juxta for SotD
6/11/2017 8:53:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@hkpmcgregor (of @ohwitchplease fame) here to talk about the new
media middlebrow: podcasting and the digital sentimental #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:53:49 PM
andiesilva: Hodgson addressing the balance between providing complex metadata and
guiding/constraining researchers with specific themes. #sharp17 #g5
6/11/2017 8:53:51 PM
loradeets: Next up: @hkpmcgregor and 'What is the New Media Middlebrow?' #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:53:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Makala: ABS were entering to complex contracts that
required technology and capital. Not all publishers could fulfil them
6/11/2017 8:53:54 PM
onlinereaders1: Hannah McGregor on podcasting and the digital sentimental #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:54:01 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @JJMcEvilla providing tantalising glimpses of the now-vanished archive
of pre-1642 play manuscripts circulating in the 1650s #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:54:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: C'est ce que démontre également le travail de @gpinsonm19 et @media19!
#sharp17 https://t.co/DPkAjWlsUt
6/11/2017 8:54:15 PM
jasminemulliken: Digitizing scrapbooks calls for a lot of judgment calls. Ah the glorious
madness of multimedia! #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 8:54:26 PM
kathiiberens: RT @khetiwe24: @kathiiberens "quotes move in mysterious ways" Booten's paper explores boundaries b/w human & machine reading #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 8:54:28 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla on the value of his faceted search. I esp.
like "Plays by [Cotgrave's] Subject" #sharp17 https://t.co/65tuc…

6/11/2017 8:54:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @KitDorey @shonfaye #sharp17 #g2 has all the Tweets. Looks like
they've got some amazing scrapbooks, which might be getting digitized...?
6/11/2017 8:55:14 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor on the new media middlebrow.. ..and podcasting!
6/11/2017 8:55:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @hkpmcgregor is presenting on podcasts and the new media
middlebrow - very excited to hear this #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:55:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelsi - Bentley closes at end of
C19. How do we fit their female employees into scholarly narratives o…
6/11/2017 8:56:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: Had great podcast swapping discussions with @futurerhetorics @khetiwe24
@djohnevans at #sharp17! Thanks for live-tw… https://t.co/6BjByXPfFy
6/11/2017 8:56:23 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu Fluid-Text ed "A Dream within a Dream"
1849 vrsn as base, introduces prod. friction w/1829 ed as prim witness
6/11/2017 8:56:26 PM
helensonner: Sarah Hodgson providing backstage view of forthcoming digitized archive
of Stationers' Company. #JobEnvy @AdamMatthewGrp #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:56:44 PM
loradeets: 'Of course - it's the catharsis of the middlebrow reading experience!' Loving
@hkpmcgregor 's segue to podcasts #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:56:51 PM
wynkenhimself: The challenges of digitizing scrapbooks are many many many points
out @lisagoddard #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 8:56:58 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 .@LesHarrison_vcu Fluid-Text edition of "Dream" more difficult
with revisions
6/11/2017 8:57:07 PM
andiesilva: At Shakespeare in Performance, users can use split screens to compare
titles. https://t.co/2SVhe2YRlk #sharp17 #g5 https://t.co/pItI4zgZrf
6/11/2017 8:57:27 PM
amndw2: Now, @hkpmcgregor on podcasting, "the catharsis of the middlebrow reading
experience," and sentimentality #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:57:34 PM
khetiwe24: @gbarnhisel @furmanspeccoll Connections in #g4 and #g1 - dissemination
of the word/power of God w/printing & quoting #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:57:44 PM
Sarathena192: Folksonomy and taxonomy -- fantastic way to think / re-cast
control/resistance in metadata structures -- @jroberson140 #g8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:57:51 PM

AbiLemak: @AmyHildrethChen @ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase
@alisakbeer @SimonRowberry @mollyhardy @richendabrim… https://t.co/UGHNb68CH5
6/11/2017 8:57:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: In case anyone wants to check out that wonderful middlebrow Venn
diagram @hkpmcgregor shared: https://t.co/RM5EGTggz7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:58:13 PM
rachellynchase: Shout out to research of @Beth_driscoll in Hannah McGregor's
presentation! #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:58:14 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Tess Henthorne - on TEI encoding and its effects on the Digital
Thing of Shelley's Frankenstein
6/11/2017 8:58:16 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @khetiwe24: @kathiiberens "quotes move in mysterious ways" Booten's paper explores boundaries b/w human & machine reading #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 8:58:17 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor shout out to @Beth_driscoll’s “The New Literary
Middlebrow” https://t.co/AiRSh6Be9d #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:58:17 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @andiesilva: At Shakespeare in Performance, users can use split
screens to compare titles. https://t.co/2SVhe2YRlk #sharp17 #g5 https://…
6/11/2017 8:58:21 PM
CitizenWald: Speaking of scrapbooks #SHARP17 g2, longtime @SHARPorg member
Ellen Garvey is author of history of US scrapbooking https://t.co/ZHogQagsMB
6/11/2017 8:58:25 PM
rachellynchase: RT @loradeets: 'Of course - it's the catharsis of the middlebrow
reading experience!' Loving @hkpmcgregor 's segue to podcasts #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:58:38 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Marie_LSJ: Had great podcast swapping discussions with
@futurerhetorics @khetiwe24 @djohnevans at #sharp17! Thanks for live-tweeting #g…
6/11/2017 8:58:38 PM
randaelka: RT @Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla on the value of his faceted search. I esp. like
"Plays by [Cotgrave's] Subject" #sharp17 https://t.co/65tuc…
6/11/2017 8:58:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @hkpmcgregor is presenting on podcasts and the
new media middlebrow - very excited to hear this #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:58:44 PM
jmaxsfu: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor delves into the idea of 'new media middlebrow' ...
6/11/2017 8:58:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Scrapbook digitisation - make sure you use International Image
Interoperability Framework (IIIF) with common API #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/11/2017 8:59:08 PM
jasminemulliken: Important to use IIIF viewer for digitizing objects like scrapbooks.
#sharp17 #g2

6/11/2017 8:59:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CitizenWald: Speaking of scrapbooks #SHARP17 g2, longtime
@SHARPorg member Ellen Garvey is author of history of US scrapbooking https:/…
6/11/2017 8:59:15 PM
Beth_driscoll: Is digital culture mass culture? Can it be middlebrow? asks
@hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:59:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Tess Henthorne starts w shoutout to the Shelley-Godwin
Archive https://t.co/7VeICliEqs - TEI changes the materiality of edition
6/11/2017 8:59:22 PM
Sarathena192: .@jroberson140 here in #g8, using 19thc scrapbooks to think
contemporary assumptions abt user-gen metadata #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:59:23 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor sketching how podcasts might serve as new media
middlebrow: “story” as told particularly NPR. #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:59:33 PM
khetiwe24: .@hkpmcgregor on podcasting & middlebrow listening #g4 -> parallels to
@EnlightenmentDH inquiry into #c18 middelbro… https://t.co/OmRAt5wO5Z
6/11/2017 8:59:43 PM
getstork: RT @Beth_driscoll: Is digital culture mass culture? Can it be middlebrow? asks
@hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 8:59:45 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith w/ great title: DeWiit Clinton, My
Most Implacable Enemy, Has Died: Politics in the Margins in Early Am Rep
6/11/2017 8:59:46 PM
AbiLemak: @PopFicDoctors @sprowberry Ez is nekem az első gondolatom: igen igen,
működik, de szép e??? 볼 #prioritások #sharp17#hungarian
6/11/2017 8:59:53 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Tess Henthorne draws on Bill Brown's discussion of things, and
Joanna Drucker's work, to nod to SGA digital materials 6/11/2017 9:00:06 PM
trueXstory: RT @whitneytrettien: #sharp17-inspired musing: "unreadable" books are
still *read* in some way. They just demand a more capacious approach…
6/11/2017 9:00:10 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@hkpmcgregor: Middlebrow's mediation central to claims of
democratising potential. Podcasting an example of new media middlebrow #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:00:15 PM
a_e_lang: Appreciative murmur from #sharp17 #g2 audience as @lisagoddard zooms
in. Probably better res than in person with a magnifying glass #IIIF
6/11/2017 9:00:27 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Tess Henthorne rather than a single, stable material item, the
"thing" is created by repeated reader interactions w text(s?)

6/11/2017 9:00:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @a_e_lang: Appreciative murmur from #sharp17 #g2 audience as
@lisagoddard zooms in. Probably better res than in person with a magnifying…
6/11/2017 9:01:05 PM
bethknazook: Alan Rauch: Books are rarely entirely directed at children b/c adults are
gatekeepers. Illustrations entice and assert value. #sharp17 #g3
6/11/2017 9:01:25 PM
loradeets: 'Faith in expert voices' and, in place of literature, 'story' - thoroughly
compelling case for podcasts as middlebrow @hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:01:27 PM
igallupd: RT @wynkenhimself: The challenges of digitizing scrapbooks are many many
many points out @lisagoddard #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 9:01:29 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne (quick overview of TEI XML for the audience;
textual, procedural elements - nod to David Birnbaum)
6/11/2017 9:01:36 PM
kathiiberens: Podcasts oscillate between privilege and accessibility. Citing Malik’s
“horizons of the publishable.” https://t.co/OvchHNRo3O #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:02:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - the hierarchical nature of TEI raises questions
about the nature of *things* - so now unpacking *thing-ness*
6/11/2017 9:02:16 PM
khetiwe24: Is The Middle Mind by Curtis White part of this lit on middlebrow listening?
Has coverage of radio: https://t.co/AYZv83KYXa #g4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:02:19 PM
Laura_Estill: Emily Francomano presenting on " What is Digital Manuscript Culture? And
What Will it Be?..." also for @Heather_Bamford #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:02:21 PM
jasminemulliken: Hey @StanfordLibs Mirador shout-out at #sharp17 ! Potential for use
at @UVicLib in digitizing the transgender collection. #g2
6/11/2017 9:02:36 PM
matte_kishor: RT @oldpondcomics: Looks like I'll be tweeting the #sharp17 conference
in comics. https://t.co/EwsEiiAoPR
6/11/2017 9:02:41 PM
MariaAChappell: Those darn shameless youths #G6 #sharpG6 #SHARP17 Emily C.
Francomano presenting on Libro de buen amor (the book of… https://t.co/b13UxswdW9
6/11/2017 9:02:48 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - from Bill Brown, the objects that go unnoticed in
daily life until a change (or malfunction) - temporal cxn
6/11/2017 9:02:53 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: Is digital culture mass culture? Can it be
middlebrow? asks @hkpmcgregor #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:03:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #e1 Lubelski's sources are fantastic on
affective labour of publishing. Reading bad "ms" as depressing for pr…
6/11/2017 9:03:39 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor: How middlebrow swaps out reading with this thing
they—podcasts, digital photography--call “story.” #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:03:41 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - Things can have agency and lives of their own,
even when undetected by the subject; back to digital text
6/11/2017 9:03:50 PM
jmaxsfu: #sharp17 New media middlebrow replaces 'literary' with 'the story' always
already democratized - @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:04:01 PM
khetiwe24: @jasminemulliken @StanfordLibs @UVicLib Lots of #IIIF discussion in our
#dhsi2017 course on #LOD last week - Mirado… https://t.co/EL6NcBD4wY
6/11/2017 9:04:01 PM
richendabrim: RT @jasminemulliken: Hey @StanfordLibs Mirador shout-out at
#sharp17 ! Potential for use at @UVicLib in digitizing the transgender collecti…
6/11/2017 9:04:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: New media middlebrow eg podcasts swap out the 'literary' for 'story'
@hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:04:22 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - text is underpinned by code (and script); (also
content and presentation, all handled on deeper level as binary)
6/11/2017 9:04:37 PM
shakespeareUDW: RT @andiesilva: At Shakespeare in Performance, users can use split
screens to compare titles. https://t.co/2SVhe2YRlk #sharp17 #g5 https://…
6/11/2017 9:04:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @jmaxsfu: #sharp17 New media middlebrow replaces 'literary' with
'the story' always already democratized - @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:04:40 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor: middlebrow's“three levels of mediation: cultural expert
as storyteller, algorithmic curation, reader’s navigation.” #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:04:55 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: New media middlebrow eg podcasts swap out the
'literary' for 'story' @hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:04:57 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Delightful talk by @hkpmcgregor "What is the New Media
Middlebrow? Podcasting & Digital Sentimental”: who shapes literary taste?
6/11/2017 9:04:58 PM
andiesilva: @MariaAChappell Sounds like a perfect timeless comentary. Internet
comments section, anyone? #youths #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:05:01 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor Podcasts swap out literary for some thing call "story."
That is so true.
6/11/2017 9:05:19 PM
samartha: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Why do we share book quotes on social media?
Kyle Booten presents: "Radiant Fragments: Literary Quotations and So…
6/11/2017 9:05:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: @hkpmcgregor: proliferating digital stories triply curated: by cultural
experts, algorithmic logic of feed, and users themselves #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:05:43 PM
loradeets: 'Always already valuable' literature displaced by 'always already
democratised' story as middlebrow moves to new media @hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:05:44 PM
zanna_vl: Brendan Luyt parle de connaissances et des pouvoirs en regardant des
Bulletins of the Bureau of Forestry Aux Philippines #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:06:06 PM
Laura_Estill: .@CFranquely points to her pedagogically oriented edition of the MS Liber
de Buen Amor https://t.co/syKFzmkYFz #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:06:07 PM
bethknazook: Rauch: “However, these are books that any child would recognize are for
them.” That's exciting. #sharp17 #g3
6/11/2017 9:06:09 PM
AmyHildrethChen: What is it about #sharp17 that makes every talk hysterical &
thoughtful? This is the first time I am entertained at an academic conference..
6/11/2017 9:06:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 @StevenCarlSmith: paternité contestée du https://t.co/bNWkYVmN8u
(attribuée à https://t.co/pBzzuH2THZ) #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:06:12 PM
samartha: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@tylershores: "I'm wearing my paperback cologne
today. Feel free to come up and smell me after the talk" #sharp17 https…
6/11/2017 9:06:12 PM
deannaMFstover: Interesting presentation by @alanrauch but damn that's a creepy
picture #g3 #SHARP17 https://t.co/JzgRsKVu2Q
6/11/2017 9:06:13 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - from Drucker, chart the change, from literal to
contingent, shades of performativity - flux vs stability/constancy
6/11/2017 9:06:16 PM
samartha: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and Slow –
Observing Book Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/POm2rDI…
6/11/2017 9:06:27 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: What is it about #sharp17 that makes every talk
hysterical & thoughtful? This is the first time I am entertained at an…

6/11/2017 9:06:58 PM
randaelka: @CFranquely uses Digital Libro de buen amor to argue that medieval MS
aren't limited to medival prd & contribute to 21st MS culture #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:07:10 PM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: Next up @sprowberry on Amazon patents. Super
excited for this one! #sharp17 https://t.co/jrVv2pQLlA
6/11/2017 9:07:10 PM
rachellynchase: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor Podcasts swap out literary for
some thing call "story." That is so true.
6/11/2017 9:07:26 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Elkanah Watson annotated his
History of the Eerie Canal to set record straight, almost making his own edition
6/11/2017 9:07:28 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - the view of a thing as an event (or ALSO as)
rather than an entity raises productive questions
6/11/2017 9:07:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Speaking of scrapbooks #SHARP17 g2, longtime
@SHARPorg member Ellen Garvey is author of history of US scrapbooking https:/…
6/11/2017 9:07:31 PM
samartha: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest with
bookish gamers @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 htt…
6/11/2017 9:08:02 PM
tomabba: First mention for @pickleindex at #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:08:02 PM
kathiiberens: @StoryCorps as middlebrow: @hkpmcgregor: “it’s like walking on holy
ground.” Media not tainting the art but authentic. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:08:11 PM
MyLiminality: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 #g2 audience is treated to some actual real
scrapbooks from Transgender Archive at UVic cc @MyLiminality https://t.…
6/11/2017 9:08:33 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @CFranquely Digital surrogates allow us to work in "super human
way", to undo the ravages of time, etc.
6/11/2017 9:08:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor Podcasts swap out literary for
some thing call "story." That is so true.
6/11/2017 9:08:49 PM
sharpicecream: Dans une heure/3.15pm. Be there or be a non-ice cream shape
#sharp17 #bribery https://t.co/FK1K7cW3Nx
6/11/2017 9:08:53 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - Frankenstein manuscript - transcribed, encoded;
her focus is vol 3 (1818 edition)
6/11/2017 9:08:55 PM

jmaxsfu: #sharp17 Media seen as delivery systems for 'authentic' stories. @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:08:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: New media middlebrow eg podcasts swap out the
'literary' for 'story' @hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:09:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @jmaxsfu: #sharp17 New media middlebrow replaces 'literary' with
'the story' always already democratized - @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:09:09 PM
AmyHildrethChen: "Digital intimacy: it's what it's all about." Podcasting & the
middlebrow @ #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:09:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Dans une heure/3.15pm. Be there or be a non-ice
cream shape #sharp17 #bribery https://t.co/FK1K7cW3Nx
6/11/2017 9:09:35 PM
Sarathena192: .@jroberson140 "highly recommends" browsing the <Lord Byron> tag
on tumblr...(particularly if one is feeling Sad But Fab) #g8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:09:35 PM
randaelka: @CFranquely : Digital MS's are curated and mediated objects.The digital
likeness is not equal to the object it represents #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:09:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne's handout offers contrast of the "standard view"
(cross-out and final printed text) and Encoded version w/TEI
6/11/2017 9:09:45 PM
rachellynchase: Hannah McGregor: digital intimacy is what it is all about, familiarity
with an audience #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:09:52 PM
lindseyseatter: Now, Carolyn Allen uses Eli Horowitz's Pickle Index to demonstrate
"how the physical book remains relevant in our digital world" #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:09:52 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @CFranquely: trying to mediate the gap between digitization and
medievalists who still value the tangibility of physical MSS #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:10:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Watson also wrote complimentary
marginalia in pamphlets that praised his role in canal.
6/11/2017 9:10:22 PM
MariaAChappell: Francomano & Bamford seek to "reclaim the material margin" - they
had me at "marginalia"#sharp17 #sharpG6 #G6 #marginalia
6/11/2017 9:10:26 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - the TEI incorporates interpretation (ex: tag
"unclear" w/ 'reason" data "illegible")
6/11/2017 9:10:31 PM
Laura_Estill: .@CFranquely highlights mediation of digital medieval MSSM Levy & I
wrote about similar w women's MSS https://t.co/kq2PXwNI5Y #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:10:34 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor drawing a nice connection between “story” podcasts and
The Humans of New York project. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:10:40 PM
mollyhardy: I think we have a winning slide! From Jessica Robertson #sharp17 #g8
#byron #sadbutfab https://t.co/9apmELuwdS
6/11/2017 9:11:04 PM
helensonner: RT @AmyHildrethChen: What is it about #sharp17 that makes every talk
hysterical & thoughtful? This is the first time I am entertained at an…
6/11/2017 9:11:05 PM
a_e_lang: Thanks to all you heroic folks live-tweeting @hkpmcgregor's #sharp17 #g4
paper, which sounds every bit as sharp as… https://t.co/K73139vWu5
6/11/2017 9:11:11 PM
randaelka: @CFranquely pt2 tangibility:what's book culture without actual real books &
what does it mean to handle books w/o their materialty? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:11:27 PM
khetiwe24: .@hkpmcgregor doing great things on new "middlebrow" digital
engagement #podcaststudies @99piorg @ThisAmerLife #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 9:11:40 PM
Sarathena192: How should digital archivists tag/data-base potentially traumatic
objects? -- so asks, @KateHolterhoff #g8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:11:50 PM
Freya_Gowrley: RT @mollyhardy: I think we have a winning slide! From Jessica
Robertson #sharp17 #g8 #byron #sadbutfab https://t.co/9apmELuwdS
6/11/2017 9:11:53 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor What is the middlebrow training ghte middle class to do ?
Is it a neoliberal tech: the self in need of curation? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:11:55 PM
zanna_vl: RT @Shaf_Towheed: I think this is a first at #sharp17? Brilliantly innovative
#e5 @tylershores https://t.co/tmgEvIKLl5
6/11/2017 9:12:02 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @CFranquely Questions of tangible & intangible heritage. Does
tangible heritage need an interpreter? Intangible does.
6/11/2017 9:12:17 PM
UVicSC: RT @Marie_LSJ: Saviez-vous que @UVicSC sont ouvertes en fin de semaine
pour #sharp17? Merci @bethknazook de propager la bonne nouvelle! (#g…
6/11/2017 9:12:20 PM
jimmussell: I'm enjoying Katie Gucer's account of the way she produced her own
archive to archive her archive #g2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:12:24 PM
rebeccamchung: Kate Holterhoff: How digital archives should be constructed when the
images could cause trauma #sharp17 #g8

6/11/2017 9:13:23 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@hkpmcgregor: theory of new media middlebrow would help us
understand what middlebrow is training contemporary middle class to do #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:13:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @CFranquely "Imitation of the presence effect when we work with
digital manuscripts" User experience with medieval manuscripts.
6/11/2017 9:13:27 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rachellynchase: Hannah McGregor: digital intimacy is what it is all
about, familiarity with an audience #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:13:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: "Digital intimacy: it's what it's all about."
Podcasting & the middlebrow @ #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:13:38 PM
jmaxsfu: #sharp17 New media middlebrow abandons universality for endless
particularity - @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 9:13:40 PM
KatieMcGettigan: I'd have this on a tote bag #sharp17 https://t.co/7FRdjXbHGd
6/11/2017 9:13:45 PM
Sarathena192: RT @mollyhardy: I think we have a winning slide! From Jessica
Robertson #sharp17 #g8 #byron #sadbutfab https://t.co/9apmELuwdS
6/11/2017 9:13:56 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @CFranquely: is there a "presence effect when we work with digital
manuscripts?" Yes: still a sense of touching the past #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:14:00 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - digs into the use of the word "wretch" and
contrasting Percy's use (3) w/Mary's (47 or 57!)
6/11/2017 9:14:04 PM
henningsgaard: Wondering if Carolyn Packard Allen's #sharp17 paper is the first-ever
academic paper about THE PICKLE INDEX. What s… https://t.co/cA6NKU0nMY
6/11/2017 9:14:12 PM
amndw2: .@hkpmcgregor asks: what is the digital middlebrow training the middle class
for today? #g4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:14:13 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp17 https://t.co/K30YEoBIlR
6/11/2017 9:14:16 PM
randaelka: .@CFranquelytalks abt the potential ephemerality of MS's & asks what the
loss of authenticity w/o the material invites(access, etc) #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:14:33 PM
CitizenWald: #SHARP17 is so good that it makes even German bunnies want to study
#book #history https://t.co/CAobE9UotK
6/11/2017 9:14:37 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @a_e_lang: Thanks to all you heroic folks live-tweeting
@hkpmcgregor's #sharp17 #g4 paper, which sounds every bit as sharp as an @ohwitc…

6/11/2017 9:14:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 https://t.co/LnyQm62epN annote sa copie de Histoire du canal Érié
https://t.co/n5hC5ZMGYv réécrit pour s'attribuer la paternité #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:15:08 PM
amndw2: RT @KatieMcGettigan: I'd have this on a tote bag #sharp17
https://t.co/7FRdjXbHGd
6/11/2017 9:15:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @CFranquely Creating the effect of touching the past, turning
asynchrony & synchrony. Perceptions of intention #ethics
6/11/2017 9:15:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne also digs into MITH's interface for the SGA's
presentation of Frankenstein, toggle to show diff. edits to manuscript
6/11/2017 9:15:53 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Dans une heure/3.15pm. Be there or be a non-ice
cream shape #sharp17 #bribery https://t.co/FK1K7cW3Nx
6/11/2017 9:16:19 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne - another example is the use of <damage> tags;
show up on some pages, not others, and maybe change day by day
6/11/2017 9:16:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: Excited and expectant for talk on audiobooks and new technology from
Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:16:57 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 It is clear to me that I have to read a bunch of e books this summer.
6/11/2017 9:16:58 PM
rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because then I don't feel like
the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:17:11 PM
tylershores: @hkpmcgregor #sharp17 "What would a theory of new media middlebrow
do for us?", sharing stories and the triple curation of content
6/11/2017 9:17:13 PM
onlinereaders1: Final paper is on audiobooks between libraries and markets with
Lisbeth Warsoe Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:17:17 PM
SHARP2017: RT @rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because
then I don't feel like the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:17:30 PM
bethknazook: Rauch: We can never take any author or illustrator at their word particularly when they say, "I didn't mean anything by that" #sharp17 #g3
6/11/2017 9:17:35 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Henthorne "equally lurking demeanor as the party concludes"
in the digital presence offered by the SGA online
6/11/2017 9:17:40 PM

Marie_LSJ: #g1 dans ses annotations, Watson s'appuie sur https://t.co/qYEQBD36of:
politiques de Watson avaient permis la construction du canal #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:17:40 PM
rebeccamchung: Descriptive metadata makes material available immediately...the
record, not the remix, is the norm #g7 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:17:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 It is clear to me that I have to read a bunch of
e books this summer.
6/11/2017 9:17:59 PM
bookhistories: RT @rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because
then I don't feel like the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:18:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @CFranquely The possibility of critiquing the past by jumping
from century to century. Imitating medieval ms culture & experience
6/11/2017 9:18:14 PM
CritRikk: and paper 3: #sharp17 #G7 Heidi Nobles Editing Texts in the Digital Age:
Rhetorical Heuristics for Editing the Layered Digital Book”
6/11/2017 9:18:25 PM
CitizenWald: Cats, too now turning to study of #book #history. #SHARP17 has started
a trend (and it’s still only Sunday afternoo… https://t.co/519jqDCSCg
6/11/2017 9:18:27 PM
EnlightenmentDH: Talking at #sharp17 about @laBnF metadata and #LODLAM. Any
other https://t.co/t5ewLiVtC6 users out there? https://t.co/OonY6EQk4m
6/11/2017 9:18:28 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because
then I don't feel like the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:18:34 PM
Sarathena192: .@KateHolterhoff bringing meme culture into #g8 to talk issues of
remixability as part of responsibility of dig arc… https://t.co/5dUcXlp7jE
6/11/2017 9:18:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Watson obsessed with finding
Clinton's fingerprints in history of Erie Canal. Bitterly objected in margins
6/11/2017 9:19:03 PM
lauragrayblair: Highly enjoyed @hkpmcgregor's inclusion of Bojack Horseman.
#SHARP17 #G4https://t.co/AqJAhsyrnE
6/11/2017 9:19:07 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Excited and expectant for talk on audiobooks and
new technology from Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:19:24 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CitizenWald: Cats, too now turning to study of #book #history.
#SHARP17 has started a trend (and it’s still only Sunday afternoon) http…
6/11/2017 9:19:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Dans une heure/3.15pm. Be there or be a non-ice
cream shape #sharp17 #bribery https://t.co/FK1K7cW3Nx

6/11/2017 9:19:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: And now for a presentation on "audiobooks between libraries and
market" by Worsoe-Schmidt - what a great panel on media forms #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:20:03 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - focus on the rhetorical heuristics. 1st challenge: old
copies 3.5" disk; needed reader, *still* format unreadable
6/11/2017 9:20:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @onlinereaders1: Final paper is on audiobooks between libraries
and markets with Lisbeth Warsoe Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:20:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Watson annotait aussi des pamphlets/dépliants(?)
qui saluaient son rôle dans la construction d… https://t.co/SsSmmN2W3k
6/11/2017 9:20:32 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles had to then rescan, transcribe older edition to create
new edition. sigh. (see: digital dark ages!)
6/11/2017 9:20:37 PM
samartha: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/11/2017 9:20:41 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: how do we go about defining the many
different forms of audiobooks?
6/11/2017 9:20:57 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @CFranquely: interactive digitised medieval MSS allow students to
gloss their margins: but must allow this is "neomedievalism" #SHARP17
6/11/2017 9:21:22 PM
Laura_Estill: up now: @MariaAChappell on Fanny Kemble's Shakespeare marginalia
#sharp17 https://t.co/UZmrvcbrel
6/11/2017 9:21:31 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - was working for a press when the Kindle was about to
come out: radical change in format == migraine!
6/11/2017 9:21:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: how do we go
about defining the many different forms of audiobooks?
6/11/2017 9:21:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Despite his efforts Watson couldn't
make himself a place in history. Fought battles in margins instead
6/11/2017 9:22:03 PM
PopFicDoctors: Worsøe-Schmidt: History of audiobooks starts with Edison wanting to
record voices, a digital Gutenberg #sharp17 https://t.co/AcPMkYPkoM
6/11/2017 9:22:15 PM
rachellynchase: LW-S: is listening to an audiobook reading or is it something else?
#sharp17

6/11/2017 9:22:17 PM
amndw2: Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: history of audiobooks begins with tech aimed at
visually impaired WWI veterans in the 1930s. #g4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:22:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles's diss is exploring ways to recover editorial practices
from antiquity, apply them to current digital editing practice
6/11/2017 9:22:53 PM
deannaMFstover: #g3 #sharp17 @alanrauch illustrations in #ChildrensBooks augment
text with rich layers, not just pretty enhancements. Pics function as text.
6/11/2017 9:23:02 PM
Sarathena192: Disclaimers do doubled work: one, operate as trigger warnings; two,
distance institute from ideology of content @KateHolterhoff #sharp17 #g8
6/11/2017 9:23:05 PM
randaelka: @CFranquely #sharp17 dig philologists are creating, not copying the MS
experience. This virutual neo-medievilism needs to be transparent
6/11/2017 9:23:06 PM
bethknazook: @amandalastoria Lewis Carroll was his own art director, “he was
obsessed with mistakes, he felt them as an old lady feels drafts.” #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:23:21 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: on the interesting history of
audiobooks, dating from at least the 1930s, shellac discs #audiobooks
6/11/2017 9:23:24 PM
AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the development of audiobooks
rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:23:28 PM
rebeccamchung: Disclaimers are like trigger warnings...but also disengage the
institution from the document #d8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:23:38 PM
Laura_Estill: .@MariaAChappell Fanny Kemble wrote in 1744 Edition of Shakespeare ed.
Hanmer #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:23:43 PM
marylearner: #sharp17 @MariaAChappell on annotations in Fanny Kemble's 1744
Oxford edition of Shakespeare
6/11/2017 9:23:51 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @amandalastoria reminds us that Lewis Carroll was both author
and art director of his Alice books
6/11/2017 9:23:53 PM
jasminemulliken: I have no idea what's going on anymore. Mind blown and totally
awed by the mad database skills of Katie Gucer #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 9:23:56 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - SHARP is the first time I can talk about some of these
practices w/people who don't think I'm crazy (yay!)

6/11/2017 9:23:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Frank Court on Julia M Kinzie's 1st person publications
on history of Chicago & New North West
6/11/2017 9:23:58 PM
khetiwe24: Now Worsoe-Schmidt on audiobooks. #G4 is by far my fave panel at
#sharp17 so far @hkpmcgregor & Booten were first 2… https://t.co/b1n243oU8z
6/11/2017 9:24:03 PM
PopFicDoctors: Also related to @onlinereaders1 comments yesterday about book
consumption in a simultaneous era of austerity and abundance? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:24:05 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @MariaAChappell discusses actress Fanny Kemble's marginalia in her
copy of Sir Thomas Hanmer's 1744 Shakespeare edition #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:24:11 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:24:33 PM
jordanreed14: @CitizenWald #bookhistory made it into orbit, too #sharp17
https://t.co/CuJzouCgQC
6/11/2017 9:24:44 PM
CitizenWald: I am perversely happy there is a #SHARP17 paper on women, Native
Americans, & early midwestern history https://t.co/sSPsIesMUN
6/11/2017 9:24:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - concern is the rhetorical activity and vector to editing;
secondarily as intervention in text (text-as-written-down)
6/11/2017 9:25:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble #Marginalia
#BeautifulMarginalia "See how th marginalia envelops the text"…
https://t.co/XKOPQSxuKL
6/11/2017 9:25:15 PM
morgandawn6: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:25:25 PM
TheMedievalDrK: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:25:40 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble #Marginalia
#BeautifulMarginalia "See how th marginalia envelops the text" #activerea…
6/11/2017 9:25:42 PM
samartha: RT @CitizenWald: Cats, too now turning to study of #book #history.
#SHARP17 has started a trend (and it’s still only Sunday afternoon) http…
6/11/2017 9:25:51 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles offers process editing a a term to describe the
intervention in a manuscript-in-process (development, substantive, copy)

6/11/2017 9:26:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Apologies, it's Juliette M. Kinzie. She moved from New
England to Wisconsin after her marriage around… https://t.co/o9kNWtrnGE
6/11/2017 9:26:13 PM
randaelka: @MariaAChappell "Intra- and Extra- Textuality in the Shakespeare
Marginalia of Fanny Kemble", focusing on the origin of marginalia #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:26:16 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - curatorial editing as reframing pre-existing content
into new collections/narratives
6/11/2017 9:26:23 PM
randaelka: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble #Marginalia
#BeautifulMarginalia "See how th marginalia envelops the text" #activerea…
6/11/2017 9:26:31 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles and production editing: preparing text for distribution
(typesetting, coding, and/or markup)
6/11/2017 9:26:47 PM
jasminemulliken: Oh F. Scott. Such a jokester. #sharp17 #g2 https://t.co/OjxF5n7lNJ
6/11/2017 9:26:51 PM
marylearner: #SHARP17 @MariaAChappell: In 1882 Fanny Kemble published her notes
on Shakespeare's plays--fasc, comparing manuscript notes to later print
6/11/2017 9:27:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Here have an early female
scholar of Shakespeare; she was very attentive to word choice #NotesTempest
6/11/2017 9:27:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: Us #popfic folks get excited every time someone mentions genre!
#sharp17 https://t.co/2dO172U2dY
6/11/2017 9:27:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because then
I don't feel like the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:27:10 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles (noticeable overlaps of these roles, interventions and
interpretations of the text)
6/11/2017 9:27:23 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Warsoe Schmidt: Jenkins does not help us get at what an audio book
is. Genre medium &delivery system blur together
6/11/2017 9:27:39 PM
JettieCooperwo1: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Here
have an early female scholar of Shakespeare; she was very attentive to word choi…
6/11/2017 9:27:50 PM
wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide including an
inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot"… https://t.co/KNztqvllV7
6/11/2017 9:28:00 PM

Marie_LSJ: #g3 @amandalastoria compare MS, épreuve, correction et imprimé pour
montrer le rôle de Lewis Carroll dans la mise en page d'Alice #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:28:20 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Warsoe Schmidt: Jenkins does not help us get
at what an audio book is. Genre medium &delivery system blur together
6/11/2017 9:28:44 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @MariaAChappell: what were the motives for Kemble's Shakespeare
marginalia? Were they to assist her public readings? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:28:51 PM
helensonner: RT @jimmussell: I'm enjoying Katie Gucer's account of the way she
produced her own archive to archive her archive #g2 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:28:54 PM
onlinereaders1: I get excited every time someone mentions Jenkins. #sharp17
https://t.co/J4AFhD6aQ0
6/11/2017 9:28:55 PM
randaelka: @MariaAChappell explores whether Fanny Kemble ever read from one of her
marked up plays #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:29:15 PM
CFranquely: RT @randaelka: @CFranquely #sharp17 dig philologists are creating, not
copying the MS experience. This virutual neo-medievilism needs to be…
6/11/2017 9:29:18 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @khetiwe24: Now Worsoe-Schmidt on audiobooks. #G4 is by far my
fave panel at #sharp17 so far @hkpmcgregor & Booten were first 2 papers h…
6/11/2017 9:29:21 PM
Reb_D: RT @amndw2: .@hkpmcgregor asks: what is the digital middlebrow training the
middle class for today? #g4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:29:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Libraries & the digital: Lang cites Bourdieu & the habitus in relation to
books on bookshelves & the relationships they infer #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:29:29 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:29:40 PM
Trends5AU: Top 5:1: #XboxE3 +12: #CanadianGP -13: #sharp17 +84:
#QueensBirthday +75: #2017ADA -1
6/11/2017 9:30:02 PM
jmaxsfu: #sharp17 Worsøe-Schmidt doing a nice job of deconstructing "media"
6/11/2017 9:30:08 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @amandalastoria shows us how Lewis Carroll meticulously laid out
illustrations, in one case making the Cheshire "disappear"
6/11/2017 9:30:09 PM
Laura_Estill: Women's community of books: Harriet St Leger gives Fanny Kemble her
copy of Shakespeare in 1848; Kemble annotates extensively #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:30:10 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @lauragrayblair: Highly enjoyed @hkpmcgregor's inclusion of Bojack
Horseman. #SHARP17 #G4https://t.co/AqJAhsyrnE
6/11/2017 9:30:16 PM
rebeccamchung: What does it mean to use artifacts as social critique? viz.
https://t.co/KjsR2oUzc4 #f8#sharp17
6/11/2017 9:30:19 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:30:22 PM
robzker: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 9:30:26 PM
deannaMFstover: @amandalastoria #g3 #SHARP17 Another photo of his interest in
layout https://t.co/lQMJKJ78IE
6/11/2017 9:30:45 PM
cbattershill: .@a_e_lang on network analysis using modernist books (specifically legacy
libraries as documented by volunteers on LibraryThing) #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:31:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 9:31:10 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Court: Kinzie wrote definitive pamphlet on Chicago
Massacre of 1812, reprinted 70 years later in Fergus Historical Series
6/11/2017 9:31:17 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Playreadings by women in 19th
c. Why is it so seldom that we hear about these? Recovering the past
6/11/2017 9:31:40 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jmaxsfu: #sharp17 Worsøe-Schmidt doing a nice job of
deconstructing "media"
6/11/2017 9:31:51 PM
rachellynchase: RT @jmaxsfu: #sharp17 Worsøe-Schmidt doing a nice job of
deconstructing "media"
6/11/2017 9:31:55 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Is the term 'book' referring to medium, format, or delivery
technology? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:31:56 PM
lindseyseatter: Allen shares that the Digital Pickle Index application (phone/tablet)
unfolds in real time over 10 days #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:31:58 PM
samartha: So, @ILoveCopyright , looks like #SHARP17 is going brilliantly! Maybe next
year we will make it?

6/11/2017 9:31:59 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 9:32:05 PM
Laura_Estill: .@MariaAChappell notes that Fanny Kemble copied some of her
Shakespeare notes from her father Charles #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:32:08 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Us #popfic folks get excited every time someone
mentions genre! #sharp17 https://t.co/2dO172U2dY
6/11/2017 9:32:12 PM
PopFicDoctors: Worsøe-Schmidt further complicates discussion of medium, format
deleivey tech ... What is a book? Iliad? Scroll? Ebook? Audiobook? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:32:27 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the development
of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:32:38 PM
samartha: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 9:32:51 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble So, do the notes indicate that
she actually read the text? Second hand books often hide ownership ...
6/11/2017 9:33:06 PM
kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution Environment.”
https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:33:11 PM
jimmussell: #g2 #sharp17 @a_e_lang 'and now the network, the money shot'
6/11/2017 9:33:15 PM
TheUKRED: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Playreadings
by women in 19th c. Why is it so seldom that we hear about these? Recove…
6/11/2017 9:33:31 PM
randaelka: @MariaAChappell Fanny Kemble read from 24 plays,marked up 26, &
borrowed notes from father & uncle. Pts to social aspct of reading #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:33:39 PM
khetiwe24: Media, medium, immediacy, remediation... Lions and tigers, and bears, oh
my! #g4 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:33:43 PM
lauragrayblair: Worsøe-Schmidt: "Is the term "book" referring to medium, format or
delivery technology?" #SHARP17 #G4
6/11/2017 9:34:33 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Court: Kinzie's second book Wau-Bun published by
James Derby (he also published 12 Years a Slave and Fanny Fern btw)
6/11/2017 9:35:16 PM

kinohin: #SHARP17 @amandalastoria's talk brings back memories of hearing
@rebeccaromney present on Carroll at #SHARP15 Montreal. My fave antiquarian!
6/11/2017 9:35:44 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles offering heuristics in digital editing; problems include:
tagging choices within markup languages
6/11/2017 9:36:12 PM
RasoulAliak: Kyle Booten 볼볼볼볼:볼볼
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#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:36:30 PM
rebeccamchung: Alternative to disclaimers: no metadata tagging for traumatic or hate
categories; collection mostly offline #f8 #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:36:42 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 #G7 Nobles - the choice of language and platform, when is it a
distraction from the main goal to disseminate a text?
6/11/2017 9:36:55 PM
Laura_Estill: .@MariaAChappell on uncut pages in books as evidence of not-reading -in this case, Fanny Kemble skipping parts of Collier #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:37:07 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 @hkpmcgregor got another one for your Darnton watch!
#g1 quoting Books and Reading 2002.
6/11/2017 9:37:13 PM
onlinereaders1: Of interest to #sharp17? https://t.co/aXGAA9kcel
6/11/2017 9:37:35 PM
andiesilva: RT @onlinereaders1: Of interest to #sharp17? https://t.co/aXGAA9kcel
6/11/2017 9:37:46 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @onlinereaders1: Of interest to #sharp17? https://t.co/aXGAA9kcel
6/11/2017 9:38:15 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Marginalia that is difficult to
interpret, "bad" "bad" "bad" "bad" Hmm, did she enjoy that passage?
6/11/2017 9:38:33 PM
jordanreed14: Is anyone else concerned that @RobotDarnton hasn't been tweeting
#sharp17?
6/11/2017 9:38:35 PM
rachellynchase: RT @samartha: So, @ILoveCopyright , looks like #SHARP17 is going
brilliantly! Maybe next year we will make it?
6/11/2017 9:38:40 PM
TheUKRED: #G6 @MariaAChappell Kemble copied Collier's forged F2 "readings" into her
own copy of Hanmer, but not systematically #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:39:37 PM
jmaxsfu: @jordanreed14 @RobotDarnton #sharp17 Yes, that is concerning...
6/11/2017 9:39:58 PM
jotis13: Skipped off to the beach for a bit & got there right as the ice cream truck was
packing up! S'ok. I'd never cheat on @sharpicecream #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:40:20 PM
jasminemulliken: The only book in common btwn James Joyce's and Hemingway's
libraries was, astonishingly, Pride and Prejudice. ?! #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 9:40:22 PM
jimmussell: #g2 #sharp17 @a_e_lang's network analysis allows us to see that the only
book owned by both Joyce and Hemingway was Pride and Prejudice
6/11/2017 9:40:31 PM
RasoulAliak: . @hkpmcgregor 볼볼볼볼볼
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#SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:40:39 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 https://t.co/LUqvdFMyRQ Wau-Bun, multi-genre: autobiogr., récit de
voyage de la conquête de l'Ouest, Chicago et le "Nord-Ouest" #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:40:47 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book
Distribution Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:40:55 PM
robzker: Books present in LibraryThing collections, like in real life, don't indicate
whether owner has actually read them @a_e_lang #sharp17 #g2
6/11/2017 9:40:57 PM
lisagoddard: Using network analysis @a_e_lang finds that the only book commonly held
by Joyce and Hemingway was Austen's Pride & Prejudice #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:41:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway & Joyce is
Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17… https://t.co/Gq73a10AGr
6/11/2017 9:41:21 PM
andiesilva: Worth knowing: Stationers Company Archive will be, like all Adam Matthews
online resources, available by subscription. #paywall #sharp17 #g5
6/11/2017 9:42:03 PM
PopFicDoctors: Great comparison from Worsøe-Scmidt: values driving libraries and
publishers investing in audiobooks #sharp17 https://t.co/XfB2hbISgA
6/11/2017 9:42:09 PM
tylershores: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:42:11 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live on TV
#sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4
6/11/2017 9:42:30 PM
youthreading: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book
Distribution Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:42:43 PM
Laura_Estill: .@CFranquely wants lots of ppl to use her digital project, but also notes if
gets too big, the server load becomes problem #sharp17 #sotrue

6/11/2017 9:42:58 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @RasoulAliak: Kyle Booten 볼볼볼볼:볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼
#볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:43:05 PM
StevieLMarsden: Thank you to @hkpmcgregor for fulfilling my daily Ira Glass fix
#sharp17
6/11/2017 9:43:12 PM
cbattershill: How does travel affect an author's bibliographical legacy? #sharp17
@a_e_lang
6/11/2017 9:43:25 PM
youthreading: RT @rachellynchase: Lisbeth Worsoe-Schmidt: "I love SHARP because
then I don't feel like the odd one out" #sharp17 @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg
6/11/2017 9:43:30 PM
youthreading: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Delightful talk by @hkpmcgregor "What is
the New Media Middlebrow? Podcasting & Digital Sentimental”: who shapes…
6/11/2017 9:43:43 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/11/2017 9:43:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 https://t.co/X4oJVfvgdp, éditeur de Kinzie: bon pif pour vendre des
livres, spotte le marché pour livres sur nouveau Nord-Ouest #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:43:52 PM
rachellynchase: Discussion of ownership of digital materials from @kathiiberens'
presentation comes up again in audiobook discussion #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:44:02 PM
robzker: #sharp17 #g2 @a_e_lang okay this one is great too, plus visibility for
Langston Hughes which we can all get behind! https://t.co/bjxNsefLa3
6/11/2017 9:44:12 PM
AmyHildrethChen: + But I'm speaking as a reader, not as a librarian. Why do we need
to own content? Considering space, increasingly mobile lives. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:44:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 Court: Kinzie as a woman writing to other women,
advice as to how to endure the hardships of westward migration
6/11/2017 9:45:04 PM
AlanToti2: Titan off record high, tumbles 5% on profit booking #sharp17 볼볼볼볼
https://t.co/yWbK05s8WK
6/11/2017 9:45:14 PM
robzker: #sharp17 #g2 @a_e_lang nothing worse than missing metadata except for
maybe erroneous metadata
6/11/2017 9:45:53 PM
sharpicecream: Il y aura de la glace a l'AGM/I will be in the house!!! 3.15pm...
#sharp17 https://t.co/KLKYuVgi4Y

6/11/2017 9:45:54 PM
rachellynchase: @loradeets @kathiiberens There many reoccuring themes are so
interesting! I love #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:46:49 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @AmyHildrethChen: What is it about #sharp17 that makes every talk
hysterical & thoughtful? This is the first time I am entertained at an…
6/11/2017 9:47:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @robzker: #sharp17 #g2 @a_e_lang nothing worse than missing
metadata except for maybe erroneous metadata
6/11/2017 9:47:42 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Welcome to Nightvale just cited as a rare example of a successful
fiction audiobook #sharp17 - Thanks to @thejodireeves for introducing me!
6/11/2017 9:47:48 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 heard reply to @hkpmcgregor "this is your panel, dammit!", on
why we have to answer our own questions when we're on panels
6/11/2017 9:47:57 PM
kathiiberens: Why does fiction do so poorly on podcasts, asks @hkpmcgregor.
@anguscbrown: NF & documentary as central to new media middlebrow. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:48:21 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Il y aura de la glace a l'AGM/I will be in the
house!!! 3.15pm... #sharp17 https://t.co/KLKYuVgi4Y
6/11/2017 9:48:40 PM
loradeets: Q&A after excellent panel - @hkpmcgregor notes how the novel remains the
central middlebrow form #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:49:02 PM
CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17: “marginalia as anger
management”
6/11/2017 9:49:16 PM
CritRikk: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 9:49:41 PM
CritRikk: RT @loradeets: Q&A after excellent panel - @hkpmcgregor notes how the
novel remains the central middlebrow form #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:49:53 PM
Marie_LSJ: #g1 @KatieMcGettigan: mettre Kinzie en contexte avec
https://t.co/7t9RW9ITUs & autres auteures de Derby, eg https://t.co/au6vhZDLyn
#sharp17
6/11/2017 9:50:05 PM
bethknazook: Talking about 19thC illustrated children's books: the idea of imagination
was different then - images help imagine the real. #sharp17 #g3
6/11/2017 9:50:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: Audience Q: does new media middlebrow cut across fiction and
journalism, cf literary middlebrow which is more focused on the novel? #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:50:30 PM
khetiwe24: @AmyHildrethChen @thejodireeves I would add The Black Tapes,
Limetown, Archive81. Small, but exciting world of expe… https://t.co/XsAD5TnSRy
6/11/2017 9:50:33 PM
randaelka: @MariaAChappell will use this model for identifying whether othr harder to
trace whch plays hv been read, like Measure for Measure #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:50:38 PM
sharpicecream: Some of us are more automated than others #sharp17
https://t.co/92zTxG1Smd
6/11/2017 9:50:48 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 9:51:22 PM
khetiwe24: Also, thinking about imp. & diverging national histories of radio drama re:
@hkpmcgregor talk #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 9:51:27 PM
lindseyseatter: .@henningsgaard remarks on the vast difference between the editions - one privileging search and one privileging exploration #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:51:37 PM
kathiiberens: @rak_dr: can we bring Post Secret into discussion of what the
middlebrow is training middle class to do? What is role of anonymity? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:52:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: Brillante expression pour décrire le sujet de @StevenCarlSmith dans la Q&A:
«annoter comme technique de gestion de… https://t.co/TR8gh5bqbV
6/11/2017 9:52:28 PM
ShelleyTrower: #sharp17 highlights so far incl @anguscbrown book hacking,
@onlinereaders1 displays of reading hashtags (#amreading), chowder + many more
6/11/2017 9:52:47 PM
loradeets: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble Marginalia that
is difficult to interpret, "bad" "bad" "bad" "bad" Hmm, did she enjoy…
6/11/2017 9:53:08 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 9:54:27 PM
wynkenhimself: Walking past the technological history of books here at #sharp17
https://t.co/8IF9pFLgAY
6/11/2017 9:54:27 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor speculates that middlebrow trains us to be neoliberal
subjects who don’t rely on the (ever-vanishing) state. @rak_dr #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:54:47 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”

6/11/2017 9:54:52 PM
EditrixCaroline: @SHARP2017, will Brewster Kahle's keynote tomorrow be
recorded/streamed? #SHARP17
6/11/2017 9:54:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: Booten: taste gets disrupted on digital media #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:54:57 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: Some of us are more automated than others
#sharp17 https://t.co/92zTxG1Smd
6/11/2017 9:55:02 PM
Laura_Estill: .@CFranquely makes great point: digital manuscript projects need to have
clear audience. Hers is undergrads #sharp17 https://t.co/syKFzmkYFz
6/11/2017 9:55:44 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Some of us are more automated than others
#sharp17 https://t.co/92zTxG1Smd
6/11/2017 9:56:08 PM
PopFicDoctors: Words to live your life by #sharp17 https://t.co/sZcz9lodFC
6/11/2017 9:56:13 PM
kathiiberens: “There’s something cool abt the promiscuity of literary tastes represented
in quotations." Taste as assemblage rather than reading. #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:56:28 PM
Beth_driscoll: Audiobooks create new audiences because they allow you to multitask Worsoe-Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:56:39 PM
AmySopcakJoseph: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at
#SHARP17: “marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 9:57:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: @KatieMcGettigan Constatant ces liens entre penny bloods et éditeurs
comme Derby et Longman, erreur d'avoir exclu é… https://t.co/ddhPR0OE6W
6/11/2017 9:57:14 PM
onlinereaders1: Q&A Audiobooks open up reading to working class -Worshoe-Schmidt
e.g allowing for multitasking as in example of trucker #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:57:21 PM
kathiiberens: RT @Beth_driscoll: Audiobooks create new audiences because they allow
you to multitask - Worsoe-Schmidt #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:57:33 PM
Beth_driscoll: Worse-Schmidt suggests audiobooks are middlebrow b/c they bring
books to new audiences #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:57:34 PM
amndw2: Our #femDH slogan -- "That got dark" -- just came up in this session. #g4
#sharp17 https://t.co/uledPxjkBF
6/11/2017 9:57:34 PM
onlinereaders1: Never thought I would be tweeting about truckers at #sharp17

6/11/2017 9:57:40 PM
kathiiberens: RT @Beth_driscoll: Worse-Schmidt suggests audiobooks are middlebrow
b/c they bring books to new audiences #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:57:45 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @amndw2: Our #femDH slogan -- "That got dark" -- just came
up in this session. #g4 #sharp17 https://t.co/uledPxjkBF
6/11/2017 9:57:47 PM
PopFicDoctors: Great question from @StevieLMarsden - does it really make sense to
distinguish between audiobooks and podcasts? And how? #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:58:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Useful for SHARPists #sharp17 https://t.co/5XLdxOknr0
6/11/2017 9:58:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 9:59:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ShelleyTrower: #sharp17 highlights so far incl @anguscbrown
book hacking, @onlinereaders1 displays of reading hashtags (#amreading), ch…
6/11/2017 9:59:11 PM
PopFicDoctors: Great responses too: production contexts and histories, processes of
remediation, processes of circulation, all come into it #sharp17
6/11/2017 9:59:46 PM
ShelleyTrower: Does anyone at #sharp17 need taxi tomorrow at midday to go straight
to Victoria airport (my flight is at 2pm)
6/11/2017 9:59:58 PM
kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor points to different production histories of podcast &
audiobooks. Podcast started w tech, audiobooks w/books. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:00:16 PM
RasoulAliak: Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: 볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼볼
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--#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 10:00:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: Starting to think I could use #LinkedOpenData to fetch publishers of
https://t.co/AVzcefWlFc hypotexts/sources...… https://t.co/Kz73b3a7Qn
6/11/2017 10:00:56 PM
kathiiberens: Great question abt the gendered dismissal of selfies—does that extend to
dismissals of “pictures of white men over a quotation”? #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:01:58 PM
jordanreed14: If there isn't a panel on this at #sharp18, it will be a serious oversight.
#sharp17 https://t.co/ntdj8ywtB8
6/11/2017 10:02:50 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel G2 'What Middletown Read' project mentioned in questions
https://t.co/nIwH4QTnMp Book by Felsenstein & Connolly #sharp17 @a_e_lang
6/11/2017 10:03:37 PM

wynkenhimself: "What Middletown Read" is a project about the Muncie borrowing
records up to 1902 #sharp17 #g2 https://t.co/7WUh7IOIVQ
6/11/2017 10:03:55 PM
wynkenhimself: And up to 1970, the Main Street Public Library Database. #sharp17
#g2 https://t.co/zxWW6mJ8vr
6/11/2017 10:05:05 PM
tomabba: I have come to the #sharp17 AGM because I believe @iangadd will take his
suit jacket off to reveal a Metallica t shirt when he stands down.
6/11/2017 10:06:04 PM
Martinscachs2: YOU CAN GET THOUSANDS #FOLLOWERS PER DAY
https://t.co/peHIALigvM #WhitneyLive #ResistMarch #sharp17 @V4LUCHET4
@followdozo
6/11/2017 10:06:26 PM
lauragrayblair: Interesting Q abt gendered denigration of quoting (considering
denigration levelled at expression of young women in particular) #SHARP17 #G4
6/11/2017 10:06:33 PM
deannaMFstover: Spotted: go-cart(??) driver at UVic #DHSI2017 #SHARP17 #wtf
https://t.co/iWWnaLXrsH
6/11/2017 10:10:08 PM
jotis13: @jordanreed14 .@EpistolaryBrown thinks #spacecat clearly needs to meet
#rocketcat! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:10:42 PM
CFranquely: #sharp17 #G6 all the ideas floated in this presentation are co-authored by
Heather Bamford @heather_bamford
6/11/2017 10:14:14 PM
jotis13: .@DHSI_Bunny #DHSI2017 #Sharp17 https://t.co/qDH1Sgy1Pe
6/11/2017 10:15:06 PM
CurationTraffic: RT @tylershores: @hkpmcgregor #sharp17 "What would a theory of
new media middlebrow do for us?", sharing stories and the triple curation of…
6/11/2017 10:15:13 PM
chrissievmierlo: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:16:58 PM
SHARPorg: PEOPLE. AGM IS ABOUT TO START. ICE CREAM IS ON ITS WAY. PRIZES
WILL BE ANNOUNCED.#sharp17
6/11/2017 10:19:14 PM
jotis13: Doing my civic duty & hanging out waiting for the #sharp17 business meeting
to start. Curious to see who takes the twitter prizes this year!
6/11/2017 10:19:20 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: PEOPLE. AGM IS ABOUT TO START. ICE CREAM IS ON ITS
WAY. PRIZES WILL BE ANNOUNCED.#sharp17
6/11/2017 10:19:39 PM
zanna_vl: RT @SHARPorg: PEOPLE. AGM IS ABOUT TO START. ICE CREAM IS ON ITS
WAY. PRIZES WILL BE ANNOUNCED.#sharp17

6/11/2017 10:20:26 PM
CillianOHogan: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:21:33 PM
EstevoZeus2: LOOKING TO BOOST YOUR #FOLLOWERS ? https://t.co/CITNQsKQcB
#WhitneyLive #ResistMarch #sharp17 @MiniBoo7_7 @raqueldehesas
6/11/2017 10:21:38 PM
CurationSuite: RT @tylershores: @hkpmcgregor #sharp17 "What would a theory of
new media middlebrow do for us?", sharing stories and the triple curation of…
6/11/2017 10:22:12 PM
Millicent_Weber: Troublemakers up the back of the #sharp17 AGM ...
https://t.co/JHOAGUqnm3
6/11/2017 10:23:17 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at
#SHARP17: “marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:24:49 PM
gbarnhisel: #sharp17 Beware the thieving, unresponsive soda machine in the
MacLaurin lobby!
6/11/2017 10:26:03 PM
jotis13: THERE IS ICE CREAM!!! @sharpicecream #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:26:34 PM
StevieLMarsden: SHARP ICE CREAM! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/SV2BzXXApY
6/11/2017 10:26:35 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @SHARPorg: PEOPLE. AGM IS ABOUT TO START. ICE CREAM IS
ON ITS WAY. PRIZES WILL BE ANNOUNCED.#sharp17
6/11/2017 10:26:46 PM
SHARP2017: RT @ShelleyTrower: Does anyone at #sharp17 need taxi tomorrow at
midday to go straight to Victoria airport (my flight is at 2pm)
6/11/2017 10:26:48 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: SHARP ICE CREAM! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/SV2BzXXApY
6/11/2017 10:27:13 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Millicent_Weber: Troublemakers up the back of the #sharp17
AGM ... https://t.co/JHOAGUqnm3
6/11/2017 10:27:18 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Despite his
efforts Watson couldn't make himself a place in history. Fought battles in m…
6/11/2017 10:27:58 PM
lesliehowsam: The @sharpicecream has arrived at @SHARPorg annual meeting
#sharp17 !
6/11/2017 10:28:09 PM

gbarnhisel: But the @sharpicecream is nice consolation #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:28:14 PM
khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17. Thanks @sharpicecream!
https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/11/2017 10:28:23 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith w/ great
title: DeWiit Clinton, My Most Implacable Enemy, Has Died: Politics in the Marg…
6/11/2017 10:28:33 PM
SHARP2017: .@ClaireSquires is giving out ice cream at the #sharp17 AGM!
https://t.co/1B0m5mAFJf
6/11/2017 10:28:44 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17.
Thanks @sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/11/2017 10:28:57 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: SHARP ICE CREAM! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/SV2BzXXApY
6/11/2017 10:28:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream Reunited. #sharp17 https://t.co/YFwM34xQFu
6/11/2017 10:29:01 PM
jotis13: "The ice cream is a dangerous precedent..." @iangadd yes, yes it is!
@sharpicecream #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:29:08 PM
traviseross: Sitting in the cheap seats apparently means no @sharpicecream :-(
#sharp17
6/11/2017 10:29:08 PM
lesliehowsam: Ice cream #sharp17 @sharpicecream https://t.co/ely7v8ZPgy
6/11/2017 10:29:09 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Elkanah
Watson annotated his History of the Eerie Canal to set record straight, almost m…
6/11/2017 10:29:31 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @Marie_LSJ: #g1 @StevenCarlSmith: paternité contestée du
https://t.co/bNWkYVmN8u (attribuée à https://t.co/pBzzuH2THZ) #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:29:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #OMG!!!!!!! @sharpicecream disait vrai!!!!! #sharp17
https://t.co/kl5bdEkFgs
6/11/2017 10:29:37 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Watson
also wrote complimentary marginalia in pamphlets that praised his role in canal.
6/11/2017 10:29:38 PM
StevenCarlSmith: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #g1 @StevenCarlSmith Watson
obsessed with finding Clinton's fingerprints in history of Erie Canal. Bitterly o…
6/11/2017 10:29:41 PM

StevenCarlSmith: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at
#SHARP17: “marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:30:03 PM
jotis13: Beginning with a moment of silence for members who have passed away this
past year. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:31:00 PM
CitizenWald: RT @jordanreed14: If there isn't a panel on this at #sharp18, it will be a
serious oversight. #sharp17 https://t.co/ntdj8ywtB8
6/11/2017 10:31:23 PM
jotis13: Now we thank all the awesome people who make @SHARPorg and
@SHARP2017 possible. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:31:41 PM
ryancordell: Y’all they just came around passing out scoops of ice cream at the
#Sharp17 business meeting. The bar has been raised.
6/11/2017 10:31:44 PM
StevieLMarsden: @jotis13 @iangadd @sharpicecream Dangerous or delightful?
#sharp17
6/11/2017 10:31:47 PM
andiesilva: Alas, not enough @sharpicecream to go around. :( #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:31:51 PM
mollyhardy: Oh @SHARPorg you really have outdone yourself! @sharpicecream
#sharp17 https://t.co/1VKYUXvNe4
6/11/2017 10:31:59 PM
lindseyseatter: .@SHARPorg president @iangadd shares the organization's
achievements, presents member awards, and reveals details f… https://t.co/1yAnVKUfsA
6/11/2017 10:32:13 PM
SHARP2017: RT @mollyhardy: Oh @SHARPorg you really have outdone yourself!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/1VKYUXvNe4
6/11/2017 10:32:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mollyhardy: Oh @SHARPorg you really have outdone yourself!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/1VKYUXvNe4
6/11/2017 10:32:48 PM
helensonner: Annual meeting of @SHARPorg has tough competition - beautiful weather
and beautiful @uvic campus . . . #sharp17 https://t.co/lud7ueseFp
6/11/2017 10:32:51 PM
jotis13: "I've managed to get within 20 minutes of the end without breaking anything."
@iangadd #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:33:04 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @randaelka: @JJMcEvilla explores textualities of 'lostness' in Cotgrave's
works #sharp17 https://t.co/3jWFgiPSd5
6/11/2017 10:33:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream Reunited. #sharp17
https://t.co/YFwM34xQFu

6/11/2017 10:33:17 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17.
Thanks @sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/11/2017 10:33:34 PM
MariaRottler: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:33:36 PM
jameshodges_: Channeling Ram Dass (1971) to pursue enlightenment via print culture
and @sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/UFXgyYNZp4
6/11/2017 10:33:57 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @Laura_Estill: .@JJMcEvilla on the value of his faceted search. I esp. like
"Plays by [Cotgrave's] Subject" #sharp17 https://t.co/65tuc…
6/11/2017 10:34:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: Tout le monde capote sur #sharp17! @sharpicecream cesse d'être un
mirage et se matérialise... c'est un miracle! (mo… https://t.co/kT8a6txvrt
6/11/2017 10:34:23 PM
jotis13: @StevieLMarsden @iangadd @sharpicecream Delightfully dangerous, of course!
#Sharp17
6/11/2017 10:34:27 PM
JoGrenier: Assister à une assemblée générale de SHARP c'est bien, mais avec de la
crème glacée, c'est mieux! :) Merci @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:34:29 PM
mollyhardy: Thank you, @iangadd for YEARS of service to @SHARPorg -- u r a model of
professional service & leadership #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:34:30 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mollyhardy: Thank you, @iangadd for YEARS of service to
@SHARPorg -- u r a model of professional service & leadership #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:34:43 PM
zanna_vl: Tijd voor een bedankje! #sharp17 https://t.co/eN8DmBjug0
6/11/2017 10:34:44 PM
andiesilva: RT @mollyhardy: Thank you, @iangadd for YEARS of service to @SHARPorg
-- u r a model of professional service & leadership #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:35:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@SHARPorg has about 1250 members, there are 99 official positions
in the society; if you include conference organizers, 150 #SHARP17 #AGM
6/11/2017 10:35:21 PM
jotis13: There are 99 official @SHARPorg roles, plus another 50ish on the advisory
board and @SHARP2017 organizing committee #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:35:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg is spending more on scholarships,
publications than ever before; we're also larger than before
6/11/2017 10:35:58 PM

helensonner: But wouldn't miss @SHARPorg annual meeting - always interesting - and
last meeting of the wonderful @iangadd as boa… https://t.co/yGLu20IknH
6/11/2017 10:36:05 PM
rachellynchase: Thank you @iangadd for your support of young scholars in SHARP. I
have been personally affected by this! @SHARP2017 @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:36:17 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 two coming changes to membership: (1) technical, year to now run
Jan 1 - Dec 31 (calendar year)
6/11/2017 10:36:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mollyhardy: Thank you, @iangadd for YEARS of service to
@SHARPorg -- u r a model of professional service & leadership #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:36:39 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARP2017: .@ClaireSquires is giving out ice cream at the
#sharp17 AGM! https://t.co/1B0m5mAFJf
6/11/2017 10:36:48 PM
ArabellSheraton: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/11/2017 10:37:18 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 GM - every 2016 member will get an extra 6 months, and extra
copy of journal
6/11/2017 10:37:31 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: THERE IS ICE CREAM!!! @sharpicecream #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:37:49 PM
sharpicecream: RT @StevieLMarsden: SHARP ICE CREAM! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/SV2BzXXApY
6/11/2017 10:37:54 PM
sharpicecream: RT @lesliehowsam: The @sharpicecream has arrived at @SHARPorg
annual meeting #sharp17 !
6/11/2017 10:37:59 PM
andiesilva: Changes in membership tiers means every 2016 member got 6 months free
membership and a free copy of Book History #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:38:00 PM
jotis13: Membership fees have been flat, unchanged since 2004 but now needs to take
international differences into better account #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:38:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg membership fee hasn't risen since 2004, and
was a flat rate; this needs to shift to support international members
6/11/2017 10:38:09 PM
sharpicecream: RT @gbarnhisel: But the @sharpicecream is nice consolation #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:38:13 PM
sharpicecream: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17.
Thanks @sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ

6/11/2017 10:38:21 PM
sharpicecream: RT @KatieMcGettigan: @sharpicecream Reunited. #sharp17
https://t.co/YFwM34xQFu
6/11/2017 10:38:26 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @JoGrenier: Assister à une assemblée générale de SHARP c'est bien,
mais avec de la crème glacée, c'est mieux! :) Merci @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:38:30 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: "The ice cream is a dangerous precedent..." @iangadd
yes, yes it is! @sharpicecream #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:38:57 PM
sharpicecream: RT @lesliehowsam: Ice cream #sharp17 @sharpicecream
https://t.co/ely7v8ZPgy
6/11/2017 10:39:06 PM
sharpicecream: RT @Marie_LSJ: #OMG!!!!!!! @sharpicecream disait vrai!!!!! #sharp17
https://t.co/kl5bdEkFgs
6/11/2017 10:39:11 PM
a_e_lang: RT @robzker: #sharp17 #g2 @a_e_lang nothing worse than missing
metadata except for maybe erroneous metadata
6/11/2017 10:39:21 PM
sharpicecream: RT @StevieLMarsden: @jotis13 @iangadd @sharpicecream Dangerous
or delightful? #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:39:21 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg is spending more on
scholarships, publications than ever before; we're also larger than before
6/11/2017 10:39:23 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble
Playreadings by women in 19th c. Why is it so seldom that we hear about these?
Recove…
6/11/2017 10:39:32 PM
sharpicecream: @andiesilva So sorry Andie/Desolee #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:39:47 PM
a_e_lang: RT @cbattershill: How does travel affect an author's bibliographical legacy?
#sharp17 @a_e_lang
6/11/2017 10:39:54 PM
sharpicecream: RT @mollyhardy: Oh @SHARPorg you really have outdone yourself!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/1VKYUXvNe4
6/11/2017 10:39:56 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 GM change #2: because of international growth, membership fee
change: new membership tier if OECD country ($62/$38) non-OECD ($38)
6/11/2017 10:40:05 PM
a_e_lang: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…

6/11/2017 10:40:08 PM
bookhistories: Bokhistoria och glass! #sharp17 https://t.co/aVYao9nyrr
6/11/2017 10:40:08 PM
jotis13: Students, retirees, independent scholars rate staying low. Otherwise rate is
going up... eight bucks? Do I calculate that right? #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:40:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg the fee is going up to $62 (from $55). This is
still one of the best deals around when it comes to membership fees
6/11/2017 10:40:12 PM
sharpicecream: Cool! #sharp17 https://t.co/xS2FwYk9DM
6/11/2017 10:40:37 PM
lauragrayblair: Ditto - I wouldn't be here without this support. Really encouraging!
#SHARP17 https://t.co/ZTDjbeU4WA
6/11/2017 10:40:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 SHARP membership comes with significant discounts to
things like #DHSI2017
6/11/2017 10:40:45 PM
sharpicecream: RT @Marie_LSJ: Tout le monde capote sur #sharp17! @sharpicecream
cesse d'être un mirage et se matérialise... c'est un miracle! (more #g1 Bi…
6/11/2017 10:40:55 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg the fee is going up to $62 (from
$55). This is still one of the best deals around when it comes to…
6/11/2017 10:40:56 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 SHARP membership comes with significant
discounts to things like #DHSI2017
6/11/2017 10:41:00 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: @StevieLMarsden @iangadd @sharpicecream Delightfully
dangerous, of course! #Sharp17
6/11/2017 10:41:01 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 GM change #2: because of international growth,
membership fee change: new membership tier if OECD country ($62/$38)…
6/11/2017 10:41:14 PM
sharpicecream: RT @bookhistories: Bokhistoria och glass! #sharp17
https://t.co/aVYao9nyrr
6/11/2017 10:41:33 PM
a_e_lang: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 10:41:41 PM
andiesilva: Looks like new membership fees will be more inclusive and take developing
countries into more consideration.This is excellent news. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:41:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg Simon Frost, international liaison
coordinator, has money for micro-grants for local events

6/11/2017 10:41:46 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @lauragrayblair: Ditto - I wouldn't be here without this support.
Really encouraging! #SHARP17 https://t.co/ZTDjbeU4WA
6/11/2017 10:41:52 PM
tylershores: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17. Thanks
@sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/11/2017 10:42:05 PM
sharpicecream: RT @ryancordell: Y’all they just came around passing out scoops of ice
cream at the #Sharp17 business meeting. The bar has been raised.
6/11/2017 10:42:09 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 - Simon Frost given funds to foster local events, seminars,
workshops org. by early career scholars (the ravens gather!)
6/11/2017 10:42:09 PM
sharpicecream: RT @SHARP2017: .@ClaireSquires is giving out ice cream at the
#sharp17 AGM! https://t.co/1B0m5mAFJf
6/11/2017 10:42:30 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 GM in 2019: Amherst, MA (USA) in 2020: Amsterdam (yay!)
6/11/2017 10:42:46 PM
jotis13: Where significant = several hundred dollars #Sharp17 #dhsi2017
https://t.co/4YlTfmkHVW
6/11/2017 10:42:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg 2019 conference will be in Amherst,
Massachusetts. 2020 will be in Amsterdam.
6/11/2017 10:42:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #Bravo! Introduction de coûts +élevés pour membres de @SHARPorg
provenant de pays de l'OCDE, adhésion gratuite pour certains pays! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:42:58 PM
khetiwe24: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg 2019 conference will be in
Amherst, Massachusetts. 2020 will be in Amsterdam.
6/11/2017 10:43:05 PM
ryancordell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg 2019 conference will be in
Amherst, Massachusetts. 2020 will be in Amsterdam.
6/11/2017 10:43:09 PM
jotis13: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 GM in 2019: Amherst, MA (USA) in 2020: Amsterdam
(yay!)
6/11/2017 10:43:23 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 GM in 2019: Amherst, MA (USA) in 2020:
Amsterdam (yay!)
6/11/2017 10:43:27 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor shout out to @Beth_driscoll’s “The
New Literary Middlebrow” https://t.co/AiRSh6Be9d #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:43:42 PM

AmySopcakJoseph: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg 2019 conference
will be in Amherst, Massachusetts. 2020 will be in Amsterdam.
6/11/2017 10:43:56 PM
Jellybooks: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:44:00 PM
CritRikk: #sharp17 GM and new OA journal, Lingua Franca, and digital space Book
History Unbound
6/11/2017 10:44:13 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @Beth_driscoll: New media middlebrow eg podcasts swap out the
'literary' for 'story' @hkpmcgregor #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:44:21 PM
bookhistories: Presumtiva medlemmar från utvecklingsländer kommer i framtiden få
avgiftsfritt medlemskap i @SHARPorg #sharp17 https://t.co/jSoRztMWzB
6/11/2017 10:44:37 PM
ClaireSquires: I am, in fact, @sharporg Director of Publications, Awards, and Handing
out Ice Creams #sharp17 https://t.co/noZbTAnZGP
6/11/2017 10:44:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg "Book History Unbound" is an exciting
project, allows for publication of a variety of media https://t.co/nS1RJUBZD3
6/11/2017 10:44:47 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 GM and new OA journal, Lingua Franca, and
digital space Book History Unbound
6/11/2017 10:44:49 PM
AbiLemak: @CitizenWald "széljegyzetek mint dühkezelés" #sharp17 #translation
#hungarian #magyarul
6/11/2017 10:44:50 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @kathiiberens: @hkpmcgregor drawing a nice connection between
“story” podcasts and The Humans of New York project. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:45:01 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @a_e_lang: Thanks to all you heroic folks live-tweeting
@hkpmcgregor's #sharp17 #g4 paper, which sounds every bit as sharp as an @ohwitc…
6/11/2017 10:45:05 PM
CritRikk: as a young, nimble scholarly organization, SHARP supports work in/with print
and born-digital works/narratives #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:45:37 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @jmaxsfu: #sharp17 New media middlebrow abandons universality
for endless particularity - @hkpmcgregor
6/11/2017 10:46:08 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg "Book History Unbound" is an
exciting project, allows for publication of a variety of media https:/…
6/11/2017 10:46:10 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @lauragrayblair: Highly enjoyed @hkpmcgregor's inclusion of Bojack
Horseman. #SHARP17 #G4https://t.co/AqJAhsyrnE

6/11/2017 10:46:21 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg "Book History Unbound" is an
exciting project, allows for publication of a variety of media https:/…
6/11/2017 10:46:32 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: I am, in fact, @sharporg Director of Publications,
Awards, and Handing out Ice Creams #sharp17 https://t.co/noZbTAnZGP
6/11/2017 10:46:37 PM
jotis13: Fun stuff ahoy: book history prizes! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:47:08 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @StevieLMarsden: Thank you to @hkpmcgregor for fulfilling my daily
Ira Glass fix #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:47:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: Applaudissements bien sentis pour @PatrickLearyVIC qui gère la liste de
diffusion de @SHARPorg, SHARP-L, depuis très longtemps! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:47:30 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@iangadd gives tantalising hints towards @SHARPorg publication
developments. Super intrigued! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:47:39 PM
MariaAChappell: Thank you #SHARP17 & #DHSI2017 for support to come to both
events
6/11/2017 10:47:46 PM
tylershores: RT @Shaf_Towheed: I think this is a first at #sharp17? Brilliantly
innovative #e5 @tylershores https://t.co/tmgEvIKLl5
6/11/2017 10:47:53 PM
jotis13: Judges read nearly 60 books from 2016 to determine the prizes. Wide
geographical and chronological spread of subjects. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:48:03 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @khetiwe24: Also, thinking about imp. & diverging national histories
of radio drama re: @hkpmcgregor talk #sharp17 #g4
6/11/2017 10:48:07 PM
rachellynchase: @clairesquires about to announce DeLong Book History Book Prize
winner! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:48:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: One of my fave bits of the conf! 볼볼#sharp17https://t.co/zC9r63o1Mi
6/11/2017 10:48:18 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: Judges read nearly 60 books from 2016 to determine the prizes.
Wide geographical and chronological spread of subjects. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:48:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize
commendation goes to Jonathan G. Alexander, "The Painted Book in Renaissance Italy"
6/11/2017 10:48:36 PM
CitizenWald: The most gratifying thing about being able to give grants to attendees of
@SHARPorg conferences is the gratitude of… https://t.co/XMPGAdSPJu

6/11/2017 10:49:09 PM
triproftri: @ClaireSquires @SHARPorg What?! So sorry to have missed all it + ice
cream! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:49:35 PM
StevieLMarsden: First commendation for DeLong Book History Book Prize goes to
Jonathan G. Alexander, 'The Painted Book in Renaissance Italy' #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:49:53 PM
CitizenWald: @SHARPorg is delighted to see so many first-time attendees. It is never
too early to begin to study #book #history… https://t.co/DcZWaXuBRv
6/11/2017 10:50:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize comm 2
goes to Noah Millstone "Manuscript Circulation and the Invention of Politics..."
6/11/2017 10:50:14 PM
arhomberg: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 10:50:17 PM
PopFicDoctors: Drum roll for the DeLong Book History Prize : first commendations to
Jonathan G Alexander and Noah Millstone #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:50:26 PM
StevieLMarsden: And 2nd commendation goes to Noah Millstone's 'Manuscript
Circulation and the Invention of Politics...' #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:51:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize goes to Eva
Mroczek for "The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity"
6/11/2017 10:51:16 PM
khetiwe24: Sitting at #sharp17 AGM and am happy to hear commendation for Noah
Millstone's new book! #earlymodern https://t.co/6RFq0531rU
6/11/2017 10:51:33 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Eva Mroczek for The Literary
Imagination in Jewish Antiquity https://t.co/M60CXV1Tlf #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:51:42 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book
History Book Prize goes to Eva Mroczek for "The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquit…
6/11/2017 10:51:43 PM
bookhistories: Obs! Obs! Obs! Det är aldrig för tidigt att börja studera #bokhistoria!
#sharp17 https://t.co/MLR0hA9daw
6/11/2017 10:51:43 PM
mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg book prize goes to Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity
https://t.co/9TcuTuZvVa #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:51:48 PM
PopFicDoctors: And the winner of the SHARP DeLong Book Prize is Eva Mroczek, for
The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity #sharp17

6/11/2017 10:51:55 PM
helensonner: Rousing applause for @PatrickLearyVIC, who has managed @SHARPorg
listserv since Day 1. Subscribe! It is wise, witty, and collegial. #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:52:16 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book History
Book Prize goes to Eva Mroczek for "The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquit…
6/11/2017 10:52:21 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: And 2nd commendation goes to Noah Millstone's
'Manuscript Circulation and the Invention of Politics...' #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:52:24 PM
luke_dietrich: Thanks to everyone tweeting #SHARP17. Wishing I was there!
6/11/2017 10:52:37 PM
StevieLMarsden: And the winner of the DeLong Book History Book Prize is Eva Mroczek
for 'The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiqui… https://t.co/rOW6pVNhmS
6/11/2017 10:52:49 PM
AbiLemak: szuper vagány! Podcasting és tömegmédiafogadas #sharp17 #18század
#translation #hungarian #magyarul (sajnálom, hog… https://t.co/8fWtWe6BBd
6/11/2017 10:53:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Eva Mroczek gives a shoutout to Alan Galey for
introducing her to the language of book history and its intellectual tools
6/11/2017 10:54:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Also really digging her office art. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:54:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: Lovely to hear from Eva Mroczek via video following announcement of
her DeLong Prize win! #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:55:02 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case, Eva Mroczek), unable
to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https://t.co/kqi5lNZpUx
6/11/2017 10:55:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@EvaMroczek couldn't be here today, but has recorded a short and
delightful acceptance speech #sharp17 https://t.co/PRYE4lKz6z
6/11/2017 10:55:36 PM
StevieLMarsden: Mroczek: 'It means so much to win this prize' #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:55:39 PM
MariaAChappell: Video of acceptance--very digi. Eva Mroczek accepting the DeLong
book history prize at #SHARP17 https://t.co/cypYg5EX3k
6/11/2017 10:56:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg book prize goes to Literary Imagination in
Jewish Antiquity https://t.co/9TcuTuZvVa #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:56:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case, Eva
Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…

6/11/2017 10:56:47 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets broadcasting opinions is one way to get
close to a book 볼볼 #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:56:53 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg Book History Graduate Essay Award goes to Kathryn A.
Schwartz, for her essay titled “Did Ottoman Sultans Ban Print?” #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:56:55 PM
jotis13: Graduate article winner examines claim that's shaped Ottoman book history but
has no basis in fact and shaped by Eurocentric biases #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:57:01 PM
eshetbaalathaov: So proud of my brilliant friend @EvaMroczek for winning the DeLong
Book History Book Prize at #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:57:45 PM
jotis13: Katherine Swartz (sp?) now a postdoc at Harvard. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:57:53 PM
JoGrenier: RT @sharpicecream: Quebec, mon amour #sharp15 #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:57:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: Congratulations to Kathryn Schwartz, winner of the Book History Essay
Prize #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:58:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Book History (the journal) has been attempting to expand
coverage of the non-Western World
6/11/2017 10:58:07 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 Book History (the journal) has been
attempting to expand coverage of the non-Western World
6/11/2017 10:58:17 PM
CritRikk: RT @PopFicDoctors: Congratulations to Kathryn Schwartz, winner of the Book
History Essay Prize #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:58:21 PM
CitizenWald: Here is the list of past @SHARPorg Book History Essay Prize Winners
https://t.co/mjfkyByFNn #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:58:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Here is the list of past @SHARPorg Book History Essay
Prize Winners https://t.co/mjfkyByFNn #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:59:04 PM
CritRikk: RT @MariaAChappell: Video of acceptance--very digi. Eva Mroczek accepting
the DeLong book history prize at #SHARP17 https://t.co/cypYg5EX…
6/11/2017 10:59:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg The next issue of Book History will have
three articles on the African Diaspora. Yay!
6/11/2017 10:59:13 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg The next issue of Book History
will have three articles on the African Diaspora. Yay!

6/11/2017 10:59:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg The next issue of Book
History will have three articles on the African Diaspora. Yay!
6/11/2017 10:59:22 PM
mollyhardy: RT @CitizenWald: Here is the list of past @SHARPorg Book History Essay
Prize Winners https://t.co/mjfkyByFNn #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:59:43 PM
mollyhardy: RT @PopFicDoctors: Congratulations to Kathryn Schwartz, winner of the
Book History Essay Prize #sharp17
6/11/2017 10:59:45 PM
CitizenWald: And here is the list of past @SHARPorg DeLong #Book #History Prize
Winners https://t.co/plJfqVlrPF #SHARP17
6/11/2017 10:59:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are published by graduate
students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book history'
6/11/2017 11:00:05 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: And here is the list of past @SHARPorg DeLong #Book
#History Prize Winners https://t.co/plJfqVlrPF #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:00:05 PM
andiesilva: Book History goals included having parity between American, European,
+rest of the world articles. Achievement unlocked as of 2017. #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:00:05 PM
jotis13: Book History proud that 20% of articles by graduate students, the vanguard of
the field. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:00:08 PM
MariaAChappell: 15-20% of articles published are by graduate students--very
impressive. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:00:15 PM
CitizenWald: RT @jotis13: Book History proud that 20% of articles by graduate
students, the vanguard of the field. #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:00:47 PM
CritRikk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are published
by graduate students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book h…
6/11/2017 11:01:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg Book History's Book History Onbound allows
you to publish the dataset to go with your published article. SO EXCITING
6/11/2017 11:01:16 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are
published by graduate students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book h…
6/11/2017 11:01:35 PM
ClaireSquires: Hey @EvaMroczek! Your win got a huge around of applause - many
congratulations #sharp17

6/11/2017 11:02:11 PM
AbiLemak: @StevieLMarsden @loradeets Mikor írunk -ben széljegyzeteket? Amikor
imádjuk a könyvet, vagy amikor utáljuk? Én ÁLL… https://t.co/hPhAjL0JrL
6/11/2017 11:02:13 PM
jotis13: "Now we turn to the other prize..." the Twitter prize which is now in its 6th
year. @iangadd #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:02:20 PM
a_e_lang: #sharp17 Book History Unbound: a place to park content ancillary to material
in printed journal. https://t.co/ze0nKYJD2y Maps, videos, gifs!
6/11/2017 11:02:38 PM
andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles beyond the printed text,
inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https://t.co/GVDgx7p790
6/11/2017 11:02:39 PM
jotis13: 46 people have won the Twitter prize over the years. Go us! #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:02:53 PM
MariaAChappell: Over5k tweets (although it's a moving target) #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:02:57 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @loradeets Readers thinking of themselves as patrons reminds me of your article @Vilutheril! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:03:01 PM
CitizenWald: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles beyond
the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/11/2017 11:03:01 PM
bookhistories: Nu är det dags för det ytterst prestigefulla twitterpriset att delas ut!
2017 är sjunde året priset delas ut - inte illa! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:03:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 has had 386 active, unique tweeters
6/11/2017 11:03:02 PM
StevieLMarsden: Who's gonna win the #sharp17 twitter prize?!
6/11/2017 11:03:05 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @jotis13: "Now we turn to the other prize..." the Twitter prize
which is now in its 6th year. @iangadd #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:03:08 PM
TheMedievalDrK: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles
beyond the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/11/2017 11:03:09 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @khetiwe24: Sitting at #sharp17 AGM and am happy to hear
commendation for Noah Millstone's new book! #earlymodern https://t.co/6RFq0531rU
6/11/2017 11:03:14 PM
mollyhardy: RT @a_e_lang: #sharp17 Book History Unbound: a place to park content
ancillary to material in printed journal. https://t.co/ze0nKYJD2y Maps…

6/11/2017 11:03:28 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@EvaMroczek couldn't be here today, but has
recorded a short and delightful acceptance speech #sharp17 https://t.co/PRY…
6/11/2017 11:03:40 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@loradeets' survey respondents share their thoughts
on ebooks and don't hold back! #sharp17 https://t.co/0qgaXjwrId
6/11/2017 11:03:42 PM
MariaAChappell: 16 different languages in #SHARP17 tweets
6/11/2017 11:03:48 PM
loradeets: RT @rachellynchase: @loradeets The format decision is not a fork in the
road; it's a first date #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: ::Waves at all the other #SHARP17 tweeters::
6/11/2017 11:04:04 PM
jimmussell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 has had 386 active, unique tweeters
6/11/2017 11:04:05 PM
CritRikk: 16 languages among the #sharp17 tweets, including translated retweets
6/11/2017 11:04:08 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @PopFicDoctors: Congratulations to Kathryn Schwartz, winner of the
Book History Essay Prize #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:09 PM
lcollins232: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway
& Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/11/2017 11:04:10 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Comfort reading like 'macaroni cheese books' according
to survey respondent #sharp17 #E5 @loradeets
6/11/2017 11:04:13 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 has had 386 active, unique tweeters
6/11/2017 11:04:19 PM
jimmussell: I won a twitter prize in 2011! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:22 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: Great talk on attachment and book formats, @loradeets!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:28 PM
rebeccamchung: 5000 tweets! #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:04:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I love that #SHARP17's twitter prize get printed books. #transmedia
6/11/2017 11:04:46 PM
jotis13: The six winners are... drumroll please! #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:04:49 PM

andiesilva: Twitter facilitated translation into other languages for non-English speaking
attendees. Fantastic use of social media!! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:49 PM
lisakuitert: Nu is er ook een Nederlandse tweet over #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:50 PM
PopFicDoctors: Shout out to my fellow tweeters, especially our 16 Twitter translators!
#sharp17
6/11/2017 11:04:53 PM
helensonner: Eva Mroczek gave lovely tribute to @sharp in receiving DeLong Book
Prize, #sharp17 https://t.co/2OVljFYJvJ
6/11/2017 11:05:07 PM
CitizenWald: Since 2011, @SHARPorg has given a prize for conference tweeting.
#SHARP17 makes 6 awards this year. I’ll let my tweeps announce the winners
6/11/2017 11:05:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #Bravo! Revue de @SHARPorg 1/3 Occident 1/3 Amériques (@gbarnhisel)
1/3 reste du monde (@bethlrx) https://t.co/Zocw75f83O #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:05:16 PM
MariaAChappell: Congrats to the Twitter winners--the Twinners! #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:05:31 PM
rachellynchase: Congratuations to Twitter award winners! @kathiiberens #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:06:00 PM
jotis13: RT @MariaAChappell: Congrats to the Twitter winners--the Twinners!
#SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:06:13 PM
lisakuitert: RT @zanna_vl: Uiterst interessante casestudy van Engels missionaris
William Medhurst! @lisakuitert #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:06:35 PM
CitizenWald: In celebration of its bicentennial in 1959, @TownOfAmherst adopted this
seal: the book and the plow honour its dual… https://t.co/zeEsza7Ysz
6/11/2017 11:06:43 PM
ClaireSquires: #sharp17 Twitter prize winners get books! https://t.co/bNTkGRz0p4
6/11/2017 11:06:45 PM
jotis13: @earlymodernpost there's a big fat book waiting for you... #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:06:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: Bravo à ma grande chum et coloc pour #sharp17 @KatieMcGettigan pour
son prix pour ses tweets! C'est un plaisir de te traduire!
6/11/2017 11:07:01 PM
AbiLemak: @AmyHildrethChen A hosszú ingázás tolta az audiokönyvnek a fejlődését,
nem a hangfelvevő technológiák #sharp17 #translation #hungarian
6/11/2017 11:07:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: Shout out to my fellow tweeters, especially our 16
Twitter translators! #sharp17

6/11/2017 11:07:33 PM
JoGrenier: Bravo @KatieMcGettigan pour ton prix Twitter @SHARP2017! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:07:33 PM
traviseross: RT @eshetbaalathaov: So proud of my brilliant friend @EvaMroczek for
winning the DeLong Book History Book Prize at #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:07:34 PM
StevieLMarsden: Congratulations everyone!!! #sharp17 https://t.co/XhkRKDrBly
6/11/2017 11:07:43 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: I love that #SHARP17's twitter prize get printed
books. #transmedia
6/11/2017 11:07:45 PM
SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla @KatieMcGettigan
@earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:08:07 PM
mollyhardy: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp17 Twitter prize winners get books!
https://t.co/bNTkGRz0p4
6/11/2017 11:08:18 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Very surprised and pleased to get a #sharp17 Twitter prize!
https://t.co/ZA6EWUze4d
6/11/2017 11:08:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:08:29 PM
loradeets: RT @tylershores: I love that Twitter offers to translate @loradeets's tweet
from Haitian Creole #sharp17 #sharp2017 #emojidick https://…
6/11/2017 11:08:44 PM
CCA_Chair: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 @a_e_lang starts off with this fab slide
including an inscription from Fitzgerald to "T. S. Elliot" #sadbutfab…
6/11/2017 11:09:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 a jusqu'à présent été twitté en 16 langues! C'est don ben hot!!!
(that was #Quebec French, it's ok if you… https://t.co/ULS0N4E2iH
6/11/2017 11:09:21 PM
rachellynchase: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:10:00 PM
zanna_vl: Proficiat aan de winnaars! #sharp17 https://t.co/OO3JVhfi1K
6/11/2017 11:10:01 PM
helensonner: @EvaMroczek @SHARP Glad to! Glad you were virtually here. Look
forward to reading your book. #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:10:17 PM
MariaAChappell: A staple of the auditorium meeting/talk is looking around the crowd to
see if you can recognize anyone from their tiny Twitter pix. #SHARP17

6/11/2017 11:10:24 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:10:31 PM
SHARPorg: Please let us know if you as a prize-winner didn't collect a book! #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:10:40 PM
bookhistories: SHARP - our intellectual home #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:10:42 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:10:43 PM
helensonner: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:12:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg book prize goes to Literary
Imagination in Jewish Antiquity https://t.co/9TcuTuZvVa #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:12:18 PM
mollyhardy: Canadian trigger warning #sharp17 https://t.co/Ms5l175DpB
6/11/2017 11:12:20 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 11:12:41 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @SHARPorg Thank you, all. I did not expect this prize. The award
has left me speechless -- but not without… https://t.co/e6bKdSPBdr
6/11/2017 11:13:16 PM
gbarnhisel: @Marie_LSJ @SHARPorg @bethlrx Merci! C'était très important à nous, et
nous sommes un peu fièrs de nous-mêmes #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:13:44 PM
jotis13: "If that wasn't ridiculous enough, Sydney welcomes you to Sydney..."
#SHARP17 #sharp18
6/11/2017 11:13:44 PM
bookhistories: "Sydney welcomes you to Sydney". Epic. @nzsydney #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:13:53 PM
traviseross: I share with many others the sense that I found my intellectual home in
@SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:14:17 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:14:20 PM
zanna_vl: @SHARP_2018 in Sidney? Daar kunnen we wel mee leven, denk ik...
#sharp17 @SHARP2017

6/11/2017 11:14:24 PM
jotis13: We're having a fantastic Star Wars themed intro to #sharp18 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:14:52 PM
arhomberg: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores is intrigued by numbers that measure
reading. What do these numbers indicate? Mentions jellybooks #sharp17…
6/11/2017 11:14:53 PM
CitizenWald: Another first for @SHARPorg : incoming President and Vice President are
both from New Zealand. Are we F***ing global, or what?! #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:15:00 PM
MariaAChappell: In case you were wondering, our conference is the best #sharp17
https://t.co/m0SQFDRlDX
6/11/2017 11:15:10 PM
zanna_vl: "Now it is your turn to travel vast distances!" @SHARP_2018 in Sidney,
Australia #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:15:20 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @traviseross: I share with many others the sense that I found my
intellectual home in @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:15:46 PM
rachellynchase: RT @zanna_vl: "Now it is your turn to travel vast distances!"
@SHARP_2018 in Sidney, Australia #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:15:47 PM
rachellynchase: RT @jotis13: We're having a fantastic Star Wars themed intro to
#sharp18 #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:16:02 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Probably the best conference announcement ever... #sharp17
#sharp18 https://t.co/Ty0bD4vpwg
6/11/2017 11:16:06 PM
andiesilva: SHARP Sidney is already winning. #sharp17 #starwars
https://t.co/MBNZ8Qaq41
6/11/2017 11:16:11 PM
rachellynchase: RT @traviseross: I share with many others the sense that I found my
intellectual home in @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:16:14 PM
ryancordell: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Probably the best conference announcement ever...
#sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Ty0bD4vpwg
6/11/2017 11:16:17 PM
jotis13: RT @MariaAChappell: In case you were wondering, our conference is the best
#sharp17 https://t.co/m0SQFDRlDX
6/11/2017 11:16:24 PM
jotis13: RT @zanna_vl: "Now it is your turn to travel vast distances!" @SHARP_2018 in
Sidney, Australia #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:16:26 PM

andiesilva: Next year's theme: From First to Last. #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:16:42 PM
CitizenWald: Speaking of how global @SHARPorg is: the 2018 conference will be in
Sydney, Australia: 1st locale other than Europe or N America #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:16:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 the 2018 conference will be held in Sidney, Australia,
"From First to Last"
6/11/2017 11:16:45 PM
khetiwe24: Announcing #sharp18 at #sharp17 AGM @JasonEnsor @helenkbones
@DH_Western https://t.co/G9M7ufZzgA
6/11/2017 11:17:18 PM
zanna_vl: Daar ga ik mee akkoord! #sharp17 https://t.co/DNHTUNzFhU
6/11/2017 11:17:27 PM
StevieLMarsden: #sharp17 https://t.co/AeldaNzYQl
6/11/2017 11:17:34 PM
PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians organise things
#sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/11/2017 11:17:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: La gang de @SHARP_2018 affiche son côté geek avec une super intro pour
nous inviter à aller en Australie l'an proch… https://t.co/CGpQf2Tbsl
6/11/2017 11:18:02 PM
AbiLemak: Igen, jól halják: CSILLAG HÁBORÚN keresztül bemutatják SHARP 2018
programot #sharp17 #hungarian #magyarul https://t.co/zfsNMTmznH
6/11/2017 11:18:17 PM
rhosa: RT @jamescosullivan: Chairing this one this morning. Not to be missed!
#SHARP17 #f7 https://t.co/BsFicwNliY
6/11/2017 11:18:25 PM
MariaAChappell: Question: will there be forest speeder bikes and tauntauns at
#SHARP_2018 ? They have those in Australia, right?… https://t.co/CBpRJCroyH
6/11/2017 11:18:40 PM
rachellynchase: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians
organise things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/11/2017 11:18:43 PM
lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is your turn to travel
vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/11/2017 11:18:50 PM
andiesilva: #sharp18 will encourage thinking outside the boundaries, beyond the
human, beyond history, beyond beginnings and en… https://t.co/eX30dQ4qmN
6/11/2017 11:19:01 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is
your turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/11/2017 11:19:53 PM

Marie_LSJ: Don't take our word for it, lisez l'intro de @SHARP_2018 par vous-mêmes!
#sharp17 https://t.co/ayGbq2svOX
6/11/2017 11:20:01 PM
MariaAChappell: If they're trying to sell us on #sharp18 in Australia, they had us at
"Australia" #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:20:56 PM
gbarnhisel: @SHARPorg rookie @kathiiberens walks away with the Twitter prize at
#sharp17. The Portland girl has game.
6/11/2017 11:21:17 PM
jotis13: This is really tempting... do u suppose they give complementary upgrades if
you're stuck on a plane for 36 hours on your birthday? #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:21:18 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mollyhardy: Canadian trigger warning #sharp17
https://t.co/Ms5l175DpB
6/11/2017 11:21:19 PM
amandalastoria: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @amandalastoria shows us how Lewis
Carroll meticulously laid out illustrations, in one case making the Cheshire "di…
6/11/2017 11:21:22 PM
triproftri: @kathiiberens Huzzah! How did you like #sharp17 ? That is my all-time
favorite conference…always!
6/11/2017 11:21:55 PM
sharpicecream: IS THERE ICE CREAM IN AUSTRALIA #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:22:03 PM
CritRikk: the theme for #sharp18 looks really interesting and promising, "From First to
Last" -- why not visit Sydney in (late fall) #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:22:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: That is an oddly buff Kangaroo. #SHARP17 #SHARP18
6/11/2017 11:22:13 PM
CitizenWald: You'd never know from the @sharporg 2018 conference trailer that the
lead organizer is a #scifi fan. #Sharp17 https://t.co/AF2RbAuHHU
6/11/2017 11:22:18 PM
jotis13: @sharpicecream ICE CREAM IS EVERYWHERE! #sharp17 #sharp18
6/11/2017 11:22:56 PM
sharpicecream: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is
your turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/11/2017 11:23:26 PM
rachellynchase: RT @gbarnhisel: @SHARPorg rookie @kathiiberens walks away with
the Twitter prize at #sharp17. The Portland girl has game.
6/11/2017 11:23:43 PM
StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this kangaroo and koala,
to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP219y
6/11/2017 11:23:49 PM

lauragrayblair: ...I'm gonna need a look at that Kelmscott Chaucer bound in kangaroo.
#SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:23:50 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream ICE CREAM IS EVERYWHERE! #sharp17
#sharp18
6/11/2017 11:23:53 PM
MariaAChappell: This pitch knows just where to hit us #cutemarsupials #sharp17
#sharp18 https://t.co/Yh0FZziGnP
6/11/2017 11:23:56 PM
jotis13: To help scholars make it to Sydney, they're upgrading the number of travel
grants. #SHARP17 #sharp18
6/11/2017 11:24:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP18 will have additional travel grants to aid graduate
students, first timers, and others get to Australia #SHARP17
6/11/2017 11:24:09 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @sharpicecream: IS THERE ICE CREAM IN AUSTRALIA #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:24:22 PM
jameshodges_: I'll start saving for my trip to #sharp18 now #SHARP17
https://t.co/9ey8aaV0aM
6/11/2017 11:24:40 PM
jotis13: RT @MariaAChappell: This pitch knows just where to hit us #cutemarsupials
#sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Yh0FZziGnP
6/11/2017 11:24:41 PM
AbiLemak: Jó hír! Több pénzt tesznek fére jövőre, új diákoknak #sharp18 #sharp17
#hungarian
6/11/2017 11:24:52 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians organise
things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/11/2017 11:25:03 PM
andiesilva: @MariaAChappell And/or marsupials trying to seduce you? #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:25:05 PM
TheUKRED: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/11/2017 11:25:24 PM
Marie_LSJ: Cool! @SHARP_2018 à la State Lib New South Wales que j'ai visité en 2014
pour cataloguer leurs #pennybloods #sharp17 https://t.co/ed2rYhA92B
6/11/2017 11:25:33 PM
Vilutheril: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians organise
things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/11/2017 11:25:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: @SHARPorg rookie @kathiiberens walks away with the
Twitter prize at #sharp17. The Portland girl has game.

6/11/2017 11:25:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 @ryancordell this is the French-speaking team I know is working
on virality in the 19c press https://t.co/HTNQ5XLbOE
6/11/2017 11:26:11 PM
JoGrenier: RT @bookhistories: "Sydney welcomes you to Sydney". Epic. @nzsydney
#sharp17
6/11/2017 11:26:22 PM
scaevola67: RT @eshetbaalathaov: So proud of my brilliant friend @EvaMroczek for
winning the DeLong Book History Book Prize at #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:26:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: So three out of our four cluster-unit housemates have now won the
#SHARP17 twitter prize. Next year, @CritRikk ?
6/11/2017 11:26:39 PM
Marie_LSJ: Here is my digital edition of Mystères de l'Inquisition (1845) & 2 of its
English translations @ryancordell #sharp17 https://t.co/X2fjfUtH0Z
6/11/2017 11:28:13 PM
SethLSanders: RT @mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg book prize goes to Literary Imagination
in Jewish Antiquity https://t.co/9TcuTuZvVa #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:29:32 PM
iangadd: #micdrop #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:32:17 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: "The ice cream is a dangerous precedent..." @iangadd yes,
yes it is! @sharpicecream #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:33:15 PM
SethLSanders: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case,
Eva Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…
6/11/2017 11:33:50 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharp18 I am going to tell my students about this, Australia's
#KelmscottChaucer #KangarooBinding Page 12 https://t.co/Um07Af8QHV
6/11/2017 11:33:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…
6/11/2017 11:34:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: You'd never know from the @sharporg 2018 conference
trailer that the lead organizer is a #scifi fan. #Sharp17 https://t.co…
6/11/2017 11:34:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Probably the best conference announcement ever...
#sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Ty0bD4vpwg
6/11/2017 11:35:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians organise
things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/11/2017 11:35:37 PM

SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: I share with many others the sense that I found my
intellectual home in @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:36:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles beyond
the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/11/2017 11:36:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: Hey @EvaMroczek! Your win got a huge around of
applause - many congratulations #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:37:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MariaAChappell: Video of acceptance--very digi. Eva Mroczek accepting
the DeLong book history prize at #SHARP17 https://t.co/cypYg5EX…
6/11/2017 11:37:14 PM
jennisifire: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case, Eva
Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…
6/11/2017 11:37:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: I am, in fact, @sharporg Director of Publications,
Awards, and Handing out Ice Creams #sharp17 https://t.co/noZbTAnZGP
6/11/2017 11:37:44 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 - Simon Frost given funds to foster local events,
seminars, workshops org. by early career scholars (the ravens gath…
6/11/2017 11:38:05 PM
MichaelHancher: Note the book. #sharp17 https://t.co/82bwuXYCHB
6/11/2017 11:38:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CritRikk: #sharp17 GM in 2019: Amherst, MA (USA) in 2020:
Amsterdam (yay!)
6/11/2017 11:38:15 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are
published by graduate students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book h…
6/11/2017 11:38:45 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg The next issue of
Book History will have three articles on the African Diaspora. Yay!
6/11/2017 11:39:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Oh @SHARPorg you really have outdone yourself!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/1VKYUXvNe4
6/11/2017 11:39:23 PM
oldpondcomics: RT @ClaireSquires: So @oldpondcomics created this after our
#sharp17 paper on book festival games. It's ACE! Thank you. @Beth_driscoll http…
6/11/2017 11:40:00 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: #sharp17 Beware the thieving, unresponsive soda machine
in the MacLaurin lobby!
6/11/2017 11:40:07 PM
zanna_vl: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…

6/11/2017 11:41:36 PM
DrMJCWarren: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case,
Eva Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…
6/11/2017 11:41:56 PM
DrMJCWarren: RT @mollyhardy: .@SHARPorg book prize goes to Literary Imagination
in Jewish Antiquity https://t.co/9TcuTuZvVa #sharp17
6/11/2017 11:42:14 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #TwitterPrizeBook #BeautifulOpenings This is one of the most
beautiful books I have ever seen. I can't wai… https://t.co/BAutY5vpJf
6/11/2017 11:44:24 PM
oldpondcomics: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter prize #sharp17 @kathiiberens @JJMcEvilla
@KatieMcGettigan @earlymodernpost @RasoulAliak @oldpondcomics
6/11/2017 11:44:37 PM
hkpmcgregor: RT @jameshodges_: I'll start saving for my trip to #sharp18 now
#SHARP17 https://t.co/9ey8aaV0aM
6/11/2017 11:51:34 PM
Shadowmainzer: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are
published by graduate students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book h…
6/11/2017 11:51:58 PM
Shadowmainzer: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles
beyond the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/11/2017 11:52:14 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: Announcing #sharp18 at #sharp17 AGM @JasonEnsor
@helenkbones @DH_Western https://t.co/G9M7ufZzgA
6/12/2017 12:00:05 AM
queenmab1974: RT @oldpondcomics: What about a #haiku festival board game?
inspired by @Beth_driscoll and @ClaireSquires #sharp17 #oldpondcomics #cartoon…
6/12/2017 12:01:23 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: SHARP ICE CREAM! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/SV2BzXXApY
6/12/2017 12:06:16 AM
scaevola67: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this case, Eva
Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…
6/12/2017 12:06:58 AM
onlinereaders1: #sharp17 keynote to end the day is Robert Bringhurst.
6/12/2017 12:07:42 AM
onlinereaders1: Sound of the conference? My vote goes to clinking water bottles
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:08:15 AM
ShawnaRoss: Robert Bringhurst onMoretti and Ramsay: "whose work I had been
ignoring..." #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:08:23 AM

RasoulAliak: Thank you, @SHARP2017 ! This is my first sharp but not the last one
definitely #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/MStgVewBXc
6/12/2017 12:08:28 AM
JoGrenier: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…
6/12/2017 12:08:30 AM
ClaireSquires: .@jmaxsfu: Publishing Studies is a little subject with a big representation
at #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 12:08:39 AM
rachellynchase: @jmaxsfu: Publishing studies is a little discipline that is well
represented at #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:09:03 AM
SHARPorg: RT @onlinereaders1: Sound of the conference? My vote goes to clinking
water bottles #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:09:05 AM
helenkbones: RT @khetiwe24: Announcing #sharp18 at #sharp17 AGM @JasonEnsor
@helenkbones @DH_Western https://t.co/G9M7ufZzgA
6/12/2017 12:09:22 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@jmaxsfu: Publishing Studies is a little subject with a
big representation at #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 12:09:48 AM
bookhistories: Robert Bringhurst är en riktig bas #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:10:02 AM
mlkharrington: Bringhurst: "There will be some minds. And some books. That I can
promise." #sharp17 https://t.co/7z6pdEAiHG
6/12/2017 12:10:07 AM
Beth_driscoll: Great to see book of essays on contemporary Australian publishing "The
Return of Print?" at the #sharp17 book stall https://t.co/q1nOFV9Xu1
6/12/2017 12:10:42 AM
SHARPorg: RT @bookhistories: Robert Bringhurst är en riktig bas #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:10:51 AM
helensonner: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/12/2017 12:10:53 AM
ShawnaRoss: Bringhurst recalls 1938 Princeton lectures, Greene & Perry "The Meaning
of the Humanities" as war rages #sharp17 https://t.co/m1T2y06GGC
6/12/2017 12:10:57 AM
Laura_Estill: #sharp17 final keynote by Robert Bringhurst opens week 2 #dhsi2017
https://t.co/BYiy91XBBo
6/12/2017 12:11:13 AM
JoGrenier: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 a jusqu'à présent été twitté en 16 langues! C'est
don ben hot!!! (that was #Quebec French, it's ok if you didn't ge…

6/12/2017 12:11:21 AM
kathiiberens: Robert Bringhurst talking about US isolationism in pre-WWII, drawing
analogy to today’s geopolitics and unrest. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:11:29 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ShawnaRoss: Bringhurst recalls 1938 Princeton lectures, Greene &
Perry "The Meaning of the Humanities" as war rages #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 12:11:32 AM
ShawnaRoss: Bringhurst: Those 30s Meaning of the Humanities talks were failures.
Could not make convincing link to political climate. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 12:12:21 AM
jmhuculak: #sharp17: R. Bringhurst “when I read about the digital humanities, the
emphasis is on the adjective and not the noun. It should be reversed”
6/12/2017 12:12:26 AM
clancynewyork: @lauragrayblair I made a Storify of the "Electronic Reading" session
#sharp17 #e5 https://t.co/OzC3Oowi35
6/12/2017 12:12:51 AM
traviseross: RT @jmhuculak: #sharp17: R. Bringhurst “when I read about the digital
humanities, the emphasis is on the adjective and not the noun. It sho…
6/12/2017 12:13:08 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: I am, in fact, @sharporg Director of Publications,
Awards, and Handing out Ice Creams #sharp17 https://t.co/noZbTAnZGP
6/12/2017 12:13:16 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst "has made a career out of all of the facets out of
the thing that we call the book" Well put.
6/12/2017 12:13:21 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @clancynewyork: @lauragrayblair I made a Storify of the "Electronic
Reading" session #sharp17 #e5 https://t.co/OzC3Oowi35
6/12/2017 12:13:46 AM
tomabba: Listening to the gravel-toned Robert Bringhurst convey history, with absolute
gravitas (and a wry humour) at #Sharp17
6/12/2017 12:14:04 AM
ShawnaRoss: See Erwin Panofsky's "The History of Art as a Humanistic Discipline"
submission here #SHARP17 https://t.co/FfjzqkrU1g
6/12/2017 12:14:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @clancynewyork: @lauragrayblair I made a Storify of the "Electronic
Reading" session #sharp17 #e5 https://t.co/OzC3Oowi35
6/12/2017 12:14:08 AM
ShawnaRoss: RT @clancynewyork: @lauragrayblair I made a Storify of the "Electronic
Reading" session #sharp17 #e5 https://t.co/OzC3Oowi35
6/12/2017 12:14:20 AM
zanna_vl: RT @jmhuculak: #sharp17: R. Bringhurst “when I read about the digital
humanities, the emphasis is on the adjective and not the noun. It sho…

6/12/2017 12:14:22 AM
bookhistories: @onlinereaders1 My vote goes to Robert Bringhurst speaking German
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:14:25 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rachellynchase: @jmaxsfu: Publishing studies is a little discipline
that is well represented at #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:14:28 AM
SHARPorg: RT @tomabba: Listening to the gravel-toned Robert Bringhurst convey
history, with absolute gravitas (and a wry humour) at #Sharp17
6/12/2017 12:14:59 AM
ryancordell: I mean, yeah…though this is a bon mot served at least once per conference
at this point & assumes the digital is so… https://t.co/elAuJ1YWIr
6/12/2017 12:15:05 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ShawnaRoss: See Erwin Panofsky's "The History of Art as a Humanistic
Discipline" submission here #SHARP17 https://t.co/FfjzqkrU1g
6/12/2017 12:15:06 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst: Panofsky's humanists "respects tradition" but NOT
authority. Tradition is real, alive, needing care, not static #SHARP17
6/12/2017 12:15:45 AM
kathiiberens: Bringhurst poetically defining what the humanities are with reference to
mortality and ephemerality. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:15:52 AM
mlkharrington: @bookhistories @onlinereaders1 Over an ostinato of tapping
keyboards. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:16:02 AM
jmhuculak: Bringhurst: humanities & humanism are built on the fragility of human life &
poverty of human power in the scope of human dreams #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:16:16 AM
ShawnaRoss: @ryancordell What could it even be? Humanist
digital...digit...digitization...? Going to "humanities computing" wou…
https://t.co/vjCNyVaRFV
6/12/2017 12:16:47 AM
hralperta: #sharp17 @RobBringhurst : "no one ever speaks of mechanical humanism ...
or industrial humanism."
6/12/2017 12:16:53 AM
binary_bawler: #sharp17 #sharp17 #sharp17 early kindle patents show preoccupation
with them to last.
6/12/2017 12:17:30 AM
RadioTaskForce: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The car & the commute pushed the
development of audiobooks rather than the history of recording technology #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:17:44 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst also bringing up the research/teaching divide, not just
humanist/science one #SHARP17

6/12/2017 12:18:19 AM
traviseross: This makes me wonder if #sharp17 folks will attend Making the Humanities
VI in Oxford. @LaScNo and I have a (book) history of history panel.
6/12/2017 12:18:42 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst: Erwin Panofsky tho' did collaborate with scientists
#SHARP17 (A weird word when you consider context of Jewish ppl WWII...)
6/12/2017 12:19:27 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 I am waiting for the first mention of "book" but I would count the
day well spent listening to @robbringhurst's beautiful voice
6/12/2017 12:19:46 AM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: This makes me wonder if #sharp17 folks will attend
Making the Humanities VI in Oxford. @LaScNo and I have a (book) history…
6/12/2017 12:20:08 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst: science and humanities not antagonistic but
complementary. #SHARP17 (But science doesn't equal "digital"....!)
6/12/2017 12:21:08 AM
ShawnaRoss: @ryancordell I'm also seeing some effects of a lack of knowledge of
media archaeology and media studies.... #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:21:58 AM
kathiiberens: @jmaxsfu introducing keynoter Robert Bringhurst at #Sharp17
https://t.co/LWhTGOGh1L
6/12/2017 12:22:55 AM
helenkbones: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…
6/12/2017 12:23:30 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARP2017: .@ClaireSquires is giving out ice cream at the
#sharp17 AGM! https://t.co/1B0m5mAFJf
6/12/2017 12:24:26 AM
clancynewyork: 1 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessions:Using Databases in
Humanities Research #a6https://t.co/BLzzO2Ypip
6/12/2017 12:24:27 AM
clancynewyork: 2 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessionsTechnologies of
Circulation and Remaking Texts #a7https://t.co/5wKwwMbFpB
6/12/2017 12:25:00 AM
clancynewyork: 3 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessionsDigital Forms and
Formats #d8https://t.co/NGONXcBRU9
6/12/2017 12:25:33 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst So we are situating the disciplines & national
worldviews out of which DH was born. Scientists - Coders - DH
6/12/2017 12:25:43 AM
helenkbones: RT @jameshodges_: I'll start saving for my trip to #sharp18 now
#SHARP17 https://t.co/9ey8aaV0aM

6/12/2017 12:25:53 AM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 I'm not following Bringhurst's argument about the limitations
of digital applications in the humanities. Halp?
6/12/2017 12:26:12 AM
ShawnaRoss: I would love to know more about relationship btw digital history & the
creation of "modern" disciplinary boundaries in 30s/40s #SHARP17
6/12/2017 12:26:41 AM
helenkbones: RT @MariaAChappell: If they're trying to sell us on #sharp18 in Australia,
they had us at "Australia" #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:26:48 AM
rebeccamchung: The only science it can do is soft science, statistics and modeling,
subject to a famous rule: garbage in, garbage out. RBringhurst #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:26:52 AM
SHARPorg: RT @clancynewyork: 1 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessions:Using
Databases in Humanities Research #a6https://t.co/BLzzO2Ypip
6/12/2017 12:26:56 AM
SHARPorg: RT @clancynewyork: 2 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday
sessionsTechnologies of Circulation and Remaking Texts #a7https://t.co/5wKwwMb…
6/12/2017 12:26:59 AM
SHARPorg: RT @clancynewyork: 3 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessionsDigital
Forms and Formats #d8https://t.co/NGONXcBRU9
6/12/2017 12:27:01 AM
helenkbones: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Probably the best conference announcement
ever... #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Ty0bD4vpwg
6/12/2017 12:27:17 AM
rebeccamchung: How do you impart the human touch to knowledge? Robert
Bringhurst, #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:27:35 AM
hralperta: #sharp17 @RobBringhurst : "but how do you impart the human touch to
knowledge?"
6/12/2017 12:27:41 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst "culture is even better than reincarnation" Hmm.
Now this is to be unpacked... #curious
6/12/2017 12:28:06 AM
wynkenhimself: You know what machines have been really hecking good at? Making
books accessible, for one thing. #sharp17 #a11y
6/12/2017 12:28:40 AM
ryancordell: I have to say this keynote feels like pulling out the carpet of welcome that
pairing #Sharp17 & #dhsi2017 seemed designed to lay out
6/12/2017 12:28:43 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst "Art is the form of making in which the maker is
revealed" "Impart the human touch to knowledge" #brutalization #wow

6/12/2017 12:29:07 AM
jmhuculak: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/12/2017 12:29:19 AM
ShawnaRoss: but...most ppl at DHSI right now or last week/year know that learning DH
stuff is not as simple as the assumption of "roboticism" #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:29:23 AM
rebeccamchung: Brutalization is not the right thing; perhaps you should call it
robotization. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:29:44 AM
ShawnaRoss: RT @wynkenhimself: You know what machines have been really hecking
good at? Making books accessible, for one thing. #sharp17 #a11y
6/12/2017 12:29:56 AM
amndw2: We need some #femDH in this keynote. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 12:30:26 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst on the "human touch" of traditional humanities
#SHARP17 ... but my body is CERTAINLY involved in this typing right now.
6/12/2017 12:31:03 AM
ClaireSquires: What would @RobotDarnton say? Now we know, via Robert Bringhurst ...
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:31:10 AM
jameshodges_: "I am Robert Robot, mechanical man"." Background on the toy at
https://t.co/dOMF3DSApq #sharp17 https://t.co/ysDNlzrcAs
6/12/2017 12:31:16 AM
clancynewyork: 4 of 4: #sharp17 Sat. Storifies 볼볼LisaGitelman's볼볼fabulous keynote
볼볼“Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels”https://t.co/Wx66KlnVHJ
6/12/2017 12:31:22 AM
ShawnaRoss: Yep, the implicit definition of human here seems non-cyborgian. Any
Harawayans in the audience? #sharp17 https://t.co/382xQRgYBF
6/12/2017 12:31:28 AM
mlkharrington: RT @wynkenhimself: You know what machines have been really
hecking good at? Making books accessible, for one thing. #sharp17 #a11y
6/12/2017 12:31:36 AM
RasoulAliak: RT @ClaireSquires: What would @RobotDarnton say? Now we know, via
Robert Bringhurst ... #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:31:43 AM
ryancordell: RT @amndw2: We need some #femDH in this keynote. #sharp17
#DHSI2017
6/12/2017 12:31:46 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst "With a few more toys like that I could have
turned into a full blown sociopath" There is warm humour behind this
6/12/2017 12:32:00 AM

AbiLemak: Ne felejtsük el hogy a teknologiánk nem neutrális -- minden számítógép
program mögött vannak emberek! #sharp17 #hungarian #magyarul
6/12/2017 12:32:01 AM
SHARPorg: RT @jameshodges_: "I am Robert Robot, mechanical man"." Background on
the toy at https://t.co/dOMF3DSApq #sharp17 https://t.co/ysDNlzrcAs
6/12/2017 12:32:05 AM
SHARPorg: RT @clancynewyork: 4 of 4: #sharp17 Sat. Storifies 볼볼LisaGitelman's볼볼
fabulous keynote 볼볼“Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels”http…
6/12/2017 12:32:09 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: What would @RobotDarnton say? Now we know, via
Robert Bringhurst ... #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:32:22 AM
ShawnaRoss: I kind of want to *see* what it would have been like if @RobBringhurst
had continued being Robert Robot.... #sharp17 https://t.co/s4ojQ1NARe
6/12/2017 12:33:07 AM
bookhistories: RT @jameshodges_: "I am Robert Robot, mechanical man"."
Background on the toy at https://t.co/dOMF3DSApq #sharp17 https://t.co/ysDNlzrcAs
6/12/2017 12:33:31 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is
your turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/12/2017 12:33:32 AM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Bringhurst is recentring the humanities rsch bc the need for human
response. What do posthumanists here think of that? Unconvinced?
6/12/2017 12:33:39 AM
andiesilva: Sidebar:my path to DH has been one of community, inclusion, lots of
humanity. Wouldn't be half the humanities scholar I am w/o it. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:33:50 AM
kathiiberens: Second “Screwmeneutical Imperative” shoutout in a #sharp17 keynote!
Bringhurst talking about search v. browse in @sramsay’s article.
6/12/2017 12:34:01 AM
ShawnaRoss: I can't agree that there is "one way to use a library" #sharp17 eeep.
6/12/2017 12:34:19 AM
LizShayne: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 12:34:21 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst Library as search, library as entertainment
(browsing vs searching). "Not trying to find a path through culture"
6/12/2017 12:34:35 AM
AbiLemak: @ShawnaRoss @RobBringhurst ne felejtsük el, hogy számítógép
kommunikáció = emberi komunikációval #sharp17… https://t.co/f9kYMvmhkT
6/12/2017 12:34:37 AM
ShawnaRoss: Ain't nothin' automatic, or "input/output," about the chaotic and
unpredictable and exciting things we do at #DHSI2017 #sharp17

6/12/2017 12:34:55 AM
tylershores: #sharp17 Listening to Robert Bringhurst's sonorous keynote, I wonder:
what does it mean to be a "good humanist" in a digital age?
6/12/2017 12:35:00 AM
helensonner: In keynote, Robert Bringhurst defines science as aiming to reveal nothing
of author but his (her) intellect. Hmm.... #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:35:03 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Bringhurst is recentring the humanities rsch bc
the need for human response. What do posthumanists here think of that?…
6/12/2017 12:35:31 AM
jordanreed14: Kudos to all #sharp17 attendees who brought today's sub-tweeting to
the next level
6/12/2017 12:35:55 AM
helensonner: Bringhurst: only two ways of using a library: searching and browsing.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:36:07 AM
Laura_Estill: @rak_dr Also I think this buys into a false dichotomy. DH is not always
short on the H. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 12:37:04 AM
a_e_lang: RT @Laura_Estill: @rak_dr Also I think this buys into a false dichotomy. DH
is not always short on the H. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 12:37:14 AM
jimmussell: If all we had was the human with which to present / perform 'the human',
our world and cultures would be unimaginably smaller #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:37:17 AM
ShawnaRoss: Appreciate profundity of political theme here, but implication is that
digital humanities is as kneejerk as authoritarian obeisance #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:37:47 AM
kathiiberens: There is certainly a human touch in our computers. This is only one
relevant context of many.… https://t.co/FdRNczUNV1
6/12/2017 12:38:32 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst acoustic recording; oral cultures; "de facto
canon" "central body of storage" (sound from Library eg) Going? #hmm
6/12/2017 12:38:34 AM
helensonner: RT @ShawnaRoss: I can't agree that there is "one way to use a library"
#sharp17 eeep.
6/12/2017 12:39:39 AM
CherylSearch: apocalypse now #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:39:56 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst acoustic recording; oral
cultures; "de facto canon" "central body of storage" (sound from Library e…
6/12/2017 12:40:17 AM

RasoulAliak: Robert Bringhurst: Canon is what you would try to take with you as
#refugee #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/tC1XWn5JMX
6/12/2017 12:40:35 AM
wynkenhimself: Ephemerality is not a failure, however. I don't even know where to
begin with that. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:40:49 AM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 Bringhurst defines "canon" as what you would save from a
house fire. Implies inevitable destruction of all bodies of literature.
6/12/2017 12:40:56 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@RobBringhurst bringing up anthropological fieldwork for cultural
preservation in early 20th c focusing on narratives #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:40:58 AM
AbiLemak: Is that "vanishing race" salvage Anthro I'm hearing? It's been a long week.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:41:29 AM
onlinereaders1: Twitter serendipity strikes again #sharp17 https://t.co/egtSGjxg2a
6/12/2017 12:41:41 AM
andiesilva: #sharp17 https://t.co/Hk24mFU6nZ
6/12/2017 12:41:42 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @RasoulAliak: Robert Bringhurst: Canon is what you would try to
take with you as #refugee #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/tC1XWn5JMX
6/12/2017 12:42:44 AM
hralperta: #sharp17 "the point, of course, is the texts should be read... Or heard."
Transcribed indigenous texts are often archived away from reading.
6/12/2017 12:42:45 AM
RasoulAliak: 볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼
볼볼
볼볼
볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼
#sharp17
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/OefZgnrmjd
6/12/2017 12:42:53 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst "what people chose to save was the central core
of stories" Is this going in the direction of Carl Dair & Cree?
6/12/2017 12:42:57 AM
jimmussell: Writing captures oral literature in the same way it captures the human: it
doesn't, just posits it as false, pure point of origin #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:43:23 AM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @RobBringhurst is talking about saving Indigenous lit. Political
problems w this argument.
6/12/2017 12:43:39 AM
AbiLemak: w this I can agree: "It's not enough to post online" when is comes to cultural
heritage projects -Bringhurts #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:44:02 AM
CraigMunroEdits: RT @EnlightenmentDH: What is ARCHIVER or Angus & Robertson?
@helenkbones on early Australian publishing history project at #sharp17 https:/…

6/12/2017 12:44:30 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: FYI preface to latest Companion to DH discusses purposeful shift from
"humanities computing" to "DH" #sharp17 https://t.co/2li1NDbH7Q
6/12/2017 12:44:30 AM
eyeona: Bringhurst's keynote had me pondering digital non-humanities (not same as
inhumanities). #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:44:33 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Nervous about these questions... #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:44:35 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mlkharrington: #sharp17 Bringhurst defines "canon" as what you
would save from a house fire. Implies inevitable destruction of all bodi…
6/12/2017 12:44:46 AM
mlkharrington: Bringhurst concludes: life depends on continuing circulation,
preservation, struggle against entropy. #sharp17 https://t.co/VTUICm0yH3
6/12/2017 12:44:48 AM
traviseross: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: FYI preface to latest Companion to DH discusses
purposeful shift from "humanities computing" to "DH" #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 12:45:27 AM
ShawnaRoss: .@ryancordell to @RobBringhurst: Computer scientists do intellectual
work, too. How does that impact humanist/digital divide #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:45:36 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @RobBringhurst is talking about saving
Indigenous lit. Political problems w this argument.
6/12/2017 12:45:42 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: FYI preface to latest Companion to DH
discusses purposeful shift from "humanities computing" to "DH" #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 12:45:45 AM
kathiiberens: @ryancordell asks Bringhurst: how to bring the humanities into relation
with the work of computer scientists? #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:45:50 AM
eyeona: Was that effectively "we have the humanities because we can't save
everything"? And does it have eco implications? #sharp17 Bringhurst
6/12/2017 12:46:02 AM
MariaAChappell: Thanks to those tweeting the talk--must rest up for #dhsi2017
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:46:26 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @kathiiberens: @ryancordell asks Bringhurst: how to bring the
humanities into relation with the work of computer scientists? #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:46:26 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @robbringhurst I don't fully understand what I just heard, but I
enjoyed the experience of hearing this. #VeryProfound #DeepStuff
6/12/2017 12:46:43 AM

crimsonyoo: Robert Bringhurst 볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼. 1938볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼
볼볼볼볼볼볼볼 볼볼 "볼볼볼볼 볼볼"볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼볼? 21볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼?
볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼, 볼볼, 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼 #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:47:11 AM
kathiiberens: @julia_flanders: “could you say something more about the difference
betwn human/digital w/r/t ongoing curation of humanities work?” #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:47:48 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @hralperta: #sharp17 "the point, of course, is the texts should be
read... Or heard." Transcribed indigenous texts are often archived aw…
6/12/2017 12:47:53 AM
ryancordell: I asked Bringhurst about computer scientists specifically because
humanists usually don’t—feeds myth of digital as somehow inhuman #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:48:23 AM
JJMcEvilla: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is your
turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/12/2017 12:48:32 AM
bookhistories: @AmyHildrethChen #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:48:35 AM
wynkenhimself: Ok, that's pretty slanderous to say that the majority of printers were
only interested in making money. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:49:07 AM
kathiiberens: Bringhurst talking about the immanence of well-printed books. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:49:35 AM
CraigMunroEdits: Would love to have been at this year's Society for the History of
Authorship Reading & Publishing #sharp17 conferen… https://t.co/GJCgwRhZHa
6/12/2017 12:50:11 AM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 Yes, it's a very different experience to read physical books
than digital editions. But why value judgments? Both real world!
6/12/2017 12:50:43 AM
AmyHildrethChen: The library is already digital. Digital is just as real as the physical.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:50:45 AM
wynkenhimself: Of course they were interested in making money. So was Aldus
Manutius. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:50:46 AM
ryancordell: It’s true that many—though not all—computer scientists don't actively
collaborate w/humanists—that doesn’t make their work inhuman #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:50:48 AM
Laura_Estill: Downloading books is a luxury, as is visiting rare books in person.
@internetarchive allows ppl to access collections despite geog. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:51:05 AM
traviseross: RT @mlkharrington: #sharp17 Yes, it's a very different experience to read
physical books than digital editions. But why value judgments? Bo…

6/12/2017 12:51:32 AM
jimmussell: @ryancordell Or uncreative #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:51:36 AM
traviseross: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The library is already digital. Digital is just as real
as the physical. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:51:43 AM
EmmettStinson: RT @Beth_driscoll: Great to see book of essays on contemporary
Australian publishing "The Return of Print?" at the #sharp17 book stall http…
6/12/2017 12:51:47 AM
wynkenhimself: They were also interested in all sorts of other aspects of creating and
circulating texts. #sharp17 #outofpatience
6/12/2017 12:51:51 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @jimmussell: @ryancordell Or uncreative #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:52:14 AM
ryancordell: RT @jimmussell: @ryancordell Or uncreative #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:53:00 AM
mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen. #sharp17
https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 12:53:25 AM
ryancordell: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen.
#sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 12:53:39 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a
screen. #sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 12:54:04 AM
ShawnaRoss: I wish I could push on @RobBringhurst forcing implicit connection btw
WWI & fascism with the digital humanities, but time runs out. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:54:49 AM
eyeona: Loving the silent controversy ongoing at this keynote. (Is that wrong of me?
Easier than noisy controversy...) #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:54:57 AM
dmndkng: It's the affective and intellectual (and not just technical) labour involved in
humanities computing that seems to be elided here #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:55:09 AM
jimmussell: The digital here is severely impoverished: merely a dead and deadening
medium, somehow with no basis in reality #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:55:22 AM
traviseross: Something like machine assisted distant reading—for instance—is as much
a human activity as using a microscope or telescope, right #sharp17?
6/12/2017 12:55:49 AM
ShawnaRoss: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen.
#sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD

6/12/2017 12:56:14 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @jimmussell: The digital here is severely impoverished: merely
a dead and deadening medium, somehow with no basis in reality #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:56:21 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a
screen. #sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 12:56:31 AM
ShawnaRoss: @ryancordell Nor does it mean that we shouldn't know what computer
scientists do!!! #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:56:40 AM
CitizenWald: Robert Bringhurst speaks rather dismissively of the digital, seemingly
equating it with the un-real; #SHARP17 reacting critically
6/12/2017 12:56:43 AM
CitizenWald: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The library is already digital. Digital is just as real
as the physical. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:57:08 AM
ryancordell: Yes. Just yes. It might be flawed for *all kinds of reasons* but it’s not
robotic or artificial or inhuman #sharp17 https://t.co/kjd0PIcoHS
6/12/2017 12:58:08 AM
hralperta: #sharp17 lots of outrage about the digital/material binary but I think there
are significant racial concerns present in this talk too
6/12/2017 12:58:20 AM
ryancordell: RT @hralperta: #sharp17 lots of outrage about the digital/material binary
but I think there are significant racial concerns present in this…
6/12/2017 12:58:27 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @ryancordell: Yes. Just yes. It might be flawed for *all kinds of
reasons* but it’s not robotic or artificial or inhuman #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 12:58:53 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @hralperta: #sharp17 lots of outrage about the digital/material
binary but I think there are significant racial concerns present in this…
6/12/2017 12:59:00 AM
CitizenWald: Robert Bringhurst dismissing digital as un-real, screen reading as
fatiguing: "The library is real the way my garden is real." #SHARP17
6/12/2017 12:59:20 AM
kathiiberens: Bringhurst responding to a question from @rak_dr about colonial white
people recording the stories of First Peoples. #sharp17
6/12/2017 12:59:23 AM
helensonner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 20% of Book History articles are
published by graduate students, a marker of being 'in the vanguard of book h…
6/12/2017 12:59:24 AM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 what an odd turn we've taken here
6/12/2017 12:59:29 AM

helensonner: RT @MariaAChappell: Video of acceptance--very digi. Eva Mroczek
accepting the DeLong book history prize at #SHARP17 https://t.co/cypYg5EX…
6/12/2017 12:59:40 AM
eyeona: Provocative keynote. Heard a salvation/rescue obsession that mirrored religion
in some subtle way. Or am I indicting "mission"? #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:00:01 AM
mlkharrington: RT @hralperta: #sharp17 lots of outrage about the digital/material
binary but I think there are significant racial concerns present in this…
6/12/2017 1:00:01 AM
helensonner: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…
6/12/2017 1:00:14 AM
Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to have gardens...
#sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 1:00:52 AM
eyeona: Could writing down *not* be salvation? There's an anti-orality assumption here.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 1:00:57 AM
rhymesontheroad: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough
to have gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 1:01:23 AM
andiesilva: RT @eyeona: Could writing down *not* be salvation? There's an anti-orality
assumption here. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:01:40 AM
RasoulAliak: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to
have gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 1:01:45 AM
CherylSearch: can we talk about power relations ? #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:01:57 AM
goingpostale: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen.
#sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 1:02:06 AM
CitizenWald: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to
have gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 1:02:09 AM
eyeona: Inherent "people of the book(s)" are better assumption here...? #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:02:09 AM
a_e_lang: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to have
gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 1:02:40 AM
ShawnaRoss: What I'm seeing here is b/c ppl here know Bringhurst's work from one
part of his career, but other parts are showing up too! #SHARP17

6/12/2017 1:03:41 AM
hralperta: RT @eyeona: Could writing down *not* be salvation? There's an anti-orality
assumption here. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:04:56 AM
andiesilva: "Does a computer have a voice?" Same people have computer-assisted
voices. #human #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:05:03 AM
DennineD: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The library is already digital. Digital is just as real as
the physical. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:05:21 AM
helensonner: RT @khetiwe24: Sitting at #sharp17 AGM and am happy to hear
commendation for Noah Millstone's new book! #earlymodern https://t.co/6RFq0531rU
6/12/2017 1:05:39 AM
mlkharrington: Imagine listening to this question session without watching the twitter
backchannel. Must be b disconcerting.#sharp17
6/12/2017 1:05:57 AM
helensonner: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles beyond
the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 1:06:04 AM
kathiiberens: Does the computer have a voice?@julia_flanders framing computer as a
representational space. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:06:42 AM
helensonner: RT @CitizenWald: And here is the list of past @SHARPorg DeLong #Book
#History Prize Winners https://t.co/plJfqVlrPF #SHARP17
6/12/2017 1:06:48 AM
ryancordell: RT @kathiiberens: Does the computer have a voice?@julia_flanders
framing computer as a representational space. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:06:51 AM
kathiiberens: @alanyliu’s https://t.co/1YVjDPB9Dw & https://t.co/eJYxQIjh6d
mentioned as examples of computer voice fostering human network. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:08:15 AM
ShawnaRoss: @rak_dr Some of his answers to audience seem unrelated, but ARE to his
larger body of work. Maybe a longer introduc… https://t.co/VoryDOcFce
6/12/2017 1:08:41 AM
mlkharrington: @andiesilva And yet he seems shocked by even minimal human
alterations (tattoos, etc) #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:08:56 AM
traviseross: I do humanistic work. I also moved seamlessly between tools as I do.
¯\_(볼)_/¯ #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:08:57 AM
crimsonyoo: University Club볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼 #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:09:10 AM

eyeona: Also, sympathetically, reminded about those writers who (by choice) only write
on paper, finding the computer medium unfavourable. #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:09:28 AM
AbiLemak: #sharp17 nagyon köszönőm azokat akik felhoztak fontos kérdéseket az első
lakókrol, a digitális irodalmi világról, a DH-rol, stb! #hungarian
6/12/2017 1:09:38 AM
Laura_Estill: I know we use term SHARPists, but I'd like to propose SHARPés #sharp17
@SHARPorg
6/12/2017 1:09:43 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @StevieLMarsden: We're being seduced, literally by the look of this
kangaroo and koala, to attend #sharp18 #sharp17 https://t.co/X6oGEP2…
6/12/2017 1:11:17 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Probably the best conference announcement ever...
#sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Ty0bD4vpwg
6/12/2017 1:11:41 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @MariaAChappell: If they're trying to sell us on #sharp18 in Australia,
they had us at "Australia" #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:11:52 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @MariaAChappell: This pitch knows just where to hit us
#cutemarsupials #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/Yh0FZziGnP
6/12/2017 1:11:57 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians
organise things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/12/2017 1:12:15 AM
mlkharrington: #sharp17 https://t.co/jy7afcmDI0
6/12/2017 1:13:19 AM
SHARP2017: RT @Laura_Estill: I know we use term SHARPists, but I'd like to propose
SHARPés #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 1:22:40 AM
doombiscuits: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 1:33:14 AM
SORAAADWorkshop: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg first: book prize winner (in this
case, Eva Mroczek), unable to attend #sharp17, gives video acceptance https:/…
6/12/2017 1:38:57 AM
srdbarros: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen.
#sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 1:58:52 AM
alisakbeer: RT @amndw2: We need some #femDH in this keynote. #sharp17
#DHSI2017
6/12/2017 2:06:38 AM
alisakbeer: RT @ryancordell: I have to say this keynote feels like pulling out the carpet
of welcome that pairing #Sharp17 & #dhsi2017 seemed designed…

6/12/2017 2:08:50 AM
alisakbeer: RT @Laura_Estill: @rak_dr Also I think this buys into a false dichotomy. DH
is not always short on the H. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 2:09:44 AM
alisakbeer: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: FYI preface to latest Companion to DH discusses
purposeful shift from "humanities computing" to "DH" #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 2:10:47 AM
clancynewyork: @sprowberry I made a Storify of the "Online Book Markets" session
#sharp17 #f4 https://t.co/PD2INJlYl0
6/12/2017 2:11:02 AM
alisakbeer: RT @AmyHildrethChen: The library is already digital. Digital is just as real
as the physical. #sharp17
6/12/2017 2:11:27 AM
alisakbeer: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to have
gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 2:12:23 AM
MMU_English: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 2:25:44 AM
seabreamlatte: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a
screen. #sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 2:29:23 AM
profwernimont: Bummer to watch the tweets from #DHSI2017 #sharp17 and see how
far we still have to go #femdh #transformdh
6/12/2017 2:40:48 AM
profwernimont: RT @clancynewyork: 4 of 4: #sharp17 Sat. Storifies 볼볼Lisa
Gitelman's볼볼fabulous keynote 볼볼“Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels”http…
6/12/2017 2:41:11 AM
iiif_io: RT @a_e_lang: Appreciative murmur from #sharp17 #g2 audience as
@lisagoddard zooms in. Probably better res than in person with a magnifying…
6/12/2017 2:52:04 AM
jotis13: I hand-wrote my entire dissertation - 100,000 words - because blank paper was
less intimidating than a blank comput… https://t.co/zXXoJ9vlKg
6/12/2017 2:53:04 AM
profwernimont: Oh no? Not Descartes or entire groups in early mod science? What was
the memex? Or if we take it as critique of...… https://t.co/eQHqSnSIvF
6/12/2017 3:00:16 AM
jotis13: Apparently I've been practicing too much #selfcare: not only was I 6 hours shy
of a 100-hr work week, I missed a polarizing #sharp17 keynote
6/12/2017 3:03:46 AM
ashleycmorford: I used the wrong hashtag. Here are some of my key thoughts on the
Bringhurst keynote from tonight. #sharp17 https://t.co/eWJ9kDMMtt

6/12/2017 3:04:21 AM
jotis13: RT @clancynewyork: 1 of 4: #sharp17 Storifies of Saturday sessions:Using
Databases in Humanities Research #a6https://t.co/BLzzO2Ypip
6/12/2017 3:10:00 AM
CFranquely: @henningsgaard #SHARP17 "it's true that trolling brings folks together..."
brainstorming for sharp18.
6/12/2017 3:12:25 AM
JJMcEvilla: Views from the interior of the University Club #Sharp17
#AlmostReadyToCallItANight https://t.co/LPpyyiMVkd
6/12/2017 3:15:19 AM
JennaMead_UWA: RT @jameshodges_: "I am Robert Robot, mechanical man"."
Background on the toy at https://t.co/dOMF3DSApq #sharp17 https://t.co/ysDNlzrcAs
6/12/2017 3:30:28 AM
oldpondcomics: Banquet at University club, and there are cute ducklings in the pond.
#sharp17 https://t.co/2OpOg0sd0Z
6/12/2017 3:34:22 AM
oldpondcomics: Ernest Hemingway had 7,000 books in his collection. I love when data
comes to life like in this gephi graph made by… https://t.co/vWdgOk4HTe
6/12/2017 3:39:18 AM
epyllia: @LuisPerezGonz11 @StaceyTriplette @TEIconsortium excited to be part of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong's confer… https://t.co/EDUAwcYs4U
6/12/2017 3:41:54 AM
oldpondcomics: Network analysis reveals an isolated node in this gephi graph by
@a_e_lang Interesting discussion follows. Learning… https://t.co/QhOpwW96VJ
6/12/2017 3:44:44 AM
kathiiberens: This is your "Trolling the Past" panel for #sharp18. @henningsgaard
@cfranquely Kyle Booten. #sharp17 #sad #smh https://t.co/6zaI5dV3em
6/12/2017 3:52:00 AM
CitizenWald: No sooner has @iangadd laid down @SHARPorg presidency than we find
him drinking beer & playing pool. Sheesh #sharp17 https://t.co/QgqXEujwz4
6/12/2017 3:52:47 AM
CitizenWald: Lest you thought I was making this up, #sharp17. This is what a twentyfirst-century Renaissance man looks like https://t.co/W35zYCkvJL
6/12/2017 3:57:21 AM
oldpondcomics: #DHSI2017 + #sharp17 = https://t.co/3y5oQRD2MP
6/12/2017 3:59:31 AM
paigecmorgan: RT @ashleycmorford: I used the wrong hashtag. Here are some of my
key thoughts on the Bringhurst keynote from tonight. #sharp17 https://t.c…
6/12/2017 4:03:51 AM
paigecmorgan: RT @profwernimont: Bummer to watch the tweets from #DHSI2017
#sharp17 and see how far we still have to go #femdh #transformdh
6/12/2017 4:04:57 AM

elvysshpopet: While I’ve been feeling sad about missing out on #sharp17, I’m so
stoked to be starting up the second week of #dhsi2017 tomorrow. woot!
6/12/2017 4:04:57 AM
paigecmorgan: RT @Shaf_Towheed: There are people who aren't privileged enough to
have gardens... #sharp17 https://t.co/eGxL9wHT6g
6/12/2017 4:05:40 AM
oldpondcomics: Lisa Goddard & Lara Wilson talk about @TransArchives and scrapbooks
from '64-'69 collecting UK news clipping about… https://t.co/H6ak50KTen
6/12/2017 4:07:39 AM
milenaufpr: Um membro da #sharp17 andsndo pelo campus da Uvic agora hà pouco...
https://t.co/o03RgCCMLv
6/12/2017 4:08:08 AM
milenaufpr: O jantar da #sharp17 foi ótimo, a localização e o clima foram perfeitos!
https://t.co/bi7yWYyICq
6/12/2017 4:09:33 AM
oldpondcomics: Beautiful collage on the cover of this 1960s scrapbook from the
@TransArchives The author is not known. #sharp17 https://t.co/E6mvpFEn79
6/12/2017 4:09:42 AM
oldpondcomics: Should the words glued on the cover be considered the title of the
item? One of the difficulties faced by staff fro… https://t.co/r7cubbjELI
6/12/2017 4:13:51 AM
oldpondcomics: Scanning a scrapbook might damage binding. Use a digitization station
if you can. Great tips from @TransArchives… https://t.co/W3ru82GH1O
6/12/2017 4:18:15 AM
oldpondcomics: Don't leave without visiting #finnertygardens behind MacLaurin
building. Campus map at https://t.co/YT5CYvswRl… https://t.co/uQN7CMnMiC
6/12/2017 4:23:08 AM
nzsydney: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/O9TNS5x0vD
https://t.co/g2nrYl0Mew
6/12/2017 4:33:34 AM
epyllia: most exciting visual I've seen all week at three conferences #DHSI2017
#sharp17 and @CUHK Translation Studies Confe… https://t.co/5YLSQyAB7i
6/12/2017 4:40:41 AM
AbiLemak: Hi, #dhsi2017 & #sharp17! Headed to the airport tomorrow (630/7am) and
interested in sharing a taxi? Say from UVic or DT? Lemme know! 볼볼
6/12/2017 4:40:44 AM
epageperron: RT @AbiLemak: Hi, #dhsi2017 & #sharp17! Headed to the airport
tomorrow (630/7am) and interested in sharing a taxi? Say from UVic or DT? Lem…
6/12/2017 4:41:32 AM
ShawnaRoss: RT @AbiLemak: Hi, #dhsi2017 & #sharp17! Headed to the airport
tomorrow (630/7am) and interested in sharing a taxi? Say from UVic or DT? Lem…
6/12/2017 4:42:34 AM
helensonner: The important work begins. #sharp17 https://t.co/pA5wEoffrz

6/12/2017 4:43:56 AM
iangadd: RT @CitizenWald: No sooner has @iangadd laid down @SHARPorg presidency
than we find him drinking beer & playing pool. Sheesh #sharp17 https…
6/12/2017 4:46:06 AM
gbarnhisel: Spectacular #sharp17 sunset over Victoria's Inner Harbor
https://t.co/ajqUTwfmGJ
6/12/2017 4:57:13 AM
oldpondcomics: Coolest t-shirt award goes to the owner of the 'Je Parle Feministe' tee.
#femdh #feminism #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:19:32 AM
EMGrumbach: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: FYI preface to latest Companion to DH discusses
purposeful shift from "humanities computing" to "DH" #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 5:22:39 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: No sooner has @iangadd laid down @SHARPorg
presidency than we find him drinking beer & playing pool. Sheesh #sharp17 https…
6/12/2017 5:23:42 AM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Spectacular #sharp17 sunset over Victoria's Inner Harbor
https://t.co/ajqUTwfmGJ
6/12/2017 5:27:35 AM
bla222: RT @a_e_lang: Appreciative murmur from #sharp17 #g2 audience as
@lisagoddard zooms in. Probably better res than in person with a magnifying…
6/12/2017 5:27:35 AM
SHARPorg: RT @AbiLemak: Hi, #dhsi2017 & #sharp17! Headed to the airport tomorrow
(630/7am) and interested in sharing a taxi? Say from UVic or DT? Lem…
6/12/2017 5:27:58 AM
EditrixCaroline: Thanks to @SHARPorg and #SHARP17 organizers for a lovely banquet
tonight!
6/12/2017 5:29:11 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Laura_Estill: I know we use term SHARPists, but I'd like to propose
SHARPés #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 5:29:37 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @ryancordell: #Sharp17 #f1 https://t.co/O9TNS5x0vD
https://t.co/g2nrYl0Mew
6/12/2017 5:30:06 AM
Ickyneezer: RT @CitizenWald: Cats, too now turning to study of #book #history.
#SHARP17 has started a trend (and it’s still only Sunday afternoon) http…
6/12/2017 5:30:46 AM
SHARPorg: RT @EditrixCaroline: Thanks to @SHARPorg and #SHARP17 organizers for a
lovely banquet tonight!
6/12/2017 5:30:50 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: What would @RobotDarnton say? Now we know, via
Robert Bringhurst ... #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:31:13 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @SHARPorg DeLong Book History
Book Prize goes to Eva Mroczek for "The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquit…
6/12/2017 5:35:24 AM
futurerhetorics: RT @clancynewyork: 4 of 4: #sharp17 Sat. Storifies 볼볼Lisa
Gitelman's볼볼fabulous keynote 볼볼“Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels”http…
6/12/2017 6:10:16 AM
MariaAChappell: Getting excited for #DHSI2017 tomorrow. Good thoughts to those at
#SHARP17 who are presenting in the morning 볼볼볼볼
6/12/2017 6:20:35 AM
kinohin: #SHARP17 We're continuing the party in front of Cadboro Commons. How long
will we be out here? Who knows? https://t.co/Wa9N21NF8m
6/12/2017 6:20:41 AM
andrewjohnrudd: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 6:21:19 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 delegates @SmugglersPub @Marie_LSJ @alisakbeer
@jameshodges_ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @cryurchin… https://t.co/t6pMts5d9F
6/12/2017 6:33:47 AM
whitneytrettien: RT @andiesilva: Book History Unbound now helps expand articles
beyond the printed text, inc. videos, datasets, other media. #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 6:43:30 AM
CorinnaNoRue: @jotis13 <3 this. Ran the math yesterday. Have slept 3x more during
this @SHARPorg conf than during @sharpparis2016… https://t.co/75GGD1pcJ2
6/12/2017 6:44:19 AM
CorinnaNoRue: @dolechner @DrDFuller haben wohl eine super-polarisierende Keynote
@SHARP2017 verpasst. Blöde Zeitverschiebung zum Zweiten! #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:51:07 AM
samartha: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Fellow SHARPists - here's a book being eaten live on TV
#sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/GpkEyBYiq4
6/12/2017 6:54:55 AM
samartha: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 6:55:14 AM
samartha: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/12/2017 6:56:02 AM
alisakbeer: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 delegates @SmugglersPub @Marie_LSJ
@alisakbeer @jameshodges_ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @cryurchin @tomabba
#…
6/12/2017 6:56:24 AM
samartha: RT @sharpicecream: Cool! #sharp17 https://t.co/xS2FwYk9DM

6/12/2017 6:58:17 AM
samartha: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17. Thanks
@sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/12/2017 7:00:24 AM
samartha: RT @rachellynchase: @loradeets The format decision is not a fork in the
road; it's a first date #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:01:02 AM
samartha: RT @MariaAChappell: In case you were wondering, our conference is the
best #sharp17 https://t.co/m0SQFDRlDX
6/12/2017 7:03:12 AM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: And 2nd commendation goes to Noah Millstone's
'Manuscript Circulation and the Invention of Politics...' #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:03:19 AM
samartha: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@iangadd gives tantalising hints towards @SHARPorg
publication developments. Super intrigued! #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:03:23 AM
samartha: RT @SHARP2017: .@ClaireSquires is giving out ice cream at the #sharp17
AGM! https://t.co/1B0m5mAFJf
6/12/2017 7:03:35 AM
JulianneKrutka: The latest The Folks of #westernma Daily! https://t.co/kCmHYnS3H5
Thanks to @KaTpAwZ @SpencerSays @MikeLaCrosseWBZ #sharp17 #clarity
6/12/2017 7:07:27 AM
samartha: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17!
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry
@mollyh…
6/12/2017 7:07:36 AM
leahhenrickson: RT @jimmussell: @ryancordell Or uncreative #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:09:21 AM
kinohin: @english_nerd Met your Stanford pal Laura Dietz at #SHARP17. She says
Hello!
6/12/2017 7:11:09 AM
leahhenrickson: RT @oldpondcomics: Beautiful collage on the cover of this 1960s
scrapbook from the @TransArchives The author is not known. #sharp17 https:/…
6/12/2017 7:11:12 AM
leahhenrickson: RT @Laura_Estill: I know we use term SHARPists, but I'd like to
propose SHARPés #sharp17 @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 7:12:30 AM
bookhistories: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 delegates @SmugglersPub @Marie_LSJ
@alisakbeer @jameshodges_ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @cryurchin @tomabba
#…
6/12/2017 7:18:14 AM
leahhenrickson: What the heck happened at #sharp17 yesterday? Was everything Rob
Bringhurst said controversial? (Good job prompting discussion, RB.) #FOMO

6/12/2017 7:18:31 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Day 4: Approximately 12 papers (all great), a keynote, a
reception (w a prize!), & a visit to a local pub. #LotsOfFun #TimeToSleep
6/12/2017 7:54:50 AM
Jellybooks: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/12/2017 7:58:23 AM
Jellybooks: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Tyler Shores on Jellybooks - Google analytics for
Ebooks #sharp17 #E5 @tylershores
6/12/2017 7:59:15 AM
hkpmcgregor: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 We're continuing the party in front of Cadboro
Commons. How long will we be out here? Who knows? https://t.co/Wa9N21N…
6/12/2017 7:59:40 AM
ISRIV: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/12/2017 8:02:27 AM
stagedreaction: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 8:16:25 AM
FanStudies: RT @onlinereaders1: Lots of interest and refs to fan studies here at
#sharp17 @FanStudies
6/12/2017 8:23:26 AM
crimsonyoo: keynote볼 볼볼볼볼. "볼볼"볼 볼볼볼볼볼 DH 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼.
Sharp볼 DHSI볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼볼볼 볼볼. #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:01:28 AM
maxinebranagh: Sad to have missed #sharp17 this year but have enjoyed following on
twitter & huge thanks to @StevieLMarsden for presenting for both of us!
6/12/2017 11:11:04 AM
futurerhetorics: You can rent typewriters, write letters, and make buttons at this
downtown Victoria shop #dhsi2017 #sharp17… https://t.co/2BQaordsbo
6/12/2017 11:12:09 AM
Fzya2y: EXPERIMENT Glowing HYDRAULIC PRESS 100 TON vs Glowing MEAT
CHOPPERhttps://t.co/FyFAuxIeSG#TonyAwards2017#XboxE3#CanadianGP#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:47:17 AM
DrDFuller: @ILoveCopyright @SHARPorg Sigh. I think something got in my eye. Not
feeling weepy reading 25 for 25 #sharpat25… https://t.co/0ULL5qaYMC
6/12/2017 11:48:48 AM
tmg7d: RT @whitneytrettien: #sharp17-inspired musing: "unreadable" books are still
*read* in some way. They just demand a more capacious approach…
6/12/2017 11:51:12 AM
tmg7d: RT @mollyhardy: Thank you, @iangadd for YEARS of service to @SHARPorg -- u
r a model of professional service & leadership #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:52:10 AM
tmg7d: RT @ryancordell: Yes. Just yes. It might be flawed for *all kinds of reasons* but
it’s not robotic or artificial or inhuman #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 11:53:18 AM
tmg7d: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be saved,
regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/12/2017 11:53:26 AM
tmg7d: RT @bookhistories: SHARP - our intellectual home #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:54:27 AM
tmg7d: RT @traviseross: I share with many others the sense that I found my intellectual
home in @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:54:51 AM
MrSidetable: RT @wynkenhimself: Ephemerality is not a failure, however. I don't even
know where to begin with that. #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:57:24 AM
djohnevans: RT @futurerhetorics: You can rent typewriters, write letters, and make
buttons at this downtown Victoria shop #dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 12:09:46 PM
Fzya2y: 1EXPERIMENT Glowing HYDRAULIC PRESS 100 TON vs Glowing MEAT
CHOPPERhttps://t.co/FyFAuxIeSG#TonyAwards2017#XboxE3#CanadianGP#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:11:02 PM
jtheibault: A little late in the game, but today's #chtf: #SHARP17 Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing https://t.co/NmQ9e4Xl1I
6/12/2017 12:12:28 PM
bswbarootes: RT @jmhuculak: #sharp17: R. Bringhurst “when I read about the digital
humanities, the emphasis is on the adjective and not the noun. It sho…
6/12/2017 12:27:51 PM
walkerabroad: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 12:38:42 PM
Fzya2y: 2EXPERIMENT Glowing HYDRAULIC PRESS 100 TON vs Glowing MEAT
CHOPPERhttps://t.co/FyFAuxIeSG#TonyAwards2017#XboxE3#CanadianGP#sharp17
6/12/2017 12:44:35 PM
oldpondcomics: I ran the #sharp17 program schedule in https://t.co/tLhWXzfwQl
https://t.co/G3pqxAVoTm
6/12/2017 12:49:18 PM
oldpondcomics: Someone from the #sharp17 audience asked: is #EmojiDick a critic of
young people not reading text, or of old people not understanding emoji?
6/12/2017 12:55:41 PM
mazarines: Word. Word by evanescencing word. #sharp17 https://t.co/ylNB1mUNai
6/12/2017 1:02:13 PM

hchesner: RT @PopFicDoctors: Playing @AmyHildrethChen's #codexconquest with
bookish gamers @Beth_driscoll @ClaireSquires @rachellynchase #sharp17 htt…
6/12/2017 1:14:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Day 4: Approximately 12 papers (all great),
a keynote, a reception (w a prize!), & a visit to a local pub. #LotsOf…
6/12/2017 1:19:28 PM
oldpondcomics: For kids 2-12 years old, a book is a book whether in print or e-book
(iPad). Both their favourites! - Lynne McKechnie #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:20:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Sharing this with all at #sharp17 and #DHSI2017. And no squid
https://t.co/8zdX9jnh3I
6/12/2017 1:21:47 PM
helenkbones: RT @glass_grant: @helenkbones #sharp17 using Stanford’s Palladio tool
to visualized linked data. https://t.co/lBnZ8ZjQNs
6/12/2017 1:29:41 PM
oldpondcomics: Tools to create stories in class: Storyjumper, WriteReader, Book
Creator, SeeSaw. -- suggested by @MariLib #sharp17
6/12/2017 1:42:09 PM
kathiiberens: @triproftri #sharp17 was spectacular in all ways. Met, learned from like
minds outside my field. Reconnected w fri… https://t.co/x8zzo3tPLV
6/12/2017 2:11:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: Hi @tmg7d! Sad you couldn't make it to #sharp17! Virtual intros instead:
@bethknazook also does 19c photograph books: follow her talk at #h7
6/12/2017 2:15:13 PM
tylershores: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/12/2017 2:15:20 PM
kathiiberens: @gbarnhisel @SHARPorg Greg, thank you. Great to reconnect. Many
insightful conversations here at #sharp17. I leave… https://t.co/EZmKU3c3GB
6/12/2017 2:15:58 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @lindseyseatter: For those interested, a link to my revised edition:
https://t.co/oOtxNRzbrd. Would heartily welcome feedback! #sharp17
6/12/2017 2:17:13 PM
oldpondcomics: Here are some of the words I heard during sessions at #sharp17
https://t.co/E2uYZsr1Fy
6/12/2017 2:19:20 PM
kathiiberens: #sharp17 https://t.co/dSKV6XV9HZ
6/12/2017 2:21:25 PM
ClaireSquires: #sharp17 https://t.co/jEvn83KocE
6/12/2017 2:22:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @oldpondcomics: Here are some of the words I heard during sessions at
#sharp17 https://t.co/E2uYZsr1Fy

6/12/2017 2:23:01 PM
onlinereaders1: Looking forward to the last day of #sharp17 where I'll be heading for
the @ambientlit panel followed by @MemsFict and oral history.
6/12/2017 2:24:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 delegates @SmugglersPub @Marie_LSJ
@alisakbeer @jameshodges_ @KatieMcGettigan @bookhistories @cryurchin @tomabba
#…
6/12/2017 2:24:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 We're continuing the party in front of Cadboro
Commons. How long will we be out here? Who knows? https://t.co/Wa9N21N…
6/12/2017 2:24:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: Looking forward to the last day of #sharp17
where I'll be heading for the @ambientlit panel followed by @MemsFict and o…
6/12/2017 2:24:38 PM
MFGuenette: Good morning #sharp17 #DHSI2017 #dhsianimal
https://t.co/Kuu8u5PAdc
6/12/2017 2:25:33 PM
ClaireSquires: Queen's speech likely to be delayed in UK as #goatskin ink needs 3 days
to dry #sharp17 https://t.co/PXCzVTWEeu https://t.co/Ahpjhm8bAN
6/12/2017 2:29:00 PM
AbiLemak: @mlkharrington Mindegy, hogy ha számítógépen olvasunk vagy papír
könyvet: egyik sem "jobb" vagy "igazabb" mint a m… https://t.co/9sg8VZZ3b4
6/12/2017 2:30:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: delegates at #sharp17 & #DHSI2017 might be interested in this series.
Many prominent SHARPists featured! book propo… https://t.co/pJyMZAbSJM
6/12/2017 2:30:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: @CritRikk Dear @SHARPorg, where can we find Lingua Franca online?
Currently can't find a url... #sharp17
6/12/2017 2:30:39 PM
galecengage: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @UVicLib
@AdamMatthewGrp @galecengage @KulaJournal @ETCLatUVic @sfu_library @carlabrc
It…
6/12/2017 2:33:52 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians
organise things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/12/2017 2:34:24 PM
AbiLemak: @MariaAChappell Igaz! Minél jobban oda figyelek az egyikre (), annál jobban
értem/szeretem a másikat () -- ezért… https://t.co/w0KUDh8gL7
6/12/2017 2:35:44 PM
praymurray: @Shaf_Towheed enjoy gorgeous Victoria for me :) and yes, missing you
and all the usual #sharp17 suspects x
6/12/2017 2:36:41 PM
ambientlit: RT @onlinereaders1: Looking forward to the last day of #sharp17 where I'll
be heading for the @ambientlit panel followed by @MemsFict and o…

6/12/2017 2:38:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: Twitter a explosé hier durant la conférence (keynote) de Robert Bringhurst à
#sharp17 alors que je faisais la sieste https://t.co/tGCTgmBtyt
6/12/2017 2:38:57 PM
fersacambridge: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Kyle Booten: posting "book quotes as the
anti-selfie" #fascinating
6/12/2017 2:40:04 PM
kathiiberens: RT @oldpondcomics: Here are some of the words I heard during sessions
at #sharp17 https://t.co/E2uYZsr1Fy
6/12/2017 2:40:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: Bringhurst a parlé du numérique en termes méprisants, l'assimilant au nonréel; #sharp17 a réagi de manière critiqu… https://t.co/fb5auOiHcD
6/12/2017 2:41:27 PM
kathiiberens: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians
organise things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/12/2017 2:43:49 PM
tomabba: Good morning #Sharp17. @ambientlit panel with me, @alspencer and
@cryurchin, chaired by @iangadd in A308 at 8.45.
6/12/2017 2:45:39 PM
AbiLemak: @oldpondcomics vagány! nézék csak: nagy témák @ #sharp17 #translation
#hungarian #magyarul
6/12/2017 2:46:03 PM
lesliehowsam: The D-robot should be at #sharp17 where he would catch up on newer
tech, and maybe get @sharpicecream or a good BC. https://t.co/xnHZJk1pAX
6/12/2017 2:46:44 PM
ambientlit: RT @tomabba: Good morning #Sharp17. @ambientlit panel with me,
@alspencer and @cryurchin, chaired by @iangadd in A308 at 8.45.
6/12/2017 2:47:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: Queen's speech likely to be delayed in UK as
#goatskin ink needs 3 days to dry #sharp17 https://t.co/PXCzVTWEeu https://…
6/12/2017 2:47:30 PM
iangadd: RT @tomabba: Good morning #Sharp17. @ambientlit panel with me,
@alspencer and @cryurchin, chaired by @iangadd in A308 at 8.45.
6/12/2017 2:48:01 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: delegates at #sharp17 & #DHSI2017 might be
interested in this series. Many prominent SHARPists featured! book proposals w…
6/12/2017 2:48:31 PM
elderofziyon: The latest The Elder of Ziyon Daily! https://t.co/Kk5twsEDkg Thanks to
@HalawaMark @ElizabetAmichai @YaakovLappin #middleeast #sharp17
6/12/2017 2:53:19 PM
hobbb: RT @ClaireSquires: Queen's speech likely to be delayed in UK as #goatskin ink
needs 3 days to dry #sharp17 https://t.co/PXCzVTWEeu https://…

6/12/2017 2:59:24 PM
khetiwe24: RT @PopFicDoctors: This is what happens when you let Australians organise
things #sharp17 #sharp18 https://t.co/RPsi49foeO
6/12/2017 3:04:15 PM
hralperta: I appreciated comments last night about the importance of diverse
perspectives at #sharp17. More racially diverse keynotes would help too.
6/12/2017 3:15:35 PM
tomabba: Who said we don’t do dramatic… (@lmsylv83, @_dspk, @ambientlit)
#SHARP17 https://t.co/YAbJr9Xv1G
6/12/2017 3:19:43 PM
MemsFict: RT @onlinereaders1: Looking forward to the last day of #sharp17 where I'll
be heading for the @ambientlit panel followed by @MemsFict and o…
6/12/2017 3:19:46 PM
cryurchin: RT @tomabba: Good morning #Sharp17. @ambientlit panel with me,
@alspencer and @cryurchin, chaired by @iangadd in A308 at 8.45.
6/12/2017 3:20:48 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Comfort reading like 'macaroni cheese books' according
to survey respondent #sharp17 #E5 @loradeets
6/12/2017 3:25:11 PM
ambientlit: RT @tomabba: Who said we don’t do dramatic… (@lmsylv83, @_dspk,
@ambientlit) #SHARP17 https://t.co/YAbJr9Xv1G
6/12/2017 3:25:54 PM
jotis13: Do you think I have enough name tags??? #sharp2017 #DHSI2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/ifvCaEisdu
6/12/2017 3:30:40 PM
amndw2: Breakfast companion #sharp17 https://t.co/Togna8TKqY
6/12/2017 3:30:41 PM
jotis13: Now begins the Epic Monday attempt to not only be in every #sharp17 panel
simultaneously but also keep up with every #dhsi2017 class!
6/12/2017 3:32:28 PM
katepullinger: RT @tomabba: Good morning #Sharp17. @ambientlit panel with me,
@alspencer and @cryurchin, chaired by @iangadd in A308 at 8.45.
6/12/2017 3:36:23 PM
futurerhetorics: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a
screen. #sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 3:37:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8, starting out with Elisa Tersigni "Journeying Men and
Women: The Itinerant Publishing Networks of the English Reormation"
6/12/2017 3:39:06 PM
MariaAChappell: More DHSI tuition scholarships than ever before--wonderful!
#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:40:18 PM

kathiiberens: @amyhildrethchen shows her Codex Context game to @ryancordell.
@stevielmarsden @millicent_weber passing by. #sharp17 https://t.co/EQDE0bDkUb
6/12/2017 3:42:54 PM
AmoAmmo: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a screen.
#sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/12/2017 3:44:19 PM
amandalastoria: #sharp17 @michaelhancher is speaking on Tenniel. Those who liked
my #LewisCarroll talk should go. Please tweet. I'm… https://t.co/t2WnWB3YAu
6/12/2017 3:45:59 PM
ryancordell: RT @kathiiberens: @amyhildrethchen shows her Codex Context game to
@ryancordell. @stevielmarsden @millicent_weber passing by. #sharp17 http…
6/12/2017 3:46:05 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Thanks to everyone who has turned out for #sharp17 #h1 on the last
day of the conference!
6/12/2017 3:46:21 PM
winterking07: RT @mlkharrington: #sharp17 Yes, it's a very different experience to
read physical books than digital editions. But why value judgments? Bo…
6/12/2017 3:46:36 PM
StevieLMarsden: Thank YOU for writing the paper with me 볼볼#sharp17
https://t.co/2qiB0reYg0
6/12/2017 3:46:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni is pulling back from identifying *all*
of the publishing networks of the English Reformation in 20 minutes
6/12/2017 3:46:48 PM
alisakbeer: .@elisatersigni focuses on case studies related to the publishing industry &
the English Reformation. #sharp17 #h8 https://t.co/4cHY6Yz3LF
6/12/2017 3:46:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni proto-protestant printers from
England were peripatetic during the early Tudor reigns
6/12/2017 3:47:39 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Sitting in #h5 ambient literature - first up @tomabba "walking into
space: reading immaterial form." #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:47:48 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Teresa Swieckowska starts by talking about serialisation and
copyright in the Polish territories in later C19th #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 3:47:49 PM
alisakbeer: .@elisatersigni Anonymity key to English printers/publishers under Henry
VIII - obscure origins of books w/false emblems #sharp17 #h8
6/12/2017 3:48:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni is particularly interested in the ways
women reformers participated in publication networks
6/12/2017 3:48:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni women performed roles as catalysts,
the bringers-together of materials and people

6/12/2017 3:48:52 PM
alisakbeer: .@elisatersigni Women's participation in Protestant book culture
social/catalyst, men's economic/technical. #sharp17 #h8
6/12/2017 3:49:00 PM
TheUKRED: Very much looking forward to session #H5 this morning on Ambient
Literature: first up, @tomabba. #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:49:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni beginning with Anne Askew's
Examinations (1546-7) and Elizabeth I's Glass
6/12/2017 3:49:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: marché de l'édition dans les territoires polonais
au 19c divisé entre l'Allemagne, l'Autriche et la Russie #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:49:28 PM
onlinereaders1: @tomabba @ambientlit Tom Abba introduces the panel with paper on
Walking into Space #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:49:41 PM
Beth_driscoll: This morning's #sharp17 panel, "Government influence on books", feat
@rak_dr and @sybilthefirst
6/12/2017 3:49:53 PM
bookhistories: Dagens första presentation hålls av Teresa Święćkowska (Warsawa) och
berör serieutgivning i Polen under 1800-talets… https://t.co/gnwm1B0KVk
6/12/2017 3:50:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni Anne Askew is arguably one the most
influential female protestant martyrs
6/12/2017 3:50:14 PM
alisakbeer: .@elisatersigni Anne Askew's examinations (fem. Prot martyr) published
trans-channel & smuggled into England #sharp17 #h8
6/12/2017 3:50:24 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @kathiiberens: @amyhildrethchen shows her Codex Context game to
@ryancordell. @stevielmarsden @millicent_weber passing by. #sharp17 http…
6/12/2017 3:50:30 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska much C19 Polish literature was initially
published in installments. What was the influence of this on lit market?
6/12/2017 3:50:37 PM
PopFicDoctors: Up bright and early for a panel on governmental influences on books,
with Yi Lu, @rak_dr and Sybil Nolan #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:50:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: le marché du livre polonais au 19c était
néanmoins unifié par la langue et la culture du peuple #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:50:48 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 Teresa Święćkowska: Using letters from publishers to authors to
better understand serialization.

6/12/2017 3:50:48 PM
khetiwe24: Matthew Griffis this morning on segregated Carnegie libraries #h2
#sharp17 #histlibraries #race
6/12/2017 3:51:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni Elizabeth's Glass was a gift to
Katherine Parr in 1544, inscribed the manuscript and embroidered the binding
6/12/2017 3:51:21 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni: Next Elizabeth I's Glass (dedicated to
Katherine Parr in 1544)Same social network as Anne Askew?
6/12/2017 3:51:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: Looking forward to Ellen Pozzi's talk on diversity and tech in awardwinning children's nonfiction! #sharp17 https://t.co/hvg2EMSKGU
6/12/2017 3:51:53 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Ambient literature is site specific / site-responsive lit (it knows
where it is) #sharp17 @tomabba https://t.co/h9faYPtudd
6/12/2017 3:52:15 PM
zanna_vl: Klaar voor de presentatie van Marie-Alice Belle en Marie-France Guénette
over het blootleggen en visualiseren van netwerken in GB! #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:52:23 PM
rachellynchase: Tom Abba defines ambient literature as site-specific literature, with
play as part of the engagement #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:52:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni Askew was supported in prison by the
Duchess of Suffolk; speculation that this social tie to Parr was sig.
6/12/2017 3:52:29 PM
rachellynchase: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Sitting in #h5 ambient literature - first up
@tomabba "walking into space: reading immaterial form." #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:52:35 PM
PopFicDoctors: Lu: With more than a billion copies printed, the Little Red Book was
easily the most popular publication of the twentieth century #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:52:40 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba: Ambient Literature is site-specific narrative or story telling that
exists in the presence of a reader #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:52:46 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: Thank YOU for writing the paper with me 볼볼
#sharp17 https://t.co/2qiB0reYg0
6/12/2017 3:52:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: les auteurs polonais étaient publiés en feuilletons
dans la presse quotidienne et les revues mensuelles #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:53:07 PM
alisakbeer: .@elisatersigni The network of Protestant gentlewomen in England was the
catalyst of publication despite stigma of w publishing #sharp17 #h8

6/12/2017 3:53:10 PM
AmyHildrethChen: For more information on ambient literature, visit
https://t.co/mnAPWDHNwn (tweeting so I can check it out too!) #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 3:53:20 PM
eyeona: Mediations NOT Meditations. Clarifying the topic of H6. #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:53:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni John Bale: vantriloquizer, or
facilitator? Women might have sought out Bale to get their stories told
6/12/2017 3:53:30 PM
bookhistories: I Polen gick följetongsutgivning hand i hand med framväxten av
professionella författare och en modern litterär marknad #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:54:07 PM
jimmussell: I'm in #h5 listening to @tomabba talking about @ambientlit. The word in
cityspace space mediated by smartphone #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:54:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska lie la littérature sérielle à la professionnalisation
des écrivain·e·s polonais #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:54:19 PM
PopFicDoctors: Lu: Paper detritus, including censored letters, give insight into everyday
life in China at the end of the cultural revolution #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:54:36 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 Teresa Święćkowska:tracking the explosion of periodicals,
journals, and newspapers in the 19th century generated pressure on novels
6/12/2017 3:54:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni John Bale's edition of Elizabeth's Glass
suggests that he created a fair copy of Elizabeth's work himself
6/12/2017 3:54:51 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba: we're surrounded by electronic reading surfaces that know
exactly where they are at all times: networked and located #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:54:55 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska shows us graph of rapid growth in
periodicals and circulation after 1875, when book production stayed constant
6/12/2017 3:54:58 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni German typesetters as faithful setters of mss
(b/c don't speak English?) - implications of Bale's involvement?
6/12/2017 3:55:00 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis (da univ do Mississipi) fala sobre bibliotecas +
segregação racial.
6/12/2017 3:55:03 PM
McrClaire: RT @jimmussell: I'm in #h5 listening to @tomabba talking about
@ambientlit. The word in cityspace space mediated by smartphone #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:55:21 PM

JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba is up, & on the ball, for an energetic 8:45 AM paper.
The audio from this project is superb #VoiceViolin #SoundSherlock
6/12/2017 3:55:25 PM
eyeona: Belle & Guénette: Documentg & Visualizg Translatn & Print Netwks in Stuart &
Commonwealth Britn: A view frm Paratexts. #sharp17 h6#sharp17
6/12/2017 3:55:36 PM
mollyhardy: Teresa Swieckowska: Circulation of periodicals in Warsaw grew 7X from
1870-1900 #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:55:44 PM
PopFicDoctors: Lu on need to pseudonymise peoole: writing about the recent history of
China brings both ethical and methodological challenges #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:55:48 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: lack of diversity in children's literature has been recognised as
early as 1931 by Langston Hughes #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:56:11 PM
zanna_vl: De moeite om te bekijken: https://t.co/zFo6H4j6rT #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:56:16 PM
amndw2: In #sharp17 session #h1 on C19 book history. 1st, Teresa Święćkowska on
growth of periodical serialization in later C19 Poland.
6/12/2017 3:56:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni parsing the acquisition narrative Bale
appends to Elizabeth's Glass; learned men decided it was to be pritned
6/12/2017 3:56:23 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #h2 "Libraries and Race": what were the motivations for funding
segregated Carnegie libraries? Racism.
6/12/2017 3:56:24 PM
bookhistories: 1870-1900 exploderade utgivningen av dags- och veckotidningar i
Polen. Mer sällan utgivna tidskrifters upplagor förblev små #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:56:34 PM
traviseross: I appreciate that @bethknazook chose to begin by answering basic “what is
a photographically-illustrated book?” #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:56:35 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni Few works pub by women - all include male
interlocutors speaking on behalf of the women in paratextual material
6/12/2017 3:56:39 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @zanna_vl: De moeite om te bekijken: https://t.co/zFo6H4j6rT
#sharp17
6/12/2017 3:56:41 PM
hralperta: RT @khetiwe24: Matthew Griffis this morning on segregated Carnegie
libraries #h2 #sharp17 #histlibraries #race
6/12/2017 3:56:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: And lack of diversity in children's lit remains pertinent to this
day through #weneeddiversebooks #sharp17

6/12/2017 3:56:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni If Elizabeth did send an MSS to Bale
to be published, she would've expected him to print it
6/12/2017 3:57:07 PM
eyeona: Following up on the RCC with CCC: Cultural Crosscurrents in Stuart and
Commonwealth Britain #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 3:57:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska explaining how partition of Poland
affected circulation. Reprintings in different parts of the territory
6/12/2017 3:57:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: les auteur·e·s polonais publiaient dans 3-4
périodiques à la fois dans les différents territoires polonais #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:57:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni Bale's introduction names Elizabeth as
14 yrs old, which she was in 1547; Parr may have facilitated MSS -> print
6/12/2017 3:57:42 PM
bookhistories: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska shows us graph of
rapid growth in periodicals and circulation after 1875, when book productio…
6/12/2017 3:57:53 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis: bibliotecas para negros! É dificil até tuitar sobre
isso, imagino viver essa segregação...
6/12/2017 3:58:00 PM
hralperta: RT @milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis: bibliotecas para negros! É dificil
até tuitar sobre isso, imagino viver essa segregação...
6/12/2017 3:58:27 PM
traviseross: RT @KatieMcGettigan: Thanks to everyone who has turned out for
#sharp17 #h1 on the last day of the conference!
6/12/2017 3:58:29 PM
rachellynchase: Tom Abba: the ambient lit project is research by practice #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:58:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni There is evidence of both Elizabeth's
and Bales' corrections in the printed text of the Glass
6/12/2017 3:58:45 PM
eyeona: Horizontal relationships in paratext (peers not patrons, letters by "friends")
known. For translators cf Odes of Horace, 1625. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 3:59:06 PM
onlinereaders1: @tomabba says @ambientlit is research by practice and ongoing
exploration #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:59:07 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @matthewgriffis traces the geographic overlap between Carnegie
libraries and Jim Crow segregation https://t.co/472IhaGtlR
6/12/2017 3:59:13 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: @tomabba says @ambientlit is research by
practice and ongoing exploration #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:59:19 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @TheUKRED: .@tomabba: Ambient Literature is site-specific
narrative or story telling that exists in the presence of a reader #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:59:26 PM
hralperta: How do segregated libraries as institutions and as spaces fit into African
American communities?#sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 3:59:34 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @kathiiberens: @amyhildrethchen shows her Codex Context
game to @ryancordell. @stevielmarsden @millicent_weber passing by. #sharp17 http…
6/12/2017 3:59:35 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "Give them something cool and 'app-ish'"; he was
referring to Canada's most famous living artist https://t.co/wVLzCSKnZq
6/12/2017 3:59:36 PM
CCA_Chair: panel on #libraries & #race with Matthew Griffis #SHARP17 - libraries' role
in forming communities
6/12/2017 3:59:37 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Really interesting to hear Swieckowska talk about how
authors controlled rights to reprinting. Required careful administration
6/12/2017 3:59:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @onlinereaders1: @tomabba says @ambientlit is research by
practice and ongoing exploration #sharp17
6/12/2017 3:59:55 PM
khetiwe24: Griffis: What ways did Carnegie negro libraries as places fit into African
American communities? #sharp17 #h2 https://t.co/ukvhdTUmZD
6/12/2017 4:00:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Święćkowska: écrivains polonais vendaient droits d'auteur séparément:
1re sérialisation & réimpression dans autres territoires #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:00:13 PM
jimmussell: #5 @tomabba: idea ambient lit aspires to invisibility is tantalising but not
true. You're still there, in space, visible to others #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:00:24 PM
onlinereaders1: @tomabba says @ambientlit trying to impart magic into everyday
#sharp17
6/12/2017 4:00:30 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba Ambient Literature is embedded in spaces but leaves no
physical trace of itself: "a superimposition on real life" #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:00:51 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Is this horrible, but "collision of story and the life you live" re:
ambient lit reminds me of Pokemon Go...? #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:00:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni Elizabeth's changes are related to
translation; Bale's changes bring the text in line with reformer lexicons

6/12/2017 4:00:55 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni 1544 vs 1548: much text added to the latter,
closer to the English Reformer lexicon, farther from the French.
6/12/2017 4:00:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: much of the critical analysis of the lack of diversity in literature
has focused on fiction #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:00:58 PM
eyeona: Frm RCC & CCC data: liminal materials & paratexts categories. Social
connection criterion here symbolic space of printed book. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:01:21 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba I am wondering about relative positioning of ambient
lit. conceived this way & augmented reality #interdependence #AudioVR
6/12/2017 4:01:25 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni Edits ventriloquize Elisabeth with an English
Reformer vocabulary. Many variants are obscure.
6/12/2017 4:01:48 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @matthewgriffis traces the geographic
overlap between Carnegie libraries and Jim Crow segregation https://t.co/472Iha…
6/12/2017 4:01:51 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @onlinereaders1: @tomabba says @ambientlit is research by
practice and ongoing exploration #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:01:55 PM
rachellynchase: Tom Abba: Not abandoning the form of the book but transposing it.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:00 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: but there are good reasons to look at nonfiction, kids need to
see themselves as real life scientists, mathematicians etc #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rachellynchase: Tom Abba: the ambient lit project is research by
practice #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska: trade in unauthorized translation esp in
Russian area where no int. copyright. Polish authors gave recommendations
6/12/2017 4:02:06 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: les auteurs polonais négociaient aussi
séparément des droits d'auteur pour la publication en volumes #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:19 PM
salteri: Prof literature on diversity in Kid lit is very focused on fiction. Perception
nonfiction is less motivating - Ellen Pozzi #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:21 PM
hralperta: Griffis investiga como las bibliotecas segregadas funcionaron como
instituciones y espacios en comunidades afroame… https://t.co/agMMChhvA5

6/12/2017 4:02:29 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: And lack of diversity in children's lit
remains pertinent to this day through #weneeddiversebooks #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:40 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba Field recordings, interviews, soundscapes, bring other places to
where you are via electronic media transfer #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:02:56 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis, bibliotecas como estruturas que participam da
construção de identidade. Semelhante ao que Michelle Petit escreveu.
6/12/2017 4:03:13 PM
eyeona: Printing for English Catholic consumption in France tends to mask w use of
initials, "superiors" permission Titlep source: EEBO.#sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:03:34 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi highlights the corpus of books she used to analyse
representation in award winning children's literature… https://t.co/vs2kAYGAXi
6/12/2017 4:03:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: majorité des écrivain·e·s polonais étaient aussi
traducteurs; pas de droit d'auteur international en Russie #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:03:52 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Swieckowska: different levels of censorship in diff
areas of Poland. Authors had to trade off freedom of expression for earning
6/12/2017 4:04:08 PM
onlinereaders1: @tomabba now introducing It Must Have been Dark by Then by
@_dspk which I was lucky enough to experience recently #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:04:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Teresa Święćkowska: écrits censurés à Varsovie pouvaient être publiés
dans leur intégralité à Saint-Pétersbourg, capitale russe #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:05:05 PM
hralperta: Some segregated libraries had their own governance; others incorporated
into white-only systems governed by all-white boards #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:05:07 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "it connects the remote to the immediate" -transposing social conditions between cities (walled-off #NOLA in #London)
6/12/2017 4:05:08 PM
AmyHildrethChen: It would be interesting to theorize ambient lit as another type of
book art. Although the manifesto certainly is book art. #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:05:19 PM
helensonner: Dual tracking today between #sharp17 and #DHSI2017. Orientation to
DHSI showcases depth & breadth of courses. #fun https://t.co/72F1rZwWrw
6/12/2017 4:05:33 PM
PopFicDoctors: Lu: "a snapshot of the censor's desk ... physical poetry" #sharp17
https://t.co/cwrcm3vjo1

6/12/2017 4:05:35 PM
StevieLMarsden: Interestingly, Pozzi focused on representation in imagery in picture
books as opposed to descriptive characterisation #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:05:47 PM
eyeona: Thomas Hawkins becomes positioned in network of smuggled Catholic lit,
adding to interpretation of his Horace. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:05:49 PM
rachellynchase: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "Give them something cool and
'app-ish'"; he was referring to Canada's most famous living artist https://…
6/12/2017 4:06:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: Pozzi highlights the corpus of books she used to
analyse representation in award winning children's literature #sharp17…
6/12/2017 4:06:33 PM
StevieLMarsden: And Pozzi was looking for character interactions with technologies
which varied from manmade spears to space shuttles #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:06:49 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Tom Abba: Not abandoning the form of the book
but transposing it. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:07:04 PM
bookhistories: Problem med följetongsutgivning: författare som inte skrev klart sina
romaner #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:07:24 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Also thinking about ambient literature as performance art generated
by time-based / location based media #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:07:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 @elisatersigni terming Bale an active ventriloquizer
further erases these women from their works
6/12/2017 4:07:44 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @bookhistories: Problem med följetongsutgivning: författare som
inte skrev klart sina romaner #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:07:59 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Święćkowska: relation différente au lectorat entre éditeurs de livres vs
feuilletons: lettres aux éditeurs = feedback immédiat #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:08:00 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #h8 @elisatersigni Would Bale have lost access to the English Ref
social networks of ElizabethI/Askew if he mistreated their words?
6/12/2017 4:08:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi's perhaps unsurprising data reveals that 84% of characters
interacting with tech were white #sharp17 https://t.co/jJEA38lPpC
6/12/2017 4:08:14 PM
eyeona: John Vicars as beneficiary of Sylvester's peer-support. 1641 Popish pouder-plot
edn traced to censor change. #sharp17 h6

6/12/2017 4:08:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Patrick Marie Henri Goossens: “Unexpected Strong Resistance of
Manual Techniques in the Printing Industry, the Case of Belgium” #SHARP17 #H8
6/12/2017 4:08:35 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba Ambient Literature is "a manipulation of the everyday" by
making electronic devices into conduits to "somewhere else" #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:08:37 PM
salteri: 84% of images in 124 award winning Children's lit are white males interacting
with tech #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:08:46 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @StevieLMarsden: Pozzi's perhaps unsurprising data reveals that
84% of characters interacting with tech were white #sharp17 https://t.co…
6/12/2017 4:08:46 PM
khetiwe24: Griffis: neighborhood colored Carnegie libraries had same open stack floor
plans as white libraries #h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:08:49 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @salteri: 84% of images in 124 award winning Children's lit are
white males interacting with tech #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:08:59 PM
hralperta: All Carnegie libraries conformed to the same architectural specs: open-shelf,
children & adult collections, meeting rooms 1/2 #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:09:09 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens: #sharp17 #h8: Jobbing work/ephemera & its importance to the
printing trade
6/12/2017 4:09:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: Although printing technology remained
static, the variety of printed works rapidly increased in the early years
6/12/2017 4:09:20 PM
onlinereaders1: @tomabba: ambient Lit project aims to provide a scaffold for how we
think about narrative, story and space #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:09:28 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "How do we move through space" "How do we control
that when we don't know who our reader is?" Loo… https://t.co/bbQfMu64wc
6/12/2017 4:09:50 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: While I was aware of this lack of representation the extent of
the erasure of labour of PoC in tech remained surprising #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:09:53 PM
eyeona: High cultural codes in mise-en-page used knowingly by Vicars et all, Puritan
peer network #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:09:55 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "Give them something cool and
'app-ish'"; he was referring to Canada's most famous living artist https://…

6/12/2017 4:09:55 PM
hralperta: 2/2 but black libraries were generally less grandiose and closer to churches
and other regularly-visited sites #h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:09:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: much of the understanding of the
technology of early printing is speculative
6/12/2017 4:10:00 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis compara a arquitetura das biblitecas para
brancos e para negros. Eu penso nas bibliotecas brasileiras... (1/2)
6/12/2017 4:10:01 PM
TheUKRED: .@tomabba But Ambient Literature is also about making readers notice the
spaces around them: grounding the reader in space #H5 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:10:11 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Speculation about Gutenberg's press (Alan May vs
Dürer's drawing) remains unanswered.
6/12/2017 4:10:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: one innovation is the "box hose," which
prevents lateral movement and slurring while the bar is pulled
6/12/2017 4:10:22 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 @KatieMcGettigan British Gift Book: “Forget me not” 1823. Gift
books were for Christmas.
6/12/2017 4:10:34 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Blaeu's Hose (C17) lyricized by Moxon. But
improvements in tech aren't adapted immediately. Why not?
6/12/2017 4:11:02 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Asking my qs now: can ambient lit be adapted from already existing
texts or does it need to be commissioned? #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:11:25 PM
StevieLMarsden: Worth noting that Pozzi was looking at corpus between 1973-2015
#sharp17 https://t.co/hbgdv8TNc1
6/12/2017 4:11:28 PM
PopFicDoctors: Lu shared an extract from an ethnographic documentary about China's
secondhand book and document markets #sharp17 https://t.co/CWIz6olhjC
6/12/2017 4:11:37 PM
mollyhardy: “The British Gift Book & the Making of the Amer Poetess”
@KatieMcGettigan on The Forget Me Not books tailored for female audience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:11:43 PM
amndw2: Next, @KatieMcGettigan on the British gift book The Forget Me Not and
transatlantic publication of Lydia Sigourney & H.F. Gould #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:11:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: WIlliam Janz Blaeu innovated the "Blaue
Hose," but the box hose continued to be used in Anglo-American publishing

6/12/2017 4:11:52 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Focus on C19: printing machine vs printing press when and how was the tech implemented? Complexify the story.
6/12/2017 4:11:57 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Bibliotecas brasileiras tradicionais (BN, BBM, Mario de Andrade,
lindas) versus bibliotecas de bairros. E as piores: as escolares.
6/12/2017 4:11:57 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Is ambient literature more performance art or more artists' book?
#sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:12:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: Worth noting that Pozzi was looking at corpus
between 1973-2015 #sharp17 https://t.co/hbgdv8TNc1
6/12/2017 4:12:06 PM
eyeona: Culpeper's 1649 Physicall directory: Authorisation implied on title page,
challenged in preface. Printer shows C's network. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:12:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: argues that in Belgium, changes in
technology were much more slowly
6/12/2017 4:12:20 PM
kamaslak: Serialization was important to establish a literary field in Poland in the late
nineteenth century. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:12:21 PM
rachellynchase: This discussion of site-specific literature makes me think of the
Bookspotting App from Publishing Scotland #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:12:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Au tour de ma chum @KatieMcGettigan! https://t.co/1w6B8PHRWD
(gift book) britanniques & la création de poétesses états-uniennes #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:12:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: recent publication focused on the long
survival of the wooden printing press, which was still being used in 1930s
6/12/2017 4:12:41 PM
bookhistories: Nu fattar @KatieMcGettigan rodret och berättar om transatlantisk
litteratur under 1800-talet #sharp17 #h1 https://t.co/bOIWm2LrlN
6/12/2017 4:13:18 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @rachellynchase: This discussion of site-specific literature makes
me think of the Bookspotting App from Publishing Scotland #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:13:26 PM
traviseross: I’m anxious to talk to @bethknazook about subscription publishing of these
Canadian photographically-illustrated books #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:13:31 PM
StevieLMarsden: From images Pozzi shows us women are often in the background &
observing men building, driving, creating: they're nonactive #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:13:32 PM
wynkenhimself: Learning about ambient literature from @tomabba and loving thinking
about performance, space, lit, and books. #sharp17 #h5
6/12/2017 4:13:40 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "How story operates in a manner that won't scare our
audience" #UserResponse #Experience #FindingBarriers #Feedback
6/12/2017 4:13:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #H1 McGettigan on the 'Forget me Not' (1823-1847) & the
transatlantic gift book phenomenon from 1837 onwards #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:13:46 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #h2 https://t.co/pSyBrGC8Jc
6/12/2017 4:13:51 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Why did the wooden press survive so late? 3
wooden presses survive; compare to iron/roller presses.
6/12/2017 4:13:56 PM
mmhfraser: RT @wynkenhimself: Ephemerality is not a failure, however. I don't even
know where to begin with that. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:14:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: looking at the intro of iron hand presses
and cylindrical presses: did they actually cause a rupture with the past?
6/12/2017 4:14:04 PM
sharpicecream: RT @lesliehowsam: The D-robot should be at #sharp17 where he
would catch up on newer tech, and maybe get @sharpicecream or a good BC. http…
6/12/2017 4:14:13 PM
mollyhardy: .@KatieMcGettigan 19C poetess maligned as mawkish as is the Forget Me
Book itself #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:14:19 PM
eyeona: Illustrating benefit of cataloguing strategies involving sufficient detail. Next
work? Tools to extract & visualise. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:14:24 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up @rak_dr with Inuit Books, Interrupted: the Canadian
Government as (Literary) Indian Agent, 1968 to 1985 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:14:42 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Ambient lit not choose-your-adventure, rather a participant in a
story. #gamedev folks often focus on players' empowerment #sharp17 @tomabba
6/12/2017 4:14:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: spreading of technological knowledge has
to happen through the mechanical workhouses as well as print-houses
6/12/2017 4:14:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next up @rak_dr with Inuit Books, Interrupted:
the Canadian Government as (Literary) Indian Agent, 1968 to 1985 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:14:53 PM

StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: "Default person to interact with technology is white male" Which is not remotely surprising! #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:15:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: innovating is an economic decision, all
actors in the production process need to get a return
6/12/2017 4:15:21 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next up @rak_dr with Inuit Books, Interrupted: the
Canadian Government as (Literary) Indian Agent, 1968 to 1985 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:15:24 PM
khetiwe24: Griffis: librarians were just as well known as preachers in black communities
#h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:15:41 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Humans always encircled by information (environment, location,
history) @cryurchin #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:15:44 PM
eyeona: Asking tech questions: FileMaker database now. Looking at Palladio as a
visualisation option. Advice welcomed. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:15:52 PM
wynkenhimself: And now @cryurchin on how we are always encircled by information
#sharp17 #h5
6/12/2017 4:15:53 PM
hkpmcgregor: Excited to hear @rak_dr talk about paternalistic govt intervention in lives
& literatures of indigenous ppls in Canada. #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/12/2017 4:16:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: What was the impact of the new
technology on the workforce? Did the workforce want to work with the new machines?
6/12/2017 4:16:11 PM
TheUKRED: .@cryurchin: Ambient Literature is a recognition of the way in which we are
at all times encircled by information and data #H5 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:16:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Default person who makes the technology - with her hands - is an
Asian woman though? #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/O1pOUjvHyI
6/12/2017 4:16:26 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: What was the impact of
the new technology on the workforce? Did the workforce want to work with…
6/12/2017 4:16:27 PM
onlinereaders1: @cryurchin now with heady title of Wandering Bodies: Postphenomenology, Embodied Cognition and Digital Ambience #Sharp17
6/12/2017 4:16:29 PM
MariaAChappell: #sharp17 shoutout in #DHSI2017 opening
6/12/2017 4:16:33 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: Next up @rak_dr with Inuit Books, Interrupted:
the Canadian Government as (Literary) Indian Agent, 1968 to 1985 #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:16:35 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @tomabba leaving space in work for the world to happen;
opportunities for serendipity allow readers to think work is for them #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:17:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: contemporary printing manuals can shed
light, but care is needed because what might be described might not be adopted
6/12/2017 4:17:03 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: Some books did do well like Almost Astronauts: 13 Women
Who Dared to Dream & Dreaming Up: A Celebration of B… https://t.co/XLjrJCYaGQ
6/12/2017 4:17:06 PM
traviseross: Michael Hancher: “no one tells you much about how electrotype are
made…” So it isn’t just me? That makes me feel better. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:17:18 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis. Bibliotecárias são mais do que funcionárias,
especialmente em bibliotecas segregadas. Biblioteca como refúgio!
6/12/2017 4:17:20 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #hi @KatieMcGettigan: making of Amer lit ID in England not just
thru authorized reprints, but also non-authorized reprints
6/12/2017 4:17:28 PM

Marie_LSJ: #h1 #sharp17 @KatieMcGettigan Les
protagonistes:Poétesseshttps://t.co/xkHl7vXebxhttps://t.co/OZHsfYLeISÉtrenneshttps://t.co/JW2IAK8p
6/12/2017 4:17:39 PM
bookhistories: Den engelska bokmarknaden var finansiellt starkare än sin amerikanske
motpart under 1800-talets första hälft @KatieMcGettigan #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:17:43 PM
onlinereaders1: @cryurchin wants to focus on how ambient lit helps show us what is
already there #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:17:46 PM
glass_grant: RT @Marie_LSJ: #h1 #sharp17 @KatieMcGettigan Les
protagonistes:Poétesseshttps://t.co/xkHl7vXebxhttps://t.co/OZHsfYLeISÉtrenneshttps:/…
6/12/2017 4:17:48 PM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: looking at the intro of
iron hand presses and cylindrical presses: did they actually cause a rup…
6/12/2017 4:17:50 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Speedy introduction of new technology vs long
resistance of the old. What does this tell us?
6/12/2017 4:17:52 PM
hralperta: Griffis names Annie McPheeters as a "legendary" librarian (and she's
amazing) #sharp17 #h2 https://t.co/2zKT0ZRnHz https://t.co/7e5eLes5Fi
6/12/2017 4:17:53 PM
StevieLMarsden: Interesting that two of the books Pozzi highlights as being more
diverse have 'dream' in the title... #sharp17 https://t.co/RhvQWMtJ5R

6/12/2017 4:18:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "People might like it but we need to know why"
#Agree I think this is key in distinguishing the #scholarly from #popular
6/12/2017 4:18:09 PM
hkpmcgregor: Inuit & other Indigenous lit 1968-present was heavily mediated by govt
intervention that was also (deliberately?) hidden. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:18:13 PM
TheUKRED: .@cryurchin Ambient Literature can help us see spaces differently, bringing
a heightened sense of our own embeddedness #H5 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:18:31 PM
ryancordell: Overall I've loved the pairing of #Sharp17 & #DHSI2017 but I hate to be
missing Monday SHARP presenters as DHSI is ramping up
6/12/2017 4:18:36 PM
traviseross: @amndw2 @KatieMcGettigan Wishing I could be in two places at once.
Thanks to great #sharp17 tweeters, I suppose I kind of can…
6/12/2017 4:18:45 PM
alisakbeer: RT @ryancordell: Overall I've loved the pairing of #Sharp17 & #DHSI2017
but I hate to be missing Monday SHARP presenters as DHSI is ramping…
6/12/2017 4:18:46 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @ryancordell: Overall I've loved the pairing of #Sharp17 & #DHSI2017
but I hate to be missing Monday SHARP presenters as DHSI is ramping…
6/12/2017 4:18:54 PM
bethknazook: Michael Hancher explaining how you go from sketch to woodblock
engraving. Dalziel illustrating Lewis Carroll in the 19th C. #sharp17 #h7
6/12/2017 4:18:55 PM
Sarathena192: Same #dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/jy6bEVQzzO
6/12/2017 4:19:03 PM
bookhistories: Gåvoböcker (Gift books) riktade sig till burgna läsare, med sina
påkostade bokband och illustrationer @KatieMcGettigan #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:19:11 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Griffis. Bibliotecas como segunda casa para seus
frequentadores. Uma casa comunitária. Leituta: forma passiva de interação.
6/12/2017 4:19:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 @KatieMcGettigan les étrennes Forget-Me-Not ont invité les poétesses
à contribuer (plutôt que de juste réimprimer leurs poèmes) #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:19:50 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Enjoying Andy Goldsworthy's art: https://t.co/AgDHGM00KS
#sharp17 @cryurchin
6/12/2017 4:19:50 PM
salteri: Award winning books on human interaction with technology are very white,
male, and Eurocentric #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:19:56 PM

dorothyk98: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Default person who makes the technology - with her
hands - is an Asian woman though? #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/O1pO…
6/12/2017 4:19:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: there is some consistent improvement in recent years,
hopefully this will continue in the future #sharp17 https://t.co/k3L9AcwsIF
6/12/2017 4:20:08 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 @KatieMcGettigan: The British giftbook as coded feminine and
domestic.
6/12/2017 4:20:20 PM
hralperta: Houston Baker: libraries show "African American diasporic valuations of
literacy, the library, the habits of public reading..." #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:20:26 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #h1 @KatieMcGettigan: FMN books encouraged readers to see
book as friend: social bonds among authors in gift books & btwn rdr&wrtr
6/12/2017 4:20:26 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @cryurchin ambient literature alerts us to what is already there: the
way we're encircled by information, by the world #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:20:44 PM
bookhistories: Amerikanska författare behöll sin nationella identitet när de utgavs på
den engelska marknaden under 1800-talet #bokhistoria #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:21:13 PM
salteri: Emily Brooks on capturing moveable books- the spatial and temporal shifts in
moveable books #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:21:19 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @cryurchin arguing that our experience of the world is metaphorical.
There is too much, so we experience obliquely #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:21:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens tracing the introduction of presses through
advertisements, business letters, personal correspondence
6/12/2017 4:21:38 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Technical manuals and journals as a potentially
useful, potentially misleading source of information on tech adoption.
6/12/2017 4:21:49 PM
bethknazook: Tenniel's notes on the proofs of his illustrations demonstrate how
involved authors could be in this process. #sharp17 #h7
6/12/2017 4:22:02 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #h2 @keaneymp on Black Libraries in South Africa
6/12/2017 4:22:17 PM
onlinereaders1: Also talking embodied metaphors over here at #sharp17 with
@cryurchin https://t.co/QjQd5y1Fmu
6/12/2017 4:22:17 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Keaney, de Yale. Sobre bibliotecas "para negros" na
África do Sul, 1930-1990.

6/12/2017 4:22:21 PM
hkpmcgregor: .@rak_dr gives us context of Mini Aodla Freeman's remarkable memoir,
Life Among the Qallunaat https://t.co/7hUfsfcO3F #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:22:30 PM
bookhistories: .@KatieMcGettigan lyfter den intressanta frågan om varför de nationella
identiteterna betonades vid utgivning i England/USA #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:23:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 @KatieMcGettigan: préface de https://t.co/Y7bZVypHBC souligne la
présence de Sigourney et Gould et leur américanité #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:23:03 PM
traviseross: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #h1 @KatieMcGettigan: FMN books
encouraged readers to see book as friend: social bonds among authors in gift books…
6/12/2017 4:23:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: The oldest (surviving) dated iron press on
the continent is 1821
6/12/2017 4:23:10 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "Metaphor comes out of a failure of communication
rather than a success" #MetaphorAsProxy So "prior experience" needed
6/12/2017 4:23:40 PM
salteri: The definition of the book is socially geared towards literature rather than
diaries, crosswords , etc - Emily Brooks #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:23:51 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Some makers created both iron and wooden
presses. Advertised them until 3rd quarter of C19
6/12/2017 4:24:01 PM
khetiwe24: Matthew Patrick Keany pres on black libraries in #c20 South Africa begins
with photos of last year's protests #h2… https://t.co/Z0lcBqe39V
6/12/2017 4:24:11 PM
hkpmcgregor: In process of editing memoir, @rak_dr & Keavy Martin realized ways the
publisher distorted Aodla Freeman's narrative. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:24:27 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Surviving metal presses as "material
archaeological sources" because v little documentation of makers survives
6/12/2017 4:24:28 PM
rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: Literature fills in the gaps of our experience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:24:33 PM
rebeccamchung: Goosens, printing in Belgium. Iron versus wooden presses: iron
presses completed forme in one pull, could support their own weight #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:24:39 PM
amndw2: .@KatieMcGettigan: Hannah F. Gould's poem for Queen Victoria marked as
American in the Forget Me Not, British in US publication #h1 #Sharp17
6/12/2017 4:24:44 PM

PopFicDoctors: .@rak_dr on working w Mini Aodla Freeman to reverse editorial
decisions from 1978 Life Among the Qallunaat #sharp17 https://t.co/uhOoj3JxJ0
6/12/2017 4:24:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: Literature fills in the gaps of our
experience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:24:58 PM
eyeona: Next: Wykle (@theanoeticist) onMateriality & the Epistemology of Remediation
in Margaret Cavendish's Blazing-Worldh6 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:25:09 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: Literature fills in the gaps of our
experience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:25:27 PM
hkpmcgregor: What happened to Mini's book? Half of the print run bought by Ministry
of Indian & Northern Affair & stored copies in basement. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:25:33 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: Literature fills in the gaps of our
experience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:25:35 PM
bookhistories: Betonandet av identiteten som amerikansk författare som utkom i
England har kanske kopplingar till #copyright @KatieMcGettigan #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:25:47 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 @KatieMcGettigan Forget-Me-Not était publié aux États-Unis par
https://t.co/rLM4E2rI09 et https://t.co/k4Bl9FOhJj #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:25:51 PM
hchesner: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Check out #codexconquest at #sharp17!
@ClaireSquires @Beth_driscoll @rachellynchase @alisakbeer @SimonRowberry
@mollyh…
6/12/2017 4:26:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: Repairing wooden presses was easier and
cheaper than repairing the new iron presses; carpenters easier to come by
6/12/2017 4:26:23 PM
rebeccamchung: Goosens: printing presses should be regarded as archaeological
artifacts, since records for their operation are scarves #sharp17 #f8
6/12/2017 4:26:28 PM
TheUKRED: RT @rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: Literature fills in the gaps of our
experience #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:04 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks questions: how do we digitise movable books,
books that incl. moving/removable parts? #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:12 PM
hralperta: .@keaneymp describes white ideas about black reading habits and the role of
libraries in saving black minds... 1/2 #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:27:17 PM

bookhistories: "The giftbook as a stage for international encounters" @KatieMcGettigan
#h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:23 PM
salteri: Emily Brooks presenting on how to digitize non standard books #sharp17
https://t.co/BAC4polnPl
6/12/2017 4:27:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "Literature fills in the gaps of our prior experience";
so it's a construction kind of like metaphor. Mediation tech
6/12/2017 4:27:29 PM
hkpmcgregor: Why did the Canadian govt buy up & store 4200 copies of this Inuit
memoir? Result: ppl couldn't read the goddamn thing. #SHARP17 @rak_dr
6/12/2017 4:27:30 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: "The giftbook as a stage for international
encounters" @KatieMcGettigan #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:34 PM
onlinereaders1: Disappointed not to be able to make this #sharp17
https://t.co/whYaDKvTpB
6/12/2017 4:27:35 PM
TheUKRED: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "Metaphor comes out of a failure of
communication rather than a success" #MetaphorAsProxy So "prior exp…
6/12/2017 4:27:45 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Price of presses drove/slowed adoption: iron
presses cost 2x. Workforce resistance to iron press also an impediment.
6/12/2017 4:27:49 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks questions: how do we digitise
movable books, books that incl. moving/removable parts? #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:55 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@rak_dr: Huge number of copies of LATQ were put in a government
basement; circulation deliberately suppressed #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:27:56 PM
hralperta: @keaneymp ... 2/2 black readers and black writers were not part of the
conversation #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:28:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@rak_dr: Huge number of copies of LATQ were
put in a government basement; circulation deliberately suppressed #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:28:20 PM
traviseross: Only way I could enjoy Michael Hancher on wood block 볼볼electrotype
more would be if he’d brought wax & a badger brush and we did it #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:28:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @hralperta: @keaneymp ... 2/2 black readers and black writers
were not part of the conversation #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:28:32 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@rak_dr: Huge number of copies of LATQ were
put in a government basement; circulation deliberately suppressed #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:28:32 PM
bethknazook: Hancher: "Every step is fraught with the possibility for error" There are at
least 20 steps in electrotyping a woodblock. #sharp17 #h7
6/12/2017 4:28:44 PM
JenHoward: Book people, you should be checking in with the #AAUP17 (uni presses'
confab) and the #sharp17 hashtags this week. Good stuff on both.
6/12/2017 4:28:47 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @cryurchin on way technologies bring things into being at the same
time as they cut them down to a size more bearable #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:29:03 PM
hralperta: @keaneymp In case it's not obvious, the "saving black minds" part should be
in scare quotes. #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:29:13 PM
rebeccamchung: adoption of new presses was slow; iron, wooden and treadle presses
used side by side, workers found iron presses hard to use #sharp17 #f8
6/12/2017 4:29:15 PM
StevieLMarsden: Brooks: Why should we digitse nontraditional books? Continuing
preservation and access are key #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:29:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 @KatieMcGettigan analyse «American Wild Flowers», poème de Gould
publié dans Forget Me Not (1841) et réimprimé à Boston en 1850 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:29:52 PM
AmyHildrethChen: New to me: How Things Shape the mind https://t.co/uY51HYfQsF
#sharp17 @cryurchin @mitpress
6/12/2017 4:29:55 PM
cgoldstead: RT @JenHoward: Book people, you should be checking in with the
#AAUP17 (uni presses' confab) and the #sharp17 hashtags this week. Good stuf…
6/12/2017 4:30:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Oops, I think that last date for working wooden
presses was 1913, not 1930. Still! Gossens
6/12/2017 4:30:30 PM
rachellynchase: RT @bookhistories: "The giftbook as a stage for international
encounters" @KatieMcGettigan #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:30:45 PM
TheUKRED: .@cryurchin now using Lambrous Malafouris' "How Things Shape the Mind"
to describe how material contexts shape cognition #H5 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:30:51 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks: #sharp17 https://t.co/FOnCtrsbyT
6/12/2017 4:30:57 PM
hkpmcgregor: Indian agent and/as literary agent? Former surveilled Indigenous
communities & represented paternalistic power of the govt. @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:31:22 PM

Marie_LSJ: #h1 @KatieMcGettigan: Gould était consciente du rôle de l'édition
transatlantique dans la construction de la nation états-unienne #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:31:41 PM
rebeccamchung: Wooden presses still used in Belgium in 1913; wooden presses in use
in France as well. Jullien's shop. #sharp17… https://t.co/AeHgmHYVyM
6/12/2017 4:31:56 PM
lisakuitert: #sharp17 Peter Goossens very interesting paper on wooden press lingering
far in 20th Century https://t.co/DLa2AkVNz3
6/12/2017 4:32:00 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "To cognize is always to be in concert w the world"
"Webs of association" "artistic metaphor" Schrödinger's cat?
6/12/2017 4:32:25 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Can't explain increased output in printed matter in
C19 through purely technological means.
6/12/2017 4:32:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: Brooks highlights the value in utilising 360 videos and 4D modelling to
potentially enable reader (user?) interaction #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:32:48 PM
hralperta: Fascinating thread from #sharp17 https://t.co/hYVXr66QOT
6/12/2017 4:33:00 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @cryurchin: cognition is inevitably metaphorical, the world comes into
being in forms other than itself #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:33:15 PM
mollyhardy: #h1 #sharp17 Excellent conclusion by @KatieMcGettigan on current need
for studying how construction of national IDs happens transnationally
6/12/2017 4:33:24 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks: #sharp17
https://t.co/FOnCtrsbyT
6/12/2017 4:33:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "People might like it but we need
to know why" #Agree I think this is key in distinguishing the #scholarl…
6/12/2017 4:33:47 PM
khetiwe24: .@keaneymp resource centres v. public libraries - diff in collection strategies
(pamphlets, posters, oral histories v. books) #h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:33:47 PM
AmyHildrethChen: It would be interesting to have students in environmental lit classes
create ambient literature as a multimodal work #sharp17 @cryurchin
6/12/2017 4:33:53 PM
hkpmcgregor: Reorganization of INAC in 1960s. Intent remained paternalistic, now thru
informal practices meant to promote Inuit lit. @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:34:00 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Matthew Patrick Keaney highlights the importance of print materials
acquisition in the movement to end apartheid in South Africa

6/12/2017 4:34:19 PM
traviseross: RT @mollyhardy: #h1 #sharp17 Excellent conclusion by @KatieMcGettigan
on current need for studying how construction of national IDs happens…
6/12/2017 4:34:24 PM
rachellynchase: Matt Hayler: ambient lit reflects on our entanglement with enviroment
and introduces new ways to be entangled in environment #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:34:52 PM
hkpmcgregor: @rak_dr INAC officials secretly bought Inuit lit print runs to make Inuit
publishing profitable, stored books in basement. @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:35:01 PM
Marie_LSJ: Ravie de constater que la présentation de Juliette Wells à #h1 #sharp17 est
le #academicsequel de celle que j'avais vue à @sharpparis2016!
6/12/2017 4:35:01 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: copies of American editions of Emma provide
us with evidence of her readership outside of Britain
6/12/2017 4:35:02 PM
wynkenhimself: Taken by this poem and @cryurchin's talking through metaphor and
world-making and -perceiving #sharp17 #h5 https://t.co/DYrKUjoDBC
6/12/2017 4:35:24 PM
mollyhardy: #h1 #sharp17 Juliette Wells on 6 extant copies of US editions of Austen's
Emma, incl. copy @gouchercollege https://t.co/VOTPnpynZC
6/12/2017 4:35:33 PM
bookhistories: Juliette Wells (Goucher College) on the #JaneAusten reader Christian,
Countess of Dalhousie #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:35:33 PM
TheUKRED: .@cryurchin The conceit of Ambient Literature is that it makes us see our
surroundings in a new light, as if for the first time #H5 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:35:49 PM
amndw2: Next, Juliette Wells on reading of Austen's Emma by Christian, Countess of
Dalhousie, wife of Lt. Gov. of Nova Scotia. #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:35:51 PM
zanna_vl: Margaret Cavendish's kritiek op The Royal Society in haar The Blazing World
(1666, 1668), onderzoek van… https://t.co/whxgofodLD
6/12/2017 4:35:53 PM
hkpmcgregor: We don't know if the stored Inuit lit was pulped under Harper when he
had govt files destroyed. @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:35:58 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: #h1 #sharp17 Juliette Wells on 6 extant copies of
US editions of Austen's Emma, incl. copy @gouchercollege https://t.co/VOT…
6/12/2017 4:36:26 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@rak_dr: Along with LATQ, artworks and copies of all other Inuit texts
from the 1970s were also found in the basement of INAC #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:36:28 PM
rachellynchase: Reference to Pokemon Go in Matt Hayler's presentation on ambient lit
#pokemon #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:36:35 PM
bookhistories: Have a look at https://t.co/rddXJmQUE8! In July 2017 it's 200 years
since Austen's passing #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:36:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks shows us her own preliminary work in volumetric
capture using XBox Kinect! #sharp17 https://t.co/IGEBfG5a05
6/12/2017 4:37:03 PM
eyeona: Cavendish wanting an ethics of microscopes?@theanoeticist #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:37:26 PM
jimmussell: #h5 I'm loving the way @cryurchin is setting up metaphor and fiction here
without losing materiality and embodiment [1/2] #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:37:35 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Juliette Wells on Countess of Dalhousie's reading of Jane #Austen
#sharp17 1st US ed of Emma was later owned by Siegfried Sassoon #ww1
6/12/2017 4:37:36 PM
hkpmcgregor: INAC went as far as to encourage Inuit authors in what they would write.
Interventionist & paternalistic govt policies. @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:38:02 PM
salteri: Emily Brooks has beta volumetric captures of moveables! @Emily_F_Brooks
@laurien @superHH @dnsmore07 @FLetcherdurant #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:38:03 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: tracing Countess through snippets in husband's
diaries and histories of his life. But she was also famous botanist
6/12/2017 4:38:05 PM
khetiwe24: .@keaneymp #FeesMustFall #rhodesmustfall mvmts connected to postapartheid service delivery protests and library culture issues #h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:38:06 PM
JJMcEvilla: @cryurchin This was bound to arise at some point in #Sharp17: "tiny
monsters waiting to be caught" #PokemonGo… https://t.co/DXbrLSF5YR
6/12/2017 4:38:13 PM
hralperta: Talk on South African libraries by @keaneymp is fascinating, but having
trouble keeping up with the historical scope #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:38:22 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @hralperta: Fascinating thread from #sharp17
https://t.co/hYVXr66QOT
6/12/2017 4:38:24 PM
jimmussell: @cryurchin #h5 but I want to know more about lying. It implies there is a
truth that can be told, but the logic of… https://t.co/qf4nn4dKEy
6/12/2017 4:38:29 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: tracing Countess through
snippets in husband's diaries and histories of his life. But she was also…
6/12/2017 4:38:33 PM
amndw2: RT @bookhistories: Have a look at https://t.co/rddXJmQUE8! In July 2017 it's
200 years since Austen's passing #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:38:41 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Juliette Wells détaille la provenance d'un exemplaire de
https://t.co/0MsbKQhhQL ayant appartenu à https://t.co/348sBP2YPP #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:38:45 PM
onlinereaders1: @cryurchin - Fictional ambience of Pokémon go reveals real ambience
of our environments waiting to be discovered #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:38:56 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @hralperta: Fascinating thread from #sharp17
https://t.co/hYVXr66QOT
6/12/2017 4:39:09 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: but also private papers and husbands account
books and library catalogue shed light on Countess's reading
6/12/2017 4:39:12 PM
hkpmcgregor: Assumptions: no readership for Inuit lit, centrality of publishing as
culture, what counts as Inuit lit... @rak_dr #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:39:13 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Spencer now continues ambient lit discussion by focusing on
authorship #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:39:20 PM
PatrickLearyVIC: Enthralling account from Michael Hancher of electrotyping of Tenniel's
wood engravings for the Alice books #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:39:30 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Matthew Keaney. Bibliotecas na África do sul como lugares de
promoção de mudança social. Apenas se o foco for o leitor, não o livro
6/12/2017 4:39:35 PM
_MattShaw: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/12/2017 4:40:05 PM
khetiwe24: .@keaneymp libraries and books in #southafrica will remain expendable
until service delivery/library culture radically changes #h2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:40:28 PM
hkpmcgregor: PALS I am feeling very excited for the work @rak_dr & Keavy Martin are
doing. This is radical book history in action. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:40:52 PM
eyeona: "Chopped logic" --- Cavendish's Empress on experimental
method.@theanoeticist #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:40:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #h1 'I hate Tiberius with all my heart' - Juliette Wells on Countess of
Dalhousie's girlhood reading #sharp17 @TheUKRED

6/12/2017 4:40:59 PM
onlinereaders1: Amy Spencer is final speaker in this panel exploring issues around
authoring uncontrollable narratives #sharp17 @ambientlit
6/12/2017 4:41:02 PM
StevieLMarsden: Brooks: I pay attention to the material & interactive specificity to the
individual artifact and want to increase access & use #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:41:03 PM
andrew_denham: RT @SHARP2017: And so it begins! #sharp17
https://t.co/w6oWyAHLdC
6/12/2017 4:41:06 PM
bookhistories: Christian Broun in 1802: "I am now reading the 20th & last volume ... I
hate Tiberius with all my heart" (Juliette Wells) #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:41:07 PM
helenkbones: @DH_Western members swanning about in beautiful Victoria, B.C.
#sharp17 @JasonEnsor @khetiwe24 https://t.co/8aDUDA8sAe
6/12/2017 4:41:23 PM
fletcherdurant: RT @salteri: Emily Brooks presenting on how to digitize non standard
books #sharp17 https://t.co/BAC4polnPl
6/12/2017 4:41:42 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: Dalhousie Castle is now a hotel and you can
drink in the Library - has his original bookcases
6/12/2017 4:41:58 PM
traviseross: Lukasik is anchoring a panel that—in addition to good papers—offered a
master class in framing and presentation style. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:42:04 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer "heritage walks" vs ambient lit; excellent point; How
do we distinguish literary form & the scholarly from the mundane?
6/12/2017 4:42:13 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "Literature fills in the gaps of our
prior experience"; so it's a construction kind of like metaphor. M…
6/12/2017 4:42:19 PM
onlinereaders1: Still reeling a bit from @cryurchin's segue between Pokémon Go and
the Pieta! #sharp17 Genius!
6/12/2017 4:42:43 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Spencer: Both walking and writing are creative acts #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:42:53 PM
alisakbeer: Goossens #sharp17 #h8 Mechanical composition as the bottleneck - and
newspaper deadlines as the impetus to new technologies.
6/12/2017 4:42:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #H8 Gossens: The bottleneck on production was really
mechanical composition, not the press itself, at least for bookwork
6/12/2017 4:42:54 PM

Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Lady Dalhousie listed books read in her diaries - but not always
legible as combined with plant pressings #sharp17 @TheUKRED
6/12/2017 4:42:55 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Amy Spencer makes me think of ambient literature as transforming
reader into flaneur #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:42:56 PM
bethknazook: D.H. Strothers ignored today. Too light for lit./too popular for fine art.
Features racism and sexism better left in the past. #sharp17 #h7
6/12/2017 4:43:07 PM
PopFicDoctors: Third panelist this morning: @sybilthefirst with paper The Informal
Empire in the Personal Library of an Australian PM #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:43:20 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Lady Dalhousie listed books read in her diaries but not always legible as combined with plant pressings #sharp17 @T…
6/12/2017 4:43:34 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #h1 'I hate Tiberius with all my heart' - Juliette Wells
on Countess of Dalhousie's girlhood reading #sharp17 @TheUKRED
6/12/2017 4:43:39 PM
tomabba: RT @onlinereaders1: Still reeling a bit from @cryurchin's segue between
Pokémon Go and the Pieta! #sharp17 Genius!
6/12/2017 4:43:47 PM
rebeccamchung: As book printing increases in a shop, jobwork decreases;work moves
to smaller shops using older presses #f8 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:43:56 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Fascinating connection b/w Griffis & Kearney's papers: Carnegie
Corp philanthropic funding of libraries in segregated US & S Africa
6/12/2017 4:43:57 PM
amndw2: Wells mentions that the Earl of Dalhousie's Scottish castle is now a hotel with
a bar in the library. I must stay there. #h1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:44:01 PM
TheUKRED: RT @onlinereaders1: Still reeling a bit from @cryurchin's segue between
Pokémon Go and the Pieta! #sharp17 Genius!
6/12/2017 4:44:04 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Checkez https://t.co/OvonQPiVOj! Juillet 2017 marque le 200e
anniversaire du décès de https://t.co/XXRlL4CCwE… https://t.co/CEgsShujw8
6/12/2017 4:44:22 PM
onlinereaders1: Amy Spencer shows how @ambientlit connects with notions of space
from psychogeography #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:44:23 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Amy Spencer: Both walking and writing are
creative acts #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:44:27 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer So, "spaces are not always controllable" (like the
reading experience). Managing the #unpredictable #time #boundaries

6/12/2017 4:44:35 PM
tomabba: @AmyHildrethChen I think we’re trying to head off all the questions by
acknowledging every reference point…! #Sharp17
6/12/2017 4:44:50 PM
bookhistories: Juliette Wells: Lady Dalhousie läste Austens "Persuasion" (1817) sex
månader efter dess utgivning #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 4:44:57 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Also thinking about accessibility when encountering space / how
space is encountered by different bodies in ambient lit #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:45:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Juliette Wells notes Lady Dalhousie reads Austen's naval novel
Persuasion on board ship in June 1818 #sharp17 @TheUKRED @bars2017
6/12/2017 4:45:11 PM
TheUKRED: RT @onlinereaders1: Amy Spencer shows how @ambientlit connects with
notions of space from psychogeography #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:45:19 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Spencer: ambient lit connects internal and external worlds
#sharp17
6/12/2017 4:45:20 PM
TheHippyCase: RT @rachellynchase: Reference to Pokemon Go in Matt Hayler's
presentation on ambient lit #pokemon #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:45:33 PM
KulaJournal: RT @rebeccamchung: Wooden presses still used in Belgium in 1913;
wooden presses in use in France as well. Jullien's shop. #sharp17 #f8 ht…
6/12/2017 4:45:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: #h1 Checkez https://t.co/OvonQPiVOj! Juillet 2017
marque le 200e anniversaire du décès de https://t.co/XXRlL4CCwE #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 4:45:46 PM
eyeona: A manifesto for book historians to work on Margaret Cavendish.@theanoeticist
#sharp17
6/12/2017 4:45:49 PM
bookhistories: Ta en titt på https://t.co/rddXJmQUE8! I Juli 2017 är det två hundra år
sedan #JaneAusten trillade av pinn'… https://t.co/VQSEFBMhIX
6/12/2017 4:45:54 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst quotes Paul Keating on Australia: "the arse end of the
world". Why wasn't that in the promo vid yesterday? #sharp17 #sharp18
6/12/2017 4:46:01 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @sybilthefirst on informal Imperialism and Australian and Canadian
publishing in early - mid 20C #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:46:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @sybilthefirst on informal Imperialism and
Australian and Canadian publishing in early - mid 20C #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:46:20 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: Lots of Austen novels in Countess's journal, but
no Emma! Bt she does include it in book list drawn up before they moved
6/12/2017 4:46:28 PM
TheUKRED: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer So, "spaces are not always
controllable" (like the reading experience). Managing the #unpredictable #ti…
6/12/2017 4:46:29 PM
hralperta: In what ways do libraries "transmit whiteness"? How has that been resisted,
co-opted, and reworked? #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:46:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: Fascinant! #h1 Juliette Wells retrace les lectures de Lady Dalhousie dans ses
journaux intimes mais ne trouve pas Emma (encre pâli) #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:46:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Wells shows Lady Dalhousie's 1820 Book acquisition list with US
editions clearly marked #sharp17 @TheUKRED
6/12/2017 4:47:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @hralperta: Fascinating thread from #sharp17
https://t.co/hYVXr66QOT
6/12/2017 4:47:43 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @alspencer on unpredictability as literary form. For me, this asks
really interesting questions about plot #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:47:44 PM
onlinereaders1: Happy to verify Amy provides great account of what it's like to
experience a work like It Must Have Been Dark by Then @ambientlit #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:47:44 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer So, "spaces are not always
controllable" (like the reading experience). Managing the #unpredictable #ti…
6/12/2017 4:47:57 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #h1 Wells shows Lady Dalhousie's 1820 Book
acquisition list with US editions clearly marked #sharp17 @TheUKRED
6/12/2017 4:48:00 PM
eyeona: Cavendish edn functions, addressing privat(ish) network of science, women of
day, future-- deposited to Ox & Cam.@theanoeticist #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:48:20 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17. O risco de bibliotecas serem lugares de colonização e imposição
ideológica. É preciso abertura p/ diversidade, para o inesperado.
6/12/2017 4:48:30 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst on 19th/early 20th c. publishing: if the Canadian
publishing industry was disrupted, Australia's never got started #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:49:11 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer Reading between the lines: tech substitutes for print,
but similar tensions of metaphor. New adaptive writing practices

6/12/2017 4:49:30 PM
onlinereaders1: Amy Spencer - @ambientlit works raise issues of control for author
(and reader/user) #Sharp17
6/12/2017 4:49:57 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Future for ambient lit requires adaptive writing practices. Authors
need to leave room for unpredictability. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:50:00 PM
eyeona: Anachronistic to dismiss Blazing World as SciFi, because fiction a later category.
Intentional use of genre.@theanoeticist #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:50:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Juliette Wells nous fait rire avec des aquarelles de Lady Dalhousie
représentant des personnages d'Austen #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:50:22 PM
rachellynchase: Amy Spencer: Ambient lit shifts understanding authorship to authoring
an experience rather than a fixed text #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:50:23 PM
jimmussell: #h5 @alspencer's point about ambient materials directing attention
emphasises something all embodied texts do but we often overlook #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:50:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Future for ambient lit requires adaptive writing
practices. Authors need to leave room for unpredictability. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:50:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: there has been a failure to date to consider Australian
writers as postcolonial subjects #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:51:07 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Oh man what if there was an ambient lit adaptation of Ulysses in
Dublin? #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:51:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: Dalhousies frequently purchased books from
Carey in Philadelphia, had them rebound. Emma was in rebound in leather
6/12/2017 4:51:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #h1 Wells: Dalhousies frequently
purchased books from Carey in Philadelphia, had them rebound. Emma was in re…
6/12/2017 4:52:15 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Future for ambient lit requires adaptive writing
practices. Authors need to leave room for unpredictability. #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:52:33 PM
MFGuenette: #sharp17 Interested in early modern translation, book history, DH?
#transformissions17 Conference Montreal July 5-7 https://t.co/X9x2Yl4kgt
6/12/2017 4:52:36 PM
eyeona: Influence of French, English coteries using fictional personae -romans à clé to
interact w men. Audience suggestn. #sharp17 @theanoeticist

6/12/2017 4:52:55 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: Amy Spencer: Ambient lit shifts understanding
authorship to authoring an experience rather than a fixed text #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:52:57 PM
wynkenhimself: Lots to think about in this #sharp17 session on ambient lit, but it's
really performance studies and theater that seems foremost to me.
6/12/2017 4:53:03 PM
gbarnhisel: Lukasik: Porte Crayon's images in HARPER'S 1857 praised as being more
accurate than photos bc they confirmed racial prejudice #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:53:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 pas de binder's ticket: Wells ne peut que deviner libraire et relieur qui
ont vendu/relié l'exemplaire d'Emma de Lady Dalhousie #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:53:21 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Menzies' extensive personal library offers insight into
Australian book trade #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:53:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @alspencer I think that research into ambient lit & audio might
look to #audiobook research. See this book: https://t.co/cLP4Ff5DIO
6/12/2017 4:53:29 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Citation practices in ambient lit would have to have date and time
stamps... #Sharp17
6/12/2017 4:53:48 PM
hralperta: Today I learned from #sharp17 #h2 that Carnegie Foundation funded Black
libraries both in the US South and in South Africa 1/2
6/12/2017 4:53:56 PM
onlinereaders1: Looking forward to checking out work of Janet Cardiff after
@ambientlit panel this morning #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:54:35 PM
hkpmcgregor: Sybil Nolan's discussion of the reading practices of Australian PM Menzies
reminds me of @bartvautour's work on emb… https://t.co/Xwa75HyCTp
6/12/2017 4:54:41 PM
bethknazook: Lukasik: Accuracy was not media-specific. Verbal images also reproduced
and legitimated the observer’s sense of the world. #sharp17 #h7
6/12/2017 4:54:46 PM
wynkenhimself: Dramatists often (not always, *cough* Beckett) relinquish control over
experience over narrative #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:54:47 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Menzies' extensive personal library
offers insight into Australian book trade #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:55:42 PM
rachellynchase: @AmyHildrethChen asks great question about adapting traditional
texts into ambient lit #sharp17

6/12/2017 4:55:56 PM
hkpmcgregor: @bartvautour Private libraries of public figures are a fascinating way of
studying the literary/cultural histories of imperialism. #SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:56:16 PM
gbarnhisel: Lukasik: Porte Crayon's deft image-text combinations make "blackness
visible and slavery invisible" in 1857 #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:56:29 PM
hralperta: In the south, these libraries started w/ a white-middle-class model of reading
but became important community spaces #sharp17 #h2 2/3
6/12/2017 4:56:58 PM
eyeona: Now: "Aspirational Knowledge and Professional Secretaries in The Young
Secretary's Guide"Jennifer Lo #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 4:57:07 PM
_dspk: @wynkenhimself Also Artists as Cartographers by Karen O’Rourke is excellent
#SHARP17
6/12/2017 4:57:54 PM
hralperta: In South Africa, idea that the same model would work across the black
diaspora was largely unsuccessful #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 4:58:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba "majority of projects that have received funding from
pubs are adapts, & I think that is intellectually lazy" #SoAgree
6/12/2017 4:59:10 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Early books in Menzies' library include a copy of Percy
Bysshe Shelley he won while at school in Ballarat (cute) #sharp17
6/12/2017 4:59:35 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Asked about adaptation for ambient lit @TomAbbas replies market
familiarity with pre-existing texts would foreclose new commissions #Sharp17
6/12/2017 5:00:08 PM
youthreading: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Amy Spencer makes me think of ambient
literature as transforming reader into flaneur #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:00:10 PM
jotis13: RT @hralperta: Today I learned from #sharp17 #h2 that Carnegie Foundation
funded Black libraries both in the US South and in South Africa 1…
6/12/2017 5:00:14 PM
wynkenhimself: @_dspk Thanks! I'm guessing since this is a book-focused conference
these sorts of perf studies references weren't a priority #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:00:48 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: should we consider Menzies a subject of imperialism, or
a complicit part of the imperialist project? #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:01:03 PM
eyeona: Others:English Secretary (1586), Secretary in FashionYet C17 Young Sec.
Guide distinctive in portraying professional job.#sharp17 #h6

6/12/2017 5:01:34 PM
Beth_driscoll: Stains on books potentially an indication of reading for pleasure
@sybilthefirst #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:02:24 PM
bookhistories: From Poland to Canada: Excellent presentations on 19C Book History
#h1 by Teresa Święćkowska, Katie McGettigan, and Juliette Wells #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:02:38 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @Beth_driscoll: Stains on books potentially an indication of
reading for pleasure @sybilthefirst #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:03:05 PM
_dspk: @wynkenhimself I think they're too important to leave out.. a lot of existing
knowledge that @ambientlit makers/res… https://t.co/F3hNklYuVv
6/12/2017 5:03:36 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin Great Q&A Can we design ambient lit w/o sound or
w/o sight? Is ambient lit exclusionary bc sense perception #Disability
6/12/2017 5:03:45 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin Great Q&A Can we design
ambient lit w/o sound or w/o sight? Is ambient lit exclusionary bc sense percep…
6/12/2017 5:03:58 PM
eyeona: 200 letter examples. 100 template contracts. Arguing for conceptual
connections in arrangement of examples. #sharp17 h6
6/12/2017 5:04:07 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: Stains on books potentially an indication of reading
for pleasure @sybilthefirst #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:04:14 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Oil stains a sign of reading for pleasure. I suspect
snacking. #sharp17 https://t.co/UXGDWUpDdw
6/12/2017 5:04:14 PM
jameshodges_: Here's the fence I climbed after botching my route to the #sharp17 pub
meetup last night. Guess I shoulda taken a G… https://t.co/PDSM7Ncs6s
6/12/2017 5:04:45 PM
onlinereaders1: Good qn/discussion about issues of accessibility and privileging of
channels raised by @ambientlit #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:04:51 PM
JenProf: RT @jameshodges_: Here's the fence I climbed after botching my route to the
#sharp17 pub meetup last night. Guess I shoulda taken a GIS cou…
6/12/2017 5:04:54 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Oil stains a sign of reading for
pleasure. I suspect snacking. #sharp17 https://t.co/UXGDWUpDdw
6/12/2017 5:05:03 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Stains on books potentially an indication of reading
for pleasure @sybilthefirst #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:05:09 PM
Laura_Estill: @PopFicDoctors @sybilthefirst Or reading in haste? #marking #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:05:11 PM
mollyhardy: Teresa Święćkowska: In Poland, copyright laws change w each admin. & I
thought studying Anglophone transatlantic #copyright hard! #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:05:43 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Prototype vs. deliverable in ambient lit very parallel to #gamedev
methodology. What's shared? Sense of play #Sharp17
6/12/2017 5:05:54 PM
bookhistories: Altruism from @Shaf_Towheed : Books do not obey borders #sharp17
#h1
6/12/2017 5:05:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Menzies underlined lines of poems relating to romantic
inclinations and shame #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:06:08 PM
_dspk: @JJMcEvilla @cryurchin Def possible. #Amblit has no defined form. Many ways
to translate surroundings/data/presence… https://t.co/HhY5X4vcAK
6/12/2017 5:06:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Święćkowska: écrivains polonais portaient bcp chapeaux: auteur,
traducteur, mais aussi rédacteur littéraire (literary editor) #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:06:22 PM
mollyhardy: RT @bookhistories: Altruism from @Shaf_Towheed : Books do not obey
borders #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 5:07:21 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Oil stains a sign of reading for
pleasure. I suspect snacking. #sharp17 https://t.co/UXGDWUpDdw
6/12/2017 5:07:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Altruism from @Shaf_Towheed : Books do not
obey borders #sharp17 #h1
6/12/2017 5:07:23 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin brings up an equality salient point: financial barriers
of equipment cost & education #Access #DisabilityRights #poverty
6/12/2017 5:07:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: #h1 Święćkowska: few unauthorized editions though would have been legal,
moral code for 19c publishers in the 3 Polish territories? #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:09:26 PM
onlinereaders1: @iangadd put on spot asked to provide historical examples - comes up
with Pepys writing about people reading out & about in London #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:09:27 PM
eyeona: Letters as "tools to reestablish social equilibrium". W/in consolatory letters, "
Answer" provides vocabulary to end exchange.#sharp17 #h6
6/12/2017 5:09:41 PM

JasonEnsor: RT @EnlightenmentDH: Talking at #sharp17 about @laBnF metadata and
#LODLAM. Any other https://t.co/t5ewLiVtC6 users out there? https://t.co…
6/12/2017 5:09:57 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @helenkbones: @DH_Western members swanning about in beautiful
Victoria, B.C. #sharp17 @JasonEnsor @khetiwe24 https://t.co/8aDUDA8sAe
6/12/2017 5:10:37 PM
clancynewyork: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "Literature fills in the gaps of
our prior experience"; so it's a construction kind of like metaphor. M…
6/12/2017 5:10:50 PM
JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement video before our talk?
It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #bookhistory
6/12/2017 5:13:05 PM
onlinereaders1: Another great qn on whether liminal spaces created by e.g. Fanfic
comes under scope of @ambientlit #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:13:18 PM
TheUKRED: Question time during #H5: @cryurchin: "grammars of reading practice"
form very quickly with the emergence of new technologies #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:13:18 PM
eyeona: Lo: Contract section and lists of Latin vocabulary, provide material to serve.
#sharp17 #h6
6/12/2017 5:13:19 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba thoughts on how ppl are perceived acting in space,
like Google Glass geeks, PokemonGo flocking, etc. The politics of space
6/12/2017 5:13:47 PM
onlinereaders1: @ambientlit panel talks of grammars, toolkits, architectures but which
people can write in to and help shape #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:15:32 PM
KyleIsMoody: I am speaking about Tom Bissell's Extra Lives, transmedia, and emergent
storytelling at #sharp17 in 15 minutes. Let's do this, Victoria!
6/12/2017 5:16:44 PM
lindseyseatter: .@KatieMcGettigan on influence of Forget Me Not giftbook -- helped
shape American literary tradition #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:17:51 PM
onlinereaders1: @ambientlit has also raised expectations and anticipation for
@katepullinger's piece #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:18:34 PM
lindseyseatter: Juliette Wells shares story of Austen's Emma and Countess Dalhousie.
Astounding archival findings! #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:19:00 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @cryurchin "I did my PhD at Exeter & bathrooms from that
University are in Harry Potter [movies]" Hey, didn't @jk_rowling go there?
6/12/2017 5:20:02 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @bookhistories: Altruism from @Shaf_Towheed : Books do not obey
borders #sharp17 #h1

6/12/2017 5:22:14 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @tomabba @cryurchin @alspencer: That was a really great
panel; thank you for justifying my early morning wake-up! #congratulations
6/12/2017 5:22:34 PM
sharpicecream: Brrrrrr #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:23:58 PM
andiesilva: Getting ready to chair #i5: Code and Codex, Text and Metatext: Seeing
Print and Digital Entanglement #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:24:40 PM
KulaJournal: Up next: "Incunabula and Beyond" #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:29:24 PM
JiveCardiff: RT @onlinereaders1: Looking forward to checking out work of Janet Cardiff
after @ambientlit panel this morning #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:30:42 PM
onlinereaders1: Oral History panel about to begin with @MemsFict @ShelleyTrower first
on Sound Recording, Oral history and auto/biography #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:31:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Final session of #SHARP17, #I6 17th Century Materiality. Starting w/
Sylvia Brown, Innovations and Renovations in Restoration Print Culture
6/12/2017 5:31:57 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks questions: how do we
digitise movable books, books that incl. moving/removable parts? #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:32:07 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks: #sharp17
https://t.co/FOnCtrsbyT
6/12/2017 5:32:15 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Emily_F_Brooks shows us her own
preliminary work in volumetric capture using XBox Kinect! #sharp17 https://t.co/IGEB…
6/12/2017 5:32:37 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @salteri: Emily Brooks has beta volumetric captures of
moveables! @Emily_F_Brooks @laurien @superHH @dnsmore07 @FLetcherdurant
#sharp17
6/12/2017 5:32:44 PM
TheUKRED: RT @onlinereaders1: @ambientlit panel talks of grammars, toolkits,
architectures but which people can write in to and help shape #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:33:23 PM
onlinereaders1: This is my last panel of the day. Big thanks to organisers of #sharp17
and to all the fab people I've met both on and offline!
6/12/2017 5:33:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: Behind the muse-inspired poet is a complex
system of textual production; muse is the interfaceless-interface
6/12/2017 5:33:42 PM

EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: The Reformation version of the muse-inspired
poet is the direct communication from God
6/12/2017 5:34:05 PM
PopFicDoctors: So excited for the Contemporary Genres panel up next at #sharp17
(yay #popfic friends!)
6/12/2017 5:34:21 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 starts with Maja Dujakovic's "Death and the Business of
Printing: The Danes Macabre Illustrated Books&Publishing Strategies..."
6/12/2017 5:34:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @onlinereaders1: This is my last panel of the day. Big thanks to
organisers of #sharp17 and to all the fab people I've met both on and…
6/12/2017 5:34:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: Unmediated connection between the Divine
word and the human heart required obscuring textual production processes
6/12/2017 5:34:33 PM
onlinereaders1: Again, apologies to m'learned colleague Simon Frost and
@Shaf_Towheed for panel clash #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:34:40 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2: Dujakovic: Printers in France often printed the Danes
Macabre, and the imagery is incorporated in printed Books of Hours
6/12/2017 5:35:18 PM
rebeccamchung: Dale Guild equipment now operational at Plantin Museum #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:35:25 PM
PopFicDoctors: First genre friend: @manuscriptgal with paper Finding Carrie: Changing
Book Technologies and the Growth of Horror in Literature #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:35:27 PM
TheUKRED: #I1: Simon Frost: "book history was at its most contentious" when it was
aimed at undermining the assumptions of literary studies #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:35:49 PM
KulaJournal: Dujakovic: Guy Marchant and most other French printers published
editions of the illustrated Danse macabre #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:35:54 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I6 Dujakovic: Differences in format among eds of Danse
Macabre: visual augmentation&variation typical of incurable period.
6/12/2017 5:35:55 PM
rachellynchase: Simon Frost talking about commodity culture and the preliminary
results of a hogh-street bookshop survey #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:36:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: ejected ministers turned to print
enthusiastically, developing agile print mechanisms for furthering their cause
6/12/2017 5:36:45 PM
wynkenhimself: w00t a session about old books with actual old books on display!
#sharp17 #i2 https://t.co/qUC2bj2R6h

6/12/2017 5:36:50 PM
Fisher_Library: Taylor Lemaire of UofT presenting a paper at #sharp17 which
incorporates material from the Gwendolyn MacEwen archiv… https://t.co/Bx9v9Amhzj
6/12/2017 5:36:50 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Visual variations also tell us about publishers'
goals/aims/wants/needs, not just visual wants of readers
6/12/2017 5:36:54 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: the publication and success of Carrie marked the
start of the Stephen King phenomenon #sharp17 https://t.co/dpjlkJtp9L
6/12/2017 5:37:08 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #i1 Simon Frost on high street survey of book consumption #sharp17
https://t.co/JzYsmI838W
6/12/2017 5:37:12 PM
ambientlit: RT @onlinereaders1: @ambientlit has also raised expectations and
anticipation for @katepullinger's piece #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:37:33 PM
amndw2: Hearing about the publication history and "genrefication" of horror fiction from
@manuscriptgal. #i4 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:37:44 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Now sitting in on Transmedia Storytelling @KyleIsMoody #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:37:46 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody wants to challenge idea as transmedia storytelling. Codex
changes when told across media, time, and space #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:37:56 PM
KulaJournal: Dujakovic: Danse macabre first appeared in murals. Marchant's edition
likely based on these. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:38:07 PM
loradeets: How publishers chose to make and fashion the horror genre @manuscriptgal
talking Stephen King #sharp17 https://t.co/CZzeYAY2nY
6/12/2017 5:38:09 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Overview of the Danse Macabre and readerly
reaction to the imagery's punishment/reward structure.
6/12/2017 5:38:12 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: the publication and success of
Carrie marked the start of the Stephen King phenomenon #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 5:38:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: Richard Baxter;s Christian Directory (1673)
decries hard-heartedness, stresses importance of becoming 'impressionable'
6/12/2017 5:38:34 PM
gbarnhisel: Frost: literary-studies assumptions about reading as exercise of judgment
can be opposed by a model of reading/buying as desire #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:38:38 PM

andiesilva: Examples include Lord of the Rings and Game of Thrones. Stories retold in
book, film, video games, etc. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:38:45 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: polyvalence of the Danse Macabre's imagery is
what attracted printers to the narrative, allowed for innovation.
6/12/2017 5:39:08 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Transmedia cycle: text across different types of media. Is there a
original media/preferred order? @KyleIsMoody #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:39:20 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 Simon Frost: the idea that desire can be satisfied in a bookshop has
unexamined political and ideological connotations #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:39:23 PM
gbarnhisel: Frost: the bookshop is insatiable, it takes in all things, Danielle Steele next
to Ngugi waThionggo #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:39:50 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #SylviaBrown: Richard Baxter 1615-1691 "set paradigms for the
heart-saving book" #sermons #godlybooks #print #impression #interface
6/12/2017 5:39:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @christinewalde Voyage dans la 4e dimension: retrouver la profession
de bibliothécaire dans https://t.co/kIn6ttnYlI de Duchamp #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:39:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @ChristineWalde on the 4th Dimension and
Librarinship in Duchamps's Boites-en-Valise, with some amazing show and tell
6/12/2017 5:40:12 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: role of consumer shifted so that we are also producers. Ex.
listening to this talk + tweeting it at same time. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:40:33 PM
KulaJournal: Dujakovic: different interpretations of theme of danse likely appealed to
printers. Also way of showcasing new print technologies. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:40:44 PM
onlinereaders1: @ShelleyTrower links Edison's phonograph and digital/new media
read/write devices with ref to work of Lisa Gitelman #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:40:46 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Adaptation and augmentation of the Danse
Macabre was almost instantaneous in print. Inclusion of women in subsq eds
6/12/2017 5:40:49 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Thinking about how #games form part of the transmedia cycle. For
ex, GoT books, TV, fan sites, plus the game. #sharp17 @KyleIsMoody
6/12/2017 5:40:54 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Another great #pedagogy idea! Have students create games based
on texts read in class. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:41:29 PM
khetiwe24: #i3 panel on #oralhistory with @ShelleyTrower & Elias Adanu #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:41:30 PM
rachellynchase: In Simon Frost's survey, book purchasers were asked about their
hopes and desires for the books they bought #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:41:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: "Think of the Godly Book as an online game"
with a transparent interface
6/12/2017 5:41:45 PM
loradeets: Indulging in some fabulous 70s sales material at @manuscriptgal 's talk on
shaping the horror genre #sharp17 https://t.co/HEdmHfPL9i
6/12/2017 5:42:00 PM
PopFicDoctors: Some fantastic 1970s marketing of fantasy books #sharp17 #popfic
https://t.co/wKDY6BC0PD
6/12/2017 5:42:02 PM
StevieLMarsden: Doubleday Book Club was way ahead of its time, offering free tote
bag when you join #sharp17 #everyonelovesatote… https://t.co/o6QbBrR5Ev
6/12/2017 5:42:25 PM
brewster_kahle: this speaker at #sharp17 just referred to his lecture "this content" and
talked of "the consumer" :)
6/12/2017 5:42:25 PM
Beth_driscoll: Loving this genre fiction panel at #sharp17: first paper is
@manuscriptgal on Stephen King
6/12/2017 5:42:39 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #SylviaBrown "Conversion to God through literature"... "double
logic of remediation, immediacy & hypermediacy" #immersiveexperience
6/12/2017 5:42:45 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Development of changes partially market-driven?
Complementary m/f eds in parallel.
6/12/2017 5:42:51 PM
TheUKRED: Simon Frost: Bookshop behaviour shaped by a specific mode of commodity
culture that emerged in the late 19th century #I1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:42:58 PM
eyeona: Sylvia Brown: Godly books & the technology of conversion: innovations &
renovations in restoration print culture, 1660-1688#sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 5:42:59 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @ChristineWalde brought this out to show us. Mini
urinal is my fave. https://t.co/TYuvkKeh52
6/12/2017 5:43:17 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: marketing, publicity and rights sales of Carrie
foreshadow later decades of horror fiction #sharp17 #popfic
6/12/2017 5:43:24 PM
onlinereaders1: @ShelleyTrower now exploring how tech for sound recording may
provide advgs over writing for oral historians e.g capturing voice #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:43:28 PM
khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower on recordings and transcriptions, issue of reproducing oral
vs representing #i3 #sharp17 https://t.co/nGvcfUG2I6
6/12/2017 5:43:33 PM
yale_dhwg: RT @jtheibault: A little late in the game, but today's #chtf: #SHARP17
Society for the History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing https:…
6/12/2017 5:43:39 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: marketing, publicity and rights
sales of Carrie foreshadow later decades of horror fiction #sharp17 #po…
6/12/2017 5:43:44 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: construction of ed framework to unify disparate
sources w/in Marchant's eds Colophons FTW!
6/12/2017 5:43:45 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @christinewalde kicks it off w Duchamp's Boites-en-Valise
&4th dimension. What could possibly go wrong… https://t.co/ToDQjtazAR
6/12/2017 5:43:52 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody is analyzing the transmedia state of /Extra Lives: Why Video
Games Matter/ https://t.co/nqBRzy1BCD #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:43:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: Horror genre not yet recognised when Carrie
published. Categorised by publisher as "kooks and spooks" #sharp17 #popfic
6/12/2017 5:44:27 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Did printers have a more active engagement with
the text than scribal compilers? More of an editorial role?
6/12/2017 5:44:38 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: Indulging in some fabulous 70s sales material at
@manuscriptgal 's talk on shaping the horror genre #sharp17 https://t.co/HE…
6/12/2017 5:44:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @ChristineWalde Duchamp was also a librarian! As
well as depicting 4th dimension in his art. Mind already blown in this paper
6/12/2017 5:44:45 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @rachellynchase: In Simon Frost's survey, book purchasers were
asked about their hopes and desires for the books they bought #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:44:50 PM
zanna_vl: Interessante uiteenzetting over hypermediacy door Sylvia Brown #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:45:01 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 I did a little inner dance when Helen Marshall said "genrification"
#genrerulesit
6/12/2017 5:45:10 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: Narrative experiences in games are often reliant on
authorial input of the player to build narrative #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:45:25 PM

onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: How publishers chose to make and fashion the horror
genre @manuscriptgal talking Stephen King #sharp17 https://t.co/CZzeYAY2…
6/12/2017 5:45:26 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #SylviaBrown "Think of the godly book as an online game"
#UmmOK #provocative. The concept is that of immersion. Read text, do good.
6/12/2017 5:45:38 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #i1 Simon Frost on high street survey of book
consumption #sharp17 https://t.co/JzYsmI838W
6/12/2017 5:45:42 PM
KulaJournal: Marchant expanded on poem material, added editorial framework. Shows
active engagement w/ text; printers take on role of editors. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:46:16 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Partnership with Marnef for Latin ed of Danse
Macabre allowed for a wider audience?
6/12/2017 5:46:44 PM
Beth_driscoll: Carrie was positioned using new marketing terminology @manuscriptgal
#sharp17
6/12/2017 5:47:00 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 I did a little inner dance when Helen Marshall
said "genrification" #genrerulesit
6/12/2017 5:47:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 interesting listening to this discussion of mediation
between believer and god, writer and reader, via an EEBO scanned image
6/12/2017 5:47:11 PM
gbaezaventura: RT @khetiwe24: Griffis: What ways did Carnegie negro libraries as
places fit into African American communities? #sharp17 #h2 https://t.co/u…
6/12/2017 5:47:39 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Compare to Antoine Vérard's production of heavily
ornamented ill print books of Danse Macabre
6/12/2017 5:47:40 PM
onlinereaders1: @ShelleyTrower sound recording facilitated more collaborative version
of oral history #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:47:41 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: reading a book about gaming requires play, non-linear
reading, moving between media #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:48:04 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: Initial reviews of Carrie confident with generic
categorisation as horror #sharp17 #popfic https://t.co/u19E6MZfZP
6/12/2017 5:48:12 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: marketing, publicity and rights
sales of Carrie foreshadow later decades of horror fiction #sharp17 #po…
6/12/2017 5:48:18 PM
khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower early oral history used sound recording in line with lit
tradition of mémoire, sound as writing #i3 #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:48:18 PM
lauragrayblair: Frost: Most readers in the study indicated hoping to gain
'entertainment' from their reading - what experiences does that include? #SHARP17
6/12/2017 5:48:31 PM
gbaezaventura: RT @hralperta: In what ways do libraries "transmit whiteness"? How
has that been resisted, co-opted, and reworked? #sharp17 #h2
6/12/2017 5:48:34 PM
AmyHildrethChen: How meta! "How does one read a book about gaming?" Do you play
first, read first, take turns? #sharp17 Makes me think of you, @hskettler
6/12/2017 5:48:36 PM
gbarnhisel: I find Simon Frost's work so compelling bc it combines quantitative
granularity and theoretical sophistication #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:48:43 PM
TheUKRED: Simon Frost: bookshop fiction buyers self-report relatively low rates of
seeking "aesthetic experience "or "self understanding" #I1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:48:44 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: Doubleday Book Club was way ahead of its time,
offering free tote bag when you join #sharp17 #everyonelovesatote #every…
6/12/2017 5:48:48 PM
bookhistories: Frost: Why do people read? 1: Amusement (28%) 2: Relaxation (19%)
3: Escape (14%) 4: Emotional inv. 5: Intellectual challenge #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 5:48:56 PM
onlinereaders1: @ShelleyTrower now discussing All God's Dangers by Theodore
Rosengarten as collaborative process of producing autobiog #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:49:01 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: how can we describe how video games operate without
actually playing games? #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:49:16 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Vérard's two hand-painted eds differ in
detail/audience/color/format in major ways! Book vs placard
6/12/2017 5:49:32 PM
eyeona: Hypermediation in Baxter's opening, c/o Sylvia Brown.Proliferating the
godly...#sharp17 #i6 https://t.co/exE1QoN9Om
6/12/2017 5:49:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: People are not just reading Baxter, but are
proliferating his words and images; copying verses into books, gravestones
6/12/2017 5:49:55 PM
MFGuenette: RT @eyeona: Hypermediation in Baxter's opening, c/o Sylvia
Brown.Proliferating the godly...#sharp17 #i6 https://t.co/exE1QoN9Om
6/12/2017 5:50:00 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Love this solution: offer games as incomplete codex. B/c, of course,
the codex is completed by the player, not autonomous #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:50:44 PM
StevieLMarsden: I do love King's brand identity& marketing. It's incredibly interesting,
esp. gradual increase in size of his name… https://t.co/Xmqe9dsS4E
6/12/2017 5:50:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: King's influence on horror can also be seen in postShining proliferation of novels with gerund endings #sharp17 #popfic
6/12/2017 5:51:05 PM
eyeona: "For his own use"--Baxter drawing in the audience with title page highlights.
#sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 5:51:07 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Dujakovic: Luxurious eds go against message of Danse
Macabre: avoid sin/luxury!
6/12/2017 5:51:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ChristineWalde Marcel Duchamp: peintre, 2 ans bibliothécaire à la
@BIUSteGenevieve, un espace fabuleux!… https://t.co/cxonSOwVcA
6/12/2017 5:51:09 PM
loradeets: . @manuscriptgal giving the story behind the original cover of Carrie innovation? No, print problem #sharp17 https://t.co/7QMOWTXbpo
6/12/2017 5:51:14 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ChristineWalde Marcel Duchamp: peintre, 2
ans bibliothécaire à la @BIUSteGenevieve, un espace fabuleux! #sharp17 (sourc…
6/12/2017 5:51:16 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody suggests that games can be understood as "incomplete
codex" because heavily dependent on player input #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:51:17 PM
henningsgaard: RT @StevieLMarsden: Pozzi: much of the critical analysis of the lack of
diversity in literature has focused on fiction #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:51:20 PM
CitizenWald: tattoos are like archives — #SHARP17
6/12/2017 5:51:40 PM
mollyhardy: #i8 #sharp17 @ChristineWalde: Duchamp was an artist worker during war
& learned printing. Interest in print tech seen thru entire oeuvre
6/12/2017 5:51:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Brown: British Library 04422.aa.10 is 121 x 70 mm,
or the exact size of Sylvia Brown's iPhone
6/12/2017 5:51:49 PM
Beth_driscoll: Very excited for @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo paper on publishers' email
newsletters and their construction of book club readers #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:52:05 PM
eyeona: Baxter's Now or Never: 17C text the size of your iPhone (or playing cards)...
Material modes set up "heart religion"--Brown #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 5:52:35 PM

AmyHildrethChen: Games as art objects #sharp17 Reminds me of #Fluxus:
https://t.co/S5BNPZPedm @TheStudio_UI
6/12/2017 5:52:39 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Simon Frost finds that retail book buyers overwhelmingly read for
entertainment, but also read to participate in imagined community
6/12/2017 5:52:46 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Simon Frost finds that retail book buyers
overwhelmingly read for entertainment, but also read to participate in imag…
6/12/2017 5:53:02 PM
rachellynchase: Simon Frost's survey reveals that readers feel part of an imagined
community with other readers and their need to belong #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:03 PM
StevieLMarsden: Have been looking forward to @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo' paper on
N.American Book Clubs all weekend! #sharp17 https://t.co/MH2ydnXR86
6/12/2017 5:53:03 PM
bookhistories: Forthcoming article by Frost: "Readers and Retailed Literature" w
findings from UK survey on purchasers' expectations fr books #i1 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:11 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo on Novel Ideas: The Promotion and Creation of
North American Book Club Books and Readers (coauth @SamanthaRideout)#sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: . @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo subscribed to newsletters, filed them away and
created a dataset of 100s over many years #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:38 PM
KulaJournal: Dujakovic: Verard's editions of Danse adapted manuscript aesthetic to
print medium: mechanically printed then painted. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:51 PM
amndw2: Now @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo on her project with @SamanthaRideout on North
American book clubs' electronic promotional materials #i4 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:53:51 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #SylviaBrown Exemplifying the "pocket size". Books, playing
cards, etc. I love the use of EEBO surrogates… https://t.co/Q3HXS5IGDx
6/12/2017 5:53:56 PM
Beth_driscoll: The evolution of ways to reach readers through technological means
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:54:16 PM
KulaJournal: Dujakovic: printers found new ways of representing death in adapting to
print technologies. #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:54:36 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: games are based around systems of production and become
entangled in interplay between author and reader #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:54:40 PM
TheUKRED: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Simon Frost finds that retail book buyers
overwhelmingly read for entertainment, but also read to participate in imag…

6/12/2017 5:54:42 PM
lauragrayblair: Frost notes limitations: "Questions are blunt; they in no way match the
subtleties of close reading, & they're not supposed to" #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 5:54:43 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: Have been looking forward to @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo'
paper on N.American Book Clubs all weekend! #sharp17 https://t.co/MH2yd…
6/12/2017 5:55:10 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Next up: Beatrice Arduini on Dante's Convivio Between
Manuscript, Print, and Digital Culture.
6/12/2017 5:55:13 PM
onlinereaders1: @ShelleyTrower tech of sound recordings not displacement of writing
but prompt focus on orality to create new literary forms #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:55:16 PM
glass_grant: #Sharp17 Simon Frost it isn't what the data means, but rather sees the
motor as a textual, market-structured socialization of readers.
6/12/2017 5:55:19 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and @SamanthaRideout collected a decade worth
of digital promotional 'book club' newsletters #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:55:26 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Arduini: How do we examine works that authors did not
intend for publication? Status of texts as mediated by printers/pubs.
6/12/2017 5:55:48 PM
loradeets: The little 'ESP novel' that could: @manuscriptgal on King's industry influence
& post-Shining gerund boom #sharp17 https://t.co/6F8rWkXto7
6/12/2017 5:55:57 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo on the newsletter and the reading industry. Book
club events & reading over time
6/12/2017 5:56:13 PM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: the publication and success of Carrie
marked the start of the Stephen King phenomenon #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 5:56:18 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody asks: what is the main text of the game? Game-play?
Narrative? Text in the game? #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 5:56:29 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #i1 Simon Frost on high street survey of book
consumption #sharp17 https://t.co/JzYsmI838W
6/12/2017 5:56:29 PM
loradeets: RT @amndw2: Hearing about the publication history and "genrefication" of
horror fiction from @manuscriptgal. #i4 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:56:32 PM
gbarnhisel: Frost: "in buying books, readers explore their position as part of a
collective"--the market, which socializes readers #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:56:42 PM
onlinereaders1: Next is Elias Adanu on Where the Oral Meets the Digital, visions of
mobile literature in Ghana #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:56:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo notes prominence of wine and snacks in
newsletter tempting readers to attend Random House Readers' Circle Live #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:57:14 PM
rachellynchase: Now @Shaf_Towheed on reading communities, past and present
#sharp17
6/12/2017 5:57:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: Je ne savais pas pantoute! Marcel Duchamp avait une alter ego,
https://t.co/DHkxbhbPiO (Rrose «c'est la vie») @ChristineWalde #i8 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:57:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: . @manuscriptgal giving the story behind the original
cover of Carrie - innovation? No, print problem #sharp17 https://t.co/…
6/12/2017 5:57:33 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 Simon Frost: We need to consider the "textual, market-structured
socialisation of readers" #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:57:34 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Simon Frost finds that retail book buyers
overwhelmingly read for entertainment, but also read to participate in imag…
6/12/2017 5:57:56 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: Have been looking forward to
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo' paper on N.American Book Clubs all weekend! #sharp17
https://t.co/MH2yd…
6/12/2017 5:58:00 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed having out prompt questions to the audience:
What is your favorite book? How does it make you feel?
6/12/2017 5:58:02 PM
hralperta: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 interesting listening to this discussion
of mediation between believer and god, writer and reader, via an…
6/12/2017 5:58:14 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo subscribed to newsletters,
filed them away and created a dataset of 100s over many years #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:58:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @queensprincipal Her talk today at #SHARP17 has been fantastic,
thinking about Restoration books as interfaces for Godly communication.
6/12/2017 5:58:21 PM
amndw2: Correction: publishers' online promotional communications aimed at book
clubs. #i4 #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:58:23 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: The evolution of ways to reach readers through
technological means @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17

6/12/2017 5:58:27 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Good pt: presence of pause mechanism shapes experience in any
media #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: Key point 1/3: Formulaic construction of
promotional language for book club books assumes an idealised reader #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: 볼볼#sharp17 https://t.co/fQf2B88yJv
6/12/2017 5:59:12 PM
loradeets: The 'idealized reader' at the centre of book club marketing - fantastic talk on
now by @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:15 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 Simon Frost: We need to consider the "textual,
market-structured socialisation of readers" #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:22 PM
andiesilva: .@KyleIsMoody shows interplay between digital and material object. Game
requires user to consult box for in-game co… https://t.co/sEE5PfXeXL
6/12/2017 5:59:28 PM
sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg @RobotDarnton
https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 5:59:32 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #SylviaBrown "Take the playing cards out of your pocket & put a
godly book in there" #ConversionNarratives Sounds good to me!
6/12/2017 5:59:33 PM
loradeets: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Simon Frost finds that retail book buyers
overwhelmingly read for entertainment, but also read to participate in imag…
6/12/2017 5:59:33 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @loradeets: The 'idealized reader' at the centre of book club
marketing - fantastic talk on now by @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: 볼볼: analysing "formulaic construction of promotional language...that
assumes an idealised reader" @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 5:59:56 PM
bookhistories: Nu presenterar @Shaf_Towheed om "Reading communities"-projektet.
Spännande! #bokläsning #läsning #sharp17 #i1 (info https://t.co/jDIyn2Xmcq)
6/12/2017 6:00:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Emily George: “The Devil in the Margins: Authorship,
Agency, and Doubt in The wonderfull discouerie of Elizabeth Sawyer a witch
6/12/2017 6:00:05 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo subscribed to newsletters, filed
them away and created a dataset of 100s over many years #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:00:08 PM

PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo Key point 2/3: Key differences between national
markets in US and Canada #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:00:08 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed discussing the Reading Communities public
engagement project at #sharp17 https://t.co/y6BPjr59Id
6/12/2017 6:00:14 PM
eyeona: The Devil in the Margins: Authorship, Agency, and Doubt in The Wonderful
discouerie of Elizabeth Sawyer a witch.-- Emily George #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:00:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George speaking about Elizabeth Sawyer, The Witch
of Edmonton
6/12/2017 6:00:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George: The playwrights seem to defend Sawyer
when her neighbors accuse her of witchcraft
6/12/2017 6:00:55 PM
loradeets: RT @Beth_driscoll: The evolution of ways to reach readers through
technological means @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:00:59 PM
cbattershill: .@Shaf_Towheed on the wonderful 'Reading Communities' project:
connecting past and present readers https://t.co/Fv4ciNBvcz #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:01:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo Key point 3/3: Internet plays crucial role in
promoting backlist books to specific niche audiences #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:01:03 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: narrative also gets entangled in different meanings through
social media and user-produced content. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:01:18 PM
jimmussell: #i8 @ChristineWalde on Duchamp's Boîtes-en-valise. Walde: it has the look
of something that could be used for time travel #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:01:33 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed discussing the Reading
Communities public engagement project at #sharp17 https://t.co/y6BPjr59Id
6/12/2017 6:01:34 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo gives us a formula to create effective book
marketing to book club readers focused on qualifying adjectives #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:01:37 PM
Beth_driscoll: Brilliant analysis of how "bestseller" is amplified in mktg lang: more is
more, complex sentences @SamanthaRideout @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:01:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: (J'attends un peu désespérément que quelqu'un publie une photo de la
boîte-en-valise verte reproduite devant nous à #i8 #sharp17!)
6/12/2017 6:01:54 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Examination of Dante mss of the Convivio as it relates to the
promotion of vernacular culture.

6/12/2017 6:02:03 PM
tylershores: @Shaf_Towheed talking about the brilliant UK Reading Experience
Database: very cool project! @TheUKRED #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:05 PM
bookhistories: Towheed: En av de spontana vittnesmålen i "Reading Communities"projektet kom från en veteran från andra världskriget #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:02:09 PM
loradeets: RT @glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed having out prompt questions to
the audience: What is your favorite book? How does it make you feel?
6/12/2017 6:02:12 PM
TheUKRED: #I1: @Shaf_Towheed distributing the flash cards used to facilitate
discussion of reading memories in Reading Communities events #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:15 PM
rachellynchase: @Shaf_Towheed Engaging 21st readers with readers from the past
through city-based events #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:22 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: Specific (very specific) patterns of adjectives,
modifiers, and term bestseller used in promotional statements #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:30 PM
Beth_driscoll: Do book club readers really want to read "bestsellers"? wonders
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:34 PM
onlinereaders1: Ubiquity of mobiles means electronic literature in Africa mainly
produced and consumed on mobiles #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:02:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George: The non-dramatic account of Sawyer's trial
credits her with typical Witchly behavior, sucking demons, cursing, and such
6/12/2017 6:02:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: 볼볼#sharp17 https://t.co/fQf2B88yJv
6/12/2017 6:02:58 PM
Beth_driscoll: The word bestseller creates an instant brand @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
@SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:03:06 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Beth_driscoll: Do book club readers really want to read
"bestsellers"? wonders @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:03:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George: As a source for the play, the pamphlet
expresses a conflicted sense of its own credibility
6/12/2017 6:03:09 PM
khetiwe24: Adanu: more mobile phones than humans in Ghana -> (me: like sheep in
NZ...) more seriously, this is imp for hist of #elit #i3 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:03:16 PM

onlinereaders1: Adanu - there are more mobile phones in Africa than the whole
population of Europe #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:03:23 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody Bissell's work began w/ "traditional" textual production (print
scholarship) which helped legitimize the work #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:03:28 PM
AmyHildrethChen: These term are also used to potentially fool/mislead selectors in
Gobi #sharp17 https://t.co/kAbIbpkpFn
6/12/2017 6:03:31 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Did I just hear @NobodyMarksYou mention Rowley, Dekker, &
Ford's Witch of Edmonton? Great approach w the Henry Goodcole pamphlet!
6/12/2017 6:03:38 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Codification of Dante's "canzoni distese" by Boccaccio:
foundational to the construction of the Convivio, despite Dante's abs.
6/12/2017 6:03:44 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed introduces us to @TheUKRED's public humanities
project "Reading Communities," connecting 21C & historical readers
6/12/2017 6:03:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George: the pamphlet includes the same ambiguous
agency for Sawyer
6/12/2017 6:03:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: Sedo gives shout out to Procter & Benwell's work on Transnational
Book Clubs which I love and is a major influence of mine too! #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:04:08 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ChristineWalde les Boîtes-en-valise de Duchamp ont l'air de quelque
chose qu'on utiliserait pour voyager dans… https://t.co/rbEMMjtifq
6/12/2017 6:04:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George is looking at paratexts in Goodcole's
pamphlet about Sawyer, and its questionable authority
6/12/2017 6:04:30 PM
gbarnhisel: Frost: move past McGann's "socialization of texts"--real dynamic is
socialization of readers by markets #sharp17 https://t.co/4UHG0S4MUD
6/12/2017 6:04:32 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @AmyHildrethChen: These term are also used to potentially
fool/mislead selectors in Gobi #sharp17 https://t.co/kAbIbpkpFn
6/12/2017 6:04:32 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 C15 ms trad doesn't show Dante's hand in Convivio/canzoni
being considered together: others made those choices.
6/12/2017 6:04:32 PM
eyeona: Goodcole as earliest source for Sawyer, in battle with paratext. #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:04:54 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of bestsellers in marketing
discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25jOw91HO0

6/12/2017 6:05:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: The word bestseller creates an instant brand
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:05:19 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: Do book club readers really want to read
"bestsellers"? wonders @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:05:25 PM
lauragrayblair: Hearing about @ReadCommunities project from @Shaf_Towheed - how
can contemporary readers engage with & relate to pa… https://t.co/NNpfttFQcL
6/12/2017 6:05:33 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed discussing reader response to reading experiences in
#RED: here a response to Stevenson #sharp17 https://t.co/7x7Nno7Uvf
6/12/2017 6:05:50 PM
StevieLMarsden: https://t.co/QPzo8APRsR #sharp17 https://t.co/RrTrYR7PuV
6/12/2017 6:05:54 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @NobodyMarksYou My thinking: So this might be useful for lost
plays & plots we have to reconstruct them, plots often from pamphlets
6/12/2017 6:05:55 PM
Beth_driscoll: Reference to @ClaireSquires research on the construction of
contemporary audiences @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:06:04 PM
lauragrayblair: "Readers explore their position as part of a collective" - & that collective
is political ("but that's another paper!") #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:06:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of
bestsellers in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 6:06:15 PM
onlinereaders1: Adanu: Electronic lit in Africa began with posts of poems short stories
etc on email then personal blogs etc #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:06:22 PM
rachellynchase: Dialogue wth readers of the past; 21c readers relating to Robert Louis
Stevenson's "barren embraces" with his law books #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:06:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg @RobotDarnton
https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 6:06:39 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo quotes @Beth_driscoll on middlebrow; suggests
middlebrow as productive categorisation of book clubs #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:06:41 PM
cbattershill: . @Shaf_Towheed on a multi-modal approach to community engagement:
post-it notes, video capture, photos. Trying everything out! #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:06:42 PM

mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 Shoshana Schwebel, “A Subversive Wrtg Tool? The Pencil in
the Age of Inscriptive Media”
6/12/2017 6:07:00 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/h3ZMborEvV
6/12/2017 6:07:01 PM
andiesilva: .@kyleismoody: this perspective invites reevaluation of other media such as
APIs and content management systems. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:07:11 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 Shoshana Schwebel on cultural values associated with
pencil vs typewriter in 1900s. Pencils devalued - used by kids & madmen
6/12/2017 6:07:44 PM
sybilthefirst: @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo At #sharp17, I should have said.
6/12/2017 6:07:45 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: Prize winners trump bestsellers in Canadian
publishers' promotional language and layout decisions #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:07:57 PM
onlinereaders1: Flash Fiction From Ghana now being discussed by Adanu #sharp17
https://t.co/HPCe3amX1M
6/12/2017 6:07:59 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed Post-It notes were "an unexpected smash hit": they
encouraged spontaneous responses #sharp17 https://t.co/sxz25l89Rs
6/12/2017 6:08:03 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Visibility of ms tradition in print eds? But innovations in
typeface size&setting of type. Shows importance of Dante.
6/12/2017 6:08:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 George: Henry Goodcole establishes his authority as
author by his proximity to the Witch, 'her continuall visiter in the Gaole'
6/12/2017 6:08:11 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed & Simon Frost demonstrate the utility of openended surveys to studying readers, reading & reading communities
6/12/2017 6:08:24 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed discussing reader response to
reading experiences in #RED: here a response to Stevenson #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 6:08:32 PM
StevieLMarsden: Sedo: more value is given to prize winners than bestsellers by
Canadian publishers...award winning credentials>bestsellerdom #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:08:38 PM
loradeets: Canadian book club marketing emphasizing 'prizewinning', while U.S.
versions emph 'bestselling' - analysis from @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:08:48 PM
SHARPorg: #SHARPat25 session this afternoon! Come with memories, questions, and
ideas for our next 25 years. #sharp17

6/12/2017 6:08:53 PM
CatrionaRobb: RT @loradeets: . @manuscriptgal giving the story behind the original
cover of Carrie - innovation? No, print problem #sharp17 https://t.co/…
6/12/2017 6:09:08 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: perhaps this suggests preference among
Canadian readers for quality over popularity #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:09:10 PM
kinohin: RT @gbarnhisel: Frost: move past McGann's "socialization of texts"--real
dynamic is socialization of readers by markets #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 6:09:16 PM
lauragrayblair: The @ReadCommunities project used thematic links to each city to
connect participants with the historical archives in new ways. #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:09:22 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Paratextual elements developing in reaction to competitive
print market in Venice. More non-authorial text.
6/12/2017 6:09:42 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @NobodyMarksYou Inclusion of the Witch's name in the title is
unusual -- "titles create expectations" #Agree Astute obvs. #Agency
6/12/2017 6:09:50 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana now talking about "Mise-en-Abime: The Book in Code and
Code in the Book." #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:10:03 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed a participant talking about how it took them 10
years to read Proust’s In Search of Lost Time—makes my heart sing.
6/12/2017 6:10:15 PM
hralperta: RT @andiesilva: .@etakehana now talking about "Mise-en-Abime: The Book
in Code and Code in the Book." #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:10:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ShoshanaSchweb Un outil d'écriture subversif? Le crayon à mine à
l'ère des médias inscriptifs (? "inscriptive media"...) #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:10:19 PM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Frost: move past McGann's "socialization of texts"--real
dynamic is socialization of readers by markets #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 6:10:25 PM
loradeets: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of bestsellers
in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 6:10:36 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: endorsements from other authors are a
prominent tactic - a promotion within a promotion. Promo-ception? #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:10:41 PM
bookhistories: Why do you like Christie's Death on the Nile?: "Because of the murders!"
@Shaf_Towheed @ReadCommunities #sharp17 #i1

6/12/2017 6:10:44 PM
le_big_data: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of
bestsellers in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 6:11:00 PM
onlinereaders1: #knowthyman – Kenikodjo also discussed by Adanu #sharp17 looking
forward to exploring further! https://t.co/PsHShx3wUL
6/12/2017 6:11:18 PM
zanna_vl: De twijfelachtige autoriteit in Henry Goodcole's verslag van de veroordeling
van Elisabeth Sawyer als heks, door Emily George #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:11:23 PM
TheUKRED: #I1. Shaf_Towheed: readers' memories of their favourite books in capsule
form, captured on post-it notes #sharp17 https://t.co/3Fd3kl74jf
6/12/2017 6:11:31 PM
irishmod_vienna: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/12/2017 6:11:35 PM
loradeets: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed & Simon Frost demonstrate the
utility of open-ended surveys to studying readers, reading & reading comm…
6/12/2017 6:11:38 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Claims of "newly edited" nature of incunable eds of Convivio
are often attached to identical texts: paratextual convention.
6/12/2017 6:11:46 PM
hralperta: Really happy to see my home university @Fitchburg_State represented at
#SHARP17 #I5
6/12/2017 6:11:53 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 Schwebel: pencil as a discarded technology. Connected
to fringer writers in early C20th
6/12/2017 6:11:59 PM
Beth_driscoll: Agree! #sharp17 https://t.co/Pubfihtr01
6/12/2017 6:12:12 PM
tylershores: @Shaf_Towheed @TheUKRED on questionnaires, reading memories, data
collection: "The star was the humble post-it note… https://t.co/plm4MMxDtm
6/12/2017 6:12:19 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Develop digital ed of Convivio subset to show ed genesis of
the work based on mss: typologies of ms trad in TEI.
6/12/2017 6:12:26 PM
tylershores: RT @PopFicDoctors: @bookhistories @tylershores Must have been using
19th century version of Spritz https://t.co/owDG4N3uhE #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:12:46 PM
StevieLMarsden: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo's paper is a perfect example of triangulating
analyses of key themes in book marketing #sharp17

6/12/2017 6:12:47 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: . @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo subscribed to newsletters,
filed them away and created a dataset of 100s over many years #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:12:48 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed Post-It notes were "an
unexpected smash hit": they encouraged spontaneous responses #sharp17
https://t.co/s…
6/12/2017 6:12:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of
bestsellers in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 6:12:56 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: The evolution of ways to reach readers through
technological means @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:13:06 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: Have been looking forward to
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo' paper on N.American Book Clubs all weekend! #sharp17
https://t.co/MH2yd…
6/12/2017 6:13:15 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Ms typology:1. Convivio only2. Convivio + canzoni3. Convivio
+ other Dante texts4. Convivio + moral/didactic texts
6/12/2017 6:13:18 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @NobodyMarksYou Use of italics for interrogator & regular
typeface for the witch ... Is there a history of… https://t.co/UleRZ8Lu9D
6/12/2017 6:14:12 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: Do book club readers really want to read
"bestsellers"? wonders @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and @SamanthaRideout #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:14:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: @KatieMcGettigan #i8 @ShoshanaSchweb: valeur culturelle crayon à mine
vs machine à écrire: crayons dévalués, utilis… https://t.co/8xd4Ek2iOn
6/12/2017 6:14:24 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo's paper is a perfect example of
triangulating analyses of key themes in book marketing #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:14:28 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana Digital texts include a number of layers: human-created code,
text, and computer-translated code back into text #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:14:36 PM
StevieLMarsden: Incl. bestsellerdom, awards, book clubs, reviews, middlebrow
sensibilities & discourse used to describe these!… https://t.co/ZFRUHy8Ds9
6/12/2017 6:14:42 PM
rachellynchase: @Shaf_Towheed: For some reason at every event, at least one person
mentioned Tolstoy #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:14:55 PM
cbattershill: 'Can you remember what your parents or grandparents read?' particularly
interesting Q from @ReadCommunities #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed

6/12/2017 6:14:56 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 Simon Frost: We need to consider the "textual,
market-structured socialisation of readers" #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:14:58 PM
lauragrayblair: Participants were asked about the reading of parents & grandparents evidence often difficult for book historians to find #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:15:06 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo conclusions for the part of the study
https://t.co/GTMPXwwUSB
6/12/2017 6:15:12 PM
bookhistories: "Can you remember what your parents or grandparents read?" All these
questions that you can no longer ask... @Shaf_Towheed #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:15:13 PM
PopFicDoctors: Important info on #popfic reading preferences #sharp17
https://t.co/Fxa7bU1k4y
6/12/2017 6:15:22 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: wholeness is not absolute but a perception dependent on the
medium. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:15:25 PM
onlinereaders1: Okadabooks named after mode of transport a Nigerian elit initiative
#sharp17 https://t.co/dtD9wmpDEt
6/12/2017 6:15:27 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Erin Kelly: Red Ruling in Letterpress Printed Books
6/12/2017 6:15:34 PM
khetiwe24: @onlinereaders1 Me too. Stunning that all of this was written on a mobile
phone. #sharp17 #elit #africanlit
6/12/2017 6:15:44 PM
glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed such a wonderful project to engage the public
with reading, books, and the past. AND producing interesting research!
6/12/2017 6:15:59 PM
lauragrayblair: A great point: "Public engagement can generate new research questions
and recalibrate the field of enquiry" @Shaf_Towheed #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:16:08 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly - ruling ubiquitous in med mss, but what is its
function in printed books? Custom decoration?
6/12/2017 6:16:20 PM
MaricelaAlshei1: RT @bookhistories: Why do you like Christie's Death on the Nile?:
"Because of the murders!" @Shaf_Towheed @ReadCommunities #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:16:29 PM
TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed An unexpected outcome was the number of readers
who spontaneously wanted to talk about reading Tolstoy #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:16:32 PM

hralperta: .@etakehana: Digital books are one part of a thing that you've been duped
into thinking is the whole#sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:16:33 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Red ruling not only skewomorph/dec, but
something more complex: not only an imitative feature.
6/12/2017 6:16:47 PM
OHAnetwork: RT @khetiwe24: #i3 panel on #oralhistory with @ShelleyTrower & Elias
Adanu #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:16:57 PM
rebeccamchung: 1531 Venice edition, Dante's Convivio. The rise of vernacular printing,
with #catsofbookhistory #sharp17 https://t.co/xUqKSJj1R3
6/12/2017 6:17:20 PM
StevieLMarsden: All the good stuff, essentially #sharp17 https://t.co/OS6YqExYqM
6/12/2017 6:17:22 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Function of red ruling changed: emulation-->
value -->importance to/of reader
6/12/2017 6:17:27 PM
rachellynchase: Now hearing from Yin Liu on rereading the middle ages #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:17:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed such a wonderful project
to engage the public with reading, books, and the past. AND producing inte…
6/12/2017 6:17:39 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed a participant talking
about how it took them 10 years to read Proust’s In Search of Lost Time—makes…
6/12/2017 6:18:09 PM
hralperta: .@etakehana "There's not a right or wrong side of your face to have a mole,
but..." #sharp17 #i5 #realtalk
6/12/2017 6:18:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed & Simon Frost demonstrate
the utility of open-ended surveys to studying readers, reading & reading comm…
6/12/2017 6:18:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed Post-It notes were "an
unexpected smash hit": they encouraged spontaneous responses #sharp17
https://t.co/s…
6/12/2017 6:18:20 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Beginning with UVic's 1610 John Foxe's
Acts&Monuments: red ruled! https://t.co/4RG3iC6hsB
6/12/2017 6:18:20 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: what is the function of red ruling in English printed books?
Not just imitation of manuscripts. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:18:29 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jameshodges_: Here's the fence I climbed after botching my route to
the #sharp17 pub meetup last night. Guess I shoulda taken a GIS cou…

6/12/2017 6:18:44 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana Like mirrors, digital narratives can be disorienting, mess with
our conceptions of order and unity #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:18:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement video
before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 6:19:03 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Every single page of the 1610 UVic A&M is ruled in
red - complex ruling patterns! WHY???
6/12/2017 6:19:08 PM
walkerabroad: RT @jameshodges_: Here's the fence I climbed after botching my route
to the #sharp17 pub meetup last night. Guess I shoulda taken a GIS cou…
6/12/2017 6:19:18 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement
video before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 6:19:23 PM
rebeccamchung: Erin Kelley: Red ruling in letterpress printed books: signs of reader
customization and reader use #I2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:19:24 PM
wynkenhimself: And now @e_ekelly on red ruling in 16th & 17th century printed
books. Here is Foxe, extensively ruled. #sharp17 #i2 https://t.co/Rdx1RNQXyc
6/12/2017 6:19:37 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 For layperson's intro to amazing work of Robert Walser, see
https://t.co/htKjIm9qiP
6/12/2017 6:19:54 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Consensus says: red ruling sometimes added
w/rubrication to emulate ms convention&customize.
6/12/2017 6:20:07 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana Seeing the mise-en-abime help us identify the arbitrariness of
convention #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:20:13 PM
jimmussell: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 For layperson's intro to amazing work of
Robert Walser, see https://t.co/htKjIm9qiP
6/12/2017 6:20:19 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @andiesilva: .@etakehana Seeing the mise-en-abime help us
identify the arbitrariness of convention #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:20:27 PM
KatieMcGettigan: @Marie_LSJ @ShoshanaSchweb @jotis13 I also write on paper and in
pencil. Child or madman? Only time will tell #Sharp17
6/12/2017 6:20:27 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed & Simon Frost demonstrate
the utility of open-ended surveys to studying readers, reading & reading comm…

6/12/2017 6:20:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @TheUKRED: #I1. Shaf_Towheed: readers' memories of their
favourite books in capsule form, captured on post-it notes #sharp17 https://t.c…
6/12/2017 6:20:36 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 For layperson's intro to amazing
work of Robert Walser, see https://t.co/htKjIm9qiP
6/12/2017 6:20:37 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly But red ruling less common than rubrication in
incunables; also it persists longer than rubrication. Why??
6/12/2017 6:20:39 PM
JJMcEvilla: RT @Fisher_Library: Taylor Lemaire of UofT presenting a paper at #sharp17
which incorporates material from the Gwendolyn MacEwen archive at…
6/12/2017 6:20:49 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @gbarnhisel: Frost: move past McGann's "socialization of texts"-real dynamic is socialization of readers by markets #sharp17 https://t.…
6/12/2017 6:21:03 PM
bookhistories: So many fascinating and well articulated accounts of reading recorded
by the @ReadCommunities project. Thank you! @Shaf_Towheed #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:21:04 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: elaborate red ruling in printed books a labour-intensive
customisation project done by hand by individual owners. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:21:07 PM
eyeona: George's Q&A reflecting on senses of "discovery" in C17 English and agency.
#sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:21:09 PM
jotis13: @Marie_LSJ @KatieMcGettigan @ShoshanaSchweb S'ok, I wrote the thesis in
pen. I only use pencils for math and grocery lists ;) #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:21:15 PM
LuciferArgues: RT @wynkenhimself: And now @e_ekelly on red ruling in 16th & 17th
century printed books. Here is Foxe, extensively ruled. #sharp17 #i2 http…
6/12/2017 6:21:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Yin Liu mentions immersive reading in medieval period with the gloss
as the primary apparatus of application #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:21:19 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Red ruling seems to have a status association:
presentation copies. Maybe more French/continental? No survey exists.
6/12/2017 6:21:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @CitizenWald: No sooner has @iangadd laid down @SHARPorg
presidency than we find him drinking beer & playing pool. Sheesh #sharp17 https…
6/12/2017 6:21:35 PM
TheUKRED: RT @glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed a participant talking about
how it took them 10 years to read Proust’s In Search of Lost Time—makes…

6/12/2017 6:21:43 PM
alisakbeer: Yet another overlapping panel where I need a time-turner! #sharp17
https://t.co/yMkRvYdZcB
6/12/2017 6:21:44 PM
TheUKRED: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 @Shaf_Towheed & Simon Frost demonstrate the
utility of open-ended surveys to studying readers, reading & reading comm…
6/12/2017 6:22:03 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @StevieLMarsden: .@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo's paper is a perfect example
of triangulating analyses of key themes in book marketing #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:22:05 PM
walkmorg_ceri: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo conclusions for the part of
the study https://t.co/GTMPXwwUSB
6/12/2017 6:22:06 PM
eyeona: George: The Sawyer ballads are lost (known from Goodcole's marginalia)...
#sharp17 #i6 #lostbooks
6/12/2017 6:22:10 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @PopFicDoctors: Some fantastic 1970s marketing of fantasy books
#sharp17 #popfic https://t.co/wKDY6BC0PD
6/12/2017 6:22:17 PM
wynkenhimself: Finding and understanding red ruling is really hard because it's not
usually recorded in catalogs, points out @e_ekelly. #sharp17 #i2
6/12/2017 6:22:24 PM
rebeccamchung: Kelley: redruling less prevalent in incunabula than in later printed
books. #I2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:22:38 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Yin Liu mentions immersive reading in medieval period
with the gloss as the primary apparatus of application #sharp17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:22:58 PM
rachellynchase: RT @glass_grant: #sharp17 @Shaf_Towheed such a wonderful project
to engage the public with reading, books, and the past. AND producing inte…
6/12/2017 6:23:02 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Red ruling backwards of ms prod: AFTER text, not
before. Intrinsically hand-drawn, not automated.
6/12/2017 6:23:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Hart Cohen, Western Sydney University, and Gerald
Cohen: “When Old Interfaces Were New: Shakespeare Anatomizes the Prince”
6/12/2017 6:23:12 PM
CitizenWald: Intriguing presentation by Marija Dalbello on Harvard Social Museum:
early statistical-photographic representation of social issues #SHARP17
6/12/2017 6:23:27 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 Schwebel discusses interaction between printed type &
tiny pencil in R Walser's ms. Position & pencil suggests folding, hiding

6/12/2017 6:23:27 PM
eyeona: Cohen & Cohen: "When Old Interfaces were New: Shakespeare anonymises the
Prince" #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:23:31 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Did binders have ruling machines by C19 for
accounting books? Did earlier binders have them too? Still skilled use.
6/12/2017 6:23:56 PM
wynkenhimself: But @e_ekelly is making a convincing argument that red ruling is not
just a skeuomorph but a sign of value and antiquity. #sharp17 #i2
6/12/2017 6:24:00 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #i1 Simon Frost on high street survey of book
consumption #sharp17 https://t.co/JzYsmI838W
6/12/2017 6:24:03 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ShoshanaSchweb crayon comme technologie désuète, associée aux
écrivains marginaux au début du 20c, eg… https://t.co/sFNhFNxmmG
6/12/2017 6:24:17 PM
jimmussell: #i8 @ShoshanaSchweb reading Robert walser's microscripts in dialogue
with the printed paper on which they're written #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:24:21 PM
Beth_driscoll: Manga essay as media to play with: Itzayana Gutierrez #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:24:25 PM
lauragrayblair: Yin Liu talks about how medieval modes of meditative/intensive
reading, and the way this was facilitated in books.… https://t.co/zVxF9fvbE0
6/12/2017 6:24:55 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: Gold's Choice of Robots shows character stats as the reader
makes choices across the game. #sharp17 #i5 https://t.co/BbEkCCRoJG
6/12/2017 6:25:03 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Itzsyana Gutierrez on small media (comics) that are racist in nature.
Slide is overwhelming.
6/12/2017 6:25:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: Next up Itzayana Gutiérrez on Media to Play With: Narrative and
Technological Considerations about a Manga Essay #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:25:11 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: implications of customisation changes over time. Sometimes
done by binders, sometimes by owners #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:25:19 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: it's not even possible to become 100% human in the game.
#isitever #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:25:33 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Would red ruling invite more marking on the page,
creating space for commonplacing or marginalia?
6/12/2017 6:25:38 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of
bestsellers in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 6:25:48 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Itzsyana Gutierrez on small media (comics) that
are racist in nature. Slide is overwhelming.
6/12/2017 6:26:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Cohen2: at the heart of their investigation,
Lambarde's Eirenarcha (1605?), dated from its bound-with Duties of Constables
6/12/2017 6:26:11 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: the reader gets a sense of how choices influence the code of
the game but does not have access to the algorithm. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:26:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARPat25 session this afternoon! Come with
memories, questions, and ideas for our next 25 years. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:27:07 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: ruling seems to have invited marginalia. Carved out space for
bridge between printed text + annotations. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:27:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: @ShoshanaSchweb Robert Walser, un auteur marginal qui écrit dans les
marges... tellement de jeux de mots à faire #i8 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:27:19 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @TheUKRED: #I1. Shaf_Towheed: readers' memories of their
favourite books in capsule form, captured on post-it notes #sharp17 https://t.c…
6/12/2017 6:27:43 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak What is Comparative Print Culture and
Why Should it Matter? Last paper of last panel - but definitely not least!
6/12/2017 6:27:46 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: Gold's authorial control makes it impossible to export data, so
reader has no record of the experience. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:27:48 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Signaling status in C16 England by red ruling of
commonly seen pages? (TP/heading of ded epistle)
6/12/2017 6:27:49 PM
PopFicDoctors: Gutiérrez shares a very troubling slide showing depictions of racism in
cartoons #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:27:57 PM
hralperta: .@etakehana: libro interactivo Choice of Robots depende del mal
entendimiento que tenemos del algoritmo https://t.co/2RoK6CILJR #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:28:12 PM
eyeona: The subject (object?) of Cohens'
investigation:https://t.co/3D6RqONppt@masterquickly#sharp17 #i6
https://t.co/zf2DmfjPS1
6/12/2017 6:28:19 PM

tylershores: #sharp17 Yin Liu on the changing book navigation structures in the Middle
Ages: "memory is no longer necessary, just look it up"
6/12/2017 6:28:25 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Does the red ruling of TPs for visible signalling of
status influence the dev of red/black printed TPs?
6/12/2017 6:28:28 PM
TheUKRED: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Yin Liu on the changing book navigation
structures in the Middle Ages: "memory is no longer necessary, just look…
6/12/2017 6:29:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Cohens @masterquickly has provided a digitization of
the book in question https://t.co/Qs4V0A8URL
6/12/2017 6:29:12 PM
glass_grant: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Yin Liu on the changing book navigation
structures in the Middle Ages: "memory is no longer necessary, just look…
6/12/2017 6:29:19 PM
lauragrayblair: Liu gives an interesting example of the shift in reading technique;
added finding aids in British Library MS Royal… https://t.co/PVfUCD8jtq
6/12/2017 6:29:29 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Does anyone else at #sharp17 want to play #codexconquest? Could
do one more play test or happy to call it quits for this conference. :)
6/12/2017 6:29:38 PM
kinohin: #SHARP17 Yin Liu tracks the medieval book's transition from being a source of
wisdom (memory) to being a repository of knowledge (look-up)
6/12/2017 6:29:42 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Royalist texts using red ruling to stress importance
of Charles I's works/life/texts?
6/12/2017 6:29:45 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak on Arabian Nights Biblio. starts w anecdote on
Aladin oil lamp of 1950s. Arabian Nights remediated & repurposed!
6/12/2017 6:29:57 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak How have the Arabian Nights been
transformed and remediated across cultures and nations, and over time?
6/12/2017 6:30:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak Culture de l'imprimé comparée: une introduction critique
centrée sur les bibliographies des "Mille et une nuits" #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:30:22 PM
tylershores: Reminds me a lot of @roughtype's classic: "Is Google Making Us Stupid?"
https://t.co/ZiBbO86fRp" #sharp17 #historyofthebook
6/12/2017 6:30:25 PM
zanna_vl: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Cohens @masterquickly has provided
a digitization of the book in question https://t.co/Qs4V0A8URL
6/12/2017 6:30:26 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp17 https://t.co/tiL8CKjO1R

6/12/2017 6:30:44 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Red ruling also present in presentation copies that
"are ready to head off to a fancy dress ball" & deluxe binding
6/12/2017 6:30:49 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana now discussing production process in which writers produced
prompts fed to a computer to generate stories. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:31:24 PM
eyeona: Abt Lambard: Draper. Law student to Bencher at Lincoln's Inn. Public roles. JP
for Kent. Puritan master of revels.#sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:31:24 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @tylershores: Reminds me a lot of @roughtype's classic: "Is Google
Making Us Stupid?" https://t.co/ZiBbO86fRp" #sharp17 #historyofthebook
6/12/2017 6:31:41 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg
@RobotDarnton https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 6:31:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Does anyone else at #sharp17 want to play
#codexconquest? Could do one more play test or happy to call it quits for th…
6/12/2017 6:32:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Themes of Shakespeare in Lambarde's
Eirenarcha... Conversation in annotation. Annotations f… https://t.co/W01WSHJUNt
6/12/2017 6:32:19 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak What is
Comparative Print Culture and Why Should it Matter? Last paper of last panel - but d…
6/12/2017 6:32:24 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly C19 beautifully decorated bindings as "the whore
of babylon" of Victorian trimming&loss of text, "super-deluxe"
6/12/2017 6:32:35 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: munging procedures applied to text written made it difficult to
know what was human-made or computer-made text #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:32:35 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: red ruling seems way 2 indicate cultural value of books. Often
seen in bibles. Also appears in luxury presentation bks. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:32:47 PM
onlinereaders1: Was not expecting to come to #sharp17 and discover loads of new
digital lit/media texts and cultures. Has been a revelation!
6/12/2017 6:32:55 PM
mollyhardy: #i8 #sharp17 @RasoulAliak: 1840 Arabian Nights used to control and
contain working classes in Britain thru Lane's cheap & chaste edition
6/12/2017 6:32:56 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Implications of "preservation" efforts of C19
binders causing loss are fascinating.

6/12/2017 6:32:59 PM
andiesilva: I love the idea of "human author" and "computer author" positions.
@etakehana #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:33:00 PM
rebeccamchung: Kelley: Rubrication common in Royalist publications #I2 #sharp17
https://t.co/e5HwojqPD7
6/12/2017 6:33:27 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Was red ruling added later? Suspect those in fancy
C18/C19 bindings!
6/12/2017 6:33:35 PM
andiesilva: Here's some info on this fascinating project: https://t.co/Vc4plhV2y8
#sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:33:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 Culture de l'imprimé comparée (comparative print culture):
@RasoulAliak combine la littérature comparée et l'histoire du livre #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:33:54 PM
StevieLMarsden: Hear, hear #sharp17 #alwaysleavewithmoreideas
https://t.co/Ek1DTjJvPH
6/12/2017 6:34:25 PM
hralperta: Exquisite Code obscure la distinción entre autores humanos y autores
digitales. https://t.co/gGa71Gxkiw #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:34:27 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kinohin: #SHARP17 Yin Liu tracks the medieval book's transition
from being a source of wisdom (memory) to being a repository of knowled…
6/12/2017 6:34:36 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @StevieLMarsden: Hear, hear #sharp17
#alwaysleavewithmoreideas https://t.co/Ek1DTjJvPH
6/12/2017 6:34:36 PM
KulaJournal: .@e_ekelly: red ruling marker of luxury + value. Possibly added to books
as part of later restoration + customisation process #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:34:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Yin Liu on the changing book navigation
structures in the Middle Ages: "memory is no longer necessary, just look…
6/12/2017 6:34:55 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana: reading became a kind of reverse-engineering. Writers could
change pc-generated text they didn't like. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:35:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Cohens @masterquickly Folger article on the
Shakespeare signature the speakers mentioned: https://t.co/vKZvnuDaSK
6/12/2017 6:35:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: "Affective excess" and "economies of shock" Gutierrez on manga essays
#sharp17

6/12/2017 6:35:08 PM
eyeona: Studying Eirenarcha annotations on p.340, "servant that will not serve". Inkstained. An unrecorded edn in ESTC!@masterquickly#sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:35:09 PM
HdigitalesAL: RT @hralperta: Exquisite Code obscure la distinción entre autores
humanos y autores digitales. https://t.co/gGa71Gxkiw #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:35:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak many reprints of Nights in US after
1794. Became appropriated into discourses of capitalism and naval nationalism
6/12/2017 6:35:34 PM
PopFicDoctors: Some beautiful show and tell - a collection of manga essays
"Theoretically in the Gutter" #sharp17 https://t.co/k9u09WNeUn
6/12/2017 6:36:04 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Nods to #PeterBlayney @UofT, who helped w
analysis of edn. #Annotation: "servant who will not serve" #KingLear
6/12/2017 6:36:10 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: Hear, hear #sharp17 #alwaysleavewithmoreideas
https://t.co/Ek1DTjJvPH
6/12/2017 6:36:11 PM
andiesilva: As human writers became more aware of the munging system, they could
write text to "trick" the code. #sharp17 #i5 @etakehana
6/12/2017 6:36:18 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Challenging to find books with red ruling in library
catalogs: how do we research something not noted in cats?
6/12/2017 6:36:23 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak Arabian Nights (1840) édition bon marché et chaste de
Lane utilisée pour contrôler classes ouvrièr… https://t.co/blBLoZ9y6M
6/12/2017 6:36:33 PM
polindone: RT @hralperta: Exquisite Code obscure la distinción entre autores humanos
y autores digitales. https://t.co/gGa71Gxkiw #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:36:44 PM
onlinereaders1: Conference art. Thought I had seen it all at Senate House but this will
stay with me for some time #sharp17 (Ao25) https://t.co/Q7UwLcoOC5
6/12/2017 6:36:47 PM
SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History of the Book in
Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:37:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 Cohens @masterquickly For those who want a full set
of images, though: https://t.co/BGHV2MTmaQ
6/12/2017 6:37:37 PM
sharpicecream: Me and Mr President/Le chef et moi #sharp17
https://t.co/w9mGheeyjP

6/12/2017 6:37:42 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The
History of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:37:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The
History of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:37:54 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Beth_driscoll: "Affective excess" and "economies of shock"
Gutierrez on manga essays #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:37:56 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History
of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:38:01 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @onlinereaders1: Was not expecting to come to #sharp17 and
discover loads of new digital lit/media texts and cultures. Has been a revela…
6/12/2017 6:38:08 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 Q1: Marketing of red ruling by binders/publishers? Yes, can
get a sense of it, but earlier records are harder.
6/12/2017 6:38:08 PM
rebeccamchung: Most libraries have difficulty noting copy-specific features like red
ruling in catalog entries (except for @FolgerLibrary) #I2 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:38:15 PM
CitizenWald: RT @sharpicecream: Me and Mr President/Le chef et moi #sharp17
https://t.co/w9mGheeyjP
6/12/2017 6:38:17 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History
of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:38:48 PM
mollyhardy: Here is North Amer Imprints Program record of 1794 1st US ed of Arabian
Knights @RasoulAliak showed in #i8 #sharp17 https://t.co/bhd5HyUfd2
6/12/2017 6:38:49 PM
andiesilva: .@etakehana Mise-en-abime extends crisis of authority beyond the
author/character into the readers themselves. #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:38:55 PM
eyeona: Media archaeology, considerations of sun-lightened pages. Complementing
annotation evidence.@masterquickly… https://t.co/7uTFfS7FCr
6/12/2017 6:39:03 PM
hralperta: en los libros digitales de #sharp17 #i5 @etakehana , parece que el escritor
comienza como un 'jugador' y llega ser un 'hacker'
6/12/2017 6:39:12 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak so fascinating how women writers &
editors in Egypt used figure of Shahrazad to advance feminist causes

6/12/2017 6:39:33 PM
lauragrayblair: The 'medieval reading shift' in 12th-13thC caused not by technological
change, but by changes in social/scholarly practice #SHARP17 #i1
6/12/2017 6:39:47 PM
CitizenWald: more on the The Social Museum Collection | Harvard Art Museums,
subject of Marija Dalbello #SHARP17 paper https://t.co/hxvuZHncMF
6/12/2017 6:39:52 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: Hear, hear #sharp17
#alwaysleavewithmoreideas https://t.co/Ek1DTjJvPH
6/12/2017 6:40:05 PM
hralperta: In the digital books in #sharp17 #i5 @etakehana , it seems like the writer
begins as a player and ends as a hacker. https://t.co/J9VnHkGJAw
6/12/2017 6:40:07 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 For those interested, Blair's "Reading Strategies for Coping With
Information Overload 1550-1700" is a later look at related issues
6/12/2017 6:40:35 PM
onlinereaders1: Would love to know provenance of artwork in Ao25 if anyone knows it
#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:40:41 PM
henningsgaard: People worried about shifts in reading habits today should remember
the medieval reading shift in 12th-13th centuries. -Yin Liu @ #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:40:43 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Beth_driscoll: "Affective excess" and "economies of shock"
Gutierrez on manga essays #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:40:47 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg
@RobotDarnton https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 6:40:59 PM
StevieLMarsden: Itzayana Gutiérrez hands out copies of fab Manga essay collection
'Theoretically in the Gutter' @lokitsch I think y… https://t.co/G6JyaswGCc
6/12/2017 6:40:59 PM
Boston1775: RT @mollyhardy: Here is North Amer Imprints Program record of 1794 1st
US ed of Arabian Knights @RasoulAliak showed in #i8 #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 6:41:18 PM
StevieLMarsden: These pics are from Facebook! #sharp17 https://t.co/fYbXlDLk4j
6/12/2017 6:41:20 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly This is a tightly argued paper, which introduces
genuine new research #MoreThanSpeculation I love where we are going
6/12/2017 6:41:21 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak Persian nationalists inspired by external
interest in the Nights to use it to construct discourses of superiority
6/12/2017 6:41:50 PM

wynkenhimself: An ongoing pressing question. And maybe, how do we allow for
catalogs that can incorporate users' observations?… https://t.co/0qGf9nfBQQ
6/12/2017 6:42:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak Arabian Nights réimprimées aux ÉU après 1794,
s'inscrivent dans les discours capitalistes et de na… https://t.co/rfhc6vrr0T
6/12/2017 6:42:09 PM
JaneAustenDance: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The
History of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:42:38 PM
ykomska: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History of
the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:42:39 PM
bookhistories: En #läsrevolution redan under #medeltiden! #sharp17 #i1
https://t.co/Ky78NAXfXv
6/12/2017 6:42:53 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak 19C Iranian elites used Arabian Nights
4Persian Nat'm; racist discourse Persians overArabs roots in Orientalism
6/12/2017 6:42:58 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History
of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:43:08 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 all of what @RasoulAliak is discussing about national
cultures being invented outside of the nation is so relevant for my work
6/12/2017 6:43:13 PM
KatieMcGettigan: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak 19C Iranian elites used
Arabian Nights 4Persian Nat'm; racist discourse Persians overArabs roots…
6/12/2017 6:43:21 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly In sum: Book w obscure annotations also lines in
Shakespeare plays. Who is that reader? Readers? Using Thomas More!
6/12/2017 6:43:51 PM
eyeona: Cross-mapping obscure lexical items with Lambard & Shakespeare: strained;
shoal(e). @masterquickly #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:44:01 PM
nelsonk365: RT @wynkenhimself: And now @e_ekelly on red ruling in 16th & 17th
century printed books. Here is Foxe, extensively ruled. #sharp17 #i2 http…
6/12/2017 6:44:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak écrivaines & éditrices égyptiennes se réapproprient la
figure de Shéhérazade pour faire avancer la… https://t.co/Bw6EXPctoN
6/12/2017 6:45:22 PM
bethknazook: @traviseross It turns out we had a lot to talk about! Wonder if anyone
else at #sharp17 is working with books produ… https://t.co/9VyEbqyFz4
6/12/2017 6:45:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: The media forms and genre panel #sharp17 https://t.co/lAZTac4LLu

6/12/2017 6:45:45 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Does anyone else at #sharp17 want to play
#codexconquest? Could do one more play test or happy to call it quits for th…
6/12/2017 6:45:55 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement
video before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 6:46:00 PM
KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak Nights role in modernity & nation
buidling in various places, become visable when we look at book rather than text
6/12/2017 6:46:13 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: #SHARPat25 session this afternoon! Come with
memories, questions, and ideas for our next 25 years. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:46:16 PM
eyeona: A brief review of paleographic evidence now. Cohens. #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:46:24 PM
MORGAN_NR1: RT @amandalastoria: #sharp17 @michaelhancher is speaking on
Tenniel. Those who liked my #LewisCarroll talk should go. Please tweet. I'm gut…
6/12/2017 6:46:32 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Wait, so is this the foundation for the discovery
of a book that Shakespeare annotated?… https://t.co/I1yO969Gvj
6/12/2017 6:46:41 PM
jimmussell: #i8 @rasoulaliak ends with a critique of text-centred approaches to the
Arabian Nights. Advocates comparative print culture #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:46:49 PM
jmaxsfu: @sharpicecream @SHARPorg @RobotDarnton #darntonwatch #sharp17 This
makes me happy.
6/12/2017 6:47:09 PM
onlinereaders1: Q&A - Adanu asks why we need to qualify lit digital and otherwise
coming out of Africa as 'non-western' 'etc. Powerful stuff #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:47:11 PM
mollyhardy: Love @RasoulAliak use of critical ethnomethodology bibliography to ask
imp ?s that couldn't be asked w orientalist & poco lens #sharp17 #i8
6/12/2017 6:47:26 PM
eyeona: Tremble is to Shake as Rod is to Spear. @masterquickly #i6 #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:47:34 PM
TransArchives: RT @oldpondcomics: Beautiful collage on the cover of this 1960s
scrapbook from the @TransArchives The author is not known. #sharp17 https:/…
6/12/2017 6:48:23 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak 19c élites iraniennes utilisent 1001 nuits pour
nationalisme perse; orientalisme => discours racis… https://t.co/sCwlAZQboW
6/12/2017 6:48:29 PM
bethknazook: @Marie_LSJ @tmg7d Thanks for facilitating so many online and offline
intros! The SHARP world may be vast, but navig… https://t.co/ycFmOVj1mA

6/12/2017 6:49:59 PM
gimenadelr: RT @hralperta: Exquisite Code obscure la distinción entre autores humanos
y autores digitales. https://t.co/gGa71Gxkiw #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 6:50:15 PM
zanna_vl: RT @eyeona: Tremble is to Shake as Rod is to Spear. @masterquickly #i6
#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:50:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 @masterquickly isn't claiming they necessarily found
Shakespeare's book, but hopefully identifying similarities with known sigs
6/12/2017 6:50:41 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Pretty solid case for a major discovery. I want to
read the pub version #archeology #GoodBeginning #Shakespeare
6/12/2017 6:50:52 PM
onlinereaders1: Q&A maybe digital platforms and ways they can increase accessibility
helpful in this context. Maybe. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:50:57 PM
Emnk: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 @masterquickly isn't claiming they
necessarily found Shakespeare's book, but hopefully identifying simila…
6/12/2017 6:51:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #I6 @masterquickly This is a personally owned book;
complicates the attribution a tad
6/12/2017 6:51:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak rôle des 1001 nuits dans la modernité & construction de la
nation rendu visible par l'examen du li… https://t.co/MJkn6x74lJ
6/12/2017 6:51:55 PM
zanna_vl: Welke links met Shakespeare worden besproken in de marginalia van
Lambarde's Eirenarcha (1605?)? @masterquickly #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:52:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Yin Liu on the changing book navigation
structures in the Middle Ages: "memory is no longer necessary, just look…
6/12/2017 6:53:09 PM
gbarnhisel: Simon Frost denies that his project is positivistic--trying to uncover "some
kind of truth" about "structures of feeling" #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:53:11 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp17 #I2 @e_ekelly Royalist texts using red ruling
to stress importance of Charles I's works/life/texts?
6/12/2017 6:53:24 PM
eyeona: Answering my unasked question, the brothers Cohen inherited this rare
Lambard Eirenarcha from an uncle. #i6 #sharp17 @masterquickly
6/12/2017 6:53:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak on Arabian Nights Biblio.
starts w anecdote on Aladin oil lamp of 1950s. Arabian Nights remediate…

6/12/2017 6:53:52 PM
PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: "Genre is the red-haired stepchild of publishing"
#sharp17 #popfic
6/12/2017 6:54:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg
@RobotDarnton https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 6:54:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: @bethknazook @tmg7d Ça fait plaisir! @bevilacq m'a traité de "pimp"
quand je l'ai présentée à @anguscbrown, moi je… https://t.co/O81GCkVDQ5
6/12/2017 6:54:32 PM
hralperta: So many references to Harry Potter in this panel. Is that common for
#sharp17 or is it a sign of disciplinary changes? #i5
6/12/2017 6:55:01 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly So this annotated vol is from a private collection:
They own it, inherited from an eccentric uncle! #BookCollectors
6/12/2017 6:55:06 PM
henningsgaard: Fascinating discussion about value of pure research vs. research that
connects with the public and creates meaningful experiences. #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:55:53 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Thinking about texts as (intellectual) properties that spread out into
a variety of medias, everything from film to amusement park #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:56:04 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Nods to #PeterBlayney
@UofT, who helped w analysis of edn. #Annotation: "servant who will not serve…
6/12/2017 6:57:57 PM
eyeona: Question about dating @masterquickly, by elimination and bound proximity to
Constables. 1605 still tentative. #sharp17 #i6
6/12/2017 6:58:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: @hralperta I heard a reference in another panel... was it #f4? #sharp17
6/12/2017 6:58:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The
History of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 6:58:35 PM
jotis13: RT @sharpicecream: #darntonwatch #sharp17 @SHARPorg @RobotDarnton
https://t.co/6ZaFWFE2PA
6/12/2017 6:59:06 PM
AmyHildrethChen: @Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires #sharp17 makes me think we
need an academic conference game. Bonus pts for reception business card swap etc
6/12/2017 6:59:52 PM
hchesner: RT @AmyHildrethChen: These term are also used to potentially fool/mislead
selectors in Gobi #sharp17 https://t.co/kAbIbpkpFn
6/12/2017 7:01:25 PM

Marie_LSJ: #i5 Penser aux textes comme étant des propriétés (intellectuelles) se
déployant dans diff médias, des films aux par… https://t.co/0EC1Oewu33
6/12/2017 7:02:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: En #läsrevolution redan under #medeltiden!
#sharp17 #i1 https://t.co/Ky78NAXfXv
6/12/2017 7:02:17 PM
ambientlit: RT @onlinereaders1: Good qn/discussion about issues of accessibility and
privileging of channels raised by @ambientlit #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:03:30 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @mollyhardy: l'édition de Philadelphie s'inscrit dans la tradition
irlandaise à cause des origines des éditeurs… https://t.co/G3ISJFuJuZ
6/12/2017 7:04:14 PM
MichaelHancher: Digital Scholarship Commons at McPherson Library @UVic #sharp17
https://t.co/8tJBM5cIuA
6/12/2017 7:07:37 PM
hkpmcgregor: Well it's official, @sharpicecream wins #DarntonWatch for #SHARP17.
Great game, everyone. See you in Sydney. https://t.co/ELBTsO7UDf
6/12/2017 7:08:34 PM
ShelleyTrower: RT @khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower early oral history used sound
recording in line with lit tradition of mémoire, sound as writing #i3 #sharp17
6/12/2017 7:09:04 PM
ShelleyTrower: RT @khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower on recordings and transcriptions,
issue of reproducing oral vs representing #i3 #sharp17 https://t.co/nGvcfU…
6/12/2017 7:09:26 PM
MichaelHancher: McPherson Library signage @UVic #sharp17 https://t.co/kUUquExI8L
6/12/2017 7:14:11 PM
Marie_LSJ: #i8 @RasoulAliak *l'examen du texte dans son contexte de publication, pas
nécessairement l'examen du livre comme ob… https://t.co/zzaCBxPxsN
6/12/2017 7:15:22 PM
ShelleyTrower: Had a fantastic time at #sharp17 - have to fly now sorry didn't have
chance to say farewells @Shaf_Towheed @dmndkng - hope to catch up soon
6/12/2017 7:17:00 PM
ChristineWalde: RT @Marie_LSJ: #i8 @ChristineWalde Marcel Duchamp: peintre, 2 ans
bibliothécaire à la @BIUSteGenevieve, un espace fabuleux! #sharp17 (sourc…
6/12/2017 7:19:28 PM
ChristineWalde: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @christinewalde kicks it off w
Duchamp's Boites-en-Valise &4th dimension. What could possibly go wrong?! https…
6/12/2017 7:19:33 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/BYODVwEwK1
Thanks to @DaveMazella @SSHRC_CRSH @absentminddmama #sharp17 #techtrends
6/12/2017 7:27:05 PM
helenrvincent: RT @wynkenhimself: An ongoing pressing question. And maybe, how do
we allow for catalogs that can incorporate users' observations? #sharp17…

6/12/2017 7:29:06 PM
KulaJournal: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @christinewalde kicks it off w Duchamp's
Boites-en-Valise &4th dimension. What could possibly go wrong?! https…
6/12/2017 7:44:52 PM
robzker: In the spirit of Textual Materiality at #sharp17 #i8 w/ @RasoulAliak
@ChristineWalde @ShoshanaSchweb here are my ma… https://t.co/TqV7F72eSh
6/12/2017 8:00:36 PM
manuscriptgal: RT @loradeets: The little 'ESP novel' that could: @manuscriptgal on
King's industry influence & post-Shining gerund boom #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 8:05:13 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @robzker: In the spirit of Textual Materiality at #sharp17 #i8 w/
@RasoulAliak @ChristineWalde @ShoshanaSchweb here are my material note…
6/12/2017 8:06:57 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 all of what @RasoulAliak is
discussing about national cultures being invented outside of the nation is so…
6/12/2017 8:07:35 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak Nights role in
modernity & nation buidling in various places, become visable when we look at…
6/12/2017 8:08:00 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak 19C Iranian elites used
Arabian Nights 4Persian Nat'm; racist discourse Persians overArabs roots…
6/12/2017 8:08:13 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak Persian nationalists
inspired by external interest in the Nights to use it to construct disc…
6/12/2017 8:08:22 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak so fascinating how
women writers & editors in Egypt used figure of Shahrazad to advance femi…
6/12/2017 8:08:28 PM
helensonner: Join me in supporting SHARP's 25th anniversary fundraiser
https://t.co/dszebA5waQ. #sharp17 @sharporg
6/12/2017 8:09:03 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @mollyhardy: Here is North Amer Imprints Program record of 1794 1st
US ed of Arabian Knights @RasoulAliak showed in #i8 #sharp17 https:…
6/12/2017 8:09:30 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak How have the Arabian
Nights been transformed and remediated across cultures and nations, and…
6/12/2017 8:09:43 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @KatieMcGettigan: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak many reprints of
Nights in US after 1794. Became appropriated into discourses of capitalism…
6/12/2017 8:10:06 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @mollyhardy: #i8 #sharp17 @RasoulAliak: 1840 Arabian Nights used
to control and contain working classes in Britain thru Lane's cheap & c…

6/12/2017 8:10:22 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @mollyhardy: #sharp17 #i8 @RasoulAliak on Arabian Nights Biblio.
starts w anecdote on Aladin oil lamp of 1950s. Arabian Nights remediate…
6/12/2017 8:11:13 PM
storytellr2002: RT @loradeets: The little 'ESP novel' that could: @manuscriptgal on
King's industry influence & post-Shining gerund boom #sharp17 https://…
6/12/2017 8:12:22 PM
KulaJournal: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @MariaAChappell #FannyKemble #Marginalia
#BeautifulMarginalia "See how th marginalia envelops the text" #activerea…
6/12/2017 8:13:09 PM
praymurray: Hope you all had a fab #sharp17! Do tweet me if you'd like to write all
about it for SHARP News.
6/12/2017 8:16:27 PM
zanna_vl: Nog een van de voordelen van een boekhistorisch congres! @Brill_History
@SHARP2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/SnR35bakfy
6/12/2017 8:19:02 PM
lesliehowsam: me Ishmael. My non-twitter sister-in-law's response to Emoji Dick. Did
Lisa Gitelman have that one? #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:21:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @helensonner: Join me in supporting SHARP's 25th anniversary
fundraiser https://t.co/dszebA5waQ. #sharp17 @sharporg
6/12/2017 8:29:53 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Epic & we have a new Twitter hash! #Sharp17 AND #SHARPat25! "Looking
back Looking forwards" (no comma, hmm?)… https://t.co/iKP46OKSMN
6/12/2017 8:33:14 PM
timelfen: RT @JenHoward: Book people, you should be checking in with the #AAUP17
(uni presses' confab) and the #sharp17 hashtags this week. Good stuf…
6/12/2017 8:34:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 wrapping up with #SHARPat25 -- we'll see how long my
battery lasts for the tweeting, but this is a stellar panel.
6/12/2017 8:34:12 PM
rachellynchase: Reflecting on @SHARPorg and looking forward to the future #sharp17
#sharpat25
6/12/2017 8:34:53 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Looking back looking forward #sharpat25
6/12/2017 8:35:13 PM
sharpicecream: RT @hkpmcgregor: Well it's official, @sharpicecream wins
#DarntonWatch for #SHARP17. Great game, everyone. See you in Sydney.
https://t.co/…
6/12/2017 8:35:30 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @praymurray: Hope you all had a fab #sharp17! Do tweet me if
you'd like to write all about it for SHARP News.

6/12/2017 8:35:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @AmyHildrethChen: @Beth_driscoll & @ClaireSquires #sharp17
makes me think we need an academic conference game. Bonus pts for reception…
6/12/2017 8:35:50 PM
PopFicDoctors: Anyone looking at their emails? #sharpat25 spoiler alert on SHARP-L
#sharp17
6/12/2017 8:36:18 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharpat25 @iangadd «Faut que je commence par expliquer pourquoi on
dirait que je vais faire un @TEDTalks» vidéo pour la postérité #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:36:24 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg 25th-Anniversary conversation about to begin. Here,
@JasonEnsor photo of @SharpAntwerp 2014 at Antwerp P… https://t.co/yGx88rNdO7
6/12/2017 8:36:40 PM
SHARP2017: RT @praymurray: Hope you all had a fab #sharp17! Do tweet me if you'd
like to write all about it for SHARP News.
6/12/2017 8:36:57 PM
lisambayer: RT @JenHoward: Book people, you should be checking in with the
#AAUP17 (uni presses' confab) and the #sharp17 hashtags this week. Good stuf…
6/12/2017 8:37:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SHARP has designated 25 ambassadors, picked for the year they
joined or first spoke, who have reflected on its history #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 8:38:42 PM
zanna_vl: Terugkijken op 25 jaar SHARP! #sharp17 #sharpat25
https://t.co/WlK3vRYUtE
6/12/2017 8:38:44 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower on recordings and transcriptions,
issue of reproducing oral vs representing #i3 #sharp17 https://t.co/nGvcfU…
6/12/2017 8:38:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SHARP is fundraising for an international scholarship to support
scholarly research around the world #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 8:39:40 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 25 ambassadeurs @SHARPorg 1 membre par an, dont 2 de
mes colocs! @bookhistories @PatrickLearyVIC https://t.co/rWy5HC1khN #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:40:00 PM
rachellynchase: @SHARPorg launching a fundraising campaign for new fellowship
#sharp17
6/12/2017 8:40:11 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SHARP is fundraising for an international scholarship to
support scholarly research around the world #SHARP17 #SHARPat…
6/12/2017 8:40:29 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SHARP is fundraising for an international
scholarship to support scholarly research around the world #SHARP17 #SHARPat…

6/12/2017 8:40:48 PM
sharpicecream: Oooo the paper king #sharp14 #sharp17 https://t.co/nwMuUp7kh6
6/12/2017 8:41:13 PM
MemsFict: RT @khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower early oral history used sound recording in
line with lit tradition of mémoire, sound as writing #i3 #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:41:45 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharpat25 SHARP's #Ambassadors ... whenever I hear that
word I think #HenryJames https://t.co/7DzSvolZGm
6/12/2017 8:41:46 PM
MemsFict: RT @khetiwe24: .@ShelleyTrower on recordings and transcriptions, issue of
reproducing oral vs representing #i3 #sharp17 https://t.co/nGvcfU…
6/12/2017 8:42:07 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 marque le lancement d'une campagne de financement pour
offrir des bourses de recherche: https://t.co/KsjXuTODzH #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:42:10 PM
bethknazook: #sharp17 looking for crowd-funding for open research scholarships
#spreadingthewealth https://t.co/tqelrgSlfK
6/12/2017 8:42:17 PM
CitizenWald: More on @SHARPorg 25th anniversary here https://t.co/6WRhMEIuwa.
#sharp17
6/12/2017 8:42:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SHARP is trying a couple fundraising efforts: crowdfunding, mugs,
tee shirts ... #SHARP17 #SHARPat25 https://t.co/Jvlh9A5cI1
6/12/2017 8:43:05 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Oohs and aahs for the new SHARP shop #sharpat25
6/12/2017 8:43:20 PM
jimmussell: RT @CitizenWald: More on @SHARPorg 25th anniversary here
https://t.co/6WRhMEIuwa. #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:43:38 PM
StevieLMarsden: SHARP TOTES! #everyonelovesatote #sharp17 (sorry for poor pic)
https://t.co/fZ1nOQTu8K
6/12/2017 8:43:43 PM
bookhistories: SHARP inleder firandet av sitt 25-årsjubileum! #sharp17
https://t.co/MKXwgEdlpX
6/12/2017 8:43:55 PM
rachellynchase: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Oohs and aahs for the new SHARP shop
#sharpat25
6/12/2017 8:43:57 PM
bethknazook: SHARP also has a shop! #sharp17 #sharpswag https://t.co/79lTKtz1f5
6/12/2017 8:43:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 est aussi l'occasion pour de la #merch (applaudissements
nourris dans la salle) 25% => @SHARPorg https://t.co/S35gFgq9u2 #sharp17

6/12/2017 8:43:58 PM
PopFicDoctors: Enthusiastic applause for #sharpat25 merchandise #sharp17
https://t.co/MZVIa4MXiD https://t.co/6mTUvawPBQ
6/12/2017 8:44:02 PM
jotis13: Learning more HTML at #dhsi2017 #d3viz but definitely missing #sharp17
#sharpat25 @sharpicecream https://t.co/DIrciU4kLm
6/12/2017 8:44:16 PM
InanimateAlice: RT @katepullinger: The tweets from #SHARP17 are making me really
really wish I was there @iangadd @tomabba @alspencer @cryurchin @onlinerea…
6/12/2017 8:44:57 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: Learning more HTML at #dhsi2017 #d3viz but definitely
missing #sharp17 #sharpat25 @sharpicecream https://t.co/DIrciU4kLm
6/12/2017 8:45:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharpat25 #SharpGear #LoveIt (This is where @iangadd turns
his tie to reveal the hidden Sharp logos.)… https://t.co/IMqSgQUmrV
6/12/2017 8:45:12 PM
CitizenWald: To mark its 25th anniversary, @SHARPorg has launched a fundraising
campaign for a new research fellowship… https://t.co/viRlKjFsCa
6/12/2017 8:45:42 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @jotis13: Learning more HTML at #dhsi2017 #d3viz but definitely
missing #sharp17 #sharpat25 @sharpicecream https://t.co/DIrciU4kLm
6/12/2017 8:45:57 PM
MadleenPodewski: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 @ryancordell on a data-driven view of
newspaper reprinting in the c19th
6/12/2017 8:46:19 PM
nzsydney: #sharpat25 #sharp17 SHARP tattoos anyone?
6/12/2017 8:46:36 PM
sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:47:08 PM
StevieLMarsden: And @SHARPorg Tshirts! If you ever see someone in SHARP attire
you're obliged to say: 'Looking sharp' #sharp17… https://t.co/ABe6ZDk0B3
6/12/2017 8:47:12 PM
dolechner: RT @CitizenWald: More on @SHARPorg 25th anniversary here
https://t.co/6WRhMEIuwa. #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:47:33 PM
gbarnhisel: As @iangadd reminds us to support @SHARPorg, let's keep in mind that
university presses are also crucial to… https://t.co/b4MysFLvwN
6/12/2017 8:47:48 PM
MadleenPodewski: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 @wynkenhimself discussion of digitising
blank pages takes me back to some conversations about digitising white spa…
6/12/2017 8:48:03 PM
nzsydney: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17

6/12/2017 8:48:24 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @nzsydney: #sharpat25 #sharp17 SHARP tattoos anyone?
6/12/2017 8:48:24 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp17 #sharpat25 https://t.co/zzFIckDbYz
6/12/2017 8:48:30 PM
rachellynchase: @SHARPorg's birth certificate #sharp17 https://t.co/Rdgk8egY7l
6/12/2017 8:48:31 PM
e_ekelly: RT @wynkenhimself: An ongoing pressing question. And maybe, how do we
allow for catalogs that can incorporate users' observations? #sharp17…
6/12/2017 8:48:32 PM
andiesilva: Saying goodbye to #sharp17 and hello (again) to #dhsi2017 #DHPed!
Pedagogy for the win.
6/12/2017 8:48:40 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17. Thanks
@sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/12/2017 8:48:51 PM
CitizenWald: The "material turn" in #book #history: @SHARPorg opens an online swag
store. Shop till it hurts.… https://t.co/uIRpzl41AV
6/12/2017 8:49:48 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 nous sera raconté par @lesliehowsam @PatrickLearyVIC
@EdinBookman et Jonathan Rose, #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:50:28 PM
DrDFuller: Still loving the baby outfit the best tho. Good work @CorinnaNoRue and coconspirators of #sharpat25 shop #sharp17 https://t.co/N4wqkDEOWV
6/12/2017 8:51:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @iangadd nous explique que @SHARPorg s'est bâtie autour
d'un congrès, d'une liste de diffusion (SHARP-L) & d'un site Web #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:51:14 PM
jimmussell: Good to see @PatrickLearyVIC's first email on sharp-l. Emailing since 17
March 1992 #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:52:51 PM
bethknazook: SHARP-L has a fully searchable archive. Fantastic resource, and
hilariously self-conscious of its own textual trace #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:53:04 PM
bookhistories: SHARP's webshop har öppnat! #sharp17 #sharpat25
https://t.co/i9ogNY5alB
6/12/2017 8:53:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some lovely record-keeping archives the origins of Book History,
SHARP News, and the SHARP-L listserv #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 8:53:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Fascinant petit voyage dans les archives de @SHARPorg,
incluant l'achevé d'imprimer (colophon) de la première infolettre #sharp17

6/12/2017 8:54:24 PM
CitizenWald: RT @bookhistories: SHARP's webshop har öppnat! #sharp17 #sharpat25
https://t.co/i9ogNY5alB
6/12/2017 8:54:57 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Jonathan Rose, de l'importance des acronymes: Society for the
History and Theory of Publishing, SHTouP... pas bon... #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:56:08 PM
rachellynchase: Why is it called SHARP? Seemed to cover main 3 legs of book
publishing research #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:56:09 PM
sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 8:57:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC de l'importance des courriels: ç'aurait été
+++lent de créer @SHARPorg à coup de réunions et de lettres #sharp17
6/12/2017 8:58:09 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 8:58:11 PM
RobinDesmeules: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 8:58:17 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 8:58:40 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Fascinating panel happening now on the quarter century history
of SHARP. Also, an answer to: "why is it ca… https://t.co/9OyxxFhQuh
6/12/2017 8:58:44 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 bbs email Usenet. Takes me back #sharpat25
6/12/2017 8:59:02 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 8:59:34 PM
jmjafrx: RT @profwernimont: Bummer to watch the tweets from #DHSI2017 #sharp17
and see how far we still have to go #femdh #transformdh
6/12/2017 9:00:33 PM
jmjafrx: RT @amndw2: We need some #femDH in this keynote. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 9:00:47 PM
jmjafrx: RT @amndw2: Our #femDH slogan -- "That got dark" -- just came up in this
session. #g4 #sharp17 https://t.co/uledPxjkBF
6/12/2017 9:00:54 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is your
turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f
6/12/2017 9:01:00 PM
khetiwe24: #sharpat25 great refs to society history & archives - I would love to hear
reflections on the @HFranceWebsite archives at @thesfhs #sharp17

6/12/2017 9:01:07 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharpat25 "they didn't all share the same protocols for group
discussion" (about #SharpL) #eDiscourse #goodpt #PatrickLeary
6/12/2017 9:01:55 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg pioneers reminisce about a quainter age: when a listserv was
a novelty & 5 emails a week ppl made ppl anxious #sharpat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:02:17 PM
wynkenhimself: hi #sharp17 I've updated my examples of digitization to include the
images I used to talk lying digital facsimiles https://t.co/W4zxqSOWvn
6/12/2017 9:02:44 PM
rachellynchase: @lesliehowsam talks about the excitement surrounding the founding of
@SHARPorg #sharpat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:03:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @lesliehowsam se souvient comment elle a percé la nouvelle
@SHARPorg: excitation de recevoir l'infolettre par la poste #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:04:06 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 conecta estudiosos de literatura, historia, biblioteconomia,
tecnologia da informação... história do livro é tudo isso.
6/12/2017 9:04:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Book History the journal helped to institutionalize Book History the
field of study #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:04:41 PM
rachellynchase: McCleery: @SHARPorg made book history more visible #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:05:42 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 Sharp ajudou a institucionalizar a história do livro. No Brasil,
talvez a ALB (unicamp) e o NELE (usp) tenham feito esse papel.
6/12/2017 9:05:55 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC très diplomate: membres de SHARP-L «ne
partageaient pas tous les mm protocoles pour dis… https://t.co/aDL5d4N7Y8
6/12/2017 9:06:59 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 this is a fascinating account of a field's development #sharpat25
6/12/2017 9:07:06 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 https://t.co/5eqaZp44HX
6/12/2017 9:07:42 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Where good ideas come from: “involuntary interdisciplinarity”
6/12/2017 9:08:35 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC rappelle le bon vieux temps où les gens
capotaient quand ils recevaient 5 courriels par… https://t.co/j7MlYN1eOT
6/12/2017 9:08:40 PM
rachellynchase: Avoiding period-specific panels means SHARPists can be exposed to a
variety of book history research #sharp17

6/12/2017 9:08:41 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharpat25 @SHARPorg "helped to institutionalize book history &
make it accessible to the academy"… https://t.co/WCJqErHBuN
6/12/2017 9:09:16 PM
khetiwe24: #sharpat25 early conf avoided period and geo based panels - good way to
exchange ideas across time/space #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:09:33 PM
e_ekelly: RT @wynkenhimself: hi #sharp17 I've updated my examples of digitization to
include the images I used to talk lying digital facsimiles https…
6/12/2017 9:10:12 PM
CitizenWald: Patrick Leary: @SHARPorg consciously avoided time- & place-focused
panel. Result="a sort of enforced indisciplinarity” #SHARPat25 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 9:10:34 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 panels thématiques plutôt que par période aux congrès de
@SHARPorg: forcent l'interdisciplinarité de l'histoire du livre #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:10:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: Ce panel sur #SHARPat25 rappelle l'importance des "sociétés savantes"
dans le développement des disciplines, c'est vraiment cool... #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:12:08 PM
CitizenWald: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement
video before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 9:14:36 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: #sharpat25 early conf avoided period and geo based
panels - good way to exchange ideas across time/space #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:14:50 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @lesliehowsam se souvient des dégustations de #whisky à
Édimbourg (1995) https://t.co/oPozCrAoIo #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:14:53 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book History the journal helped to institutionalize
Book History the field of study #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:15:19 PM
bethknazook: @SHARPorg conferences really do feel inclusive! I’m an #arthistorian
#interloper but I feel at home. #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:16:25 PM
bookhistories: En av de första utmaningarna för SHARP var att etablera #bokhistoria
som erkänd disciplin. Man får säga att de lyckades! #sharp17 #sharpat25
6/12/2017 9:16:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @iangadd souligne la décentralisation de l'organisation des
congrès: chaque itération prend la couleur des organisateurs #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:17:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The
History of the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17

6/12/2017 9:17:38 PM
sharpicecream: #sharpweather #sharpat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:18:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Sharpat25 @SHARPorg "helped to
institutionalize book history & make it accessible to the academy" #AlistairMcClee…
6/12/2017 9:18:47 PM
henningsgaard: Older, long-standing members always celebrate a scholarly
organization's "collegiality." #sharp17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:19:30 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sharpicecream: Oooo the paper king #sharp14 #sharp17
https://t.co/nwMuUp7kh6
6/12/2017 9:19:38 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @hkpmcgregor: Well it's official, @sharpicecream wins
#DarntonWatch for #SHARP17. Great game, everyone. See you in Sydney.
https://t.co/…
6/12/2017 9:19:51 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Discussion about SHARP early days is so much like #iaba some
similar culture @poletti_anna @LaurieMcNeill2 @john_zuern
6/12/2017 9:19:52 PM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement video
before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 9:19:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18
announcement video before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17
#…
6/12/2017 9:20:07 PM
loradeets: Amazing revelations at #SHARPat25 - a crucial book in the society's history
was Teach Yourself HTML in a Week #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:20:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC a construit le 1er site de @SHARPorg en
lisant "Teach Yourself HTML in a Week", c'était révolutionnaire #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:20:26 PM
henningsgaard: Genuinely curious whether younger, newer members (perhaps those
on Twitter?!) also experience this. #sharp17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:22:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC explique que les congrès permettaient de
dissoudre les hiérarchies; @lesliehowsam souligne la jeunesse #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:22:22 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @henningsgaard: Older, long-standing members always celebrate a
scholarly organization's "collegiality." #sharp17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:22:38 PM
SHARPatAHA: Fascinating panel reflecting on SHARP at 25 in Victoria #sharp17
https://t.co/K1hs7RSMq6

6/12/2017 9:24:11 PM
CritRikk: RT @JasonEnsor: Missed yesterday’s playful #sharp18 announcement video
before our talk? It is now online https://t.co/NKFYSbXFK7 #sharp17 #…
6/12/2017 9:24:18 PM
bethknazook: @Marie_LSJ @PatrickLearyVIC @SHARPorg Sort of like “teach yourself
RDF in a week?” Lol. #rdflod #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 9:24:53 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Jonathan Rose avait dit à Cambridge (1997) que l'histoire du
livre était très occidentale #cfini https://t.co/hihu0IRf04 #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:25:09 PM
traviseross: @bethknazook @SHARPorg I think everyone at #sharp17 is an interloper,
here, but also in our home disciplines. To my… https://t.co/goqkzXZ5o8
6/12/2017 9:29:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: It's the 7th Inning Stretch for #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:30:10 PM
StevieLMarsden: Good to hear recognition of PG and ECR contribution to @SHARPorg
#sharp17
6/12/2017 9:30:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: @khetiwe24 @henningsgaard @SHARPorg Im an independent scholar, I
wouldn't be here if it werent for the collegiality… https://t.co/3715RhlUNe
6/12/2017 9:30:43 PM
laurien: RT @salteri: Emily Brooks has beta volumetric captures of moveables!
@Emily_F_Brooks @laurien @superHH @dnsmore07 @FLetcherdurant #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:30:59 PM
StevieLMarsden: I've had thoughts of developing an PG/ECR network for book
historians/publishing studies folk. What does the… https://t.co/H7SaorJtM2
6/12/2017 9:31:17 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 Especially for @DrDFuller @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo asking us to remember
when we were readers #sharpat25 https://t.co/xonWkwN3Rz
6/12/2017 9:31:21 PM
jsench: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Book History the journal helped to institutionalize Book
History the field of study #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:32:26 PM
StevieLMarsden: Complimenting @SHARPorg's work but offering early career specific
support and community! #sharp17 https://t.co/zGWcxFp6u7
6/12/2017 9:32:30 PM
rachellynchase: @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo talks about finding an intellectual tribe at
@SHARPorg #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:33:48 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: SHARP as the interdisciplinary home for all
of us that don’t quite fit elsewhere #warmfuzzies
6/12/2017 9:34:27 PM

EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo makes not having a lot in common
with each other into a major benefit. #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:34:27 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo remercie les personnes qui lui ont ouvert
leurs portes et leurs cœurs à Vancouver (1998) #amourdulivre #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:34:30 PM
EmilyDourish: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SHARP is fundraising for an international
scholarship to support scholarly research around the world #SHARP17 #SHARPat…
6/12/2017 9:34:54 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Especially for @DrDFuller @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
asking us to remember when we were readers #sharpat25 https://t.co/xonWkwN3…
6/12/2017 9:35:18 PM
zanna_vl: Hartverwarmende speech over hoe boeken en onze liefde ervoor ons bindt en
hier samenbrengt @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17 #sharpat25
6/12/2017 9:37:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: SHARP as the
interdisciplinary home for all of us that don’t quite fit elsewhere #warmfuzzies
6/12/2017 9:38:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Helen Sonner cites quality of the twitter feed for the Helsinki
conference for sealing the deal on SHARP for her #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 9:39:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Archie Dick souligne que @lesliehowsam & @nzsydney ont
révisé & amélioré son livre d'histoire du livre, rejeté ailleurs #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:39:47 PM
ml_marchiori: New to book history & new to SHARP! Thanks to the organizers for
taking a chance on me! Thanks to my audience for great feedback! #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:40:11 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: I've had thoughts of developing an PG/ECR
network for book historians/publishing studies folk. What does the #sharp17 t…
6/12/2017 9:40:14 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: Good to hear recognition of PG and ECR
contribution to @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:40:17 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: Complimenting @SHARPorg's work but offering
early career specific support and community! #sharp17 https://t.co/zGWcxFp6…
6/12/2017 9:40:22 PM
EmilyDourish: RT @wynkenhimself: hi #sharp17 I've updated my examples of
digitization to include the images I used to talk lying digital facsimiles https…
6/12/2017 9:40:43 PM
traviseross: SHARP Twitter really is particularly good. I never use Twitter for other
conferences, but I love the digital marginalia here. #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:41:13 PM
mridley: A selfie with @brewster_kahle! My wonderful #SHARP17 experience is
complete. https://t.co/t5EuJQ3eXg

6/12/2017 9:42:10 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @helensonner ce qui semble relever de la chance en recherche
est en fait résultat du travail d'organisation de @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:42:39 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 SeoKyung Han: being asked to be an ambassador has brought honour
to my family https://t.co/ESOhWL3fPP
6/12/2017 9:45:45 PM
masterquickly: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly This is a tightly argued
paper, which introduces genuine new research #MoreThanSpeculation I love w…
6/12/2017 9:46:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 SeoKyung Han: being asked to be an
ambassador has brought honour to my family https://t.co/ESOhWL3fPP
6/12/2017 9:46:36 PM
masterquickly: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Pretty solid case for a major
discovery. I want to read the pub version #archeology #GoodBeginning…
6/12/2017 9:46:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @helensonner crédite qualité du fil Twitter lors du congrès de
Helsinki (2010) pour sa relation actuelle… https://t.co/urt2BddWO2
6/12/2017 9:46:53 PM
TurkerNational: RT @ryancordell: #sharp17 @namleti starts with the fact that Emoji
Dick was “Edited and Compiled by Fred Benenson” but “Translated by Amazo…
6/12/2017 9:47:58 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @bookhistories «C'est une très courte biographie... et une très
grosse photo...» j'éclate de rire & on me regarde croche #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:48:35 PM
jotis13: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: SHARP as the interdisciplinary
home for all of us that don’t quite fit elsewhere #warmfuzzies
6/12/2017 9:50:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @bookhistories parle du #FOMO qui nous prend quand on
regarde le programme pis qu'on doit choisir à quelle séance on va #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:50:38 PM
deannaMFstover: Is anyone else so exhausted from week 1 of #DHSI2017 and
#sharp17 that they just keep saying nonsense? #INeedANap
6/12/2017 9:51:29 PM
lisakuitert: #sharp17 Henning praises Sharp. "It feels like home". Thanks to Darnton
https://t.co/7TunM9Avgw
6/12/2017 9:51:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @bookhistories s'est fait demander par @RobertDarnton «Estu un membre de @SHARPorg? Assure-toi de devenir membre!» #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:52:02 PM
bethknazook: @bookhistories early career scholars are particularly welcomed, challenge
will be to retain personal touch as @SHARPorg grows #sharp17

6/12/2017 9:52:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lisakuitert: #sharp17 Henning praises Sharp. "It feels like home".
Thanks to Darnton https://t.co/7TunM9Avgw
6/12/2017 9:52:37 PM
jotis13: @deannaMFstover *Yes*! #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:53:11 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @bookhistories «Je soupçonne que personne ici n'a été forcé
par ses parents à devenir historien·ne du livre» #AmenToThat #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:53:34 PM
youthreading: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: SHARP as the
interdisciplinary home for all of us that don’t quite fit elsewhere #warmfuzzies
6/12/2017 9:55:32 PM
traviseross: Not just book historians who don’t know @SHARPorg. I meet young
scholars (me, 3 years ago) who don’t know they’re book historians. #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:55:47 PM
bethknazook: Counter-view to @SHARPorg inclusivity- do we need more conflict to stay
healthy? #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:56:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Gary Kelly demande un espace aux congrès pour mettre de
l'avant les conflits méthodologiques; Jonathan Rose est d'accord #sharp17
6/12/2017 9:57:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: Aye, this. #sharp17 https://t.co/Uy5vzwAZOj
6/12/2017 9:58:44 PM
Millicent_Weber: Sharing memories: I present one generation of SHARPists
(@theresekaraoz) raising another c.1993 #sharp17 #sharpat25
https://t.co/MFRD2WU4If
6/12/2017 9:58:55 PM
Marie_LSJ: (Coudonc, y reste-tu juste moi sur Twitter à #SHARPat25? #sharp17)
6/12/2017 9:59:00 PM
youthreading: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 SeoKyung Han: being asked to be an
ambassador has brought honour to my family https://t.co/ESOhWL3fPP
6/12/2017 9:59:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #SHARPat25 @nzsydney "Admist the love in, which every
annual conference is, we should acknowledge the diversity of attendees"
6/12/2017 9:59:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 #SHARPat25 @nzsydney I don't think we celebrate our
diversity enough, and I don't think we go far enough to expand it
6/12/2017 10:00:24 PM
glennhroe: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/12/2017 10:00:26 PM
henningsgaard: RT @StevieLMarsden: Aye, this. #sharp17 https://t.co/Uy5vzwAZOj

6/12/2017 10:00:51 PM
traviseross: @nzsydney challenges us to figure out how we do book history within the
publicly-engaged humanities. Spot on. Let’s get to work. #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:02:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @nzsydney célèbre la diversité du membrariat de @SHARPorg:
chercheurs indépendants, collectionneurs, créateurs #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:02:47 PM
rachellynchase: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Especially for @DrDFuller @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
asking us to remember when we were readers #sharpat25 https://t.co/xonWkwN3…
6/12/2017 10:03:13 PM
superHH: Hey sharpists, who else will be going to @dh17mtrl? #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:03:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: *I'm* interested in *Book History*'s history. ::waves hands::
#SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 10:06:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @nzsydney médias: instruments de colonisation vs
"empowering", qu'a à dire @SHARPorg? public humanities? fin du #LoveIn? #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:07:03 PM
SHARP2017: RT @superHH: Hey sharpists, who else will be going to @dh17mtrl?
#sharp17
6/12/2017 10:07:34 PM
rachellynchase: Is the term "book history" problematic? #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:08:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @PatrickLearyVIC souligne le problème du terme «histoire du
*livre*»: c'est aussi les périodiques, les manuscripts, etc. #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:08:28 PM
bethknazook: RT @EpistolaryBrown: *I'm* interested in *Book History*'s history.
::waves hands:: #SHARP17 #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 10:08:47 PM
bookhistories: The shortest biography ever has now been on display for a painfully long
time #sharp17 #SHARPat25 https://t.co/c7RhZLwCtp
6/12/2017 10:09:06 PM
tylershores: #Sharp17 Patrick Leary: “I didn’t know I was doing book history until
SHARP” #historyofthebook
6/12/2017 10:09:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 Jonathan Rose incite, "in essence", les fondateurs de
@SHARPorg à ne pas devenir ses belles-mères #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:10:03 PM
eyeona: Closing discussions of #sharpat25 making me think of BookHistory@Sheffield
#sharp17 #bookhistshef
6/12/2017 10:11:55 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Millicent_Weber: Sharing memories: I present one generation of
SHARPists (@theresekaraoz) raising another c.1993 #sharp17 #sharpat25 ht…

6/12/2017 10:13:16 PM
StevieLMarsden: ADORABLE #sharp17 #sharpat25 https://t.co/4YP9OE5U9A
6/12/2017 10:13:40 PM
PopFicDoctors: #sharp17 #popfic https://t.co/nd2L7uqeSs
6/12/2017 10:14:01 PM
HARTK: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @masterquickly Nods to #PeterBlayney @UofT, who
helped w analysis of edn. #Annotation: "servant who will not serve…
6/12/2017 10:15:36 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Millicent_Weber: Sharing memories: I present one generation of
SHARPists (@theresekaraoz) raising another c.1993 #sharp17 #sharpat25 ht…
6/12/2017 10:16:16 PM
Talk_Sheffield: RT @eyeona: Closing discussions of #sharpat25 making me think of
BookHistory@Sheffield #sharp17 #bookhistshef
6/12/2017 10:17:20 PM
Laura_Estill: @EpistolaryBrown = Book historiography! #SHARPat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:18:04 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: #SHARPat25 @lesliehowsam se souvient des
dégustations de #whisky à Édimbourg (1995) https://t.co/oPozCrAoIo #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:18:55 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @rachellynchase: @lesliehowsam talks about the excitement
surrounding the founding of @SHARPorg #sharpat25 #sharp17
6/12/2017 10:19:09 PM
AbiLemak: @rachellynchase Lehet hogy visszatart minket a "book history"/"könyv
történelem" nyelv mivel hogy nem csak a könyv… https://t.co/NEgCrrIBSo
6/12/2017 10:27:24 PM
AbiLemak: @traviseross Nagyon tetszik ez a gondolat! Twitter mint "digital marginalia."
#sharp17 #translation #hungarian
6/12/2017 10:29:42 PM
StevieLMarsden: Finally getting my #sharpicecream on! @sharpicecream #sharp17
https://t.co/juLNYo9Rha
6/12/2017 10:31:29 PM
jmaxsfu: On my way home from #sharp17 & #dhsi2017 - Thanks everyone for such a
rich week and a half! https://t.co/XdpFSrq78s
6/12/2017 10:35:29 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @khetiwe24: Ice cream makes the world go round #sharp17. Thanks
@sharpicecream! https://t.co/Utc17KMZKJ
6/12/2017 10:37:14 PM
helensonner: RT @CitizenWald: No sooner has @iangadd laid down @SHARPorg
presidency than we find him drinking beer & playing pool. Sheesh #sharp17 https…
6/12/2017 10:37:19 PM
helensonner: RT @lauragrayblair: Well, I'm sold on @SHARP_18 already. "Now it is
your turn to travel vast distances" #SHARP17 https://t.co/FbDAHcrJ6f

6/12/2017 10:37:31 PM
AbiLemak: @tylershores Középkori könyv teknologia: "nem muszály többet észben
tartani információt, fel lehet keresni" #sharp17 #translation #hungarian
6/12/2017 10:38:14 PM
khetiwe24: Last #sharp17 plenary w/@brewster_kahle & then off to the Netherlands for
#DigitizingEnlightenment2 w/@glennhroe @GregBrownUNLV & others
6/12/2017 10:38:46 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @ClaireSquires: 'I would like a conference on a cruise ship' #ohsharp
#sharp17
6/12/2017 10:39:34 PM
AbiLemak: @bookhistories Miért olvasnak az emberek? 1. Élvezik(28%) 2.
Nyugtató(19%) 3. Beleszeretek a könyvben(14%) 5. Akadé… https://t.co/afWSWUuDPY
6/12/2017 10:41:25 PM
khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X
6/12/2017 10:42:12 PM
KyleIsMoody: #Sharp17 is wrapping up nicely. The #SharpAt25 panel was a solid hit,
and now I'm looking forward to the final keynote and banquet.
6/12/2017 10:43:36 PM
KyleIsMoody: Thanks to everybody who came to our panel at #sharp17. I didn't
respond earlier to transmedia notifications because I, uh, broke Twitter.
6/12/2017 10:44:27 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo makes not having
a lot in common with each other into a major benefit. #SHARPat25
6/12/2017 10:44:37 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Especially for @DrDFuller @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
asking us to remember when we were readers #sharpat25 https://t.co/xonWkwN3…
6/12/2017 10:44:50 PM
KyleIsMoody: @KyleIsMoody I mean not really, but it was fun to say, and that's part of
the welcoming yet rigorous atmosphere of this conference. #Sharp17
6/12/2017 10:45:39 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @bookhistories: SHARP's webshop har öppnat! #sharp17 #sharpat25
https://t.co/i9ogNY5alB
6/12/2017 10:46:05 PM
ISRIV: RT @wynkenhimself: hi #sharp17 I've updated my examples of digitization to
include the images I used to talk lying digital facsimiles https…
6/12/2017 10:48:00 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @Beth_driscoll: The media forms and genre panel #sharp17
https://t.co/lAZTac4LLu
6/12/2017 10:48:38 PM
Lavale_Ab: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History of
the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/12/2017 10:49:20 PM

sybilthefirst: RT @andiesilva: I love the idea of "human author" and "computer author"
positions. @etakehana #sharp17 #i5
6/12/2017 10:49:36 PM
AbiLemak: #sharp17 #dhsi17 https://t.co/TCiTaUOoa9
6/12/2017 10:54:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I'm lurking in the back of the final Keynote for #SHARP17 because
that is where the power is. The power is always in the back.
6/12/2017 10:54:58 PM
sharpicecream: RT @StevieLMarsden: Finally getting my #sharpicecream on!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/juLNYo9Rha
6/12/2017 10:54:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Hope you all had a fab #sharp17! Do tweet me if you'd
like to write all about it for SHARP News.
6/12/2017 10:55:22 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo and the language of
bestsellers in marketing discourse for readers. Big data study! https://t.co/25j…
6/12/2017 10:55:44 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 ...se suas instituições não os tivessem financiado... instituições e
economias pessoais.
6/12/2017 10:56:54 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X
6/12/2017 10:57:05 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @PopFicDoctors: #sharp17 #popfic https://t.co/nd2L7uqeSs
6/12/2017 10:57:41 PM
zanna_vl: RT @khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X
6/12/2017 10:58:47 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #Exhausted, but ready to push on for the final #keynote: TGFC
(Thank God For Coffee) #TGFC @SHARPorg
6/12/2017 10:59:21 PM
mollyhardy: Thx u @AlyssaA_DHSI @RayS6 & all who worked so hard to make
#sharp17 such a great success!
6/12/2017 10:59:22 PM
lesliehowsam: Closing session #sharp17, @nzsydney thanks #DHSI, @UVicSC ,
donors, etc. Gives @SHARPorg swag to @RayS6 @arbuckle_alyssa Jon Bengtson et al.
6/12/2017 11:00:11 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Millicent_Weber: Sharing memories: I present one generation of
SHARPists (@theresekaraoz) raising another c.1993 #sharp17 #sharpat25 ht…
6/12/2017 11:00:17 PM
sharpicecream: Hi new boss! Salut mon chef! @nzsydney #sharp17
https://t.co/gk41OjmFeE
6/12/2017 11:00:28 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X

6/12/2017 11:00:31 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 É dificil pensar sobre 2018, enquanto as contas da viagem de
2017 ainda nao forem pagas.
6/12/2017 11:01:18 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @sharpicecream: Hi new boss! Salut mon chef! @nzsydney
#sharp17 https://t.co/gk41OjmFeE
6/12/2017 11:01:36 PM
Marie_LSJ: Merci @arbuckle_alyssa @RayS6 et tous ceux et celles qui ont travaillé si
fort à faire de @SHARP2017 un si grand su… https://t.co/khZNs0WlAH
6/12/2017 11:01:44 PM
tylershores: #Sharp17 Wonderful job by @arbuckle_alyssa, @lindseyseatter organizing
a superlative conference!
6/12/2017 11:01:49 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg Pres. @nzsydney leads #SHARP17 in thanking @RayS6
@arbuckle_alyssa et al. for a great conference https://t.co/CwYdrj1C8r
6/12/2017 11:01:53 PM
ESS_ACRL: RT @superHH: Hey sharpists, who else will be going to @dh17mtrl?
#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:02:32 PM
jotis13: I have now created a JS program that declares "No @sharpicecream for you
unless you come to Australia!" #D3Viz #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:03:16 PM
lesliehowsam: A suite of parting gifts for @iangadd #sharp17 https://t.co/EPfjZ2YFPT
6/12/2017 11:03:17 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X
6/12/2017 11:03:37 PM
jotis13: RT @sharpicecream: Hi new boss! Salut mon chef! @nzsydney #sharp17
https://t.co/gk41OjmFeE
6/12/2017 11:03:42 PM
traviseross: @iangadd made sure his tie matched the wrapping on his gift? Well played.
#sharp17 https://t.co/kPE49UOvZi
6/12/2017 11:04:12 PM
Marie_LSJ: O captain my captain! #DeadPoetSociety #transmedia #sharp17
https://t.co/5R4bp17n3W
6/12/2017 11:04:28 PM
tylershores: #Sharp17 @iangadd receives bookish cufflinks and artwork, gets compared
to a Swiss army knife #sharpat25 #thanksian
6/12/2017 11:04:55 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Hi new boss! Salut mon chef! @nzsydney #sharp17
https://t.co/gk41OjmFeE
6/12/2017 11:05:09 PM
CitizenWald: Parting gifts for @iangadd at end of #SHARP17: leather book cuffkinks & a
hand printed broadside from Gaspereau Pre… https://t.co/CLMECOAQAb

6/12/2017 11:05:45 PM
PopFicDoctors: Thank you so much to our wonderful #sharp17 organisers
https://t.co/1bX0eWgNPD
6/12/2017 11:07:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @loradeets: Amazing revelations at #SHARPat25 - a crucial book in the
society's history was Teach Yourself HTML in a Week #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:08:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 bbs email Usenet. Takes me back #sharpat25
6/12/2017 11:08:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: #sharpat25 #sharp17 https://t.co/faWu3lOtq3
6/12/2017 11:08:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nzsydney: #sharpat25 #sharp17 SHARP tattoos anyone?
6/12/2017 11:08:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @traviseross: @iangadd made sure his tie matched the wrapping on his
gift? Well played. #sharp17 https://t.co/kPE49UOvZi
6/12/2017 11:09:48 PM
jordanreed14: RT @traviseross: @iangadd made sure his tie matched the wrapping on
his gift? Well played. #sharp17 https://t.co/kPE49UOvZi
6/12/2017 11:09:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @PopFicDoctors: Thank you so much to our wonderful #sharp17
organisers https://t.co/1bX0eWgNPD
6/12/2017 11:10:12 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @PopFicDoctors: Thank you so much to our wonderful #sharp17
organisers https://t.co/1bX0eWgNPD
6/12/2017 11:11:31 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg Pres. @nzsydney leads #SHARP17 in
thanking @RayS6 @arbuckle_alyssa et al. for a great conference https://t.co/C…
6/12/2017 11:13:18 PM
rachellynchase: RT @traviseross: @iangadd made sure his tie matched the wrapping
on his gift? Well played. #sharp17 https://t.co/kPE49UOvZi
6/12/2017 11:13:45 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: Finally getting my #sharpicecream on!
@sharpicecream #sharp17 https://t.co/juLNYo9Rha
6/12/2017 11:14:13 PM
sharpicecream: Cool! #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/0VM07Qh3Dj
6/12/2017 11:14:45 PM
zanna_vl: Het zit erop, #sharp17 ! Bedankt @SHARP2017 om mij de kans te geven hier
te presenteren en te live tweeten! Thank you!
6/12/2017 11:14:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Final Keynote is a conversation between Jo-Ann Roberts and
Brewster Kahle; we've got standing-room only in the back #DHSI2017 #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:14:57 PM
youthreading: RT @tylershores: #Sharp17 Wonderful job by @arbuckle_alyssa,
@lindseyseatter organizing a superlative conference!
6/12/2017 11:15:05 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @khetiwe24: Now live! #sharp17 https://t.co/Ww2hWrp26X
6/12/2017 11:15:13 PM
youthreading: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 Especially for @DrDFuller @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo
asking us to remember when we were readers #sharpat25 https://t.co/xonWkwN3…
6/12/2017 11:15:41 PM
KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation between
@JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:15:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:16:12 PM
lindseyseatter: Hey, #dhsi2017 and #sharp17: we are live streaming Brewster Kahle's
conversation over here in the Hickman auditorium. Lots of seats!
6/12/2017 11:16:26 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:16:35 PM
Sarathena192: Starting the plenary opening #dhsi2017 (2) and closing #sharp17: A
Conversation between JoAnn Roberts & "some guy you know" (Brewster Kahle)
6/12/2017 11:16:40 PM
zanna_vl: RT @tylershores: #Sharp17 Wonderful job by @arbuckle_alyssa,
@lindseyseatter organizing a superlative conference!
6/12/2017 11:16:50 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:17:13 PM
mlkharrington: @EpistolaryBrown come over to Hickman 105! Lots of elbow room.
#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:17:16 PM
DHInstitute: RT @lindseyseatter: Hey, #dhsi2017 and #sharp17: we are live streaming
Brewster Kahle's conversation over here in the Hickman auditorium. L…
6/12/2017 11:17:18 PM
DHInstitute: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:17:24 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:18:11 PM

JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @brewster_kahle Keep talking about the @UofT offices of
@internetarchive as I am taking my students there for Friday this week!
6/12/2017 11:18:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lindseyseatter: Hey, #dhsi2017 and #sharp17: we are live streaming
Brewster Kahle's conversation over here in the Hickman auditorium. L…
6/12/2017 11:18:41 PM
PopFicDoctors: Final event of #sharp17 a keynote from the impressive
@brewster_kahle
6/12/2017 11:18:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @uvicUL notes that Samuel Johnson's
Dictionary is one of the most downloaded books in the @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:18:51 PM
AdamPNewman89: Looking forward to this conversation b/w @JoAnnRobertsYYJ +
@brewster_kahle (founder of @internetarchive): a joint #DHSI2017 #sharp17 event
6/12/2017 11:19:00 PM
CitizenWald: RT @KulaJournal: Final keynote: @UVicUL introduces conversation
between @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:19:06 PM
Mattie_Burkert: Now, #dhsi2017 and #sharp17 joint plenary featuring
@internetarchive founder @brewster_kahle + @JoAnnRobertsYYJ
6/12/2017 11:19:12 PM
hralperta: Comenzamos la charla final de #sharp17: Jo-Ann Roberts y Brewster Kahle
hablan sobre digitización, preservación, y https://t.co/Yu2Zc56sFB.
6/12/2017 11:19:15 PM
KyleIsMoody: Looking forward to hearing Brewster Kahle talking about digitizing print
materials and the Internet Archive at the keynote for #SHARP17.
6/12/2017 11:19:27 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @uvicUL notes that
Samuel Johnson's Dictionary is one of the most downloaded books in the @interne…
6/12/2017 11:19:44 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @uvicUL notes that Samuel
Johnson's Dictionary is one of the most downloaded books in the @interne…
6/12/2017 11:20:02 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 @DrSamuelJohnson Dictionary (1785) is most downloaded book
on @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:20:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: Pour la dernière présentation keynote de #sharp17 @pattyjoroberts reçoit
@brewster_kahle de la @internetarchive pour une entrevue #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:20:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @JoAnnRobertsYYJ asks @brewster_kahle how
he identifies himself, as "the great librarian of the Internet"?
6/12/2017 11:20:47 PM
DHInstitute: RT @hralperta: Comenzamos la charla final de #sharp17: Jo-Ann Roberts
y Brewster Kahle hablan sobre digitización, preservación, y https://t…

6/12/2017 11:20:55 PM
HoccleveSociety: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @uvicUL notes that
Samuel Johnson's Dictionary is one of the most downloaded books in the @interne…
6/12/2017 11:20:58 PM
helensonner: Many, many thanks to @AlyssaA_DHSI and @lindseyseatter and all
organizers and scientific committee #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:21:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "It was one of those
promises we always heard, we were going to get the Library of Congress on our desks"
6/12/2017 11:21:28 PM
DHInstitute: RT @tylershores: #Sharp17 Wonderful job by @arbuckle_alyssa,
@lindseyseatter organizing a superlative conference!
6/12/2017 11:21:36 PM
hralperta: "Hoy hablamos a los personas que aman a los libros" #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:21:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "It always seemed so
obvious, I figured someone else would do it"
6/12/2017 11:21:45 PM
niathena: I’ve donated to @internetarchive, have you? https://t.co/DgvV9V9fqN They
do good work! @brewster_kahle #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:22:07 PM
mlkharrington: New rule: all lectures should be given from armchairs. Preferably
delivered to audiences in armchairs. Armchairs for all!#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:22:08 PM
DHInstitute: RT @Marie_LSJ: Pour la dernière présentation keynote de #sharp17
@pattyjoroberts reçoit @brewster_kahle de la @internetarchive pour une ent…
6/12/2017 11:22:29 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 Le dictionnaire de @DrSamuelJohnson (1785) est le livre le plus
téléchargé de la @internetarchive #DHSI2017 https://t.co/uP0ImbZMbp
6/12/2017 11:22:58 PM
Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle talks about imagining a "digital Library of Alexandria" in
the 1980s #DHSI2017 #SHARP17 @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:23:08 PM
bookhistories: Keynote med mediavisionären, entreprenören och internetarkivarien
Brewster Kahle (https://t.co/aepAR2OBY2) #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:23:09 PM
rebeccamchung: @JoAnnRobertsYYJ @brewster_kahle: DH and book history for the win
@uVic #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:23:25 PM
lauragrayblair: Settling in for the joint #DHSI2017 & #SHARP17 Keynote: a
conversation with @brewster_kahle and @JoAnnRobertsYYJ. https://t.co/UtmVgwNTqe
6/12/2017 11:23:41 PM

DHInstitute: RT @bookhistories: Keynote med mediavisionären, entreprenören och
internetarkivarien Brewster Kahle (https://t.co/aepAR2OBY2) #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:24:03 PM
bethknazook: @brewster_kahle “the technology is there, we just have to live up to it”
#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:24:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I feel like we conned people
into thinking they could turn to their screens to answer questions"
6/12/2017 11:24:14 PM
Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at Library of
Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 https://t.co/Fu37myjfRL
6/12/2017 11:24:22 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 está acabando, com uma entrevista com Brewster Kahle.
6/12/2017 11:24:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle We haven't yet built the
structure behind the screens to answer all those questions
6/12/2017 11:24:43 PM
sarahkirkley: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "It always
seemed so obvious, I figured someone else would do it"
6/12/2017 11:24:48 PM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle talks about Internet Archive digital library as building
library of Alexandria. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:24:57 PM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the books have
already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https://t.co/B1rsPGNeiP
6/12/2017 11:25:02 PM
bookhistories: Många tror att alla böcker redan har digitaliserats. Så är icke fallet. Men
det är inte omöjligt @brewster_kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:25:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that
all the books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:25:11 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:25:19 PM
lesliehowsam: @Marie_LSJ @nzsydney It was Siobhan McMenemy of @utpress who did
the heavy lifting of peer review etc; as series ed… https://t.co/Tg7aOuuiQp
6/12/2017 11:25:19 PM
jimmussell: #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: no longer have to convince people it's possible
to put it all online; young people think it's already been done
6/12/2017 11:25:21 PM
traviseross: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I feel like
we conned people into thinking they could turn to their screens to an…

6/12/2017 11:25:22 PM
traviseross: RT @bethknazook: @brewster_kahle “the technology is there, we just have
to live up to it” #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:25:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:25:34 PM
traviseross: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:25:42 PM
tylershores: #SHARP17 @brewster_kahle, @JoAnnRobertsYYJ in conversation as SHARP
2017 conference wraps up @internetarchive https://t.co/MpmsgyQgAb
6/12/2017 11:25:45 PM
traviseross: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:25:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: Keynote med mediavisionären, entreprenören och
internetarkivarien Brewster Kahle (https://t.co/aepAR2OBY2) #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:26:05 PM
CitizenWald: Brewster Kahle of @internetarchive interviewed on challenges: formerly,
skepticism about possibility; now,lack of c… https://t.co/IjjB6Eopt2
6/12/2017 11:26:06 PM
traviseross: RT @jimmussell: #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: no longer have to convince
people it's possible to put it all online; young people think it's alr…
6/12/2017 11:26:08 PM
rebeccamchung: We have to do the rest of it...It's still in our libraries, but we haven't
put it all online @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi
6/12/2017 11:26:12 PM
e_ekelly: RT @lindseyseatter: Hey, #dhsi2017 and #sharp17: we are live streaming
Brewster Kahle's conversation over here in the Hickman auditorium. L…
6/12/2017 11:26:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle The digital humanities, the
history of the book, are motivation for building a world we want to live in
6/12/2017 11:26:26 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I feel
like we conned people into thinking they could turn to their screens to an…
6/12/2017 11:26:28 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all
the books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:26:43 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @rebeccamchung: We have to do the rest of it...It's still in our
libraries, but we haven't put it all online @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #d…

6/12/2017 11:26:45 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt
at Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:26:47 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 eu já usei o Internet Archive para acessar livros brasileiros que
não encontro em bibliotecas e livrarias.
6/12/2017 11:26:48 PM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle: los jóvenes creen que todos los libros han estado
digitalizados y que las máquinas pueden resolver cada pregunta. #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:26:53 PM
niathena: .@brewster_kahle: We’ve created machines to find things, but “it’s a thin
world out there”—lots of data hasnt been loaded #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:26:53 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @bookhistories: Många tror att alla böcker redan har digitaliserats. Så
är icke fallet. Men det är inte omöjligt @brewster_kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:27:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle You can't wait for people to
die, you have to go collect this stuff. Then we built the WayBack Machine
6/12/2017 11:27:11 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle The
digital humanities, the history of the book, are motivation for building a wor…
6/12/2017 11:27:19 PM
Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle asks how many #sharp17 #dhsi2017 folks have used
@waybackmachine -- everyone (?!?!?) raises hand!
6/12/2017 11:27:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @tylershores: #SHARP17 @brewster_kahle, @JoAnnRobertsYYJ in
conversation as SHARP 2017 conference wraps up @internetarchive https://t.co…
6/12/2017 11:27:29 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle You can't
wait for people to die, you have to go collect this stuff. Then we built…
6/12/2017 11:27:33 PM
AbiLemak: @EpistolaryBrown @brewster_kahle "Mindig nyilvánvalónak tűnt [az
@internetarchive], tehát vártam arra hogy mas csin… https://t.co/Tb6qWJiIzu
6/12/2017 11:27:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "You turn the knob back and
you can walk into history" 600-800 K people a day use the WayBack Machine
6/12/2017 11:27:40 PM
Sarathena192: Q: Who has used the payback machine in here?*literally
everyone*#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:27:44 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle asks how many #sharp17
#dhsi2017 folks have used @waybackmachine -- everyone (?!?!?) raises hand!

6/12/2017 11:27:44 PM
eyeona: Average life of an unchanged web page? 100 days. Quite sthg to be here
listening to the WayBackMachine's architect. #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:27:46 PM
Fisher_Library: A conversation w/Brewster Kahle @internetarchive . @uoftlibraries
have been contributing bks and resources to IA si… https://t.co/YR8fcOUQwj
6/12/2017 11:27:51 PM
mlkharrington: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all
the books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:27:56 PM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle reminds us that internet is still "thin" when it comes to
information. We've still got lots to do. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:27:59 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 @brewster_kahle Here we are with a full auditorium & the person
@Forbes calls "The great librarian of the… https://t.co/PcYSF15xwr
6/12/2017 11:28:03 PM
KatarzynaAnn: DH & history of the book people are building the future we want to live
in. 볼 Right now #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #books #myDHis future.
6/12/2017 11:28:10 PM
niathena: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "You turn the
knob back and you can walk into history" 600-800 K people a day use…
6/12/2017 11:28:13 PM
amndw2: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:28:17 PM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: "How many people have used the Wayback
Machine?" *sea of hands* #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:28:17 PM
Sarathena192: Curses to you, autocorrect!*WAYback Machine #DHSI2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/mJJE5A0kKz
6/12/2017 11:28:19 PM
lauragrayblair: .@brewster_kahle talks about the Wayback Machine. Web pages only
last on average 100 days; "they're worth preserving" #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:28:37 PM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle 600 - 800,000 personas cada día utilizan al Wayback
Machine. No sabemos porque. #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:28:39 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle talks about imagining a "digital Library of
Alexandria" in the 1980s #DHSI2017 #SHARP17 @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:28:41 PM
mollyhardy: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "You turn
the knob back and you can walk into history" 600-800 K people a day use…

6/12/2017 11:28:44 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle asks how many #sharp17
#dhsi2017 folks have used @waybackmachine -- everyone (?!?!?) raises hand!
6/12/2017 11:28:45 PM
rebeccamchung: "You need the way back machine, you know, like in the Rocky and
Bullwinkle show", engineer, @internetarchive @brewster_kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:28:54 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP's website on the Wayback Machine:
https://t.co/VQ7eZcO7m9#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:28:54 PM
tylershores: @brewster_kahle talks about the boon to humanity that is the Wayback
Machine @internetarchive #DHSI2017 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 11:29:01 PM
lisakuitert: Wat een goed idee om Brewster Kahle, oprichter Internet Archive uit te
nodigen voor #sharp17 https://t.co/CmQV4uMWXm
6/12/2017 11:29:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "The idea that people will
stop coming to the physical library if there's a digital surrogate isn't true
6/12/2017 11:29:13 PM
Laura_Estill: @brewster_kahle @waybackmachine I've used @waybackmachine for
research; for documentation; for slides; for teaching… https://t.co/RUafdY469h
6/12/2017 11:29:13 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 @brewster_kahle a demandé qui dans la salle avait
utilisé la @waybackmachine -- tout le monde (?… https://t.co/Wb2toMcPSG
6/12/2017 11:29:17 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Parting gifts for @iangadd at end of #SHARP17:
leather book cuffkinks & a hand printed broadside from Gaspereau Press http…
6/12/2017 11:29:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Sarathena192: Q: Who has used the payback machine in
here?*literally everyone*#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:29:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle Digitization increases folks
going to physical libraries
6/12/2017 11:29:32 PM
earlymodernpost: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "The
idea that people will stop coming to the physical library if there's a digita…
6/12/2017 11:29:32 PM
lindseyseatter: @brewster_kahle + @JoAnnRobertsYYJ talking about the
@internetarchive + @waybackmachine #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/oAy5R7iNt1
6/12/2017 11:29:33 PM
loradeets: 'How many people here have used the Wayback Machine?' A sea of hands
raised in answer to @brewster_kahle 's question at #dhsi2017 #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:29:44 PM
hskettler: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:29:49 PM
loradeets: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:30:00 PM
Sarathena192: Thank you, @brewster_kahle, on the untruthness of losing the book$ if
we replace w/ digital version #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:30:03 PM
AbiLemak: @Marie_LSJ @DrSamuelJohnson @internetarchive A lég népszerű könyv
amit letöltenek @internetarchive -rol az a Samuel… https://t.co/BTavLmJ4RW
6/12/2017 11:30:11 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @loradeets: Amazing revelations at #SHARPat25 - a crucial book in
the society's history was Teach Yourself HTML in a Week #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:30:13 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:30:17 PM
loradeets: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/12/2017 11:30:19 PM
mazarines: #sharp19 is coming to me! Can't wait, @SHARPorg. And you'll have so
many delicious options, @sharpicecream. #sharp17 https://t.co/qivFpQuSox
6/12/2017 11:30:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: #sharp19 is coming to me! Can't wait, @SHARPorg. And
you'll have so many delicious options, @sharpicecream. #sharp17 https:/…
6/12/2017 11:30:38 PM
Mattie_Burkert: Wayback Machine isn't just good for nostalgia trips to Web 1.0...also a
great way to capture pages for citation. #dhsi2017 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 11:30:40 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle @internetarchive @SHARPorg:
Determinism -- the death of the book -- is not an option. #LongLiveTheNewBook
6/12/2017 11:30:43 PM
StevieLMarsden: It's one of my favourite resources. SO useful! #dhsi2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/ywlSDpodwD
6/12/2017 11:30:50 PM
bethknazook: @Mattie_Burkert @amndw2 @brewster_kahle If it isn’t online, it doesn’t
exist, right? #sharp17 #dhsi2017 #onlinecatalogueproblems
6/12/2017 11:30:50 PM
helensonner: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP's website on the Wayback Machine:
https://t.co/VQ7eZcO7m9#sharp17

6/12/2017 11:30:55 PM
khetiwe24: Shout out to @footage at #sharp17 keynote https://t.co/c7EiMex5gu
#dhsi2017 @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:30:59 PM
CitizenWald: Brewster Kahle on @internetarchive & obstacles of #copyright restrictions:
everything's great if u don't need anything after 1923 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:31:06 PM
hralperta: La digitalización aumenta el uso de las bibliotecas físicas #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/a104kb0uG8
6/12/2017 11:31:14 PM
CitizenWald: RT @mazarines: #sharp19 is coming to me! Can't wait, @SHARPorg. And
you'll have so many delicious options, @sharpicecream. #sharp17 https:/…
6/12/2017 11:31:16 PM
polindone: RT @hralperta: .@brewster_kahle 600 - 800,000 personas cada día utilizan
al Wayback Machine. No sabemos porque. #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:31:21 PM
jmclawson: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/12/2017 11:31:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says university librarians are
part of the problem, buying publishing instead of Open Access resources
6/12/2017 11:31:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "We've built Elsivier, which
is just tragically wrong"
6/12/2017 11:31:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "There's plenty of money,
we're just spending it wrong"
6/12/2017 11:31:53 PM
rebeccamchung: The library spends $12b a year on itself. $3b goes to publishers.
@brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi3017
6/12/2017 11:32:04 PM
bethknazook: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:32:17 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:32:17 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @lisakuitert: Wat een goed idee om Brewster Kahle, oprichter
Internet Archive uit te nodigen voor #sharp17 https://t.co/CmQV4uMWXm
6/12/2017 11:32:20 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "We've
built Elsivier, which is just tragically wrong"

6/12/2017 11:32:21 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @StevieLMarsden: It's one of my favourite resources. SO useful!
#dhsi2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/ywlSDpodwD
6/12/2017 11:32:28 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "We've
built Elsivier, which is just tragically wrong"
6/12/2017 11:32:32 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:32:35 PM
Profrehn: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:32:37 PM
Sarathena192: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:32:46 PM
KulaJournal: .@JoAnnRobertsYYJ: what do you say to people who worry that digital will
replace books + libraries? #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:32:58 PM
KateHolterhoff: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle
"There's plenty of money, we're just spending it wrong"
6/12/2017 11:32:58 PM
christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle: libraries are feeding/funding silos of knowledge by
paying money to publishers who aren't open source #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:33:00 PM
KyleIsMoody: Kahle explains how a taxi driver sees knowledge as a luxury. Wow.
#Sharp17
6/12/2017 11:33:01 PM
jimmussell: He's right, we've built Elsevier and it's horrible #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:33:05 PM
niathena: @brewster_kahle: “We [librarians, academia] built Elsevier” which is so sad.
#DHSI2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/7uzBq4SVmn
6/12/2017 11:33:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle's Lyft driver said "In times
like these, I think knowledge is a luxury"
6/12/2017 11:33:11 PM
sharpicecream: WILL THERE BE ICE CREAM #sharp17 #sharp19
https://t.co/dEV77EMuCn
6/12/2017 11:33:27 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle
"We've built Elsivier, which is just tragically wrong"
6/12/2017 11:33:27 PM

AdamPNewman89: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle
says university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:33:28 PM
Mattie_Burkert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/12/2017 11:33:31 PM
sharpicecream: RT @mazarines: #sharp19 is coming to me! Can't wait, @SHARPorg.
And you'll have so many delicious options, @sharpicecream. #sharp17 https:/…
6/12/2017 11:33:43 PM
lauragrayblair: On open access: @brewster_kahle warns agains "building and funding
silos which go against greater public interest" #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:33:47 PM
Profrehn: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "There's
plenty of money, we're just spending it wrong"
6/12/2017 11:33:51 PM
e_ekelly: RT @lesliehowsam: A suite of parting gifts for @iangadd #sharp17
https://t.co/EPfjZ2YFPT
6/12/2017 11:33:51 PM
Sarathena192: "I think about the Alexandria Library A Lot."Same, Anon Lyft Driver.
Same. (also Lib of Babel)#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:33:53 PM
randaelka: some serious open access <3 at #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:33:56 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @KulaJournal: .@JoAnnRobertsYYJ: what do you say to people
who worry that digital will replace books + libraries? #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:34:04 PM
DHInstitute: Looking forward to seeing everyone at the University Club for our joint
reception as the conversation winds down! #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:34:04 PM
AbiLemak: @lauragrayblair @brewster_kahle NAGYON hasznos a Wayback Machine
mivel egy web-oldal általában 100 napot él --font… https://t.co/MasO89hFKg
6/12/2017 11:34:26 PM
helensonner: "There is plenty of money [for information sharing]; we're just spending it
wrong." - @brewster_kahle in #DHSI2017 #SHARP17 joint keynote.
6/12/2017 11:34:39 PM
CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "There's
plenty of money, we're just spending it wrong"
6/12/2017 11:34:42 PM
Mattie_Burkert: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: knowledge isn't a luxury; it's
air, food.
6/12/2017 11:34:52 PM
Sarathena192: Knowledge is the air? IDK, data / information perhaps...thoughts,
#DHSI2017 / #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:35:09 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "we've built Elsevier, which is just
tragically wrong" @ElsevierConnect #Agree? #Disagree
6/12/2017 11:35:09 PM
Des4Div: Conversation with @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle on open access
and archives #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/xukVXoTM5S
6/12/2017 11:35:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 The rhetorical figure of Lyft driver as
Everyman is interesting
6/12/2017 11:35:16 PM
crystaljjlee: RT @Des4Div: Conversation with @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and @brewster_kahle
on open access and archives #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/xukVXoTM5S
6/12/2017 11:35:27 PM
christianlamb: RT @niathena: @brewster_kahle: “We [librarians, academia] built
Elsevier” which is so sad. #DHSI2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/7uzBq4SVmn
6/12/2017 11:35:29 PM
hralperta: El conductor de mi Lyft dijo "en días como hoy, el conocimiento es un lujo."
#sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/SASDBJnDh1
6/12/2017 11:35:29 PM
Leigh_Bonds: RT @Mattie_Burkert: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: knowledge
isn't a luxury; it's air, food.
6/12/2017 11:35:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "You guys... are doing it
yourself, you've got perspective of the historical arch; we can build anything
6/12/2017 11:36:11 PM
hralperta: "La historia de las bibliotecas es que se queman. Hay que prepararnos."
#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:36:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle People have voted down
Google's monopoly of books, but we still want something.
6/12/2017 11:36:31 PM
Sarathena192: Quite the Call to Arms, #DHSI2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/EsbCNd1XF7
6/12/2017 11:36:37 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "knowledge is not a luxury, it's more like the air we
breath" fuckin' eh #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:36:49 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "knowledge is not a luxury, it's
more like the air we breath" fuckin' eh #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:37:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "We need to be historians
looking forward," thinking about what we want to build, what features it needs
6/12/2017 11:37:29 PM

KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: not case that digitisation makes libraries obsolete. In
publishing, money needs 2 b distributed better. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:37:49 PM
Marie_LSJ: Libre accès @brewster_kahle met en garde contre «construire et financer
silos qui vont à l'encontre de l'intérêt pu… https://t.co/j2kROxLiq3
6/12/2017 11:37:53 PM
jmhuculak: "we can build anything but we can't built everything" @brewster_kahle
speaking on the future of libraries.… https://t.co/omjQl1xu7s
6/12/2017 11:37:54 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "We can go & build anything, but we
can't build everything" #lending #findingtherightapproach #rightfutures
6/12/2017 11:37:54 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle turn ourselves from historians looking backwards to
historians looking forwards #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:37:58 PM
AmyHildrethChen: We need to be historians looking forward #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:38:02 PM
bookhistories: "People in the future are going to curse us" - Brewster Kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:38:06 PM
Leigh_Bonds: RT @AmyHildrethChen: We need to be historians looking forward
#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:38:25 PM
jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: 'we need to stop being historians
looking backward and become historians looking forward' (Yes!)
6/12/2017 11:38:34 PM
niathena: We can build *anything*, but can’t build *everything*—how should digital
libraries like @internetarchive be structured? #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:38:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Jonathan Rose: "We use the WayBack Machine
to find what is buried"
6/12/2017 11:38:45 PM
jmhuculak: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: 'we need to stop
being historians looking backward and become historians looking forwar…
6/12/2017 11:38:53 PM
mlkharrington: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle turn ourselves from historians
looking backwards to historians looking forwards #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:38:54 PM
randaelka: it's so wonderful to hear that all the conditions for an open access reality are
already available. #nomoreexcuses… https://t.co/qPikvNLHCL
6/12/2017 11:39:15 PM
lauragrayblair: "We should turn ourselves just from historians looking backward, to
historians looking forwards." @brewster_kahle #SHARP17 #DHSI2017

6/12/2017 11:39:19 PM
earlymodernpost: 'What should we build this new world into?' @brewster_kahle wants
historians to look forwards as well as back #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:39:22 PM
helensonner: Challenge from @brewster_kahle: transform from historians looking
backward to historians looking forward. 'Let's get it right.' #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:39:35 PM
bethknazook: ...unless we design for the future. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/rbiayVC8pt
6/12/2017 11:39:35 PM
jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments burn libraries: lets
design a library that can't be burned
6/12/2017 11:39:42 PM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: knowledge is like air. We need it; we breathe it.
#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:39:43 PM
rebeccamchung: We should turn ourselves from historians looking backward to
historians looking forwards. @brewster_kahle #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:39:46 PM
khetiwe24: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: 'we need to stop
being historians looking backward and become historians looking forwar…
6/12/2017 11:39:49 PM
niathena: RT @bethknazook: ...unless we design for the future. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/rbiayVC8pt
6/12/2017 11:40:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Quiz: What's worse,
changing a press release, or taking it completely away?"
6/12/2017 11:40:03 PM
christianlamb: First audience question is on using @internetarchive to track changes in
gov webpages, yessss #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:40:04 PM
a_e_lang: A reminder that https://t.co/PDHxm1dVOZ has preserved UK politicians'
election promises which are subsequently broken #dhsi2017 #SHARP17
6/12/2017 11:40:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle is working on a 404 machine
that would connect to the WayBack Machine to find missing web pages
6/12/2017 11:40:26 PM
agbordini: #sharp17 @brewster_kahle "What is a book, what is a long-form narrative
next?"
6/12/2017 11:40:29 PM
elvysshpopet: Internet archive can provide a needed trail of political censorship
#DHSI2017 #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:40:39 PM
Des4Div: Brewster Kahle: "Be historians looking forward"– How can we design for
usability, the future, and open access? #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:40:44 PM
lisakuitert: George W. Bush changed a press release..says Wayback Machine #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:40:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @jameshodges_ notes that the
InternetArchive isn't a library, that it's terribly organized; @brewster_kahle "Help us!"
6/12/2017 11:41:05 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @AmyHildrethChen: We need to be historians looking forward
#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:41:14 PM
wynkenhimself: Yes, though I'd disagree in that it's not librarians but faculty who are
largely responsible #sharp17 https://t.co/eE3Se9dz0o
6/12/2017 11:41:28 PM
Mattie_Burkert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle is
working on a 404 machine that would connect to the WayBack Machine to find miss…
6/12/2017 11:41:38 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: knowledge is like air. We need it;
we breathe it. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:41:38 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Prof. Jonathan Rose to @brewster_kahle: we need the Wayback
Machine in order to find those things that are buried @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:41:45 PM
hralperta: Di al "internet archive" el nombre menos interesante que podría imaginar.
#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:41:47 PM
Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle mentions a (future) browser plugin to have 404 errors
direct to @waybackmachine old pages... #want #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:41:48 PM
rachellynchase: RT @Des4Div: Brewster Kahle: "Be historians looking forward"– How
can we design for usability, the future, and open access? #sharp17 #DHSI…
6/12/2017 11:41:51 PM
teach_research: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @jameshodges_ notes
that the InternetArchive isn't a library, that it's terribly organized; @bre…
6/12/2017 11:41:52 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @bookhistories: "People in the future are going to curse us" Brewster Kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:41:53 PM
jmhuculak: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments burn
libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned
6/12/2017 11:42:00 PM

rachellynchase: RT @agbordini: #sharp17 @brewster_kahle "What is a book, what is a
long-form narrative next?"
6/12/2017 11:42:00 PM
earlymodernpost: In response to criticism of limited findability meaning Internet
Archive is not library -> 'help us!' @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:42:06 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "We use the way back machine to
find what is buried, Mr Orwell!" (Question [Declaration], Jonathan Rose).
6/12/2017 11:42:14 PM
christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle admits @internetarchive isn't a library & findability is
awful: "help us!" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:42:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I think we're missing
middleware layers" -- hopes folks build in InternetArchive
6/12/2017 11:42:28 PM
lauragrayblair: The Internet Archive was designed to be just that; an archive.
@brewster_kahle wants others to build upon it - do more! #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:42:34 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle 's response to critics of https://t.co/bKeUj55zhS's
organization, etc.: "HELP US!" #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:42:47 PM
hralperta: institutions must invest in kinds of knowledge other than programming if
they want more sophisticated systems and tools #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:42:50 PM
randaelka: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @jameshodges_ notes that the
InternetArchive isn't a library, that it's terribly organized; @bre…
6/12/2017 11:42:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle The "large globs" of the
internet are too difficult to work with, needs mediation for researchers
6/12/2017 11:42:53 PM
wynkenhimself: This is what I'm objecting to: libraries are trying hard to move away
but faculty scream if they don't subscribe… https://t.co/zDMuVadELJ
6/12/2017 11:42:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments
burn libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned
6/12/2017 11:42:54 PM
KyleIsMoody: Brewster Kahle, creator of the Internet Archive, speaking at #sharp17.
https://t.co/aCL4RNX5cC
6/12/2017 11:42:56 PM
KatieMcGettigan: Said goodbye to #sharp17 but still following along on Twitter.
Fantastic conference with old friends and new, and so many new ideas. 볼볼
6/12/2017 11:43:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle admits @internetarchive isn't a
library & findability is awful: "help us!" #dhsi2017 #sharp17

6/12/2017 11:43:14 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle Souvent les gouvernements brûlent
les bibliothèques: «Construisons-les en foncti… https://t.co/EXxrliyMGO
6/12/2017 11:43:15 PM
jo_frankie: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I think
we're missing middleware layers" -- hopes folks build in InternetArchive
6/12/2017 11:43:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments burn
libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned
6/12/2017 11:43:29 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "what we've failed at so far is building
it [@internetarchive's wayback machine] into the Internet itself"
6/12/2017 11:43:34 PM
jz_rose: RT @bethknazook: ...unless we design for the future. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/rbiayVC8pt
6/12/2017 11:43:39 PM
lauragrayblair: "Imagine if you had all of the memories of millions of people in one
place, couldn't you do great things with that? Yes!" #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:43:41 PM
AmyHildrethChen: I had to use and cite the @waybackmachine for my book
#archivalbodies #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:43:43 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments
burn libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned
6/12/2017 11:43:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I've taught with the WayBack Machine, when resources depreciated
by my syllabus didn't. #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle
6/12/2017 11:44:11 PM
amndw2: RT @wynkenhimself: Yes, though I'd disagree in that it's not librarians but
faculty who are largely responsible #sharp17 https://t.co/eE3Se…
6/12/2017 11:44:15 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "if you have ideas about what to do
with...tv,etc...you've got to engage" share yr ideas!!! #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:44:21 PM
niathena: .@brewster_kahle "We’re designed to be an archive” but more needs to be
done—help us design structures for future u… https://t.co/EVPVo4DjWb
6/12/2017 11:44:28 PM
dntsqzthchrmn: RT @wynkenhimself: #sharp17 For @onlinereaders1 & others
#twitterpoetryclub every other Monday is a growing space for sharing poetry starte…
6/12/2017 11:44:31 PM
elvysshpopet: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments
burn libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned

6/12/2017 11:44:38 PM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: Wayback was designed to be lowest level
interaction w/ @internetarchive; #dhsi2017 + #SHARP17 folks: design better tools!
6/12/2017 11:44:45 PM
sarahkirkley: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle 's response to critics of
https://t.co/bKeUj55zhS's organization, etc.: "HELP US!" #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:44:57 PM
bookhistories: "Every copy of every books is different" #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:45:01 PM
rebeccamchung: People locking arms so we can build the future we want together
@brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:45:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle nous appelle à construire des outils
par-dessus (on top of) @internetarchive et améliorer la trouvabilité
6/12/2017 11:45:20 PM
Laura_Estill: @AmyHildrethChen @waybackmachine As editor of @WorldShakesBib,
have been asked to find lost articles from defunct o… https://t.co/D7hnMUODDl
6/12/2017 11:45:33 PM
e_ekelly: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: 'we need to stop
being historians looking backward and become historians looking forwar…
6/12/2017 11:45:37 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle 's response to critics of
https://t.co/bKeUj55zhS's organization, etc.: "HELP US!" #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:45:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle step one, "Don't throw out
your books"
6/12/2017 11:45:52 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @bookhistories: "Every copy of every books is different" #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:46:05 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle: Questions coming from both sides,
tough questions. This reminds me of my #Viva!
6/12/2017 11:46:41 PM
traviseross: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle step one,
"Don't throw out your books"
6/12/2017 11:46:49 PM
jameshodges_: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @jameshodges_ notes
that the InternetArchive isn't a library, that it's terribly organized; @bre…
6/12/2017 11:47:07 PM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: Internet Archive built as archive 2 store material.
Asks: what shld we do now? What services are needed?#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:47:09 PM
StevieLMarsden: I will use this any time anyone says I have too many books #sharp17
#dshi2017 https://t.co/gRJWMqxOZD

6/12/2017 11:47:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle If you give up on demand
that you can fetch any book in 24 hours, you lower threshold for keeping them
6/12/2017 11:47:18 PM
rebeccamchung: Don't throw out your books....can we at least go at this
technologically so everyone keeps their books @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:47:33 PM
niathena: Especially important for book studies! #sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/EGxLThLK0S
6/12/2017 11:47:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "We're probably not the best
library to get one book from, but if you want 100K, we're great"
6/12/2017 11:47:47 PM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 @gbarnhisel great ? makes me wonder if @AmyHildrethChen
#codexconquest should have a digitized fate of books as well as lost?
6/12/2017 11:47:59 PM
amndw2: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle 's response to critics of
https://t.co/bKeUj55zhS's organization, etc.: "HELP US!" #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:48:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @StevieLMarsden: I will use this any time anyone says I have too many
books #sharp17 #dshi2017 https://t.co/gRJWMqxOZD
6/12/2017 11:48:01 PM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle : en primer lugar, las bibliotecas no deben tirar los libros.
#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:48:02 PM
bookhistories: How long time is "forever"? #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:48:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Please don't get rid of your
books, but if you are, give them to us [The Internet Archive]"
6/12/2017 11:48:20 PM
milenaufpr: #sharp17 another great Brazilian book on internet archive. In Brazil, not
public domain yet. Another rule abroad? https://t.co/JwH9HSPazn
6/12/2017 11:48:35 PM
rebeccamchung: Give up on the under-24-hour window for book retrieval.
@brewster_kahle #sharp17 @dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:48:43 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "we're probably not the best library if
you want a single book, but if you want 100,000" @internetarchive
6/12/2017 11:48:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's stop saying the world
is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/12/2017 11:48:57 PM

Sarathena192: .@internetarchive now has funding to digitize anything donated to
them! WOW! #DHSI2017 #sharp17 Donate ALL (some?) The Books!
6/12/2017 11:49:02 PM
eviedc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's stop
saying the world is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/12/2017 11:49:09 PM
hralperta: @brewster_kahle pero si tienes que tirarlos, donarlos al Internet Archive
https://t.co/Yu2Zc56sFB #dhsi2017 #SHARP17 https://t.co/PiEQLaKwKx
6/12/2017 11:49:10 PM
helensonner: Loving the passion and optimism of @brewster_kahle #sharp17
#DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:49:22 PM
christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle: Let's stop saying the world is either physical or
digital. It's both. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:49:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the challenges of
thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:49:31 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: I will use this any time anyone says I have too many
books #sharp17 #dshi2017 https://t.co/gRJWMqxOZD
6/12/2017 11:49:38 PM
rachellynchase: "Let us not say that things will be physical or digital but both"
#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:49:42 PM
amndw2: LRT: I want to celebrate this call for all of us to improve
https://t.co/jOUZY32XWk, but I also keep thinking about... #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:49:50 PM
rebeccamchung: Don't give up your books. But if you do, give them to us.
@brewster_kahle @internetarchive #sharp17 #dhsi17 Accepting all manner of media.
6/12/2017 11:50:19 PM
bilycutfong: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:50:19 PM
jimmussell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:50:29 PM
agbordini: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:50:29 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @rachellynchase: "Let us not say that things will be physical or
digital but both" #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:50:36 PM
AbiLemak: @EpistolaryBrown @brewster_kahle "Ne mind mondjuk azt, hogy a világ
vagy fizikai vagy digitális, mind kettő"… https://t.co/Gejl9VK3nw

6/12/2017 11:50:44 PM
mazarines: @wynkenhimself University libraries are trying hard to go open access,
pushing for OA journals & even publishing OA… https://t.co/ZXmwyVcNhw
6/12/2017 11:50:47 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @Sarathena192: .@internetarchive now has funding to digitize
anything donated to them! WOW! #DHSI2017 #sharp17 Donate ALL (some?) The…
6/12/2017 11:50:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle went to Bali, the Balinese
gave palm-leaf manuscripts, but held back "black magic" ones
6/12/2017 11:50:50 PM
rebeccamchung: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "we're
probably not the best library if you want a single book, but if you want 100,000" @…
6/12/2017 11:50:55 PM
CitizenWald: .@brewster_kahle in contrast to yesterday's keynoter, sees no
fundamental contrast between print @ #digital. #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:51:01 PM
hralperta: ?: todos los conocimientos no son iguales y hay información q. no debe ser
público. Existe una digitalización decolonial? #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:51:01 PM
EMGrumbach: RT @rebeccamchung: Don't give up your books. But if you do, give them
to us. @brewster_kahle @internetarchive #sharp17 #dhsi17 Accepting al…
6/12/2017 11:51:04 PM
lindseyseatter: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's
stop saying the world is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/12/2017 11:51:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "be a technologist" in
service to communities
6/12/2017 11:51:13 PM
lisakuitert: Digitizing Balinese palm leaves for the Archive #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:51:19 PM
EMGrumbach: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's
stop saying the world is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/12/2017 11:51:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 new SHARP prez @nzsydney asking @brewster_kahle
how to think of "access to universal knowledge as a non-colonial project"
6/12/2017 11:51:25 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle Q: Thinking of universal access as a
non-colonial project... Hear that silence? Good answers, now, tho...
6/12/2017 11:51:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: .@brewster_kahle in contrast to yesterday's keynoter,
sees no fundamental contrast between print @ #digital. #sharp17 #dhs…
6/12/2017 11:51:43 PM

amndw2: ...the history of librarians' labor being undervalued, and I wonder about all
this (volunteer?) work. #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:51:43 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of communities" - YES
#DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:51:46 PM
jimmussell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "be a
technologist" in service to communities
6/12/2017 11:51:49 PM
lisakuitert: But some were not: black magic #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:51:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle No digitization project is the
*last* digitization project for a set of texts
6/12/2017 11:51:58 PM
elvysshpopet: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's
stop saying the world is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/12/2017 11:51:59 PM
lauragrayblair: Speaking on open access as a non-colonialist enterprise: "Be a
technologist and an archive which is in service to communities." #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:52:02 PM
mollytrepanier: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle No
digitization project is the *last* digitization project for a set of texts
6/12/2017 11:52:08 PM
mazarines: @wynkenhimself Many university libraries give faculty money to support
costs of publishing OA, create affordable co… https://t.co/XzqaLaZJfe
6/12/2017 11:52:19 PM
Des4Div: Digitizing as a "non-colonial project:" @nzsydney pushes against universal
access, especially for Indigenous knowledges #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:52:21 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: .@brewster_kahle asks how many #sharp17 #dhsi2017
folks have used @waybackmachine -- everyone (?!?!?) raises hand!
6/12/2017 11:52:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle No
digitization project is the *last* digitization project for a set of texts
6/12/2017 11:52:38 PM
e_ekelly: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP's website on the Wayback Machine:
https://t.co/VQ7eZcO7m9#sharp17
6/12/2017 11:52:48 PM
traviseross: RT @CitizenWald: .@brewster_kahle in contrast to yesterday's keynoter,
sees no fundamental contrast between print @ #digital. #sharp17 #dhs…
6/12/2017 11:52:56 PM
sarahkirkley: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "be a
technologist" in service to communities

6/12/2017 11:52:59 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:52:59 PM
hralperta: Respuesta: Cada texto tiene problemas de derechos y de contextos. Ponerlos
en la red no basta. #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/GYNj99x6sH
6/12/2017 11:53:01 PM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:53:04 PM
paigecmorgan: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of
communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:53:10 PM
lauragrayblair: "The decision on access rightly belongs to the community."
@JoAnnRobertsYYJ#SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:53:11 PM
Leigh_Bonds: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of
communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:53:20 PM
mazarines: @wynkenhimself Kahle needs to stay in his lane. He doesn't know what he's
talking about. & it's a disservice to th… https://t.co/nE8cnanH90
6/12/2017 11:53:33 PM
jz_rose: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle No digitization
project is the *last* digitization project for a set of texts
6/12/2017 11:53:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney demande à @brewster_kahle comment
penser à «l'accès au savoir universel comme étant un… https://t.co/hlyRpaAgok
6/12/2017 11:53:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle asked how he feels about
duplication; "Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe"
6/12/2017 11:53:53 PM
wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17 https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/12/2017 11:53:54 PM
sarahkirkley: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:54:15 PM
KulaJournal: 2/2 @brewster_kahle: but it's important to keep books. If your library is
getting rid of books, send them to us #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:54:23 PM
christianlamb: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of
communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:54:25 PM

corinakoolen: But leave out the sensitive documents the Balinese did not want to
publicly share. #femdh #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/tofQpRF3fn
6/12/2017 11:54:32 PM
hralperta: @wynkenhimself But, students are told by faculty that OA journals are not
real. So maybe the libraries aren't the h… https://t.co/tXm0P88TQ9
6/12/2017 11:54:52 PM
lesliehowsam: @nzsydney Forgot #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:54:59 PM
mollyhardy: Rhetoric re microfilm in 1950s v similar to what @brewster_kahle saying.
Inspiring to know he's aware we might have to do it again #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:55:02 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Réponse de @brewster_kahle à @nzsydney «Être un
technologue au service des communautés» https://t.co/JTCOWWdx8Z
6/12/2017 11:55:03 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "lots of copies keeps stuff safe"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @internetarchive @IABooksGlobal
6/12/2017 11:55:05 PM
anguscbrown: "Lots of copies keeps stuff safe" - @brewster_kahle #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:55:06 PM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle on duplication between @internetarchive &
@hathitrust: copies keep stuff safe! https://t.co/JhkEwGz2Va #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:55:22 PM
DennineD: RT @kathiiberens: @amyhildrethchen shows her Codex Context game to
@ryancordell. @stevielmarsden @millicent_weber passing by. #sharp17 http…
6/12/2017 11:55:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle notes that
project/institutional history of HathiTrust keeps material from being publicly available
6/12/2017 11:55:55 PM
elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "subscription based service missed the opportunity" to
make knowledge accessible w re to Haithi #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:56:30 PM
hralperta: "we need to face down the Googles of the world." #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:56:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Oh. Right. That HathiTrust ARCs grant was something I was
supposed to do this weekend. @jotis13 #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:56:43 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle about @hathitrust having a
subscription model... back to that money question @bethknazook!
6/12/2017 11:56:45 PM
AbiLemak: @Laura_Estill @brewster_kahle @waybackmachine Hoppá! Van beszéd arról,
hogy () egy "404 hiba" helyet, automatikusa… https://t.co/79Zztzkip8
6/12/2017 11:56:53 PM

gimenadelr: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of
communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:57:03 PM
lisakuitert: Brewster Kahle: public domain is not publicly accessible. Silos #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:57:12 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service
of communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:57:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Audience question "How worried are you about
government censorship?"
6/12/2017 11:57:31 PM
elvysshpopet: Democratize access with this internet thing #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:57:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle back to the LOCKSS idea: "If
they'd made another copy of the library of Alexandria, we might have it"
6/12/2017 11:57:55 PM
hchesner: @Sarathena192 @EpistolaryBrown What's even more amazing is that we all
know what you mean (even those of us not at… https://t.co/WGIekA37us
6/12/2017 11:57:56 PM
pmhswe: RT @amndw2: ...the history of librarians' labor being undervalued, and I
wonder about all this (volunteer?) work. #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:58:01 PM
ecbmurphy: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/12/2017 11:58:03 PM
CitizenWald: .@Brewster_kahle On @hathitrust, similar paywalled endeavors: "the
public domain is not publicly accessible" #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:58:14 PM
khetiwe24: LOCKSS program: https://t.co/XxacFM8qGW #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:58:32 PM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle "I'm loving your ideas about 'what if it's the wrong thing to
do.'" #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:58:36 PM
niathena: .@brewster_kahle: Libraries are paying to create another content silo,
@hathitrust. This doesn’t solve the access p… https://t.co/I8S7TpMuIj
6/12/2017 11:58:45 PM
christianlamb: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle back to
the LOCKSS idea: "If they'd made another copy of the library of Alexandria…
6/12/2017 11:58:56 PM
earlymodernpost: 'lots of copies keep stuff safe' as barrier to govt censorship. Intl lib
system? @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/WhbkKRFX0f
6/12/2017 11:59:21 PM

DennineD: RT @salteri: 84% of images in 124 award winning Children's lit are white
males interacting with tech #sharp17
6/12/2017 11:59:23 PM
sharpicecream: Kahle: Lots of copies keep things safe.Me: Lots of ice cream keeps you
cool. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:59:26 PM
AdamPNewman89: RT @CitizenWald: .@Brewster_kahle On @hathitrust, similar
paywalled endeavors: "the public domain is not publicly accessible" #sharp17 #dhs…
6/12/2017 11:59:28 PM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle emphasises being of service 2 communities in
preserving knowledge by digitising only what they allow #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/12/2017 11:59:45 PM
ShawnaRoss: RT @CitizenWald: .@Brewster_kahle On @hathitrust, similar paywalled
endeavors: "the public domain is not publicly accessible" #sharp17 #dhs…
6/12/2017 11:59:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: le mantra de @brewster_kahle:"lots of copies keeps things safe"conserver
plusieurs exemplaires est plus sécuritaire #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/12/2017 11:59:52 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @sharpicecream: Kahle: Lots of copies keep things safe.Me: Lots
of ice cream keeps you cool. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:00:10 AM
jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 LOCKSS as mode of preservation; LOCKSS as defence
against censorship
6/13/2017 12:00:21 AM
hralperta: Interesting to consider how important the "nation" remains to our ideas of
what libraries can and should do. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:00:23 AM
bookhistories: Spännande diskussion med Brewster Kahle om #digitalisering,
#bevarande och bibliotekens framtid #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:00:26 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Kahle: Lots of copies keep things safe.Me: Lots of ice
cream keeps you cool. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:00:30 AM
AdamPNewman89: RT @hralperta: "we need to face down the Googles of the world."
#sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/13/2017 12:00:30 AM
SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so grateful for the
opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 12:00:49 AM
jj_irwin: RT @Millicent_Weber: .@brewster_kahle: @internetarchive an attempt at
Library of Alexandria. I'm just gonna leave this pic here. #sharp17 h…
6/13/2017 12:00:50 AM
SHARPorg: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 LOCKSS as mode of preservation;
LOCKSS as defence against censorship

6/13/2017 12:01:02 AM
hchesner: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 12:01:06 AM
youthreading: RT @rachellynchase: @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo talks about finding an
intellectual tribe at @SHARPorg #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:01:13 AM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so
grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 12:01:20 AM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @sharpicecream ajoute sa touche
personnelle:Beaucoup de crème glacée nous garde au frais https://t.co/Py1HARvP54
6/13/2017 12:01:23 AM
mollyhardy: RT @hralperta: Interesting to consider how important the "nation" remains
to our ideas of what libraries can and should do. #sharp17 #DHSI2…
6/13/2017 12:01:23 AM
bethknazook: Money rules. Hathitrust is profiting on providing access rather than
interpretive value though. #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/CLUqsi9Xjt
6/13/2017 12:01:27 AM
e_ekelly: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: governments burn
libraries: lets design a library that can't be burned
6/13/2017 12:01:41 AM
mazarines: @brewster_kahle, I'd love it if you'd talk to smart, committed librarians
fighting for open access—eg @FarbThink & @rach_scholcomm. #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:01:54 AM
SHARPorg: And thank you for making this such a fabulous conference! #sharp17
https://t.co/4c9vo2IvGT
6/13/2017 12:01:55 AM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle reiterates necessity of democratising access to
knowledge. This is urgent. Information a public good #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:01:57 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "I feel like part of my life was stolen
from me" -- in reference to the recent American election #Hmm
6/13/2017 12:02:10 AM
sharpicecream: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @sharpicecream ajoute sa
touche personnelle:Beaucoup de crème glacée nous garde au frais https://t.co/Py…
6/13/2017 12:02:14 AM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: reliable, peer-reviewed info less available to the
public than low-quality & fake info #OpenAccess #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:02:15 AM
AmyHildrethChen: We'll get the generation we deserve if we don't open peer reviewed
content ... from #sharp17

6/13/2017 12:02:29 AM
DennineD: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Humans always encircled by information
(environment, location, history) @cryurchin #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:02:37 AM
hralperta: RT @AmyHildrethChen: We'll get the generation we deserve if we don't open
peer reviewed content ... from #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:02:44 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ Merci pour la traduction! #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:02:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 "Crystal from MIT" asks about haptic qualities
of books, how do we digitize beyond the visual?
6/13/2017 12:02:54 AM
rebeccamchung: "What will cause us to rebalance our resources?" @brewster_kahle
#sharp17 #dhsi2017 #resist 1/2
6/13/2017 12:02:55 AM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 <rant>@brewster_kahle</rant>
6/13/2017 12:02:58 AM
mdesjardin: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 12:03:18 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Work with your media lab
at MIT, and make something better than the damn screens we're using"
6/13/2017 12:03:20 AM
niathena: @r3b33cca And future generations, quite possibly. #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:03:20 AM
earlymodernpost: Plea to put 'best we have to offer' in reach of younger generation,
atm biased -free- info is winning out, cf US election #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/13/2017 12:03:23 AM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 "Crystal from MIT" asks
about haptic qualities of books, how do we digitize beyond the visual?
6/13/2017 12:03:25 AM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream Pas de trouble! I got your back! #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:03:34 AM
CitizenWald: .@brewster_kahle: "we have taken the twentieth century away from this
generation...we're going to get the generation we deserve" #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:03:42 AM
gbarnhisel: Kahle, sounding like Matthew Arnold: "we have to get the best we have to
offer in front of everyone for free" to save our culture #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:03:43 AM
livesinlibrary: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Work
with your media lab at MIT, and make something better than the damn screens…

6/13/2017 12:03:45 AM
lauragrayblair: Open access: information has to be ~within reach~ for people to be
informed. (Here @brewster_kahle mentions US election!) #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:03:55 AM
Sarathena192: And finally we are at #hardware and its limitations -- haptic, screen
size, etc. #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:03:57 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "And look around this room!
It's all the same TYPE of computer!" (the folks on their phones are less obv
6/13/2017 12:04:02 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 "Crystal from MIT" asks
about haptic qualities of books, how do we digitize beyond the visual?
6/13/2017 12:04:03 AM
a_e_lang: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 q to @brewster_kahle: what technologies are out there
to capture the haptic qualities of print objects? cc @MyLiminality
6/13/2017 12:04:12 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "Internet Archive, the most boring
name in the world" Would a rose by any other name smell as sweet?
6/13/2017 12:04:13 AM
mollyhardy: #sharp17 @brewster_kahle on limitation of imagination when it comes to
interface. Loss of haptic, esp w newspapers
6/13/2017 12:04:13 AM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: people want information, but they can't get to it. We
need to make it available #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:04:15 AM
earlymodernpost: RT @KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: people want information, but
they can't get to it. We need to make it available #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:04:23 AM
AbiLemak: @Profrehn @christianlamb @brewster_kahle muszály "decolonize"-oljuk a
digitális archívumunkat: mikor információt os… https://t.co/lKRFuRZFVC
6/13/2017 12:05:00 AM
lauragrayblair: @brewster_kahle ...though mentioning 'this generation' (i.e. young
people) - older generations REALLY need that inf… https://t.co/vp8XEYaGCf
6/13/2017 12:06:00 AM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle: "faculty are leaving universities for Google bc they need
access to information." this is so so true #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:06:37 AM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle tells cautionary tale of prof leaving academia for
google because better data available for research. #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:06:38 AM
AdamPNewman89: RT @AmyHildrethChen: We'll get the generation we deserve if we
don't open peer reviewed content ... from #sharp17

6/13/2017 12:06:42 AM
dmndkng: .@brewster_kahle: We've taken the 20th century away from people. If we
don't change, we'll get the generation we deserve #sharp17 #copyright
6/13/2017 12:06:45 AM
helensonner: Rant from @brewster_kahle: (1/2) Peer reviewed info not free or
accessible outside uni; fake news free & ubiquitous. #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/13/2017 12:06:52 AM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 Gang, je pense que @sharpicecream est le/la
gestionnaire du compte @SHARPorg! (Oui, je suis obsédée depuis @sharp2015_ca)
6/13/2017 12:06:53 AM
mdesjardin: RT @wynkenhimself: Yes, though I'd disagree in that it's not librarians but
faculty who are largely responsible #sharp17 https://t.co/eE3Se…
6/13/2017 12:08:20 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Question was about whether students can do
primary source research using the Internet Archive. Yes. Yes they can.
6/13/2017 12:08:33 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "Aldus Manutius did something well,
let's go do a new one" Note how PDFs resemble scrolls ... #remediation
6/13/2017 12:08:36 AM
sharpicecream: I am digital marginalia, et completement deliceuses #sharp17
https://t.co/jk1wX45WB7
6/13/2017 12:08:46 AM
mazarines: @heatherfro @wynkenhimself Librarians LOVE to talk to researchers about
their work, including open access. We're a… https://t.co/N5OahyBhrJ
6/13/2017 12:08:59 AM
PopFicDoctors: RT @StevieLMarsden: I will use this any time anyone says I have too
many books #sharp17 #dshi2017 https://t.co/gRJWMqxOZD
6/13/2017 12:09:11 AM
AmySopcakJoseph: Perhaps this is the strongest reason for the importance of material
texts - no real replacement for the physical it… https://t.co/KIg4SjEVAA
6/13/2017 12:09:35 AM
loradeets: Great q from @tylershores - short a: very (Long a: wide-ranging thoughts on
how archiving serves democracy) #sharp17 https://t.co/4O3IuHQuOk
6/13/2017 12:09:59 AM
oschene: RT @CitizenWald: .@Brewster_kahle On @hathitrust, similar paywalled
endeavors: "the public domain is not publicly accessible" #sharp17 #dhs…
6/13/2017 12:10:17 AM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017@brewster_kahle remercie le Canada, qui a accepté
de faire des copies de @internetarchiveMoi: Anytime, bro!
6/13/2017 12:10:17 AM
christianlamb: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 "Crystal from MIT" asks
about haptic qualities of books, how do we digitize beyond the visual?

6/13/2017 12:10:44 AM
sharpicecream: Nous sommes toutes creme glacees #sharp17
https://t.co/aKZrcmXWGw
6/13/2017 12:11:07 AM
RobinDesmeules: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 12:11:15 AM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: decentralising Internet Archive may improve access to
material #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:12:22 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I don't want to build the
Library that Rules Them All. Don't elect me King either."
6/13/2017 12:12:44 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "I never wanted to make the library
something for profit" The #startup is the wrong structure
6/13/2017 12:12:57 AM
eyeona: @AmySopcakJoseph But also, some history of readers relies on uniqueness of
the read, annotated, copy/copies. #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:13:17 AM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I don't want
to build the Library that Rules Them All. Don't elect me King either…
6/13/2017 12:13:23 AM
helensonner: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/uAzKi14KHu
6/13/2017 12:13:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "what we really need isn't
money (it's nice), we need the libraries to get off their duffs and move"
6/13/2017 12:13:49 AM
tylershores: @brewster_kahle: “The One Library to Rule Them All is the wrong
approach.” #SHARP17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:14:07 AM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream Obsédée: je sais que tu dis "crème glacée" (fr-CA) parce
que tu reprends mes mots, tu disais "glace"… https://t.co/pYpnz1OVGp
6/13/2017 12:14:10 AM
lauragrayblair: A thought: we need to work on Internet access issues, for people to
~have~ access to our Open Access materials at a… https://t.co/YNUhtXZdhU
6/13/2017 12:14:14 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle Work backwards from the
kid in a refugee camp somewhere, who is smart enough to be at UoT but isn't
6/13/2017 12:14:38 AM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle cautions against dream of one big digital library;
decentralized, network of quirky libs is a good thing #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:14:45 AM

CitizenWald: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle Work
backwards from the kid in a refugee camp somewhere, who is smart enough to be…
6/13/2017 12:15:05 AM
rebeccamchung: The startup is the wrong model...Really, what I like at the end of the
day is the library, but digital.@brewster_kahle #dhsi217 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:15:09 AM
jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 good to hear @brewster_kahle recognise diversity of
libraries and their proximity to their respective communities
6/13/2017 12:15:16 AM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle : digitize your materials, stop publishing behind paywalls.
#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:15:36 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "If I'm not provoking you,
I'm not doing my job right"
6/13/2017 12:15:37 AM
ChristineWalde: Let's build another version of the IA on the semantic web to liberate
linked open data and build a semantic library for the future #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:15:54 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "if we can build the global brain that
has been promised for so long we'll be remembered for centuries"
6/13/2017 12:16:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I'm trying to recruit you. If
we can all agree this is a good place to go... that's a win"
6/13/2017 12:17:35 AM
helensonner: Great image from @brewster_kahle: imagine kid in refugee camp who is
interested and smart: how can (s)he learn from your research? #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:17:41 AM
dr_heil: .@brewster_kahle made *this* WAIS (https://t.co/kZa0vPIsCx) and *this*
Alexa (https://t.co/WIzha4pr0l) #dhsi2017 #SHARP17
6/13/2017 12:17:50 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ I am transnational #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:17:58 AM
UVicSC: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so grateful
for the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 12:18:00 AM
hralperta: .@brewster_kahle : DH scholars are on the vanguard, but there's a lot to be
done. Only you know what that is.… https://t.co/3vNJr5HXwx
6/13/2017 12:18:00 AM
SHARPorg: RT @dr_heil: .@brewster_kahle made *this* WAIS
(https://t.co/kZa0vPIsCx) and *this* Alexa (https://t.co/WIzha4pr0l) #dhsi2017
#SHARP17
6/13/2017 12:18:21 AM
earlymodernpost: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "I'm
trying to recruit you. If we can all agree this is a good place to go... that…

6/13/2017 12:18:30 AM
AdamPNewman89: RT @hralperta: .@brewster_kahle : DH scholars are on the
vanguard, but there's a lot to be done. Only you know what that is. #sharp17 #DHSI…
6/13/2017 12:18:36 AM
Marie_LSJ: @Sarathena192 @brewster_kahle Can you expand on the distinction? I'm
not sure I understand. (I know, it's hard on T… https://t.co/CciKrA8nO5
6/13/2017 12:18:52 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "universal access to all knowledge"
The role of the Internet @internetarchive
6/13/2017 12:19:02 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ I am transnational #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:19:18 AM
randaelka: charged talk by @brewster_kahle abt the impact open access can have on
the world.What a great way to wrap up #sharp17 & launch #dhsi2017 w2
6/13/2017 12:19:42 AM
rebeccamchung: Why is what's on the internet still so thin? @brewster_kahle #sharp17
#dhsi2017
6/13/2017 12:19:45 AM
CherylSearch: #radicalsharing #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:20:14 AM
lauragrayblair: Refreshing to see positivity about the force of the Internet: "A radical
experiment in sharing. I think it's a beautiful thing." #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:20:22 AM
Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle throws down a final challenge to build a world of
"radical sharing" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:20:24 AM
helensonner: 'Universal access to all knowledge' is goal. 'Radical sharing - beautiful
thing!' @brewster_kahle #sharp17 #DHSI2017 https://t.co/co1nK8YF0q
6/13/2017 12:20:34 AM
jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 @brewster_kahle: the challenge is to build a world
where there is radical sharing
6/13/2017 12:20:35 AM
hralperta: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle throws down a final challenge to
build a world of "radical sharing" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:20:52 AM
KulaJournal: .@brewster_kahle: I'm trying to recruit you. We all have roles to play in
creating a world of openness + radical sharing #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:20:55 AM
Marie_LSJ: @sharpicecream T'es plusse du genre multiculturel ou interculturel?
#grosdébat #polqc#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 12:20:56 AM
sharpicecream: Et deliceuses... #sharp17 https://t.co/6LnLO0z9OE

6/13/2017 12:20:56 AM
sharpicecream: @Marie_LSJ Plutot tutti frutti #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:27:34 AM
AbiLemak: I'm all for "radical open access"! As long as it keeps cultural heritage
dissemination protocols in mind -- asking "open for who?" #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:27:40 AM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/13/2017 12:33:35 AM
KulaJournal: RT @jimmussell: #dhsi2017 #sharp17 good to hear @brewster_kahle
recognise diversity of libraries and their proximity to their respective co…
6/13/2017 12:39:14 AM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "be a
technologist" in service to communities
6/13/2017 12:39:20 AM
KulaJournal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @nzsydney asks about the
challenges of thinking about universal access as a non-colonial project
6/13/2017 12:39:25 AM
mridley: Thank you #SHARP17, mind fully blown. Looking forward to piecing it together
again in new & wonderful ways in time for #SHARP18
6/13/2017 12:39:34 AM
aviggio: RT @elvysshpopet: @brewster_kahle "Be a technologist in service of
communities" - YES #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 12:40:35 AM
dmcampbellwsu: RT @CitizenWald: .@Brewster_kahle On @hathitrust, similar
paywalled endeavors: "the public domain is not publicly accessible" #sharp17 #dhs…
6/13/2017 12:50:08 AM
iangadd: Aww, you guys 볼볼#Sharp17 https://t.co/6i4AUVxuPx
6/13/2017 12:51:38 AM
iangadd: Oh and this #SHARP17 https://t.co/9miyZ1rWhy
6/13/2017 12:55:01 AM
jroberson140: RT @Sarathena192: .@internetarchive now has funding to digitize
anything donated to them! WOW! #DHSI2017 #sharp17 Donate ALL (some?) The…
6/13/2017 1:05:49 AM
AlyssaA_DHSI: After an amazing #sharp17, wk 1 & day 1 wk 2 of #dhsi2017 I'm taking
a little break and going dark until Wed. Have a great day 2 tmrw tho!
6/13/2017 1:21:30 AM
DennineD: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so
grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 1:36:17 AM
trueXstory: RT @hralperta: In what ways do libraries "transmit whiteness"? How has
that been resisted, co-opted, and reworked? #sharp17 #h2

6/13/2017 1:44:01 AM
trueXstory: RT @hralperta: Today I learned from #sharp17 #h2 that Carnegie
Foundation funded Black libraries both in the US South and in South Africa 1…
6/13/2017 1:44:09 AM
trueXstory: RT @hralperta: In South Africa, idea that the same model would work
across the black diaspora was largely unsuccessful #sharp17 #h2
6/13/2017 1:44:14 AM
profwernimont: RT @hralperta: Today I learned from #sharp17 #h2 that Carnegie
Foundation funded Black libraries both in the US South and in South Africa 1…
6/13/2017 1:46:54 AM
datchery8: RT @hralperta: Today I learned from #sharp17 #h2 that Carnegie
Foundation funded Black libraries both in the US South and in South Africa 1…
6/13/2017 1:57:10 AM
EpistolaryBrown: After a combined #DHSI2017 and #SHARP17, I might just not speak
a word tomorrow.
6/13/2017 2:04:05 AM
mooncindykim: RT @sharpicecream: Kahle: Lots of copies keep things safe.Me: Lots of
ice cream keeps you cool. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 2:07:24 AM
clancynewyork: @hralperta The history of Carnegie and libraries (and higher education
generally) in Africa is fascinating.… https://t.co/r54WedOYKv
6/13/2017 2:19:41 AM
textfiles: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Question was about whether
students can do primary source research using the Internet Archive. Yes.…
6/13/2017 2:44:34 AM
vilkins: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Question was about whether
students can do primary source research using the Internet Archive. Yes.…
6/13/2017 2:48:34 AM
RasoulAliak: RT @bookhistories: The shortest biography ever has now been on display
for a painfully long time #sharp17 #SHARPat25 https://t.co/c7RhZLwCtp
6/13/2017 2:56:39 AM
rebeccamchung: #sharp17 #merci #àlaprochaine #uVic https://t.co/qUCzI6mPhp
6/13/2017 3:21:54 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle step one, "Don't
throw out your books"
6/13/2017 3:22:35 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle If you give up
on demand that you can fetch any book in 24 hours, you lower thres…
6/13/2017 3:22:48 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle asked how he
feels about duplication; "Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe"
6/13/2017 3:24:19 AM

jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "If I'm not
provoking you, I'm not doing my job right"
6/13/2017 3:26:26 AM
EditrixCaroline: @SHARPorg, could you pls point me to the recordings of the keynote
talks? #SHARP17
6/13/2017 3:27:49 AM
olidhar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "Let's stop
saying the world is going to be either physical or digital, it's both"
6/13/2017 3:31:25 AM
MariaAChappell: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 Question was about
whether students can do primary source research using the Internet Archive. Yes.…
6/13/2017 3:37:08 AM
gbarnhisel: Plaudits to #sharp17 organizers for a provocative and enjoyable
conference--& thanks for holding off PNW's unpredictable late spring weather
6/13/2017 3:43:51 AM
jotis13: Downloading the #sharp17 and #sharp2017 tweets - let the analysis fun begin!
6/13/2017 3:53:08 AM
iangadd: Life after the presidency...#Sharp17 https://t.co/w6aIKz5YEh
6/13/2017 3:53:26 AM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: "Genre is the red-haired stepchild of
publishing" #sharp17 #popfic
6/13/2017 4:03:45 AM
hralperta: RT @clancynewyork: @hralperta The history of Carnegie and libraries (and
higher education generally) in Africa is fascinating. #sharp17 Art…
6/13/2017 4:09:40 AM
alisakbeer: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@manuscriptgal: "Genre is the red-haired stepchild of
publishing" #sharp17 #popfic
6/13/2017 4:11:17 AM
kathiiberens: Yes, thank you for a great conference! Your weather magic was exclusive
to Victoria: Washington & Portland quite g… https://t.co/dgOdxvWL1E
6/13/2017 4:14:23 AM
gbarnhisel: #sharp17 's organizers arranged for a lovely sunset on our final night
https://t.co/RpT1lq5lux
6/13/2017 4:20:23 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @DrDFuller: Still loving the baby outfit the best tho. Good work
@CorinnaNoRue and co-conspirators of #sharpat25 shop #sharp17 https://t…
6/13/2017 4:31:51 AM
JJMcEvilla: Final night of #Sharp17: #MusicBingo @MaudeHuntersPub @cryurchin
@anguscbrown @tomabba @lauragrayblair @randaelka… https://t.co/grb2OuYSai
6/13/2017 4:32:33 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: Plaudits to #sharp17 organizers for a provocative and
enjoyable conference--& thanks for holding off PNW's unpredictable la…

6/13/2017 4:36:00 AM
StevieLMarsden: @jotis13 Ooooh share the data eh? #sharp17
6/13/2017 4:40:15 AM
MFGuenette: #dhsi2017 & #sharp17 early modernists: in Montréal July 5-7? Join us for
#Transformissions17 Message me for details… https://t.co/KiuY6uSAmf
6/13/2017 5:06:18 AM
SHARPorg: RT @mridley: Thank you #SHARP17, mind fully blown. Looking forward to
piecing it together again in new & wonderful ways in time for #SHARP18
6/13/2017 5:08:11 AM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: After a combined #DHSI2017 and #SHARP17, I
might just not speak a word tomorrow.
6/13/2017 5:08:27 AM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Plaudits to #sharp17 organizers for a provocative and
enjoyable conference--& thanks for holding off PNW's unpredictable la…
6/13/2017 5:08:34 AM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: #sharp17 's organizers arranged for a lovely sunset on our
final night https://t.co/RpT1lq5lux
6/13/2017 5:08:41 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JJMcEvilla: Final night of #Sharp17: #MusicBingo @MaudeHuntersPub
@cryurchin @anguscbrown @tomabba @lauragrayblair @randaelka @alspence…
6/13/2017 5:08:59 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MFGuenette: #dhsi2017 & #sharp17 early modernists: in Montréal July
5-7? Join us for #Transformissions17 Message me for details https…
6/13/2017 5:09:05 AM
anjacks0n: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/13/2017 5:29:16 AM
Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to @SHARPorg sponsored
Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe9VhvsX
6/13/2017 5:50:59 AM
RobinDesmeules: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply
to @SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 5:53:34 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 6:20:36 AM
rmounce: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/13/2017 6:25:48 AM
steltenpower: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle says
university librarians are part of the problem, buying publishing instead of O…
6/13/2017 6:33:38 AM

JJMcEvilla: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 6:57:42 AM
lauragrayblair: Exclusive footage from #SHARP17: there's baby ducks about.
https://t.co/KXhZ4lb0dd
6/13/2017 7:03:54 AM
JulianneKrutka: The latest The Folks of #westernma Daily! https://t.co/7MzHkzzuBK
Thanks to @ThatShaneBua @katieferg @billscher #healthymeetshappy #sharp17
6/13/2017 7:07:27 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 Day 5: Six papers, #SharpAt25 panel, Closing, keynote w
@brewster_kahle, reception, music bingo, pack bags, answer e-mail #Toronto!
6/13/2017 7:14:50 AM
fersacambridge: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Where good ideas come from:
“involuntary interdisciplinarity”
6/13/2017 7:15:34 AM
pruedar: RT @SHARPorg: Meet our newest publication ‘Lingua Franca: The History of
the Book in Translation’ https://t.co/ZmdCYCp21R#sharp17
6/13/2017 7:34:33 AM
DrDFuller: That is *so*sweet @iangadd! Andrew Steeves is a hero. So are you. Thanks
for your excellent leadership of @SHARPorg… https://t.co/JxtfXRtGMi
6/13/2017 7:43:29 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so
grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 7:44:11 AM
Literature_Geek: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 8:07:08 AM
leahhenrickson: RT @EpistolaryBrown: #sharp17 #DHSI2017 @brewster_kahle "If I'm
not provoking you, I'm not doing my job right"
6/13/2017 8:16:15 AM
leahhenrickson: RT @Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 #DHSI2017
<rant>@brewster_kahle</rant>
6/13/2017 8:17:03 AM
samartha: RT @iangadd: Aww, you guys 볼볼#Sharp17 https://t.co/6i4AUVxuPx
6/13/2017 8:22:46 AM
leoba: YES. Would like to know more. See also my blog post on the Digital Ramamala
project: https://t.co/QQrVEpF6aN… https://t.co/BoN4pjuiQG
6/13/2017 9:17:12 AM
annemnolan: RT @iangadd: Aww, you guys 볼볼#Sharp17 https://t.co/6i4AUVxuPx
6/13/2017 9:41:45 AM
samartha: RT @TheUKRED: #I1 @Shaf_Towheed Post-It notes were "an unexpected
smash hit": they encouraged spontaneous responses #sharp17 https://t.co/s…

6/13/2017 9:45:45 AM
egaffney4: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 10:31:38 AM
_dspk: for #sharp17 people who might be in UK in July https://t.co/zyoVSdEH0Z
6/13/2017 10:56:34 AM
JulianneKrutka: The latest The Folks of #westernma Daily! https://t.co/7MzHkzzuBK
Thanks to @confluentforms @WWLP22News @CeceCalabrese #sharp17
6/13/2017 11:07:53 AM
DigHumBot: Victoria for centuries" #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference schedule is up!!
https://t.co/YNOdY27RyK #yaaaaaaaaayyy https://t.co/8xqoeravOM
6/13/2017 11:09:25 AM
TCDEnglish: RT @PopFicDoctors: Some fantastic 1970s marketing of fantasy books
#sharp17 #popfic https://t.co/wKDY6BC0PD
6/13/2017 11:22:34 AM
MiaMassicotte: RT @hralperta: .@brewster_kahle : digitize your materials, stop
publishing behind paywalls. #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 11:35:35 AM
LibSkrat: So nobody misses this, I add hashtags #DHSI2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/MO69fSaeqt
6/13/2017 11:37:45 AM
jambina: RT @LibSkrat: So nobody misses this, I add hashtags #DHSI2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/MO69fSaeqt
6/13/2017 11:42:40 AM
sleonchnm: RT @LibSkrat: So nobody misses this, I add hashtags #DHSI2017
#sharp17 https://t.co/MO69fSaeqt
6/13/2017 11:49:40 AM
jonathanhholmes: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply
to @SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 11:54:43 AM
GabriellaNoyes: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: 2nd tech: separate content
from presentation = CSS cascading style sheets, 20-year old spec now (cont. p…
6/13/2017 12:53:44 PM
profwernimont: see also work by @mukurtu + co, @professorcaz, @jmddrake. "open
access, archive everything" is the colonizers toolk… https://t.co/JUslBkQZRY
6/13/2017 12:59:19 PM
margymaclibrary: RT @LibSkrat: So nobody misses this, I add hashtags #DHSI2017
#sharp17 https://t.co/MO69fSaeqt
6/13/2017 12:59:22 PM
MichelleMCall1: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in
the digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/13/2017 1:00:43 PM

profwernimont: if we can't see the ethical stakes (+power relations) in digital archives
we are going to do violence. Do better.… https://t.co/NWBE1w0S9G
6/13/2017 1:00:55 PM
GabriellaNoyes: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in
the digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/13/2017 1:00:57 PM
anguscbrown: RT @JJMcEvilla: Final night of #Sharp17: #MusicBingo
@MaudeHuntersPub @cryurchin @anguscbrown @tomabba @lauragrayblair @randaelka
@alspence…
6/13/2017 1:04:10 PM
profwernimont: other relevant work by @amyeetx @CCP_org @CLKCrompton
@BergisJules @jmjafrx @moyazb -- listen...really listen #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 1:04:44 PM
jotis13: Anyone leaving from #sharp17 or still at #DHSI2017 able to help?
https://t.co/mKsI2iVnC0
6/13/2017 1:11:57 PM
profwernimont: also see work by @elotroalex @roopikarisam @Electrostani
@Purdom_L Mary Ellen Cushman, David Kim, @ssenier -- #DHSI2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 1:16:33 PM
AprilHathcock: How can they have this truth dropping going on AND a keynote by
Brewster Kahle? More of the former, less of the la… https://t.co/81OakI8BoY
6/13/2017 1:23:37 PM
MichelleMCall1: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: 2nd tech: separate content
from presentation = CSS cascading style sheets, 20-year old spec now (cont. p…
6/13/2017 1:24:43 PM
profwernimont: been a while since I've put an angry bibliography together...but I feel a
"Justice and Digital Archives" one coming on #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 1:30:06 PM
profwernimont: feel free to share citations and I'll compile #justDigitalArchives
#sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 1:31:08 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @loradeets: Amazing revelations at #SHARPat25 - a crucial book in
the society's history was Teach Yourself HTML in a Week #sharp17
6/13/2017 1:33:56 PM
hralperta: RT @profwernimont: feel free to share citations and I'll compile
#justDigitalArchives #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 1:37:29 PM
brianbhalley: Another relevant tweet for #AAUP17 from elsewhere, this from #sharp17
taking place simultaneously. Protect the youn… https://t.co/q6gKJjLII1
6/13/2017 1:40:16 PM
mxmcadam: RT @brianbhalley: Another relevant tweet for #AAUP17 from elsewhere,
this from #sharp17 taking place simultaneously. Protect the young from…
6/13/2017 1:48:51 PM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @lauragrayblair: Exclusive footage from #SHARP17: there's baby
ducks about. https://t.co/KXhZ4lb0dd
6/13/2017 1:50:02 PM
LinguisticDNA: RT @eyeona: Closing discussions of #sharpat25 making me think of
BookHistory@Sheffield #sharp17 #bookhistshef
6/13/2017 1:51:30 PM
profwernimont: I'm putting together Justice and Digital Archives working bibliography
to share, incl with #sharp17 and #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 1:53:35 PM
oakknollbooks: RT @SHARP2017: BIG thank you to #sharp17 sponsors: @uofalibraries
@oakknollbooks @ubclibrary @BrillPublishing @CambridgeUP MediaPreserve @s…
6/13/2017 1:54:37 PM
DigHumBot: Road yesterday bell hooks -- is buried, Mr Orwell!" (Question [Declaration],
Jonathan Rose). #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle
6/13/2017 2:09:26 PM
Tanuja_A: RT @_dspk: for #sharp17 people who might be in UK in July
https://t.co/zyoVSdEH0Z
6/13/2017 2:14:25 PM
amndw2: Goodbye #dhsi2017 and #sharp17! It's been great!
6/13/2017 2:37:29 PM
nzsydney: looking forward to it, @jotis13 bring on those force-directed graphs!
#sharp17 @SHARP2017 https://t.co/8Kep6Db7dn
6/13/2017 2:40:43 PM
nzsydney: Google stuffs up again, thinks this is Italian!!! ciao #sharp17 see you at
#sharp2018 https://t.co/bdFF68mS3C
6/13/2017 2:43:07 PM
nzsydney: je demande le hokey-pokey #sharp17 a #sharp2018
https://t.co/E7kWUKvl9L
6/13/2017 2:45:00 PM
nzsydney: If @CassiniSaturn can go to Saturn, you can get to #SHARP18 say g'day,
mate, and throw a shrimp on the barbie! see you there #sharp17
6/13/2017 2:50:47 PM
gwayvt: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 2:54:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: #sharp17 Missed the shuttle I was gonna take w/ @CitizenWald
@PatrickLearyVIC: taxi to airport in 5 from Res Office if you wanna join
6/13/2017 2:56:18 PM
MiriamJ801: RT @Mattie_Burkert: .@brewster_kahle: younger people think that all the
books have already been digitized #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #scary https:/…
6/13/2017 3:10:23 PM
profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17 #DHSI2017

6/13/2017 3:14:16 PM
Gu4Wxr: RT @qn54hlx: #sharp17 Choose a good one. https://t.co/LCQZs4oQo1
6/13/2017 3:19:29 PM
danielilajoxox1: RT @qn54hlx: #sharp17 Choose a good one. https://t.co/LCQZs4oQo1
6/13/2017 3:21:24 PM
MFGuenette: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 What are your favourite hashtags for research on
#earlymodern history? #YoLoyola and #Jesuicy ha… https://t.co/cMvyD02Plf
6/13/2017 3:23:13 PM
Reb_D: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 3:24:17 PM
HnlVw: RT @qn54hlx: #sharp17 Choose a good one. https://t.co/LCQZs4oQo1
6/13/2017 3:27:42 PM
JvCa2Dpw_Zahran: RT @qn54hlx: #sharp17 Choose a good one.
https://t.co/LCQZs4oQo1
6/13/2017 3:29:36 PM
patriksv: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 3:46:17 PM
kamaslak: We do what we love and we love what we do. @bookhistories summing up
#sharp17 볼
6/13/2017 3:50:14 PM
bookhistories: RT @kamaslak: We do what we love and we love what we do.
@bookhistories summing up #sharp17 볼
6/13/2017 3:51:00 PM
DHInstitute: Did you lose a bookish reading accessory in Lam Auditorium yesterday?
Check in @ the registration area! (MacLaurin A100) #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 3:59:55 PM
jotis13: "This conversation ends with Sharp Zombies." #sharp17 #dhsi2017
6/13/2017 4:03:24 PM
Electrostani: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 4:11:15 PM
e_ekelly: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 4:22:19 PM
quinndupont: RT @profwernimont: I'm putting together Justice and Digital Archives
working bibliography to share, incl with #sharp17 and #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 4:33:44 PM
vg_tms: RT @CritRikk: #SHARP17 #B6 Holmes: 2nd tech: separate content from
presentation = CSS cascading style sheets, 20-year old spec now (cont. p…

6/13/2017 4:35:45 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @_dspk: for #sharp17 people who might be in UK in July
https://t.co/zyoVSdEH0Z
6/13/2017 4:51:59 PM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 was a fantastic conference! Thank you to the organizers, to
@Uvic, & to all my new friends. I really enjoy… https://t.co/6KHyxbbGfb
6/13/2017 4:59:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 was a fantastic conference! Thank you to the
organizers, to @Uvic, & to all my new friends. I really enjoyed the #…
6/13/2017 5:04:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @kamaslak: We do what we love and we love what we do.
@bookhistories summing up #sharp17 볼
6/13/2017 5:05:03 PM
dorothyk98: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 5:07:55 PM
DigHumBot: RT @juliawants: The #startup is up!! https://t.co/YNOdY27RyK
#yaaaaaaaaayyy https://t.co/8xqoeravOM #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference
6/13/2017 5:09:25 PM
helensonner: Apropos of our discussion during the science communication panel at
#sharp17 https://t.co/pUyElOFm2o
6/13/2017 5:12:35 PM
crimsonyoo: RT @SHARP2017: Thanks to all for an AMAZING #sharp17! We are so
grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful community.
6/13/2017 5:24:36 PM
jotis13: #sharp17 statistics! The final (as of last night) number of tweets was 8046,
with 5556 unique tweets and 2490 retweets.
6/13/2017 5:26:05 PM
jotis13: #sharp17 with the most unique tweets include @EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ
@CritRikk @jotis13 @alisakbeer @PopFicDoctors and @bookhistories
6/13/2017 5:27:04 PM
jotis13: Most retweeted folks at #sharp17: @EpistolaryBrown @PopFicDoctors
@SHARP2017 (shocker) @StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll and @Shaf_Towheed
6/13/2017 5:27:44 PM
jotis13: The #sharp17 network has a diameter of 7 and average degree of 4.8. There
were 519(!!!) unique tweeters (not counting all the spambots).
6/13/2017 5:28:42 PM
jotis13: #sharp17 with the highest betweenness centrality in the network: @SHARPorg
@EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ @SHARP2017 @Shaf_Towheed @mollyhardy
6/13/2017 5:29:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: @jotis13 @EpistolaryBrown @PopFicDoctors @SHARP2017
@StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll Thanks! Great conference & alway…
https://t.co/uvNE7y4EEB

6/13/2017 5:29:52 PM
jotis13: No #sharp17 network viz yet, because I'm going to muck with the gephi file
during my #networkanlaysis #DHSI2017 #unconference event in 2 hrs
6/13/2017 5:30:12 PM
jotis13: One more #sharp17 metric might interest you: we're a very tight-knit
community. There are only 7 distinct components! MLA had 70. AHA 74
6/13/2017 5:37:27 PM
jtheibault: For the sake of #sharp17 followers. Lots of juicy stats (but just one cool
visualization), but really odd assumptio… https://t.co/YsyJDpkVHl
6/13/2017 5:51:04 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 with the most unique tweets include
@EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ @CritRikk @jotis13 @alisakbeer @PopFicDoctors and
@bo…
6/13/2017 5:53:02 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @jotis13: Most retweeted folks at #sharp17: @EpistolaryBrown
@PopFicDoctors @SHARP2017 (shocker) @StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll and @Sha…
6/13/2017 5:53:04 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @jotis13: The #sharp17 network has a diameter of 7 and average
degree of 4.8. There were 519(!!!) unique tweeters (not counting all the…
6/13/2017 5:55:28 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 statistics! The final (as of last night) number
of tweets was 8046, with 5556 unique tweets and 2490 retweets.
6/13/2017 5:55:56 PM
alisakbeer: Have an #a11y accessibility idea for conference slides? Tell us here! Closing
the doc tomorrow at noon EST.… https://t.co/RnrYQRZv3M
6/13/2017 5:56:26 PM
alisakbeer: RT @alisakbeer: How Not To Give Your Audience A Migraine: editable google
doc. https://t.co/TuxiwK8jC3#sharp17 #sharp18 #a11y https://t.c…
6/13/2017 5:56:34 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: How Not To Give Your Audience A Migraine: editable google
doc. https://t.co/TuxiwK8jC3#sharp17 #sharp18 #a11y https://t.c…
6/13/2017 5:57:05 PM
ashleycmorford: RT @alisakbeer: Have an #a11y accessibility idea for conference
slides? Tell us here! Closing the doc tomorrow at noon EST. #sharp17 #DHSI2…
6/13/2017 5:57:30 PM
kamaslak: @bookhistories Or, as @bookhistories ACTUALLY said: "We love what we do
and do what we love". At #sharp17 its OK to… https://t.co/ETnH1JuCGK
6/13/2017 6:03:05 PM
av_tms: RT @Marie_LSJ: #c9 @lesliehowsam compares the lack of archives in the
digital publishing world to the lack of archives in the 19c #sharp17
6/13/2017 6:03:44 PM
mollyhardy: Bye, bye Victoria! I hardly knew yah this visit, but these views (& amazing
#DH #BH scholarship @uvic) will surely… https://t.co/NNiTN6oCv5

6/13/2017 6:04:58 PM
DigHumBot: This wk's "unconference" sessions look pretty #dhsi2017 here's the recent
American election #Hmm #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference
6/13/2017 6:09:25 PM
Marie_LSJ: Je suis parmi ceux et celles qui ont publié le + de tweets à #sharp17!
Salutations à tous mes collègues de diffusio… https://t.co/0ihfmoQCCm
6/13/2017 6:12:31 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 6:25:49 PM
randaelka: RT @Laura_Estill: Already missing #sharp17 @SHARP2017 ? Apply to
@SHARPorg sponsored Shakespeare seminar for next spring! https://t.co/BEQe…
6/13/2017 6:27:58 PM
EMGrumbach: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 6:28:51 PM
Marie_LSJ: Mon compte était aussi un des + centraux à #sharp17!
https://t.co/2fHbgj78WIMon statisticien de père va devoir m'… https://t.co/mo05t4JvTy
6/13/2017 6:29:04 PM
james3neal: RT @christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle admits @internetarchive isn't a
library & findability is awful: "help us!" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 6:41:08 PM
jmjafrx: RT @profwernimont: feel free to share citations and I'll compile
#justDigitalArchives #sharp17 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 6:52:34 PM
jmjafrx: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 6:52:57 PM
letsshall: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 7:00:07 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/OCQndK0Ncz
Thanks to @mattlaschneider @Matrix_MSU @howet #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 7:27:07 PM
StevieLMarsden: Agreed! #sharp17 #dshi2017 https://t.co/ubfFTvxnsB
6/13/2017 7:39:45 PM
alisakbeer: RT @Marie_LSJ: Je suis parmi ceux et celles qui ont publié le + de tweets à
#sharp17! Salutations à tous mes collègues de diffusion de l'hi…
6/13/2017 7:49:03 PM
LauraEmilyPDX: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 7:49:56 PM

hralperta: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 8:04:48 PM
StevieLMarsden: Also particularly delighted with this post #sharp17 purchase!
https://t.co/ugOtBUvd0F
6/13/2017 8:05:14 PM
khetiwe24: Goodbye #sharp17 and #dhsi2017! So nice to meet many #bookhistory &
#digitalhumanities friends. Until next year @SHARP_2018 @EnlightenmentDH
6/13/2017 8:07:08 PM
sshreeves: This thread. This is why the Kahle thing drives me crazy. Not even trying.
Did anyone at #sharp17 push back on him? https://t.co/ilt5C0mQsN
6/13/2017 8:08:38 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @alisakbeer: Have an #a11y accessibility idea for conference slides?
Tell us here! Closing the doc tomorrow at noon EST. #sharp17 #DHSI2…
6/13/2017 8:17:33 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #i1 Simon Frost on high street survey of book
consumption #sharp17 https://t.co/JzYsmI838W
6/13/2017 8:28:15 PM
marika_louise: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/13/2017 8:45:24 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @khetiwe24: Goodbye #sharp17 and #dhsi2017! So nice to meet many
#bookhistory & #digitalhumanities friends. Until next year @SHARP_2018…
6/13/2017 9:33:31 PM
kenikodjo: @khetiwe24 @onlinereaders1 Started writing from my phone because I
didn't have a laptop then. ''Twas also convenien… https://t.co/YycaMGOSmA
6/13/2017 9:39:45 PM
richendabrim: Just leaving #sharp17 and already excited for #rbms17. I will sleep in
July.
6/13/2017 9:44:34 PM
mjmeyers: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 9:52:06 PM
richendabrim: Q5: if in the dorm maybe pack smthng small to cozy up yr rm? I
decorated my #sharp17 dorm rm as soon as I arrived (I'm a nester.) #rbms17
6/13/2017 9:56:02 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @richendabrim: Q5: if in the dorm maybe pack smthng small to cozy up
yr rm? I decorated my #sharp17 dorm rm as soon as I arrived (I'm a…
6/13/2017 9:56:55 PM
coppercristyn: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/13/2017 10:15:03 PM
agbordini: See you, beautiful Victoria & amazing #sharp17 + #DHSI2017 folks. Thank
you, everyone, for a fabulous time! https://t.co/zJDrEUxOyL

6/13/2017 10:33:11 PM
kathryn_kuntz: RT @PopFicDoctors: Modifiers of the term "reader" in Women Writers
Online: favourites are "feeble sighted" and "melting" #sharp17 https://t…
6/13/2017 10:34:46 PM
KulaJournal: RT @christianlamb: .@brewster_kahle admits @internetarchive isn't a
library & findability is awful: "help us!" #dhsi2017 #sharp17
6/13/2017 10:37:01 PM
KulaJournal: Thanks to everyone at #sharp17 who made it such a great conference. We
would welcome submissions of your fascinating papers as articles!
6/13/2017 10:57:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 statistics! The final (as of last night) number of
tweets was 8046, with 5556 unique tweets and 2490 retweets.
6/13/2017 11:04:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 with the most unique tweets include
@EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ @CritRikk @jotis13 @alisakbeer @PopFicDoctors and
@bo…
6/13/2017 11:04:39 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: Most retweeted folks at #sharp17: @EpistolaryBrown
@PopFicDoctors @SHARP2017 (shocker) @StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll and @Sha…
6/13/2017 11:04:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: The #sharp17 network has a diameter of 7 and average
degree of 4.8. There were 519(!!!) unique tweeters (not counting all the…
6/13/2017 11:04:44 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 with the highest betweenness centrality in the
network: @SHARPorg @EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ @SHARP2017 @Shaf_Towhee…
6/13/2017 11:04:49 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: One more #sharp17 metric might interest you: we're a very
tight-knit community. There are only 7 distinct components! MLA had…
6/13/2017 11:05:00 PM
RomeshG: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/13/2017 11:13:54 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/OCQndK0Ncz
Thanks to @caissarl @leoba @JenHoward #sharp17
6/13/2017 11:27:22 PM
edsu: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 12:31:05 AM
MadeleineSaint: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 12:32:45 AM
MichaelHancher: After #sharp17, Munro's Books. Bought a new paperback about
paper. https://t.co/SMR9zaQuGA

6/14/2017 12:39:34 AM
anneriitta: RT @alisakbeer: Have an #a11y accessibility idea for conference slides? Tell
us here! Closing the doc tomorrow at noon EST. #sharp17 #DHSI2…
6/14/2017 12:45:47 AM
metadatastan: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 12:57:11 AM
swarraj: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/14/2017 1:10:37 AM
SHARPorg: RT @agbordini: See you, beautiful Victoria & amazing #sharp17 +
#DHSI2017 folks. Thank you, everyone, for a fabulous time! https://t.co/zJD…
6/14/2017 1:18:20 AM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: Have an #a11y accessibility idea for conference slides? Tell
us here! Closing the doc tomorrow at noon EST. #sharp17 #DHSI2…
6/14/2017 1:21:07 AM
tomabba: Anyone still standing at #sharp17. @lauragrayblair, @cryurchin, and others
(and me) are eating at Felicitas and then to the Smugglers Cove.
6/14/2017 1:56:07 AM
MariaAChappell: #DHSI2017 #sharp17 & those familiar with Victoria: what are your
favorite things to do in the area?
6/14/2017 2:40:13 AM
wynkenhimself: So @EpistolaryBrown came back the smart way (two planes and taxis)
whereas I did 볼 볼볼 볼볼 but we both it back from #sharp17
6/14/2017 2:53:01 AM
ClaireSquires: Post #sharp17 moment on Salt Spring Is. w/ @Beth_driscoll
@Dr_Rehberg_Sedo raising a glass to @lesliehowsam's brilliant words at #sharpat25
6/14/2017 2:53:57 AM
ClaireSquires: @Beth_driscoll @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17 reflection 2 w/
@Beth_driscoll & @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: we can't believe we're… https://t.co/2Uyjls4Rmt
6/14/2017 3:23:22 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Post #sharp17 moment on Salt Spring Is. w/
@Beth_driscoll @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo raising a glass to @lesliehowsam's brilliant…
6/14/2017 3:25:29 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: @Beth_driscoll @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo #sharp17
reflection 2 w/ @Beth_driscoll & @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo: we can't believe we're in th…
6/14/2017 3:25:40 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: Most retweeted folks at #sharp17: @EpistolaryBrown
@PopFicDoctors @SHARP2017 (shocker) @StevieLMarsden @Beth_driscoll and @Sha…
6/14/2017 3:25:50 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: je demande le hokey-pokey #sharp17 a #sharp2018
https://t.co/E7kWUKvl9L

6/14/2017 3:33:54 AM
ClaireSquires: @Beth_driscoll @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @iangadd And while we're at our
post-#sharp17 reflections (3): all hail @nzsydney -… https://t.co/tQv0WOuLS7
6/14/2017 3:39:53 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: @Beth_driscoll @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @iangadd And
while we're at our post-#sharp17 reflections (3): all hail @nzsydney - we c…
6/14/2017 3:53:31 AM
MFGuenette: Discovering Cadboro bay #victoria #dhsi2017 #sharp17 #OhCanada
https://t.co/wDK10rR4Ag
6/14/2017 4:13:06 AM
eviedc: RT @PopFicDoctors: Relevant to Q time at Emoji Dick keynote #sharp17
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/MnRWg6zHbL
6/14/2017 4:18:26 AM
alisakbeer: Flight home from #sharp17 and #DHSI2017 delayed until past midnight- at
least I have knitting. https://t.co/X0mmW1NJeZ
6/14/2017 4:21:06 AM
ShelleyTrower: Back from Victoria Canada #sharp17 conf just in time for @UR_ECW
Away Day all the way away down the road with @andykesson et al. May nap.
6/14/2017 6:55:14 AM
Literature_Geek: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 11:36:13 AM
H_WRBI: RT @MFGuenette: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 What are your favourite hashtags for
research on #earlymodern history? #YoLoyola and #Jesuicy have made…
6/14/2017 11:44:52 AM
LHR_editor: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 12:12:07 PM
LauraEmilyPDX: RT @MFGuenette: Discovering Cadboro bay #victoria #dhsi2017
#sharp17 #OhCanada https://t.co/wDK10rR4Ag
6/14/2017 2:48:26 PM
DHInstitute: RT @KulaJournal: Thanks to everyone at #sharp17 who made it such a
great conference. We would welcome submissions of your fascinating paper…
6/14/2017 2:51:53 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @MFGuenette: Discovering Cadboro bay #victoria #dhsi2017
#sharp17 #OhCanada https://t.co/wDK10rR4Ag
6/14/2017 3:03:52 PM
DigHumBot: POC, grad students: be remembered for centuries" #Sharp17 #DHSI17
#unconference schedule is actually 3-dimensional.
6/14/2017 3:09:26 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: One more #sharp17 metric might interest you: we're a
very tight-knit community. There are only 7 distinct components! MLA had…

6/14/2017 3:21:36 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 with the most unique tweets include
@EpistolaryBrown @Marie_LSJ @CritRikk @jotis13 @alisakbeer @PopFicDoctors and
@bo…
6/14/2017 3:22:15 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 statistics! The final (as of last night) number of
tweets was 8046, with 5556 unique tweets and 2490 retweets.
6/14/2017 3:22:32 PM
mandellc: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/14/2017 3:32:16 PM
DigHumBot: As always, wanting to a browser is buried, Mr Orwell!" (Question
[Declaration], Jonathan Rose). #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference
6/14/2017 4:08:00 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @wynkenhimself: Learn from this librarian #sharp17
https://t.co/a665yWWCkE
6/14/2017 6:44:01 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @mridley: Thank you #SHARP17, mind fully blown. Looking forward to
piecing it together again in new & wonderful ways in time for #SHARP18
6/14/2017 6:44:41 PM
bookhistories: 볼볼볼볼 Finally back in Sweden. Thank you #sharp17 organisers and
friends, it's been swell.
6/14/2017 6:53:27 PM
alisakbeer: 볼볼볼 and finally home from #dhsi2017 and #sharp17. Napped and
unpacked and groceries acquired and now to stay up to reset my clock.
6/14/2017 8:11:09 PM
AmAntiquarian: Thx 2 talk we heard @SHARPorg #sharp17, we've created record for
1st US edition of J Austen's Emma w link to digital https://t.co/rPDBiehwgH
6/14/2017 8:20:21 PM
PedagogyAmLitSt: RT @AmAntiquarian: Thx 2 talk we heard @SHARPorg #sharp17,
we've created record for 1st US edition of J Austen's Emma w link to digital htt…
6/14/2017 8:22:32 PM
mollyhardy: RT @AmAntiquarian: Thx 2 talk we heard @SHARPorg #sharp17, we've
created record for 1st US edition of J Austen's Emma w link to digital htt…
6/14/2017 8:24:12 PM
woollenwords: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/14/2017 8:33:55 PM
kariebookish: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/14/2017 8:35:43 PM

legionseagle: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/14/2017 8:37:30 PM
dyddgu: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/14/2017 8:59:09 PM
fierengraw: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway
& Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/14/2017 9:06:58 PM
DrKatieGarner: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/14/2017 9:13:49 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: Does anyone at #dhsi2017 want a lovely #sharp17 tote?? We have
some extras if you do! https://t.co/pvLwfPqSSH
6/14/2017 9:21:35 PM
Kotaatok: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway &
Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/14/2017 9:22:46 PM
RiedelDagmar: safe?! perhaps rather that many copies increase the chances of
survival... @brewster_kahle #sharp17 https://t.co/3w0aVGI32j
6/14/2017 9:26:08 PM
chrissievmierlo: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/14/2017 9:52:56 PM
kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on mobile
literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yester… https://t.co/Z0ik0hIQFp
6/14/2017 10:12:48 PM
kat_blckwd: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both Hemingway
& Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten htt…
6/14/2017 10:15:45 PM
eli_sabblah: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:17:29 PM
yamorti_: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:18:14 PM
NobleQuansah: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:18:50 PM
veenappysqueeks: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a
case study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…

6/14/2017 10:19:50 PM
Cediwaa: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:22:25 PM
TwumTweets: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:26:58 PM
gyphtie: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on
mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:37:09 PM
kofiamed: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:39:20 PM
eva_voom: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:46:54 PM
Promistique: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:51:36 PM
Jellybooks: RT @Beth_driscoll: .@tylershores is intrigued by numbers that measure
reading. What do these numbers indicate? Mentions jellybooks #sharp17…
6/14/2017 10:56:31 PM
Jellybooks: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/14/2017 10:56:53 PM
arhomberg: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/14/2017 10:57:29 PM
Yellow_Skittle: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 10:58:20 PM
Selaballer: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 11:08:13 PM
KhriseAsare7: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/14/2017 11:28:53 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 1:35:17 AM
SHARPorg: RT @AmAntiquarian: Thx 2 talk we heard @SHARPorg #sharp17, we've
created record for 1st US edition of J Austen's Emma w link to digital htt…

6/15/2017 2:14:20 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @AmAntiquarian: Thx 2 talk we heard @SHARPorg #sharp17, we've
created record for 1st US edition of J Austen's Emma w link to digital htt…
6/15/2017 5:43:20 AM
Phlowbaby: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 6:33:35 AM
T_jaiy: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on
mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 7:21:50 AM
233Advertising: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 8:15:08 AM
kooSebor: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 11:20:39 AM
GemBeryl: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 12:08:24 PM
DigHumBot: RT @juliawants: The #DHSI2017 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "lots of the
recent American election #Hmm #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle
6/15/2017 12:09:25 PM
CitizenWald: RT @MFGuenette: #sharp17 #dhsi2017 What are your favourite hashtags
for research on #earlymodern history? #YoLoyola and #Jesuicy have made…
6/15/2017 12:57:14 PM
ftayler: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/15/2017 2:45:27 PM
Ms_Rosieluv: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 2:55:06 PM
aEsTuh: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on
mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 3:41:00 PM
PrinceRibeiro: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 3:51:31 PM
JenProf: RT @profwernimont: Work in progress : Justice and Digital Archives
https://t.co/5GdRmSjuvF Share your cites w/ me and I'll include #sharp17…
6/15/2017 4:17:36 PM
CraigMunroEdits: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at
#SHARP17: “marginalia as anger management”

6/15/2017 4:47:46 PM
sybilthefirst: RT @CitizenWald: one of best comments from audience at #SHARP17:
“marginalia as anger management”
6/15/2017 4:48:33 PM
CraigMunroEdits: RT @mlkharrington: It is neither inferior nor artificial to read on a
screen. #sharp17 https://t.co/R9fujFkGUD
6/15/2017 4:51:14 PM
onlinereaders1: Flying home today after fab 10 days in Canada. High points #sharp17
craft beer, poutine, wildlife
6/15/2017 5:25:43 PM
AmyHildrethChen: The decision to take a short vacation between #sharp17 and hosting
#rbms17 was a good one. I might actually be a coherent human next week.
6/15/2017 5:27:17 PM
niitackie17: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 5:29:29 PM
Akyempo: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study
on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 5:30:31 PM
nzsydney: #sharpat25 continues throughout our anniversary year. keep watch
#sharp17 participants and #sharp18 lurkers. tweet largely! @nzsydney
6/15/2017 5:43:47 PM
trueXstory: RT @mollyhardy: Take a quiz! "MARC / BIBFRAME?" interactive component
4 "Machine-Readable Moments" on Techs of Catalog #a3 #sharp17https:/…
6/15/2017 6:17:57 PM
oldpondcomics: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 6:39:16 PM
Mr_Dei: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on
mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 6:40:28 PM
readJerome: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 6:48:28 PM
odenbk: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case study on
mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 7:25:05 PM
melching91: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 7:26:17 PM
TheAccraMarket: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…

6/15/2017 8:10:57 PM
imageofvictory: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/15/2017 8:15:27 PM
oldpondcomics: Don't feed the deer. #sharp17 https://t.co/O8vhFql2Qm
6/15/2017 8:53:26 PM
oldpondcomics: Mobile literature star in Ghana writes on her phone & invites fans
participation- @TransWalt #sharp17 @kenikodjo… https://t.co/iINSzx9XJr
6/15/2017 9:00:52 PM
oldpondcomics: Ambient literature is site-responsive to the choices of the readers. It's
an experience, more than a map in your ha… https://t.co/k8NKGlOeWE
6/15/2017 9:08:16 PM
oldpondcomics: Had a great time! See you at #sharp18 in Sydney! #sharp17
@SHARPorg https://t.co/NSyiYCIKDE
6/15/2017 9:12:30 PM
DigHumBot: Jonathan Rose). #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconferenceI'm jealous of the
global brain that silence?
6/16/2017 1:09:25 AM
KatieMcGettigan: Post #sharp17 jet lag. 4am wide awake. Guess my plan to get up
early and tweak my lecture might actually happen today!
6/16/2017 4:53:05 AM
StirDigitalMedi: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/16/2017 5:59:05 AM
kenikodjo: RT @oldpondcomics: Mobile literature star in Ghana writes on her phone &
invites fans participation- @TransWalt #sharp17 @kenikodjo https:/…
6/16/2017 6:11:05 AM
eborgesrey: RT @sprowberry: Pre-tweeting my #sharp17 slides for spoilers:
https://t.co/tJNuCiJqy6
6/16/2017 6:14:21 AM
PrinceRibeiro: RT @oldpondcomics: Mobile literature star in Ghana writes on her phone
& invites fans participation- @TransWalt #sharp17 @kenikodjo https:/…
6/16/2017 6:27:00 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @nzsydney: #sharpat25 continues throughout our anniversary year.
keep watch #sharp17 participants and #sharp18 lurkers. tweet largely! @…
6/16/2017 6:50:42 AM
bsc_sbc: We're proud of all our members and friends who took part in #sharp17 &
#DHSI2017 Félicitations !
6/16/2017 11:10:54 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @nzsydney: #sharpat25 continues throughout our anniversary year.
keep watch #sharp17 participants and #sharp18 lurkers. tweet largely! @…
6/16/2017 12:27:08 PM

lesliehowsam: RT @Laura_Estill: @EpistolaryBrown = Book historiography!
#SHARPat25 #sharp17
6/16/2017 12:28:43 PM
lesliehowsam: Our panel last week in Victoria on @SHARPorg past & future. @iangadd ,
@PatrickLearyVIC & J Rose & A McCleery.… https://t.co/eMCxIL20c2
6/16/2017 12:33:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bsc_sbc: We're proud of all our members and friends who took part
in #sharp17 & #DHSI2017 Félicitations !
6/16/2017 12:59:25 PM
Attey_RNA: RT @oldpondcomics: Mobile literature star in Ghana writes on her phone &
invites fans participation- @TransWalt #sharp17 @kenikodjo https:/…
6/16/2017 1:14:16 PM
wbogart2: RT @lesliehowsam: Our panel last week in Victoria on @SHARPorg past &
future. @iangadd , @PatrickLearyVIC & J Rose & A McCleery. #SHARP17 h…
6/16/2017 2:34:00 PM
RYANDEWEY: RT @mazarines: Yay, @ClaireSquires. Not everything can or should be
saved, regardless format. Archival appraisal is what we need. #sharp17…
6/16/2017 3:00:18 PM
CitizenWald: 16 June 1780 Massachusetts State Constitution https://t.co/WJ6T1PzbmM
incl. Encouragement of Literature. Ideal for… https://t.co/2ZF50CW181
6/16/2017 3:20:15 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Notes from our ebooks reading panel @loradeets
@lauragrayblair @jordanreed14 (thanks to @clancynewyork!) https://t.co/Q9yFmRKBZu
6/16/2017 4:01:10 PM
DigHumBot: Look at #DHSI2017 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle @internetarchive
#sharp17 #dhsi17 #dhpedRT @juliawants: The #startup is reminding
6/16/2017 4:09:28 PM
jotis13: Mmm, my first #d3viz of the #sharp17 twitter network didn't turn out quite as
expected... #DHSI2017 https://t.co/IQq1a2boBc
6/16/2017 5:01:09 PM
jotis13: #sharp17 supertweeters are still being troublemakers in my 2nd attempt at a
#d3viz network viz ;) #DHSI2017 https://t.co/3r1oIjkFvz
6/16/2017 5:10:58 PM
jotis13: @jasminemulliken It's just the #sharp17 tweets - I did a bar chart viz of the
#DHSI2017 tweets a bit earlier but I'… https://t.co/yhLoLPqbh3
6/16/2017 5:15:39 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 supertweeters are still being troublemakers in my 2nd
attempt at a #d3viz network viz ;) #DHSI2017 https://t.co/3r1oI…
6/16/2017 5:16:39 PM
jotis13: More useless dataviz of #sharp17! Now I'm determined to get something useful
here... #d3viz #DHSI2017 https://t.co/4WHTl29knr
6/16/2017 5:26:36 PM
jotis13: Getting closer to a useable #sharp17 viz! #d3viz #DHSI2017
https://t.co/WEv4uHjLMn

6/16/2017 5:33:05 PM
CLKCrompton: RT @Des4Div: Conversation with @JoAnnRobertsYYJ and
@brewster_kahle on open access and archives #sharp17 #DHSI2017
https://t.co/xukVXoTM5S
6/16/2017 5:33:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Notes from our ebooks reading panel
@loradeets @lauragrayblair @jordanreed14 (thanks to @clancynewyork!) https…
6/16/2017 5:33:46 PM
jotis13: The comet version of the #sharp17 viz! (Having too much fun here.) #d3viz
#DHSI2017 https://t.co/kJpotZZZrx
6/16/2017 5:38:25 PM
bendaniels209: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Amazingly, the only book owned by both
Hemingway & Joyce is Austen's Pride & Prejudice @a_e_lang #sharp17 #JaneAusten
htt…
6/16/2017 5:46:43 PM
colonialip: RT @lesliehowsam: Our panel last week in Victoria on @SHARPorg past &
future. @iangadd , @PatrickLearyVIC & J Rose & A McCleery. #SHARP17 h…
6/16/2017 6:13:30 PM
JoyceJames__: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/16/2017 6:23:18 PM
MFGuenette: Early modern transformissions July 5-7, Montreal programme is up!
@MtlEarlyModern @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/DUmET8XSJm
6/16/2017 6:59:42 PM
Trans4missions: Early modern transformissions July 5-7, Montreal programme is up!
@MtlEarlyModern @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.co/gahoe6zNKt
6/16/2017 7:00:52 PM
MtlEarlyModern: RT @Trans4missions: Early modern transformissions July 5-7,
Montreal programme is up! @MtlEarlyModern @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #dhsi2017
https:/…
6/16/2017 7:07:47 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @Trans4missions: Early modern transformissions July 5-7, Montreal
programme is up! @MtlEarlyModern @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https:/…
6/16/2017 8:37:15 PM
mab_us: RT @MFGuenette: Early modern transformissions July 5-7, Montreal
programme is up! @MtlEarlyModern @SHARP2017 #sharp17 #dhsi2017 https://t.c…
6/16/2017 8:54:10 PM
Mattie_Burkert: .@epierazzo: convergence of #sharp17 + #dhsi2017 part of a new
model of DH integrated w/ disciplines: no more lone wolves, but tamed wolves.
6/16/2017 9:02:11 PM
nzsydney: Vintage typewriters gain fans amid 'digital burnout' https://t.co/Unxnbjp3oE
#sharp17 @nzsydney
6/16/2017 9:03:16 PM

alexiamadd: RT @nzsydney: Vintage typewriters gain fans amid 'digital burnout'
https://t.co/Unxnbjp3oE #sharp17 @nzsydney
6/16/2017 9:07:23 PM
lauragrayblair: Waving goodbye to beautiful @uvic and the #DHSI2017/#SHARP17
communities! Cheers everyone, it's been a blast. https://t.co/gXOOq8nvAD
6/16/2017 10:08:16 PM
DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for a really amazing,
engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels… https://t.co/irWtZw0jfF
6/16/2017 11:15:22 PM
DigHumBot: Jonathan Rose). #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "lots of the library if
you want to a symbolic form in decolonialism, see
6/17/2017 1:09:25 AM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for a
really amazing, engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels, and s…
6/17/2017 1:22:34 AM
RayS6: RT @DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for a really
amazing, engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels, and s…
6/17/2017 1:33:08 AM
angeldnieves: RT @DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for a
really amazing, engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels, and s…
6/17/2017 1:35:09 AM
MCorbettWilson: RT @DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for
a really amazing, engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels, and s…
6/17/2017 1:49:36 AM
LauraEmilyPDX: RT @DHInstitute: Thanks, everyone @ #dhsi2017 and #sharp17, for a
really amazing, engaging, & energizing time together! Safe travels, and s…
6/17/2017 3:42:11 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: Home at last! Thanks for an amazing #dhsi2017 & #sharp17. My
alter ego @AlyssaA_DHSI goes to sleep for another year… https://t.co/Ytbl4fGwyr
6/17/2017 4:39:44 AM
ghanabakwamena: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a
case study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/17/2017 9:35:47 AM
londonna99: RT @kenikodjo: My blog https://t.co/gUzOLvCrQu was used as a case
study on mobile literature in Ghana at #Sharp17 in Canada yesterday! h…
6/17/2017 10:01:13 AM
GianlucaMis: RT @nzsydney: Vintage typewriters gain fans amid 'digital burnout'
https://t.co/Unxnbjp3oE #sharp17 @nzsydney
6/17/2017 11:59:21 AM
DigHumBot: The #DHSI2017 #predigbook17 #bookhistory Women, POC, grad
students: be remembered for centuries" #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle
6/17/2017 1:09:25 PM
DigHumBot: But if you here for centuries" #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference schedule
is not an event for how objects "float."

6/17/2017 9:09:25 PM
DigHumBot: Revising the library if you want a browser is up!! https://t.co/YNOdY27RyK
#yaaaaaaaaayyy https://t.co/8xqoeravOM #Sharp17
6/19/2017 7:09:26 AM
DrAMHagen: Archiving the Web. Timely re-emergence of article in light of
@brewster_kahle keynote at #sharp17 https://t.co/EzS06aznVT
6/19/2017 9:27:45 AM
eyeona: Attn SHARPists & others wanting more abt @LinguisticDNA's discursive
concepts: Coauthored #LDNA article now out & o… https://t.co/i4Ov5cAMyP
6/19/2017 10:18:41 AM
loradeets: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 Notes from our ebooks reading panel @loradeets
@lauragrayblair @jordanreed14 (thanks to @clancynewyork!) https…
6/19/2017 2:41:02 PM
CitizenWald: RT @DrAMHagen: Archiving the Web. Timely re-emergence of article in
light of @brewster_kahle keynote at #sharp17 https://t.co/EzS06aznVT
6/19/2017 3:11:36 PM
CitizenWald: #archaeology Dig aims to fill in picture of Emily Dickinson’s life
https://t.co/hFvakPDpYb & you'll see even more @sharporg in 2019 #SHARP17
6/19/2017 3:16:58 PM
DigHumBot: Internet itself" The #DHSI2017 #DigID17 Told someone at the recent
American election #Hmm #Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahleRT
6/19/2017 4:09:26 PM
archivejournal: Sorry, all, it's been a slow June with our Tweeter-in-chief
@AmyHildrethChen out at #sharp17 and hosting #rbms17
6/19/2017 9:23:58 PM
DigHumBot: Pedagogy, Environments, and Digital Praxis "If you're tired of media.RT
@JJMcEvilla: #Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference sessions:
6/20/2017 12:09:25 AM
nastyshot88: Ole Bridge 'b'+'ridge' ..#bay~edge #ridge [sound~ ]?..#highnote
definitely #sharp17 #TheSummerSeries (tie)… https://t.co/pleQmxv678
6/20/2017 1:01:09 AM
hellsgrannie: It is perhaps not artificial, but many find on-screen reading unpleasant,
and some research shows lower concentrati… https://t.co/T8so8Hu6vh
6/20/2017 1:46:29 AM
DigHumBot: Library of media.#Sharp17 #DHSI17 #unconference schedule is up!!
https://t.co/YNOdY27RyK #yaaaaaaaaayyy https://t.co/8xqoeravOM
6/20/2017 2:09:26 AM
loradeets: RT @PopFicDoctors: .@sybilthefirst: Oil stains a sign of reading for pleasure.
I suspect snacking. #sharp17 https://t.co/UXGDWUpDdw
6/20/2017 7:52:06 AM
DigHumBot: Orwell!" (Question [Declaration], Jonathan Rose). #Sharp17 #DHSI17
@brewster_kahle "what we've failed at so long we'll be

6/20/2017 11:09:26 AM
DigHumBot: As always, wanting to make the ability to replace the wrong structure
#Sharp17 #DHSI17 @brewster_kahle "if we can easily
6/20/2017 2:09:26 PM
LoganPrince18: RT @nzsydney: #sharpat25 continues throughout our anniversary
year. keep watch #sharp17 participants and #sharp18 lurkers. tweet largely! @…
6/20/2017 7:55:10 PM
MiguelV13772686: RT @StevieLMarsden: Story of emoji dick effectively summarised
by @PopFicDoctors #sharp17 https://t.co/QsD0u4q2KV
6/21/2017 4:18:44 AM
DictionarySocNA: Some good book history took place at #dsna2017, same time as
#sharp17. Details at https://t.co/lRFBMCDfQs @SHARPorg @SHARP2017
6/21/2017 7:22:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DictionarySocNA: Some good book history took place at #dsna2017,
same time as #sharp17. Details at https://t.co/lRFBMCDfQs @SHARPorg @S…
6/21/2017 7:22:30 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @DictionarySocNA: Some good book history took place at
#dsna2017, same time as #sharp17. Details at https://t.co/lRFBMCDfQs @SHARPorg
@S…
6/21/2017 7:34:22 PM
CanE_Lab: RT @DictionarySocNA: Some good book history took place at #dsna2017,
same time as #sharp17. Details at https://t.co/lRFBMCDfQs @SHARPorg @S…
6/22/2017 2:42:01 AM
annemcgrail: RT @StevieLMarsden: Also particularly delighted with this post #sharp17
purchase! https://t.co/ugOtBUvd0F
6/24/2017 6:58:36 AM
AmyHildrethChen: Also remembering the #sharp17 #codexconquest lunch! It's been a
busy summer for the game https://t.co/mEiGAUrAjD
6/26/2017 5:26:50 PM
ReadCommunities: RT @bookhistories: Why do you like Christie's Death on the Nile?:
"Because of the murders!" @Shaf_Towheed @ReadCommunities #sharp17 #i1
6/26/2017 6:26:57 PM
hchesner: RT @AmyHildrethChen: Also remembering the #sharp17 #codexconquest
lunch! It's been a busy summer for the game https://t.co/mEiGAUrAjD
6/26/2017 9:41:47 PM
tmg7d: @Marie_LSJ @bethknazook I was sorry to miss #sharp17! Hope to see you next
year!
6/28/2017 1:15:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: Read this & thought of @bookhistories @StevenCarlSmith & Juliette Wells's
brilliant close readings of individual co… https://t.co/XbQhcuuPso
6/28/2017 10:01:52 PM
SHARP_2018: RT @jotis13: The comet version of the #sharp17 viz! (Having too much
fun here.) #d3viz #DHSI2017 https://t.co/kJpotZZZrx

6/29/2017 2:46:42 AM
AmyHildrethChen: @CLIRnews With a special shout out to my friend, @hralperta!
#sharp17 forevah.
6/29/2017 12:03:47 PM
Marie_LSJ: I'm on a Storify roll! The background story to #sharp17 #a6 on DBs w/
@alisakbeer @djohnevans @andiesilva & @jotis13 https://t.co/qfLf6AnrZQ
7/1/2017 3:55:25 AM
CitizenWald: Barely is #SHARP17 over when sight of the #book on @TownOfAmherst
flag reminds me that 2019 @SHARPorg team meets so… https://t.co/S3lEBUWSqT
7/1/2017 5:56:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Barely is #SHARP17 over when sight of the #book on
@TownOfAmherst flag reminds me that 2019 @SHARPorg team meets soon http…
7/1/2017 5:58:35 PM

